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THE MONIST

WILL-FORCE AND THE CONSERVATION OF

HE following essay contains an argument which, I

J. believe, has never yet been stated by any one else

—

much less refuted. Once I did publish it in the January

ntiiJil)er of The Momst for 1899; ^ cunipletely mis-

understood by the Editor, Dr. Paul Carus. My reply to

him came late; and was not published. In offering this

argument now for publication, I throw down the gauntlet

to the whole philosophic world, espedaXLy to Prof. Ernst

Haeckel of Jena, whose recent famous publication briefly

sums up the pronouncements of nineteenth century science

on the opposite side.

To me it has always seemed that there is absolutely no

escape from the conclusion that consciousness—or the con-

scious principle in man and animals—actually does, ever

and again, originate energy.

There are two main steps in the argument by which this

theory is established.

I. Mind directs the motions of matter. This theoiv

has been di^^puted by some leading inlcllccis, more scien-

tists than philosophers, notably Professor Huxley, who
boldly maintained that the mind was a mere spectator of

all that occurred around it, and was powerless to interfere.

To others, such as Tyndall, the problem has remained a

ENERGY.
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Standing puzzle. But I think most are now gradually com-

ing round to the view that mind does direct the motioas

of matter. And perhaps what has chiefly led to this is,

that without this theory there seems to be no foundation

for the ethical idea—ethics ceases to be a science. If all

movements are determined by purely mechanical or ph3rs-

ical causes there is no room for any question of rig-ht or

wrong. If ail the internal and external movements of

animal bodies were entirely independent of amsciousness,

and wnmld go on just the same if consciousness were not

involved, then there is an end of all moral responsibility.

Of course this is only an indirect argument. And I think

there is no direct proof of the theory. We can only argue,

"for if not, if it be possible, suppose that consciousness

does not direct motion," and then see if the alternative

conclusions thus presented are such as we can swallow.

The disappearance of the distinction between right and
wrong is one of the first conclusions. Possibly two or three

logical fanatics might be found who would not stick even

at this. But I think it safe to say that there is not the

smallest possibility of any such theory ever becoming more
than a curiosity.

Another indirect argument is simply this—can we pos-

sibly believe that all that has ever happened and is happen-

ing among conscious beings in this world, would have

happened and would go on happening exactly the same, if

consciousness was not and never had been present. If ani-

mals were unconscious creatures would the daily and
yearly events of their lives be exactly the same? You
can't prove that they would not be by Barbara or by any-

tliing else. But tiie fact remains that the alternative con-

clusion is absurd—what then would be the function of

consciousness, what the use of it ? None I Well you would

never get anybody but a few logical monomaniacs to be-

lieve that
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The direct argument is not conclusive. And yet per-

haps it is as conclusive as the indirect one. The direct

argument is simply—All conscious beings are conscious

of controlling events; if this conscionsness has no founda*

tion in fact, how do you explain it? And the answer Is

that it is quite capati^e of explanation. So lon^ as that

which happens is that which we desire, \vc infer that it is

our desire that has brought it about; when it is not what

we want, we attribute it to external causes.

But I think there is an answer to that Reckoning

numerically, the vast majority of all the movements of the

body which are accompanied by consciousness are just

what we desire—unless a man be diseased by paralysis or

drunkenness, or catalepsy, or something of that sort, his

amis and legs never fail to do the hundreds of little things

that he is continually wanting them to do, all day long.

But, it wmII be said, our actions are the result of in-

grained habit—the result of certain tendencies inherent in

the physical constitution of the body. And our sense of

desiring them is really merely the sense of pleasure that

comes from doing what our bodies are especially made to

do—4hc sense of pleasure that always more or less forms

part of the performance of any natural and healthy func-

tion, or even sometimes of morbid activities that have be-

come habitual.

But that argument can easily be met. Let us rigidly

exclude any and all activities that are habitual. Let us

select any actions quite arbitrarily—actions, not activities.

Think for a moment

—

"I will move my arm or leg, this

way or that,*' and you find you can do it. Can we possibly

attribute each one of these instances to a mere coincidence

that the motion of the arm or the leg happened to occiu:

just at the same time as the desire for that motion?. . .

,

Really I think this is the strongest argument of all. It is

not the direct argument with which we started The direct
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argument, "I desire this movement—this movement oc

curs—therefore my desire is the cause of it"—^may be said

to have failed. Because, theoretically, there is an alter-

native conclusion. But that alternative conclusion pres-

ents, surely, the biggest indirect argument—the strongest

reducHo ad absurdum^^UhBt it would be possible to find

anywhere. If there is a stage at which the probabOities

of the indirect form of argument become as good as the

certainties of a direct one, it is surely here.

The reply, if any, could only be, that it is only throiig-h

illusion that the movement appears to follow the desire;

and that, as a matter of fact, it is the desire that follows

the movement—the desire being, really, a mere conscious-

ness of and pleased acquiescence in tht movement But

then, I say, try the experiment as often as you like; deter-

mine on the movement a measurable time beforehand, so

as to be sure that it is the movement that follows the de-

sire, and not vice versa. To which you might perhaps

reply, "Again illusion. The desire which appeared to you

to determine the movement, was really itself determined

by the same unseen, internal, previous causes, which de-

termined the movement."—Well it is a conclusive answer

to that argument, if, instead of trying to pre-determine the

movement yourself, you let someliody else determine it for

you. That etiectually eUniiiiates all possibility of illusion.

Physiological causes internal in you could not have deter-

mined in the other person's mind the choice of what move-

ment you should make.

But besides all that—even when you pre-determine

the movement yourself, why suppose illusion? The evi-

dence of our senses is all that we ever have about anything

at all. And generally speaking we think it right to accept

it You must then have some especial reason in this case

for imagining that there is illusion at work.
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And that is the point You have a special reason, all

you scientists, for rejecting the evidence of your senses in

this case. And that reason is the conservation of energy.

That mind can direct the motions of matter appears to you

to be the contrary to the theory of the conservation of en-

ergy; hence your obstinate objection to the theory of the

conscious control of motion.

Now thb theory of the conservation of energy is an in-

vention of the day before yesterday. And yet all you scien-

tists will accept any alternative however extraordinary,

rather than gi\ e it up. You will deny the existence of moral

responsibility, and you will believe that all conscious beings

are mere machines, and that consciousness is without any

function or use in life, which could get on just as well

without it, and you will reject the daily experiences of all

mankind from ihe earliest times up to now, and will tax

your brains to invent all kinds of extraordinary hypotheses

to provide a way out of the difikiilties that yon vourselves

have created out of your adherence to this pet new theory,

rather than allow this one exception to it Such is the

pride of intellect!

If anything had to go to the wall, it would be this new-

fangled theory of the conservation of energy. But I will

show later on that you may still keep your theory if you

like, though in a somewhat modified form, and may admit

the plain evidence of your senses as well.

I think, however, as I said, that the opinion that mind

directs the movements of matter, is steadily gaining ad-

herence among men of science to-day. They do not give

up the conservation of energy; but they try all sorts of

intellectual gymnastics to try and reconcile the two the-

ories.* I hope to make the feat an easier one for them.

Meanwhile, after what I have said, I think we are justified

* Sec Prof. Lloyd Morgan in the October number of 7 he Monist for 1896,

m an article on "Animal Automatism and Consciousness, " about which Uie
lenwA the better.
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in taking the fonner theory as practically proved. Mind
directs the movements of matter.

Now for the next step. How does it do so? Here I

issue my challenge

:

2. There is one very evident, and very simple way, in

which, we can easily see, that mind might direct the move-
ments of matter.

Suppose a certain single, simple movement of a certain

material body has been completely pre-determined by cer-

tain mechanical causes—that is, by certain previous move-

ments of that and other material bodies ; and suppose that

after this material body has started on its mechanically

predetermined career, some conscious being observing the

event suddenly perceives that, from a human point of view,

it is a matter of tremendous importance that the motion

of that particular material body should receive a certain

particular change in direction. What then is the role of

consciousness? How can it interfere to avert the mechan-

ically predetermined result, or, to bring about a result

predetermined in consciousness. Some, second, additional,

different motion must be added to the motion of the mate-

rial body such that the resultant of the two will cause the

body to move in the required direction. And—^this is the

point—in order to effect the desired object, this second

motion must be completely predetermined by consciousness

and cannot be the mere mechanical resultant of previous

material motions. If it had a purely mechanical origin it

might go in the wrong direction, and the catastrophe

would not be averted, or, the desired result would be

missed. The second motion, which is designed to impart

to the body a certain direction pre-chosen by consciousness,

must be entirely determined in direction by that conscious-

ness, and must therefore be an initial motion dating solely

from that consciousness—originating solely in it,—and
having no previous mechanical history. If its direction
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WILL-FORCE*

is pre-determined by consciousness, then it is not pre-

determined by mechanics, and it bears no relation what-

ever to any previous mechanical movements. If its di-

rection is pre-determined by previous motions of matter,

then it bears no relation to consciousness.

In this way consciousness could direct the movements
of matter. And lliere is no conceivable other way.

This conclusion—the primary causation of material

motion, that is of energy, by mind—is one ag'ainst which

leading scientists of strong" anti-spiritualist prejudices have

fought and struggled heroically. But it is a conclusion

which is forced home—a conclusion from which there is

no escape. Nowadays they are some of them beginning

to admit that consdoosness directs motion; but they try

all sorts of maneuvers to show that this is possible without

the origination of motion from any source outside the closed

circle of mechanical cause and effect. But these efforts

are futile. There is no standing ground between the two

positions. If consciousness directs a motion, it does so by

originating another motimL There is no other way. If

consciousness cannot mginate motion, then it does not

direct motion. The scientist is thrown on to the horns of

a dilemma. He must allow that consciousness can origi-

nate motion; or he must be satisfied with a purely mechan-

ical explanation of the entire behavior of all conscious

beings. There is no wriggling out of the position. And
those scientists who have gone as far as to allow that

consciousness does direct events, must go the rest of the

way, and allow that consciousness originates motion; or,

they must go back.

In using here the terms "mechanical energy" and

"mechanical cause and effect," I do not of course mean to

say that the energies of the human body which are directed

by the conscious principle are simply mechanical like the

energy of a billiard ball due to its motion across a table.
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I merely mean to say that the problem of directing energy

of any form whatever is essentially the same as the prob-

lem of imparting- a given change of direction to the simple

mechanical movement of any mass. Of course the simple

mechanical motions oi masses have in all cases their im-

mediate cause in some form of physical energy, such as

heat, light, electricity, gravity, or muscular, or nervous

energy. But in every attempt to effect a given change of

direction in the simple mechanical motion of a body without

originatini; an mdependent motion, there is the same in-

herent absurdity, whether it is sought to make this change

by direct action on the body whose mechanical motion is

to be changed, or by introducing some change in the pre-

vious physical causes of that motion. By attempting its

task further hack among the previous physical causes

which lead up to the motion which it is desired to change,

the conscious principle may obtain a certain mechanical

advantage. But the dilliculty is one which it is essentially

impossible to avoid entirely, it is inherent, and not to be

avoided by any maneuvering.

There, in brief, is my challenge to the philosophical

world. What I have to say now is merely in further ex-

planation and illustration of my theory, and to round it

off, and attempt to show its place in cosmical philosophy.

«

I said I would try and help the scientist to reconcile the

origination of motion by mind with the theory of the con-

servation of energy. Well, this is my attempt

There is something that offends the reason in the idea

of force having any beginning at all—or in anything hav-

ing a beginning. Creation out of nothing is an absurdity

In this case, however, force does not appear suddenly out

of nothmg, but out of consciousness. The truth must be

then that force exists in the tmiverse in two forms, viz..
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WILL-FORCE. 9

in association with conscimi^ness and in nssocialion with

matter. In the former form we have no measure of it at

all, as it does not appear at all to our physical senses. But

the reasonable inference that it exists, is, nevertheless, valid.

When changing from the one form to the other, it would

be manifest to our senses, but that it is so small in amount

that no physical sense is delicate enough to perceive it.

Here again our know lede^e of its existence rests upon pure

reason, but is not the less positive. This earth "s store of

energy measurable in foot-pounds is thus ever receiving

additions. They may be so small as to make practically

very little difference; but they are nevertheless real and

definite.

The theory of the conservation of energy is therefore

not wrong, but it requires re-modeling. The total amount

of energ^y in the universe is constant, but it is also infinite.

It exists m two forms, (i) spiritual, and (2) material, or

mechanical; that is, measurable in terms of matter and

motion. Reason shows that spiritual force is constantly

passing into material force. But if the total quantity of

each throughout the universe is infinite, then this incessant

transformation will make no difference to either.

The total supply of spiritual force in the universe must

be infinite; otherwise it would be liable to exhaustion.

The total amount of material energy, too, is also probably

infinite. For it seems unreasonable to suppose that the

process of transformation ever had a beginning in time.

With r^ard to the conservation of material energy

considered by itself, the old theory is right in the main, but

it states a little more than there is warrant for. When
altered as far as is necessary to reconcile it with psychical

causation, it is reduced to this—nut that material energy

hns no beginning and no end, but merely that it has no end.

Once started it can never be lost. It is indestructible; but,

though indestructible it may change form, whilst still re-
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maining material energy. It may change from kinetic-

energy that causes motion in matter, to potential—energy

in equilibrium and resulting in stilhiess. And, what is

more, when left alone it seems to have a natural tendency

in this direction. And nothing but the interference of will-

force can entirely defeat this tendency. The amount of

will-force in the universe necessary to continue forever

upsetting this tendency to equilibrium must be infinite.

The conception of the conservation of energry which rep-

resents it as a perpetual motion machine is wrong. There

is no such thing as a system in perpetual motion without

perpetual interference from without. Motion in any sys-

tem however large tends eventually to equilibrium. Even

in an infinite system this would be so, if the system were

purely mechanical; for there might, quite possibly, exist

an infinite mass of matter in a state of equilibrium. And
without interference from a realm outside of mechanics

it is to that end that tiie mechanical niuuons of an iiiiinite

system would ever tend.*

«

Another circumstance which, with very many persons,

tends 10 obscure the fundamental principle of voluntary

action is that indirectness in the methods of consciousness,

to which we have already referred. Consciousness always

operates in the body, through a long chain of events. If

it is simply a case of a limb to be moved, the initial motion

is not imparted to the limb, nor yet to the muscles that

work it. The energy stored up in the muscles of a man's

arms and legs comes from the food that he eats. It is set

free by something of the nature of an electric current,

proceeding along his nerves to his muscles. The electric

current is started by some molecular movement in his

brain. And the molecular movement may be started by

*T1ie naiii idea of this puagraph is taken ixw Profesaor Wanft Clifford

Lectures and from an aitide by Hcgrainger in The Mtmut for July* 1904.
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an atomic movement. But all that does not invalidate the

proof ot the existence of an independent will-force. Right

back of the whole physical process—somewhere in the

brnin of the man—there must be an initial motion which is

wholly predetennined in direction and velocity by the con-

scious i»rindple. Otherwise there would be absolutely no
guarantee that the ultimate movements would be in the

direction forechosen by consciousness. It may be the mo-

tion of a certain molecule of the brain—or, of some sub-

molecule—or, simpler even than that, of some atom—or,

of a particle of the ether,—or, an electron^ whatever that

may be. But the initial motion must he.

Let it be clearly understood that I do not say ^t
motions that are directed by consciousness must be origi-

nated by consciousness. But I do say, that in order to

direct one motion, consciousness must originate another.

It is sufficient to originate a motion very much smaller

than the one to be directed. Consciousness acts as a spark

to a train of gunpowder. In the g^powder you have

certain enormous forces in equilibrium, and therefore re*

suiting in stillness. The spark contains a tiny amount of

energy, just sufficient to upset the equilibrium when prop-

erly dirccled. And thus the enormous forces arc let loose.

The energy tiiat releases the locked forces, may be ever

so small, but it cannot be ml ; it must be something dehnite

in amount. To take another illustration: Imagine a mass

of boulders, piled mountains high, reaching up out of the

sea, and all just exactly in equilibrium. The slightest

movement communicated by the surrounding air, the beat

of a bird's wing flying over, or the mere sound of a voice-

would be sufficient to upset the whole mountain, and send

its boulders all thundermg into the sea causing- g-reat

waves sufficient to wreck ships. As a matter of fact, it is

believed by mountain dwellers all over the world, that the

sound of a voice is sufficient to start an avalanche on the
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side of a snow-covered mouiitaiii. But in each case, the

releasing energy, however small, is yet, oi some deimite

magnitude.

I think perhaps the best analogy is found in the steam

steering gear of an ocean liner, or a man-o'-war * The
touch of a babe's little finger might decide whether all the

thousands of tons of matter and tons of explosives, and
hundreds of human lives, are to go smoothly on then: way,

or hurtling to destruction. Suppose the engines to be of

some ideally perfect pattern, such that ihev do everything

for themselves, and every mechanisin throughout the ship

so perfect that the whole crew can be dispensed with

—

except the man at the wheel, and imagine him to be in-

visible—and you have something somewhat analogous to

the mechanics of human action. Examine such a ship.

B^in with the big limbs that do the main work of the

body—the screw-propeller, and the machinery that drives

it, and ihe power that moves the maclnnery. Throughout

all, the mechanical connection^*, mechanical cause and effect

—using the term mechanical in a wide sense to denote all

material motion—are perfect. The power is traced to the

coal that the engine eats and the water that it drinks—the

pressure on the piston is esqierimentally proved, and the

source of it ascertained—and the connection from piston

to screw-propeller perfectly mapped out. But then we
come to the steering .^ear. And here e\ erything points to

the control of big- forces by smaller ones properly directed.

The big rudder is seen to move and turn the ship. The
rudder is seen to be controlled by machinery that is worked

by an engine whose source of power is the same as that of

the engine that works the propeller; but it is a much
smaller engine. Then it, in its turn, is found to be con-

trolled by other machinery, which leads us up at last to the

* I am indebted for the id«a of this analogy to an article which appeared
in Indian Engineering some time ago.
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steerino^ wheel, and that appears to move by some other

source of power which we cannot tind. And then it is seen

how the faintest movement oi that wheel changes the

course of the whole ship one way or the other. We repeat

this process experimentally ourselves—^touch the wheel

lightly wiA a finger and watch the great ship move in

response—just as we might touch the cortex of the brain

with an electric current, and watch a respon<>ive movement

in the body. But the source of the mmute energy that

moves the wheel eludes perception.

Then let the man at the wheel be visible; and let us

examine him ;—and in the end we are no nearer the thing

sought for. Smaller in amount than even the energy in

the finger that touches the wheel, is the energy originated

by consciousness in the brain that directs the nerve that

moves the muscle of the finger. And thus is man, the

weakest of all animals, gaining the conquest of the world.

There is something magnificent in this spectacle of the

power of the mind—^the effects of the energy originated

by consciousness—so tiny in amount, and so tremendous

and far-reaching in result. We cannot see it, but we know
by reason that it must be there,—the little deus inatinna.

What an economy there is here. Ii is simply its sniallness

that has made scientists so persistently refuse to believe

in it. The whole process appears to be mechanical. The
infinitesimal stranger"^ that just makes all the difference,

and without whidi the whole process would be impossible

—escapes the ken of science. It reminds one somewhat of

the action of a speck of impurity m zinc immersed in acid.

The speck remains unchanged itself, but it is sufficient to

start an electric current, which could not be produced if

the zinc were perfectly pure. The speck disturbs the equi-

libriunL

•This crprc'i'iinn nv.<\ 'he analogy that follows are borrowed from another
article in Jndian tngiMenng, by a Mr. Ewbank.
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The foregoing description of the methods of conscious-

ness provides one example of the part played by uncon-

scious material energy in the animal body. Under the

direction of the mind, the material energy of the muscles

does all the hard work ; it is the cooH of the mental powers.

But there are muscular and other material energies in

the body which appear to have little or no connection with

the mind at all—which appear to work away and produce

important results without any mental control. I have al-

ready briefly alluded to some of these processes in the

first part of my argument, under the general term ''habit."

To run to the assistance of a little child in great imminent

danger, to lift the arm and duck the head to protect the lat-

ter from an imminent blow, to smoke a pipe, or to drink

whiskey,—all of these are, or may become, habitual or in-

stinctive actions. And there is a little more to be said on this

subject of habit, to completely fit it in with the theory of

will-force.

The attempt is constantly being made by more or less

philosophic scientists with more or less of a bias towards

the mechanical theory, to e^tplain all animal action as

habitual, and therefore mechanical,—^instance Professor

Huxley's famous experiment with the fr<^. I have shown
that there are obstinate facts which entirely upset the

mechanical theory as a complete explanation of animal

actions. Yet I have not denied the existence of many
actions which are entirely habitual, and which, as such,

are very largely, if not entirely explicable from purely

mechanical data. I merely said that notwithstanding the

existence of these habitual actions in the body, there are

undoubtedly a great number of other actions which can-

not be explained m this way. But llic fact of habitual ac-

tion still remains, and the relation of such actions to the

will-force has yet to be described—they must be given

their position in the theory. It is not sufficient merely to
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ignore them. If such a large part of our daily work can

he done by habit, then why not all? Or, if consciousness

has a part to play in some actions, then why not in all?

Why should both methods be required in the animal body,

the habitual and the voluntary? Then besides habitual

actions there are reflex activities. These certainly appear

to be entirely mechanical. In habitual actions conscious-

ness is not wholly absent. It appears to look on without

interfering, but keeping ready to interfere at any time if

necessary. In reflex action consciousness is wholly absent

Yet it is interesting to observe that consciousness can

interfere if it chooses in some of the most important reflex

actions of the body and in some persons more than in

others.

The theory that connects consciousness with habit and

reflex action is really pretty well known. But its im-

portance is not apparent until the role plnycd by conscious-

ness comes to be recognized. A brief recapitulation of

what is well known, is all that I need give here.

It is a matter of common observation that habitual

actions grow out of actions performed by conscious effort

hi leamingf to play a difficult musical instrument, such as

the piano or violin, the closest and most persistent mental

application and intent concentration of purpose are neces-

sary to the beginner. But as the particular portion of the

brain concerned, and the nerves and muscles all get edu-

cated up to their work, the process becomes easier and

easier—the amount of conscious application becomes less

and less—the physiological activities become more and

more mechanical, and consciousness comes more and more

to the i)osition of a critical spectator looking on and ready

to interfere at a moment's notice if anything goes wrong
in the machinery. At last, in well-learned compositions,

the performer will be able to talk of other subjects, and
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play at the same time—but should he make a mistake, he

will notice it at once and correct it.

Instinct is but habit intensified by ages of heredity.

Yet, m the instincts of animals we see evidence that the

connection with consciousness is still kept up, in the way
individual animals sometimes introduce slight variations

into their instinctive actions of their own will—generally

to adapt themselves to some peculiarity in their surround-

ings—sometimes apparently out of pure whtoL

Reasoning by analogy it is not inconceivable that re-

flex action may have grown out of habitual action by be-

coming fixed and intensified througli a long process of

mechanical repetition, both in the individual,and—through

heredity—^in the species, without any occasion for inter-

ference from consciousness. Yet at this day we do find

that the action of the bowels, and the lungs, and—in some
people—^the heart also can be controlled by the will.

In the formation of habits we see the conscious prm-

cipie at work building up its own body—constructing its

own machmery lor the carrying out of its own desires

and plans. And it proceeds on exactly the same lines

as the mechanical inventor, whose aim is ever to get

more and more work done mechanically, so as to save

labor—so as to save the trouble of conscious interference,

and thus to set the conscious agent free, for general direc-

tion and supervisiun, and for oiher work.

« * *

It will be fitting here to conclude with a brief statement

of two main results of the theory of will-force.

I. If force originates in ccnisciousness, then» is not

consciousness, as an origin, itself elementary? The argu-

ment that force is inherent in matter does not hold good

here. W e are conironted with an exception from which

there is no escape. Ail force that is boimd up in matter
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is found to act in an invariable manner according to certain

fixed laws, which are such that given certain preliminary

measurements of the forces and masses concerned, the

direction and strength of the succeeding movements in the

system can be precisely foretold. But in the case of con-

sciously directed motion, we have a force whose direction

depends solely upon consciousness and is essentially abso-

lutely independent of the direction and strength of any

previously operating forces. It is the inherent nature of

this force that in direction it is quite independent of any

previous iiKiterial or dynamic factors. It originates solely

in consciousness. It is originally something quite apart

from matter. It afterwards enters into matter
; and, once

there, there it stays for ever—merely moving from matter

to matter. But it it did not begin in matter. It began in

consciousness solely. What is this but to say that con-

sciousness is a distinct element in the cosmos equally with

matter ?

There is some difticulty in conceiving of the origin

of force in consciousness, just as there is di&culty in con-

ceiving of its origin in matter; because, just as matter and

force are abstractions of different orders, so are conscious-

ness and force. Consciousness essentially—ontologically—^is simply awareness. Force is quite a different concept.

But, if the validity of the foregoing arguments is accepted,

then this diilkulty must be accepted likewise. The state-

ment of the case on the lines of the spiritualist hypothesis

is this: Spirit is a trinity of three attributes, (i) knowl-

edge, or consciousness, or awareness, (2) will, (3) emo-
tion. In terms of this conception, then, we should say,

not that consciousness originates motion in matter, but

that spirit originates motion in matter. As force exists in

matter and yet is not matter; so it exists in spirit and yet

is not spirit. These different ontological entities that make
up the universe, are bound together in a certain order.
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They have certain fixed relations one to another. That

is all we are able at present to say. Time, space, matter,

spirit, force, and in spirit we have three bound together

in certain fixed relations of their own, viz., knowledge,

will, and eoK>tion. In this system of philosophy, it would

be as well to restrict the term energy to that form of force

which it assumes when united with matter.

We have no means at present of reducing the number
of these elements. And we must not allow too strong an

a prion bias in favor of simplification, and an absolutely

unitary conception of the universe, to betray us into en-

forcing simplification, where the facts of ea^ertence and
the Intimate inferences of pure reason are against it

After all, where there is order, there there is monism,

there there is harmony. The very existence of order im-

plies the existence of diflFering elements; and the eager

attempt to reduce everything to one is an extreme tend-

ency of certain mind> unwarranted by facts. It is the

false philosophy stigmatized by the editor of The Monist,

under the name—^Henism."^

The theory of will-force makes a difference to the

whole process of evolution.

Evc^ution is now no longer a purely physical process,

an affair of matter and energy. In the animal kingdom,

in every organism undergoing c\olution, the conscious

entity is at work. The change in the structure of the or-

ganism is not due solely to the action of its environment.

It is assisted, sometimes at any rate, by the effort of the

conscious entity in the organism, to operate on its own
environment, or on its own body, for its own purposes.

The swiftest deer escape the tiger, and give birth to other

deer that inherit their swiftness, while the slower ones are

devoured. And so the deer tribe become swift of foot.

* I am aware tliat Dr. Paul Carus would be equally opposed to my notion
of an Ordered Flui»li«in.
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But it is evident how greatly this result must be helped on

by the conscious effort of the deer to run as fast as he can.

He uses his muscles to the very best advantage, and by

use develops them. Thus the conscious entity in the deer,

to some extent, builds its own body. And this reminds

one, by the way, of the great stress that Professor Sandow
lays on the putting of the will into the working of the par-

ticular muscle to be developed— the concentration of

thought on that muscle. The deer cannot do this, because

he has no knowledoc of anatomy. But he works on the

same principle as far as he is able.*

It seems likely that evolution proceeding on these lines

will not require the enormous periods of time otherwise

necessary to produce its results. A second, and totally

distinct force^ has been introduced as a factor in the

process.

Evolution under guidance, is the theory invented as a

compromise between religion and science. We see now
how the guidance is introduced. It is introduced in the

efforts of the organisms undergoing evolution.

The spiritual force in each, it is only reasonable to suppose,

is derived from an infinite source pervading the whole uni-

verse. But it is in the conscious effort of the individual

organism that we discover its working.

From this we may, cautiously, advance another step.

If individual will-force is derived from an infinite universal

source, then, reasonmg by analogy, it is natural to infer

that the universal wilMorce is employed in the grand

affairs of the universe in the same manner as individual

will-forcc IS employed in the smaller afiair:^ oi animals and

men—that universal evolution also is under guidance.

Thus, from the individual will, we advance to the idea of

God This is not strict argument. But it is a reasonable

*Thi8 psychical process of tN>4y-buUding appears in its physical aspect
as developinent t>y use.
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hypothesis which serves the purpose of providing a place

in universal philosophy for the proved truth of individual

will-force.

There is, perhaps, a rather stricter argument which

leads to the same conclusion. If some material energy

originates in will-force» then it is a legitimate inference

that all material energy has this origin. It would be a

superfluous unnecessary assumption to suppose that we
had two distinct kinds of material energy in the world,

one derived from will-force, and one without an} origin

outside of itself. Once will-force is transformed mto ma-

terial energy, there is essentially nothing to differentiate

it from other material energy—^it has become the same

thing. So it is obvious that we have but one kind of mate-

rial energy in the universe. Then, as we find that there

are provable instances of the origination of that material

energy in will-force, and as this material energy is all of

one kind, therefore it is an inevitable inference that all

material energ)^ has this origin. Therefore the whole uni-

verse must be pervaded by will-force. This universal will-

force is one aspect of God, Brahma, the Universal Spirit.

This is not to say that the process of transformation

from will-force to energy ever had a beginning in time.

To argue , that as all material energy has had an origin in

will-force, therefore there must have been a time when
there was no material energy—when all energy was spir-

itual—would be unwarranted. Because, the amount of

material energy in the universe may be infinite. It seems

natural to suppose that it is. And if so, then the process

has been going on forever.

W. E, Aytom Wilkinson.
BuRMA^ India.
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EVENTS or processes may be divided into those that

exist and those that do not Existent processes are

those that occur somewhere, non-existent are those that

occtur nowhere. The existent is in short that to which

the Aristotelian category nov has a positive application.

To the trutii of this view most modern philosophers admit

a curious exception. Feeling and thinking, they tell us,

actually occur, but they are unique among real occurrences

in that they occur nowhere. Space is filled with the phys-

ical, with matter and motion, and no room can be found in

it for the psychical, which, as such, is certainly neither

matter nor motion. Now, when a philosophical theory

is greatly at variance with common sense, it is always

worth while to re-examine the evidence upon which it rests.

My purpose in this paper is to undertake that re-examina-

tion, and I hope to show as a result, that there is room in

space for the psychical as well as for the physical, and that

the prevailing notion that feelings can both exist and exist

nowhere is not only paradoxical but false.

The reasons which mlluence the ordinary man to locate

consciousness inside the bod) of the one who is conscious,

are both direct and mferential—direct in his own case, in-

direct in the case of others. Each one naturally regards

his thoughts and feelings and volitions as taking place in

his mind, and he locates his mind in his body. It can not

be denied, however, that things often appear to be where

they are not, so we may pass over this introspective evi-
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dence for locating our own minds in our bodies, and pro>

ceed to the second or indirect argument for the belief that

the minds of other persons are within their bodies.

This argument is very simple. There are in the w orld

a number of phenomena the loci of which we cannot di-

rectly perceive. We assign these phenomena their loca-

tions in accordance with a rule to which, so far as I am
aware, no exception has ever been found. The rule is this

:

Every invisible thing is in the same place as the visible

thing which varies directly and immediately with it. Elec*

tricity, though in itself invisible, is located in the battery

and wires on which it is found to depend. Gravitative

attraction between masses is located in the masses and in

the space between them, because it varies immediately with

the masses and with the space between them. Now we
locate the invisible mental processes of other persons in

their visible bodies because, while thinking and feeling

vary indirectly with many things, notably the external

objects thought about and felt, they vary directly and
immediately with only one system of objects—viz., the

central nervous system of their owner. So when the plain

man shocks us by saying that his mental processes go on

''inside his head/' let us remember that he is only applying

to one series of events a rule which has always proved

valid for the location of every other series of events.

Tummg now to the arguments urged by the philos*

opher against this position, we find what seem to be three

distinct lines of attack which for convenience we shall call

the transcendental, the introspective and the empirical.

The first or transcendental argument aims to demon-

strate the non-spatiality of the psychical as a direct con-

sequence of the doctrine of transcendental idealism. Space,

we are told, is an appearance; consciousness is an absolute

and eternal reality. We could not locate consciousness in

space without subordinating reality to one of its appear-
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ances. To this we may answer that no one desires to locate

the transcendental consciousness in space and still less in

his brain. That eternal ego, in which the ideaHst believes,

can remain the support or condition not only of space but

of time. Our concern is wholly with the empirical con-

sciousness, or with those cognitive, conative and affective

processes which are admitted by everjrbody to be in time

and to depend upon the brain. No disrespect is done to the

eternal consciousness by locating the empirical conscious-

ness in time; and as space is for the transcendentalist no

worse an appearance than tune, he cannot plead that the

location of mental processes in space is incompatible with

the general doctrme of transcendental idealism.

But, secondly, it is objected that introspection afiEords

OS an immediate intuition of the spacelessness of our mental

states. For, it is said, if our sensations exist in space they

will appear either as puncHform or as definitely extended

and separated from one another by a definite number of

feet or inches. Now we intuit our sensations neither as punc-

tiform nor as figured, therefore they exist nowhere. This

familiar argument seems plausible enong^h, imtil we notice

the absurdity of the major premise* The dilemma it pre-

sents to us as based upon experience is in flat violation of

an experience except the visual and tactual. I do not feel

a pain in my foot either as punctiform or as square or as

distant so nianv inches from a pressure in the same spot.

Yet T none the less locate it in a certain part of space,

namely, m my toot The odor o£ a flower, the sound of a

bell, the soft stickiness of molasses, are all definitely located

in space, so far as immediate experience goes, but a ques-

tion as to whether they were felt as square or triangular

or punctiform would be regarded as foolish. It is only

with color, and to a less extent wiih solidity, that spatiahty

and figure are mdissolubly associated. And as for the

mentioned n<»i-spatiality of the relations between mental
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processes, experience offers countless instances of relations

equally non-spatial but which subsist between things about

whose existence in space there is no question. Such, for

example, are the relations of likeness and difference, har-

mony and dissonance, etc.

The third argunicnt against lucating mental processes

in space has l>een in use since the time of Leibnuz It is

based on the actual or possible testimony ot our external

senses. The argument runs thus. When we look at the

brain of a conscious being, we fail entirely to see the

thoughts and feelings of that being. We find only the

matter of which the brain is composed. Nor can we fed

that this failure is due to the defects of our eyesight. For

if we imagine ourselves to possess microscopes so transcen-

dentl) i)o\verfnl as to reveal the very aioiiis themselves,

we believe with the utmost confidence that these atoms

and their motions would be all that there would be to see.

We can in no wise fancy how a sensation would look

wedged in between two molecules. We reject such a pos-

sibility on much the same grounds that we reject the

possibility of a round square. It is the essence of the

psychical to be private in the sense of being inaccessible

to external perception. The physically visible object is,

on the other hand, a pubhc or externally perceptible event.

Visible space is filled with the physical, and there is no room
in it for the psychical events, which are consequently non-

spatial.

It must be confessed that this argument usually carries

conviction, and it is certainly far stronger than either the

appeal to transcendental idealism or the prooi fruiii niiro-

spection. Put in the form of a syllogism, tiie argument

reads as follows:

(i) Whatever is from its very nature incapable of be-

ing an object for vision or for any of the external senses

is not in space. (2} Consciousness is from its very nature
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essentially private or incapable of being perceived exter-

nally. (3) Therefore consciousness is not in space. Grant-

ing the formal validity of this syllogism and the truth of

the minor premise, let us question the truth of the major

premise. Could we not conceive of something located in

space, and yet incapable of being perceived by an external

observer? Objects, in order to be perceived by us, must

impress our sen^e organs with some form of kinetic energy.

Kinetic energy is a public fact, externally accessible to

many observers, but potential energy, which is admitted to

be in space, can only be externally perceived by passing

into a kinetic state, diat is, by ceasing to be itself. To feel

it as it is, we must participate in it. To perceive a stress,

our muscle.-, niu^i undergo stress, just as to perceive a

pain or pleasure, we must be pained or pleased. In short,

the peculiar inaccessibility of mental processes to all modes

of external perception is shared by potential energy, and
is consequently no evidence of spacelessness.^

At this point, however, a vigorous objection may be

made to the way in which we are using the concept potential

energy. Potential energy, so we shall be told, means one

of two things, either of which would vitiate any analogy

between it and the psychical. According to some, potential

energy is nothing actual at all, but simply the possibility of

motion. An elastic ball collides with a fixed object, loses

its motion in one direction, and then resumes the same

' The second and third arguments in favor of the spacelessness of con-
sciousness are more closely related than may at first appear. They each assume
that a thing, in order to fill space, must fill it extensively, as matter fills it.

and must consequently be (i) figured, and (2) externally perceptible, neither

<A which attributes can be ascribed to consciousness. Both arguments neglect
the possibility that consciousness may occupy space intensively, as the force of
gTavit>' between two planets or the stress in a watch-spring, and hence be
seither hgured nor perceptible through the external senses. For example,
if any one were to demand that an acceleration either be proved to have a
definite figure and to be visible throu^ a microscope alongside of the par-

ticles of the accelerated body, or else be treated as not in space at all, we
dMuld unhesitatingly regud die proposed dilemma as absuri^ in that it as-
stimed that the irtensive occupancy of space by a force was the same as the
extensive occupancy of space by a body.
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amotmt of motion in the o{>posite direction. As the ball

cannot move back until it has ceased to move forward, it

must inevitably pass through a moment in which there is

no motion at all. At this moment all the kinetic energy-

has been transformed into potential energy. If we define

this potential energ}-^ as a bare possibility of future motion

and as nothing in itself actual and present, we shall have to

admit that motion can pass into nothing and can come from
nothing, and that this happens whenever and wherever ^e
direction of a motion is changed, and that the nonentities

into which motions pass possess the miraculous power of

recreating quantities of motion exactly equal to those that

were annihilated. I think it will be admitted that such

beliefs constitute a pretty severe strain on even the most

radically empirical of imaginations; and, as a matter of

fact, the second conception of potential enei^ is the more
defensible. According to this conception potential energyis

only kinetic energy on a scale too small to be visible to the

senses. The motion of the elastic body as a whole is, upon

impact with another body, converted into some kind of

imperceptible motion of its parts, and these minute motions

which make up what we call potential energy, are in turn

re-converted into visible motion of the body as a whole.

The difficulty with this conception, however, is at once

manifest when we try to imagine how these invisible par*

tides are to lose their motion in one direction and r^atn
it in an opposite direction without passing through a phase

in which there is no velocity in either direction, but only

acceleration or stress—the actual reahty into which past

motion has been converted and from which future motion

will arise.

And now that we have seen that potential energy and

consciousness resemble each other in what is for each the

distinguishing point of inaccessibility or intransmissibility,

a hypothesis suggests itself that they are identical, tiiat
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what we know directly from within as the psychical or suh-

jective side of experiaicemay be the same as what we know
indirectly from without as the potential energy of the nerve

currents in the brain. A line of thought somewhat similar

to this was suggested by Kant in his treatment of intensity

and of the dynamic theory of matter. It was more than

suggested by Herbart Lotze somewhere speaks of the

possibility of describing the action of body on mind as

the passing over of energy into intensive states of the real.

Karl Pearson says, in his Grammar of Science, that stored

sense-impresses may be modes 01 brain strain. Ostwald

feels that energy is the most hopefnl concept for uniting

the physical and psychical, in fact, ever since the time

of Leibnitz, there has existed an undercurrent of thought

along this line.

Let us consider for a moment some of the advantages

that would result from conceiving psychical processes as

modes of potential energy. Most of us have probably felt

at one time or another a pang of regret that the conven-

tional statement of materialism was so easily refuted. It

would be such a simplification of the psychophysical prob-

lem if consciousness were a mode of motion. The theory

wants nothing but truth. Unfortunately we know motion

and we know consciousness, and they are obviously differ-

ent both in themselves and in their manner of behavior.

We cannot, however, so easily dismiss the proposition that

consciousness is a mode of potential energy. It may be

said that the experience of stress or strain is not any more

like the psychical in general than is the experience of mo-

tion. We must remember, however, that as velocity can

be transformed into energ)' of acceleration, so acceleration

can pass into the second derivative of the velocity. The
modes of potential energy into zvhich nerve currents and

other motions can pass include in addition to acceleration,

the whole endless series of higher derivatives of space with
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regard to tune, and in these purely intejisiz'e magnitudes

and th eir mutual relations and combination we have a sys-

tem which is sufficiently rich and complex to express the

manifoldness and multidi$nensioHality of psychic life.

We know that the intensity of a sensation is, according

to the law of relativity, determined not merely by the

energy of the nerve current induced by the physical stim-

ulus, but by the relation of ihat current to other currents

already present in the brain. So the intensity of a mode
of potential energy is similarly determined by the d^ree
of opposition of one mode of kinetic energy to another. We
know that the general intensity of consciousness is pro-

portional to the tension, redirection and readjustment that

is necessary. The reactions that are smooth tend to be-

come habitual and unconscious. But the degree of re-

direction which a nerve-curreui undergoes at a given nerve

center, varies concomitantly with the intensity of the phase

of potential energy through which it passes at that center;

for, as we have seen, motion in one direction must be trans-

formed into the potential energy of stress before it can re-

issue as motion in an opposite direction. Finally, we may
note that the protoplasmic structure with which conscious-

ness is associated is noted among all other material struc-

tures for its power to store up and accumulate potential

energy from the streams of kinetic energy that are fed to

it by its environment.

Many more analogies like the above might be adduced

as direct evidence for the truth of the h3^thesis that psy-

chical processes exist in space as modes of potential energy

of the nervous system, la closing, however, I wish to men-
tion by way of indirect evidence the bearing of this hypoth-

esis upon the dispute between parallelism and interaction-

ism.

Both paralldist and interactionist assume that the mind
is not in space. The interactionist declares that he will
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trust the evidence of experience and common sense to

justify his belief in causal interaction between mind and

body. The parallelist, on his side, declares that he will

trust his scientific instinct to justify him in rejecting any

causal relation between a body that is in space and a mind
that is out of it. Is it not clear that if consciousness could

be identified with the intensive or potential energy which

IS actually present though invisible in the brain, the two

sides would cease to dispute, and each could claim to

have been right ? There would be no impossible interaction

of a spatial body and a non-spatial mind, and yet a nerve

current would really cause a sensation as truly and in the

same manner as motion in a body causes stress in the body

wiih which it collides : and a psychical volition would really

cause a physical action as truly and in the same manner

as the tension in a bow causes the flight of an arrow. In

every case of sensation nature would perform an operation

of differentiation, transforming energy from the kinetic

phase of MV* into the potential phase of MAS. Similarly,

in every case of intelligent volition, nature would integrate

the differential equations of a psychosis, transforming the

ener^' of acceleration and the higher derivatives back into

the visible and physical energv of motion.

In short, the existence of mental processes in space

would seem to be equally a postulate of common sense and

a desideratum of psychophysical method.

Wm. Pepperkell Montague.
Columbia Loviversity.
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A MONISTIC CONCEPTION OF CONSCIOUSNESS

liN REPLY TO MR. AYTON WILKINSON'S ARTICLE ON VViLL-

FORCE" AND MR. MONTAGUE'S ' ARE MENTAL
PROCESSES IN SPACE?"

ALL religious and philosophical problems are ceiiicred

. in the soul-conception, tot the nature of the world

and our attitude toward it, our conduct and ethical prin-

ciples, the significance of life, and any other issue of prac-

tical consequence, will depend upon the nature of our own
being. So it is quite natural that men of a serious temper

are much concerned about ps} chological problems, because

they feel that a wrong psycholog>' will warp their philo-

sophical system and twist their ethics so as to render it

an unsafe g^ide through life. On the other hand, how-

ever, we find that men who start from wrong principles

correct their mistakes through practical motives. They
grope in the dark and though they make a wrong start,

finally reach the right conclusions because their conscience

is properly attuned to the universe and they are therefore

able to adjust themselves properly and find their true bear-

mgs.

We published an article by Mr. Wilkinson in The

Monist of January, 1899, but he insists that in an editorial

reply at that time, his presentations were completely mis-

understood. We must leave the decision of this question

to our readers, but if we were mistaken, we will now make
up for our error by giving him another opportunity to ex-
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plain his views, and we do this the more gladly since his

essay touches the salient point of the question.

We do not share his views, but we have tried and aban-

doned them, and beheve that no thinker should pass them

by without considering them both earnestly and thor-

ou^^y. Though we can not accept Mr. Wilkinson's view

of the soul, including also his theology and philosc^hy, we
grant that his arguments are well taken, as weU as any

man of science who would agree with him could present

them.

The question of the soul and its nature is the basic

problem of our world-conception, and attempts have con-

stantly been made to give to the soul an exceptional posi-

tion in the universe, to let it be a force, or a power, or an
entity, possessed of sundry mysterious faculties which are

capable of mechanically interfering with natural things,

without itself being at the same time mechanical or purely

physical. JSlr. Wilkinson pursues this same object but no

longer relying on metaphysical considerations, as do his

predecessors, he modernizes the issue and would make his

interpretation of the soul plausible to a man of science.

There are two philosophical world-conceptions, which

are diametrically opposed to each other, and we will call

one the materialistic, and the other tlie spiritualistic view.

The former attempts to establish monism, the latter openl^v

declares that monism breaks down and we have to accept

either a dualism or a pluralism. The former view, that

of materialistic monism, proposes to e3q>lain the origin

of the soul from the rest of the universe, which represents

itself to our senses as matter in motion. The latter view,

that of spiritualistic dualism or pluralism, recognizes the

soul as a mysterious entity, and the question is only

whether we have a contrast of two things (spirit and

matter) implying dualism, or whether our soul is an irre-
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ducible unit in itself. The latter view inevitably leads to

pluralism.

If materialistic monism is correct, it is commonly

claimed that consciousness is merely a manifestation of

matter; that all actions are determined by the irrefras^able

law of necessity, and that consequently man is not respon-

sible for his deeds. Accordingly freedom of the will would

be an illusion, and ethics a vagary. There would be no
law that any one would have to respect and the survival

of the fittest would be the only norm of human conduct

It is obvious that science possesses a monistic trend, and

wherever we enter into details of physics, physiology,

chemistry,—even into zoology^ and anthropolosfv. includ-

ing psychology, the monistic conception is verihed and lias

led to the assertion that modem psychology is a psychology

without a soul.

In contrast to this materialistic monism, a large class

of thoughtful men have embraced the opposite horn of the

dilemma, and believe in the existence of a separate soul-

entity. They accept scientific statements as Hmited to cer-

tain spheres of existence, but believe that the soul, or gen-

erally speaking the spiritual factor of life, constitutes an

exception to the rule of universal causation ; and thus they

force upon us the theory of dualism or perhaps pluralism.

The main problem to men of this class consists in recon-

ciling the strict methods of science, which after all are

unequivocally monistic, to their dualistic or pluralistic

views. This being impossible, their philosophy will either

be mysticism, agnosticism or pragmatism.

Mr. Wilkinson's explanation is especially fascinating

because it is unusually tinged with a recognition of the

monistic principle of science, and at the same time is in

accord with a dualistic theology which re-establishes the

conception of a God as creator without denying the prin-

ciples of science; and yet we must object to Mr. \\ ilkin-
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son's argument because a truly consistent monistic view

is a£ter all superior, and avoids the contradiction of dual-

ism in which the logical inferences oi his views become

implicated.

We wish to state from the start, however, that our mo-
nism is different from the common monistic conception

which we have characterized as materialistic monism. In

so far as we recognize many points on which the main argu-

ments of dualism are based, we take a middle ground be-

tween the two views, and we would emphasize the fact

that we are far from denying the significance of the souL

We accept the truth that the soul is the master of the

destiny of man. It is the principle of direction, and moral

responsibili^ exists as a fact to be accounted for, not to be

doubted or explained away. Materialistic monism which

practically denies the soul is one-sided, and we have so

far characterized it as a pseudo-monism which miefht be

called henism, since it is a theory of unification which»

instead of presenting an impartial view of the whole uni-

verse, artificially reduces contrasts by denying either oppo-

site^ and thus lacks completeness because in contemplating

one side it ignores the other.

Consciousness is a fact which no one can denv. and it

is the most wonderful fact within the range oi our expe-

rience. It is not less wonderful for the reason that it is

really the fabric of which the soul is woven, but the pecu-

liarity of consciousness is that it is not a material thing,

not a substance, not even a permanent existence, nor an
entity of any kind, but a function. It is fleeting; it origi-

nates and disappears; it varies; it grows stronger and

weaker ; in sleep it is reduced ; and in death becomes to all

appearance entirely extmct. Its contents, too, change con-

stantly, and there is scarcely an instant in our lives in

which we have the same thought repeated. Consciousness

is closely interwoven with the sense-impressions of touch.
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motor sensibility, taste, smell, and especially sig-ht; and our

soul weaves out of these sense-impressions, a higher world

of abstract thought most of which is more or less accom-

panied by sentiment, i. e., an emotional element partly

pleasurable, partly painful, partly indifferent

Consciousness is a phenomenon radically different from

the world of material objects as which our sense-impres-

sions represent our surroundings including even our own
body. It can be characterized as awareness; for conscious-

ness is that state which makes us know of our own exist-

ence, and, as simple as this seems to be, we repeat it is the

most wonderful fact within the range of our entire expe-

rience and stands in contrast to the general features of the

objective world in which we move.

Consciousness is a complicated state and the elements

into which we can analyze it arc called feelings. Feelings

in their turn are not ultimate units, but consist of subcon-

scious states of irritation and these again depend upon
highly complex conditions in the organization of living

substance. Then we lose our track in the realm of the un-

conscious.

We must recognize that our experience shows us a con-

trast of two states of things. In the first place, the world

as it confronts our senses; its general features are matter

and motion, and those portions of it which in the general

flux show a certain stability we call objects. Secondly, the

world of which we feel our own awareness, consisting of

sensations, sentiments, thoughts and votitions. The former

is the world of objectivity and the latter is called subjective.

If the domains of objectivity and subjectivity were two
isolated spheres, dualism would have to be regarded as in-

controvertible, but subjectivity and objectivity are so inter-

linked that there is no subjective state which docs not im-

ply an objective reality of some kind. Hand touches hand,

and what seems to us subjective feeling is at once repre-
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sented by our senses as an objective condittoo in our limbs,

and so we come to the conclusion that our corporeal being

is part and parcel of the objective world which we repre-

sent to lie outside of ourselves. We can not doubt that our

body constitutes a part of the entire cosmos ; we o^row from

it, we are nourished by it, and after the dissolution of death

the constituents of the body return to it At the same time

we notice that our states of consciousness are dependent

upon the influences of objective existence, yea the subjec-

tivity of our consciousness can onfy be explained as due

to the organizationwhich has naturally arisen in the course

of the evolution of life. We are compelled to view the

contrasts of subjectivity and objectivity under a monistic

system which conceives them as two sides or phases of the

same reality; subjectivity is the inner state, as existence

is in itself; while objectivity is the external or outer aspect,

as an3rthing that exists presents itself to other tilings. In

itself ever3rthing that exists ss a subjective state of sdfness.

which may be unconscious, subconscious, or conscious, but

if approached from the outside it is an object, i. e., a mate-

rial body in motion.

Having in previous publications, especially in The Soul

of Man and in IVhence and Whither, explained with suffi-

cient attention to detail, how subjectivity, which in its de-

ments is potential feding, develops by organization into

consciousness; and how irritability changes into mind in

the measure that feelings acquire representative value, we
can limit ourselves here to the issues raised by Mr. Wilkin-

son who looks upon consciousness as possessed of the in-

trinsic power to create energy from nothing out of its own
mysterious resources. Mr. Wilkinson bases his contention

upon the fact that consciousness imparts direction to our
movements, and we do not deny its directive faculty. It

might seem then tliat since consciousness possesses no en-

ergy it must be capable of generating it, and that is indeed
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Mr. Wilkinson's conclusion. He is fully aware ot the

scientific difficulty of assuming that something should be

produced from nothing, but he finds much satisfaction in

the thought of rehahilitatmg in this way the conception of

a personal and a conscious God who has created the world

from nothing, merely by the force of his will.

We grant that mind is a directing faculty, and we also

know that consciousness is commonly and rig-htly held to

be void oi motor power. But these two concessions might

seem contradictory and need some explanation.

We must consider that all our ideas are abstractions.

When we speak of consciousness we mean consciousness

and not motion. Accordingly we understand that con-

sciousness does not move, and that motion does not become

consciousness. U hen we speak of matter we mean all

those features which are common to the objects of our

senses. There is no material which would be matter and
nothing but matter, or in other words the idea of matter in

itself is a fiction, and so is the idea of consciousness in itself.

So far as we know, consciousness is closely linked with

motion of some kind and every thought which we think

must be the internal state of a physiological commotion in

the nervous substance of our brain. Accordingly the ac-

tual process of the function of consciousness presupposes

an analogous objective process of cerebral activity, which
is a mechanical process of a definite discharge of energy.

There is no consciousness by itself alone. We make this

explicit statement because the lack of its cognisance has

produced infinite confusion among psychologists and phi-

losophers from time immemorial

The ancient piiilosophers of India represented the soul

as a blind man possessed w ith muscular motor power car-

rying a lame man in possession of his full eye-sight The
seeing man could give directions to the man who carried

him but he could not walk himself, and the blind man could
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walk but could not his bearings. This simile is based

upon the assumption that abstract ideas exist by them-

selves. Gmsdousness is supposed to be the lame man who
can see, and our motor power with aQ the energy of our

feet and hands including the energy stored in our brain

is compared to the blind man who can move about but who
is unable to see. Philosophers even of modern times have

taken the simile literally and seriously by insisting that

consciousness is a mere spectator ; for it can not move, and

our motor powers comprising all the energy at our disposal

can not become conscious. This is true if we understand

by consciousness the abstract idea of consciousness or con^

sciousncss m itself, and by energy ah our motor power to

the exclusion of any thing else. But it is not exactly true

if we consider the actualities from which these two abstract

ideas have been formed; for we must grant that they are

merely two aspects and not isolated domains in the life of

man.

Gmsdousness or the state of awareness is an internal

and subjective process. Leibnitz says somewhere that if

we could see the interior of our brain we would be able

to observe particles jostHng each other, but no feelings,

no consciousness, but tor all that an omniscient guide

through the labyrinth of the nervous system could point

out to us those commotions that are accompanied with con-

sdonsness. If consciousness (the purely subjective state)

can not move, we are sure that these tiny brain motions

(being the objective actualities oi consciousness) produce

modifications in the tissues which make muscles contract.

The energy may be insignihcant in amount but it acts in

a place where, like the rudder in a ship, it possesses extra-

ordinary eflkiency.

Mr. WiDdnson assumes that will-force generates en-

ergy and hints at the possibility that all energy may be the

product of such will-force, which proposition if tenable.
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would give a new lease of life to the old and scientifically

discredited idea of a creation of the world from nothing

by the fiat of a spiritual being called God. According to the

monistic view organisms receive their energy from the

storehouse of nature and return it by using it. All that has

been supplied they surrender again in the form of motion

and heat, and in this metabolism, this constant flux of mat-

ter in motion, consciousness is sustained not imlike the

light of the flame in a lamp. In fact this metabolism con-

stitutes the essential feature of organized life. Awareness

renders us conscious of our own state of being and in this

way it influences living creatures*

When we speak of consciousness we mean the subjec-

tive state of our ph3rsical condition and not the physiolog-

ical process of the brain, and so we must insist that aware-

ness in itself is no motion, but no one denies that the ob-

jective process in which it makes its appearance is as much
a motion as are all other physiological occurrences; but

the motory portion of brain work is insignificant in amount
and its mechanical feature is not its aim or end.

Though consciousness, in itself, is not energy, the fact

of consciousness is obviously the most significant event in

.the development of life. A strong unpleasant awareness

of certain conditions is called pain. If paui were uncon-

scious, living creatures would not mind it; and, vice versa,

if pleasure were unconscious, living creatures would not

attempt a pursuit of pleasure. Pain, the awareness of un-

toward states, and pleasure, the awareness of pleasing con-

ditions, are the main factors that give direction to the

motor apparatus of living beings, and if th^r were uncon-

scious, the ends pursued would be different

It a frog is placed in water and the water is slowly and

gradually heated so as to render him unconscious of the

pain of the increased heat ( for it takes a definite amotmt of

change to make a modification of ccoiditions pass the
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threshold of apperception), the frog would allow himself

to be cooked alive while a jump out of the pan could easily

save him. If, however, the increase of heat is quidc and

intense, he flees from the place perhaps not on account of

the danger but because he feels uncomfortable.

The tension of the subjective state which passes into

action is called volition, and the accomplishment of a mo-
tion, an act of the will. Neither in volition nor in will is

there any procreation oi new energy, but simply an impart-

ing of direction to energy held ready for the purpose.

When we speak of direction we mean a line of motion

the position of which in space and its relation to a given

line of reference are determinable by the meastirement of

angles. Direction in itself is not motion, but the imparting

of direction, of course, is a motion. Here the case is anal-

ogous to consciousness. The position of the ship's rudder

is a state or conditon, but to adjust the rudder according

to requirements takes a certain, albeit a comparatively

small, amount of energy.

Mr. Wilkmson speaks of fhe law of the conservation

of matter and energy as a new-fangled doctrine, but he

forgets tliat it is merely a new formulation of a very an-

cient and universally recognized law, the law of causation.

The law of causation is a positive statement of the same

truth proclaimed by the law of the conservation of matter

and energy, which is simply a negative and therefore more
cautious statement declaring that nothing can originate

through or from nothing. Every new creation is merely

a new combination of realities that existed before. In

other words, the sum total of ener^' and matter remains

the same, nothing (in either substance or force) can be

lost, nothing in amuont can be added except it be taken

frcMH somewhere. Everything that is positively new is due

to form.

It will be instructive to compare Mr. Wilkinson's view
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of the soul with Professor Ost\vald*s psychology of ener-

getics as presented by him in the last number of The

Manist. Professor Ostwald, too, thinks that there is some
peculiar and special soul energy, but he would not coun-

tenance the idea of abolishing the law of the conservation

of energy. He is antimateriatistic, but for all that he does

not understand the point made by Leibnitz, viz., that con-

sciousness is a purely subjective process, not a motion, nor

anything material or objective. Ostwald is a monist, or at

least tries to be one, but his monism consists in an omni-

energetidsm. Everything is energy, even the soul.

Professor Ostwald's line of argument is taken up by
Professor Montague in an article published in the present

issue of The Monist, He presents insurmountable diffi-

culties which upset not only the interactionist theory but

also the current psychology of parallelism, but his ar^-
nients presuppose the assumption of an independent exist-

ence of consciousness, and nowhere does he take into con-

sideration the well established parallelism as commonly

held by Herbart, Weber, Fechner, Wundt, HehnholU,
Hering, Ribot and others. None of them would deny that

*

mental processes are in time, that they take place in suc-

cession, and also that their physiological activity is defi-

nitely localized in the brain. This view by no means ex-

cludes that consciousness itself, irrespective of its physio-

logical substratum, is a purely subjective state, a mere
condition of our awareness which as such has no motive

power. The concatenation of physical processes in uninter-

rupted motion is alwa3rs actmg on energy, perhaps setting

free stored-up energy, and nowhere is there a gap in the

chain. Only some parts of the chain are such as to be

possessed of peculiar states of awareness and though

awareness is purely subjective, its presence is by no means

inditierent. Concerning this latter point, however, I must

grant that I am at variance with some supporters of the
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theory of paraUellsm, who claim that the flashing up of

conscioosness has as little effect as sparks of the engine *

thrown out of the chimney have upon the machinery which

it sets in motion. And in a certain way this is true, for

a motion of the muscular system takes place only when the

motor nerve is stimulated, which means when the chain

of mechanical connection remains uninterrupted. It is

true enough that any moti<m can be executed with or

without consdoasness, but I would insist that whenever

in novel conditions deliberation is needed, the presence or

absence of consciousness would not be indifferent as to the

final outcome of a decision.

The physiological details upon which the condition of

awareness depends are not sufficiently known, but we may
be sure that it is due to a process of organized interaction

so arranged as to make a concentrated set of feelings be-

come extraordinarily vivid» either by contrast or by con-

vergence. Professor Montague has never alluded to the

psychology^ of parallelism as it is set forth for instance

by Henng in his fa.mous essay On Memory * or as the

author himself has treated the subject repeatedly in books

and magazine articles.!

Professor Montague quotes a number of views for the

purpose of refuting them, but he nowhere cites the author-

ities of his opponents, (a habit shared also by Professor

Ostwald, in some philosophical discussions at least) and

so we cannot help liaving the inipi ession thai he exercises

on self-fabricated men of straw. If similar views have

been actually propounded by some scholars we are sure

that their propositions were in some not unimportant de-

tails somewhat different.

Professor Montague accepts Leibnitz's criticism of the

mechanistic theory and grants that consciousness is not a

* Chicago: The Opeo Court Publishing Company.

tFor insUnce the first chapter in Thg Soul of Man, "Feeling and Motion."
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motion. The simplest solution that sug"gests itself to him
* is the assumption that it is potential energy. Motion (or

kinetic energy) is visible, and if consciousness can not be

seen, it might very well be that other kind of energy which

being latent is not in evidence.

This is not a solution of the problem but a mere lack of

appreciation of its significance. If consciousness is neither

a material thing, nor a mechanical process, but an invisible

subjective state, which could not be seen even if we could

enter the brain where consciousness is being manufactured,

it can not be a motion, but neither can it be a tension (L e.,

a state of potential energy) ; and so Professor Montague's

argument can only serve us as an instance that the philos-

ophy of energetics breaks down in psychology.*

We will add that Professor Ostwald himself might have

felt tempted to explain the soul as potential energy. We
must confess that on reading his expositions on the subject

we had the impression that he came dangerously near

falling into the error, and it is not impossible that he was

prevented from following this line of thought by his knowl-

edge of physiological processes. He must have borne in

mind that all states of feeling are accompanied by some
nervous commotion and a state of rest in consciousness

always coincides with a physiological state of rest. So

long as nervous energy remains stored up in cerebral

structures the psyche is at rest, and only the release of the

stored-up energy, only a change of potential into kinetic

energy, can indicate the condition of mental activity. It is

obvious that mental activity means physiological work,

not a passive condition of an uneventful storage.

* «

Mr. Montague claims that some psychobgists or phi-

losophers propound the theory that mental phenomena

* Compare the editorial discussion of Ostwald's Energetics in the Oc-
tober nomoer of Tk€ Mcm$t, p. sid
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are not in time and space, and perhaps that is so. We will

here not ask who they are and what they really mean, but

prefer to investigate the problem itself and ask the qiieS"

tion, In what sense can it be said that mental phenomena
are not in time and space?

It seems to me that nobody ever doubted that the

process of thinkmg is temporal, in other words, that ideas,

arguments, conclusions, decisions, etc., are being thought in

time. The process of thinking ht^as at a certain moment
and the chain of thoughts is consecutive. One idea follows

another, and when the conclusion is reached the argument

has come to an end. Consistently with these facts we must

also grant that the thinkmg takes place somewhere within

the body of the thinkings person. We may be unable to

localize the specific place in the brain, but for all that there

is no one that would place it either nowhere or somewhere

outside of the thinker's corporeal personality;

Yet if we do not speak of the process of thinking and

bear in mind only the ideas that are being thought, we may
verA^ well insist that the ideas themselves do not depend

upon time and space. Moral ideals for instance, such as

justice, truthfulness, manliness, wisdom, etc., are eternal

norms; just as the theorems of geometry and arithmetic

are true anywhere and everywhere, and remain the same

whether or not indiWdual thinkers discover them in their

brains.

They are not material, not corporeal, not concrete, for

their very nature is g^encrality which implies that they are

independent of time and space.

Gmsidering the fact that all rational thinking consists

in utilizing generalizations and attempting to actualize for

our own benefit the eternal norms of thought, we must

g^ant that all abstract thought contains an element that is

atx>ve time and space. All higher thought soars into the

realms of the eternal, the universal, the superspatial rela-
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tions. Consciousness is subjective, and consciousness is

closely interrelated with the physiological substratum of

brain activity, but the purpose and aim of our thinking is

a comprehension of concrete events, experiences, or things

of any kind under the viewpoint of uniformities, the very

nature of which is that they are independent of time and

space. In this sense and in this sense alone thought may
be said to be neither temporal nor spatial. It is the actuali-

zation of the purely formal, the intrinsically necessary re-

lations of what Kant calls the a priori, and Plato the eternal

types of being,—ideas.

Our monistic view is neither materialistic, nor is it en-

ergistic. Matter is mere mass, or material, and energy, like

all horsepower, is measurable in foot-pounds; it is not a

deity to be spelled with a capital E. The problems of Hfe

and the ideals of mankind are not to be sought in the do-

mains of either matter or energy, but are, all of them with-

out any exception, questions of form. Hence the para-

mount importance of form; and for this reason we may
call our monism "the philosophy of form."

A materialistic monism loses ^ight of the significance

of form and, with it, of all intellectual, moral, artistic and

religious treasures. We do not blame those who bear in

mind the spiritual needs of mankind for shrinking from a

onesided monism which ignores the most important facts

of life and would rather accept some dualistic or m3rstical

or agriostic explanation oi the wurld ilian surrender the

best and the holiest possessions of the heart, which are the

only things in the world that impart worth to hfe. For

this reason we take an interest in Mr. Wilkinson's efforts

to establish his theory of consciousness, but while we ap-

preciate that he does so in order to account for certain facts

which a materialistic monism either denies or leaves unex-

plained, we can not accept his theory because his argu-

ments appear to us insu^cient and indeed untenable. We
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recognize in the pseudo-monistic system those very faults

which he is anxious to avoid, and we establish the points

he makes, viz., the sigiuficance ol the soul as a principle

of directioii, and the possibility of man's responsibility in-

dnding' the importance of moral maxims.

Not the least advantage of our position, which is a new
monism built upon a broad basis with special emphasis on

the significance of iorm, consists in the fact that it renders

possible a new interpretation of our rehgioos traditions and

thus it comes as a conciliatioa between science and religion

;

it comes not to destroy but to fulfil.

EonoR.
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THE ATTITUDE OF ORIGEN AND AUGUSTINE
TOWARD MAGIC

GROSS superstition among the masses and (to speak

mildly) an unscientific attitude among the most

highly educated were prominent features of the intel-

lectual life of the great Roman world under the emper-

ors. Indeed it is to be feared that these features had by

no means been entirely absent from the palmiest days of

Greek genius. Divination, vouched for by religion and

politics, captivated science and philosophy as well. The
learned Ptolemy wrote on the art of astrology, while Stoics

and Neo-Platonists propounded ingenious theories in sup-

port of the various forms of foretelling the future and of

the occult interaction of objects. Medicine was full of the

use of charms, nnnibei s and irrelevant ceremonial, and the

other natural science which then was in existence was in

like manner inclined to the fantastic. There was a wide-

spread belief in the existence of countless demons with

powers over the different parts of the material universe,

demons whose services men might obtain by the use of

proper words and formulae. Finally there lurked in men's

minds a conception of a mysterious form of practice or body

of lore called "magic." To reduce this conception to defi-

nite terms is difficult. A few held mag^c to be of practical

benefit and soul-inspiring; the vast majority would have it

the source of crimes and the bane of mankind, but that

was about as far as they went in the way of definition.
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Pliny the Elder, whose Historia Naturalis affords the most

comprehensive view of ancient science in the Roman world

and who is our chief authority in that age concerning

magic, regarded it as always reprehensible, yet declared

that of all arts its influence had been greatest in every

land and in almost every age; that it had embraced and

combined into one the three other things which appealed

most poweriuily to the human mind,—religion, medicine

and astrology,—a statement the truth of which his own
unconscious confusion of superstition and science often

corroborates. Thus to a certain extent he identified magic

with the fantastic conceptions which infected the religion

and science of his day, and made the term emblematic of

an unscientific attitude, a precedent which we may have

occasion to follow.

Into this Roman world entered a new force, a religion

which was to overcome all other creeds in Europe. Divina-

tion formed no part of its doctrine or ceremcmial ; astrology

it looked at askance as infringing on human free will, spe^

cial providences and divine omnipotence. Consequently with

the prevalence of this new religion was likely to come a

change in the attitude of the Western world to such sii])er-

stitions. This change may be seen to some extent in the

pages of two prominent Christian writers, Origen ( 185-254

A. D.) and Augustine (354-430), especially in their well-

known works. The Reply to Celsus and The City of God.

Origen, writing in Greek at Alexandria, familiar with all

the culture of his times and also with its past, by his urbane,

broad-minded and erudite exposition of the Christian re-

ligion and its relation to life, did perhaps more than any
other man to bring over educated and thinking pagans of

that day to the new faith. The fact that some of his doc-

trines were later pronounced heretical lessened greatly in

all probability his influence upon mediaeval Christians, but

Augustine's influence and power rather grew with time.
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Thus the present survey will throw some light on the me-

dieval attitude toward magic and occult science.

Both Origen and Augustine, by the frequency with

which they refer to the subject and by the way in which

they speak of it, reveal the prominence of what they called

"magic'* in the life and thought oi their times. The term

seen^s to cover practices which are of every day occurrence

and to represent concepts which are present before every

mind. True, a chief reason for the discussion of magic by

these Christian apologists is their wish to refute the imputa-

tion to Giristianity by its opponents of the use of sorcery

and incantations and to discrimin.ite between miracle and

magic, iioly prophecy and divination. But this is not the

sole reason for their references and moreover the very

existence of such imputations and denials goes far toward

demonstrating the prominence of magic in their day.

Both writers define magic in practically identical terms.

Their definition is more precise than the vague references

to which most pagan writers limit themselves and narrower

than Pliny's description of magic which in a way associates

the term with superstition and unscientific attitude in gen-

eral. Their definiticui is especially noteworthy because it

is the one which prevailed throughout the Middle Ages.

Magic is, according to them, the outcome of man's illicit

relations with demons whom he coaxes or coerces by spells

and incantations. Origen speaks of "magic and sorcery

whose wonders are worked by wicked spirits, held spell-

bound by elaborate incantations and yielding themselves

to sorcerers."^ Augustine explains that demons are en-

ticed to work marvels not like animals by food but as

spirits by symbols which coniorni to their individual tastes.,

various kinds of stones, plants, living creatures or cere-

' Reply to Celsos, II. 51. ... ,/Myeiav xal yotrreiav, kvtpyovfikviiv hnb novtipin da«>
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monial utterances. "Whence arose the magic arts and

their practitioners."^

Both writers accept the principle of sympathetic magic

and of the power of symbols. Augustine, it is true, ex-

plains thai the demons first instructed men as to what ob-

jects or signs would attract and repel them, but he does

not deny that, these secrets once disclosed, the charms of

the magician have efficacy. Origen, moreover, in one

place expresses doubt whether demons can cure the body,

whose different members Celsus, on the authority of the

Egyptians, had declared subject to thirty-six demons, but

elsewhere he speaks of the demons as having different re-

gions of the earth assigned to them.'

But although Origen and Augustine beheve in the

existence of sorcery, they utterly disapprove of it and
assert that Christians have nothing to do with it,-^which

* City of God, XXI, 0. Addimus eium ad i^tam iucernani mex^tinguibilem

ct htmuunsnuii ct mmirB*^"*! id est per bomiiies diPiHontcerum arttmii et

^sorum per se ipeoe dcmoaimi, mnlte mincula; quae « negare volaerimiis,

ddem tpsi cui credimus sacrarum litteramm adrersabimur veritati . . . Inlidun-

tur autem djemones ad inhabitandum per creaturas quas non ipsi sed Deus con-

didit, delectabilius pro sua diversitatc diversis, non ut animalia cibis, sed ut

spiritus signis, qiue cuiusque delectationi congruunt, per varia genera lapidum

heftemm UgDoram eannifiiim camioum ritnum. Ut autem inlidMitar ab
bominibus, prius eos ipd aatntiMiiiia callidltate seducunt, vel itupirando comm
cordibus virus occultum vel etiam fallacibus amicitiis apparendo, eorumque

pauoos discipulos suos faciunt plurimorumqne doctore? Neque enim potuit,

nisi primum ipsis docentibus, di»ci quid quisque lilorum adpetat, quid exhor-

reat, quo invitetur nomine, quo cogatur; unde magicae artes earumque arti-

fices cxstitenniti.

*Reply to Cdittt» V, la Postibly Origen believed tfiat since the comiiig

of Christ the demons bad lost the power which they once possessed. In his

discussion of the appearance of the star of Bethlehem to the three magi he

explains that the magi, having dealings v.ith demons, are able to bring won-

ders to pass until "some more divine and powerful thing than the demons or

die incantations used to invoke them appears or is spoken." Then the efforts

of tiie demons become unavailing shwe tiie spirits "are not able to face the

light of the godhead."—Reply to Celstts, I, 60.... .M')'"' <^aiftooiv o/u^jilvrtc, koI

TiA-Tm% ify a fifuaO^Kaat Kat 3ov'/jiiTat (to?.rn"i'rrc, rrntovat fitv ro Toinvrov, ocov ov^lv

6(iortpov KOI laxvfX^Trfxn' tuv Satu&^'uv, «ai rrjt^ Ka7.crvai}r avroir em^hjr t loatvtrai ij /.iyrrnt

iav 6i ^etartpa rtf tirt^vtia yevtfTai, KoOmpovvrut oi tuv dmfiiivuv tvipyetat ftif AwafAtva.

mantjiXhlHit ry Mnirot fwrf.
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is more, Origen adds, than can be said of pagan philos-

ophers/ For our two writers regard the ''demons" of the

ancients as evil spirits, as devils. They fed that the func-

tions and powers attributed to these spirits are inconsistent

with the monotheistic faith which Christians profess, but

as they do not possess the mental boldness to deny the

demons' existence altogether, they represent them as ene-

mies of Almighty God but as tolerated by him. Similarly

magic is an evil which exists through man's depraved

curiosity, the evil nature of the demons and God's un-

fathomable forbearance.

Augustine speaks several times of the crimes of ma-

gicians.''^ Defending Christian miracles, he asserts that

" They were wrottght by simple confidence and devout feuth, not

by incantations and formulae composed through an art characterized

by dq)raved curiosity, which people call either magic or by the more
abominable name, sorcery (goetia), nr the honorable title of theurgy,

endeavoring as it were to distinguish different varieties and wishing

to make it out that some men are devoted to illicit and condemned

practices—who are properly termed wizards, for these they say prac-

tice sorcery—^whilc others, to whom they assign theurgy, are to be

considered praiseworthy. But both classes are alike entangled in

the deceptive ceremonies of demons who masquerade under the

names of angels."*

Augustine is for a moment somewhat shaken in this

stand against theurgy by the authority of Porphyry who
had stated that theurgy was useful to purge the soul and

prepare it to receive spirits and to see God. However,

*Gtsr of God, X, 9. Reply to Cdsas, I, 38; VI» 3ft 41 ; VII, 4.

aty of God, Vni, 18^ ift a6; IX, i.

* Idem, X, 9. **H»c et alia mnlta huiusce modi, qux omnia commeniormre
nimis longum pst ficbant ad commendandum unius Dei vrri nilt;:m et mul-
torum falsorumque prohibendum. Fiebant autem simplice tide adque fiducia

pietatis, non incantatioiiibas et canntnibiM ne&ric curiositatis arte conpositis,

qaam vel magian vel detestabiliori nomiiie goetian vel honorabili theurgian
vocant. qi:i quasi conantur ista disccrrere ft inliciti« artibus deditos alios

danuiabiies, quos et malefioot vulgus appcliat (hos enim ad goetian pertinere

dioitit), alios sutem hadaUles videri vdunt, quibus tfaetirgiaa d^tant; ciun

siat uCriqac litibiis laUadbos dcmonttm ob«tricti sub nooiiiubus sagelornin.''
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by representing Porphyry as condcimning the art in other

passages and as after all meaning that it is useful to the

worldly part of the human spirit, not to the intellectual

and spiritual, Augustine succeeds in evading the diffi-

culty.^ Moreover, he was inclined to believe that astro-

logical predictions which came true were due to the in-

spiration of demons, and so would include that art as well

as theurgy under his definition of magic.

Origen, on the contrary, in other passages than those

in which he denies any connection between Christianity

and its followers and magic, does not always maintain the

same standard of censure. He seems to know a little more
about the subject than he ought.^ We find him twitting

Celsus with not being able to distinguish magfi from Chal-

daeans* and aefnin setting his adversary to rights in regard

to the dehnition of sorcery.^^ He also coolly employs the

testimony of those skilled in incantations to prove his

point^^ and in discussing the power of names, a matter re<

* Oty of God, X, 9^ IOC

*Origen regarded magk as an art reqiiirtng no little learning and aldlL

Note the paiaage already cited (Bk. VII, Chap. 4) in which he affirms that

Christians expel demons from the sick "with no curious art and employment

of magic and of potions hut by prayer alone and the simplest adjurations such

as the plainest man may use." Evidently the plainest man could not hope to

excel at magic Similarly Augustine distinguishes miracle from magic partly

tgr the fact that "simple confidence" sufficed lor the onc^ while *'art^ was re-

qnitd Ibr the other. (See note d)

*IUplr to Celstts, I, S&
^idtm, IV» 86. "Celsns says, 1i men have any understanding of sorccryt

far more informed in this respect are snakes and eagles. For these are thor-

oughly acquainted with means of warding off poisons and averting evil, and

with the vinues of certain stones for the preservation of their young. Whereas

if nai happen upcm tfacie remedies, they think they have gained a wondroos

pfise>'

"Now first of all I don't tmderstand how he has termed sorcenr ddicr

the experience or a certain physical intuition of living creatures concerning

natural means of warding 08. poisons. For the usage has been to apply the

term sorcery to another thing."

We must agree widi Celsusi however, tiiat the virtues attrihated to stones

were often magjcal, if not connected with sorcery.
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garded by him as profound and sacred, he makes the fol-

lowing remarkable statement:

"If then we tuooeeded in tlie preceding panage in showing the

nature of powerful names, some of which are used by the erudite

of Egypt, or by those of the magi among the Persians who are

sldiled in words, or the Brahmins among Indian philosophers* or the

Samaneans, and so on in each of the nations ; and if we were able

to demonstrate that the so-called magic also is not, as followers of

Epicurus and Aristotle think, an entirely chaotic affair but, aa tfaoae

skilled in such matters show, a oonnected system comprising words

known to vety few persons; then we affirm that the names Sabaoth

and Adonai and others handed down among the Hebrews with great

solemnity lie not within the scope of accidental and created things

but pertain to a certain mystic theology, concerned widi the Creator

of aU things."*'

Thus despite his affirmation of the absolute incompati-

bility of magic and the Christian religion, Origen seems .to

have recognized a connection between magic and theol-

ogy*** and to have dared on occasion to speak of magic

not merely without condeninaliou but alxiiosL with approval.

" Reply to Celsus, I, 94. *Ed» rolvw dvvffiitfuv kv npo^/yoi^tivv Uy<,i napaarilnt

^{taiv ovou6nnf ivepyitv, uv riat ;f/>6>vra( AtyvKrUiv cl ao^l t; tuv napa n/poa<f ,ud)ui'o

^^10*, }j Tfjv irap' 'li'Solc ^i?XKTO^o{nTuv Bpaxuaver r; "^nuavaiot
^

kiiI ovtu Katf tKaff' iv rov

i&vin>' Koi KaiaaKtvdam otoi T£ ycvi^At&a^ on Kai >) Ko/Mv/uvtj fiayeia ovx <^ oiovrai 01 an-d

Imntpw nl 'hpaarvriXoDc Trpayfti coriv agfegrarw irivrv, AiX if at mp} raim Anvot

t6 filv Za^a^ ivoua, Kai t6 'Aiuvai, mu dAXa wop' 'EPpaioif fura tto^A^ otfafoXoyUif wapa-

itSSfina rn>K rrt tuv rvx^vruv Kat yrvTfruv Ktlrai TTpayfidruv, a??' frrl rtvn^ Btn} trying arrnp-

ptjTw^ avai^pofuviii elf -itv tuv o/mv 6T)fuovpy6v. Aid Kol dwarat ravra ro Mfiara, Xtydfuva

utfA riMp fw (TV/ifvovc ovrm'c tlpfiab.

It vasKf be afgued that Origen here distinguiifacs "so-called migic'* Icom

fctl "magic" which he in other passages condemns as no fMirsnit for Chris^

tians; that he believes that this so-called magic is not truly magic at all.

This, however, is a dangerous assumption, for the "so-called magic is ap-

parently what the Epicureans and the followers of Aristotle mean when they

say magic, while Origen himself inforns vs elsewhere (1,22) that those who
eoiijnfe demons^, e., magicians—use such phrases as "God of Abfaham" in

so doing.

" Indeed even when distfnguishhig between mirade and mafl^ holy proph*

tCf and divination, he displays a certain nonchalance which is rather sur-

prising. The Jew^ he argued, must have had prophets, since, being forbidden
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Origen's position was not onsimilar in other matters

which hardly come under his own definition of magic but

which we may safely regard as offspring of the same men-

tal attitude that begets belief in magic. He was capable

of such a notion a? that the rite of circumcision was a

safeguard against some angel hostile to the Jewish race.^*

Similarly he attributed a rather magical nature to prayer

in affirming that Christians ''using the prescribed prayers

regularly day and night" need have no fear of sorcerers."

Indeed he believed that certain words possessed a mystic

sigTiificance and power, and could not have been of human
origin. In one passage he goes so iar as to assert that the

marvelous results obtained by the use of verbal formulae

are due to the words themselves» not to the things which

they signify, since words potent in one language lose their

efikacy with translation—certainly a strange statement

to come from a Christian who had elsewhere expatiated on

the miraculous power of "the simple name of Jesus."^*

Was that name alone, and not deity the cause of miracle?

by the Mosaic Uw "obtenrers of timet and diviotrab" fbey had no other meant
left of satisfying the universal human craving to ascertain the future. It was
to quench this popular thirst that the Hehrew seers often predicted things of

no religious ur other iastiug importance, in replying to Celsus's comparison

of Christ't miradflt to Hht feati of magiriaiWi Origen adnitled that tficj

would be much alike but for the nobler cndt which mspired the mindct of

Jttoa. See 1, 36 and 1, 6Bl

"RcplrtoCtltati V,4&

^Mim, VI, 41.

flffimr ^ amfX^ifow. 'En t'lr rov Tztpi ovofiaruv r&irov Xtxriov, in ot irepi fif^

Xfi^tv eiTwduv <Jf/vot loTOfyA'Uiv^ bri, ri^v ain-f/v art^ijv ttTrdvra fiiv TtJ oiiu'ia diaXtKTtft

t^iv idiiv aravov nai aviiv dwa^vrjv. Oinu^ ov ra ajjfioivvfitva Kara ruv rrpayfiaruv, ovu

«{ rim fmSm woitfnrrcr m) Sd«4nrr«c, jjtowffi n Awsr^v h abrdif irpdg ri4r r«Ml ^ rtidr.

<^th thit same ^hilotopby of nanwa is connected o«tr Jetaa» whote nana
hat been manifest^ teen to have drtven out demons from aoalt and bodid
and to have taken possession of those from whom the demons were driven.

Moreover while on this subject of naune^ it should be said that those skilled
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Origen, however, disapproved of the favorite pagan

methods of divination. He regarded the ordinary casting

of horoscopes (genetfUialogia) as a deceitful art and spoke

of it in the same breath with magic, Egyptian animal wor-

ship, and the Persian practice of cohabitation with rela-

tives." He had nothing but ridicule for the theory—at

least when it was carried to its loc;ical extreme—that his-

tory repeats itself with the recurrence oi the constellations

to their old positions. That Socrates would live again,

say the same words and even wear the same clothes in the

same old city of Athens seemed to him absurd. Yet he

tells us that this theory was held by the Stoics and by the

disciples of boili i'} thagoras and Plato.*'' Though Origen

admitted the weight of the testimony of antiquity to the

validity of augury, he pointed out that Moses had forbidden

it and had classified as unclean the animals commonly used

in that art. Origen accordingly concluded that whatever

validity augury might possess was due to the agency of

demons who predicted by means of birds or other animals,

and that the true God would employ no sucli ignoble chan-

nels but the purest of prophetic souls to convey to men a

knowledge of the future.^*

in incairtitioiii anert tiiat tfie sune incankation, which when uttered in the

proper laagtage works the desired effect, if trsnshted into any other hnguate
appears to fall flat and to have no result Hence not the things signified ac-

cording to the circumstances but the qualities and peculiarities of the language

are the source of whatever power for this or that the incantation possesses."

See also Book VI, Chapter 45.

i^IUplj loCdMs, VI,8o. 'E^HniinttbStiinTaiS apxvt Ua^UhrifiXiytn

roZc tv6euTdro(f KaraT&rrei ifheatv 6 KiXaof, iifivi^ iraplivotut^ rw 10¥OV( atmfiv ftajmla nl

"In addition to these it seemed good to Celsus to call Chaldxans a nation

most inspired from the beginning, by whom illusionary genethlialogy was
spread anxmg men. Moreover Celsus places among the most inured nations

the Magi, by whom magic (named after them) was bestowed on other nations

to the ruin and destruction of those practising it"

" Idem, V, 20-2I.

'•Idem, 11^
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Yet Origen himself accepted other channels of fore-

knowledge than holy prophecy. He believed that one might

procure valuable mformation from dreams. Cdsus, Ori-

gen's dialectical foe, in criticising the story of the flight

into Egypt, stated that according to the scriptural narra-

tive an angel had descended from heaven to warn Jesus'

parents of the danger threatening the young child. Origen

pointed out that the angelic warning came rather in a

dream, an occurence which did not seem marvelous to him
at all, he said, since "in many other cases it has happened

that a dream has shown persons the proper course of ac-

tion."*" Comets, Origen stated, appeared on the eve of

dynastic changes, great wars and other terrestrial dis-

turbances ; and he was inclined to agree with Chaeremon

the Stoic that they also came as signs of future good, as

in the instance of the birth of Christ.*^ Comets indeed he

perhaps regarded as on a level with prophetic souls as

channels of divine communication, since his view of all

heavenly bodies was such, despite his censure of horoscope-

taking, that he might easily attribute excessive influence

or power to them.

Celsus had censured the Jews and by implication the

Christians for worshipping heaven and the angels, and

even apparitions produced by sorcery and enchantment,

and yet negflecting what in hi^ o|)inioii were the hohest

and most powerful part of the heavens, the tixed stars and

planets, ''who prophesy to every one so distinctly, through

whom all productiveness results, the most conspicuous of

supernal heralds, real heavenly angels.''** In reply Origen,

^RtsHy to CdMM, h 66.

^Idtm, I, 59^

" Reply to Celsat, V, 6. The following passage it quoted by Origen froB

CelsDS. UpiJrov ui^v Tuv 'lcw6aiuv OavfjACtiv a^iov, el rov firv mpavbv Kal rnvf ev rCSt ay*

yiMntf eijimici i/ Toi\ firv tv auMfri^ ttov «k ymfrtiv^ oini opt^ rw^A^rrrouff<v, if 6i'

i/tvipifv ^ooftatuv itveipuTovciv kyxp^HifTUV Xej^^^vovf, tv fi&ka dpijOKehtiv Tm% S" ivapydf

«in» aa2 Xofiwput iwofft icpofifnAmTaf^ 6t int ovreic iamutkbKTH^ rdv (Mv, rode
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after exonerating Jews and Christians from any worship

contrary to that of one supreme God, proceeded with equal

pains to demonstrate that although they did not worship

the stars the}- by no means slighted these. He knew, he

said, that in general the stars had been assigned by God
to all the nations beneath the heavens, but this system of

astral satrapies did not extend to God's chosen people.**

Neither he nor other Christians meant to hold with Anax-
agoras that the stars were merely red-hot masses of matter,

nor to assert that the heavehly bodies were subject to

themselves.** He was prepared to grant, if necessary,

that the stars were rational beings (koyLKo. Kal aTmv^ala)

and had been "ilhmiinated with the light of knowledge by

that wisdom which is the reflection of everlasting hght/*

and that they foretold many things, but even these facts

were no reason for giving them the worship due to God
alone, who was immeasurably superior even to these ex-

alted spirits, and to whom sun, moon and stars themselves

doubtless prayed.**

Augustine perhaps ieit tor the heavenly bodies much
the same high respect as Origen manifested, if his assertion

that those men insult the stars who impute to that most
brilliant and resplendent senate the causing of evil upon
the earth is not to be taken as a mere piece of rhetoric.**

His discussion of matters astrological, however, is limited

^ Idtm, V, le. ^^ftev Art 6 Mtnciuf vipof inivtwm r«6fwvr knmfol^vraf ftiv

vnd Tov deov iraoi roi'c IBvtaiv viroKiru mi) oiipttnov' tUttft& Kal nSf elf ifo^Nnw fltptSM

^$lf0rtai rr' de<^ irapa ndiTa rd inl y^f ifhrf,

^* Roply to Celtas, V, ii. koi ovk artfid^ovrif ye ra r^hKoiiTa roii Bcov i^/uovpy^

uara, ov6' 'Avaiayopius jibdpov Statn^tw kiyovrtf tlvat Tdv ^Xiov »ai cik^imiv Hal

aaripar.

" Idem, V, lo-ia. mi c^rteBtiaav iv f"»"t r^f yvttaeuf iird ooflaSy ^tt kmw
avabyaefin i^.»Tbc aidtm'.

*City of God, V, I. "...magnam crelo faciunt inniriam, in cuius velut

clarissimo senatu ac splendissima curia opinantur scelera iacienda decerni..."
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to several onslaughts upon the genethliaci or mathemattct

of his day; and whatever may have been his opinion of

the stars> his attitude towards fheir would-be interpreters

Is by no means favorable, as many passages in his works

show us.^^ A typical passage is the foUowiug from the

De Doctrina Christiana:

"Nor are they to be excepted from the category of dangerous

superstitioa who are called genethHaci from their acnitiny of the

days of birth, and now are also spoken of colloqnlally as $naihe-

moHcL For tfaoqgfa they trace out the actual position of the stars

when each person was bom and even attain some results; yet m that

they try to predkt either one's actions or the outcome of one's

actions they err too fan and sell inexperienced men into a wretched

slavery."**

In his youth, when a follower of the Manichean sect,

Augustine had been devoted to astrology and perhaps on

this account frequently felt the more bound to warn his

readers to have nothing to do with it. In the fifth book

of The City of God he enters upon an elaborate argument."

Augustine objected to astrology first because it was

fatalistic, attributing to the stars a power possessed by God
alone. Assuming, however, that some might remove this

objection by arguing that the heavenly bodies simply sig-

nified but in no sense caused future events, he proceeded

to advance the finther objection that at the same moment
of time several persons of different subsequent life and

" See Angiiitiiie'i collected wocks in Migne's Pairologfti LaU$tm, Vol 32,

coL 694* 707. 737. Vol. 33, col. 210; Vol. 34, col. 52. 472, 1455; Vol.

35. col 4S^^ 747* iSax; VoL col 76^ 43B; Vol 37* col aS; Vol 3*^ col

142, 147.

"De Doctrina Christiana Bk. II, Cap. 21. "Ncquc illi ab hoc gcnere

permciosae superstitionis segregandi sunt, qui gentbliact, propter nataUum
(ficnm contidciiitioiici» aniic aittcm vulfo mathamtici vocantnr. Nam ct

ipsi quamvis veruB ftellanmi poitttoiiein, cum quisque nascitur, conseclentar,

aliqLiaruIo etiam pervestigent ; tamen quod inde conantur vel actiones nos-

tras vel actionum tventa praediccrc, nimis errant, et vendunt tmpcritis bomini-

bus miserabilcm servitutem."

"See City of God, Book V, Chapters 1-7.
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character might have been—indeed probably constantly

were being—^born under the same quarter of the heavens.

Esau and Jacob were quite dissimilar in character and

Augustine himself knew of twins who were of different

sex and career. Moreover, he tells us in his ''Confes-

sions" that he himself was finally led to give up his

study of the books of astrologers, from which the argu-

ments of "Vindicianus, a keen old man, and of Nebridius,

a youth of remarkable mtellect," had failed to win him, by

hearing from another youth that his father, a man of

wealth and rank, had been bom at precisely the same

moment as a certain wretched slave on the estate.*^

Augustine proceeds to elaborate the argument from

twins at considerable length, apparently borrowing his

logic largely from Favorinus. He considers the objection

that twins of dissimilar fate are after all not born at exactly

the same instant. This he believes he sufficiently rebuts

by the dilemma that the brief interval of time between the

two births is either too trifling to account for such com-

plete diversity of character and career as often results, or

too important to permit ^uch complete identity of lamily

and rank or such resemblance in physical constitution and

liability to disease as is the case. Moreover, if astrologers

must take into account such small intervals of time, their

predictions can never possess any certain accuracy.

** Confessioncs Bk. VII, Chap. 6. See also Bk. IV, Chap. 2 and 3, where

Augustine tells that, though Uirough his Manichcan scruples against the sacri-

fice of animals he refused the offer of a haruspex to consult the future ior

him vad inaore him soooeas m the poetical conleat in whidi he wm to engage

at die theatre, yet he waa ell the time "aacrifictng himsdf to die demooa*'

through his belief in astrology.

The fact that the haruspex offered not to see who was going to win the

contest but to make Augustine the wumcr is suggestive. Like Origen s query

why birds did not control their own fate if they knew the future, it shows

diat tihe divinen and aitfologers did not make the hiunan will the abaolitte

slave of die flight of birds or courses of stars, but believed there were loo|K

holes of escape for the man informed beforehand. Augustine quite ignorca

this fact in the ensuing argument
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But the astrologers may further object that the time

of conception, identical for both twins, determines the qual-

ities in which they are alike while the difference in time of

birth r^fulates their dissimilarities. If this is so» replies

Augiistine, it a difference in time of birth can alter the

future prescribed by the joint moment of conception,

—

scarcely a fair statement of the astrologers' argument

—

why also may not twins die at different dates or human
free will trimi^h over the position of the constellation at

birth as this in turn has modified the sidereal influence

at the period of conception ? Moreover, if the moment of

conception is to govern the life of the child to be, why may
not the father by consulting an astrologer beforehand as

to a propitious time control the fate of his offspring and

.outwit the stars ? And of what use is the astrological doc-

trine of elections—the choosing of propitious da3rs for

crertain acts by consulting the stars—^if one's entire fate

has already been settled by the time of birth or conception ?

Again if human beings alone are under the control

of the stars, why do the tnathematici name favorable days

for setting out vines and trees and shrubs and for breeding

cattle? But if v^;etation and all animal life are governed

by the stars, then each beast must have a separate time of

birth from each seed or else we must expect the absurdity

of seeds and beast being alike and experiencing the same

fate. It is inconceivable, however, that many human be-

ings and brutes and plants do not begin their respective

careers, so utterly unlike, at the same instant. Further-

more it is plainly evident that grains are sown at the same
time and germinate and ripen simultaneously, and yet meet

very diverse fates.

Augustine by this somewhat piddling and sophistical

variety of argument, in which the modern reader will read-

ily discern weak points and evasions, disposed to his great

satisfacti<Hi and not unlikely to the equally great discom-
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fiture of his opponents, of the crude superstition that the

time and place of birth and nothing else determine with

mathematical certainty and mechanical rigidity the entirety

of one's life. It was none the less a superstition which

was evidently much alive, which the saint felt he must

take great care to refute, and to \\ hich he himself had once

been in bondage. Against a less narrow and hide-bound

doctrine, a more practical and intelligent astrology, he

does not argue. Exhausted from his arduous assault upon

the enemy's first line, he rested his brain and pen and did

not attempt to pursue farther the slowly retreating foe.

But he made no truce with the enemy. He would not

grant thai ihe impulses of the mind were subject to the

positions of the stars when even sex, a physical matter,

might vary in twins born under the same constellations..

Apparently the most he would concede was that it was not

absurd to say that the influence of the stars might produce

changes in material things, as in the varying seasoos of the

year caused by the sun's course and the alternating aug-

men ration and diminution of tides and shell-fish due, as he

supposed, to the moon's phases. That the astrologers often

predicted the future in marvelous manner he admitted, but

this success he attributed to the inspiration of evil spirits.^^

To other stock modes of divination Augustine was ap-

parently equally opposed, although he speaks in one place

of the books of the aruspexes and augurs as a '^somewhat

more permissible vanity" than the worship of idols, enter-

ing into compacts wiiii demons, or practising magic**

Hydromancy which Numa practised and which consists

"^City of God, V, 7. "His omnibus consideratis noa inmerito creditur,

cum astrologi mirabiliter multa vera respondent, occulto instinctu fieri spiri-

tunm noa booontm, quonun am est has hhM et noxiai ofiiiikuwi de aUnli-

bat fttis ioienfe hmmnibus mentibiift adoie ^xwamn, turn hotDNOj^ nocati ct

io^pecti aliqaa attt,4^ nulk est"

"De doctrim Cbrkiaiui, n, aa "... .Ex quo genere sunl, aed quasi Ikoi-

tiore vaoitate^ arnipieiisni ct aognnuii libri."
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of viewing the images or adumbrations of demons in water,

is clearly a dangerous art and one foreign to the worship

of the true God, Augustine declares. Even a pagan senate

ordered Xuma's books to be burned.**

Augustine's apparent freedom from superstition in his

attitude toward the celestial bodies characterizes also his

view of the natural world at large. He had, it is true,

read his Pliny and Solinus and accepted on their authority

some rather fantastic statements omceming the properties

of material things, just as he quoted Hermes Trismegistus

and Apuleius on such themes as the nature of demons. He
recounts marvelous qualities o£ the magnet; asserts that

adamant can be broken neither by steel nor fire but only

by the application of goat's blood; tells us about Cappado-

dan mares conceiving from the wind; and hails wiUi de-

light the salamander's ability to live in the midst of flames

as a token that the bodies of sinners can subsist in hell

fire.^* Yet even m regard to such notions Augustine ex-

presses a little hesitancy. Moreovtf, in his treatise on

Christian doctrine he classified as superstitious all ligatures

and remedies by means of incantations, characters and sus-

pensions, whidi he said the medical art condemns and

which have to do not with the physical condition but with

"occult significations." Some people call them by the name
physica, but they betray nature in so doing, as Augustine

illustrates by giving several examples of superstitioas ob-

servances.*' He draws clearly and apparently quite con-

sciously the dividing line between magic—in the broad

sense—and science when he remarks,

"It it one tbiog to say, 'If you drink the juice of this herb, your

stonuich will not ache.' It is another thing to say, 'If you hang

" City of God, VIII, 35.

•* City of God, XXI, 4, 5.

** De DoctrinA Christitoa, II, ao.
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this herb from your neck, your stomach will not ache.' For the

one prescription is to be approved as a medicinal application; the

other is to be censured as superstitious ceremonial."**

Augustine deserves much credit for presenting this

homely distinction as a sort of mental guide-post to the

world of Christian believers; and one might moralize over

the pleasmg sight of the great theologian o£ the early

Church leaving for a moment his homilies and commen-
taries to step to the aid of erring ancient science and to

direct its march from the ambush of magic into the safe

highway of rational attitude, were it not for a strong sus-

picion that he copied this same homely distinction from

the pages of some pagan writer.

The question of the power of names which so interested

Origen is not discussed by Augustine, unless he meant to

condemn it as theurgy. But towards belief in the occult

significance of numbers he displays a leaning. Six was a
perfect number in his estimation, for God had created the

world in six days although he might have taken more or

less time; and the I'salmist made no idle remark in saying

that Deity had ordered all things according to measure,

number and weight. Also six is the first number which can

be obtained by adding together its factors, one, two and
three.** Augustine was going on to say that seven was
also a perfect nimiber, when he checked himself lest he

dififress at too great length and seem "too eager to display

his smattering of science" and merely added that one m-
dication of seven's perfection was the fact that it was com-

"De Doctrina Christiana, II, 29. "Aliud est enim dicere, Tritam istam

beriMm si Uberis, venter ncA dolebit; et aliud est dicere, Istam hertnm collo

ai siispenderis, venter non dolebit Ibi enim probatnr contemporfttio salubris*

hie significatio auperstitioaa dunnatur."

'City of God, Blc X, Chap. 9^ la

"/dftN, XI» 30. Augustine may seem to have overlooked four, but he

Iirobably would have regarded its ''parts" as one, two and two.
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posed of the first complete odd number, three, and the first

complete even number, four.**

Both Origcn and Au^stine were strong* supporters

and practitioners of allegorical mlerpretalion, which was

at least a sort of literary maefic. Celsus, Orie;-en remarked,

admitted that not merely the uncultured were attracted to

the Christian religion but also ''moderate and reasonable

and intelligent men, and ones apt at allegory/'*^—a quali-

fication which he apparently regarded as the very cap-stone

of culture. Augustine declared thai Noah's ark typified

the bcuK of Christ, since its proportions were those of the

human body, while the door in its side through which the

family of the righteous Noah walked in along with such

of the animals as were to be saved was emblematic of the

spear wound in the side of the Crucified whence flow the

-vieramcnts by which believers enter the kingdom. This

kingdom, moreover, or at least the city of God sojourning

in this world was foreshadowed by the ark, for was not

the Church ransomed by the wood of the cross ? The ark's

squared timbers gave promise of the unshaken firmness of

God's saints. Its three stories typified faith, hope and

love ; and probably also had reference to the spiritual har-

vests of thirty, sixty and one hundred-fold which result

respectively from chaste marriage on the ground floor,

chaste widowhood on the upper, and chaste virginity on

the hurricane dedc^^

'*Gky of God, X, 31. "De •^tenarfi pono numefi perfecti«i« did quidem
plan poMtmt; <cd ct Ubet iste iam pfolix eat «t vereor ne oecanone cooperta

scientiolam MMtram leviter magis quam utilfter iactare velle videanmr. Ha-
benda est itaquc ratio moderationis adque gravitati':, ne forte, cum de numero
mnltam loquimur, mensuram et pondus neglegere ludicemur. Hoc itaque

satis est adxnonere, quod totus inpar primus numerus temarius est, totus par

q^Mtcfiiarias; ex qatlntt daobas aeptenarius eoostat"

Reply to Ceisus. I, 37. Ofto'myti yap koI ficrpiovf mi hruuuis Kai trwerotfC uvof

kmI hr' aXktfyopiav hoifiov^ elviu iv ainoif.
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To sum up, Origen and Augustine furnished a concep-

tion of magic which was generally accepted in succeeding

centuries. They believed perhaps more firmly than some

educated pagans did that there was such a thing as magic
Their disapproval of the supposed art was no more violent

and whole-souled apparently than the condemnation of it

by most educated pagans. If an Apuleius, exculpating

himself from the so-called magic practised by the vulgar

crowd, extolled the true magic, as he would have it» of

Persia; so an Origen while warning the mass of Christians

that they were to leave magic entirely alone, could speak

of a magic of the sage as on a plane willi iheology. Augus-
tine's more uncompromising hostility was probably due in

part to his geographical location farther away from the

attraction of fantastic Oriental lore, in part to having

more centuries of Christian habits and prejudice behind

him«
But while Origen and Augustine bcheved in magic

and condenmed magic in much the old accustomed way of

the respectable citizen from time immemorial, the fact that

magic meant to them something different from what it had
before gave a new outcome to their belief and condem-
nation* Magic they r^farded as evil not merely because it

was eniploycd to injure men and lo take away from them
liberty of action, but because it employed the services of

spirits who were hostile to God. Any dealings with such
spirits, whether the evil sorcerer's bewitching or the be-

nevolent physician's charms or the Neo-Platonist's effort

at soul satisfaction, were magic. Most arts of divination

which had been sanctioned by pagan religions and science

were now condenmed. The casting of horoscopes was de-

* Yet his contemporary, Synesins, Bishop of Ptotemais, passed imtdediatefy

from being a Neo-Pktonist and lover of the occult to the position of a Chns«
tian bishop and apparently did not surrender in his new office his beliefs that

the scientist could profit by considering the ways of the wizard and that by
dreams and the stars men could read their future.
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nounced, not merely in the way which Favoriims, Seictus

Empirkiis and Cicero had denounced it, as nnsystematiCy

inaccarate and unscientific, but as probably involving the

aid of evil spirits. Thus under the name "magic" Chris-

tianity condemned many more things than had the pagan

world.

In those beliefs which neither they nor pagans included

under magic but which seem to us to-day to border closely

thereon, our authors show that the Christian attitude dif-

fered little from the pagan. Augustine, it is true, except

in the realm of allegory and of number where his common
sense abandons him, seems to refuse to believe in the

unnatural and fantastic tmless a spiritual force can be

made to account for it. Even at that his rationalism is

no more remarkable than that of Cicero who nearly five

hundred years before had argued against astrology and

augury with equal acumen and coolness. Had Augustine,

moreover, like Pliny, been brought face to face with the

vast accumulation of data handed down by past ''scien-

tists" in support of the unnatural and the fantastic, he

might like Pliny have made ruinous exceptions to his theo-

retical scepticism. Had he like Origen fed his mind on

the lore of the Orient, he might like him have been on

occasion not inhospitable to the occult. For it seems true

that he who drank too deeply ot the learning of those days

was liable to become mentally intoxicated, and that the stu-

dent of "science" of that age who tried to make detailed

statements about particular things was more open to error

and magic than the rhetorician, logician or theologian who
contented himself with making general assertions. Yet of

course for such concrete details men continued to look to

the student of "science.'' It is perhaps worth keq>ing in

mind, moreover, that Origen and ^gustine were both

derics and apologists and so professionally bound to take

up an irreproachable position morally and dogmatically.
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The average lay Christian mind may have been more easy-

going in its attitude toward magic and superstition.

Worthy of notice though scarcely to he treated m the

present discussion are the references of our authors to the

fantastic heliefs of non-Christians, the Stoics and Pythago-

reans and Platonists, and the astrology-mad world of their

own times. Especially interesting are the beliefs of Celsus

as set forth by Origen, who nevertheless hints that Celsus

had written a treatise against magic

Lynn Thorndikb.
Northwestern UNivERSiry^ Evanston^ III.



THE RETURN TO THE TRUTH IN MYSTiaSM.

IT is our pride and boast that we live in a scientific age.

In so far as that means an age free from superstition

and devoted to truth, as well as one enriched by the results

of applied science, we have cause to rejoice. The scien-

tific spirit is admirable until it becomes negating and ex-

clusive ; then it proves our bane and blight. Its affirma-

tions are expansive and releasing, its negations are chilling

and binding. If the possession of the scientific spirit means
that wc must set ourselves either to explore or else deny

all that realm of mystery, of intuition, of aspiration, in

which religion and art so largely find their home,— thus

cutting ofl sympathy and succession with the racial past,—

if it means that we are henceforth to dwell in the light of

common day with neither visions nor visitations, in a world

wholly tangible, discoverable, matter-of-fact, then perhaps

the best thing to do would be to pull the bed-clothes up over

our heads and dream again, even though the nightmares,

too, returned. It looked for a time as if this disillusioned

materialism might become the temper and atmosphere of

modem life. But there are indications that the tide has

turned and is now flowing back toward that recognition

of the realm of the supersensuous, the super-scientific

—

shall we call it the supernatural?—within which, whether

crudely or wisely, the race has found its chiefest hopes and

fears, its highest ideals and objects of reverence. Science

herself has now pointed the way to a fresh recognition of
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the all-embracing reality- of the mystical, the unknowable,

the sinrittial. She has beheld matter take wings and van-

ish before her eyes. The atom has expanded into an

ethereal mansion, in which innumerable ions 'Vampage and

rush about." Herbert Spencer foresaw this collapse of

materialism, and his philosophy of the Unknowable is an

attempt to recognize the Spiritual and yet to interpret it

in terms of the material. We hardly realize as yet how
long a step agnosticism took away from materialism, how
completely it granted the fundamental premises of idealism.

And now comes monism, the mystkism of modem science,

and granting even more than agnosticism, again attempts

(at least in the person of Haeckel) to explain the greater

by the less, mind by matter. Meanwhile, Philosophy

watches this invasion of her realm with unconcern, know-
ing the inevitable outcome.

But although materialism as a philosophy has collapsed,

a temper and attitude of mind was created by nineteenth

century science which still colors everyday life and more

or less dominates the average man. He still remams under

the delusion that science has dissipated not only super-

stition but mystery as well; he thinks the universe com-

pletely decipherable, if not already deciphered, and .with

his fears have also fled his reverences. The result is in-

difference to the margins of life, concentration upon its

sensuous side and its material gains. Hence flow hedon-

ism, immorality, business and political corruption, divorce,

luxury, and all that v^e class as "practical materialism."

Inevitably this spirit has affected current interpreta-

tions of Qiristianity. In the light of the "scientific spirit,"

history is only an empirical evolution, determined by nat-

ural forces and environment. Jesus as a figure in Mstory

is wholly explicable, together with the movement—includ-

ing its illusions and misconceptions—starting from hiiii.

As for the experiences of the spirit life, they are phenom-
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ena which psychology e^raciously reco^^nizes and then an-

alyzes and disposes of without reference to super-psychical

influence. Let me-not seem to imply that these n^fations

are made by science itself ; they are unwarranted inferences

which the shallow mind draws, be he scientist or layman.

Science herscli has nothing to say concerning these ulti-

mate problems, often as she has been represented as hav-

ing solved them.

How far this smug and sensuous philosophy of scien-

tific self-sufficiency, of cosmic comprehensibility, departs

from the profounder convictions of humanity, rooted in

the philosophy and experience of the ages, hardly need

be pointed out. Instead of a sudden emergence into the

light of finality^ the "scientific age" is likely to prove rather

itself a passii^ phase in the unending quest for truth, a

step and only a step onward.. Such is the consciousness

that is slowly dawning upon thoughtful minds. In other

words, everything indicates a return to mysticism. And
with it the growths that flourish in the soil of mysticism

—

religion, poetry, art—will revive. Not that science wiU

be ignored. Rather will it be re-valued and its gains

turned to spiritual account. The devout Hindu, concerned

solely with finding truth, looks with contempt upon the

achievements of English and American engineering. They
seem to him child's play, beside the deeper concerns of hie,

the ultimate problems. That is not the right attitude

toward science, but it is more normal than the bridge-

tmilder's indifference to the soul and its problems. Science

has quarried rich material for the architecture of the spirit.

More than that, science has helped forward, and will help

forward, the ad\ ance toward ultimate truth. If science

has not dissolved mystery, it has at least drawn the liound-

ary line between true mystery and false mystery, and that is

a great service. For in coming into right relations with

mystery lies our salvation.
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In saying- that mysticism deserves and will receive

fresh recognition and allegiance in the near future, it is

essential to discriminate between false mysticism and true

mysticism. There is a mysticism which revels in ecstasies,

eccentricities, visions, special revelations, individual divine

communications; which substitutes fancy for fact, imagina-

tion for reality; which disdains the task for the sake of

reverv : which scorns the human whole in order to exalt the

ego. Of this kind of mysticism the world has had too

much. It issues in inertia and selfishness. It is neither

of the world nor in the world, neither scientific nor sane,

neither philosophical nor sensible. And yet there is a
mysticism which is sane, rational, unselfish, wide-visioned,

which sees farther than telescope can penetrate and goes

deeper than plumb can sound, which knows more of nature

than science can discover, more of Ciod than scholasticism

can compass, more of man than anthropology and psychol-

ogy can learn. This insight of mystidsmr—do we think

we can dispense with it in this age of the crucible and the

scalpel, the statistician and the critic? I use the term

mysticism, then, in the broader sense as an attitude of mind,

"the attempt," as Inge defines it, "to realize, in thought

and feeling, the immanence of the temporal in tlie eternal,

and of the eternal in the temporal.'' ( Christian Mysticism,

p. 50
I. A true mysticism, in this sense, is the only key that

will unlock the inmost meaning of nature. Science unbars

the outer doors and puts the bare mechanism of nature

into our hands. But after all, as Sabatier has said, "the

world is ruled by symbols, not by science." And nature

is a kingdom of symbols. The poets interpret for us

these more secret messages of nature, and in our heart

of hearts we care more for them than for all planetary

laws and chemical reactions, all physical comforts and
electrical appliances. Plato, Francis of Assisi, Words-
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worth, Tennyson, Ruskin, Emerson, and all the choir of

nature mystics, have disclosed meanings in nature which

hold IIS with a divine fascination. It is in the "thoughts

that lie too deep for tears/' awakened though they may be

by but the meanest flower that blows, that we fed oursdkes

nearest the eternal realities of nature.

2. A true mysticism is necessary to any large under-

standing of humanity. He would be a bold man who should

profess to know his own selfhood completely. The per-

sistent efforts of an empirical psychology to posit dual or

multifde personalities and to exploit and ransack a sublim-

inal consciousness are confessions of the existence of a

margin of potencies and possibilities, which lea\ es per-

sonality at best but partially explicable. An old house in

Bruges has upon its walls the motto, "There is more in

me." There is more in every man, "deep seated in this

nq^c frame/' than he can analyze or fathom. His per-

sonality is a meeting-point of self-formations, of racial

inheritances and of divine activities, such that none save

one above the circle of finite selves can possibly comprehend

him wholly. The very conception of Uniteness, which at

once springs np within one when he tries to understand

himself, opens an avenue of relationship to an Infinite Self,

which must leave him a mystic in spite of himself. And if

one cannot comprehend himself, much less can he another

self, or that society of finite selves we call humanity.

' And since we cannot fully fathom ourselves or human-

ity, how can we think to fully understand that Man who
above all other men fulfilled the wholeness and perfection

of personality—Jesus Christ? The men who knew Jesus

in the flesh began by thinking that they knew hnn perfectly.

Was he not the son of the carpenter of Nazareth? Rut •

bye-and-bye that category failed to exhaust him. Then

they called him Teacher, Rabbi ; but he ou^ew that. Then

the great consciousness came to those that knew him best
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that he was the Messiah. But even that category proved

too Hmited. So at length after long reflection they said,

There is something more than human in him, he is divine,

be is the Word of God. Neither John nor Paul was a rays-

tic at first ; both became mystics as their souls grew in the

contemplation of Girist. And as Christ made them mys-

tics, so they made Christianity a mysticism. Such it has

remained to this day, hndrng in Christ values, siL^-nificances,

potencies, which cannot be confined to human terms.

Whether Christianity is to retain its mystical clement, or

whether Christ is to be naturalized, brought within the

compass of definite comprehension and limitation, is the

great issue now confronting the Church. It is part of the

greater issue as between a mystical and a matter-of-fact

universe.

3. Once more, a true mysticism alone opens the way to

direct and immediate communion with God. It is a daring

and high-hearted assun^ticm, from which we in this prac-

tical age are inclined to shrink back, that the individual

soul can actually commune with God. And yet that has

been the claim of Christianity from the very start, never

relinquished though often forgotten. Mysticism has held

to this faith through all the barren eras of ecclesiasticism,

materiahsm, deism, skepticism,—never failing to maintain

the saintly succession of souls very sure of God and of

actual, conscious communion with Him. This communion
with God» far from depending upon a comprdiensiv«

knowledge of Him, deepens in proportion as His absolute

ness and incomprehensibility are realized. It was from the

mystics that Luther caught the fire with which he kmdled

all Europe to a new consciousness of God. The German
mystics exhibited as noble a harmony of spiritual fervor

and practical piety as the world has seen. In England,

the Cambridge Platonists showed how perfect a concord

mysticism may afford of intellectual strength and spiritual
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temper. In oar own country it was the mystit (singularly

compounded) in Jonathan Edwards that made him great,

ju^t as it was the mystic in Henry Ward Beecher and

Phillips Brooks that drew the hearts of their hearers and

gave to them a fresh sense of God. The history of mysti-

cism shows, it is true, how difficult it is to keep this sense

of individual communion with God within the hounds of

sobriety and sanity. But with the Christian consciousness

as a gtiide and restraint, the danger of excessive indi-

vidualism wanes. Christian experience, which we have

come to put in advance of all other evidences of Christian-

iQr, has within it invariably a mystical element, of differing

degree and kind. Each individual Christian has as a rule

a certain thrilling, distinctive sense of personal and im-

mediate relation with the Supreme Self, as moving as it is

mysterious.

To discredit this type of mysticism as unsound and

dehisive is to discredit Christianity itself. If ''feeling"

is prominent in it, it is not an irrational and empty emo-

tion, but that high and holy enkindling which accompanies

the most earnest spiritual thmkmg. As President King

has said, "The truly mystical may all be summed up as

simply a protest in favor of the whole man—the entire

personality." (Theology and the Social Consciousness, p.

77. ) Even a writer so closely allied with the extravagances

of New Thought as H. W. Dresser repudiates all vague,

passive, unconcentrated religious revery, and declares,

"The foundation of composure is philosophical conviction.

It is not faith without reason, but faith rationally scruti-

nized and developed, that gives this conviction.'' (The
Power of Silence, second edition, page 318.) Perhaps no
modem scholar has more clearly recognized the meaning
and value of true mysticism than Jowett, who, in com-

menting upon the need of sympathy with mysticism in

order to understand Plato, adds: ''By mysticism we mean
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not the extravag'ance of an erring- fancy, but the concen-

tration of vision in feeling, the enthusiastic love of the

good» the true, the one, the sense of the infinity of knowl-

edge and marvel of the human faculties/'

Between these two mental attitudes, the thought of our

time is vacillating. On the one hand a so-called ''scien-

tific," matter-of-fact, exploitable universe; on the other a

spiritual, symbolic universe, knowable in part, but packed

full of mystery that unfolds only gradually before a devel-

oping spiritual insight. Of one of these two conceptions

a choice must be made, and the whole tone and character

of modem life and conduct, as wdl as thought, wait upon
the issue. Do our worthiest racial ambiticms, our highest

aims, our truest good, lie in the direction of scientific con-

quest, physical welfare, material progress, or in the direc-

tion of those ethical and spiritual values that belong to a

being "moving about in worlds not realized?" The two

interests are not antagonistic, but one must be subordinated

to the other. The question is one for serious reflection

whether a universe shorn of all mystical, spiritual content

and meaning would be a true universe, and whether in ceas-

ing altogether to be mystics, men would not also cease to

be truly and fiillv human.

Mysticism is far, mdeed, from being a complete and

exhaustive philosophy. It fails to do full justice, not only

to the rational but to the scientific and to the practical as*

pects of truth. It is not a return to mysticism itself, as a
closed system, that we need, but rather a return to the

truth that lies in mysticism—iruLh ihat can never be wisely

outgrown or permanently thrust aside.

John Wright Buckham.
Berkeley^ California.
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CLEARNESS of thought is the first requirement for

the construction of a true philosophy. Most mistakes

originate from a confusion of words and a wrong compre-

hension of their exact significance, but nowhere is a lack

of clearness fraught with more consequence than in the

domain of psychological questions— involving religion,

ethics, and jurisprudence. Mysticism, therefore, is posi-

tively dangerous, although we do not deny that under

special circumstances it may he beautiful as art and some-

times even wholesome—as wholesome as a medicinal drug

would be for a diseased system or a stimulant for one who
is tired and cannot easily rouse himself in the moment
when all his strength is needed for some good purpose.

THE RETURN OF MYSTiaSM.

Some people yearn for mysticism, partly for artistic,

partly for sentimental reasons; and there is no harm done,

provided common sense cuts off its vagaries ; but under all

ctrctunstances it would be well to understand the nature

of mysticism, the reason of its force, and also its limita-

tions.

We publish in the present number an article by the

Rev. John Wright Buckham on "The Return to the Truth

in Mysticism." We do not agree with him, but under-

stand very well why he appreciates mysticism, and we
gladly take this opportunity to discuss tlie problem and
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present our own solution partly in further extension of and

partly in contrast to his. views.

Mr. Buckham says:

''The scientific spirit is admirable until it becomes ne-

gating and excltisive, then it proves our bane and blight"

Science ought to be negating errors only, for then only

is it a search for truth. If science becomes exclusive (un-

less it excludes the irrational) it ceases to be science, for

science is broad and catholic. There are no sects in sci-

ence! and the truths of science are universal

Mr. Buckham declares that "ever3rthing indicates a

return to mysticism/' but he wisely distinguishes between

false mysticism and true mysticism. The former "revels

in ecstasies, eccentricities, visions, special revelations, in-

dividual divine communication which substitutes fancy for

fact, imagination for reality, which disdains the task for

the sake of revery, which scorns the human whole to exalt

the ego." He adds, "the world has too much of it." Mr.
Buckham then declares that "in coming into right relations

with mystery lies our salvation." He praises "the true

mysticism, but his only description of it is given in Jowett's

definition who says

:

"By mysticism we mean not the extravagance of an
erring fancy, but the concentration of vision in feeling,

the enthusiastic love of the good, the true, the one, the

sense of the infinity of knowledge and the marvel of the

himian faculties." (II, 102.)

If mysticism is the love of the good, the true and the

one, if it is a sense of the infinity, i. e., the inexhaustibleness

and unlimitedness of knowledge, if it is the awe we feel

when thinking of the grandeur of the human soul and its

faculties, it is most assuredly a mysticism which omits

mystification by mystery or anything mystical. I see no
mysticism in what Mr. Jowett calls by that name.

Mysticism is opposed to science, and Mr. Buckham
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brings out the contrast between the two. But he narrows

the meaning of science. He calls it ''disillusioned material*-

ism" limiting it to ''matter of fact," i. e., the material uni-

verse, and speaks of "scientific sdf-suflficiency." He fur-

ther commends agnosticism with its doctrine of the un-

knowable and identifies that term with "the spiritual,"

Now we claim that the field of science is unlimited.

Anything that exists, be it material or spiritual (i, e., men-

tal, moral, etc) is a fit object of science^ and there is no

problem (unless it be wrongly formulated) that can not

ultimately be solved. The spiritual is as kiiovvablc as the

physical, and the wron^^ly formulated problem is the illegit-

imate problem which can not be solved because it is based

upon a misconception and is a mere pseudo-problem.

The most important pseudo-problem is the question,

"why docs the world exist ?*' All the questions of practical

life, how, when, where, why, i. e., through which cause

and according to which law of nature has a certain thing

or condition originated or did a certain event take place,

can be fully answered, provided we can ascertain the facts

of the case and are sufficiently trained in exact observation

as well as in methodical thought. To a mind that could

watch the slightest details of the world processes the uni-

verse ought to appear as perspicuous and translucent as

glass. All the transformations take place with a regular-

ity that—always provided we know the facts in question

—

admits of an absolutely precise formulation and description.

But why there is existence at all, why there is not in its

place an empty blank of non-existence, is the only question

that can not be answered, and the problem of this question

is a pseudo-problem, for it demands an explanation of the

reality or actuality of the world. Why is the real real, why
is a fact a fact? When we try to derive the notion of

existence from non-existence, we will necessarily fail, and
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he who does not see that he is confronted Mrith a pseudo*

problem, turns agnostic.

The objective world as it presents itself to our senses

in its concrete actuality, possesses three aspects, formu-

lated in three generalizaiions of substance (or matter)

space and time; and their actuality, or indisputable and

positive existence implies three nots, viz.,

I. Substance did not originate from nothing.

2* Space is not limited.

3. Time has not a beginning nor an end.

The not in these three propositions lurks in the ideas

of persistence or indestructibility, infinitude and eternity

and constituted the knot of metaphysics.^

There are people who love the mysterious so much as

to positively hate clearness of thought, and I will not deny

that there is a charm in haziness. In art for instance a

certain chiaroscuro is frequently quite effective,* but what
is recommendable in art is not justified in science. The
artist represents reality as it appears to our senses, while

the scientist tlescri])es the world as it is objectively con-

sidered. The artist appeals to oiu* sentiments, and repre-

sents or reflects our sentiments, and they are rarely clear

even to ourselves; but the scientist's <hity is to explain

phenomena, and the philosopher, if he is of the right type

(if his philosophy is scientific) will follow in the wake of

science and aspire to clearness of thought.

There is no need of mysticism in philosophy. If we
accept the "that" of existence and dispose thus of the

pseudo-problem of the three nots, we shall find that other-

wise the world in all its concrete details is explicable—^if

not always in fact, on account of our lack of sufficient in-

'This is the truth that underlies the doctrine of apriosticism which other-
wise is and remains a declaration of inteUectiial bankruptcy and as a philosophy
It taiddaL Gnqwre my little bOQk KmH and Sptneer, ppu ^$6.

' See the Aolliof't artkle The Importance of Clearness and the Charm
of Haiiiiesa»" in Tht 0pm Court, Vol III, ppi 3993-4
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formation, yet certainly in theory, and thus we can un-

dauntedly trust in the intelligibility of existence. There

is nothing that can not be understood and esqplained. There

are problems not yet ripe for discussion^ and further, the

range of investigation is unlimited. The universe is too

rich to be exhausted and life is freighted with too many
potentialities to reach an end of intere!>t: but there is no

need of falling a prey to mysticism because there are no

bounds that can be set to either progress or science.

Another source of many perplexing pseudo-problems

is epistemological, for it lies in the method of science itself.

The task of science is to render thoughts (i. e., the repres-

entation of things) cuncise and exact, but all our thinking

is done by concentrating our attention upon a dehnite

point. If we wish to see some special object we look at it

and our eyes converge upon it. Thus one thing is singled

out, while the rest of the world is set aside. If we think

of a thing, we establish lines of demarkation and exclude

all such qualities and relations as do not belong to the idea

under consideration, however important they may be rttlier-

wise, even for the thing and its existence. These lines of

demarkation do not exist in nature, they are the artifice

by which we are enabled to grasp the thing. Nature is an

immeasurable and inseparably interconnected whole, and

so all our mental discriminations and boundaries are al-

most as artificial as the lines traced on the map of the

stars to combine them in groups called constellations.

This method by which it creates artificial units is in-

dispensable, for otherwise we could not bring order into

our world of thought, but if we forget what belongs to

our method and what to objective reality, we are apt to

take our formulas to be the real things. This mistake is

so natural that it is actually made, as may be seen from

the generally established habit of calling the uniformities

of events laws of nature, as if they were ordinances com-
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pelling thins:? to act in a special way—a conception which

introduces many erroneous notions into science and phi-

losophy.

If we did not establish artificial lines of demarkatioii,

our mental picture of the world would be a mere blur, as

is exemplified in the kinematog^raph which shows a clear

picture only because by a meclianical contrivance (the main

point in its invention), it eHminates the continuity of the

light proceedmg from the object to be pictured, and cuts

it up into a succession of instantaneous views, changing

little by little in rapid succession. In this way, and in this

way only, can we present pictures; the objective world is

continuous, but we break it up into discrete units.

This artifice of our intellect which represents discrete

objects where there is the flux of a continuous world, brings

it about that scientific representation may, within certain

limits and for certain purposes become inadequate. We
need not, however, denounce science for that reason, but

must only keep in mind its epistemological conditions. We
must not attribute to the object what belongs to the think-

ing subject. We must understand the significance of the

artificial hnes of demaikation, the assumed units of the ob-

jects under investigation and all the compiications derived

therefrom.

How easily pseudo-problems arise when a continuum

must be expressed by a system of discrete units, becomes

apparent when we want to express geometrical magnitudes

in arithmetical terms. Geometry deals with space which

is continuous, arithmetic is tlie science of liuinbers. which

are discrete units. Take the relation of the diameter to

the circumference of a circle which are both definite mag-
nitudes, but when translated into the terminology of arith-

metic, we are confronted with a task that can only be

approximated and never accomplished in full exactness.

Mystics find it difficult to comprehend how the number ^
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can be of any objective validity, since it can not be ex-

pressed in definite numbers, but the reason is that we have

two incommensurable systems, one of which is continuous,

the other discrete. The mystery would indeed be impen-

etrable if space consisted of concrete parts, and if we were

obliged to think that our arithmetical method were in-

herent also in geometry.

There are a great number of such instances in which

two methods are incommensurable; none of them proves

that the objective world is unintelligible, but only that the

methods of science must be used intelligently. Other in-

stances are the incommensurability of the diagonal with

the two sides of its square; or the relation between the

fraction *A and its value expressed in decimals, which is

^•333- • • ; or the idea of the unit itself as expressed in its

parts in the formula

I= j4+}4+H+Vie+Vat+V«4+ . . . without end.

We grant that the method of science is onesided and

will in some cases for good reasons prove insufficient, but

there is an additional difficulty which is perhaps of greater

importance to the unscientific multitudes. Science is ab-

solutely devoid of sentiment, and in order to accomplish

its end, it must be so. There are people who demand too

much of science and expect that it should be all in all. Ac-

cordingly we will insist that science is not all of life, and

that the intellect must be supplemented by sentiment, and

sentiment loves to be clothed in a poetic dress. Reason

constitutes the humanity of man and science alone can

teach him to climb the heights of existence, but without

sentiment, without good-will, without love the rationality

of man and all its glories would be like a tinkling cymbal.

Though science is devoid of sentiment, it should, and it

must, and it will, lead to a refinement of man's heart with

its wealth of feeling.

Sentiment is the source from which spring mystic con-
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templations and most of tlie effusions of retigious litera-

ture. Sentiment dislikes logic and close argument. It

does not mind contradictions; on tlie contrary, it enjoys

them; and so we see that mysticism revels in paradoxes.

So far no objection can be made ; but sometimes sentiment

goes further. Sentiment is very powerful in all of us,

most so in persons not trained in scientific methods: in

them it rules supreme and the ideas which rise from it

assume an authority that scorns criticism and rational

analysis. The imscientific man believes a certain propo-

sition because it appeals to him. No proof is needed and

a refutation is odious. He is intoxicated with his dreams

and allows them to take possession of him.

Mysticism, according to our conception of it, is a theory

which deems mystification not only allowable but would

justify it because it assumes that science is unable to solve

the problems of existence and that our sentiments, our im-

aginations, our flights of fancy will serve the purpose better

than any rational analysis of exact science.

Now it so happens that mysticism—at least a certain

kind of mysticism—is frequently very useful, but there is

no difficulty in explaining the reason. Mysticism is, as it

were, a short cut of sentiment to reach a truth which under

the circumstances may somehow be unattainable by the

intellect. If this truth happens to be a genuine truth, mys-

ticism will be helpful, but if it be an error, a superstition,

an aberration, it will be injurious. The shortcomings of

mysticism lie in its lack of critical acumen. Sentiment is

no proper criterion of truth, and thus it appears that science

will after all be indispensable. The best instance of a

wholesome mysticism is the conscience of a simple-minded

but well-inteniioned man. He will instinctively find the

right, not by logical argument, but through the guidance

of that mysterious inner voice which speaks to him with

divine auUiority.
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While conscience appears to be mysterious, its nature,

its origin and mode of action are by no means inexplicable.^

It is nothingr more nor less than a great number of the

verdicts on our own and other people's actions, gathered

up by experience and stored up in the subconscious depths

of our soul; and we may add that according to the con-

ditions of man's surroundings and education his conscience

will be either reliable or subject to fallacies. Gmsdence
is by no means absolutely reliable. There are many in-

stances of an erring conscience, and the man who suifers

from it is sure to be haunted by dangerous errors and will

make grievous mistakes.

What is true of conscience is true of all mysticism.

If mysticism happens to strike the truth, it will oflPer to

people who are as yet incapable of grasping the full truths

a surrogate of the truth sufficient for then* needs. In this

sense many prophets and priests and preachers (including

the German mystics, such men as Eckhart, Tauler, Jacob

Bolime and Angelus Silesius, and also Swedcnbore: ) have

done good and useful work, and frequently builded better

than they knew. They were guided not by a clear com-

prehension of the truth but by an instinct which made them

feel what they could not yet understand.

With all our appreciation of the poetry of mysticism,

we must bear in mind the dangers that are engendered

by it. A mystic conviction easily becomes the source of

superstition and of superstitious practices. It is perhaps

not a mere accident that pious preachers such as Eckhart

and Tauler proceeded from the same religious brotherhood

as Johannes Nider, Jacob Sprenger, and other advocates

of both witch prosecution and heresy trials.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF MYSTICISM.

So far we have spoken of mysticism from a general

point of view; but there is a special problem which stands

*For detaib see Thg Bihkol PrehUm, pp. »o-ia4.
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foremost in the systems of those mystics who range as

philosophers. It is the problem of eternity in its contrast

to time> of infinity in its contrast to limitation in space,

of generality and universality in contrast to the particular

thing, of the All and One, to the ego or individual self.

Our mental life becomes possible only by seeini^ the

universal in the concrete and by subsuming all our experi-

ences of things that are in time and space under concepts

of types which are independent of, or (as we may express

it) above time and space. So space with its definiteness

of location is contrasted by infinitude; time which deter-

mines the oriefin and end of thinisi-s has a counterpart in

eternity, and the concrete particular objects that exist in

time and space are, from the mental point of view, merely

transient instances of general types* This is the basts ol

all mentality, and our very souls could not have risen into

existence, if these contrasts were not true realities in this

world of which we form a part. There is nothing myste-

rious in the ideas o£ eternity, infinitude and universality;

on the contrary they are very simple and clear notions, so

simple that men untrained in philosophical or scientific

ways of thinking are apt to overlook their significance.

Here the mystic steps in. He feels that he has a great

truth to prod aim. He does not comprehend it himself,

but his soul is full of it and so he pours forth his revelations

of it in all^ories, in symbols, in mysteries.

It is worth while to enter further into details.

An event that takes place is called actual, (i. e., having

the faculty to act, being endowed with energy) ; a thing

that exists is called real (i. e., thingish, having the quality

of an object, consisting of matter). The real is always

actual, and the actual is always real. The actual happens

at a definite moment in time and the real exists in a definite

spot in space. All actual reality is concrete, i. e., it is

somewhere, somewhen and somehow (viz., it is possessed
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of a definite form). It would appear now that anything

not real must, as a matter of course, be reg^arded as non-

existent, but such is not the case. At any rate here opin-

ions are divided on the subject

Among our concq>ts some denote concrete objects

(thingish and actual particulars), while others refer to

conditions, and the norms of conditions are neither here

nor now. but applicable anvwhere. Some of them have

been formulated as natural laws which cover whole classes

of uniformities. The falling stone is the actual fact, but

the conditions of the fall are not matter; they are not

things, and yet they determine the nature of the fall, they

are as the Greek call it, the "causal" element,* or as we now
say, following Kant's terminology, '^formal"; i. e., they

constitute the relational factors. Now it is a peculiarity

of reality as well as of our cognition that the conditions

of a fall, the formal or relational features of the event,

can be formulated in a general statement which is called

gravitation, and gravitation is the norm which finds its

application in all the innumerable instances of gravitating

bodies.

There are some who would say that the gravitating

body alone exists while gravitation is a fiction, unreal and
therefore non-«istent. This is the attitude of most nat-

uralists to-day. But others take the opposite point of view.

They say with Plato that all the single cases of gravitating

bodies happen and are gone
;
tiiey are mere instances of the

law of gravitation, while the true reality, what Greek

philosophers have called "true being'' (literally ''the be-

ingly being"') is the eternal norm that regulates all single

instances of its actualization. The single instances in spite

of their concrete reality are to the Platonist purely phenom-

enal and transient happenings, comparable to a phantas-

magoria or to ripples on the ocean of existence.
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We do not mean to renew the strife between the two
parties, nor will we attempt to prejudice the reader ag^ainst

either view which can easily be done by the very names
e^iven to those two sets of ideas. We will limit ourselves to

statements of fact, and be impartial in our nomenclature.

We say that concrete things are real and the generalities

formulated in so-called natural laws are onreal.* They ex-

ist nowhere. But even the most fanatical believer in the

tmreality of abstractions will grant that these generalities

are not useless fictions. They serve a purpose. The ability

to think in abstract terms is the characteristic of man and

constitutes the backbone of rational thought. The whole

fabric of man's reason is woven of abstractions. Reason

is not a concrete thing, not an actual events not a real thing,

not a sense-perceptible object, and yet it is a positive factor

in man's existence. This indicates that some unrealities

possess significance and can not be regarded as indifferent,

let alone non-existent.

It must be understood that we do not contradict the

statement that the abstract formula of gravitation is a

mere generalization of a certain set of facts; nor would

we countenance the proposition that natural laws are meta-

physical entities or existences in themselves. We will call

them simply uniformities, but we claim and do so without

fear of contradiction, that the uniformities of the objective

world possess significance in the measure that our abstract

ideas are important factors in our life, in our esq^erience^

in our destiny.

The paramount significance of these wonderful non-

"We use here and in the following pages the terms "real" and "unreal"
in their original and limited sense as thingish and not-thingish, i. e., material

and unmaterial, but we do not mean to exclude the use of these words in their

more general significance. We ourselves have used them in this their common
acceptance as signifying anything that possesses objective validity. Thus in

the broad sense of the word we would say that space is real, for space is

possessed of objective validity and its qualities are quite deftntte; but in the
narrow sense of the word's original and etymological meaning we would have
to 99y, "space is not real/' for it is not a concrete and corporeal thing such
as stones, bodies, etc
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realities has startled many profound dreamers and in their

anxiety to grasp the contrast they propounded paradoxes

the keynote of which is the declaration that non-existence

is true existence and that all particular existence is sham.

We recognize the contrast that actually exists between

realities (i. e., concrete existences or facts) and verities,

L e.» significant unrealities: uniformities, etemalities, uni-

versalities.

We use the word verity here in the sense of that ob-

jective state of conditions which is covered by a truth,

L e.y a formula that is true. By truth we tmderstand the

subjective idea, by verity that objective condition of things

which corresponds to a truth. Both are non-real, one

being an idea, the other a general norm; yet both are sig-

nificant. Truth is a factor in our soul-life and the efficacy

of verities is the reason for the importance of truths. The
contrast between facts and truths, between the concrete

and the general, between the transient actuality and the

normative etemality, between what German thmkers dis-

tinguish as Dasem (reality) and Sem (being) finds its

typical expression in what may be called the scientific and

the religious attitude.

The scientist observes analyses and formulates facts.

He deals with the concrete, the real, the actual. The reli-

gious man appreciates the significance of the universal

and looks upon it not as unreal but as super-real, and his

standpoint is perfectly legitimate. The domain of the

real is the temporal or secular, of the super-real, the eternal

;

and the eternal has been pictured by religious poets in the

most glowing tints of poetical description as a realm of

bliss, as a heaven, as the quintessence of divinity, as God
himself, as Nirvana, etc.

The significance of the super-real is well characterized

in the first four lines of the concluding stanza of Goethe's

Faust, which may here be fitly quoted:
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"Thiiij^s utiri [iiainable

But as svinlujls are meant;

. The unaitainablc"

Here grows to event."

SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF MYSTiaSH.

Mysticism appears to have existed since times primor-

dial and may in gfeneral be characterized as prescieiuihc

religion. It is a conception of the world based not so much
on knowledge as on feeling, and we find the main prin-

ciples of it in all primitive religions of the past and of the

present

The word "mystic" has come down to us from the

Greek and denotes one who has been initiated^ into the mys-

teries of a religious cult, whereby one entered into a direct

and intimate communion with the deity, through the media-

tion of Orpheus or Dionysus. It was claimed that the

mystic was purified of sin and gained an assurance of the

immortality of his soul. When paganism broke down, the

ideas of mysticism were preserved among the Nco-Platon-

ists, especially in the writings of Plotinus, while the Chris-

tian did not hesitate to picture Christ in the catacombs

as Orpheus with lyre in hand.

Plotinus was bom in Lycopolis in Egypt in 205 and took

up his residence in 244 at Rome where he taught his phi-

losophy until his death in 270. The writings of Plotinus,

'While tfie general meaning of these lines is clear enough, the word
un~u!i}>j/_:!ich may be interpreted in two different ways. UnculdngUch U d»t
whicii lb "not suflicientt" and thus Bayard laylor translates:

"Earth's tnsufiiciency

Here grows to event"

But the meaning is obviously the reverse. Goethe wants to say that "the
insufficient shall be done away with forever." and so it seems to me that Goethe
used the word unsuldnglich in the sense of uncrldnglich, i. e., unattainable,
viz., das wozn man nicht ^^langen kann. Gothe frequently introduced words
in an unusual sense; in one poem for instance he introduces the word Gift,

not in its usual acceptance as "poison," but as a derivative from geben, "to
gtvep" in tiie nine meaning as the English "gift."

' The word livarrK,
'

' an initiated one. " is derived from ftvch; ' • to shut, to eloM,'

which is used here with reference to th« eyes. It indicates that blindfolding was
an important feature of initiation.
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six books of Enneads, were edited and published by his

disdple Porphyry. His theory is based on the idea that

God, the original being, is the One and the Infinite, the

absolute Good, the origin whence all creatures come and

the goal whither they return. God is essence, matter is

non-existence* but. as such, matter is the basis of every-

thing^^ (viz., of all concrete and particular objects).

The more a creature moves away from God, the nearer

it comes to non-existence. The soul is not matter, but

spirit ; it is an emanation from God that has been ensnared

by sensuality (i. e., the lust for the material). But the

soul need not descend further toward non-existence ; it can

return to its own essence which is God, and this is done

by practicing the virtues, first civic virtues, then purifying

virtues (asceticism) and finally divine virtues. Compre-

hension and intelligence are insufficient, the soul must enter

into a pertect communion with God, which is attamed by

perfect passivity and a surrender of its own being. Finally,

the soul reaches a stage of utter forgetfukiess of all things,

and then losing its own being it bdiolds in perfect silence

the source of existence, the norm of the good, the source of

its own being.

A revival of the main ideas of ancient Greek mysticism

in Christianity took place in the fifth century and con-

tinued to play an important part in the history of the

(^urch. It found expression in certain writings, ascribed

to Dionysius Areopagita and first mentioned in the dispute

oi ihc Severians w ith the orthodox Catholics, held at Con-

stantinople in 533 A. D.

Dionysius Areopagita (i. e., a member of the Areo-

pagus) is mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles xvii. 34
as one who was converted by Paul. According to Suidas

he was a native Athenian, famous for his literary ability

and first bishop of Athenb. When during his stay at

" ro /if dv. >o Tit iiaOof ijuiaTov 9 v/Ji.
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Heliopolis he observed the solar eclipse^ said to have taken

place at the death of Christ, he exclaimed: "Either the

Deity suffers or it suffers in sympathy with suffering."^^

The life of such a man would not have been complete

without the crown of martyrdom and this is asserted by

later authors.

The writings thai go under his name are treatises on

the Celestial Hierarchy, the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, the

Divine Names, Mystic Theology, and a number of epistle&

They breathe the spirit of Plotinus and may be character-

ized as a compromise between Neo-Platonism and Chris*

tianity. Their author (whosoever he may have been)**

spiritualizes the doctrines of the Church by applying them

to the individual life and seeking a direct union with God
through contemplatiQn and ecstatic visions.

The Church was not only not opposed to the mysticism

of Dion3rsius Areopagita, but did its best to recommend

his doctrines and have them propagated, perhaps without

knowing them sufficiently, for at simdry times some of them

were officially condemned as heretical.

Pope Stephan II sent a copy of the writings of Dio-

nysius Areopagita to Pepin, king of the Franks ; Hadrian

I to Fulrad, Abbot of St Denis; and Michael Balbus to

King Louis the Pious, son of Charlemagne. John Duns
Scotus translated them into Latin, and henceforth they

exercised a great influence upon the further development

of Christian thought. Among the men whose thoughts

were more or less molded by them are Bernard of Clair-

vaux, Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas.

There has been in Germany a religious movement which

is a typical and perhaps the most classical instance of the

noblest type of mysticism, springing from purely religious

He is frequently called Pseudo-Dionysius and is now commonly believed

to htcTt written in the fifth century, beciiise he sho?r8 too many tmees of the
influence of Plottnns.
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motives. Dtiring the troublesome times of the Middle

Ages, when the Christian world was greatly harassed by

the quarrels between Church and State» between pope and
emperor, between Guelph and Ghibeline; when religions

institutions were misused for political purposes, and in

addition to the troubles created by the authorities them-

selves, great visitations came upon the people, such as

wars, black death, and famines, there were a number of

pious people who sought refuge not in the sacraments,

not in the means of grace offered by the Church and not

unfrequently withheld by interdicts and unjust excom-

munications, not in the Bible or other religious books, but

in the ultimate source oi all religious lite, in the saitiments

of the human heart. They were not antagonistic to the

ecclesiastical Ufe and its ceremonies, butth^broke through
them and tried to dig dewier to the bottom rock of religion.

They called themselves Goftesfreunde, "friends of God/*

with reference to the word of Jesus, who in John xv. 15,

said:

"Henceforth I call you not servants, for the servant

knoweth not what his master doeth; but I have called you

friends for all things that I have heard of my father I

have made known unto you.*'

There were many ])rominent men among these friends

of God, and we may mention of those who were leaders of

the movement, Master Eckhart^'' of Strassburg (about

1260-1300) ; Nikolaus of Basel (burned at the stake as a

Begfaard at Vienna about 1387) ; and his great disciple

and friend, Tauler of Strassburg, aDominican monk ( 1300-

1361); further Henry Suso of Swabia, also a Dominican

(died 1366) ; Johannes of Ruysbroek, surnamed Doctor

Ecstaticus (died 1381); Henry of Nordlingen; Rulman
Merswin (1307- 1382), a merchant who retired from the

world and found^ a monastery; and the author of the

* Also spelled EckardL
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Theologia Gernumica. The religion of these mystics re-

sembles greatly even in important details the doctrines of

Buddhism, especially in so far as it insists throughout on

the utter surrender of the ego. The idea of self together

with all pariicular existences is regarded to be the cause

of all evil, and sin as well as hell would be eradicated if

selfhood were done away with.

We are mainly interested in that mysticism which is

a religious interpretation of the philosophical problem of

life and we will here limit ourselves to a presentation of

the leading ideas of the Theologia Gernumica and the

epigrams of Angelus Silesius. The former has been in-

troduced to the English public by Susanna Winkworth

through a good English translation, but is by far not as

much known as it deserves to be; but Angelus Silesius has

to my knowledge never been translated, and there are few

who are familiar even with his name.

TU£OLOGIA G£RMAN1CA.

Theologia Germanica is the title of a l)ook whose author

is unknown, but he must have lived between Tauler and

Luther, and was probably one of Tauler's disciples because

he quotes a saying of Tauler's in one of his chapters.

Luther edited the book and recommends it in high terms,

saying that after the Bible and St. Augustine there is no
book from which he has learned more about God and

Christ and man and all things. The book was written ui

the middle of the fourteenth century.

According to the Theologia Germanica, God, the Per-

fect, is like the sun, the particular is a brightness or vis-

ible appearance which floweth out from the sun. It ap-

peareth to be somewhat, this or that, and it is called a
creature but it is not the Perfect. (Chap. 1.)

It is peculiar that in his first definition of what the
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theologian would naturally call God, the author of the

Theohgia Germanica avoids the word God. He says:

"The things which arc in part can he apprehended,

known, and expressed; but the Perfect cannot be appre-

hended, known, or expressed by any creature as creature.

Therefore we do not give a name to the Perfect^ for it is

none of these. The creature as creature cannot know nor

apfirehend it, name nor conceive it"

It is further stated that the "creature-nature" of the

creatures is "that by which it saieth *I and myself/ but if

we wish to be saved, the self and the like must all be lost

and done away with.. ... So long as we think much of these

things, cleave to them with love, joy, pleasure or desire,

so long remaineth the Perfect unknown to us."

The creatures, especially the self, the ego, etc., are

called accidents, and the Perfect alone is true substance,

or essence.

It will be noticed that the words "substance and "es-

sence," and also "accident," which are philosophical terms

of the schoolmen borrowed from Aristotle, play an im-

portant part in Spinoza's system where they are used in the

same, or approximately the same» sense.

Our author reverts again and again to the subject that

the source of all evil is separate existence. V\ e read in

Chap. II:

"What did the devil do else, or what was his going

astray and his fall else, but that he claimed for himself

to be also somewhat, and would have it that smnewhat

was his, and somewhat was due to him? This setting up

of a claim and his I and Me and Mine, these were his going

astray, and his fall. And thus it is to this day."

The same idea is expressed in Chap. XXXIV

:

"Be assured, he who helpeth a man to his own will,

helpeth him to the worst that he can. For the more a man
followeth after his own self-will, and self-will groweth in
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him, the farther off is he from God, the true Good. For

nothing burneth in hell but sdf-will. Therefore it hath

been said, Tut off thine own will, and there will be no

helL'

"

And further down, in Chap. XLIX, we read

:

"If there were no self-will, there would be no devil

and no hell. When it is said that TAtcifer fell from heaven,

and turned away from God and the like, it meaneth nothing

else* than that he would have his own will, and would not

be at one with the Eternal Will. So was it likewise with

Adam in Paradise. And when we say Self-will, we mean,

to will otherwise than as the One and Eternal Will of God
willeth."

There is no pessimism about this conception, for the

world itself should not be surrendered, but only self-will.

We read in Chap. L

:

"What is Paradise? All things that are; for ail are

goodly and pleasant, and therefore may fitly be called a
Paradise. It is said also, that Paradise is an outer court

of heaven. Even so this world is verily an outer court of

the Eternal, or of Eternity, and specially whatever in Time,

or any temporal things or creatures, manifesteth or re-

mindeth us of God or Eternity: for the creatures are a
guide and a path unto God and Eternity. Thus this world

is an outer court of Eternity, and therefore it may well be
called a Paradise, for it is such in truth. And in this

Paradise, all things are lawful, save one tree and the fruits

thereof. That is to say: of all things that are, nothing is

forbidden and nothing is contrary to God but one thing

only: that is, self-will, or to will otherwise than as the

Eternal Will would have it. Remember this. For God
saith to Adam» that is, to eVery man» 'Whatever thou art,

or doest, or leavest undone, or whatever cometh to pass, is

all lawful and not forbidden if it be not done from or

according to thy will but for the sake of and according to
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My will. But all that is done from thine own will is con-

trary to the Eternal Will'
"

On this contrast between selfhood and allhood is based

the Christology of the Theologia GermanioL The Saviour

must partake of both, natural manhood and Godhood,

otherwise we can not be healed. We read in Chap. Ill

:

**By whom, and on what wise was that healing brought

to pass ? Mark this : man could not without God, and God
should not without man. Wherefore God took human
mture or manhood upon Himself and was made man, and
man was made divine. Thus the healii^ was brought

to pass. So also must my fall be healed I cannot do the

work without God, and God may not or will not without me;

for if it shall be accomplished, in me, too, God must be

made man ; in such sort that God must take to Himself all

that is in me, within and without, so that there may be

nothing in me which striveth against God or hindereth

His work..

"And in this bringing back and healing, I can, or may,

or shall do nothing myself; but just simply yield to God,

so that He alone may do all things in me and work, and

I may suffer Him and all His work and His divine will.

And because I will not do so, but I count myself to be my
own, and say %' 'Mine/ 'Me' and the like, God is hindered,

so that He cannot do His work in me alone and without

hindrance; for this cause my fall and my going astray

remain tmhealed. Behold ! this all cometh of my claiming

somewhat for my own."

Like Christ, man partakes of two natures. He is a

particular being and as such belongs to the earth, and he is

divine and as such he is like God. As the former he is

Adam, and as the latter he is Christ Adam is also called

the old man and Christ the new man. We read:

"All that in Adam fell and died, was raised again and

made alive in Christ, and all that rose up and was made
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alive in Adam, fell and died in Christ. But what was that ?

I answer, true obedience and disobedience. But what is

true obedience? I answer, that a man should so stand

free, being quit of himself, that is, of his I, and Me, and

Self, and Mine, and the like, that in all things, he should

no more seek or regard himself, than if he did not exist,

and should take as little account o£ himself as if he were

not, and another had done all his works. Likewise he

should count all the creatures for nothing. What is there

then, which is, and which we may count for somewhat?

I answer, nothing but that which we may call God. Be-

hold! this is very obedience in the truth, and thus it will

be in a blessed eternity. There nothing is sought nor

thought of, nor loved, but the one thing only."

Christ himself, so long as he lived in the flesh, was not

free from the evils of particularity. He was subject to

suffering on the one hand, yet on the other hand he was
perfect above all things. We read m Chapter VII that

Christ had two eyes, one eye ot the spirit wherewith he

looked into eternity and another eye on account of his

humanity wherewith he looked into time; and one of them

was a hindrance to the other.

The created soul of man has also two eyes, and these

two eyes can not both perform their work at once. If the

soul shall see with the right eve into eternity, then the

left must close itself and refrain from working, and be

as though it were dead. (Chap. VII.)

The spiritual man will have troubles so long as he

lives, in the same way as Christ had troubles. We read

in Cliapter Will:
"Of a triuh we ought to know and l>elieve that there

is no life so noble and good and well pleasing to God, as

the life of Christ, and yet it is to nature and selfishness the

bitterest life. A life of carelessness and freedom is to
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nature, and the Self and the Me, the sweetest and pleasant-

est life, but it is not the best ; and in some men may become

the worst. But though Christ's life be the most bitter of

all, yet it is to be preferred above all."

In Chapter XXXVII we read that the cause of the

sorrow of the God-man was sin, and we can not avoid the

same fate even unto death. We read:

"And therefore where God is made man, or when He
dwelleth in a truly Godlike man, nothing is complained of

but sin, and nothing else is hateful; for all that is, and is

done, without sin, is as God will have it, and is His. But

the mourning and sorrow of a truly Godlike man on ac-

count of sin, must and ou^ht to last until death, should he

live till the Day of Judgment, or for ever.'*

There are three stages of salvation. The first is puri-

fication; the second, enlightenment; and the third, union.

The union with God consists in love, the importance of

which is treated in the forty-first chapter:

"Thus may we perceive that knowledge and light profit

nothing without Love Let a man know much about

God and divine things, nay, dream that he seeth and under-

standeth what God Himself is, if he have not Love, he will

never become like unto God, or a 'partaker of the divine

nature.' But if there be true Love along with his knowl-

edge he cannot but cleave to God, and forsake all that is

not God or nf Ilim, and hate it and fight against it, and
6nd It a cross and a sorrow.

''And this Love so maketh a man one with God, that he

can nevermore be separated from Him/'

The love of the mystic is not limited to God but is em-
bracing all things. There is nothing that he hateUi ex-

cept sin. as we read in Chapter XLVI

:

"Now he who shall or will love God, loveth all thmgs

in One as All, One and Ail, and One in All as All in One;
and he who loveth somewhat, this or that, otherwise than
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in the One, and for the sake of the One, loveth not God,

for he loveth somewhat which is not God."

As Christ has not been spared hell, so all his followers

must pass through the same ordeal. We read

:

''Christ's soul must needs descend into hell, before it

ascended into heaven. So must also the soul of man.

''This hell and this heaven are two good, safe ways for

a man in this present time, and happy is he who truly find-

eth them.

"For this hell shall pass a\va\

,

But Heaven shall endure for aye."

In his explanation of the sayii^s of Christy we find

that the author of Theolagia Germanica falls back upon
truth itself, and by truth he means his inner consciousness

or his intuitive and immediate conception of truth. He
says in regard to Christ's demand to forsake and part with

everything:

"Though this had never been declared unto us, yet the

truth herself sayeth it, for it is so of a truth. But so long

as a man clingeth unto the elements and fragments of this

world (and above all to himself), and holdeth converse

with them, and maketh great account of them, he is de-

ceived and blinded, and perceiveth what is good no fur-

ther than as it is most convenient and pleasant to himself

and profitable to his own ends. These he holdeth to be

the highest good and loveth above all."

Throughout these expressions we find the contrast be-

tween good and evil as based in the universal and the par-

ticular. God as well as the devil denote this contrast, and

sometimes one, sometimes the other takes possession of

man. Chapter XX 11 cx|)resses this contrast in plam terms:

"It is written that sometimes the devil and his spirit

do so enter into and possess a man, that he knoweth not

what he doeth and leaveth undone, and hath no power over

himself, but the Evil Spirit hath the mastery over him.
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and doeth and leaveth undooe in, and with, and through,

and by the man what he will. It is true in a sense that

all the world is subject to and possessed with the Evil

Spirit, that is, with lies, falsehood, and other vices and evil

ways ; this also cometh ot the Evil Spirit, but in a di^Eerent

sense.

'"Now, a man who should be in like manner possessed

by the Spirit of God, so that he should not know what he

doeth or leaveth uiidone, and have no power over himself,

but the will and Spirit of God should have the mastery over

him and work, and do, and leave undone with hioi nnd by

him, what and as God would; such a man were one of

those of whom St. Paul saith : 'For as many as are led by

the Spirit of God, th^ are the sons of God,' and they 'are

not under the law, but under grace,' and to whom Christ

saith : 'For it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your

Father w^hich speaketh in you.'
'*

"For the Self, the I, the Me and the Hke, all belong" to

the Evil Spirit, and therefore it is that he is an Evil Spirit.

Behold one or two words can utter all that hath been

said by these many words: 'Be simply and wholly bereft

of Self.' But by these many words, the matter hath been

more fully sifted, proved, and set forth."

This movement of the friends of God takes its stand,

not upon church authority, but upon the factors of religious

Hfe, without however being hostile to the Giurch. for it

r^;ards its institutions as means of salvation which are

in^xntant though not mdispensable. They are educational,

and those souls which have not yet attained to perfect

truth should not abandon them too soon. Tauler is quoted

as having said:

"There be some men at the present time, who take

leave of types and symbols too soon, before they have

drawn out all the truth and instruction contained therein."

And our author adds:
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"Hence they are scarcely, or perhaps never, able to

understand the truth ari8;-ht."

The quoted passages are samples of the mystic's atti-

tude, and the same ideas are repeated again and again,

but they are even more forcibly and poetically eaq>ressed

by Angelas Silesius in his Cherubinean Wanderer?^

ANGELUS SILESIUS.

Johannes Scheffler, better known under the name of

Angelus Silesius, was born m 1624 in Breslau, of Prot-

estant parents, and his family belonged to the aristocracy

of the country. He went to the universities of Strassburg,

Leiden, and finally Padua, to study medicine, and took his

doctor's degree at the latter place in the year 1647.

served three years as court physician to Duke Silvius

Nimrod of Oels, 1649- 1652, and in 1653 he became a

convert to the Roman Catholic Church. He had become

dissatisfied with Protestantism, which in those days was
more than ever before and after, given to dogmatic specu-

lations. Having found some friends among the Jesuits of

Breslau, he was attracted by the artistic and mystical at-

mosphere of their faith and, as is habitual with converts, he

r^udiated Protestantism as zealously as he espoused the

cause of the Church of Rome. In the year 1661 he joined

the order of Minorites, and on July 9, 1677, he died of

consumption in his fifty-third year.

When Johannes Scheffler turned Cathohc he ado}>Led

the name of Angelus Siiesius, and called himself forthwith

Scheffler Johannes Angelus Silesius. His ''Cherubinean

Wanderer" was printed by the Society of Jesus at Vienna

in 1657 and received the imprimatur of the Roman Catholic

Churdi.

Angelus Silesius (as he is commonly called, omitting

his original name Johannes Scheffler) is very little known
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to English readers; and we must grant that a perusal of all

the 16/6 little poems of his book would be extremely

monotonous, but among the chaff there are g^rains of g-old,

and we have selected the most striking verses, and offer

them here to our readers as some of the most beautiful

eaqpressions of the thought that has been produced by
mysticism, not the mysticism of vagaries and vain specu-

lations but the noble mysticism of Eckhart and Tauler,

which is founded upon a deep philosophical conception.

It will be noticed that the God-conception of Angelus

Silesius would appear to many, if it were expressed in a

dry dogmatic formula, as pure atheism. He speaks of God
as a mere naught, and even less than naught; he denies

that the deity thinks; he does not believe in providence

because God can not see ahead. God is nowhere, and the

expression "God is" is a mere soi disant, a trope, i. e^ an
expression which can not be taken literally, in the sense

in which we speak of ourselves as existing/^ If God could

be said to be something he would be such only in name.

The views of self in the Cherubinean IVatidercr of An-

gelus Silesius, like the views of the auihor of Theo-

logxa Germanka, are quite Buddhistic, and salvation con-

sists in freeing one's self from the egotism and all the

narrowing limitations of selfhood. We are saved by self-

annihilation. Nevertheless the soul of man is divine, pro-

vided the idea of selfhood be overcome. Indeed, it is as

great as God himself, yea it may be more than God. The

soul is infinite and heaven and earth are too small for it.

In this sense the creation is an actualization of God,

and the actualized God may be greater than the God who

**Thc use of iigmiUch m the line here referred to is very idiomatic
When Angelus Silesius says: "Gott tst nur gigtntUch," he means: "If we
say 'God is,' the words nrc to be taken as true nur eigeniltch, i. e., onlv in a

particular sense." The word eigentUch is derived from eigen^ Le., 'own,"
and couvcys the ideas of all quahties belonging to or being self, 1. e.» property,
proper, properly, and particular. Thus its derivative eigentUck has acquired
the sense of "properly speakmg": e. g., the phrase nicht eigcntlich means
*1not exactly " ind iwr HgemlUch, **cdfy in a ^tecial sense.**
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is stili a mere naup^hl. God is within his creatures, and he

is God everywhere. From the standpoint of this mystic

contemplation all creatures are aHke before God; the By

is as important as man himself, and to Him the frog's

croaking is as beautiful as the lark's song.

The indifference of God toward all implies that before

Him the saint and the sinner are aHke, but our deeds are

not for that reason indift crc iit. The divinity of God is real-

ized in us according to the life we lead. Nor must we

wait for another Hfe but do our duty here. We conquer

the evils of life through not having our own will, but doing

God's will. Death is called our best friend, because he is

the liberator from selfhood, and the thought of self

—

nothing else—is hell. When body and soul are healed

(i. e., at the termmation ot our life) we become God our-

selves.

Though Angelus Silesius was a zealous Roman Cath-

olic it is very difficult to conciliate his mysticism with

Church doctrines, unless it be granted that the Christian

dogmas are exoteric and admit of an esoteric interpreta-

tion. We find that, in the same way as in the Ynysticism of

the friends of God, Christian doginas loom up in the back-

ground, but tiie dogma becomes indiiterent in comparison

to its meaning : We feel that to the mystic it is of no con-

sequence whether the facts of the life of Jesus are true

or not, but it is of paramount importance to him that God
should be bom in our own soul. Our own dei6cation is the

whole burden of the story of Christ, and in the same way
all the dogmas have no other purpose than to symbolize

spiritual truths and to help us actualize them in our lives.

In spite of the practical significance of Angelus Sile-

sius's mysticism, he entered deeply into philosophical specu-

lations and we notice that he anticipates Kantian idealism.

Not only lies the center of the world and all its wealth

within ourselves, but even time and space are declared
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to be functions of the soul. They are parts of our Welt-

begrOF, u e., our conception of the world .

There is a thoughtful pun in one of the epigrams on

time. The balance-wheel of a watch is called Unruhe in

German, which literally translated means "unrest." Time
Is made, says Angelus Silesius, by the clock-work of our

senses ; if we stop the balance-wheel, which is the restless-

ness of our heart, we stop tune itself and live in eternity.

Yet Angelus Silesius would be no mystic if he rated

comprehension higher than sentiment. It is true he prizes

only that simplicity of heart which is accompanied with

wisdom ; he scorns that simplicity which is mere stupidity,

but he places love higher than Imowledge and science, for

through love only we gain an immediate admission into

God's presence.

We must bear in mind the German original with its

crude rhymes and archaic language if we want to appre-

ciate Angelus Silesius in an English translation, and a

dose study of these epigrams has convinced us that the

naivete of the style is particularly adapted to the thought,

both of which we have endeavored to preserve in our Eng-

lish version.

No one can read these lines, be he religiously inclined

or not, without being interested m the man and in his

attitude towards the world By the side of the pious fervor

which permeates his poems, there is an undercurrent of

the most radical thought which, if it were expressed in

prose and without the religious intent, would be regarded

by many as sheer infidelity.

After these comments we let Angelus Silesius speak

for himself."

"We were unable to procure for tlie preparation oi our present version
an original edition of the Cherubinischer IVandersmann, and had to be satis-

fied with Otto Erich Hartlebens little book of extract? On Roing to press

Mr. Francis C. Russell, of Chicaj^o, calls our attention to a translation of some
epigrams, culled from Angelus Silesius, by Mr. A. F. Krocgcr, and published

in the Journal of SpeaUaiive Fhilotophy, VoL IV, pf». 31-37. Most of them
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EXTRACTS FROM THE "CHERUBINBAM WANDERER.'*

We say God needeth naught.

For gifts He doth not pine

;

If that be true, why wants

He this poor heart of mine?

We pray, "O Lord my God,

Thy will be done, Thy will!"'

And yet no will He hath

;

For e'er and aye He's still.

God resteth not himself.

Nor in exertion irketh.

His very work is rest,

Yet when He rests, He woiketh.

God IS the purest naught,

He hath nor now, nor here.

The more thou grop'st for Him,

The more He'll disappear.

The tender Deity

Is naught and less than naught.

Who'naught in all things sees.

He finds God whom he sought

God thinketh nau^^hi ; for if

He thought, or planned, or wot,

His mind would vacillate.

And that behooves him not.

God never looks ahead

;

And thus it is a lie.

Whene'er to measure Him
By providence you try.

Mere trope to say God ts\

Nor loves, nor thinketh He
As creatures, such as I

And you, are said to be.

Who asketh gifts of God,

How piteously he strayeth

!

He to a creature, not

To the Creator prayeth.

Think'st thou, poor man. if thou

In song thy voice loud raisest,

That in the proper way.

The quiet God thou praise8t^

The uncreated God
In time grows here to be

What ne'er He could become,

In all eternity.

This all is but a play

Made by the Deity,

Who for His very sake

Designed creatures to be.

What in eternity

God wants and has devised.

His thoughts in me He now
Beholdetfa symbolised.

A heart that to God's will

Submits in patience mute,

Loves to be touched by Him

:

It serves God as His lute.

God is indeed pure naught,

Yet if He something were.

He'd only be in me,

His chosen minister.

How blessed is the man
Who willeth not nor knoweth.

And who—hear me aright !

—

On God no praise bestoweth.

are difTertnt from thoce contained in our coltcctioiv bnt all bear the sime
character.
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Whoever with one glance

Above himself can soar.

He with God's angels can

Sing Gloria evermote.

The Godhead is the sap

By which I grow and blow

;

Its holy spirit 'tis

That me inspireth sol

God is in me the fire,

And I, beam of his light.

Thus we together are,

.\nd closely we unite.

God is eternal rest,-^

For naught e'er willeth He.

If naught thou wiliest, thou

As much as God shalt be.

Above ffaee liltetfa thee

But nihibtedness.

Who most is turned to naught

Will most of God possess.

Who without leeling loves.

Without cpgnition knowieth:

He is more God than man
And by that name he goeth.

Whoso immovable
In joy and pain hath proved.

From God's own likeness he

Can not be far removed.

I am (What majesty!)

Eternity's own son;

By birth a noble king,

God's glory on a throne.

Am not outside of God
Nor He outside of me I

Am his effulgent light

;

Source of my glory He.

Here, flow I still in God,

A brook of time, ywis

;

There, I myself shall be

The sea of lasting bhss.

I am as great as God,

He is as small as I.

He can't above me stand.

Nor I beneath Him lie.

To what thou lov'st thou shalt

Be changed through thine own
dearth,

To God, if thou lov'st God,

To earth, if thou lov'st earth.

T know, deprived of me,

God could not live a wink.

Were I amiuUed, He too,

Must needs to nothing sink.

The world too narrow is

For me, and Heav'n too small.

Where then for this my soul

Shall X find room at all?

Man never will possess

Perfect beatitude.

Until what single is

Swallows all otherhood.

Rain rains not for itself.

Nor to himself adorn

Shineth the sun ; so thou

Not for thyself art bom.

Communion giveth rest.

It is from ownhood's state

That pains and woes arise.

War, persecution, hate.
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Naught else will ever ihee

To hell's deep jaws consign,

Than the curs'd heinoas thought,

Take heed!—'The mine and
thine."

The more thou thme own self

Out of thyself dost throw,

The more will into thee

Gud with his Godhood flow.

Walk out, God walkedi m;
To God live, die to thee;

Do naught, thy duty's done

;

Be not, and God will be.

No exit but t'will cause

To enter a new start

;

T empty mine own self,

God comes to fill my heart.

A man of mind composed

Is always one and free

How, between God and him,

Can there a diff'rence be ?

The sea is sea throughout,

E'en finest spray of sea.

Say how in God pure souls

Aught else hut God may be!

My pint's deep abyss

Clamors with much ado

For God's abyss. Now which

Is deeper of the two?

Creatures are more in God
Than in themselves they be.

When gone, they still remain

In Him eternally.

Naught is without a voice

;

And God in million way^

In all His creatures hears

The echoes of His praise.

The nightingale will not

The cookoo's note deride.

But if my song be not

Like yours you scoff and chide.

Why can we huinans not

Like unto little birds

Shout all harmoniously

Our different songs and words?

All creatures are the voice

Of the eternal Word.

With grace or wrath it sings

Itself, and thus 'tis heard.

God hath no preference,

With all He is in tune.

As gladly with the fly

As thee, doth He commune.

Unto the croak of frogs

With equal care God harks.

As to the joyous song

Of soaring meadow latks.

All works are same to God

;

He loves the saint while drinking

As much as when in prayer

Upon his knees he's sinking.

From first bet^imiinL; 'til

To-day, a creature's quest

Has never been aught else

Than its creator's rest.

Friend, envy not the world

!

Although its fate, you see,

Is its own wish and deed,

It is a tragedy.
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The circle in a point

Is centered, fruit in aeed,

The world in God. Who seeks

Therein is wise indeed.

Whoe'er his senses turns

Within his soul, he findeth,

He hears what is not said.

He sees when night him blindeth.

Naught 'tis that pusheth thee

—

Thyself, thou art the wheel

Which tiirneth by itself

And never rest wiii feel.

Oh run for wisdom not.

Nor wit, across the sea.

On love alone depends

The soul's true <^:mty.

Thy wealth in thee must lie.

What thou hast not in thee,

Were it the whole great world,

A burden would it be.

Yourself you make the time,

Your senses are the clock.

You stop the balance wheel,

And time at once you block.

They say that time is swift.

Whoever saw it fly?

Within our world of thought

Unmoved we find time lie.

Who time takes not as time,

Whose sorrow is no sorrow.

Whose yest'reen is to-day

And whose to-day is morrow,

Who counteth all the same:

He e'en in time will be

In the longed for estate

01 sweet eternity.

Thou art not in a place.

The pbce tiioalt find in thee.

Discard it, and e'en now
Appears eternity.

No after nor before!

What shall to-morrow be

In its true essence, God

Sees in eternity.

All accident must go,

And &]ae appearance, too.

Essence thou must become

Without an earthly hue.

Go where thou can*st not walk;

See what thou canst not see

;

Hear what is without sound,

And where God speaks, thou'lt be.

Stop man ! where dost thou run?

Heav'n lies within thy heart.

If thou seek'st God elsewhere,

Misled, in truth, thou art

Rest is the highest good;

And if God were not rest,

For Him I'd close mine eyes

To make Him truly blessed.

The rose is without why.

It blows because it blows.

It thinks not of itself.

And no display it shows.

The rose which here unto

Thine outer eye is shown.

Prom all eternity

Thus in God's sight hath blown.

Descend, man, sink thee down:

Thy rising: hath begun.

Cease thou from further walk:

Then will thy race be run.

- i-j r.'b^le
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What I become I was

What I have been I'll be.

Such, soul and body healed,

ni be eternally.

Naught stronger U than God,

Yet can He not lorfend.

That I whate'er I wUl

Should not will nor intend.

Man should essential be

;

For, when this world is gone.

All accident is past,

The* essence still lives on.

Here must our deeds be donet

I don't believe sudi thing

That who no kingdom wins

Can ever be a king.

If thou art great, my friend,

Then do not stop nor stay;

From one light, thou must go
Unto another day*

Thy bundle throw away!

Who wants to war and hght.

Must bear no bag of gold

;

His shoulders must be light.

There's need of solitude 1

But if thou not commune.
Then thou shalt lonely be

As in a desert soon.

Vou will have heav'n on earth,

The sweetest life to live.

If you yourself with love

To contemplation give.

Let mediation go

!

If I'm to see my light,

1 want before my face

Xo wall to check my sight.

Becom'st thou not a child.

Thou enter'st not at all

Where God's own children are;

The door is much too small.

Simplicity I prize

If God hath giv'n it wit;

Unwise simplicity

Deserves the name no whit.

i^miplicity means, not

To be on baseness bent

;

But in the cause of good

Humbly be diligent

Of sleep there are three kinds:

Sinners are death-oppressed,

The faint in nature lie.

In God true lovers rest

Love is the sage's stone;

It takes gold from the clod

It turns naught into aught.

Transforms me into God.

Like unto Death is Love

;

It deadens all my sense,

It breaks in me my heart

And leads my spirit hence.

Would'st thou discern whichLove
Be false, which true and pure.

Observe: false love sedcs self—

Will not in grief endure.

Young love storms like new wine

In wildest fermentation.

Old love is still and clear,

Strong through tranquilization.

With but one kiss the bride

Deserveth more of God,

Than hirelings may earn

However much tfa^ plod.
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If thy sottl vifsin be,

And like Maria pure,

It 8OO0 wili pfcgnasit be

As God's own paiamour.

God as a diild is bora

In stillesti daikest nigfat.

Whereby He has restored

What's lost by Adam's plight

Thus in a creature dark.

Here in thy soul so still,

God is becoming man
And that will mend all ill.

I don't believe in death.

Though hour for hour I die,

Each time upon each death

To better life I hie.

I do declare that death,

Because it makes me free,

The best thing in the world,

The very best must be.

Into God's presence Love
Quite unannounced will burst.

While wit and learaedness

Must antechamber first.

We sum up. If mysticism claims any superiority over

science, if it undertakes to check man's endeavor to attain

to clearness of thought, if it declares the mysterious, the

mystical, the unknowable, the unthinkable or anything

irrational to be the highest realiiy or the foundation of

all existence, if it would try to oust science, or reason, or

methodical inquiry from its office as the ultimate criterion

of truth, we must protest But in doing so we do not mean
to discard mysticism as useless.

We acknowledge the truth that science does not exist

for its own sake but serves an ulterior purpose, which is

it< aitplication to practical life, and finds its ultimate ful-

filment in the actualization of our moral ideals, truthful-

ness, justice and universal goodwill. Irrational sentiment

is worthless, but, on the other hand, any knowledge that

excludes the cultivation of sentiment and does not prove

helpful as a guidance for conduct is not of the right kind.

It is obvious that the head, the heart and the hand must

al\va\'s cooperate, and not any one of these three factors

can be neglected with impunity. But even if mysticism

remains antagonistic to scientific aspirations we still rec-

ognize in it a force which if it happens to tend in the right

direction, may very well serve as a surrc^ate for truth it-
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self and will be of great service to many—to all those who
are incapable of thinking the truth with scientific exactness

and must be taught in parables. It will allow them to

"sec as through a ^lass darkly," which is far better for

them than to be entirely blind, and it will prepare them

for the time when they shall sec "face to face."

Editor.



MORAL STIGMATA OF DEGEiNERATION.*

A PERSON may have several physical stigmata or

signs of degeneration and be at the same time en-

dowed with moral and inteUectual powers of the highest

order. One may possess a healthy body and be a cruninal

by nature. A mental genius may be morally depraved.

A high moral sense may coexist with mental mediocrity;

indeed, it is not uncommon, but nnfortunntc to find good-

ness o£ heart combmed with mental stupidity. There are

very few persons without a stigma of degeneration.

In brief> mental, moral and physical defects and endow-

ments may exist in individuals m most varied d^ees and

apparently independent of each other. Great injustice

is therefore often done, by applying the term "degenerate"

indiscriminately. In fact, some of the most ideal charac-

ters have been physical nonentities, or even physical de-

generates of a pronounced type.

MEANING OF DEGENERATION.

In its anthropological sense, degeneration signifies de-

parture from the primitive type, or reversion to a lower

type, causing deterioration and loss of native faculties

or race characteristics. Thus domestication has caused

the degeneration of most of the primitive races.

For the naturalist, the most perfect t3rpe of horse is

the Arab horse, the horse of nature and savagery. But

^Senate Document Q7» SMi Congress, 3d Session.
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from the agricultural point of view, the domesticated horse

is superior.

Defeneration in a general sense, may be considered

an essence, aptitude or tendency, which hinders develop-

ment (mentalj moral or physical) favorable to the species

and tends toward diseases, which lead to dissolution of the

species or offspring.

This essence, aptitude, tendency, disposition, or weak-

ened power of resistance existing from birth until death,

is degeneration.

This dcq'enerative tendency may manifest itself by men-

tal, moral and physical effects, signs, or stigmata, which

may be the product of an original defective disposition,

or the result of bad nutrition before or soon after birth.

These stigmata are either physical and so signs of in-

• trauterine degeneration, or are mental and moral and can

be signs of degeneration appearing in childhood, or later in

life.

MORAL STIGMATA.

Moral stigmata of degeneration refer to the lowering

of character and are much more injurious to society than

mental or physical stigmata.

The popular idea of degeneration is a man of bad

moral tendencies and habits, a proHigate, spendthrift, gam-

bler, drunkard, opium fiend, libertine, and the like. It is

the moral defects of stigmata rather than the physical and
mental, that the pubhc mind emphasizes in designating an
individual as degenerate. Moral degeneration consists in

any evil thought, feeling, willing or action detrimental to

individual or community which is a permanent element or

tendency in the character of the person.

Such degeneracy, though it manifests itself only on

occasions or periodically, exists from birth until death.

Moral degeneration, like physical or mental, may ex-

press itself in acts, which are its signs or stigmata.
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FORMS OF MORAL STIGMATA.

Moral stigmata, in general, consist in anomalies of

character, especially in infancy, as bad impulsions, vio-

lence, anger, strange vagaries of sensibility, refractory

to all reform, and instinctively perverse acts, as theft,

murder, brutality, coarseness, etc.

Evil tendencies, showing stigmata, may be awakened

or developed by intoxicants, as alcohol, opium, hashish,

cocaine, chloral and tobacco (cigarettes).

Acts in which there is permanent tendency, disposition

or inclination to commit crime, constitute the most serious

forms of moral stigmata. Such stigmata are: Crimes

against person as, homicide, murder, assault, torture, rob-

bery, rape, kidnapping, seduction, blackmail, etc. Crimes

against property, as, burglary, arson, larceny, embezzle-

ment, forgery, extortion, destroying property, etc. Crimes

against chastity and decency, as incest, sodomy, exhibi-

tionism, and other sexual perversions.

Any act is a moral stigma of degeneration in which

there is a permanent tendency or inclination:

To indulge in any form of vice, dissoluteness, dq>rav-

ity, profligacy, vileness, or loathsomeness.

To use any form of deception, as lying, fraud, trickery,

imposture, etc.

To any kind of meanness, villany, baseness, etc.

To extreme selfishness, self-love, egotism, stinginess,

covetousness, etc.

To cowardice, poltroonery, extreme distrust or sus-

piciousness, etc.

To any form of cruelty, brutality, inhumanity, etc.

To any form of vulgarity, coarseness, etc.

To any form of malice, hatefulness, ill-will, revenge,

etc.

To laziness, indolence, listlessness, dilatoriness, etc.
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To ostentation, display, pomposity, vanity, or arro-

gance.

To frivolity, silliness, giddiness, etc

To run into debt, insolvency, etc.

To wastefulness, extravagance, etc.

To undeanliness, iilthiness, etc.

DISEASED MORAL DEGENERATES.

Diseased moral degenerates are those with a disequi-

librium of the sensibility and the emotions. They re-

act with great energy from all causes, which affect the

emotional side of their individuality. The modes of re-

action are of two orders (i) depression and (2) excita-

tion.

To depression belong cases of moral hypochondria,

states of great perplexity, in which the person lives con-

tinually subject to the common causes of simple depression,

as chagrin, reverse of fortune, etc.

Those who react by excitation, at the least solicitation

are the prey of an erethism, which manifests great irrita-

bility, violent outbursts, and acts so brisk, that they seem
irrational.

Moral insanity is a stigma of the most profound nature.

Certain degenerates seem unable to adapt themselves

to the rules of morality
;
they know these requirements,

but have no feeling responsive to them. Such degenerates

are called morally insane. The degrees of moral insani^

run from simple obscureness of insight to complete in-

difference or obtttseness to moral sense or feeling.

The bad instincts may exercise tyrannical influence,

during life constituting a dangerous infirmity. Conscience

may be very weak or nil.

SOQOLOGICAL STIGliATA.

Sociological stigmata are fundamentally a form of

moral stigmata, and are due to a permanent inadaptation
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to surrounding conditions consisting in manifestations,

or acts, that are detrimental to society. The want of

adaptation, causing such acts, or stigmata may be:

Total or partial. In the total, the individual is lacking

m so many elements of adaptability, that it is impossible

for him to live in society.

Partial inadaptations may be racial, natural and mdi-

vidnaL

A person of one race is often not adapted to live among
people of another race. In the lack of family instinct, ab-

sence of love for children is a greater stigma than absence

of love for parents, though both wound the most intimate

feelings.

Social inadaptibility depends largely on the surround-

ings of the individual. A person may be livmg a quiet and

inoffensive life, in complete harmony with his environment,

when through some misfortune, everything is changed,

and if unable to adapt himself to the new conditions, he

succon:ibs and l)econ]es an enemy of society. If he has

been living for a long time in harmony with his conditions,

this very fact makes it more difikult to overcome new
hardships and temptations.

RELATION B£TW££N DEGENERATION AND ECONOMIC

SYSTEM.

Every human being should have sufticient food and

clothing, a healthy habitation, opportunity to be clean, no

requirement to work beyond his powers and freedom from

excessive anxiety. Such surroundings would be simply

normal. But it is doubtful if half of the population are

so fortunate as to have such an environmenl. The more

the individual is deprived ot ^uch normal conditions, the

more he is liable to deteriorate mentally, morally and phys-

ically. The poor are badly and insufficiently nourished,

which is due to ignorance as well as want of money. They
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become feeble through mal-nutrition, are rendered more

susceptible to disease. Thus women with rickets often

have a narrow pelvis, which is a sdgma of defeneration

and can be the cause of Injury to the child's head at birth.

The inability or unwillingfness of many women to nurse

their own children favors the development of degeneracy

in their offsprinp^. Such women place the pleasures of

society above the duties of motherhood, which indicates

extreme selfishness, a stigma of d^eneration.

A degenerate, if possessed of means, can easily marry,

but his children will probably be degenerates. On the

other hand, many healthy and strong individuals are pre-

vented from marriage, because of their very limited means.

Again, militarism takes the strong- and destroys them

by war, or returns them to society enfeebled and diseased.

In the meantime those too weak or defective for military

service have had opportunity to reproduce their like at

home*

Many of the causes of degeneration in the poorer clas-

ses are not found among the well-to-do and wealthy. Yet

the lazy and indolent ones are prone to indulge in all kinds

of excesses, which can lead to degeneration.

In the strenuous life of the middle classes, where com-

petition is at its maximum, there is constant strain on the

nervous system and if misfortune threatens, fear pervades

the mind continually. In the liberal professions also com-

petition has become so great that the strain on the nerves

not infrequently results in neurasthenia, which is chronic

fatigue.

The authorities are almost unanimous in the opinion

that alcoholism is a prolific cause of degeneration. The
spread of syphilis by means of prostitution which in its

turn is influenced by economic conditions, is one of the

most insidious causes of degeneration.
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SCONOMIC STIGMATA OF DEGENERATION.

The present economical system of the world, though it

may be the best possible tinder the conditions, seems to

tend towards a weakening of the social instincts. The
spirit of domination and insensiljilitv for the misfortunes

and defects of others among the upper classes and the ser-

vility and jealousy of the lower classes create a state of

unrest and disequilibrium which are mental stigmata of

degeneration. This condition is tmfortunately increased

by the contrast on the one hand of luxury often accom-

panied with laziness or debauchery and, on the other hand,

extreme poverty with its consequent misery.

The spirit of domination and insensibility over against

servility and jealousy are economic stigmata of dq^era-
tion.

Poverty and the fear of poverty (often worse) are also

stio^mata of an economical order, and in weaklings espe-

cially, are the occasion or cause of innumerable social evils.

Thus child labor mcreases, and with it a tainted moraUty

due to its bad, if not unnatural conditions, hindering nor*

mal development and producing premature agedness in the

young.

The parent has charge of the child's education. The
public pays little or no attention to it. The consequence

is that large numbers of children are brought up by wholly

incompeteiit persons. For the children of the lowest clas-

ses, education is hardly possible, owing to lack of means

and absence of both parents from the home.

Extreme poverty, moral abandonment and educational

neglect of children in the lower classes and cupidity in the

upper classes are economic stigmata, giving rise to much
misery and crime.
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avnJZATION AND NERVOUS EXHAUSTION.

Civilisation, the development of science and industry,

and the economic system are the result of adaptability to

environment. Each new effort of adaptation, each ad-

vance of that which is called civiHzation. is a new cause of

exhaustion, which always acts with more intensity upon
the feeblest individuals, who soon become incapable of

continuity the struggle and succumb either to general

troubles of nutrition or to d^^erative tendencies, mani-

fested in different oi^nic diseases or functional defects.

In this struggle for existence, especially in the cities,

it is the central nervous system, which bears the greater

burden of the work of adaptation. It should be remem-

bered that exhaustion of the nervous S3rstem can come
from physical as well as from mental strain. One of the

main effects of such exhaustion is incapacity of sustained

effort, a stigma of degeneration. It is true that those

congenitally healthy usually recuperate from the exhaus-

tion. But if there be added privations of all sorts, the ex-

haustion may become more profound and not only favor

individual decay but bestow morbid aptitudes upon the

generation which follows.

EVIL EFFECTS OF LONG HOURS OF LABOR.

Too long and too severe work to which the laboring

classes are often forced bring on conditions, that tend to

develope degeneration. For the nervous system is over-

strained, causing a certain irritability, which later may
give rise to an abiding weakness or languor, which can be

accompanied with a dull headache or even inability to think

clearly. If excessive work be continued a tong while, soon

the whole body will be involved, the heart and larger

vessels will be injured; circulator} disturtjances may ap-

pear, as swelling in different parts ot the body, especially
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m the feet, and also there may be vomiting of blood. The
brain ceases to act normally, so-called cerebral symptoms
appear, as dusziness, whizzing in the ears, deafness, defec-

tive sight, paralysis and apoplectic seizure. Likewise, liver,

kidneys, and the digestive tract are involved in the general

weakening process. The muscles also loose their strength.

Not only overwork but its monotony is a cause of phys-

ical and mental fatigue resulting in deterioration. The less

variation in work, the more tiresome it is, as it requires

only the use of the same muscles, while the other muscles,

being tmused, may become dwarfed. The effect upon the

mind is still worse. The specialization in niodern methods

ot production, which requires an individual to do one thing

only, is extremely monotonous. Thus in the making of

shoes, each man has one or two parts only to attend to,

requiring the same muscular movement, which he repeats

day after day. This also makes him unfit to do anything

else. And to add to his misfortune, as soon as he begins

to grow old he is very liable to he replaced by some younger

man, and thus becomes helpless and dependent. To cast

a faithful man out in this way, is wrong in the very nature

of things. The ignoring of people simply because they

are old, is the result of extreme selfishness, a moral stigma

of degeneration.

The present economical system causes women and chil-

dren to seek employment outside, which gives rise to con-

ditions leading to degeneration.

Many women are obliged to work at trades ill adapted

to their nature. The fear of losing their places and the

impossibility of living without their wages cause many to

work almost up to the last moment before giving birth to

a child, and to resume work a very short time after con-

finement. This can produce very serious results both to

mother and child.
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CRIME AND MORAL DEGENERATION.

The moral degenerate often becomes a criminal. Un-
able to direct his mental operations, slave of his impulsions,

or sentiments, which make him partially automatic and
suggestible, it is easy to comprehend how he may, on the

slightest temptation, be lead into crime.

Many criminals possess the marks of degeneration. No
one has established this better than Lombroso and his

school. Yet many degenerates are not criminals and prob-

ably would never commit a criminal act. Nor do all crim-

inals have the stigmata of degeneration.

Criminals may be said to be inadapted to society. This

want of adaptation may be permanent or temporary; in one

case it is due to inward nature, in the other, to environ-

ment. But the lack of n damnation is a stigma of degenera-

tion only when it is permanent.

The normal man has a certain capacity sufficient for the

exigencies of Ufe. This capacity is wanting in the criminal

and the degenerate, and is also wanting in a more or less

d^free in children, aged persons and insane.

A man can be a moral degenerate and have a criminal

nature, tliough he niay not have committed any act which

could be regarded as a sign or stigma of either. He may
have had immoral or criminal tendencies in him, but a good
home in early Ufe and like surroundings later on may have

saved him from falling.

Incapacity of sustained effort is one of the most com*

mon stigmata of degeneration. Degenerates therefore, in

addition to the usual need of suhsistence, have special

wants for the relief of their decaying vitality. They are

thus often forced to depend upon others as they are in-

capable of supporting themselves. They accomplish this

by dishonesty or violence. Thus it is that d^;enera^
increases crime. The more an individual, or race, becomes
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feeble, the more its need of stimulation or excitation, and

each excitant only leaves it more exhausted still. The

dc^[enerate is attracted by the very things that injure him^

which increase his degeneration and tend to eliminate him.

The alcoholic, the gambler, and the libertine are sanikr

examples only too well known.

DEGENERATES IN PRISON.

To gain an insight into the actual relation of degen-

eration to crime, there is perhaps no better way than to

give the divisions of prison population with the classes

and proportion of degenerates. As an illustration the

prisons of Paris and suburbs may be taken. In these

prisons, the inmates are of two classes, those who are

fixed there and those who form a floating population, con-

sisting of persons who may have been convicted once or

twice but rarely more, like the wine merchant who is im-

prisoned for adulterating his product, or the bank clerk

who at the time of great need borrows money from his case

and forgets to return it.

These and similar criminals are only prison transients.

Generally one or two days coniinement are enough to make
them more honest, or at least more careful.

Those who are permanent inhabitants of prison are

often habitual criminals who have been convicted many
times. These may be divided into two classes : The infirm,

beggars, and vagabonds, persons incapable of earning a

living and to whom prison is a refuge. They are seldom

convicted of theft, but continually arrested for begging,

or vagrancy. The second, or permanent class are the real

criminals, those whom theft, vagabondage, drunkenness,

rape and murder continually bring back to prison. These

are degenerates.

If we elimuiate the floating population of prisons, most
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of those who remain are sons of alcoholics. Father alco-

holic, son crinunal and usually a thief.

The habitual crinunal shows the influence of parental

alcoholism, numtfests absence moris or less complete of

moral sense and exhibits the influence of prison life.

The class of deg"enerates most frequent in prison are

the weak-minded, then fnll ou superior degenerates. The
least numerous are the imbeciles.

The weak-minded are without intelligence and judg-

ment, with narrow ideas and mechanical memory, with

feeble will powers, incapable of attention, without imagina-

tion and giving passive obedience to the suggestions of

others.

The superior degenerate is relatively rare in prison.

He is without equilibrium, yet intelligent, but his mind
acts in an unequal and sudden way. He may have gen-

erous ideas and high ideals, but he is incapable of sustained

effort, and so unable to carry out his principles. His ecr

centricities suggest the need of an asylum rather than a

prison; but being without equihbrium he may not know
how to repress his passions and so commits crime.

In his youth the imbecile is most frequently placed m
the asylum, but his mind being moved almost wholly by

instinct and impulse and thus beii^ liable to commit some
offence , he may find his way to prison.

STIGMATA OF CRIME ACCORDING TO THE ITALIAN SCHOOL.

According to the Italian School of Criminology, the

habitual criminal is a born criminal and presents certain

physical and mental deviations from the normal man, that

are characteristic. Some of the more important of these

deviations or stigmata are: very small or very large head

and a general lack of symmetry, as saddle-shaped head

(clinocephalus), pointed or sugar-loaf head, a twisted
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shape head (plagioccphaly); sometimes called kidney-

shaped

With the anomalies of the skull go naturally those of

the face. As the bird face with the very small head, the

flat forehead of the pointed head, a crooked and flat nose,

prominent eyeljrows and jaws, asymmetry of the orbits,

slanting of the teeth, deformities of lips and gums, lower

jaw projecting beyond the upper, and many irregularities

in the shape of the ears.

Of the deviations or stigmata in the rest of the body

might be mentioned excessive or dwarf growth, unequal-

ness of both halves of the thorax, club-foot, club-hand and

many anomalies of the genital organs. These are some of

the main anatomical stigmata, claimed to be characteristic

of habitual criminals.

Some of the functional irregularities or stig^mata are:

obtuseness of sensibility to pain (analgesia ), incapacity of

blushing, color-bimdness, left-handedness and abnormal

sexual impulses.

Mental anomalies consist in a weakened intelligence,

or unequally developed. There is an obtuseness to or ab-

sence of kind feeling or altruism, a moral color-blindness,

with an incapacity for repentence or for improvement, an

inconstancv and changeableness in feeling, and from child-

hood up a'permanent inclination to immorality and mali-

ciousness.

It will be admitted that all of these stigmata are also

stigmata of degeneration. But that they are characteristic

or pectdiar to habitual criminals, is disputed by the great

majority of .uithorities and is therefore a question that can

be left to the future.

Arthur MacDonald.
Washington, D. C
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ERNST MACH. IN CONGRATULATION ON HIS
SEVENTIETH BIRTHDAY.

A MONG our contemporary scientists there are few, if

i\ .any, who have attained an importance which would

equal that of Professor Mach, and we here take the liberty

to congratulate him publicly upon his seventieth birthday,

which he will celebrate on the i8th of February, 1908.

Professor Mach is not only a man of distinction in his

specialty: he has not only all the usual honors of the gov-

ernment heaped upon his head, for instance a membership

in the house of lords of the Austrian empire, hut he has

also become known as a model in his personal attitude.

Success and fame have not spoiled him. He has preserved

an unaffected simplicity, we may say modesty, which is

only found in truly great men, never in men of talent who
excel rather by brilliancy than be thoroughness.

It has become customary to celebrate the seventieth

birthday of famous men, but Professor Mach has stopped

all these efforts, and has refused to accept delegati<ms and
similar honors that should officially be offered him by his

friends and admirers. He knows that on such occasions

people are sometimes forced into participation against their

own wishes, and he would perfer to have recognition come

when all personal motives and regards of a social kind

have been taken away,—^which would only be when a man
has passed out of life. We hope, however, that Professor

Mach will pardon us for following our natural impulse
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not to let the anniversary of his seventieth birthday pass

by without at least mentioning the fact and saying that

we think of him in grateful recognition of his merits for

science, especially physics and the history of mechanics,

and the philosophical interpretation of scientific research.

We can do this with the greater impartiality as in spite of

the many points of contact that exist between Professor

Mach's philosophical attitude and our own, we have dif-

ferences which for all we see are in some of their inferences

of signal importance.

We had discussions with Professor Mach, but never

were we confronted with a scholar with whom dispute was

carried on in such an impersonal spirit, by simply offermg

explanations of the topics in question, as in his case. In

fact his perscmality disappeared in his work, which may
fairly well be characterized as an absolutely objective con-

sideration of facts.

At any rate he gave the first impetus to seek the unity

of his branch of inquiry with kindred ones and with all the

others, so as to keep in mind the oneness of all of them

and produce a world-conception consistent in itself and

founded on the facts of experience.

At the time when Professor Mach was a young man,

science was not only alienated from philosophy, but the

different sciences, too, developed 'separately in isolation.

That conditions have changed is to no little extent due to

Professor Mach, who was one of the very first naturalists

who ventured beyond the boundary of his specialty, and

proposed to comprehend its place in the economy of the

whole. Thus he became a philosopher and we may call

his philosophy "the philosophy of science."

Editor.
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CRITICISMS AND DISCUSSIONS

THE MYTHOLOGICAL HEBREW TERMS EXPLAINED
BY THE SANSKRIT.

Ah Essay in Comparative Philology and Mythology.

[Mr. O. Neufchotz de Jas^'s artkle pmenU a very original and novel

theory, the derivation of Israelttidi notions and names from Sanskrit sources.

If it be true, it would open a new vista to comparative religion and folklore,

but if it be a mere ingenious conceit, it remains none the less interesting and

will even prove instmctive because it teaches us how many purely haphazard

coinddences can be disoovered if we only sedc zeaknisbr for them, being

permitted to adjust them ever so little to make them suit the occasion. What
remarkable combinations can be found in the Cabbala, and other mystic books?

We do not deem it likely that Hebrew scholars will readily take to M. de

Jassy's theory, but they will be astomiUied to note how easily, for instance,

the plural form £IpMm which has given so modt trouble to BiUica] excgctes

can be changed into a veritable singular without dianging a letter in the

text, simply by a modification of the vowels, superadded to the text by later

generations And what a remarkable coincidence, if such it be, is the fact

that the name Noah (in Hebrew i\owah) might very well according to its

sound be a derivative from the same Aiyan root from which sprang the words
ntmlo, sailor, navit, ship^ naoigar*, to sail, etc (

The three consonants NVK correspond exactly to the root of navigftre,

N V G, and it would not be impossible that the Persians, who arc an Aryan

people, called the Babylonian Parnapishtim, the hero of the Babylonian

Deluge legend, in their own language "the seafaring one," and that the Jews

adopted that name. At any rate we may concede ^t the word Noah is not

Hebrew and its derivation from the Hebrew noakh* "rest," is not tenable.

We can not say that we have become convinced by M. de Jassy, bnt we
trust that our readers will be as interested as we have been, in noting these

many surprising coincidences.

—

£d.]

I propose to show in this essay that almost every mythological

Hebrew tenn in Genesis finds a simitar term in the naytfaology of

the Hindus, and that the similarity of the terms has as corollary an
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absoUuc concordance of the myths. I will show further that most

of the Hebrew terms even of less tmj)ortance are derived from

Sanskrit roots and that there is without doubt a iiarnnv relation-

ship between the Sanskrit and the Hebrew lanp^iac:cb.

The results of this essay may be a copi' us harvest of surprises.

Many terms whose explanation has been more or less doubtful will

find a definite solution, other terms will show that they conflict ob-

viously with the primitive significations scholars have given to

them. The whole mythological web and woof may change in

its intrinsic form, and people will be surprised to suddenly find the

reconstruction of the mythology of the Hebrews, accidentally lost

or intentionally destroyed.

It may be that scholars will hesitate to follow us in the new
Qrientation given to the methods of explaining words and myths

f§r ana/e^^icHN^^especially tliose scholars whose theological con-

victioos hannonize with their sdentiiic conceptions ; but by deeper

examinatiofi of scientific focts and the result that necessarily fol-

lows, they cannot hut consider very curious these numerous coin"

ddences.

Let us take one or two examples:

The word Shadai or Shaddai is translated by all scholars "the

afanigfaty/' and El shadai/ "the ahn«hty God." Our method ^
analogiam wiU show that this translation is absolutely false. More
than that, it will show that the similarity of the Sanskrit and the

Hebrew words reveals a mythological fact that was unknown until

the present time.

Let us see for instance whence Shadm is derived. It comes

from the vert> shaded* "to destroy."

Shadai, then, means "destroyer" and El shadai, "the God of

destructioo*"

Let us now investigate tiie root of the verb shadod, which is

shad. What does shad mean in Sanskrit? To subdue, to van-

quish, to destroy. Hence the root is the same. Let us now see

what shadia means in Sanskrit. It means "the destroyer" and is

an epithet of Shiva. El shadai is therefore Shiva-Shadia. Is this

a coincidence? Let us go further, let us follow it to its last con-

sequences. Let us see how the worshipers of Shka adored Shiva,

and how the worshipers of El-ShadfU adored El-Shadai. This

comparison will be the more interesting because it has never before

been undertaken.
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The worshipers of the Hindu Shadai, of Shiva, put on their left

arm a little receptacle or a ring containing the united linga and yoni.

We do not need to observe that Shiva represents both lust and

destruction, or destruction and reconstruction.

The Jews have the same custom even in our time. They put

on the left arm a little black box {Shadm or Shiva represents the

dark color, the night). On two sides of this receptacle the letter

sheen,^representing the word Shadai, is embossed. It is presumable

that this little box, called baith, "the house," contained originally

the same priapic emblems replaced later by the Talmiidists with

a few texts taken from the Bible. The Talmudic rabbis changed

even the name of these boxes* called formerly Totnphath ( the

etymology is unknown) to TtpkUim (Greek, philacteries), ''prayer-

boxes."

It is needless to add that the Jews were worshipers of the

phallic cult, that the covenant between El-Shaclai and Abraham
is a {)ha1hc one etc. We will onlv observe that the phallic worship

comes from the Hindus and that Shiva especially was narrowly

and brutally connected with this worship.

So inveterate wa? this cult of Shadai-Shiva with the Jews that

neither the efforts of the Jehovists nor time itself could destroy it.

Even to-da\ on the doors of every orthodox Jew may he seen a

little cylindrical box of pfla^s or metal bearinq- the name Shadai,

and the women in childbed are surrounded by little papers bearing"

the name of Shadai. Certainly the signification is lost, like the

siqnitication of the fish that Catholics eat on Friday, like so many
religious or superstitious significations.

It there also a strange coincidence in the similarity of the

worship ?

T.et us now take an example of less importance, the word Mis-

raim/ Ec^ypt. Let us remove the plural ending or rather the dual

form aim. We obtain the word Mizr. Let us now see what misr

means in Sanskrit.* Misr, from misra, signifies "eombnied, united,

jointed places." Misr in Sanskrit means Egypt (the upper and the

lowe*-. hence the dual form in Hebrew). It would be idle to con-

tinue here.

•There are two, one for the forehead and one for the arm. The wor-
shipers of Vishnu also put a kind of trident called the Nachman on liidr

loraicads.

'See M. Monier Williams, A Sanskrit Dictionary.
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Before I go further I would observe that this essay contains

nothing but a few outlines of an important work in preparation

that requires time, patience and depth of research.

Ehhm.

The first mydiotogiCBl siupriae arismg from a study of coo^
parative philology and mythology meets ns in the weU-known
triade: Btreshiih bora Ehhm'' : "In the beginniiig IA# Gods cieated."

These three ¥rords in the beginning of Genesis, have always

been the stiimbliQg-blodc of Jewish and Christian scholan.
.
Why

is Qofaim in the plntal, and why is the yetb m the singular?—The
most fantastic comments were given to this grammatical anomaly.

Petrus Lombardns went so far as to try to prove the trinity in tlii^

pktraUs majestoHs, and Rudolph Stier invented for tfiis purpose

a new grsmmatical term the phtraUs inmiiaiis^'^Tht most subtle

comments were given and the most ingenious. However, scholars

were mistaken; the ground for their mistake lies in the fact that

they reasoned with casuistry rather than sdentifically.

From the standp(nnt of comparative mythology, we do not see

in any other theogony a similar conventional plural form, though

the highest gods of the Hindus, Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians,

Gredcs and Romans represent a plurality of the most various epithets.

Savitri is Praja-Pati, is Indra, Rudra, Agni, Soma, Vishnu etc

The Babylonian Marduk possesses fifty names of the great gods

that had been conferred upon him ; he is Bel and Ea and Anu and

Nebo, Enlil and Nergal etc Nevertheless they ignore this pluraUs

ntajestatis of the noun agreeing with a verb in the singular form.

Zeus, Jupiter, Osiris etc. possess the same richness of divine epithets,

and the Greeks especially were certainly a people of refined and

h^gh courtesy in regard to their gods. When we see a disagreement

between the divine noun and the verb, it is rather in the sing"iilar

of the first and the plural of the latter. And this fact happens in

Genesis only when Elohini—who, we will see immediately, is not

BXohim at all—is speaking to himself, takes council with himself.

"Let us make a man in our image."* But in the narrative the

singular of tlie verb is alwavs used.

No, this pluraUs majestaUs of Elohim is not to be taken seri-

ously.

Another more important qneslion arises which, as we will see,

is in close connection with the first.
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How is it possible that whereas all other cosmogonies be^in

with the creation of the p^ods, the Bible alone shows us a Dcus cx

fnachina, ready made, without indicating how he was created or

of what matter he was formed?

As we said both questions are closely connected. Both are in-

cluded in the same word, and the double explanation will be found

in the etymolog)- of Elohim itself. It will show us for instance

that the plural form of Elohim is not a plural at all ; it will show us

further how the God of Genesis was created before he became
creator in his turn.

Elohim is composed of two words,* and the explanation lies

in their sqMtfatlon. El being now in the singular form, the verb

bam, "created," agrees with the noim in the most natoxal way. Et
bam, "El created." This is the first solution.

The ether is most interesting, although it seems more compli-

cated in Its exposition and final deductions.

FA haiom, the Sca^^od.

El being El haiom, the Sea-n ] the God who started from the

water, we discover to our surprise the most interesting mythological

phenomenon, viz., that the same fate that governs the gods of ail the

theogonies, governs also the Hebrew El.

In all the cosmogonies the first factor of creation starts from

water. Water is the origin of the universe. The earth originates

from water, and as we will see El means "earth." The heaven

itself is nothing else but water as the word shamaim indicates and

as we will see later. All creatures, beasts and birds, formed by El
haiom, are made of water (see Genesis).

The scribe of the Bible is guilty of this little fault of contraction

that concealed during centuries how the God of Genesis was created

and the Masoretic doctors—perhaps Ezra before them—^impregnated

with Jehovistic ideas, did nothing toward revealing the mistake

—

rather did everything to hide it,—and they voweled the contracted

words with the point-vowels Elohim, which thus became a plural

form.

El from the Standpoint of Comparative Philology and Mythology.

But let us examine thoroughly the two words from the stand-

point of comparative philology and mythology.

Hebrew, El; Sanskrit^ il; BabyL Elu; Fhoenic. ila; Arab. Uah,

allah; Greek, ^Atos; Lat. SoL
• cm 5K » svhm
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El then means earth and is to the Hebrews as Elu is to the

Babylonians. Heh'os to the Greeks, and Sol to the Romans, at first

a terrestrml god par excellence. And as Elu becomes a heavenly

god, as Helios becomes a heavenly god representing the Sun, as

Sol becomes a lieavenlv efod on the same condition as Helios, El

will become a heaveniy gud, as we will see later, though he will

remain the terrestrial god, occupie 1 with the general affairs of

mankind like the other gods, at least those who started from the

waters and who became friends, teachers and saviours of manl:intl.

This fact brings El in near connection with the corresponding irods

of the other nations ab will be seen when we shall have studied his

apposition iam,

lamf or. Mai, Maia,

lam in Hebrew means "sea," {ha is the article J. The inversion

of iam is mai, Assyr. mei, "water." The corresponding term in

Sanskrit is maia.

The mythological result obtained from the philological analogy

of Mai and Maia is as conclusive as it is interesting.

Maia is the water and the mother of Brahma (earth, at first

a demiurgus like £1). Mai, the inversion of iam, is the water and

the mother of £1. £1 is therefore identical with Brahma as he is

identical with £hi, Helios, Sol.

Eveiy divine being with the Hindus has his Maia. £very divine

being in the theogonies of the other nations has his Maia. Moses
has his Mar-jam (the "drop of the sea," i. e., the water). Christ

has his Maia (Latin mare, maris, whoice MarhC, the a forming

the feminine). The mother of Bacchus, the saviour of mankind,

was Myrrha or Maia. The mother of Hermes, Krishna, Buddha,

Adoois etc, was called Mjrrrha or Mala; Maia, Maria (a pleonasm

fonn of Maiii) was also called the rooAer of the Siamese Savior,

Samona Cadona.

Mai or Maia represents here as there the productive power of

the female principle. The first factor bom of it is the male, who
becomes creator in bis turn. Every saviour of mankind is therefore

a ikslbam. He is also a virgiii-bom, because Maya, the mother,

pfodoced him without fecondation by the male principle. But the

male principle of fecundation in nature being the sun, or the fire

representing the sun, all Barthgods will represent the sun: £1,

Bnhma, Elu, HetkM, Sol, etc. The most characteristic illustration

of the fire residing in the water as the lightning resides in the
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clouds, gives us the Vedic sacrifice whence the Christian commuiuoa
is borrowed. Both offerings, the sacred liquor Soma and the cake

prepared of butter and flower, are presented to the holy fire. Agm
(the fire-god) resides in both. The chalice contains also the mother
of Agni, Maia, because Maia, the flame, can start from Maia, the

liquor.

Jom, loni.

We have seen that Mai or Maia are identical terms with iden-

tical significations and represent similar mythical personifications.

The root of the words lom {Yama, Yamuni) will show us other
mythical similarities with E^hehiom, which will appear to be new
personalities, but which are really the same as the deities already
mentioned. The root of torn is the Sanskrit yn, the same as of the
term Yoni.

lom and loni having the same root, have also the same sig-

nification. Yoni or Yonis means the womb, the matrix, the life-

giving clement, the water. Although representing the female organ
of generation, both iom and yoni are of a masculine form. It is

true that the later Sanskrit uses Yoni as both masculine and fem-
inine. But Yoni is rarely feminine in the older language. Iom
in Hebrew is always masculine : Iom liagadol etc.

This curious linguistic phenomenon showing the words yomi

and iom, which are representing the female organ, in a masculine

form, is observed also with the word mata, mother, that is masculine

in Rig-Veda. More than that, in the Georgian language numa
signifies father.

The reason of this strange phenomenon mRv be found in the

fact that these words were created in a mnli iarchal epoch, when the

mother, having the entire care of her children, who often ignored

their father, represented the acting personality, the nourisher and
defender, the strength, the male, the fatlicr

The life-giving Yom or Yoni, the nurses of all living creatures,

are in the same case. El-ha-iom and El-yoni will then have the

same signification. He is the fire or the sun residing m the iom or

loni and starting out as creator and saviour of inankind. He is

therefore identical with Jonas ( Jonah), with Oannes, with Okeayws,

who are the same mythological personifications [derived from the

same word yu or Yoyw] and with all the Jona that we will find later

with the most diverse nations. I ^^ onld state here that the etymology

of all these words was unknown until the present day.
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Bl-ho-um and the Sea-Deities,

I do not know whether the begimisng of Genesis describing

the creation of El-ha-iom and his other peculiarities is lost, or if the

tbeogonic part is written intentionally in condensed terms for the

reason that the Jehovists wished to conceal a mythological fact that

seemed to conflict with their new theolo^^'^ical ideas. The exterior

form of £1, his personality, is not depicted as that of the other sea-

gods whom he resembles in his essence.. Indeed every sea-god we
enumerated bears a peculiarity that is characteristic of an aquatic

being, as he bears in his love for mankind a characteristic of man-
kind. The head is generally that of a man and the body and the

tail those of a hsh.

It is natural that the Jom or the Joni bein^ the liquor and the

fire residing in the liquor [El and lom, Agni and Maya, Hehos and

Thetis, etc.] the fish will represent the watering element and the

fire. Hence in all the cosmogonies the fish will represent the sun

and all the bungods will be in their own turn represented by the

fish. Indeed, we see all the saviours appearing in the forni of a

fish. Vishnu became a fish to save the seventh Manu, the pro-

genitor of the human race from the universal deluge.

The Assyrians and Babylonians worshiped the fish Dagan repre-

sentiqg the aim. The Talmud amiotmced Swioar under the

lorm of a fish. The earliest symbol of Christ was a fiah» and he
hunsdf is called a fish. Buddha is caOed Dag-Po or Fo, the Fish.

Jonah, lying for three days hi the body of a fish represents the

winter solstice (from the 22d to the 251I1 of December) when the

sun is in the lowest regions. But in Jonah and the fi^ the same
mythical personification is divided into two, and such divisions are

frequent in all theogonies. They represent the various manifests^

tions of the same natural phenomenon.—The fact that neither El
haUm nor Jonah nor Noah appears under the form characterizing

the Chaldaean or Greek sea-gods, as for instance Cannes or Okeanos,

brings the Jewish myth nearer to the Aryan source. Indeed, I do

not doubt for a moment that the myth of Noah was at first borrowed

from the Aryans, and that much later the Hebrews took a second

graft of the same account from the Chaldaeans. No doubt, there

are two variations of the same deluge-story in Genesis. Hence the

numerous contradictions. Struck with wonder by the similarity

of the Biblical and Chaldrean myth discovered in the cuneiform in-

scriptions. Prof. Friedrich Delttzscb did not push his investigations
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to the last etymological and linguistic consequences. And ^e
names of Xnnh and his sons Cham, Shem and Japhet seem to me
as important aa the deluge story itself.

Noah or Xozach and Agni-Novich,

As far as I know neither the meaning nor the etyTnoloiyy of

the word Koah and tliat of the names of his sons have lound a

conclusive or even plausible solution up to the present day. The

general acceptation that Noah means "who reposes" is not admissible

and conflicts obviously with the high mission with which Noah was

invested.'*

The tnie significance of the word may be found in tfie corres-

ponding Sanskrit term. The identical Sanskrit term for Noah or

Novach—the name read without the masoretic [)oint-vo\veIs—is

Navaja or Navika. Now let us see where Nava-ja or Navi-ka are

derived from.

Nau or nava iu Sanskrit means a ship, a boat, a vessel"; Gredc

vais ; Latin nazns', old German nach ; modern German Nachen;

Anglo-Saxon, naco ; Bav. naue.

Noah or Novach or the Sanskrit Novich or Nava-ja mean there-

fore the steerer of a boat, the pilot, Greek mu-nj-t ; Latin

The etymology of the word Noah appears so natural and so

simple that we are Indeed surprised that no linguist has made the

application before.

But let us return to the myth.

One of the epithets of Agni is Agni-Novkht "Agni the pilot"

But Agni is Vishnu and we saw Vishnu in the form of a fish sanng
the seventh Manu from the deluge. Now who is the seventh Manu?
Another form of the first ULsaoif bom from the sun, henoe represent-

ing the sun. Who is Noah? Another form of Adam, the first man.

When we open the book of Enoch we find this wonderful stocy

about Noah's birth: LamechV* wife brought forth a child, the flesh

of which was white as snow and red as a rose, the hair of whose

head was white like wool and long (all the solar gods have long hair,

Samson, Phcebus, Hercules etc) and whose eyes were beautiful.

" Some tchokirs translate Noah "the consoler.*' They see the consotatioa
in the wine.

" The ark of Noah is called iu Hebrew teba, without the masoretic points
tha or rather twa, the b betn^ soft without dagash ; Sanskrit twae from the
verb i'u.>ac, "to cover"; Latin tcgi^ \ Old Gtirman dekin ; modern German
decken; Litiu, dcnjin^ a bark, a peeling, a protecting cover. Bunsen derives

tevM from die Egyptian tba, a diest; ipt, a boat

^LanucK Sanskrit LamoMh, *the bull/' the emblem of the sun.
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When he opened them tfaey "ilhunmated all the houae like the sun/'

and when he waa taken from the hand of the midwife, opening alao

hia mouth, "he apoke to the Lord of righteouaneaa," etc. We know
that all die saviours of mankind spoke immediately after their

birth. We know also that the fire is considered by the Hindus as

the first ancestor of mankind. There is no mistake: Noah, Manu
and Agni^Novich are the same mythical personification. They are

the fire or the sun residing in the water. The deluge may orerwhelm

the whole universe, but Noah, the sun-pilot, starts triumphantly

from the waters. This allegorical solar boat-steerer has the same

raison ifiire in the Bible as in the Vcdas, since the Biblical heaven

waa made of water tike the Vedic heaven—as we will aee Uiter—and

the sun starting in the morning from the waters under the firma-

ment, piles the whole day in the waters above the firmament.

Noah is the eternal solar pilot.

When we pursue our mythical investigation, we find in the

compound word nava-hmdano (ship-binding) the name of the high-

est peak of the Himalayas (the Mt. Ararat of the Hebrews) to

which Manu is said to have anchored his ship in the great flood.^'

Shem, Cham, Juphet—So)na, Kam, Pra-Japa!

The analogy of the ling-uistic and mythological facts becomes

more evident, when we consider the sons of Noah, Shem, Cham,
Japhei.

These three sons, it is said in Genesis, became the progenitors

of the new mankind. Now let us compare them with the Aryan

progenitors Soma, Kam or Kama and Pra-Japati (corresponding

to the Babylonian Zorovanus, Titan and Japethostcs; the three sons

of the Hindu ark-preserved Manu.

"The HinHu legend of the deluge is as follows: Mniiy ages after the

creation 01 tlie world Brahma resolved to destroy it wuh a deluge on account
of the wickedness of the people. There lived at that tune a pious man, Saty-
vrata, {Saty-vrata is not a proper name, but an epithet meaning pious man.
Noali also was named a pious man) and as the lord 01 the universe loved this

pious man and wished to preserve him from the sea of destruction which was
to appear on account of the depravity of the age, he appeared before him in

the form of Vishnu and said ; In seven days from the present time the worlds
will be plunged in an ocean of death, but in the midst of the destroymg waves
a large vessel, sent by me for thy use, shall stand before thee. Then shalt

thou take all medicinal herbs, all the variety of foods, and accompanied by
seven saints, surrounded by pairs of all animals, thou shalt enter the spacious

ark, and continue in it secure from the flood on one immense ocean without
ligfat, except the radiance of thy holy companions. When the ship shall be
agitated by an impetuous wind, thou shalt fasten it with a large sea-serpent

on my born; for I will be near to thee (in the form of a fish; Vishnu-Koah-
Jonah) drawing the vessel with thee and thy attendants. I will remain on
the ocean imtil a nig^t of Bmlmta shall be completely ended. Etc
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Kam or Kama, in Sanskrit, means: '*be who follows the dic-

tates of passion or desire." Kama is the god of love, Hebrew
Cham,^* "hot," substantive "heat, ardor." He represents the neces-

sary heat for fecundation and gcnetation,. that is for Soom and Pia-

J^ti.
Soma represents the sacred liquor (of libation and fecundation)

and the god himself. Soma means "to distil, to extract, to crinkle,

to generate," the act of pressing out the Soma juice being compared
to the act of begetting. ( Sura, the sun, represents also the spirituous

liquor.) Soma is therefore the life-giving god, the generator of

mankind as Shem is said to be.

Pra-Japati, lord of creatures, was an epithet originally applied to

Savitri, Soma, Indra and Agni (all these gods represent the fire or

the sun and are therefore generators), afterwards he became the

name of a separate god presiding over procreation. Pra-Japati is

Japhet.

Noah himself is said to have been a wine-grower. In a moment
of drunkenness he uncovers his body. The nakedness of his father

amuses Cham and he calls his hrothers to see it. Noah curses Cham
and makes hmi a ser\ ant of Shem and Japhet. This malediction has

a natural significance. Love is the slave of passion and desire. Ch^"*

is the natural servant of Shem and Japhet.

Like Soma in the Vedas, so Shem is the most important of

Noah's three sons. The blessing of Noah cannot be understood in

any other way than this.

"Blessed be the Lord, the God of Shem ;

"And let Canaan be his servant.

*'God enlarge Japhet and let him in the tents of Shem,

"And let Canaan he his servant."

Canaan (Kamama) "the libidinous, the lustful," is the eternal

servant of tlie drunkenness of tlie senses, of passion and desire, of

Soma, and of the final act of procreation, of Prajapati who as we
saw is an epithet of Soma.

"Let Japhet in tiie tenth of Shem signifies lei Soma be Pra-

japati," "let the sacred liquor of generation end in fecundation.

A hymn in the Kig-Veda, which is addressed to Soma, says:

"Where there is happiness and ddight,

Where joy and pleasure reside,

Where the desire of our dtsiw is attorned.

There make us immorul."
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And another tnore stgnificant hymn says:

**Thou Soma, goardian of our bodies,

Makest thy dwelling in each member.

Lord of heaven! Though we transgress

Thy firm decree so often, be merciful

To us and kind and gracious."

"Soma, jB^uardian of our bodies, dwelling in each member," is

this not Shcm who with his brother Pra-Japati is the guardian of

the body of Noah whose nudity is mocked by the frivolous Cham,
the iibidmous god of love?

This mythical allegor>' of the natural and productive forces in

action is, at least, nothing but a repetition of the first cosmogony

of Genesis. Noah is El-ha-iom. Both started from the sea and

both became progenitors of mankind. Like Noah, El curses his

creatures, the serpent, Adam and Eve, who are three different forms

of the same mythical personality like, at least, Cham is Shem and

Japhet.—they also were cursed because of their act of generation.

They were ashamed to be naked after they had eaten from the tree

of knowledge, like Noah was ashamed to be naked after he had

drunk the juice of the grape (of Soma, the sacred liquor of knowl-

edge, because knowledge in Genesis is the act of procreation^^).

The serpent is like Cham (Kama) the stimulation, that awakens

icxLial desire; Eve (HVVH, Hava written hve, any feminine or

coquettish gesture tending to excite amorous sensations) fur the

purpose of procreation, Adam, This libidinous serpent becomes

the slave of Eve and Adam, like Cham became the servant oi Shem
and Japhet. In all the mythologies the gods arc jealous of the holy

rire residing in the sacred liquor that gives to mankind the knowl-

edge of creation. Td lia-ioni forbids Adam Lo cat from the tree of

knowledge and punishes him tor jj^omg beyond his prohibition, like

Jupiter who refuses the lire to mankind, punishes Prometheus for

having stolen it for mankind. But when the myth of Noah comes

directly from Aryan source" and is later adulterated with the Chal-

daean story of die deluge, the myth of Jonah, although having its

root in Sanskrit, as we showed in another place, seems to be bor-

rowed directly from the Chaldaean Oannes, which in turn was taken

"There is no mistake, nn is knowledge only in the sense of procreation.

p -on vipi TiW nin ni* d-i« ojti

"And Adam kn^w his wife Eve tnd she was pregnant and ete."

**The ancient temples oi HmdObUu contain representations oi Vishnu
iimitiring the eafth wmle overarhekned hy the waters of the deluge. A roiM*
bow is MM on tA« smrfoct of tkg subsiding waisrs.
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from ili< Greek Ukeanos (oca or aka and yoni) inversion oi Van-

aka, tlie ocean.

Oannes, Okeanos, Bl^yoni, etc.

Berosus and Alexander Polyhistor ascribe the et'ent of the crea-

tion to the teaching of an amphibious monster called Oannes. His

bf)dy consisted of the body of a niaii tcrniinatin::; in the tail of a hsh.

By dAy he ascended from the waters of ihc Er} Lhcan Sea and con-

veyed his instructions to the assembled multitude in a human voice,

but at night he returned from the land and concealed himself within

the recesses of the ocean.^^

Berosus, no doubt, who according to his own report lived at

the time of Alexander the Great, borrowed the name Oannes from

the Greek Okeanos, whose etymology and Sanskrit origin we
showed above. It is the more easy to affirm this fact as Berosns uses

thalatta for Tiamat, and tkalatta is the Greek Bakmava, meaning

water.

As we see all these seagods are the same ; they are all teachers

of mankind. Jonah goes to Niniveh to preach, Oannes comes from

the sea to teach. El-ha-iom also is a teacher. He teaches Adam
what fruits he ought to eat, plant a garden for him, makes him
clothes, and so forth.

El-ha«iom, no doubt, is £l-yoni, is Aka-yoni (Okeanos). is

Jonah, is Noah, is Oannes, is the Yona of the Gauls, the Jowna or

Jona of the Basques, the John of the Scandinavians, the old Yona
of the Trojans, the Yawna of the Parsis.

All these peoples worshiped the sun under the name of Jona

("bom from the water"). Jona is the earth, the fish, the sun. the

first-born, the god started from the waters. He is the Biblical sea-

god, he is El-ha-iom voweled in the Bible either erroniously or in-

tentionally as Elohim and used as a plural without any plausible

reason.

O. Neufchotz de Jassy.

Riverside, III.

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT.

While making up the present number of The Monist \vc are in

receipt of a second instalment from M. de Jassy. which is to cor-

roborate his tlieory a»d adds more material of the same kmd. Not

"G. Snuth, The C/uUdtan Account of Genesis.
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being able to publish it here, we will at least summarize the ideas

which it contains.

As to the beginninc: of Genesis. M. de Tassy is inclined to

admit with Moses Gcnindiniis (Nachmouidesj called by the Jews

"'the pious teacher, that the words

1. e., "In the beginning God created heaven and earth/*

may mean "In the banning El>haiom created himself with heaven

and earth."

The word bara is connected with the, Sanskrit bhara, "to

create." the root of which, bhri, reappears in the English verb

bear, the German gebaren, etc. The Sanskrit word Bharu means

Lord, husbanrl. in the sense of procreator, as the Hebrew boreh is

used of Jehovah

The word rakia^ is referred to the Sanskrit rakyia or raka, a

flash of lightnmg, azure, crystal, firmament.

M. de Jassy believes that the Old Testament teaches a trinity

like the Brahman Trimurti, which he means to prove by the three

covenants. The first covenant is made bv Elohim. or rather El-

haiom, the god of the waters, and is bymbolizcd by the rainbow.

The second is the covenant of the burning bush which Ehjeh-

makes with Moses. The name Khjeh, according to the current

view, is the Hebrew word substituted for the four holy consonants

of the ineffable name Yahveh.^ The sentence in E.x. iii. m, ehyeh

asher chyeh," is translated in our English Bible by "I am that I

am," implying that the name Yahveh is derived from hajah, "to be."

M. De Jassy discovers in ehyeh the Sanskrit Ejeh, which is "the

iallen dawn," and be explains it as the fire that comes down from

heaven, viz., lightning. The third covenant is made between £1

Shaddai and Abraham, El Shaddat being the destroyer who prom-

ises to preserve his protege Abraham on the condition of circum-

cision which is a partial mutilation. The word muh^ (circum-

cision) is supposed to be connected with the Sanskrit mtilya, "to

eradicate."

The passage (Deut. vi. 4),

Hear O Israel: the Lord our God is one Lord/*

receives a peculiar interpretation. M. de Jassy denies that it con-

tains any monotheistic idea, the word echat^ meaning not only "one"

''THK ^nvi* ^njin *iK^
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but also **the first." The passage therefore may be translated, "Hear

O Israel, Yahveh our God is the first one [the first in the trinity]."

On the other hand M. de Jassy is inclined to see tn aehad (i. e., echad)

a similarity with the Sanakrit arha$, which is commonly translated

"holy," or with ahata, meaning "unsoiled" or "uninjured."

The phylacteries (in the Talmud called U^kUin*) which even

to-day the Jews tie to their foreheads and arms are little cases in-

scribed with the letter and containing scrolls. The name phylac-

tery indicates that they were for talismanic use, while the word
tephilin, "prayers," shows the nature of the writing and the method

by which the protection was accomplished. Now M. de Jassy claims

that these cases, originally called totophath,*^ can only have been

Shivaistic emblems of a phallic nature. The letter S is the initial

of Shaddai or Shiva, and the word loiopluith is identified with the

Sanskrit tattva, which means "real thing."

in ix'pl) to the editorial introduction to his article M. de Jasqr

makes the following rejoinder:

M. d9 /assy's Rejoinder.

The theory of mere "remarkable cdncidences/' as the editor

of The MotUst deniMninated oar demonstration at first sight, wiU,

we are afraid, prove a failure. We are proceeding by linginsdc

proofs, and our mythological comparisons are geometrical congru-

ences. If objections are made—we do not fear tfiem—they have to

be made in tiie same way and under the same conditions. Sdeiice

excludes casuistical conjectures and the old theological standpoint

is out of date.

Mr. Cams claims that Kabbalism has found many wonderful

''coincidences'' in dpher-combmationsl—That may bel But "oom-

bmations" and "conjectures" are not scientific proofs. That the word
echad (one) for example, gives the number 13 as the result of

cipher addition of its three letters

K « 1

13

is a proof neither that this number is a holy one, nor that it de*

notes the trinity in the unity in the separation of the two digits x
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and 3. The same thing is tnre of the further result of the letters

of Yahveb that give the number 26, i. e., twice the number 13.

* = 10

71 . 5

1 - 6
n ^ 5

26

There is no plausible pr<x)f that Jehovah represents trmce the

trinity in the unity and that Jeh<wah Echad, together expressing

in the Shcmah the Jewish monotheism, represent as an emphasis

three tniies trinity in unity.

When you continue in this way, the word El, "God," represents

three in one as well:

M = 1

'? - 30

31

and when you take the word lo* i. e. "not," the inversion of

you arrive at the same ctpher result:

> = 30

K = 1

31

But lo means "not" and El means "God." In Hiis caae God
would be nought. Such demonstrations are absurd!

These number-plays borrowed by the Jews from the Chaldae-

ans, who in their turn took them from the Persians and Hindus,

may amuse the childish minds of unscientific casuists. In such

combinations and conjectures "'coincidences" may find their appli-

cation ; but modern philology and comparative mythology are based

upon other foundations.

When I am able to prove that the root R is the same as the

root R\ as it was shown, for instance, in shad (the Hebrew root)

and shad (the Sanskrit root) ; when I can prove that the term T
is equal to the term T' as I showed in Shadai (the Hebrew word)

and Shad-ja (the Sanskrit word") when, finally, I can prove that the

rnvthological facts which characterize the personalities represented

by these roots and terms are as identical as two geometrical trian-

gles, it is no longer lawful to speak of "coincidences" ; or when you
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arc speaking- of coincidences, I accept them in their literal sense.

These roots coincide, these terms and mythological facts coincide,

because bcinq: the same, they cannot but coincide. Their point of

departure, the icka tliey imply, the phenomena that accuinpany them,

are identical, and they are based upon the same scientific principles.

Only in this way can I accept for my thesis the word "coincidences."

Alterum non datur.

A PRAGMATIC ZOOLOGIST.*

Andrea Giardina, in his recent work i^c discipline coologichc c

la scienza gencralc dcUe forme orgamzzate,'^ takes occasion, apropos

of certain criticisms previously made by him repfarding the ree^ula-

tion of biological studies in our universities, to expound certain of

his ideas on the methodology of the various departments of biology.

One of his main criticisms concerns the persistence of the dis-

tinction made between tiie teaching of zoology and that of couipara-

tivc anatomy: a distinction which seems to him unjustifiable on any

count, theoretical or practical, and to be explained only on historical

grounds.

**To within a century the term 'zoology' applied exdnsively to

the study of the external lonns of animals^ and the best zoologists

bent all their efforts to a careful investigation of the resemblances

and differences of these outward forms; and zoolog}, outside of its

bearings on the life and habits of animals, was a kind of compara-

tive morphology confined wholly or largely to the exterior aspect

of such organisms. Its main purpose was to elaborate a system of

classification for animals which should be as simple as possible.

The study of the internal organization, at first limited to man and
those animals nearest related to him, arose chiefly as a result of

the needs of medical science and did not attain so early to the rank

of comparative morphology. The anatomists and naturalists who
turned their attention to the dissection of the lower animals were

few, and began perforce with the study of isolated forms. Anatom-
ical monographs were not, and are not, things lightly to be dashed

off : they took much time and labor ; so that it was only gradually

that there was amassed a body of material comparable in richness

and variety with what was already possessed by zoology for external

*Translated from the Italian by Herbert D. Austin. This pi^er appeared
originally in the Lttmardo, Oct-Dec, 1906.

fPavia, 1906W
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forms. But as the material became more considerable the natnral in-

stinct of comparison soon applied itself to anatomical data, and upon

the basis of zootomy there began to be founded a classification of the

internal orgrans. This was called 'comparative anatomv.' Thus

compara anatomy has arisen independently of zoology, and this

independence of origin is the main reason for the distinction between

tlic two which lias been perpetuated down to the present day." (Pp.

ij and ID.)

The traditional distinction thus established between the two

does not correspond to any difference of ends and methods. The
purpose of both is in fast the recognition of the rimihtfities and

differences between organisms, and their classification on that basis,

and both attain this result by means of similar logical processes of

comparison and analogy. "In the case of whole groups of animals

it is quite inqxMsible to make a classification except after careful

anatomkal investigation. Their systematic affinities are brought to

light only by a knowledge of their embfyonic and larval states, be-

cause only in those states are found organs and characteristics which

admit of legitimate and infallible comparison. How then would it

be possible to classify these groups without consideration' of their

embryology? But it is not only in these extreme cases that system-

atization—which aims ultimately at the establishment of the degrees

of similarity and of difference in the organisms, and which must

therefore reach definite conclusions as to the real nature of these

similarities and differences—must avail itself of all the instnunents

and metiiods which give us the most profound insight into the world

of the living. The comparison must be extended to the minutest

details of the organic structure—to the examination of the differ-

ences between the tissues, the cells, and down to the most intimate

structural and physiological processes, as for example the process

of metabolism. Neither can the classification neglect the recent

discoveries concermng hemolytic and precipitant serums, which re-

veal a veritable blood-rclationship between, for example, anthro-

pomorphic apes and man, and a relationship of varying degree ac-

cording to tile animals compared/' (Pp. 17 and 18.)

To these considerations which lead to a recognition of the ad-

visability 01 abolishing the existing pedagogical distinction between

zoology and comparative anatomy, is contrasted tiie oj^mion uf those

biologists who consider it the specific task of comparati\L' anatomv

not only to classify and compare organisms but also to seek ilie

causes of their similarities or differences and to explain them by
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phylogenetic hypotheses and theories of the origin and variations

of species.

Giardina maintains, on the contrary, that the theory of heredity

and the progress of phylogenetic studies have introduced no change

into the immediate end or into the method oi anatomical research

or that of comparative morphology. "We do not now, nor did we
ever, collocate two organisms in the system of classification because

of a relattonshtp already demonstrated ; but rather we infer as prob-

able a certain degree <rf rdadatiiliip because comparative morphol-

ogy, for an entirely different order of reaaona, baa placed tiwm aide

by aide in the system. The search for a given family-tree, alao, is

foanded upon a putting in evidence, so far as is possible, of tlie

similarities and diifferences between the indivtdnals. The first point

reached is ever an artificial provisional system of classificatinn, but

one which approaches the natural more and more as a greater num-
ber of forms and processes cooperate in its determination. The only

additional and novel step then taken is the transcription of tiie re-

suhs of systematic research into a slightly different language, in

which certain terms of resemblance are translated into terms of

succession and relationship. This step, philosophically considered,

is of the greatest importance ; and this explains the enthusiasm and
number of investigators who have attacked the new problems. But
while pfaylogcny has g^ven a tremendous impetus to investigation

in comparative morphology it has not at all changed the methods of

research. There is no method peculiar to phylogeny. We have all

learned, for example, that the method of comparative morphology

is to discover homologies between organs. According to the mod-
em transformist theories homologous organs are those which can
be considered as derived from one and the same primitive org^n,

for exnmplc the upper limb of a man, the wing- of a fowl, or the

pectoral fins of a fish. We should err greatly if we thought that in

this dehmtion we had found a short-cut to the establishing of homol-

ogies; we should fare badly indeed if armed with such a detinition

we tried to make even one such determination. The difficulties in

the way of the apprehension of honiolog-ies has continued un-

chancfed : for us as for our predecessors the criterion is the most
exhaustive examination possible of the organs to be compared. It

is necessary to examine not only their external form and their rela-

tive position in the body, buL also their internal structure and their

relation to all tlie other groups of orgrans, to the vessels, or to ilie

Skeleton,—and, more than this, to study their mamier of develop-
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ment: as to the tiine of their appearance, their relative position,

their inception from this or that genn-leaf, and ao on." ( Pp. 21-33.)

« * *

In qualifying the acope of comparative anatomy as exclusively

descriptive, comparative and classificative, Giardina is nevertheless

far from denying that biologists ought to concern themselves with

the search for causes, or what he calls "causal explanations." of the

characteristics and tranformations of organisms. What he aflfirms

is merely that this task is to be reserved to those new branches of

biolocrical research (as, for example, the mechanics of development)

which arc chnrncterizcd hv the use of experimentation, understood in

the most usual sense as consisting in the artificial production, op-

tionaily repcntable, of the facts or processes under ronsuleration.

This tendency to make the distinction between the search for

causes and that for resemblances coincide in a way with the dis-

tinction between experimentation and simple obsen-ati on, cannot

fail to appeal to those students of philosophy who, like the prag-

matists, conceive the search for causes as not dittering from the

search after means which are calculated to induce or to impede

given conditions.

It seems to me, however, that the statements of the author in

this regard are somewhat open to criticism and that they should

not be accepted without some reservation. Mure than once the

idea is suggested, perhaf)S unintentionally, that to experimentation,

understood in the sense above, is to be conceded less of importance

as a means of classification—or of determining the similarities or

differences between the things classified—than to observation prop-

erly so-called.

Now, not only in biology but also in chemistry and in physics

and in every other branch of scietuitic research, the properties most

important as criteria for classification and those which arc most

fittingly employed for the construction and delimitation of tlie vari-

ous species or groups of objects or facts which are under considera-

tion are not—and Giardina indeed notes this—exclusively, nor even

principally, those which are accessible to direct observation unac-

companied by any active intervention on the part of the observer in

inducing their appearance. Those very instruments whicli we call

"instruments of observation," from the most simple such as tlie

balance and the iliermometer to the mure complex, inasmuch as they

are means of inducing or constraining bodies to produce cliecLs
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which they would not manifest spontaneously, and the production

of which effects depends upon certain operations which \vc do upon

said bodies (as transportation, contact, immersion etc.), can be re-

garded as true "instrumcnis of experimentation" m the strictest

sense. There is no doubt that if the division of labor did not enforce

the distinction between the person who constructs a barometer, for

example, and the one who uses it—still more so if the instrument

were sach as to require reconstruction for each new "observation"

—there would be no hesitation in characterizing its use as an "ex-

periment/'

Again, it seems to me that the distinction between instruments

which serve to bring within our range phenomena which already

exist (for example a telescope or an ear-trumpet) and instruments

which themselves produce the phenomena observed, should not be

taken too literally. The majority of the conditions which we say

exist, exist in fact only in the sense that we expect them, or believe

them to be realizable, in given circumstances: thus the greater part

of what we call the "properties" of a body—its hardness, mass, das-

tidty, etc.—prefer, not to directly observable aspects of that body,

but to reactions of the body itself when subjected to a certain

"treatment"

Even the process of measurement, comparative par excellence,

—the search for the dimensions of a body—consists much less in a
recognition of similarities or differences than in the performance of

operations upon the body to be measured and upon the units of

measurement: operations which can become very complicated in

case a certain degree of exactness is sought, as for example in

geodetic measurements.

One of the most grncral of the characteristics of scientific

progress is this very tendency to substitute, for classifications

founded on external and more patent resemblances and difterences

of the objects or processes studied, other classifications which are

based instead on similarities or differences which are manitested

only when the thinj^s studied are subjected tu detimte operations

and are oblig^ed to act or react in artificially produced circumstances.

From this tendcucy. heretofore manifested especially in the

sciences of physics and chemistry, there is nu reason to believe that

the biological sciences oujifht to be or can be exempt. It is for this

reason that I find n hard to justify the distinction which Giardina

would wish to emphasize between those branches of biology- whose

immediate field is the comparison and classification of organisms
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and those whose object is the experimental study of the various

modes of action or transformation in organisms in response to given

stimuli or external conditions.

Considering therefore that the action or intervention of the

scientist in the production of the facts which he studies has a no less

important part in that which may be called the "descriptive" or

"classificatory" phase of research than it has in the phase in which

the causes or explanations are sotigfht. it does not seem to me that

the presence or absence of such inten'cntion can constitute a differ-

ential characteristic upon which tn base a distinction between the

varint!s I3ranches of scientific research which refer to one and the

same subject.

« * «

Among the arguments adduced by Giardina in support of the

distmction between the divisions of biolog)- which have a purely

dassificatory scope and those to which he reserves the epithet of

*'experimental" there is one on which he insists with particular

emphasis. This he formulates by saying that as regards questions of

genealogical dependence and the theories of transformation of spe-

cies, mere observation and comparison of the facts docs not lead

to anything more reliable than more or less probable conjectures,

while satisfactory conclusions can be reached only by having re-

course to "experimental sanction.*'

In this case, too, it seems to me fhat the autlior's opinion Is

hardly sustained by an examination of the facts in other fields of

scientific research. Astronomy, for example, which hy the reliabil-

ity and precirion of its predictions merits to be regarded as almost

the type of the sciences which arrive at reliable conclusions, cer-

tainly does not owe this prerogative to experiment, understood in

the sense which he gives to the word.

If, on the other hand, we follow CI. Bernard, or Jevons, in

extending the concept of "experiment" to coincide with a process in

whidi observation is preceded by deductive elaborations or anticipa-

tory hypotheses, where facts are invoked to act as arbiters or means
of elimination, we can then easily qualify even astronomy as an ex-

perimental science; but we must at the same time recognize the

experimental character of the greater part of the so-called "com-

paraHve" sciences, from anatomy to glossology ; inasmuch as in these

too we are continual!)- confronted by the presence of investigations

undertaken for, and directed to, the purpose of obtaining a cor-
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roboration of some theory or hypothesis su^ested by a comparison

between facts previously observed. But this is certainly not the

sense which the author means to attribute to the word "experiment"

when he opposes, for example, the mechanics of development to the

other braaclieB olbtdogy.

* «

Nor do I see how it is possible to uphold Giafdina in his ap-

parent intentictt to attribute to experimentatson, understood in ti^e

sense given above, the possession of a peculiar prerogative as a

means of reaching what he calls "causal eacplanations,** or of reoog*-

nising the reasons for the laws and the uniformities which facts

present.

This distinction between causal and non-causal explanations

seems to me in itself unfounded. I can hardly see what eacpianations

there are beyond those which recognize the dependence of the facta

or Uws to be explained upon others more general from which they

proceed as consequences. Though commonly considered as more
''causal" than any others, the explanations furnished by the science

of mechanics have no significance beyond that which has just been

stated.

The tendency shown by Giardtna, along with a whole school of

q>istenx>logical philosophers and theorists, to attribute to the ex-

planations of mechanics the possession of a peculiar "rationality,"

as if they alone referred facts to their true causes, has been justly

characterized as one aspect of the general tendency of the human
mind to accept as innate and to regard as not needmg lurtlier ex-

planation only those facts or laws which relate to our most habitual

experiences and which come to seem to us, on account of their fre-

quency and familiarity, more "natural" than others—a tendency

which, as Guastella has remarked recently (in his Saggt suiia teoria

della conosccnza), leads to the implicit postulates upon which arc

based most systems of metaphysics.

It must be noted too that the prestige which has been given to

the explanations of mechanics as coinjjared with other kinds has

been lurihered by the fact that the condiuons or causes therein con-

sidered (movement, flection etc.j arc the ver>" ones most subject to

voluntary control—the only ones in reality LiiaL we can directly

dominate.

This is furdicmiore conhnned by the fact that in this very field

of mechanics as we pass from explanations which (Uke those con-
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cerning equilibrium, or the action of bodies in contact) connote re-

lations analogous to those which subsist between our bodies and the

things which we touch or move^--as we pass from these explanations

to those in which we appeal to the more general laws of motion (e. g.,

tfie principle of virtual work, or Newton's laws), any impression of

a difference in "nature" or rationality between mechanical explana-

tions and others disappears completely.

In this connection, a curious fact which has been noted as

worthy the attention of the psycholc^sts of knowledge is the con-

trast between the attitude of the students of the mechanical and

physical sciences and that of the biologists, as regards their esti-

mate of the scope and k)gical character of their respective fields of
'

research.

Just at the time when the biologists were being led by their

enthusiasm for their discoveries in the genealogical relations of

species to regard biology as a science now prepared to pass from the

purely descriptive and dassificatory stage to that of a science capable

of assigning the causes and giving the explanation of the facts in

its domain, the students of mechanics were emerging from an evolu-

tion in exactly the opposite direction. The nature of this new atti-

tude can be summed up in the well-known words of Kirchhoff : that

the sole end of mechanics is to describe, as simply, completely and

conveniently as possible, the actual motions of bodies ; and that every

theor)*, law or hypothesis of mechanics is nothing more than a means

to this end and has no value or meaning except as it serves to attain

to this end.

The reason for this contrast is to be found more than in any-

thing- else, it seems to me, in the fact that students of mechanics,

either because of the trreater simplicity o£ the relations studied or on

account of the special intellectual preparation which studies in their

field demand, have found themselves preparc l earlier than any

other class of scientists to analyze thoroughly the logical processes

which they employ. They have thus been the hrst to recognize the

fact that explanation is nierels a means of "indirect description"

fMach)—to realize that between the search for the "why" and the

search for the "how" there is no ditterence but one of degree. So
that in this respect, and with regard to the ends and scope of their

researches in general, the biologists are to a large extent still in

bondage to certain views connected with metaphysical theories

whose iniluence they consciously or unconsciously undergo; while

the students of the mathematical and physical sciences have attained.
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uiiaitkd, and almost independently of any diRci influence by philo-

sophical speculations, to a concept of cause" and explanation"

differing little from iliai which is represented in the field of philos-

ophy by the analyses of Hume: that is, to conceive of the search

for causes, not as a search distinguishable from the search for siiiii*

larities and differences or from the processes of pure classification,

but rather as a search for cerUnn special smUanties (those which

exist between the various orders of succession among fscts) and for

egrfain special cUudReaHons (those based upon a recognition of the

rhythms or periods which such special similarities permit us to

establish).

Giardina*s book, besides the features to which I have referred,

seems to me interesting also as symptomatic of the growing partici-

pation of the biologists in those new conceptions which have led the

physicists and the student of mechanics to a clearer and more exact

recognition of the character and scope of the theories and hypotheses

of which they make use.

Though we may not be disposed to accept without some reser-

vation the conclusicms reached, or at least suggested and at times

implied, by our author, as regards this last consideration, we must

concede him the merit of having stated the questions clearly and of

having greatly furthered their discussion in Italy; as has Dricsch,

among others, in Germany.

One of the best pages in the book is the concluding discussion

of "causal inierences." In this the pragmatic conception of scientific

theories as expressions of conditioned expectation or instnmients

for the forecasting of possible experiments is expounded with great

clearness and accurac) :

"To every causal inference corresponds always an experiment,

eitlier actual or possible, or even simply thinkable. When we say,

for example, that probably the well-known asymmetry of the soles

depends upon an adaptation to their life at the bottom ut the sea

and upon the habit arising in this species, or in their progenitors, of

lying- nil one side upon the oj)a{iue bottom (a habit useful for many
reasons j,—in such a statement we are unconsciously uiaicing experi-

menis

—

ideal experiments. In fact, in the ultmiaie analysis, we are

simply making the following attirmation: that if we by any means
could have prevented the progenitors of the Pleuronectidae from

going to the bottom, there would not have arisen any asymmetrical

forms with the characteristics of the existing Pleuronectulac ;—or

again, once those progenitors had sunk to the bottom, if we had been
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able to make theni live on a transparent instead of an opaque bottom

prcihabl\ the migration of the cye, SO characteristic of the species,

would not have taken place.

"Thns when Darwin conceived the theory of natural selection,

wliich is one of the causal explanations of the orijarin of new species

from other pre-existing species, he did nothinsr after all but affirm

as probable, by analopfv w ith the results of aruiicial selection, that if

he had had the means of altering any one of the internal or external

conditions of life in an animal species and had been able to ascertain

exactly, or even approxmiately, what were the useful properties

jad what the diaracterlsttcs harmful to the species under the new
conditions, he would have effected the gradual elimination of the in-

dividuals presenting in more marked form the harmful characteris-

tics and a persistence of the individuals where the useful character-

istics were more pronounced ; and he would have been able to effect

the elimination of the interroediale type of the species and the con-

stitution of a new variety or species having in preponderance the

more useful chaiacteristics and therefore embodying in a maximum
degree those adaptations which had been up to then interpreted as

the expression of a finality of nature. The theory of selection thus

resolves itself into a complex of experiments—conceptually, if not

prscticaliy, possible." (P. 52.)

Giovanni Vailati.

WILLIAM THOMSON, LORD KELVIN.

Sir William Thomson, who at the height of his fame was

created the first Lord Kelvin, has died recently in his eifi^hty- fourth

year. He was one of the greatest mathematician* and physicist^ "f nil

ages, and his view? u^ny be considered as the c()n^c^ . ativo scientitic

conception of llie present age which just now is being vigorously

attacked with more or less success by a fraction of the rising

generation. He was born at Belfast, Ireland, June, 1824, and was

appointed professor of natural history at the l^niversity of Glasgow

in 1846. He held that ciiair until the close of his life. His in-

vestigations in the domains of mechanics, electricity, heat, mag-

n< ti>n], belong to the best scicuiilic works of our age. His little

textbook, An Elementary Treatise on Xatural Philosophy, which

he elaborated in company with 1'. G. Tait, has l)ecome a classic,

and ilierc is no one who has studied the subject but has used it in his
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scientific education. Lord Kelvin's discoveries have also been ap-

plied to practical life, as is shown for instance in the part he took

in laying the first cables across the Atlantic.

HUGO SCHUCHARDT ON ESPERANTO.

(Translation.)

To the Editor of Th€ Monist:

In the October number of The Monist yon place me "in the

tanks of Esperantists." That is not correct For twenty yeara

I have endeavored to demonstrate that from a philological stand-

point, whether the historical or psychological side be emphasized,

the possibility of an artificial international language tan not be

contested : and X have finally expressed myself in the May num-
ber of the Beilage sur AUgemeinen Zeitung, with repfard to and

against Bnigmann's point of view, and have especially declared

again as formerly against the simile of the homunculus. No!
"Languages are not living- organisms like animals" ; they are func-

tions like eating, walking, etc,

1 have never entered the lists for atrr Particular international

auxiliary language, neither for Volapiik nor t m Esperanto. I con-

sider the formation of such a languaq-e as both possible and desirable

and maintain the opinion that intercourse among the great nations

will some time be i>o regulated that as far as pi ><sibie each shall use

his native language and each shall understand those of foreign

countries.

Hugo Schuchardt.
Gratz, October 27, 1907.
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SoGUOLOGB. Positive Lehre von den menichlidien W<chtelf>niefauagen. Von
Gusttv RatMtHhoftr. Leipsic: BKoeUiftui, 1907. Pp. 231,

General Ratzenhofer's Sogiohgi* has been published by his son in a post-

humous edition. The General himself mav be remembered by many Ameri-

cans who met him at the Scientific Congress m St. Ix>uis. He was invited

here on that occasion as a repreMntttdve of sociology, but wm not permitted

to Teach home altve He died while on liis letnfii joancj, October 8^ 1904.

In tiie meantime hie ion has pttUtihed a little volume which contains the

Genernl'? vicw"^ on sociology. It treat', first of the elements of sociological

science, man's relation to his environment, the period of social development,

social relations, and the origin of social institutions. In the second chapter

tfie anfiior discusses tiie factors of social development, geologicat conditions

and the inheriled diqioaitions of man* tiie significance of race and the rdation

of the races among themselves, traditional degeneration, the stntggle for

existence, and the significance of the leading ideas in different ages. The
third chapter is devoted to social functions, to economy and politics. It con-

tarns e criticism of the program of the Social Democrats, explains the policy

of power npon whidi the State is founded, die relation of rdigion to pcriitieSy

and the private life of individuals. The fourth chapter treats of family* of

race affiliation sncli as Judaism, and of class affiliation such as aristocracy,

which constitute the idras of nation and societv The fifth chapter deals with

the prmciples of social development, individualism and socialism. It dis-

cosses integration and differentiation, progress and retrogression, liberty and
CODpnlsion, eqtmlity and authority, and finally the principles of the social

order. So far General Ratzenhofcr has considered the theories of sociology;

the last two diapters are devoted to their practical application. Chapter

six discusses the influence of individuals upon the sociai development, and

chapter sevoi enters into sonM practical problems, sudi as the relation of tiie

sexes, state hygienic tiie problem of law and its practice^ the executive power
of State and army. He investigates minutely the principle of militarism and
favors a diminution of the military burden. Finally he touches upon political

ewnomy, and his concluding words express his prospects of the future.

In the Preface General Ratzenhofer's son briefly sketdies the hfe of his

fitiier, who was bom m Vienna, July 4* 1849. His great-grandfather had
been a locksmith in Donauworth, afterward removing to Vienna. His grand-

father was distinguished by his fondness for thinking and inventing. He had
constrncted an arti^cial astronomical clock and could never liberate himself
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from the hope of perfecting a perpetuum mobile. The father of our author

w«s a typkal son of Vienna. He loved music and society* but was at tiie same
time a good business man. The SOU, later Lieutenant General Ratzenhofer,

onr author, inherited the temperament nf both his father and grandfather.

He could be very jolly, and at the same time he wa*- thoughtful and exact in

his work. His mother died at an early age, and so Dr. Ratzenliofer, the

editor, knows very little of her family. Our author grew up under very dUB-

cult conditions. His father had died when he was still at a tender afe» and
he entered the army as a cadet, but he had a hard time. His pay was small,

and yet he needed money to keep up appearances required by the social de-

mands of his position. He studied and worked with great diligence, and

finally was appointed a lieutenant in 1864. The Austrian wars in 1866 against

Prussia and the Bosnian occupation (i87iB) |»assed by wifliout any s^(iuficaiiee

in his career because ht was still in an inferior position. Gradually, however,

he became known, mainly througli his literary work, and when he had reached

his thirty-third year he entered the general staff, which was the begnming of

a more successful career. He married Fraulein Marie von Herget, and his

married life was to Uie very end a happy one. In i8g6 he was relieved of his

command of a brigade in Lemberg, and appointed President of the militaiy

courts of justice, in which high position, however, he did not find the satis-

faction which he had expected His juridical work vva>^ not to his liking, for

his sympathies and the emotions of his heart were tied down by definite legal

forms and regulatioas which he felt to be a very unwelcome restriction. In

consequence of a omAict which he had upon a question of principle, he quitted

active service and retired from the army. He accepted the invitation which

was tendered him in 1904 to attend the Scientific Congriess at St. Louis, but

this journey was the conclusion of liis life. He had not enjoyed a regular

scientiiic education, but had acquired his scientific knowledge by private study,

and yet he distinguished himself to a considerable degree mainly in tihe fidd

of sociological questions. It is especially remarkable that he, as an Austrian

and a man of military education, attained to a liberal view of conditions and
roused the interest even nf students outside the borders of his country.

Nevertheless we find that his views are greatly adapted to Austrian conditions,

and many of his opinions would be unintelligible unless we bear in mind the

conditions in the ^elopment of Austria, such as the overwhelming **—«*^'*«**

of the Hungarians, the clannishness of tiie Jews, and the complicatioiis wiucli

the Roman Church caused in the economy of the Austrian government.

Thuugli many may regard his views as based on prejudice, Austnans perhaps

will recognize in them the expression of a liberal minded man whose views

are mainly formed by the social conditions of the Austrian empire.

Philo. Par L'Abbc Jules Martin. Paris: Alcan. 1907 Pp. .?oi. Price, 5 fr.

Jules Martin, a Roman Catholic Abbot, has wnttai a splendid lxx>k on
Philo which bids fair to eclipse everything else that has been done in (hb Une.

The Abbot is well familiar with patristic literture and can speak widi antfior-

itf. He goes over the whole field by telling first the life of Philo. and dis-

cussing the works he has written, their authenticity, their date, their subjects,

etc. He then explains the ideas of inspiration, tlie allegorizing tendoiqr
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among the Jews and the early Christians, the ideas ol philosophers, and the

influence which Philo exercised on them.

Philo's philosophy is discussed in the second book, pages 49 to 104. Here

the author explains Philo's ideas of the nature of God. of the Logos, and the

multiplicity which he calls the powers of God« the world as exercising a func-

tion of dividing things and organizing them witli the several objects that exist

in material reality, the ideas of continued creation and of providence.

The third book is devoted to the relation of God to man, the significance

of philosophy in the recc^ition of the highest good and the ideal of perfec-

tioo, die means of grace, and Uie perfect life whidi was practised among the

£ssenes and the Therapeuts.

The fourth and last book, pages 209 to 298, discusses Philo's idea of the

universe, its constitution, its duration, time sj)ace. the mystic signiticance of

numbers, tiie stars, etc. Further the origin of the soul, the immortality of

the soul and its parts, the senses and the passions, the signifiawce of language,

adf-ooosdousnessy and the immortality of the soul. The Ust diapter explains

Philo's ideas of &mily and education, of city life, of slavery, of religion and
of tolerance. In conclusion Abbe Martin says that tw things arc rrmarkable:

tirst that Philo does not speak of the Messiali. and that he does not in any way
resemble the Pharisee as we know him from the Gospel. He has not the

namownett of a zealot* nor daet he admk that the sacri6ce of bulkidcs should

be r^rded as piety, for he indorses the spirit of Isaiah.

The Abbot says: "In spite of the numerous works which were devoted

to him in the eic;htcenth century, Philo is scarcely known to the readirc: pub-

lic except by name, nor has he exercised oUierwise a great induence. Piotinus,

Porphyry, and Proclus follow other masters. Many Christians during the

first ccotuiy have read Philo. and this mainly for the sake of the piety which

his works breathe. St Augustine studied Flotious. He did not study Philo,

he did not like the allegorical sense which Philo exhibits. During the Middle
Ages neither Jews nor Oiristians knew Philn . the scholars of the sixteenth

and those of the seventeenth century stu died him, but only to their own proht

The great labors of New Testament criticism during the last four centuries

have not given puUidly to the resemblances between the epistle to the He-
brews and Philo. Such was his fate» yet he does not deserve to be forgotten."

Ammig those who controlled Judaism and Greek civilisation he alone remains;

others who attempted the same, especially Hcrmippos anf! Ari'.tobulos, have

been lost, and so Philo has started one of the greatest movcmeius m the his-

tory of mankind.

The Abbot is perhaps more familiar with the patristic literature than any

otiber scholar, but in his investigation he has perhaps purposely omitted all

reference to the possible connection of Philo with the East, especially the

idea< which may have spread through Judaism into the Grxco-Roman world

innn ilie Zendavesta, in which the idea of the divnic world played such an

important part. This side of tlie problent lias been covered by i^iotesaor Mills

in his latest great work, Zaraihuskira, Philo, the Achmwttmds and Israel,

(Chicago: Open Court Publishing Co.. 1907.)
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La HuiLosoPHiE DE M. SuLLY Pbuduomme. Pat Camille Himon. Ftru:

Alcan, 1907. Vp. 464. Price, 7 <r« SO-

M. Sully PntdhODitne is one of the most famous authors of Frmce, but

outside (if France, althoitfrh wc hjive hcarH his name often, we zre -not very

familiar with his hterary significance. Here is a book that will help us.

Camille Hemon, professor at the Lyceum and Higli School at Is antes, has

undertaken tlie task of presentiiig to us in a Tolunimoas book a tnnunary of

Sully Pmdhomnie, as nan, poet, author, and phtlosoidier, which is furnished

with a preface by M. Sully Prudhonime himself. We will here limit ourselves

in briefly noting down the main events of M. Prudhommc's life. His real

name is Rene-Franqois-Armand Prudhomme. He was bom at Paris, Mardi

16, 1839. When he began to write he adc^ed the name "Solly^ as a kind

of auttor's pseudonym, and he chose it because it had been a nicknanie of his

father in his ciiildhood. In his second year he lost his father who had been

a business man. His mother, who was very delicate, did not exercise a great

influence upon him, nor did his uncle who was in charge of his education,

putting him at an early age intu a boarding school where he seriously realized

his homeless condition. He completed his studies at the Lyceum Bonapartet

to-day called Condorcet. Though he distinguished himself mainly in belUs

lettrcs, he chose the sciences as his specialty, and prepared himself for nn

examination to attend the Polytechnic. He took his bachelor's degree in the

sciences in 1857, and took a special course in mathematics, when a disease

of the eyes modified his plans and interfered with his scientific studies. He
had to give up the Pob'techic, but his good scientific education laid the basts

for a habit of exact methods and a taste for ab^raction. When he now for

the second time turned to belles letres, he passed his examination as bachelor

of letters at Paris in 1858. At that time he passed through a short but very

intense crisis of religious faith. In his mother's family circle he became

enthtisaastic for the dogmas and moral ideas of Catiiolidsm, but his fervor

did not last long. Having returned to Paris, he took up philosophy, studied

the works of Strauss and other religious critics, which profl i i J in him the

sad sentiment of despair which is echoed in his sonnets eniitU 1 Doubt "

Soon afterward he was engaged m commercial correspondence in the lactones

at Creusot, where he remained about 18 montiis. The year 1059 narks tiie

beginning of his poetic and especially also of his philosophical career. In his

leisure hours he begun to translate the first canto of De Nalura Rerum of

Lucretius, which he accompanied with a preface and a discussion which plainly

manifest the influence of German philosophy on him, especially that of Kant
Having returned to Paris he took up the study of jurisprudence, and estab-

lished hinudf at the same time as a desk in a Ic^ estabHduiient in t86i.

He found it as little to his advantage to Continue in this career as in his

industrial work. He continued to make verses and sometimes spent nights

at them. He communicated \Xitm first in a society of students of which he

was a member (it was called Conference La Bruyere) and from which

tfpmag many well-known audiors and renaricaUe statesmen. He Inherited

a little fortune which came at a very opportune time at tiiis moment of his

life, for it rendered his pen independent and gave him a solid foundation for

his life. His first work in verse entitled "Stanzas and Poems" appeared in

1865.
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Between 1868 and 1878 appeared several books of his ttitikled Solitode,

The IiD|»KtskMis of tlw War, Fimce, The Revolt of the Flowers, Dnrerse

Poems, The Desttnies, and The Zenith. He fek more than way other the

ter-ible year of 1870. He himself entered :is a volunteer in the mobile guard

which defended Paris during tlie siege, although his age of 30 would hrive

permitted him to serve in the less exposed national guard. The national

misliMtiine stimd his heart deeply, and the resak of it was the grand poems
entitled "Jastioe" and '^e Zenith." Among his philosophical works we have

U> mention one entitfed ''Expression in the Fine Arts," which is praised for

its scientific exactness so as to equal scientifically the essays of Helniholt2

and Chevreul. Anotlier plulosophical book of l.i'= is rntaled "What do I

Know? An Inquiry into Consciousness," and another scientific work is

entitled "The Origin of Terrestrial Life." In 1897 he published hii "Poetic

Testament" and his "Problem of Final Causes." In 1905 he wrote an essay

on 'True Religion According to Pascal," and Aree sociological studies, "The

H:-tco" of the Social State," "The Credit of Science" and "On National and

intemationai Lines." His last works arc "Fundamental Dt tmiDons of the

Most General and the Most Abstract Ideas" and his "Psychology ot i-ree

Will" An important woric of social philosof^y La Potstsdoa fkomme
Par thomm* is at present in preparation.

Thi Miko and the Brain. By Alfred Bind. ( International Scientific Series,

Vol. LXXXIX.) Ixjndon: Kegan Paul, i rench, Triibner & Co.

This is an authorized translation of the author's Vamc et le corps, and is

edited by Mr. F. Leggc. it is a contribution to a "problem" that will exercise

die wit of man tmtil he is better advised than he has as yet proved himsdf
to be. Has die connection between mind and mind : indeed the connection

between one period of the consciousness of a single mind and tlM next con>

joining period of the same ever yet been masterfully made plain? Had that

been done, might it not turn out that the "problem" to which this work is de-

voted would be perfectly solved by supposmg a comiuunity of nature more or

less between mind and what we take to be not^mind? Are there no "fiwts"

to support audi a sitppositloa?

In perusing su^ oontribntions as this book ; indeed, in perusing most of

tte contributions to pqfdiology, one is continually prompted to recall the

verses,

''Viewing ail Uungs uureniittingi>

,

In disconnection dull and spiritless."

If mind is anythmg, it is contmuous and not discrete. A "state" of con-

soousness is a fiction, and a misleading one at that. There is notliing what-

Cfer stttie about consdousncM. It is a continuous flow of sensibility. For
divem vaes, we insert into this continuous flow a variety of distinctions and
bonndaries. just as the geometer inserts into coutiniious space his distinctions

and boundaries Such distinctions while not arbitrary are yet artificial and are

liable to become traps for the unwary.

How is one "idea" connected with another.^ It ,\\c take the idea as a

single discrete entity flie "problem" is of course insoluble just as is the "prob-
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lem" of soul and body wlien each are taVrm n<^ incommunious with each oCfacT.

But suppose a communion more or less, and the "problem" vanishe*;

Ideas do not abut against one another with boundaries of cleavage, nor

sensation against perception, nor that agauut the next ranking activity of

mind. AU sitch appropriations of mind are vieiidius, each blending ineflFaUy

into neigfabctfing vicinities.

The conception of matter has become so attenuated under the illumination

of recent years that should it be ascertained tliai the details of our mental

furniture have mass it would be pretty hard to establish any distinction of

ultimate validity other than a distinction of degree between mental and
physical being.

Tt, of course, goes vv'ithout saying? that any work from the pen of M. Binet

i-^ 'specially distinguished as to its quality, and tl.at :t will present little if any-

thing that can be assailed upon the basis of his fundamental presuppositions.

P. C. RvssttL.

Syllab.\ry of Chinese Sounds. By Fricdrich H\rth. Extracted from Car-

negie Institution of Washington Publication No. 54, Research in Qiina,

Volume I, Fart II, pages 5x1-5^8. Jane, 1907.

The Carnegie Institution of Washington has published a small pamphlet

on Research in China entitled "Syllabary of Qiinesc Sounds" by Fricdrich

Hirth, which is a proposition to simplify Chinese transcription, and it would
be highly desirable if Chinese scholars could be prevailed upon to adopt it

for all practical purposes. The old transcriptions of WiUiantt and Wade,
though great improvements on the earlier ones of Ritchie* etc, contain some
drawbacks which Professor Hirth has adroitly removed. At any rate it would
be desirable to have uniformity of some kind in this chaos of methods. The
Syllabary itself contains 10 large pages, and tlic whole pamphlet with the

introduction is not more than twenty pages

La cioMRTRiE ANALVTiorE GEN^RALB. By H. LttureHt, Paris: Hermann, 19061

Pp 151 . Price, 6 francs.

Tlie autlior presents a new solution of the problem which has originated

in the domain of mathematics since the rise of non-Euclidean geometry. He
inscribes his book with the motto "If God has created the universe, man has
created space in order to explain and coordinate his sensations. He would
have created it of two dimensions if he had been condemned to immobility

and limited to the sense of sight." Without exactly agreeing with the nega-

tive part of his Statement we wilt set for^ the piupose of Professor Laurent
His book is an answer to the question, "What are the irreducible hypoth-

eses that must be made to find out the geometrical propositions of Euclid?^
He speaks of hypotheses, not f^f rixir-n'.^. f 1 he docs not intend to make use

of axioms. He simply cxamuics tin: ci :i 1 tiui Tire* of '"'.'rtam hypotheses and
their contraries. His ami is to build up an abstract, axid purely logical science

that has no other relation to geometry than the names of <^jects upon which
it speculates, and which have only as abstract an existence as nmnbera. A
chief j>oint in his exposition is the doctrine of "displacement without change
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of form," and he undertakes to prove that it is sufiicieiit on]y to modify this

proposition to chanf?c the Euclidean geometry into the one of Riemann or of

Lobatchewski or others less well known.

The present txx>k may accordingly be regarded as an introduction to the

general tiieoiy of tiie sotststation tiiak can be made for the different ge-

ometries, and we hc^ to be able to give it a more thorotii^ analysis after a

more carefnl study of the book.

Air *r rsTCHOUNns iniiitibvellb. Par Lueien Avriai. Rsris : Alcan. Price,

2 ft. 50

In the sketch with which this volume opens the author's purpose is to

illuminate or to direct the general tlieones of the beantiful, by the particular

experience of the individual. He thinks it may be useful, or at least inter-

esdoflt to define ^kut rdation of one's estlietical views with their application

in real life, with external influences, and with hereditary disposition. The
opinions about art discussed in this ''sketch" are taken up again and coni'

pleted in a review of the more rccait works published on the subject

Thi"! is followed by two notes, one on "Literary Tnvention, ' the other

on the "Association of Ideas," both connected with the "sketch."

Some "(Miservations on a Musician** form a new contribution to the

atady of the psychology of the individuaL

C16 cas t vivo B a6 cbb i ikwto bblla nuMonA m Hbgbl con un sagcio

u MBUOGBAfiA HKiLiAirA di Btiudettc Croct. Bari: Latersa ft Figli,

In our days when Hegelian pf il ( M ph) still continues to influence our

iinixersitics although it is claimed to be antiquated, an investigation such as

Benedetto Cruce hab undertaken niUbt be regarded as umeiy. He investi-

gates what survives and what is practically dead in tiie Hegel system. He diS"

cossea Hcgd^s dialectica and oonocption of morality. He points out tiie false

application of Hegel's philosophy and the truth that is contained in it He
comes to the conclusion that Hegel has not overcome dualism and imds it

impossible to accept Heg< 1 s philosophy as a whole without having it first

thoroughly subjected to a carciui cruici!>m.

Nbrsche's Zaratbustba. Von Prof, Karl Knoris. Halle: Peter, jgcd

Pp. 66.

This pamphlet is an enthusiastic account of N letzsclie's philosophy, with

special reference to his Tkm Spake Zarathuslra. Professor Knortz puts his

own interpretation on this exceedingly radical i^ilosopher, and sees in him
one of the most original and interesting phenomena in modem thought. \Vc

do not agree with Professor Knortz. but we have read his pamphlet with

pleasure, and will only add that the historical Zoroaster it at present too

well kiiown not to disturb us in having him. the great preacher of Ahura

Maada» the Lord Omnipotent, represent Nietzsche's atheism. We will further

add that the name Zarathustra does not mean "God Star," as was supposed

some time ago. Though the origin of the name is doubtful, scholars all agree
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that ustro means "camel" ; while the hrst part oi the word may mean "tierce^"

or ^'tonnentiiiff/' or "^bing" or "oU.** The mme ii ccftiinly « gmuioe
personal name and testifies most clearly to a real pefionaliljf who bore it, for

a more prosaic name could not have been invented ior the leader of a most

effective religious reform.

Taa Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas. By Edward Wi^ster'

marck. London : Macniillan, 1906 Two volnmr s. Vol. I. Pp 716.

The well-known author o£ the History of Human Marriage analyses in

the present volume the moral concepts of right, wrong, duty, justice* virtue

merit, etc, and finds tiiat there are two Idnds of moral emotioaa» indignation

and approval, at the bottom of every moral concept (p. 131). The main inter-

est of the book lies in the enormous material which Westermarck has collected

on homicide, parricide, feticide, human sacrifices, blood revenge, capital pun-

ishment, the duel, charity, hospitality, slavery, etc

Westermarcl^a philosophical attitude is broog^t out in the following

passages

:

"Our moral consciousness belongs to our mental constitution, wliich we
cannot change as we please. We approve and we disapprove because we can-

not do otherwise. Can we help feeling pain when tlie fire burns us? Can
we help synpatiiixing widi our friends? Are tiiese phenomena ksa necessary,

less powniol in their consequences, because they fall within the subjective

sphere of experience? So, too, why should the moral Uw command less

obedience because it forms part of our own nature?

"Far from being a danger, ethical subjectivism seems to me more likely

lo be an acquisition for moral practice. Could it be brought home to people

that there is no absolnte standard in morality, they would perhaps be some-
what more tolerant in their judgments, and more apt to listen to the voice

of reason. If the right has an objective existence, the moral consciousness

has certamly been playing at bimdman s butt ever since it was born, and will

ccmtinue to do so until the extinction of the human race. But who does admit

this? The popular mind is always inclined to believe that it possesses the

knowledge of what is right and wrong, and to regard public opinion as die

reliable guide of conduct. We have, to be sure, no reason to regret that there

are men who rebel agamst the estnhlishcd rules of moralitv; it is moic lie-

plorablc that the rebels arc lew. and that, cuit^equeutly, Uic uiU ruic^ aumge
SO sbwly. Far above the vulgar idea that it has its existence in each indi>

vidual mind, capable of any expansion, proclainnng its own right to exist, if

needs he. venturing to make a stand against the whole world. Such a con>

viction makes for progress."
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PLANT BREEDING

NiLSSON AND BURBANK
BY

Hugo De Vries, Professor of Botany in the University of Amsterdam

A scientific txmk In simple tangnage. Intensely interesting as well as instxnctive. Of
qMcial valne to every botanist, horticaltnrlst and farmer.

Pp. XV + $S0, Illostrated with 114 beautiful half tone plates from nature. Printed on
fine paper* in large type. Clotb, gilt top. Price, $1.50 net. Mailed, $1.70.

SmfpiUdbyyourdtaUr; ordmt^ on reeei^i ofyour onter with the maiiing^frieg.

'^Naturally I have perused the contents of your book,

Plant Breeding, with intense interest. Therefore I first of

all beg you to accept my heartfelt thanks for the exceedingly

appreciative and sympathetic representation of the work of

our institution here, and indeed of my own part therein.

Next I must congratulate you most cordially upon the excel-

lent service you have performed in this standard work. It is

simply marvelous I The clear, concise presentation, the con-

sistent, sustained treatment of the whole history of selection in

agricultural plants according to your modem theory which

now, at last, makes everything clear, the masterful disposition

of the rich and manifold material—all unite to make this book

decidedly the best which has been accomplished along this

hne up to now,*'

Extract from a letter Professor De Vrkshy Dr* Hjalmar Nil^son of the

SvedisA Agricultural Experiment Station at Svalof,

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 1322 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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The Storv of S&msoii ^ ^ ^i^*
^ ious Development of Mankind.

By Paul Cants. 80 illustrations. Pp. 188. Comprehensive index.

Boards, ^1.00 net. (4s. 6d. net.)

Dr. Cares contend* that Sammi'ft pfolotype is to be fouad in those traditions of all prim-

itive historical peoples which relate to a solar deity. He believes that geaoine tradition, no

matter how mythological, is more conservative than is at first apparent. Thonj^h thf bibli-

cal acoonnt of Samson's deeds, like the twelve labors of Heracles, is the echo ol an ancient

Mhr epic which glorifies the deeds of Shamaeh in Ilk adgiatiaii through the twelvo ngna of

tfkendbc, then may have been a Hebrew bero whose deeds reminded the leraelitee of She-

mash, and so his adventutee were told ^th modiflettions which natnrallf made the solar

legends dnsler about his personality.

References are fully given, anthnrities quoted and comparisons are carefnlb,' dmwn be-

tween Samson on the one hand, and Heracles, L^hamash, Melkarth anti Sie;;(ric(i on the

otner. The appendix contains a controversy between Mr. Geo. W. bhaw and the author in

which is discossed at some length the tdatioa hetwera myth and history.

Cblnese Thought i^^^J^ 2 SSiCharacter*

Chinese World*

Conception. By Paul Cams. Beinga continuation of the author's essay*

Chinese Philosophy. Illustrated. Index. Pp. 195. $1.00 net. (4s. 6d.)

This book cootsias mnch that is of very great interest in the developOMnt of Chinese

caltoie. Beginning in tlm first chapter with a stndy of the earliest modes of thooght-com-

mnnicatioo among primitive people of different parts of the world, and tracing the grov/th <^

the present systemof Chinese caligraphy. In "Chinese Occultism" some interesting Oriental

mystical ideas are explained as well as the popular methods of divination by means of tri*

grsms and the geomancer's compass. In a special chapter the sodiacs of different nations

are compared with reference to the Chinese sodiac and also to a possible oommoo Babylon-

ian cri^^in This chapter coDtains maoy rare aod valuable illustrations representing almost

all known zodiac; from those of Egypt to the natives of the Western hemisphere. The in-

floersce of L onfuciua i^i discussed, and a hurri&i recapitulation of the most important pomts

in Chinese history is given together with a review of the long novel which stands in the place

ola national eiiic. ChlatM dtanderisties and aodil conditions have their place ia this

vofauM as wdl as the part played In China by Cliristian missions^ and the Introdvction of

Western commercialism. The author's object is to furnish the necessary material for a psy
cholof ica! appreciation of the Chinese by sketchinf^ the main characteristic f«»aTnres of the

ideas which dominate Chinese thought and inspire Chinese morality, hriping thereby to oon*

tritmte a little toward the realization of peace and gocxi wtil upon earth.

Chinese Life and Customs ^lu.'^S.^^.^SS
by Chinese artists. Pp. 114. 75c. net. (3s. 6d. net.)

TUebook isUtHe mofolhan acompihuion of Chinese illnstxationsaeoompaaied with only

wm mnch text se will snffioe to ex|riain them* and what fnrdier material has been added is

merely io the way of quotations from Chinese literature. The intention is to make the

Chinese people characterize themselves by word and picture. Child rhymei, love lyrics and

smgs of revelry are introduced in translation from Chinese poetry which is recognized as

daesieaL ThniOnstretkins which form the great body of the book are from tho most aathen-

tie Chinese sooice of information concerning modem life in China nimflected by the aggies

sive Occidental foreigners. The book is divided into chapters on "Annual Festivals."

"TrKlnstries and Foreign Relation'^, " "Confucianism aod Ancestor Worship," "Taoism and

Buddhism," "Childhood ai.d Kducation," "Betrothal and Marriage," "Social Customs and
Travels. "Sickness and Death."

TBOD OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO» 1322 Wabash Av«h Chicago
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PALMS OF PAPYRUS:

Bang Forthright Stndiea of Men and Bodti, whh loaie pag^ from a Man'a Inner life

By MICHAEL MUNJllAN
AMktt rf BtmgmM Vtna^ tie,

TH£ BEST AND MOST CHARACTEIUSTIC COLLECTION OF HIS WRITINGS
WHICH THE AUTHOR HAS THUS FAR BEEN ENABLED TO MAKE

PALVfS OF PAPYRUS will be printed from a new and handsome font ofe!even-point type, on a fine Engtiah
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Second Edition, thoroughly Corrected

and Revised, with Portrait,

Species and Varieties:
Their Origin by Mutation

By Huf^o de Vries
Professor of Botany in the University of Amsterdam.

Edited by Daniel Trembly Mac Dougal, Director,

Dcputmeat of Botanical Rnearch, Carnegie Inititution of WaahingttMi
xxiii+ S30 pages

HE belief has prevailed for more than half

a century that species are changed into new
t \ pes very slowly and that thousands of

years were necessary for the development
(if a new type of animal or plant. After

twenty years of arduous investigation Professor dc Vries

has announced that he has found that new species originat-

ed suddenly by jumps, or by "mutations," and in conjunc-

tion with this discovery he offers an explanation of the

qualities of living organisms on the basis of the concep-

tion of unit-characters. Important modifications are also

proposed as to the conceptions of species and varieties as

well as of variability, inheritance, atavism, selection and

descent in general.

The announcement of the results in question has excited

more interest among naturalists than any publication

since the appearance of Darwin's Origin of Species, and

marks the beginning of a new epoch in the history of

evolution. Professor de Vries was invited to deliver a series

of lectures upon the subject at the University of California

during the summer of 1904, and these lectures are offered

to a public now thoroughly interested in modern ideas of

evolution.

The contents of the book include a readable and orderly

recital of the facts and details which furnish the basis for

the mutation-theory of the origin of species. All of the

more important phases of heredity and descent come in

for a clarifying treatment that renders the volume
extremely readable to the amateur as well as to the trained

biologist. The more reliable historical data are cited and
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the results obtained by Professor de Vries in the Botanical

Garden at Amsterdam during twenty years ot observations

are described.

Not the least important service rendered by Professor

de Vries in the preparation of these lectures consists in the

indication of definite specific problems that need investi-

gation, many of which may be profitably taken up by any-

one in a small garden. He has rescued the subject of

evolution from the thrall of polemics and brought it once
more within reach of the great mass of naturalists, any one
of whom may reasonably hope to contribute something

to its advancement by orderly observations.

The text of the lectures has been revised and rendered

Into a form suitable for permanent record by Dr. D. T.

MacDougal who has been engaged in researches upon the

subject for several years, and who has furnished substan-

tial proof of the mutation theory of the origin of species by
his experimental investigations carried on in the New
York Botanical Gardens.

Moe, pattp«id$ft.OO(Slt.)neL szi]i4-890iMges,8TO.,cloth,gilttop

The Open Court Publishing Company
1322 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

London: Kegan Paul» Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.

t90

T/ie Open Court Publish'mg Co.

1892 Wabatk Avenue^ Chicago

Gentlemen:

PUate enter an order^for the undersigned for -cop qf

Hugode Vries* **Species and f 'arieties, Their Origin MtUatiomf*'

ai $6,00 per copy, Jbr trhich Jind enclosed

far $ Address the book asJbUotos:
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NEW shakespi:are,ana
A Quarterly Review devoted to the Higher Criticism of Shakes-
peare, and Record of Shakespearean Scholarship and Study and
contemporaiy and eomnt review of tbeir Uteratiire. Conducted
by the New York Shakespeare Society, whose membenhip in-
cludes every dietingaished Shakespeare Scholar in Europe and
America.

Imperial 8vo. Illustrated. 75c the copy, $2.50 the year in advaiiM*

El^bth-Ninth jear, with "Sliakespcareana" (1864-1905) the Iwcntj-First jear.

I^JEW SHAKESPBAREANA is tb« only magazine devoted to its exclusive field published m
Engliih, and ooe ol tho ooly two sncb periodtoilt paUiabad is the worid^tbe other beiac

the " ]shrbacb ** ol the Goriaaa Sbaketpeaie Sociotf, tnoed umiudtf. No Mmplo copies are

loniisbed.

"None will deny that the extinguishment of "Shakespearean^** in 1^04 was a real loss to

letters. It is therefore with particular satisfaction that we leara that the Shakespeare Soctetv of

New York, with the most favorable outlook has re-established it under die title, ''New Sb^a»
peareana '—7Vs»« Saturday Kevit iv of Books, April ij^

" Diese neue Shakespeare-Zettachrift tat aebr willkommeB."—ya4r^il der Dtutstkm SJ^ka-
feart UesrlLu kaff. iqo3.

"Coming from so dignified and notable a source as The New York Shakespeare Society, New
Shakespeareana' is of course scholarlj hi teoe^ dignified in porpoae and aroitlc In form."—AScv
York Dramatic Mirror, October xa, 190S.

" X--!> Shakespeareana appeals Strongly to all Shakeapaaraan atadeata."-»!A<W«r cmd Qmma
^London) November xath, 1904.

THE SHAKESPEABwE FRJLSS, Publishers
W£STFI£XD. UNION COUNTY N£W J£Bi.S£Y, U. S. A.

The Bonkside Shakespeare
The Comedies, Histories and Tragedies of Mr. William Shakespeare as presented at the

Globe and Biackfriar'i Theatres eirta AS9Z'z6a2, being the text Inralahed the Players, in paralM

pages iridi the fint revised folk 4ext ol ifiaj, facsittiled, with oritlcnl intvodecllans cooosming die

external and circumstantial evidences presented by both texts. Edited by Appletoa Mofgaa,
A. M I L D. , President of the New York Shakespeare Society. Twenty one volarrn?? de laxe.

T^ice One Hundred Dollars. With the Bankside Restoration Series— [ten plays rewritten during

the Restoration period— 1664-1669—the iirst folio text paralleled in facsimile with the versions of

D'Avenant, Dryden* Ravenacroft» SbadwdU Tate, Crowne, Shirley and Aognstlne Fbillipe—ia fae

dmile, paralleled with the first folio text: with Chronicle Introdactlons. Bachcopy of each volume
hand'oombered]—One Hundred and Fifty-five Dollars. The New York Shakespeare Society re-

serving the right to advance these prices at any time.

"In America the most valuable of contributions to the textual study of Shakespeare is The
Baokside Shakespeare under the general editorship of Dr. Appleton Morgan, each in a separate
volume prefixed by a critical essay from the pen of a Shakespearean sdhdar of repute/*—Tm
Life of Shakxspbarb {Library Edition). By Sidney Lee, page 268.

"As Americans we should he proud of the Bankside Shakespeare. Nothing to Compaie with
it has ever been contemplated before."

—

Richard Hbnri Stoddard (1886).

Address all Oorrespondeaee and Bemittanees to

THE 3HAKBSPEARB PRES5
(Mntefs to Ihs New York Shalmpswe Sociciy)

WBSTRBLD. NEW JBRSBY. U. S. A.
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Our Children
Hints ftom Practical Experience for •

Parents and Teachers. By Paul Cams
Pp. ii07. tl.OO net. (4s. 6 d. net)

In the little book Our Children, Paul Carus offers a unique contribution to peda*
|R)gicaI literature. Without anj' theoretical pretensions it is a strong? defense for

Vie rights of the child, dealing witli the responsibilities of parentliuud, and with
the first inculcation of fundamental ethics in the child mind and the true principles

of correction and guidance. Each detail is forcefully illustrated by inforrnal

Incidents from the author's experience with bis own cliildren, and his suggestions
will proTe of the greatest possible value to voung mothers and kindergartners.
Hintaas to the first acquaintance with all branches of knowledge are touched
upon—mathematics, natural sciences, foreign languages, etc.— and practical

vMom la v^gtad to tiio tieataent of iumi^, bygkoe Mid fimilar probkoia.

PRESS NOTICES
faiatniCtiv% tUalMwk deserves acrious perusal and praiMk"

-CHICAGO RECORD-HERALD.
** 'Our Children' has a value which it is difflealt to exagserate. The atronff common sense of

ti v Ux k .ut a whole aaa battir ba Jndsad ftvm an a«t«Mt than Aram anjr praisa % howvnt

"It is difficult t'l c ir I t i . e of anything cominfr up in relation of i>arent or teacher to n l i' !

which does not hod discu«»ion or MiKaestton in this compact and helpful little ImkiK. It w lii be
annidtapawtaaodtMclmaawywhiia anadncation for them n<> h-ss thiin for the child."

—THK CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.

"From my own personal point of view I can only welcome tiiis volume in our pedatruKical
Gterature and expr^M tlMlMpatliakiinMV become a houaehold \yook in the library of tVaiT
parant and teacher." . M. P. £. GROSZMANN. Pd. D..

DfawetorOioaMMinn School for NerroiM Childran

**Mr. Cams writes 5n a moet practical manner upon his subject, fietting Iwfore the render the
rariotts problems ct>mmon to all parent* in dealing with their ofTsprinjr. This book ia admirable
throusrhout in the author's treatment of his Hubject.s. a-s the book is built fraa tlM aaparfaneaa
«f MKsnta and teachers and. therefore, cannot fail to be practicable."

-THE BOSTON HERALD.

f^or the tnunlnraCchOdNa X know «f no feook In which there ia much value in a small
• aa in thia/* -THE TYLER PUBLISHING CO.

*^ttle thinga are recommendad that will appeal to the child's onderstandinir and add to hi«
-CLEVELAIW FLAIM DBAUSB.

TElBaalliorliufrvrn to the world a carefa],lovfai8;thoaglitftilMtofivkatrtiidiaMgrVenMd
pnfitlatbabnntcini; up of the yoong."

--^ram MAMTIi^ TILE AMD 6BATB IIOMTBLT.

tiiataay panntiHio thouffhtfol^ Madaand atodies this book will be richly
I ba paints with srowinr chtldnn tingr win keep the book by them fay
not farinn nika Dot iwraimipathatfe aoggcatiaa."

I* NEWS (Danville. HI)

In touch with a mind that is acecurtaoMd taalnoara and
lanplaa form serious notion of parenthood. Thaantbortcmdiaa

with a flna Mnae of feeling for the warm spot' In it
dealina. worklly pnidenea. armpathr with anfamlik Haatmsat atn
and punishment, axa aooia of tba mora impoitant thswiw nt tka- SUBURBAN.
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NOTEWORTHY SERIES OF ARTICLES IN LATE
NUMBERS OF THE BIBUOTHECA SACRA^^

The Latest Translation of the Bible
By HENRY M. WHITNEY

L ProUems and Difliculties. April, 1902.

II. Aims and Results. July, 1902.

in. From Another Standpoint October, 1902.

IV. Supplementary. January, 1903.

V» The Question of Modemness in the Light of two
examples. Apnl, 1903.

VL Additional Points— Chiefly as to Rhetoiicai Method.

ApnL 1904.

VIL Cbnceimng Certain Other Versions, qiore or leas in the

modem. January, 1905.

VIIL A Few Fmal Tests. AprflJ905.

DC Concenung Idiom. July, 1907.

The Diseases of the Bible

By EDWARD M. MERRINS^ MJ>.

Biblical Epidemics of Bubonic Plague. ApiiL 1904.

Deaths of Antiochus IV., Herod the Great, and Heiod
Agiippa I. Jtdy, 1904.

The Malady of Saul, King of Isiad. October, 1904.

Did Jesus Die of a Broken Heart? January and Apnl, 1905.

The Abasement of Nebuchadnezzar. October, 1905.

The Powers of Darkness. April and July, 1 906,

The Patience of Job. April, 1 907.

St PauTs Thorn in the Flesh. October, 1907.

Persons desiring these valualjle mtica of papen can obtain ihcm for 35 cents a number,

or $2.70 for either series, or $4.80 for both series, or $6 00 iot the volume* 1902-1907
inclusive. Foreign postage of 8 cents a number, abdilional. Addien

Bibliotheca Sacra Co., Oberlin, O.,U.SJ^.
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THE JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY
ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF
TEACHERS OF GEOGRAPHY IN ELEMENTARY, SECOND-

ARY, AND IN NORMAL SCHOOLS
EDITED BY

RICHARD ELWOOD DODGE.
Professor of Geography, TeacKert College, New York Cify.

THE Journal of Geography, published by Teachers Collegep Columbia

University, New York City, is a magazine for TEACHERS of

gecgraphy in Elementary, Secondary and Normal Schools It contains

articles for teachers, notes concerning recent geographical events and

stimulative metinods of teaching, notices of recent publications and re-

views, ft is the only magazine in America specially devoted to the

TEACHING of Geography.

SUBSCRIPTIONS AT $1.00 A YF.AK (Ten Numbers) MAY BEGIN WITH ANY NUMBER.
Send iur a sample cop/ or mail a dollar bill for a year's subscription lo

THE JOURNAL OF QEOQRAPHY
TBACneRS GOLLBQB. NBW YORK CffV.

THE CHINESE LANGUAGE ilSI?
A Manual for ae^ioners. by SIR HALILR UILLIER, K. C. M. G., C B.

ANEW Chinese grammar has appeared which, as we
learn from private sources, is being used officially by

the English authorities for the preparation of their can-

didates for office in the English colonies of China. The
author says in the preface: "The present work is intended

to meet the wants of those who think they would like to

lean Chinese but are discourac^ed by the sight of the for*

midable text-books with which the aspirins student is con-

fronted; is especially intended for the use of army officers,

of missionaries, and of youn^r business men connected with

the trade interests of China who wish to commence
the study of the language ih England with a view to con-

tinuing it in the country itself pp. 2^, Price, $3J5 net.

THE ORN GOVRT PIIBLISBIN6 GOHPANY. U22 Wahash Ave^ GHIGAGO
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Space and Geometry In
the liglit ol Pliystolog-
Ical, Psycliological and
Pliyslcal Inquiry. By
Dr. Ernst Mach, Emeritus Pro-

fessor in the University of Vienna.

From the German by Thomas J.

McCormack, Principal of the

LaSalle-Peru Township High
School. 1906. Cloth, gilt top.

Pp. 143. $1.00 net. (5s. net.)

In these essays Professor Mach di»-

cuises the questions of the nature.origin.and

development of our concepts of space from
the three points of view ot the physiology
and psychology of the senses, history, and
physics, in allwhich departments his pro-

lound researches have gained for him an
authoritative and commanding position.

While in most works on the foundations of

geometry one point of view only is empha-
sixed—be it that of logic, epistemology, psy-

chology, history, or the formal technology
of the science—here light is shed upon the subject from all points of view combined,
and tlie different sources from which the many divergent forms that the science of

space has liistorically assumed, arc thus shown forth with a distinctness and precision

that in suggestiveness at least leave little to be desired.

Any reader who possesses a slight knowledge of mathematics may derive from
these essays a very adequate idea of the abstruse yet important researches of meta-
geometry.

Tlie Vocation of Man* By Johann Gottlieb Fichte. Translated
by William Smith, LL. D. Reprint Edition. With biographical intro-

duction by E. Ritchie, Ph. D. lyot). Pp. 185. Cloth, 75c net. Paper, 25c;

mailed, 31c. (Is. 6d.)

Everyone familiar with the history of German Philosophy recognizes the im-
portance of Fichte's position in its development. His idealism was the best exposition

of the logical outcome of Kant's system in one of its principal aspects, while it was
also the natural precurs r of Hegel's philosophy. But the intrinsic value of Fichte's

writings have too often been overlooked. His lofty ethical tone, the keenness of his men-
tal vision and the purity of his style render his works a stimulus and a source of satisfac-

tion to every intelligent reader. Of all his many books, that best adapted to excite an
interest in his philosophic thought is the Vocation of Man, which contains many of his

most fruitful ideas and is an excellent example of the spirit and method of his teaching.

The Rise ol Man. a sketch of the Origin of the Human Race.

By Paul Carus. Illustrated. 1906. Pp. 100. Boards, cloth back, 75c net.

(3s. 6d. net.)

Paul Carus, the author of The Rise of Man, a new book along anthropological
lines, upholds the divinity of man from the standpoint of evolution. He discusses the

anthropoid apes, the relics of primitive man, especially the Neanderthal man and the

ape-man of DuBois, and concludes with a protest against Huxley, claiming that man has
risen to a higher level not by cunning and ferocity, but on the contrary by virtue of his

nobler qualities.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 1322 WabAsK Ave.. Chicago
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Aristotle on His Prede-
cessors* Being the first book
of his metaphysics. Translated
from the text of Christ, with intro-

duction and notes. By A. E.
Taylor, M. A., Fellow of Merton
College, Oxford; Frothingham
Professor of Philosophy in Mc-
Gill University, Montreal. Pp.
160. Cloth, 75c net. Paper, a5c
postpaid.

This book will be welcome to all

teachers of philosophy, for it !• a transla-

tk>n made by a competent hand of the

most important essay on the history of

Greek thouirht down to Aristotle, written

by Aristotle himself. The original served
this great master with his unprecedented
encyclopedic knowledge as an introdnc*
tion to nis Metaphysics; but it is quite

apart from the rest of that work, forming
an independent essay in itself, and will re-

main forerer the main source ofourinfor-

mation on the predecessors of Aristotle.

Gaosidering the fanporUnce of the book, it ts strange that no translation of it appears
to have been iiindc since the publication of that l)y Bckkcr in 183 1.

The present translation has been made from the latest and most critical Greek text
available, the second edition of W. Christ, and pains have been taken not only to repro-
duce it in readable English, but also to indicate the exact way in which the translator

understands everjr word and clause of the Greek. He has lurtlicr noted all the im-
portant divergencies between the readings of Christ's text and the editions of Zdlar
and Bonitz, the two chief modern German exponents of Aristotelianism.

Not the least advantage of the present translation is the incorporation of the trans-

lator's own work and thought He has done his best, within the limited space fie has
allowed himself for explanations, to provide the student with ample means of judging
loT^imself in the light of the most recent researches in Greek philosophical literature,

the value of Aristoue's account of previous tiiought as a piece of historical criticisni.

Zarathushtra, Philo, the Achaemenlds and IsraeL
A Treatise Upon the Antiquity and Influence of the Avesta. By Dr.
Lawrence H. Mills, Professor of Zend Philology in the University of

Oxford. 1906. Pp. 460. Cloth, gilt top. $4.00 net.

Professor Lawrence H. Mills, the great Zendavesta scholar of Oxford, England, has
devoted his special attention to an investigati«>n and comparison of the relations that

obtain between our own religion, Christianity—including its sources in the Old Testa-
ment scriptures—and the Zendavesta, offering the results of his labors in a new book
that is now being pul'lishcd by The Open Court Publishing Company, under the title,

''Zarathushtra, Philo, the Achaemenids and Israel, a Treatise upon the Antiquity and
Influence of the Avesta." We need scarcely add that this subject is of vital importance
in thcolog>', for the influence of Persia on Israel and also on the foundation of the

Christian faith has been paramount, and a proper knowledge of its significance is in-

d ispen

s

able for a comprehension of the origin of our faitft

Babel and Bible. Three Lectures on the Significance of Assyrio-

lo^ical Research for Religion, Embodying the most important Criticisms

and the Author's Replies. By Dr. Friedrich Dt litzsch, Professor of Assyr-

,- iology in the University of Berlin. Translated from the German. Pro-

fusely illustrated. 1900. Pp. XV, 240. $1.00 net.

A new edition of "Babd and Bible," comprising the first, second and third lectures

by Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch. complete with discussions and the author's replies, has been

published by The Open Court Publishing Company, making a stately voluinc of 255

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 1322 Wabaah Av«.. Chicago
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fri»|^^t»i^|l CL/»tli|1oi**^A Sketch of His Life and an Appre
A Ali:;iUAVll k:JVlUUi:^A

^i^^ion His Poetrv. Bv Dr. PauPaul

Cams. Profusely illustrated.

1905. Pp. 102, octavo.

Boards, cloth back, illustrated

cover, 75c net. (3s. 6d.)

"This adequately illustrated and

tastefully bound volume by Mr. Paul

Carus is an admirable memorial of the

recent Schiller Centenary. In addition

to a biographical sketch we have two

thoughtful essays by Dr. Carus on

Schiller as a philosophical poet and on

Schiller's poetry. Both have well-

chosen selections of considerable extent,

and ii was a good idea to present these

illustrative excerpts in both German and

English."

—

T/if Outlook.

Eros and
Psyche
A Fairy Tale ol
Ancient Greece.
Retold After Apu-
leius. By Dr. Paul
Carus. Half-tone
reproductions, with
ornamental bor-
ders, of the famous
illustrations of Paul
Thumann. Printed
from pica type on
Strathmore deckle-

edge paper, ele-

gantly bound, and
with classic cover
design by E. Bied-
e rmann. One of
the quaintest stories

of the world's folk-

lore. Pp. XV, lOH.

Souvenir edition
with 41 beautiful

pen-and-ink draw-
ings and eleven
half-tone plates.
Strathmore paper,

gilt top. $1.50 net.

(6s. net.)

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.. 1322 Wabash Ave.. Chicago



Spinoza

and Religion
By

Elmer Ellsworth Powell

Professor of Philosophy in Miami

University

This book is accurately described on the title page as " a

study of Spinoza's metaphysics and of his particular utter-

ances in regard to religion, with a view to determining the

significance of his thought for religion and incidentally

his personal attitude toward it."

PRESS NOTICES
" Professor Powell has produced an exceedingly able and authoritative

book. Few will read it without feeling that it settles for them the question of
Spinoza's real attitude to God and to religion. And those who read it will obtain
incidentally the benefit of a clear and consistent presentation of the whole philo-

sophic system of one of the most difficult to understand of all the great thinkers
of European history."

—

The Olasgow Herald.

"It is a particularly illuminating exposition of the whole subject that is here
given by Professor Powell .... A book of uncommon intelligence, acumen
and carefulness of investigation."

—

The Chicago Evening Post.

"It is an exceedingly attractive presentation of the life and times of Spinoza
and_of his attitude toward scholarship and truth."

—

Journal of Education.

" Altogether, Professor Powell makes out a goodjcase for the main propo-
sition, and his work is likely to affect current opinion as to the general position

of Spinoza, in the course of religious thought. He will have to be counted with
by every student of philosophy and religion, and should be specially studied by
those who claim that Spinoza is specifically a Jewish philosopher."

—

The Amer-
ican Hebrew.

"Throughout the author demonstrates his familiarity with the field and his

liveliness of interest. The stylo, furthermore, is excellent."

—

The Nation.

Pp. xi -f-344. Price, cloth $1.50 net (7s. 6d.)

The Open Court Publishing Co.,

1322 Wabash Ave., ... Chicago 111., U. S. A.



the Creative
Imaginatioiu ByProf.Th.
Kibot. Translated from the
French by A. H. N. Baron, Fel-

low in Clark Univeruty. 1906.

Cloth, icilt top. Pp. 857. $1.76
net. (7s. 6d. net.)

Imagination is not the possesskm
onl> of the inspired few. but t« n ftmc-
Uuii of the mind common to aii meti in

•OQie d«gr«e; and mankuid has displayed
as much imagination in practical !if«* as
in its more emotiotul pitases— in incch-
aiiical, military, industrial, and commer-
cial inventions, in religious, and political

institutions as well as in the sculpture,
painting, poetry and song. This is

die central thought in the new book of
Th. Ribot, the well-known psychologist,
modestly entitled An Essay on the
Creative Imagination.

It is a classical exposition of a branch
of psychology which nas often been dis-

cussed, but perhaps never before in a
thoroughly scientific manner. Although
the {jrely reproductive imagination has been studied with considerable enthusiasm frofli i
time to time, the creative or constructive variety has been jgeneralty neglected and it

popularly supposed to be confined within the limits of esthetic creation.

:ed and

%
okntc ana 'Out CWMffeHa Hints from Practical Experience for Parents and-

Teachers. By Paul Cams. Fp* 207. $1.00 net. (is. 6d. net.) I

In the little book Our Children, Paul Cams oflFers a ttntque contributioB to peda-
^

gogical literature. Without nny theoretical i>n tensions it is a strong defense for the

rights of the child, dealing with the responsibilities of parenthood, and with the first

inculcation of tundamentai ethics in the child mind and the true principles of correc-

tion and guidance. Each detail is forcefully il!ii-^tratc(l by informal incidents from the I

authf>r's experience with his own children, and his suggestions will prove of the gjreatest I

possil)le value to young mothers and kindergartners. flints as to we first acquaintance
|

with all liranches of knowledge are tnuchcd upon—mathematics, natural sciences, for

eign languages, etc.—and practical wisdom in regard to the treatment of moot;

hygiene, and similar problems.

Yin CMh Wen* The Tract of the Quiet Way. With Eztiacts
the Chinese commentary. Translated by Teitaro' Suzuki and Dr.
Canzs. 1906. Pp. 48. 25c net.

This i? n c o!!cction of moral iniinictions which, among the Chinese is second

perhaps onlv to the Kan-Ying P'ien in popularity, and yet so far as is known to the

publishers this is the first translation that has been made into any Occidental language-

It is now i'i'^ncd as n companion to the T'ai-Shanp Knn-Ying P'icn, although it docs

not contain either a facsimile of the text or its vcrl atini translation. The original

consists of the short tract itsdf which is here prescuRd. of glosses added by coinnien-

tators, which form a l.irger part of the l)<K)k. and finally a number of storir? sim-Inr

to those appended to the Kan-Ying P'ien, which Ubt, however, it has not seemed worth

while to include in this version. The translator's notes are of value in justifying cer-

tain readinp*; and explaininj^ allusions, and the book is provided with an index. The

frontispiece, an artistic outline drawing by Shen Chin-Ching, represents Wen Ch'angi

one of the highest divinities of China, revealing himself to the author of the tract
The motive of tlie tract is that of practical morality. The maxims give definite

instructions in regard to details of man's relation to society, besides more general com-

mands of universal ethical significance, such as "Live in concord/' Torgive malice" and
"Pn T". t n - v:tl- vour mouth what your heart denies."
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Achaemenids, and Israel
Being a treatise upon the Antiquity and Influence of the Avesta, for

the most part delivered as University Lectures.

By Dr. Lawrence H. Mills, Professor of Zend Philology in the

University of Oxford, Translator of the Thirty-first Volume of the

Sacred Books ofthe East, Author ofthe Five Zarathushtrian Gathas,

etc. Parti.

—

Zarathushtra and the Greeks. Part II.

—

Zar-
athushtra, THE AcHAEMENiDS AND IsRAEL. Composcd at the re-

quest of the Trustees of the Sir J. Jejeebhoy Translation Fund of
Bombay. 8vo. Pp. xiii, 208; xiv, 252, two parts in one volume,

cloth, gilt top, I4.00 net.

Shortly before the detlh of Professor James Dtrmesieter, of Paris, the great

authority on the "Zend-Avesu," he surprised the general public by changing kia

views concerning the antiquity of the Zoroastrian literature, maintaining that the

**GathM*' were largely influenced by the writings of Philo, and were written about

the beginning of the Christian era. This change of view on his part led the Panees

of India to engage Dr. Milb to write a book upon the great antiquity of the ''Avesu. *
*

After several years of continuous devotion to the subject, the present volume is put

forth as the result, and it amply meets all expectadons. The antiquity of the Zoro>

astrian literature is successfully maintained, and in such a manner that ordinary readers

can appreciate the argument.

<*The Avesta in no tense depends upon the Jewish Greeks. On the con>

trary, it was Plulo who was in debt to it. He drank in his Iranian lore from the

pages of his eziUc Bible, or from the Bible-books which were then as yet detached

»

and which not only recorded Iranian edicts by Persian Kings, but were themselves

half made up of Jewish- Persian history. Surely it is singular that so many of us who
' search the scriptures' should be tinwilUng to see the 6rst facts which stare at us from

its lines. The religion of those Persians, which saved our own from an absorption

(in the Babylonian), is portrayed in full and brilliant colors in the Boob of the Avesta,

because the Avesta is only the expansion of the Religion of the sculptured edicts as

modified. The very by-words, as we shall later see, are strikingly the same, and these

inscriptions are those of the very men who wrote the Bible passages. This religion of
the Restorers was beyond all question historically the first consistent iatva in which our

own Eschatology appeared" (pt. i. pp. 206-207).
The conclusions come with great force in support of the genuineness and

authenridty of the biblical references to Cyrus in the Old Testament. Students ofthe

literature of the Captivity will find the volume invaluable. The facts now brought to

light are such as the literary critics cannot afford to neglect.
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THE MONIST

THE TRANSMISSION OF UFE THROUGH THE
XJNIVERSE*

ALREADY in their earliest reflections about the nature

L of orgfanic life, men must have discovered, that every

living being" is once generated and after a longer or shorter

lifetime dies. Somewhat later, but even this in a compara-

tively early stage, the empirical knowledge must have been

reached that organisms of one species only produce organ-

isms of the same species, or, as we say, "the species are

stable'' At this period, therefore, all the different species

were believed to luive left the hand of the Creator in their

present form. This conception still conforms perhaps with

the general, so to speak, orthodox opinion.

The doctrine has often been called the "Linnaean" be-

cause Linnaeus in the fifth edition of his Genera Plantanum

strictly adheres to the same: ''Species tot sunt, quot diver-

sas formas ab initio produxit Infinitum Ens, quae deinde

fornise secundum generationis inditas leges produxere plu-

res, at sibi semper similes, iit species nunc nobis non sint

plures quam fuerunt ab initio." In the sixth edition, how-

ever, Linnaeus is evolutionist, as after the words "dwersas

formas^' he has added constantes" and after "produxere

plures^' has replaced the rest of the sentence by "sibi similes

quam quae fucre ab initio/' Linnaeus was followed by La-

marck and Oken, but Cuvier through his authority re-

stored the old opinion and assumed that the species known
*TraittIaled from the Swedish bgr J. E. Friei.
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from earlier geological epochs but now extinct had been

annihilated by some of nature's revolutions, whereupon

new species were produced by new acts of creation.

A great chang-e in the general conception, however,

has quickly taken place during the last decades through the

widespread study of the theory of evolution, especially

after Darwin developed the same in his pioneer works.

According to this theory, the species in the course of

time adapt themselves to exterior conditions, and by and

by the alteration becomes so great that a new species may
be said to have developed from the old. Lately this theory

has been amended through the work of dc Vries even so

far that we now say that evolution occasionally takes a

leap so that an old species directly produces a new. This

is called the ''theory of mutation."

Therefore we now assume that every organism that

we observe has descended from other widely different be-

ings, of which we find remains and traces in geological

sediments deposited millions and millions of years ago.

It might accordingly be possible that every creature en-

dowed with life to-day has developed from one extremely

simple organism, but it remains to demonstrate how this

one has come into existence.

The prevailing opinion is probably the one already cher-

ished by the ancients that the lowest organisms are gen-

erated without seed. It was observed how certain low

creaturo, maggots, etc., grow in decaying meat, as Ovid

tells us in his Bucolics. This idea obtained until the seven-

teenth century but was then disproved by numerous ex-

periments conducted by scientists such as Swammerdam
and Leuwenhoek. But again this theory of spontaneous

generation blazed into new life after the discovery of in-

fusoria or the small organisms which appear m decoctions

and infusions apparently out of lifeless matter. Spallan-

zani however proved (1777) that if the infusoria as well
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as the vessel and the air enclosing the same were heated

sufficiently to kill all p^erms then the infusoria became ster-

ile, i. e., no more life developed. The method of preparing

conserves is based on this discovery. Nevertheless the

argoment was brought up that the heat had so trans-

formed the air* as to make it unfit for the production of

life But even this last refuge was rendered impossible

when Chevreul, Pasteur and Tyndall in the years 1860-

J^ixj demonstrated that air from which all crerms had been

removed even througli other means than heat, for instance

by filtering, became unable to develop infusoria. Espe-

cially has Pasteur, whose methods of sterilizing are in daily

use in the bacteriological laboratories, forced us to con-

clude that germs are necessary for the production of life.

In spite thereof, prominent scientists time and again

come forward with pen in hand endeavoring to prove that

we must assume the possibility of spontaneous generation.

In these attempts they do not employ the exact methods of

nattu-al s'^ence but rather a philosophical mode of think-

ing. "Life/' they tell us, "must once have come into exist-

ence, and we are therefore forced to the conclusion that

spontaneous generation at some specific time has taken

place although it does not occur under present conditions."

Much attention was aroused when the great English phys-

iologist Huxley believed himself to have foimd in some silt

gathered from the bottom of the deep seas an albuminous

body whose origin he called Bathybius Haeckeli in honor

of die ardent German Darwinist Haeckel. For some time

it was thought that this- Bathybius (deep-organism) con-

stituted tlie "primitive slime" of organic substance, the ful-

filment 01 Oken's dreams, from which all organisms might

be considered to have origmated. Closer investigations,

however, by the chemist Buchanan have demonstrated that

this ''primitive slime" consisted only of gypsum precipi-

tated by the presence of spirits.
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Some very fantastic explanations were now resorted to.

It was said, for instance, that lite possibly could originate

from the inner glowing mass of the earth. At a high tem-

perature perhaps organic compounds (cyanates and their

derivatives) were formed which might be possessed of life.

There seems, however, to be little reason for considering

these speculations, before they have at least obtained some
experimental foundation.

In this connection 1 cannot deny myself the pleasure

of pointing out that at times externa! conditions may have

been more favorabie for the production of new species

than they are at present The famous physiologist Loeb

in San Francisco has shown that the hybrid of holothurian

and a starfish, which cannot develop in ordinary seawater,

will come to life if a certain amount of carbonic acid is

added to the solution. He therefore remarked that in

geological e|)ochs, when the air was highly carbonated as

durnig periods of marked volcanic vivacity, hybrids may
have come forth in vastly greater number than now. These

hybrids may possibly have propagated, and this would ac-

count for the fact that certain geological eras are conspic-

uous for their magnificent production of new species while

others, so to speak, appear to have been comparatively

sterile. But the leap frdiii hybrid to self-generation is far

too great to make ihe discovery l>v Loeb an evidence of im-

portance in favor oi tiie theory that self-generation might

have occurred during earlier geological epochs when the

external conditions differed from the present

We must therefore take sides with the great physicist

Lord Kelvin when he passes judgment on this gospel in

the following words: "A very ancient speculation, still

clung to by many naturalists, supposes that under meteoro-

logical conditions very different from the present, dead

matter may have rim together or crystallized or fermented

into 'germs of life' or ^organic cells' or 'protoplasm/ But
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science brings a vast mass of conducive evidence against

this hypothesis of spontaneous generation, as you have

heard from my predecessor In the Presidential chair. Dead
matter cannot become alive without coming under influ-

ence of matter previously alive. This seems to me as sure

a teaching" of science as the law of gfravitation."

Although this last assertion nia\ seem somewhat exag-

gerated it shows how necessary some investigators have

found it to look for some other explanation of the problem.

We have in fact another speculation in the so-called "Pan-

spermy/' a doctrine according to which germs of life are

constantly moving about throughout space, meeting the

planets and filling their surface with life as soon as the

conditions for organic existence are fulfilled.

The origin of this idea mav probably be dated long ago.

Plain utterances in this direction were made (1821) by

Sales-Cuyon de MontUvault in France, who assumed that

germs from the moon brought into existence the first life

on the surface of our earth. A German ph3rsician, Dr. H.

£. Richter» offered (1865) panspermy as an amendment
to Darwin's theory. Inspired by Flammarion's theory of

numerous inhabited worlds, Richter asserts that seeds were

brought to this earth from some other world that was in

the life-bearing stage. He points out that carbon, which

he holds to be of organic origin, has been found in meteor-

ites» which, as is well known, have orbits similar to those

of the comets. The organic origin of this carbon, however,

is an hypothesis entirely imsupported by science, since

meteoritic carbon never has shown trace of organic struc-

ture and carbon may as well be derived trom inorganic

matter; such for instance is found in the sun. More ad*

venturous yet is his suggestion that organisms floating

at great height in the atmosphere might be attracted by

some passing meteorite and be carried out into space and

transported to other celestial bodies. As a matter of fact
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the Mirface of the iv;eLeorite is fused in its passage through

the atmosphere and any germ that might possibly be at-

tracted by it would necessarily be killed. And if, in spite

of all, a meteorite should carry germ cells on its surface,

these would inevitably be burned to ashes when it fell

through the atmosphere of this or any other planet.

But on one point we must agree \\\th Txichter; there

is perfect logic in hi? sentence: "1 he cosmic space em-

braces maturing, ripened and dying globes, where ripened

stands for those that are ready to shelter living organisms.

We therefore consider organic life in the universe to be
eternal. It has existed in eternity, and has unceasingly

propagated in the form of living organisms, cells or indi-

viduals composed of cells." As men formerly speculated

over the origin of matter, but have driven this up since

experience has shown that matter is indestructible and only

changes its form, and as we for analogous reasons never

raise the question from where the energy of motion has
come, similarly why should we not be able to familiarize

ourselves with the idea that life is eternal and that there-

fore it is useless to search for its beginning.

The thoughts of Richter were accepted by the famous

botanist Ferdinand Kohn in a popular lecture 1872. Per-

haps the best-known of similar utterances is that of the

great physicist Sir William Thomson, the late Lord Kelvin,

who in his presidential address to the British Association

in Edinburg, 187 1, said:

"W litn two great masses come into collision in space,

it is certain that a larger pnrt of each is melted; but it

seems also quite certain that in many cases a large quantity

of debris must be shot forth in all directions, much of which

may have suffered no greater violence than individual

pieces of rock experience in a landslide or in blasting by

gunpowder. Should this earth come into collision with

another body comparable in dimensions to itself, at a time
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when it is still clothed as at present with vegetation, many
^eat and small fragments carrying germs and living

plants and animalswould undoubtedly be scattered through

space. Hence and because we all confidently believe that

there are at present, and have been from time immemorial,

many worlds of life besides our own, we must regard it as

prul)able in the hic!;-hest degree that there are countless

germ-bearing meteoric stones moving through space. If

at the present instant no life existed upon this earth, it

might lead to its becoming covered with vegetation. I am
fully conscious of the many scientific objections which may
be urged against this hypothesis, and I have already tiaxed

your patience too severely to allow me to think of discus-

sing any of them on the present occasion; all I can say is

that 1 believe them all to be answerable."

Unfortunately, we cannot share in the optimism of

Lord Kelvin on this point. To begin with it is doubtful if

living organisms would survive the violent impact at the

collision of two celestial bodies. We further know that the

whole surface of a meteorite when falling upon the earth

becomes heated to incandescence through friction against

the air so that all adhering seeds must lose their power of

germmation. Plants grow almost exclusively in loose soil,

and if a lump of earth were to fall through the atmosphere,

it would undoubtedly, because of the resistance of the air,

break into pieces each of which would become a shooting

star and reach the earth only in the form of ashes. An-
other difficulty is that such collisions which we believe are

indicated by the blazing up of new stars on the firmament

are of exceedingly rare occurrence so that the chances are

very small that living germs should be brought in this way
to a certain spot such as our earth.

The whole theory, however, has entered into a far more
favorable aspect with our growing knowledge of "radia-

tion-force." xMaxvveil and Bartoli have calculated that
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very small bodies of such size that they hardly become vis-

ible under our strorii^cst microscopes arc repelled by radia-

tion, for instance, from the sun, so that -this force may
exceed the solar gravity. This theoretical conclusion has

been verified through experiments by the Russian physicist

Lebedew, and the Ameircan scientists Nichols and Hull.

The sun's radiation-force, according to calculations by

the German Professor Schwarzschild. would show its in-

fluence best on bodies which if g^lubc-^haped have a diam-

eter of o.i6 micron. (One micron equals one thousandth

part of one millimeter and is a unit frequently used in

mici>oscopy; the smallest visible particles have a diameter

of about 0.2 fi,) The first question is: Do germs really

exist of such infinitesimal size? To this the botanists an-

swer that the spores of niaiiy bacteria mcaMire o.^fi to

and that undoubtedly even smaller exist although we are

unable to detect them under the microscope. Such no

doubt cause rabies with dogs, the foot and mouth disease

in cattle, and the mosaic plague on tobacco leaves^ conmion

in Indo-China and sometimes observed in Europe, and all

sicknesses due to bacteria, but for which the corresponding

bacilli have never been discovered, probably because of

their minuteness and consequent invisibility under the mi-

croscope.

It is then most probable that livings organisms exist so

minute that the radiation-force of the sun would expel

them out into space, where they might fecundate planets

that offered them a favorable place for development. To
begin with let us esLuiiate what would happen if such a

micro-organism, separated from the earth were driven out

in space by the sun's radiation. Passing the orbits of

Mars, the small planets, the outer planets and finally the

last station in our solar system, the Neptune-orbit, it would
start out in infinite space towards other solar systems.

There is no difficulty in calculating the time required for
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this journey by the swiftest of the small particles. Their

speciiic weight may be considered as that of water which

nearly corresponds to actuality; they will then reach the

path of Mars inside of 3 weeks, that of Jupiter in 11 weeks

and that of Neptune after 19 months. The nearest solar

system, a Centauri, would be reached after 9000 years.

(These calculations are based on the assumption that the

radiation-force is four times greater than gravity at the

sun, an approximate value according to Schwartzschild's

calculations).

During the time required to reach any planet in our

solar system, the germs of life certainly might retain their

power of germination. Somewhat more disadvantageous

are the conditions for the preservation of life during the

passage to the nearest solar system. But we know thai the

stms are moving;- relatively to each other, so that the dis-

tance between tiiem varies. We are able to 6gure out that

during the course of one million years some star probably

has been about five times as dose to us as our nearest

neighbor at present. When we estimate that life has in-

habited the earth at least 100 million years, we must admit

that It is of little importance 11 a planet ^iiould ha\ e to w ait

for the appearance of life a couple of millions of years

after it has become ready to receive the same. In this way
we reduce the time for the journey to the nearest star to

1800 years. One might doubt whether spores of bacteria

or germs in general retain their latent life for such a

period. It has been claimed that grains found in £g3rptian

sepulchres have shown capability of growth. Bui tiie ^ober

critic has demonstrated that these statements are exceed-

ingly questionable. Recently a l^ rench scientist, Boudm,
stated that he had found spores of several kinds of bacteria

in a Roman grave in Troussepoil (Sendee, France) which

undoubtedly have retained their germinative power during

1800 years. This assertion, at any rate, does not seem un-
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reasonable. Germs of bacteria, therefore, might possil)ly

keep their life-bearing quality during the transportation

from one planetary system to another.

On their way from our globe, the germs of life in ques-

tion would be exposed to strong sunlight during about one

month, and we know that the most refractable sunrays kill

bacteria and their spores within a comparatively short time.

As the experiments have been carried out however the

spores have generally been placed on some moistened sur-

face. (Marshall Ward's experiments.) These conditions

by no means apply to spores moving in the interplanetary

spaces. Furthermore, it has been shown by Roux, that the

splenic fever spores, which are quickly killed by sunlight

under free access of air are not affected at all in vacuum.

Certain spores again suffer little if any harm from light.

Ail the botanists that I have consulted on this point agree

that there is no evidence to the end that spores traveling

through space would necessarily be killed by sunlight.

It might further be argued that the spores, during by
far the largest part of their journey are exposed to a cold

that they might not endure. When the spores pass the orbit

of Neptune, their temperature has gone down to—220° C.

and still further out it is perliaps even lower. During

some recent experiments at the Jenner Institute in Lon-

don, spores of bacteria were kept for 20 hours at a tem-

perature of —252^ C. in liquid hydr<^en gas. Their

power of germination was not destroyed. Professor Mac-
fayden in London went further still and showed that micro-

organisms kept for six months at a temperature of —200*

C. in liquid air still would germinate. At my latest visit

in London, I was told that such trials had been protracted

for even longer periods with the same result.

On the contrary, it is not improbable that the power of

germination will last vastly longer at temperatures lower

than those common on the earth. The loss of this power
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is no doubt caused by some cliemical process and nearly

all such actions proceed enormously slower at lower than

at higher temperatures. It seems, therefore, not un-

likely that the extreAie cold in the interstellar space pre-

serves, so to speak, the germs of life so as to allow a far

more protracted transportation than one might judge pos-

sible from their behavior at ordinary temperatures.

We sec then that the spores of the smallest earthly

organisms, if once separated from our globe, would quickly

be dispersed throughout the universe as seeds are scattered

over a field. But now the question arises: How will they

be able to leave the earth against the force of gravity? Of
course such tiny and light bodies would follow the currents

of air. A small particle of rain, one-fiftieth part of a milli-

meter in diameter falls four centimeters per second nt ordi-

nary atmospheric pressure. Hence it is easily calculated

that a spore of bacteria 0.16 micron in diameter would fall

only 83 meters in one year. Evidently such small particles

follow the currents in the atmosphere even out into the most

rarified air. By a current of two meters velocity per second

they would l)e carried to a height where the barometer

would show only 0.001 millimeter, or a heic;-ht of about

100 kilometers. But by the currents in the air they could

never be expelled out of the atmosphere.

In order to lift them to greater heights, we must resort

to other forces and fortunately we know that electricity

will help us out of almost any difficulty. On such great

heights as 100 kilometers the northern lights display their

resplendent radiance. We believe nowadays that the north-

ern lights are caused by discharges from negative elec-

tricity brought with great quantities of dust from the sun.

The atmosphere is there as if saturated with negative elec-

tricity. If therefore the spore in question receives a nega-

tive charge from the sundust, it might by its charged

neighbor be driven out into the ether sea.
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We assume now that electrical charge as well as matter

is not divisible in infinitum, but that there exists a mini-

muiii charge which has been determined to be 5Xio~**
electrostatic units.

It is not difficult to calculate how strong the electrical

field must be that will expel such a charged spore against

the force of gravity. A held of 150 volts per meter will

suffice for this purpose. Fields of this strength are often,

almost normally, observed at the surface of the earth in

clear air. The electrical field in the region of the northern

lights IS in all probabilii> much stronger, and is therefore

no doubt able to expel the electrically charged spores when
they are carried to this region by currents of air.

It is therefore probable that seeds of the lowest organ-

isms we know are continually being scattered out in space

from the earth and from other planets inhabited by life.

But like germs in general, by far the greater portion ot

these will perish in the cold infinite space, a small number,

however, may fall on other spheres to bestow upon them,

ii their conditions are favorable, the gift of lite. Some-
times this may not be the case; sometimes the seeds

will meet an eager soil. And even if a few millions of

years should elapse from the time when a planet is ready

to receive life until the day when the first seed reaches its

soil, sprouts, and takes it into possession for the use of

organic life, how insignificant is this delay compared with

tlie era during which life will blossom on the planet.

The tiny seeds expelled in this way from the homes of

their parents may either travel isolated through space and,

as outlined above, reach outer planets or systems of planets

centered around other stars, or they might meet bigger

particles rushing in towards the sun. In that part of the

zodiacal light which is called m German Gegemchein and

is regularly observed in the tropics and occasionally at our

latitude in the part of the sky opposite the sun, we behold.
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according to the astronomers, streams of fine dust swiftly

falling into the sun as gravity commands. Suppose now tiiat

a spore 0.16 micron in diameter meets such a dust particle

1000 times greater, that is 1.6 micron in diameter, and

adheres to its surface, then the spore will be carried in

towards the sun, thereby crossing the orbits of the inner

planets, and mig^t fall into their atmosphere. It does not

take these dust particles a long time to pass from one plan-

etary orbit to another. Assumiiig their initial velocity

zero at Neptime (they might then originate fruni one of

Nepttme's moons, as Neptune, Uranus, Saturn and Jupiter

themselves probably as yet have not cooled ofl sufficiently

to shelter life) they would reach Uranus's orbit in 21 and

that of Mercury in 29 years. Under similar conditions,

such particles would cover the distance between the orbits

of Uranuh and Saturn in 12 years, between Saturn and

Jupiter in 4 vears, between Jupiter and Mars in 2 years,

between Mars and the earth in 84 days, between the earth

and Venus in 40 days and between Venus and Mercury in

28 days.

It bec«nnes ' evident from these figures that the dust

particles with their adherent spores might fall 10 to 20

times slower witliout danger of the spores losing their

germinating power. In other words, if the spores adhere

to particles so tmy that their weight to 90 or 95*^/0 were

balanced by the sun's radiation force, they might yet within

a comparatively short time fall into the atmosphere of the

inner planets but with a reasonable velocity, of say a few

kilometers per second. It is easy to calculate that if such

a particle were brought to a standstill in one second, its

rise in temperature would only amount to 100° C. above

that of the surrounding air because of the strong radiation.

Such temperatures the spores of bacteria easily endure for

even much longer periods than a second without jeopard-

izing their life. Once arrested the particle with its ad-
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hertng ^erm and with or without the help of air currents

would slowly sink to the surface of the new planet.

In this way life would quickly be dispersed from its

home within a planetary system to other places in the same

system offering favorable conditions for its existence.

Some of the germs which were not caught by such dust

particles would continue their journey towards other solar

S3rstems, where they would be arrested by the radiation

force from the new suns. They cannot go further than lo

a point where the opposing radiation pressure equals tliat

at their starting pomt. Consequently germs from the earth

which lies five times nearer our sim than Jupiter would
approach another sun to a point five times nearer that sun

than germs from Jupiter would.

In the neighborhood of the suns, where the germs stop

on account of the radiation pressure and return to the

inter solar spaces, there will necessarily occur a great

accumulation of such seeds. The planets gravitating

around these smis have better chances, then, to meet them
here than if they were scattered somewhere else in space.

The germs have also lost the great velocities with which
they traversed the intersolar distances, and they wiU there-

fore not he heated up by falling into a planet's atmosphere

to such an extent as otherwise would he the case.

In this neighborhood of the suns, we must also find a
concentration of the above mentioned dust particles of a
weight a little less than counter-balanced by the radiation-

pressure and therefore moving towards the sun. There
are comparatively good chances then that the germs here

will be aLiracted to such particles and therefore hindered

from returning to space and instead brought in towards

planets nearer the suns.

In this way life may have been transplanted since eter-

nity from solar system to solar system and from planet to

planet within the same system. But as the billions of pollen
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atoms that the winds will scatter in all directions from a

large tree like a pine, for instance, on an averag^e give life

only to one new tree, so probably only one out of billions

or perhaps trillions of germs that are dispersed from a

planet by the radiation force throug^hout the universe, will

fail on a planet not yet inhabited by life and there give

birth to an infinite number of living organisms.

Finally we find according to this version of the theory

of panspermy that all living beings in the universe are

kindred and consist of cells built up mainly of carbon, hy-

drogen, oxygen and nitrogen. The fancied existence then

of other worlds inhabited by beings in the organisms of

which the carbon for instance is substituted by silicon or

titanium seems rather dubious. Life on other inhabited

worlds is probably evolving in forms very similar to those

on the earth.

Further we draw the conclusion that life always has

to conmience from its lowest forms just as every individual,

however highly developed he may be, must pass all stages

of evolution, from the first simple cell.

AH these conclusions harmonize beautifully with the

general characteristics of life on the earth, and it cannot

be denied that this form of the doctrine of panspermy

possesses that degree of coherence which is the best crite-

rion for the probability of a cosmogonic hypothesis.

There are very small chances for a demonstration of

this theory through observation of the germs falling down
through the. atmosphere. The number of germs arrivmg
on the earth each year, is probably extremely small. In

addition, they are no doubt very similar to those of earthly

origin whicli the winds carry in enormous quantities, and
therefore, even if they should ])e found by scientists, their

"celestial" birth would be dilhcuit to prove.

S. Arrhenius.
University of Stockholm, Sweden.



THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE OR NATURAL SELEC-
TION IN INORGANIC MATTER.

OT once nor twice but many times indeed is it that

L \ the great question has been raised What hie is and

how it has arisen. Seldom before has it been so much
before the minds of men. This strange power that per-

vades certain forms of matter; animates, moves, grows,

reproduces itself and dies; this ever changing, never end-

ing cycle of events; the phenomenon we call life. What
is it? Not one of us can say. If we give a hint that we
have tried to solve the problem, people think that we mean
we have also accomplished its solution.

But the great problem, though presented in a new
light, still leaves us where we were: asking indeed once

more; whence have we all come and whither are we aU
going ? It is the question of all questions which ever pre-

sent themselves to thinking minds. To Carlyle indeed, it

was the one <^reat question of his life, ever present to

him,, as really and as intensely as the Divine presence was
to such a man as Newman. This faculty of perception is

regarded as the striking feature that elevates the leaders

of men at all times and in all places, to the plane of some-

thing higher than the common level. Commonplace folk

feel it dimly but seldom attain to it. Now not even com-

monplace men, but men of science trenerally. think little of

it. They merely look at phenomena and move straight on.

It does not concern the majority; nor even the majority of
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the minority, who may devote themselves to intellectual

pursuits.

Biologists, chemists, physicists, nay even the positive •

philosophers like Conite, refuse to think of it. It is too

distant, too remote a question to concern us in the affairs

of every-day life. We may pass through it heedless of

its meaning; we may move on adjusting ourselves to that

environment alone which has been laid out for us; ac-

quaint ourselves with every detail in the particular sphere

or department in which by chance we have been placed;

and like passengers from Euston to Holyhead, provided

we are not molested in our own compartment, ask no ques-

tions till we get to the other end. This is the duty of the

individual: it is clearly also that of a tram horse. Though
it may add to the efficiency of both it speaks volumes for

the absence of intelligence in cither. The man who ig-nores

it may be happy and contented. The man who does not

may be happy or unhappy as the case may be, but he is

never commonplace or dull. He finds in life a real pur-

pose: in his every act a real meaning. Such an one, view

him as wc may, lives on a higher plane, than the man in

Cornhill or Piccadilly may attain to; he is a philosopher

and in a truer sense a man. He has an acquaintance with

the higher meaning of his "sojourn in this strange land/'

and he places himself in the position of one who has much
to hope for, and may aspire to something better.

Now this problem of life can be presented in many
ways. It can be conhned within the narrow limits of pure

science, or it may expand into tlie i^reat problem of reality

in which alone its true meaning can be found, it admits

of no interpretation if we view it from a single point of

view alone.

It will be fotind well to distinguish between the scien-

tific and the philosophic attitudes, and yet at the same nine
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to bear in mind that neither will or can ailord a true solu-

tion without the other.

I^t us for the present however put to one side the

deeper and more difficult question which philosophy pre-

sents ; and let us ask ourselves, what is it that science has

to tell us? The most it can do is to show us that there is,

or has been, a development, gradual or spontaneous, of liv-

ing from apparently not living matter. It can give us in

the present state of knowledge no clue as to its real nature

nor as to its real origin. For even if such development

were established as a fact,—^and science does not claim

that it has been so established, it would only tend to

strengthen our belief in the process of evolution; and lead

us to infer that there are vital processes in the apparently

inert types of inorganic matter. The theory which it has

been my endeavor for some time past to put forward

is that there is in this so-called dead, inert, inactive,

inorganic matter a process not unlike that of natural

selection or survival of the best adapted types, which in

the long run find their level in the adjustment or evolution

of inorganic as well as of organic matter. Tiiere are var-

ious types of inorganic matter ; call them species of matter

if we will. The doctrine of the origin of species can apply

equally to these as the means of sifting out the potential

types which are best suited to their environment. It is in

truth the "law of higgledy-piggledy," as Adam Sedgwick,

the geologist, described the theory of Darwin.

Living matter, as we know it, ib but a species of matter

which has been sifted out as the httest to survive. In the

infinite gradation from the most complex to the most
simple we may perceive the same process in an ever simpli-

fying degree. The fact of self-reproduction was an acci-

dent, and a happy accident in a particular type.

As we propose to show, \\ eismann's determinants, and

biophorcs are well within the limits of molecular dimeii-
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sions; a circumstance which leads us, apart from other

considerations, to deduce that the atoms and molecules of

the chemist and physicist are of the nature of living things.

In the Origin of Life I have tried to emphasize this idea;

that atoms and molecules have only a family likeness^ so to

speak, and that they can be said to be the same only in so

far as their physical and chemical properties are concerned,

but that as vital units they may differ considerably.

Indeed the chemist has no more reason to suppose that

the atoms of oxygen are the same in all respects, than the

zoologists would have that all horses, all dog^s, or all cats

are the same. The atoms of oxygen are all like each

other in so far as they have the same physical and chemical

properties. But they may differ from each other In other

respects; just as all horses, all do^s or all cats resemble

each other in certain respects and yet differ in others.

Biophores are the smallest vital units that the biologist

has hitherto assumed. They are invisible and, from what

appears, of molecular dimensions. They are the germ
plasm in the nucleus of the cell, possessed of a great variety

of properties but at the most composed of but a small num-
ber of atoms and luokcules.

In order therefore that the great variety of properties

which they doubtless do possess may be explained, it seems

necessary to attribute to inorganic matter some of the

properties which they exhibit. And that by a slow process

of evolution those which had the vital properties most

marked, combined to form more complex aggregates, by

a mere process of natural selection.

It is curious that this tlieory has never been put for-

ward, at least to my own knowledge, by any biologist, but it

seems not unlikely that the reason is, biologists have not

realized how closely biology and physics have approached;

or indeed in some respects have already overlapped.

Molecular physics will doubtless yet become a branch
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of biology ; and these vital properties of atoms will require

investigation as much as those of grosser objects which

the eye can see, if only with the most powerful microscopes.

The limits of viNibility have nothing whatsoever to do with

the limits of vitality; and the fundamental problems of

biology, like those of physics and chemistry^ are necessarily

relegated to the invisible, but not relegated there because

beyond the limits of speculation or experiment "Formi-

dable though the evidence for organic evolution be, and

finally though the belief in it has been evStablishcd by the

work of the past half century, it would be idle to deny that

there is yet dithculty enough in explaining many of the

facts of animal and v^etable life.'
*

This difficulty is to be met with, I think, not merely

in explaining so complex an organ as the eye by natural

selection; but in explaining also how the germ plasm

from which this complex organ was evolved, could consist

of only a comparatively small number of molecules. The
biophores, therefore, are really nothing more than big

molecules or aggregates of molecules. And I am loth

to think it idle to ignore that it is in the atoms and mole-

cules of gross matter that we should seek the simpler pro-

cesses of vitality and the potential properties of life.

Eminent authorities there are, even at the present day,

who maintain that natural selection in organic evolution

alone cannot account for the mental and moral qualities of

man. Nor do I think it really can. The properties of the

most complex kind should be traced to the potential quali-

ties of inert matter, to the attributes of the atom itself;

or even to those of which the atom is composed, the elec-

tron. Although this is the smallest that physical science

has yet reached, there is no reason whatsoever to si:]>puNe

thai It is the limit; nay, rather is it most likely that tl^e

electron in turn is a highly complex structure, forsooth a

* Orgattie Evotutoti by Dr. C W. Saleeby.
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universe in itself, dift'ering from ours only in its order of

magnitude. And so on ad iniinitum. There indeed lies

some of the real n^rstery of the varied attributes of life.

In that indefinite, innumerable variety of minor combina-

tion, of which atoms in their ultimate nature really admit,

is to be found, I think, the source and quaHty of our being.

There is in matter, T conceive, a power, if we may call

it so, whicii under given conditions would enable it to

spring forth into the activity of life. One atom out of

millions may possess the property in a sufficiently marked

degree to give rise in combination with another such atom
or atoms of other substances, to the attributes of more de-

veloped life, until by some strange adiiuxture out of count-

less failures the life we recognize as life to-day becomes at

length supreme.

Students of Leibnitz will bear in mind how admirably

his theory of monads may be made to fit in with this con-

ception. Leibnitz regarded the atoms as mere points with-

out extension in space; but endowed with the properties of

mind. Monads diifcnug in the degree or intensity of this

cou>iuusness: from the consciousness of a man, a dog, a

fish, a plant, down to that of an atom. Our point is that

there has been natural selection amongst these monads or

atoms ; and that the more complex forms of consciousness

have been evolved by this same principle. These monads
which have not so developed, constitute the vast majority

of the failures of inorganic matter.

How is it, one may ask, that we have never seen such

development take place? How is it, it may be repHed,

that we cannot see the evolution of man from lower forms?

The theory of natural selection as applied to this monadol-

is, I believe, the one fittest to survive; to survive not

alone because of its scientific value, which seems to me to be

unquestionable, but because also of the way in which it
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bridq'es over the gulf between living- and apparently dead

substance, as well as that between matter and mind.

Let us turn our attention then to this doctrine of

monads and examine what it means. It is not a theory of

life-stuff and mind-stuff as ordinarily understood, but of

natural selection in the elements of that stuff itself. Clif-

ford's theory of Hiind-stuff that all matter possesses a

dim elementary type of consciousness, and that all higher

forms of consciousness are merely complex combinations

of these; must not be confused with Leibnitz's theory of

monads, the units of which differ in their degree or in-

tensity of consciousness, from the soul of man down to that

of an atom. It has an advantage over that of Clifford's,

because it skives the soul a cliaiice and may account for the

unifying principle in consciousness, which is the ^reat ob-

jection to the former. Our theory then is that there has

teen evolution amongst these monads by a principle of

natural selection, and that the human soul is merely an
atom, a pointless atom if one may put it so, that has caught

on and is able to regulate a host of others in the organism

:

much as a general can regulate an army or a captain navi-

gate a ship.

This pointless conscious atom or monad, as it has been

called, is as much matter as the ordinary atom of oxygen.

It differs in degree from it as the soul of a Newton or a

Shakespeare may differ from that of a Kaffir or a fool.

But still the difference is only a matter of degree. There

is no essential diilerence in substance and the two are ulti-

mately of the same kind of being. It is handed on from

generation to generation as biogcn in germ plasm. It is

here indeed, we find the doctrine of evolution lends a help-

ing hand to the problem of the origin of life and of mind.

It brings us also within reach of the physical nature of the

biophores of Weismann and the gametes of Mendel, into

which the great questions of heredity resolve.
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It would be well then in considering the evolution of

monads to clear our minds as to what biophores are and

what gametes are, and how it can be shown to bear upon

the theory of monads as we conceive it. What also are

enantomorphs, biogen and bions ?

We may begin by stating that the cdl or unit of life

recognized as such by the biologist to^ay, consists of a

nucleated mass of protoplasm; that is lo say that it is a

mere protoplasmic substance with a nucleus, and it may
be added that there is a smaller speck near the nucleus

called the centrosome, but it does not so much concern our

present purpose. The centrosome may play a part in

bringing about the karyokinesis or subdivision of the nu-

cleus.

The latter consisting as it does of chromotin or stain-

able substance, of the nucleus, is made up of finer struc-

tures called the chromosomes which subdivide. Now Weis-

mann assumes that these are made up of smaller invisible

particles which he calls deterwrnants^ and these in turn

of still smaller ones called biophores, the real germ plasm

to which heredity is due. Objection has been taken to

this assumption, but it seems nevertheless to be well

founded. It is most likely that there is a series of nuclei

one within the other, till we get to the molecules, atoms and

electrons. As it is the nuclei in some cases are just within

the limits of visibility; the determinants therefore arc

within the dimension of the wavelength of light, whilst the

biophores approximate to that of molecules ; they are there*

fore nothing" more than big molecular groups.

Gametes are supposed to be the units by which accord-

ing to Mendel hereditary qualities are handed down from

generation to generation. Their presence constitutes in-

deed the principle on which our present theories of heredity

are chiefly based.

In the Origin of Life we have regarded these gametes
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and biophores as the or ultimate nuclei and as units of

the substance biogen. These units are supposed to be like the

chemical elements, but of a less stable kind, consisting, in

the astronomical analogue, of spiral nebulae rather than

solar systems.* The spiral nature of these biological atoms

is what ^ives them tlicir optical asymmetry. A i)oint of

considerable importance l)ecause lite is never found apart

from optical activity. These optically active atoms are

called enanHomorphs. It must be noted however that in

order that such atomic nebulae should be possible it is

necessary that the electrons of whiph the atoms are com-

posed should in their turn be aggregates of smaller things,

we have ventured to designate them bions. And so on

ad infinitum, ad infinitum. We must never hope to reach

the end in one scale of being any more than in the other. As
Pascal has well said, "our being in space is a gulf between

two infinities, as it is in time between two eternities." If

there is nothing good or bad, and we may add true or false,

neither is there anything great or small, but thinking makes
it so. Our nature is a middle nature and OU I Knowledge

of nature merely relative. To dwell upun it is to expand

our knowledge to two intmities, the infinitely great and

the infinitely smalLf This is merely physics; to go beyond

it would be metaphysics, and metaphysics of a transcen-

dental t3rpe4 We need go no further th€»i, but rest content

with that middle nature in which we have been placed.

To seek the properties of Iul' and matter and of mind .md

soul in that i^^reat scale oi Hifinite gradations is legitimate

indeed; to perceive the harmony of it all is both scientihc

and philosophic. We may ask once more then in this light

of things, what life is and whence it has come. And
our answer is that in its ultimate form it most probably

* See my paper on "Physics and Biology," Knowledge, March and April,

1907.

t Knowledge, loc cit.

t See "Haeckel and Haeckelism/' Oxford and Cambridgi Riview, 1907.
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always has been and always will be. The monads in their

ultimate aspect are not necessarily chemical atoms nor even

electrons, but in the limit the pointless units of which these

are ultimately composed. The formation of cells in proto-

plasmic substance is the result of some such interaction,

illustrated for instance by the action of radium and other

salts on bouillon. These cells are not alive in the familiar

sense of the word. In fact they do not show more than the

rudiments of vitality, when the word is used in its more

extended sense; but they help to illustrate the manner in

which cellular bodies may be formed from protoplasmic

substance: whilst given the dead protoplasm—which has not
*

yet been synthesized in the laboratory, though there is little

reason to suppose it will not be—and given also the vital

tinits, not raditun in this case but the vital substance itself

biog^en, the spontaneous appearance of organic life is con-

ceivable on the lines worked out in the Origin of Life.

That book has been criticized from many points of view.

It is not my intention to dwell here upon those varied crit-

icisms, most of which are really answered by anticipation

in the book itself. Upon some future occasion it may be

possible for me to enter fully into a discussion of those

remarks. For the present my object is indeed to show
the line of arg^ument it was my desire to follow. To show
on the one hand Lliat metabolism is everywhere present;

and on the other that it can be controlled by certain types of

inorganic bodies ; but most of all by the vital units which

form the basis of all life.

Professor Windle, amongst others, objects that we are

merely explaining one phenomenon by another, by some-

thing not less easy to comprehend. It may or may not be

less easy, but it is at any rate a phenomenon of a simpler

kind. And all science can ever hope to do is to reduce the

complex to the simpler. The recognition of this ever sim-

plifying scale, infinite as it may be, is perhaps not the least
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Striking^ feature m the explanation of nature. It is not

like putting an elephant upon a tortoise, and leaving the

tortoise to ?>tand upon an elephant, for we put the tortoise

upon something simpler than the elephant or itself. The

ultimate basis is lost in the series, but the recc^ition of

the series, or of the chain connecting the separate links, is

as scientific a procedure, as a scientific procedure can be.

It may be said no doubt that the evidence does not prove

conclusively that the view we take of the existence of these

smaller units is correct. This mav be true; we onlv claim

that the facts have led us to postulate this, not merely as

a working hypothesis, but even as the most probable solu-

tion.

To Herbert Spencer the recognition of this endless

chain which loses itself in infinity, or the unknowable, as

he unw isely called it, was a necessary postulate or axiom.

It only required to be stated that it might be perceived

as true.

His whole system of {^itbsophy rested upon that idea;

fabric in mid-air as it may seem to be, it represents what
appears to be the most scientific and philosophic aspect oi

i\alui e.

But Spencer nevertheless did not enter into the ques-

tion from exactly the same point of view. The theory of

natural selection in inorganic matter, nor the applicability

of monadology to it, does not appear to have entered his

mind. The idea of physiological units elements of life stuff

is hovvL\ cr due to him. Our system is an attempt to show
that materialism as understood now-a-days and idealism

as understood by Leibnitz, though perhaps in a slightly

modified form, are not merely not incompatible with one
another, but that viewed from a higher standpoint poly-

mism and monism are but different aspects of the same
thing; for imity and plurality are everywhere conditions of

reality.
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The more closely we examine the nature of continuity

the more clearly does it appear that it is everywhere of the

nature of a plurality but that in the limit, in order that

there should be such a thing as continuity, there is unity.

This is illustrated in the case of space and time; it is also

manifest in the case of motion and Indeed in all instances

of continuity in nature.

Now it is not always recognized in dealing- with small

physical quantities; for the physicist generally thinks of the

smallest unit he has obtained, the electrony as the smallest

m creation.

To my mind the idea seems, I shall not say absurd, but

certainly narrow^ and to put a limitation to what obviously

has none. The assumption that we have realized the limit

of smallness in the limits of experimental methods is cer-

tainly absurd. It must not however for a moment be sup-

posed that we are thus rejecting the atomic constitution of

nature; but merely emphasizing that atoms are merely

lumps of smaller things, these may be elements of the ether,

it matters not what, but dpubtless in their turn aggregates

of something else much smaller still, ad inHnitum.

Here it will no doubt be pointed out that the principle

of continuity when applied in this way is equivalent to the

ancient maxim that nature abhors a vacuum. That is no

doubt true. It all depends upon what is meant by a

vacuum. The ancients did not mean the absence of chem-

ical atoms, for they knew nothing about them; but the

absence of all or any substance whatever. It is here I

think those who have thought out the matter will find that
*

the principle of continuity of substance as worked out by

Leibnitz still holds good.

That great philosopher, mathematician, statesman and

man of the world saw things in a true light. His per-

spective was not distorted by the refracting air of academic

life. He lived in a purer and nobler atmosphere: indeed
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some said he lived in an intellectual balloon, so wide was
his view of the. world. His knowledge was so varied, his

correspondence with the learned in every land so great

that he was said to be an academy in himself. There was
some truth in the statement. He stood alone and vet

worked in harmony with the world. Everywhere he left

the ini])ression of intellect and cliaracter, which as some
of his cotitem|)oraries found to their discredit, would stand

the test of time.

When we come to consider his theory of monads, we
may apply to them the principle of natural selection, or the

process of sifting out the best adapted types, instead of

assuming^ the principle of pre-established harmony which
he accepts because the theory of evolution would doubtless

have been foreign to his mind.

Now in the light of these considerations, evolution on
Darwinian lines, in inorganic matter, is as much n neces-

sary fact as that in the organic. In truth, life exists as

much in one as in the other and the difference is only a
question of degree.

The anatomist and jihysioloi^ist no doubt maintain that

the properties we ascribe to monads are merely in the

phronetal cells in the cortex of the brain; the phronema
supposed to be the organ of thought. But this really does

not affect the question. Not more so indeed than that the

eye is the organ of vision, the ear the organ of hearing,

or the nose the organ of smell. These bear the same rela-

tion to the conscious unit which we call the soul, that, to

take an old analogy, a piano does to the i)l;i\er. The
analogy is as good as it is ancient. When the meciianism

of the piano is destroyed, or the ear injured, there is no

further music, and though consciousness and its potential

properties are there, they do not combine to produce the

beautiful combinations of thought through the instrument

of the piano and the brain. This is old, very old, but I
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think not on that account less ti usj; and it is the view now
held by some of the most eminent psychologists, notably

by Mr. VVilham James.

The extraordinary innate qualities in the embryonic

cell are as I think beyond all doubt clear to infra-molecular

arrangements. It is for this amongst other reasons that

I have applied the doctrine of natural selection to atoms.

But it was more so on account of the psychologfical devel-

opments that I have found it still more impei ati\e to as-

sume the elements of mind in the ultimate nuclei; the

monads of our being which constitute ourselves.

1 have in making that assumption formulated the at-

tributes which tend to separate, as by a gulf, the phe-

nomena of mind and matter. I have tried to impress once

more the monism of that apparent dualism. To emphasize,

for it needed emphasis, that mind is matter and matter

mind. But for all that, the mystery of both still remains

where it was, the inconceivable, impenetrable, source and
nucleus of our being, which lies hidden for ever from us.

I can find in that remote immutable and distant origin

which loses itself in infinity of space as well as of time the

only origin not merely of life but of mind. And I therefore

ask you to find in it, insoluble though it may be. the key

to the only true solution. Let us pause and think awhile

of what it all means.

It is the most consistent theory of germ plasm, the

substance which contains the elements of consciousness

as well as of vitality. It gives to psychology what belonged

to physics, and to biology what once belonged to both.

It attributes to matter the consciousness which we have

ahvavs ascribed to mind; and it destroys matter because

it shows everything is mind. But it brings biology with-

in the realm of physics,, or physics within the realm

of biology: and therein, perhaps, does its scientific value

mainly rest. It gives to molecular physics a new aspect
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for it implies and even demands that atoms and molecules

are thinking and alive. It is not so fantastic as to be un-

founded, nor so far-fetched as to be without use. In a
word, it enables us to see the unity and plurality of nature

as one consistent and harmonious whole.

In the doctrine of organic evolution there is much that

lies tmexplained; partly because biologists have confined

themselves to biolog>% physicists to physics and psychol-

ogists to psychology. With us the special ground has been
the disputed territory between tiiem. In science and phi-

losophy we need no Venezuelan arbitrators to decide on the
dividing lines between these grounds of knowledge. In
days I hope now gone by» though even in that case not so
very long ago, the narrow provinces of each branch of
knowledge have been zealously if not jealously guarded
by each of the professors in his own department. These
have long been supposed to stand apart like so many sep-

arate houses, or if we will, so many w ater-tight compart-
ments. The less leakage there was, the less cooununication

between the separate compartments; the more th^ stood
apart, the less they saw of each other; the less th^ knew
of each other's work, the better it was held to be, for them-
selves as well as others. But that remote egotism, that

isolation could not last for ever. As work "advances the
question must arise, whose territory is this and whose is

that ? That which I am trespassing, is it yours or mine ?

Though no traveler may have passed through it and left

his country's flag, the question must be answered to the
satisfaction of one or the other, or of both. If in this

adventurous quest, beyond ilic narrow limits of our own
recognized ground, we have found aught that was new or
stimulating, w c can only say that we hope it will be con-
ceded to be within the scope of more sciences than one.

We can only hope that if there is diversity so also let there
be unity.
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The theory of evolution requires to be viewed from

more aspects than one. And in so doing it can be per-

ceived to be the one principle that r^^lates the develop-

ment of mind as well as that of matter.

Those diflficalties in or^nic evolution thus seem to

imply evolution in inorganic matter, what I mig-ht now call

mind stuff—and to be surmounted by it. Inert matter has

in truth more life than has yet been ascribed to it It is

by a process of sifting out, or in other words by natural

selection, that life as we know it and mind as we know it

have been evolved. The evolution is in the assortment of

monads. The integration and disintegration are from the

simple to the many and from the many to the simple. The
tendency throughout nature is towards harmony, but there

does not appear to have been pre-established harmony as

Leibnitz has supposed. Nay, rather ever3rthing seems to

have been "higgledy-piggledy" and to be gradually settling

down. Where there is harmony amongst monads there is

good; where there is discord there is evil. The evolution

of monads is on the whole towards harmony, and the pur-

pose of the universe towards good; whilst their struggle

for supremacy in their ultimate form constitutes the origin

not only of life as we know it, but perhaps of evil as we
know it too. And with the poet of Buddhism may even the

rude believer in materialism exclaim:

"Behold, I show you Truth ! Lower than hell,

Higher than heaven, outside the uUiiost stars.

Further than Brahm doth dwell,

Before beginning and without end

As space eternal and as surety sure,

Is fixed a Power divine which moves to good

Only its laws endure."

John Butler Burke.

London, England.
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BIOLOGISTS are agreed that the basic problem of

their science is not yet mature for solution. The
origin of life is a mystery still shrouded in darkness by a

lack of the necessary data which would throw light on

the most primitive conditions of life. But while as yet

the details of the problem have resisted scientific inquiry,

the problem itself, or let me say the philosophical back-

ground of the problem, is by no means so hopeless as is

commonly assumed. We know enough of life to anticipate

the nature of the explanaiion of its riddles, and there is not

the slightest rea>un to regard the problem as an unfathom-

able mystery, an enigma that under all circumstances

would defy comprehension.

The problem of the origin of life has been classed by

Du Bois-Reymond among the seven enigmas of the world*

and, not without a touch of a love of mysticism, he actually

deems the nature of life to be intrinsically unknowable.

In the same way Mr. Spencer and his followers look

upon the problem of life as unsolvable, but in both cases

we have to deal with a certain philosophical dogmatism

which has no foundation. There is a great difference be-

tween the unsolvability of a problem on account of sub-

jective and of objective reasons. It is* our fault if we do

not know enough, and the fauli can be remedied. The

lacking data can be supplied. liut if the obscurity of the

^DitsiebenlVeltrStsel
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subject were inherent in the facts themselves, no amount

of science or inquiry would avail.

We doubt whether we have a right to regard as gen-

tiine and legitimate those problems which are per se tm-

solvable, and prefer to characterize them dther as illegi-

timate or futile problems.' Illegitimate problems are

wrong formulations, and futile problems are those that

ou^ht in 1)0 formulated as statements of fact.® For in-

stance the oniological problem "why is reality real?" or

"why does existence exist?" ought to be rendered "what

do we tmderstand by reality ?" The question of the origin

of life is one of the most difficult problems with which

science is confronted, and there is little hope of solving it

at present on account of its detailed complications. Yet,

while we recognize the practical difficulties under present

conditions with the means at our command, we deem the

problem by no means imsolvable or beyond the grasp of

man's reason.

The philosophical problem of the origin of life does

not investigate the field of physiological details but limits

its inquiry to the main outlines of a solution. It attempts

to bring clearness into the chaos of riddles by pointing

out the direction in which the answer of the main question

must be sought. Above all we must learn to distinguish

between two factors, ( i ) the indispensable elements from

which life rises, and (2) the conditions which actually

cause it to appear. The former must be assumed to be

immanent qualities of existence, the latter come to pass

by a favorable combmation of circiunstances.

THE NEW VITALISM.

It may be considered as an established fact that life is

a function, not an entity nor a substance. The idea that

'Comp. Fundomcntal Problems, p.^ ft,

* Coiiq». Kant and Spencer, p. 53.
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it might be an entity has lon^ been ^ven up, yet the

theory that it requires a special Hfe-substance different

from other material is still ventilated now and then. This

theory is called vitalism and it is too natural an error to

be abandoned entirely without at least making the attempt

to adapt it to our modem knowledge.

Vitalism in its cruder or primitive form has been sur-

rendered but it is established in a new sense by Bungle, a

prominent Swiss biologist. He claims that life is an en-

ergy which is as distinct from all other energies as elec-

tricity is different from motion or heat, and it seems to us

that in this he is right. Sometimes naturalists are carried

too far by their enthusiastic zeal to unify all the phenom-

ena of nature and classify them under one head (which in

itself is quite legitimate) and insist upon identifying- things

which are different. The process of life is certainly suf-

ficiently different from other kinds of energy' to be re-

garded as a type of its own. We need not for that reason

declare that it is a supernatural phenomenon, or even that

it is per se mysterious, but we may very well bear in mind
that it is a phenomenon sui generis which can not be identi-

fied either with mechanical motion nor with chemical ac-

tivity nor electrical phenomena. It is a more complicated

process than these three and produces eliects which can

not be traced in any of the others, and so in my opinion

we are perfectly justified in saying that vitality or the

fimction of life is a kind of energy of its own. In this

sense we may retain the old idea of vitalism in a modern-

ized forni, and cla:>^ilv life by itself.

Tlie conditions of life constitute a department of their

own ; tliey are not purely mechanical, nor purely chemical,

nor purely electrical. Some processes are mechanical,

e. g., the movement of the bones ; others are chemical, e. g.,

the modifications of food stuffs under the influence of

saliva; and that electrical phenomena accompany vital
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processes has been proved first by Du Bois-R^rmond and

lately again by Augustus Waller. Yet the properly vital

processes are more complicated than any physical phenom-

ena and accomplish things which are impossible by means

of organic chemistry. The vitality of living organisms is

not a pecuhar substance, but a new compHcation of pro-

cesses which justifies us in attributing to it a domain of

its own which is pretty well marked oiOf from the rest of

nature.

The new vitalism, at least as we understand it, must not

be interpreted as an attempt at reestablishing dualism, for

life remains a natural phenomenon as much as other forms

of energy, be it the lightning in the sky, or the falling

stone, or the wonderful display of colors in a reflected

beam of light We would say then that the function of

life IS a manifestation of energy which forms a cat^ory
of its own. It is as different from physical processes as

chemical combinations are difTerent from purely mechan-

ical movements,—or even more so.

METABOUSM.

Living bodies consist of the very same materials of

which the rest of the world is composed. Chemistry has

resolved matter into some seventy chemical elements, and

the elements of organic chemistry are absolutely the same
as those of inorganic chemistry. Some of the most un-

stable and lightest elements play the most important part

m the function of life, for we may say that oxygen, hydro-

gen, nitrogen and carbon are tlie most essential factors in

building up living organisms.

Our own bodies are composed of a certain number of

chemical elements, a part of which is being constantly

spent, and the sustenance of life depends upon an uninter-

tupted supply of new material which is furnished partly

in the shape of food and partly through breathing.
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The constant change of matter that constitutes the vital

process is called metabolism, although the German word

Stoffwechsel is much more expressive than the Greek term.

Metabolism exhibits two phases, first the building up of

life structures, which is called anabolism, and then Uidr

partial break -down, which is called katabolism. Ana-
bolism is accomplished by nutrition which is a transforma-

tion and assimilation of food; its result is a storage of

energy. KataboHsm is produced by spending the energy

which is followed by a state of fatigue, i. e., an exhaustion

which requires the restoration of the impaired structure

So far as I know, the best investigations on this subject

have been made by Prof. Ewald Hering of Leipsic, who
is mainly concerned with the physiology of vision, but liis

theory has a general application, and our present purpose

will be best served by quoting a recapitulation of his work
from the Encyclopaedia Brittamca, s. v. 'Thysiology,"

Vol XIX, p, 22.

'If the ingenious speculations of Hering, that specific

color-sensations are due to the relation of assimilation

(anabolism) to dissimilation (katabolism) of protoplasmic

visual substances in the retina or in the brain, should finally

pass from the condition of speculation to that of demon-

strated truth, we should be brought face to face with the

fact that the mere act of building up or the mere act of

breaking down affects the condition of protoplasm in other

ways than the one which we have hitherto considered, viz.,

that the building up provides energy to be set free and the

breaking down lets the energy forth. In Herin^'s conce|)

tion the mere condition of the protoplasm, whether it is

largely built up or largely broken down, produces effects

which result in a particular state of consciousness. Now,
whatever views we may take of consciousness, we must

suppose that an affection of consciousness is dependent on

a change in some material. But in the case of color-sensa-
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tions that material cannot be the visual substance itself,

but some other substance. That is to say, according to

Hering's views, the mere condition of the visual substance

as distinct from a change in that condition determines the

changes in the other substance which is the basis of con-

sciousness. So that, if Hering's conception be a true one

(and the arguments in favor of it, if not wholly conclusive,

are at least serious), we are led to entertain the idea that,

in addition to the rough propagation of explosive decompo-

sitions, there are continually passing from protoplasm to

protoplasm delicate touches compared with which the ner-

vous impulses which with such difficulty the galvanometer

makes Imown to us are gross and coarse shocks. And it is

at least possible, if not probable (indeed present investiga-

tions seem rapidly tending in this direction), that an ex-

tension of Hering's view, with such modifications as fntnre

inquiry may render necessary, to other processes than

visual sensations, more especially to the inner working of

the central nervous system, may not only carry us a long

way on towards understanding inhibition and spontaneous

activity but may lay the foundation of a new molecular

physiology. This, however, is speculative and dangerous

ground. But it seemed desirable to touch upon it since it

illustrates a possible or probable new departure. What we
have said of it and of the more manageable molecular prob-

lems of physiology will perhaps show that, vast and in-

tricate as is the maze before the physiologist of to-day, he

has in his hand a clue which prcmiises, at least, to lead him
far on through it."

We do not mean to eriter here into the details of the

physiological problem. We wish to set forth the philo-

sophical aspect of the question alone, and so we need only

the most general data of the physiolc^ of lif^, and for our

purpose it is best to limit our views to the physiology of

animal life.
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ANIBIAL LIFE AND CONSaOUSNESS.

It is not impossible that aoimai life is the simpler and

more typical, perhaps even the more primitive form of

life, and that plant life is of later origin. The differentia-

tion may have occurred when in some cases the katabolk

state was abandoned. It is possible ^at the most primitive

organisms are simply metabolic structures, building up nnd

breaking down. The preponderance of either katabolism

or anabolism could easily lead to a differentiation. Plants

are purely anabolic, while animals are prominently kata-

bolic; and the more they develop their animal nature the

more dependent do th^ become on the anabolism of plants.

Both domains, animals and plants, form a unity. Plant

life seems stunted without animal life. It consists in a

constant storage of energy waiting for the animal to utilize

it, while animal life as we know it can not exist without

plant life.

There is another contrast: An animal is, as it were, a

plant ffiat has its roots within itself, and a plant is like an
animal whose stomach lies outside. This fundamental

dilTerence has an important consequence. Plants are sta-

tionary, while animals drift about. Plants are limited to

the food that is conveyed to them. Animals must seize

their nutriment and introduce it into their system, which

forces them to go and hunt their food. But this very in-

convenience offers them wide possibilities of a further edu-

cation.

There arc some animals which are stationary, such as

corals and oysters. They have become fixed in their places

by peculiar conditions and their food is carried to them by

the surge that is in constant motion. Since we do not mean
to enter into the physiological side of the problem, there is

no need of discussing this exception which is apparent only

and has practically nothing to do with our present problem.
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The most important implication in the difference be-

tween plants and animals resulting from motility, is the

rise of sentiency. In a limited degree plants, too, are sensi-

tive or rather they possess a germ of sensitiveness which is

called irritability. Irritability is a feature of all living

matter, but in plant life it is limited. On a special irrita-

tion, i. e., an impression received from the outside, a certain

movement is set free and this process is called reaction.

The leaves of the sensitive plant when touched fold upon

one another, and the Venus's Ry trap will close its lid if

a fly enters the calyx. We need not discuss here the finer

differences between the irritability in the vegetable world

and the sensibility of animal life. Be it sufficient to point

out that both animals and plants are possessed of irrita-

bilit>% but that irritability appears in a more highly (level-

oped form in animals as sensibility. The main difference

is that the irritability of plants remains purely physiolog-

ical while in animals it develops into psychical states.

Here we touch the most significant feature of existence.

In animals sensibility is possessed of an element which in

the long course of evolution finally appears in the lower

animals as feeling, and in the higher animals, especially

in mammals, as consciousness, and in man as self-con-

sciousness.

The appearance of consciousness has been the most

puzzling problem of science, and it may be deemed the

most difficult complication of the problem of life.

LIFE A PRODUCT OF ORGANIZATION.

The present number of The Monist contains t\vo ar-

ticles on the problem of life, one by Professor Arrhenius,

well known for the distinction of having received the Nobel

prize, and the other by J. Butler Burke, who has made
a specialty of the problem of life. We have our own views

on the subject, but are glad to present their solutions in
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order to show how men of thought deal with this diiiicuky,

and what propositions they liave to make.

It is interesting to learn that so great an authority as

Professor Arrhenius deems a transportation of life-germs

possible not only from planet to planet, but also from one

solar system to another, and so he makes our souls thrill

at the idea of a possible kinship of our own life with that

of the whole universe. He calls his theory "panspermy,"

and thouoh it can never be proved, we mav grant its possi-

bihty. Whether true or not the problem as to the origin

of life remains, for if the life of our own planet is due to

some germs that have been wafted hither from other

worlds the problem remains the same. Those germs must
have originated somehow, and if not, shall we consider

them as consisting of a substance of their own? Shall we
fall back on the old theory of vitalism? This is not Profes-

sor Arrhenius 's meanings apparently, for he does not deny

that life-germs may also have originated independently on

our own planet, and he assumes that the germs of our own
planet would be very much like those of extra-terrestrial

origin.

Mr. Burke's theory is radically different from that of

Professor Arrhenius, and we ought to add, much Ixjlder.

He assumes that atoms are not absolutely like one another,

an assumption which we may grant as possible, but if there

are differences they must be trifling, for scientists are

unable to trace them anywhere. We must consider that

results produced by actions of masses the constituents of

which are counted in numbers in which billions and tril-

lions are negligible quantities, ought either to show ir-

regularities in a marked degree or (it they are rare ex-

ceptions) would disappear. Now, so far as our minutest

observations have gone, it appears that any molecules of
elements can replace any other molecules of the same kind

and number, without altering the result; and it would not
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be impossible that the ultimate elements of matter of any

kind are for all practical purposes absolutely equal. They

may be formed with mathematical exactness and may be

as true and as perfect in their shape as the light waves of

the ether seem to be uniform.

Mr. Burke builds upoo his assumption of the irregu-

larity of atoms a new theory of the origin of the variety of

different creatures endowed with life.

But the differences in animal organisms, and further

in the characters of men, are not founded upon a difference

of substance, as Mr. Burke would assume, and can much
more easily be explained by a difference in the grouping

of the elements of the animated life-cells and by their spe-

cialization into different functions. It is not a difference

of matter but of form. The villain is made of the same

material as the genius. There is no essential difference

in their bodily structure, and if we could analyze their

brains in an entirely reliable and absolutely perfect chem*

ist's retiHTt, we should not expect to find the slightest differ-

ence. Character, as we know> is a matter of form, and the

difference implies a difference of activity and also a differ-

ence in the direction of activity. No one as yet has tried

to discover a material substratum for a difference of direc-

tion, for that is due to form and is conditioned by rela-

tional circumstances. We might as well try to explain

the excellence of Raphael's Sistine Madonna by the pecu-

liarities of the canvas on which it is painted. The same is

true in all difference in character, not only between differ-

ent persons but also between the human and animal organi-

zation, and in organized life in general. The animal life-

substance which, as chemists teach us, is approximately

the same everywhere, will not yield to us the secret of the

origin of life, for life is not a matter of substance, nor even

of. energy, but simply a question of form.

The seat of our intellectual life is generally granted
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to be in the brain, and we know that the brain consists of

most unstable structures which are subject to a change

of material with every act of thinking. How then can we

expect that the most essential differences of soul depend

upon the peculiarities of some atoms? Suppose, however,

this were true, what peculiar complications would arise,

what new problems, theoretical as well as practical, and how
important it would be to discover the most valuable atoms

and to incorporate them into our system! Or shall we as-

sume that there is a central atom somewhere in the brain

which is not discarded in the general flux of matter and

constitutes our personality?

The difference between living and inert substance, as

we learn from its most obvious features, is due to organi-

zation. We might as well call living substance organized

substance and inert matter that which is not organized.

The terms "livinq-" and "organized" are synonyms, and

chemistry actually makes this distinction when speaking

of inorganic and organic chemistry.

We must, accordingly, next discuss the question "What
is organization?"

THE PRESERVATION OF FORM.

The function of organization (as we have stated above)

is metabolism, but there is one peculiar feature in metabol-

ism which must not be overlooked, because it is the essen-

tial condition of all higher development. This is the pres-

ervation of form, and the question now rises, How can

the form be preserved of a substance which is confessedly

in a constant flux?

The answer is simple enough. Living substance is

neither a liquid nor a solid, but a form between the two

which is a state of aggregation that is called viscous.

Viscosity affords sufficient stability to retain sameness of

form in a change of substance, and we must assume that in
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the normal metabolism every breakdown or katabolic act

is succeeded by an act of anabolism which reconstructs

the original form. The breakdown is not entire but only

partial. Though all living substance is very unstable, there

are portions which are more so than others and to these

the breakdown is limited. There the oxygen combines

with carbon into carbonic acid, which is discarded as wastei

Other elements are more or less implicated. They pass

out of the system and in the process of restoration their

l)Iaces are filled up again by elements of the same kind in

the very same configuration as their predecessors. We
have only to assume that the atoms of organized structures

possess a dearth of, or an affinity for, those atoms which

break away in the katabolic process. They are thus at-

tracted to their respective places and the result is the re-

newal of the former configuration.

Biology has investigated the lowest forms of life, such

as microbes, fung-i, and bacilli, and we see that everywhere

life is the product of former life. We have not yet

reached the lowest limit of life-forms. The very lowest

fungi are already highly complicated, simple though they

may appear in comparison to any of the higher animals.

They are already the product of a definite heredity, that

is to say, of a preservation of definite life-forms. Every

kind of bacillu? has its own type, and is produced only by

spores of its species. We have not yet discovered the sim-

plest forms of life-organisms. In the meantime natural*

ists have tried by artificial means to produce in the chem-

ist's retort some living substance. They have succeeded

in producing organic matter, the first substance thus se-

cured being urea, but they have not succeeded in buiklmL,^

up an organism, and there is scarcely any hope for success

in producing the smallest living bacterium. This repeated

failure has caused mystics to claim emphatically that life

is a mystery that can never be solved, but in fact it only
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proves that the orig^inal hfe-forms are too small to come

as yet under our notice. If we only consider that the

smallest lun*:^ are about as complicated in comparison to

atoms, as a tree is in comparison to a cell, we will under-

stand that we need better microscopes than are now at our

disposal before we can discover the most primitive form

of Ufe.

Theoretically considered it should not be impossible to

reproduce organized life. The tendency of certain ele-

ments to organize into life plasm is in itself no more mys-

terious than chemical afiinities or the formation of crystals.

There is no consistency in the methods of those who
see nothing extraordinary in purely physical processes but

are overawed when contemplating the basic fact of all bio-

Ic^cal phenomena, the formation of living structures.

There is no less reason why the simplest life-forms under

favorable conditions should not organize certain elements

into the structure of life-organisms than for vapor to as-

sume the form of snow crystals in the air at a given tem-

perature, and neither process is theoretically incompre-

hensible. Both are equally mysterious and equally pos-

sible.

The dilliculty m reproducing the smallest organism at

all is due to the fact that all organisms known to us are

already the result of a long development iivery one of

them possesses a structure of its own which is the product

of former impressions, the traces of which have been pre-

served and constitute its idios3mcracy, i. e., its definite

character. In order to produce the simplest fungfus we
would have to repeat in our laboratory all the processes

which this species has passed through, from its origin as

a speck of life until it became so specialized as to be a

fungus with all its mysterious qtialities and endowed with

a distinctive character of its own. This may mean a de-

velopment of millenniums or even more.
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Consider then what the formation of a homunculus

would imply. It would mean to repeat all the sense im-

pressions that have formed all those numberless structures

by artificial means, and the probability is that the natural

process would be the quickest way of doing it We would

need for the experiment a planet in its primordial state

soon after the formation of its crust, and must then allow

a primitive speck of life to ])ass througfh the same process

as did man from his primeval origin. We grant that the

process might be abbreviated, but even then it would take

too long to be actually attempted and so nature's way
would after all prove the easiest way of producing the

homunculus.

Those who are enthusiastic about producing life by

artificial means forget the role which the preservation of

form plays in the development of definite life-structures.

So far we have been able to bring under observation only

creatures whose character has been sufficiently specialized

through a long period of development to make them un-

questionably organic in their structure. Our microscopes

are not powerful enough by far to show us the interaction

even of molecules, much less of atoms. We even do not

know whether atoms are discrete bodies of definite outline

with a distinct individuality, or whether they are simply

a mode of calculating the proportions in which the different

elements combine. Until the time of the invention of mi-

croscopes that can look into the atomic structure of organ-

isms we are not likelv to discover the conditions under

which organized life has originated and could be arti-

ficially reproduced. But while the origm of life is hidden

from our observation there is no reason to assume that it

is an unsolvable mystery, for we know positively that the

nature of living substance is conditioned by organization,

and organization again is a matter of form.
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THE SPONTANEITY OF LIVING SUBSTANCE.

The problem has been raised, how can life which is

possessed of the faculty of self-motion originate from a

world of inert matter? But a closer inspection of the

nature ui luaUcr will show that even the inorganic ele-

ments are not devoid of self-motion. The chemical atoms

combine with or separate from other atoms accordmg to

definite affinities, and we have no reason to believe that

their action is due to push. At any rate the assumption of

zvis a iergo would be of no help to solve the problem of

motion in the world, for it would only place the source of

energy further back and ^vould make that substance from

which this pressure proceeded the really automatons or

self-moving element. There is an activity even in so-called

inert matter commonly named gravity, and there is also

activity in chemical action. So we might as well consider

self-motion an inherent quality of all substance as to

credit it to some mysterious medium such as the ether

which (for some good reasons) is assumed to surround

and permeate the world of gross matter.

With respect to automatous motion organized life is

by no means different from inorganic nature. Both move
and are moved, there is attraction and repulsion; and if we
analyze the nature of attraction and repulsion in the do-

main of animal life we find that life is possessed of the

same kind of energy that is found in the domain of in-

organic matter. Knergy is simply motion, i. e., change of

place; or strain, i. e., the possibility of producing motion.

Energy, whether vital or purely physical, is measurable

in foot pounds, and considered as energy pure and simple

there is not the slightest difference between the two. Ac-

cordingly it is not motion nor self-motion which is the

typical quality of organized life, but it is that function of

the preservation of form which is due to organization, and
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which in the animal world becomes the basis of the devel-

opment of soul.

So far we have come to the condtision that all existence

is possessed of energy, which means it is automatous or

bears in itself the power of spontaneous motion. We do

not say that this spontaneity is arbitrary or haphazard,

but on the contrary we conceive it to respond to stimuli in

a definite way according to conditions most rigforously de-

termined by laws of form. This spontaneity common to all

existence attains a higher plane of chances with unlimited

possibilities through organization. Organization inter-

twines the action of smaller centers by coc^eration into

larger and larger groups so as to produce higher and ever

higher units of efficiency. There is a certain cooperation also

in the physical and chemical world, but the cooperation of

org-anized animal life (as we can infer from its effects)

possesses one peculiarity of which inorganic nature seems

to be absolutely void. It establishes an interrelation of the

iimer or subjective aspect of existence and so produces a

concentration of its most intimate feature, the in-itsdf-ness

of things.

What this inner aspect of things is can be inferred

from its final result in orp^ani^ed animal substances: it is

the awareness of their own being, viz., feeling, conscious-

ness, psychic states, implying pain, pleasure and cognition.

THE INNER ASPECT OR SUBJECTIVITY.

The a])pearance of feeling is sometimes regarded as

the jS^rentLst riddle of life and so it is. Nevertheless, we
claim that whatever may be the practical difficulties of

comprehending the several physiological conditions neces-

sary for the rise of sentient organisms, the philosophical

problem is not beyond any possibility of solution. We
have but to assume that just as energy is a universal prop-
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erty of all substances so that quality which is the condition

of sentiency must be in existence everywhere.

We conceive of all existence as being- hke ourselves

possessed of two aspects. It manifests itself objectively

as action and subjectively as feeling. Within ourselves

we are sentient beings, twt externally in our relation to

other existences we appear as bodies moving about, react-

ing upon our surroundings.

We call the innerness of existence "subjectivity" and

the outerness "objectivity," and we regard both as aspects

looked at from two different points of view. Every pro-

cess in life can be looked at from two sides, either from

within or from without. We ourselves call the innerness

of our being our soul» and the outerness our body. In onr-

selves we feel our existence as awareness or consciousness,

or in a word, as soul. The word soul most likely means
the innerness of things. The German word Seele is still

used in other applications as the inner portion of things.

In the terminology of artillery the hollow inside of the

cannon is called SeeU^ and Federseele is the pulp that is

found inside of a feather.

Now I do not mean to say that atoms or molecules have

souls or that they are endowed with intelligence—that the-

ory, which is called panpsychism,"* is a mistake,—I only

claim that every atom (or generally speaking all exist-

ence) possesses that subjectivity or innerness, a mere po-

tentiality of feeling, out of which through organization

the soul is woven.

Now we note that in the course of evolution which starts

with the formation of organized substance, the significance

of this innerness or subjectivity grows until it reaches tlie

height of self-consciousness which is a characteristic of the

rational soul of man. We must assume, therefore, that the

* For a discu<!sion of panpsychism with Mr. Thomas A. Edison and Pto£
Ernst Haeckel see The Monist, III, 234 ft.
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interconnection of atoms and molecules in animal organ-

ized substance is such as to favor a cooperation of the sub-

jective elements, while all inorganic combination leaves

their inner potentialities still isolated.

The most simple state of consciousness is called a feel-

ing, but we know very well that every feeling is already

a highly complicated state of subjective awareness which

presupposes a number of minor states of the same kind

but more feeble, more insignificant, and less intense. The
intensity of a clear and well defined feeling is due to the

cooperation of a great number of minor subjective states

which are called subliminal feelings because they fall below

the threshold of consciousness.

When considcriner how infinitesimal the sentiency of

a fly must be in comparison to the subliminal feelinf^s of a

human organism, and again, how much smaller still the sen-

tiency must be of the several tiny cells of which the vital

parts of the fly consist, we may approximately realize the

absolute dimness of the feeling which stirs the innemess of

the most primitive organized substance.

Here, if anywiicre, in these minute specks of life-sub-

stance, we have a semblance of the mathematical idea of

an infinitely small quantity ; and yet it is only a semblance

of it, for these most primitive structures must be discrete

and real bodies which, if they could but become visible in

microscopes of enormous power, would reveal a definite

shape with a definite interrelation of parts and operating

in a dclmite way. From such a primitive interlinking of

suhjectivities, the life of the soul has sprung; and we ex-

plain the origin of actual feeling out of the potential feel-

ing^ of subjectivity from the consideration that isolated

subjectivities remain blank; ihey become real feelings only

by the cooperation with other potential feelings. Isolated

feelings are mere irritability and feelings of any kind, po-

tential as well as subluinnal, can become states of aware-
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ness only by being felt, and further one feeling can be felt

by another only when internally interconnected through

organization.

We are inclined to think that the subjective stir which •

develops into feeling takes place in the process of metabol-

ism. It is a complicated process of oxidation or slow burn-

ing and it has been specialized for the function of sentiency

in nervous substance, especially the gray matter of the

brain.

So far as we can judge, the. inner or subjective aspect

of existence remains without any significance in the in-

organic world, for there the actions or reactions of all

things take place according to their external shape only.

They have no choice
;
they act without previous delibera-

tion. 1 heir actions depend solely on their own constitu-

tion and the impacts of surrounding- conditions. Ideas,

thoughts, purposes, are utterly foreign to them. Gravity

is determined by mass, chemical affinity must depend upon

atomic structure, presumably the axes of rotation, etc.

However, in the life of animals the inner aspect is increas-

ingly gaining in significance. While the psychology of

atoms ( if \vc may be allowed to use this expression) would

possess no sii^mificancc whatever, the si.Lrnificance of the

inner life (of the soul) grows in importance the higher

life rises in the onward march of evolution.
I

MEMORY.

The most significant feature of the function of life

(called metabolism) we have recognized to be the preser-

vation of form: the basic condition of all psychical life of

animal substance we find to be memory; and these two,

the preservation of form and memory are two different

aspects of one and the same thing. Memory is the feeling

that accompanies the revival of a trace made by a former
impression and so we understand that memory (the resus-
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citability of feeling) is ahsolutely dependent upon the pres-

ervation of physiological structures.

Organization is a correlation which in animal life ren-

ders possible a communion of the subjective innemess of

its correlated parts. This means that potential feelings

are so interrelated as to produce a common effect; they

focus, as it were, several subjectivities itito one unified

state; they intensify them by concentration, which if strong"

enough reaches the threshold of actual feeling. But the

process can not be one of concentration only. Judging

from analogy and trying to explain the lower as yet un-

known strata of feeling from the higher ones that lie

within the ran^e of consciousness, we assume that contrast

and comparison play a most important part in the devel-

opiiieiit of the elementary forms of senticncy also. A feel-

ing or state of awareness is lost unless it be connected with

other states of feeling, and especially with memories of

the past. In other words feeling in order to be felt must

be in communication not only with simultaneous but also

with prior feelings. Feeling in order to become a real

psychic state can not remain isolated but must be organ-

ically interlinked with co-existing as well as pre-existing

feeling, and this is possible only throus^h memory.

We know that our feelings are different, and we as-

sume that the difference of feelings is due to a difference

of form. The nature of a feeling depends upon the physio-

Ic^cal function of which it is the subjective aspect, and the

function being a reaction upon an irritation depends upon

the structure of the sentient organ and the impression or

commotion by which it is caused. The reactions that take

place in sentient substance leave traces, and if these traces

are somehow stimulated their sentiency is reawakened and

thereby a feeling is produced which resembles the former

feeling in kind. It reproduces it according to the trace it

has left in the living substance, and this reproduction of
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former feelings is called reminiscence, and reminiscences

are rendered possible through memory, which (we repeat)

is the psychical aspect of the preservation of fomi in living

structures. The preservation of form is therefore to be

considered as the factor that builds up the souL

States of feeling, however, are not yet mental phe-

nomena. The most primitive feelings are mere irritations

indicating pain or pleasure or indefinite states of various

forms. Feelings change into mental states through becom-

ing representative, and this process originates naturally

and necessarily in sentient substance under the influence

of the surrounding world.

liEAMING AND SOtJL.

Suppose we have some simple aiiniial structure,—say

an ameboid speck of Ufe-substance. It is already highly

organized and of a complicated formation in comparison

to the most primitive life structures, but it is mere raw
material in the eyes of the zoologist This speck of life

is subject to constant impacts of the surrounding world,

and we know from the sundry facts which illustrate the

doctrine of evolution that certain parts of the organism

become specialized for special purposes. Ocelli originate

first as spots sensitive to light; the organs of smell and
taste originate under chemical influence; the ear, which
is first an organ of equilibrium containing the otoliths,

responds to soundwaves, etc Every sensation of the

sense organs responds to a definite impression and leaves

a trace made on a track of a definite form. When an im-

pression of some kind is made, the irritation travels on the

tracks into which it fits to the old traces built up by former
impressions and reawakens them. This reawakening- is

felt as a reminiscence, which by implication means that

an impact of the same kind as formerly is being made.

In this way sensations acquire meaning, they become rep-
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resentative, and external impacts come to signify the pres-

ence of external causes.

In the course of evolution the representativeness of

sense impressions assumes a clearness which makes pos-

sible a conception of the actions that take place in the sur-

rounding world. In other words the things surrounding

an organism become more and more represented in anal-

ogous forms of feeling. The mind of a creature is noth-

ing but the sum total of and the interaction among all these

feelings.

We sum up the case thus: Feelings develop into sen-

tient symbols and the'soul is a system of sentient symbols.

This definition of the soul lodes very simple but it is

of far-reaching consequence. The representativeness of

our ideas renders it possible for us to adjust our actions

to conditions. It makes possible a conception of the world

in which we live. Our soul is comparable to a map of our

surroundings in which we know ourselves to be drifting;

and since we have definite needs, definite wants, and defi-

nite demands, our ideas of things serve us as a guide for

our conduct. In place of haphazard reaction, which in

chemistry takes place according to the structure of the

elements, an animal can adapt its reaction according to

circiunstances which will serve its own needs, and thus the

most important consequence of the nature of the soul as

a system of sentient symbols is the possibility of purpose.

Man can direct his own course of action according to his

foresight and knowledge of the surrounding world and

whatever progress has been made and will be made, this

will remain true even of the higher man of the future.

His dignity and the pride of his superiority will always

make it possible for him to pursue a definite purpose.

Thereby he can make himself the master of his destiny.
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THE RELIGIOUS ASPECT.

We have explained the origin of the soul in its very

beginning, but we have not yet touched upon its nature

and significance. Nor can we enter upon this subject to

any extent because the field is too large and we would

need the full space of another article to do it. But we
will here in conrln-^ion at least touch upon the problem,

lest our explanation of the lowly origin of the soul and the

simple mode of its operation be misunderstood.

There are people who have a misgiving as to the doc-

trine of evolution because it traces* the pedigree of man
back to the simians, and even further down to protoplasm

and lu the very mud of material existence; and their ob-

jection is in so far well grounded as man in spite of his

kinship to all creation and although he consists of dust,

is not born of the dust, but is the child of a higher pres*

ence. We have learned that the soul originates in sen-

tiency by the meaning which sensations acquire, and soul

is the systematized totality of the meanings which reside

in the feelings of aii organism. Now let us consider how
man's mind is built up from small begnmings, and how he

attains that marvelous power which makes him master of

the earth and gives him the right to claim divine son ship

The growth of soul is a gradual incarnation of truth. The
more correctly and adequately the soul reflects the world,

the higher it ranges on the ladder of evolution. Truth is

the criterion of the worth of the soul. With the light of

reason a new vista is opened to the mind's eye, for a rational

being catches glimpses of the universal, the eternal, the

divine; it recognizes the vestiges of the cosmic order, of

the norms of existence, of God. And so the soul of rational

beings is an incarnation of those laws that sway the world

;

it becomes the dwelling place of the Most High, of the

pow'er which dominates the world and guides its course
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with unfailing consistency—^humanly speaking, with an
absolute wisdom and perfect justice.

It is true that naturalists and psychologfists of the

present day are apt to overlook the moral signiticance of

the soul, and a protest, such as that made by Mr. F. H. Gile

in the present number-, seems justified, but we beUeve that

we can (indeed we shall have to) accept all the well assured

consequences of science and the scientific conception of the

world, of God, and of the soul, all of which appear so

nesrative to the man who still clings to the old faith, or

rather to the letter of its dogmas. We accept the scien-

tific solution without, however, falling a prey to moral

indifference, and without losing our ideal aspirations. We
recognize that the spirit of the old faith is not wrong and
wish to preserve all of it that is true and good. As the

unity of a man's soul does not depend upon the presence

of a monad in his mind, nor of any concrete unit, (be it

an atom or a molecule, or a force center), but upon the

systematic unification of reason, so our nobility, our di ca-

nity and our moral worth are not dependent upon the belief

in the traditional conception of the soul as a mysterious

entity. On the other hand, when we surrender the letter

of a traditional belief, we need not i^ive up the spirit of it;

and so we must still preserve our fidelity to that formative

factor that so far has guided our advance. We must pre-

serve our love of truth as a divine authority to be re-

spected in its objective import and to be respected even

when it might not suit us, and above all we must practically

apply our knowledge ; we must not only behold and com-

prehend, but also actualize in our own being, the inter-

relation of life with life, of soul with soul, the solidarity

of tile niierests of all, and work out our common aim and
our common ideals.

People who know and feel the religious character of

our moral aspirations, fear that our ideals may be lost when
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the letter of our dogmas passes away, but we have learned

that it is not the letter of the old dogmas, it is their spirit

which animates all religion and has beei-otten the dogmas

as a transient expression in a bygone period of man's

development. For this reason let us listen to the warning

of those who find modem psychology, at least as it is com-
mooly taught, sorely wanting in the'most essential point

—

the moral and religious significance of the souk

Editor.
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ON SOME POINTS IN THE FOUNDATION OF
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.

HE need that showed itself, in comparatively modern
X times, of the greatest attainable logical precision in

the concepts and methods of science led, in the held of pure

mathematics, to the fundamental work of Weierstrass,*

Cantor, Dedekind» Fr^e, Peano, and Russell, and, in the

field of physics, to those researches of which the most im-

portant are associated with the names of Mach and Stallo.'

In mathematics, the main result has been the proof that

all pure mathematics deals exclusively with concepts de-

finable in terms of the fundamental logical concepts, and

that all its propositions are deducible from the fundamental

logical principles ;f and, consequently, Kant's view that

mathematical reasoxmg is not strictly formal, but always

uses intuitions, that is to say, the a priori knowledge of

space and time, can be definitely refuted* But, although

^ In Weierstrass's case, this need can be seen to be in the highest degree
pncHcal, since many general theorems in the tiieofy of analytic functions,

proved" by the older analysis, show themselves, on examination, to be un-
sotmd or insecure, and point tlie way to consideratkms of the very founda-
tions of arithmetic Such a theorem is that on tiie existence of a point of
condensation in an infinite aggregate of real or complex numbers, of which
the importance, in the theory of analytic functions, was seen by Briot and
Boogtie^ who gave a polpaUjr insufficient proof of tiie tiieorem in question.

'The tendency towards "physical symbolism" (see a note below) is also

marked knr some of the works of Maxwell, Kirchhof!, Clifford, Hertz, Karl
Pearson, Ostwald, and o^ers. (CI H. Kleinpeter, Die Erkenntmsthtorie der
Ncturforschung der Gegenwart, Leipsi^ I9Q3; H. Hoffding, Modgme PtUh'
topken, Leipsic, 1905, pp. 98-117).

Ci Russell, The Principles of Mathematics, vol i, (Cambridge, 1903;
especially pp. v, 3-9.

*!^u<:sell, op. cit pp 4, 456-461; cf. C^oturat, Les prktcipes dM matki-
nuUiques, Paris, 1905, pp. 235-30&
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there is thus no such thing as a philosophy of mathematics,

as distinct from one of loofic, in physics the case is different.

The above critical discusMuiis have put in a clear hght the

fact, which is invariably overlooked by the cruder physi-

cists, that the **world" with which we have to do in theo-

retical mechanics, for example, is but a mathematical

scheme whose function it is to imitate, by logical conse-

quences of the properties assigned to it by definition, cer-

tain processes of nature as closely as possible.'"* Thus our

''dynamical world" may be called a symbol of reahty, and

must not be confused with the reality itself.*^

• This fact forms the basis of Ward's first argument against natnnUsm
in his Naturalism and Ai^nosticism, 2d cd,, t-ondon, J903. vol. i.

'Ward {Fhilosophical Orientation and Scientific Standpoints ^Annual
address before the Philosophical Union of the University of Californial,
Berkeley. 1904, p. 8) called those ptiy-iVi is who realize this gap hctwcrr tl-.c

concept and tlie reality "physical symbohsts," as distinguished from the "phys-
ical realists," who arc metaphysicians in spite of themselves.

When, in this address (p. 2), Ward insists on the implication of some
reality behind appearance in the very use of the term "phenomenon," there
seems to bo a misnnderstanding of the scientific position. It has, as is well
known, often been urged by pliilosophers (see, for example, Dr. John Caird's

Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion, new ed., Glasgow, 1901, pp. 14-15;

Ward» NiUuralism and Agnostictsm, 2d cd., vol i, 1903, p. 24, and vol. ii. pp.
275-276) and others (see. for example H, Spencer, First Principles, 6th cd.,

1900, p. ij), that, when we say that a uuug is only a phenomenon or appear-
ance, we imply that there is something which is not mere appearance but real-

ity. Now, it is not true that to speak of a thing a implies that there is some-
thing which is not a (for example, to speak 01 an entity does not imply the
self-contradiction that there is a non-entity) ; so that we must conclude that

what the philosophers mean is: The word "appearance" is part of an in-

completed phrase "appearance of and hence an appearance which is

not an appearance of anything is a contradiction. But it seems to me that
men of science just took tlie word "appearance" or "ohenomenon" as a
general term for the facts (of consciousness) which Madi has called by
the less metaphysical name of "elements" (ConUibutions to the Analysis
of tlie Sensations, English translation, Chicago, lik^j, pp. 5, 11, 18), and phi-
losophers are apparently unable to appreciate the procedure of scientific

people of taking a word, whicli may have had a previous meaning, re-defining
it, and thereafter giving it no meaning not provided ni the definition. It is

true that Mach used the word "Erscheinung" in his Erhaltung der Arbeit o(
1872 without pointing this out explicitly (he explicitly abandons the use of
the word "sensation,' because it seemed to refer to the (hypolhetical) ego,
in op. cit, p. 18, but it should at least be remembered that the verbal impli-
cation in the word "appearance" is a trace of the philosophical point of view
of the naive man (cf. Mach, op. cit., pp. 10, 25-26) who thinks that experience
is the knowable result of the interactiott between an unknowable thing-in-
itsclf and an unknowable ego. When a man of science talks of "phenomena"
he no more implies the existence of another reality than did Mr. Vincent
Crummies in Nicholas Nickleby, when he spoke of "The Infant Phenomenon."

Again, i£ we were to use the word "phenomenon" literally, with its ref-

erence to a crude philosophy, to talk of "phenomena per se" would be to talk
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The present paper contains suggestions for the appli-

cation of the more refined mathematical conceptions—such

as those of '"continuity" and ''motion"—^to the mathemat-

ical determination of our image of reality. When once

we have begun to set up, for what is, at bottom, the prac-

tical need of completiiii^- facts in thought/ the mathematical

image of the universe, we have left behind all the philo-

sophical problems, and we have only to look to the progress

of sciences like those of electricity, chemistry, and psy-

chology for the gradual completion of the image, or model,

of the universe, and for the consequent precise answering

of epistemological questions.* And the mathematician is

completely master of his model; he can repeat the occur-

ol **tliosc phenomein which are not phenomena, but realities.** But, if we ase
the word in the sense r,f cli's "elements of consciousness" and avoid (cf.

Hach, op. cit., p. 20) the question: whose consciousness?, which arises also
from the verbally imptied reference to a crude philosophy, I see no reason
afsinst calling the phenomena the only reslity the outer" world has for us.

*Cf. Mach, op. cit. pp,. 151 note, 171-176; Popular Scientific Lectures,

^ ed., Chicaf?o, 1898, pp. 236-258, especially p. 2^3: pp 186-213; L)ic Mcchanik
in ihrer Entuickclung hislorisch-krttisch dargesiclli

,
4te Aull, Lcipsic, lyoi,

pp. 510-528 (This work was translated into English by T. J. McCormack under
tne title The Science of Mechanics, Chicago : Open Court Pub. Co., 1893; 2A

ed. 1902) ; Die Principien der Wdrmelehre histortsch-krilisch enlwUkeil, 2tc

Anfl., Leipsic, igoo, pp. 365-366^ 39l-405<

' If we neglect the psydiologtcal aspect of tihe answer to Kant's question

:

Hn-.v is nature, as a system of ]a'.v", possible?, which was sketched in Ward's
address, pp. 11 et seq., and Naturalism and Agnosticism^ vol. ii, and only con-
cern ourselves with what is implied logically by the existence of the science

—

our above "model" rf nature, we arrive at a series of exact answ ers, expressed,
of course, in mathematical language, to epistemological questions, and this

seties can only be completed when our model is sufficiently complete. As
yet, our model may be judged complete in d>iiamical respects, at least. The
postulate (ii postulate it can rightly be called) that a model is possible seems
to me to be the '^postulate of the coroprehensibility (or uniformity) of nature/'

In this way, it seems to me that the only remainiTT.j function for the phi-
losopher, as distin^ished from the logician, is to give the mind such ac-
quaintanceship (which Heymans seems to call "absolute knowledge" ; BinfUh-
rvn^ in die Mefaphysik ouf Grundlage der Erfahrung, Leipsic, T905. pp 1-2)
with the conceptions of science (including such subjects as sestlietics and
noials, which are as yet hardly more than possible saences) as it has witb
redness or the taste of a pineapple (cf. Russell. of>. cit.,p. v, where also the
i^Iure of "the search with a mental telescope" for the notion of cUus^ was
ipokenof).

There are some suggestive remarks on epistemolo^fv in Stallo, op. cit.,

PP- xxxv'-xlii, 25-26, 68-69; and Mach, in his Erhaltung der Arbeit, of i^a,
aaphssised the logical roof in the principle of the conservation of energy.
But I will reserve a closer examination of these questions for anotiier oppor*
luaity.
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rences in his universe as often as he likes, he can make his

"sun'* stand still, or hasten, in order that he may publish

the "Nautical Almanac" several years ahead of time. His

position contrasts with that of the mere observer like that

of the man who had thirty dollars in his mind with that

of the man who had thirty dollars in his ])urse, in Kant's

illustration of the untenabihty in logic of the ontological

proof of the existence of God.* The mathematical physicist

can, without difficulty, become rich beyond the wildest

dreams of avarice,—but by dream-gold.

I,

The first stage in the construction of our image is

naturally the formation of a '^dynamtcal world." This

world closely resembles that of Russell,*** but it seems to

me essential that the "space" should be an aggr^te of

complex numbers (with three unities), and the time should

be an aggregate of real numbers, for only then can we
describe the motions in this world by differential equa-

tions." If, on the other hand, the space and time were

(as Russell assumed)*^ any continua which are defined

purely ordinally, we could give a meaning to a certain

position being a "function" (even a continuous one)^' of

*Cf. also Russell, Mind, 1905, p. 491.

It has been maintained with great ability, that this "proof is not to be
regarded as an attempt at a strictly logical proof, hut ns meaning that our
whole conscious hie is based on a universal self-consciousness (Caird, op. cit.,

pp. 144-150.)

^Op. cit., pp. 480^1.

"Cf. Russell, op, €it., pp. 3^S^ There, even tiie notion of tfie com'
tinuity of a function \vr\'^ defined, after Dini, in a manner which i? not purely
ordmal, but is applicable, m tiie first instance, only to series oi numbers. I
have shown (see the next note but one) that the notion of continuity of a
function can be given a purely ordinal (not necessarily connected with a
series of numbers) definition, but not the notion of a differential quotient.

"0/>. fit., pp. 288, 437-440, 473-

"I have shown Uourn. fur Math., Bd. CXXVlll, 1905, pp, 182-199.)
that not only funffiom (as Russell emphasised, op. cit., pp. 263-907), bat also
continuous function^ can be conceived in a purely ordinal manner. Hi at a
continuous function could be thus conceived was tacitly assumed by Ku&sell
(op, cit., p. 480) in s(>eaking of a continnons function whose argument was
a aeries (not neccssanly of numbers).
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the time, but we could not to a differential quotient like

dx/dt. From this it follows that not only do we have

absolute time and position in our dynamical world in con*

tradistinction to our real world, as Ward has already

pointed out, but that "measurement" which we apply in

actual experiments, has only an analogue in mathematics

by a convention." It may be remarked, also, that Rus-

sell's'^ statement that the world may, in spite of Mach's

arguments, quoted by Ward, be twice given, only applies

to the "dynamical world" (for there a mathematician is

a sort of demiurge), and Mach and Ward were only

speaking of our real world/'

The "distance" of two '^Nmits in an aritfainetieal space." ^x, v) and
{x', y'), may be defined, in a way recalling our empirical notion of distance,

bat which is not purely ordinal* as +V {x—x') "-f (y— or as Jordan's
"fcart," 1*—x'l+fy—y'!. Qt also Russdl, op. cit., pp. 425-438.

"0^. cii., pp. 492-493.

"The attempt to make certain purely matlieniatfcal concepts the foun-
dation of reality may be illustrated by the l ulicrous attempts at the substan-
talization of "ether" and "space" (cf. Stallo, 2'he Concepts and Theories of
Modem Physics, 4th ed, Ixmdon, 1900, pp. xxiv-xxvi, 43-44, 227-230, 247;
Ward. op. cit., vol. i, pp. 128-138.

Helmholtz investigated mathematically tlie properties of rotational move-
ment in an absolutely homogeneous, incompressible, perfect fluid, and Lord
Kehin based on these ret-earche.s his well-Uncnvii speculation.s on "vortex-
atoms." Now> in order to realize the difference between these two investt-
gatioos, let us reflect tiiat what a matiiematician can only mean by stt^ a
"fluid" is a certain aL'^Tepate of numbers (the numbers are here complex
numbers with three independent unities, so as to mimic the space of ex-
perience), whife tfie transformations or '^motions*' of parts of it underlie
certain conditions which are describeil {lict uresqucly by tbe wortls "iucriin-

Dccssibility" and "perfection." The whole problem is purely mathematical;
Mt, because^ in nature, a process may be more or less exacUy described by
it when these natural processes are referred t > certain (luterminable axes re-

garded as *'hxed" and the various points of natural space are put in a metrical
one-ooe correspondence witfi one aggregate of numbers, Ibe names of tiie

natural objects or properties have been transferred, usually in an uncritical

manner, to the mathematical images of them. This it is that has given rise
t» die many attempts (of whidi Lord Kelvin's is an example) to attempt,
inversely, to make the mathematical image the essence of the reality. Then
we at once get the vahd objo:tions that the motion in such a fluid (supposed
ital) is not sensible, and that the "fluid" itself is, Hke "atoms" (cf. Stallo,

'^P- cit., p. 156 note), "things-in-iliemselves" (Stallo, op. cit.. p. 159; Mach,
op. cit., pp. 4 23 note), or the result of attempts to reify the mathematical
coneeptioo of ''spaee" (Stallo, op. cit.,pp. 214-215 )^in a conception which has
JUisen psychologically, though not logicall\. from the "space" of the pli>s-

idsts (ci Mach, op. cit., p. 55; Die Frincipien der Wdrmelehre, lyoo, pp.
49l^4S7 and 71-77 [on the physical ''continuum"] ; Meehanik, 1901, pp. 232-

353; Erhaltung dcr Arbeit, 1872, pp 5^^-57), nothing at all.

The widespread notion that geootetcy is a science dealing with pure
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2.

There comes the question of the meaning of such terms

as "causality" in our image. Mach" has, now, formulated

the law of causality in the form: To every phenomenon a

belongs a group which uniquely determines it (of which

it is a one -valued function). Even this very general

formulation (which includes Petzoldt's" "Gesctz der Ein-

deuttglceit") leads to important consequences: it shows

the identity of the two forms in which the principle of the

conservation of enerof}' has been expressed, and can itself

be transformed mathematically into what is an equivalent

of Poincare's^* rather vague generalization of the prin-

ciple of conservation of energy: ''II y a quelque chose qui

demeure constant."

From this point, then, there opens a field of sauthc-

matical research. We have seen that the functions occur-

ring in that aspect of the law of causality with which we
have to do in mathematical physics are one-valued func-

tions of many real variables ("phenomena" or "elements,"

as Mach calls them), which, in the case of dynamics, can

space—a notion not to be eonfused with the s^ic« of the physicists or
number-aggrregates—leads to mnny contradictions in geometry and mechan-
ics. There is much that can be done in the investigation of the purely
ordinal properties of series, but, in order that arithmetical notions, such as
that of a fliffi^rential quotient, may bo used, our "space" and "time" must be
numerical aggregrates. And when this is the case, the difficulties as to ab-
solute or relative position and raotion cease to appear; while position and
motion in a "pure" space h:><:. the same difTiculties as in the "ether" just de-
scribed. An example of an attempt lo retain "the philosophical dictum that
all motion is relative/' a pure space, and differential equations of motion, in
one book on mechanics, is given by A E. H. Love's Theoretical Mechanics,
(Cambridge, 1897). A "motion relative to a frame of reference" is only
satisfactory if we can, so to speak, ear-mark tiie frame; and tfiere is no way
of doing this in a *'piire'' ^lace.

"Cf. Die Geschichlc und die Wurzel dcs Satses von der Erkaitung dwt
Arbeit, Prag, 1872, pp. 35-37: Mcchanik, 1901, pp.5i3-5i5-

"J. Pctzoldt, "Mrixinia. Minima und Oekonomie," Vierteljahrsschrift

fur unss. Philosophte, Juhrs. XIV, 1890, pp. 206, 354, 417; "Das Gesetz der
cindeutigkeit/' ibid,, Jahrg. XIX, 1^5, pp. i^S-aoa; cf. Mach, Meehamk,
1901, p. 409.

*" La Seienc* ft thypotMse^ ed. revue et eorrigiie, Paris, p. 153.
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be replaced by one real variable, the time; there arises the

question as to what restrictions on these functions (to be

continuous, analytic,. . .) are necessary or convenient in

that mathematical image of the real world which we call

the 'VlMiamical world."** I will illustrate this.

Suppose that jr is a co-ordinate in a dynamical prob-

lem: in any particular problem our object is to find an ex-

pression of X in terms of the time (t), and, in conformity

with the law of causality, we assume that .r is a (one-

valued) function of t:

x=fit).

Now, in order that the real number called "the velocity

of X at t=to' {[dx/dt]t=t^) should exist, f{t) must be

differentiable at t=to \ and, for this, continuity of f{t) is

necessary but not sufficient, while an "analytic" character

of f{t) near i^U is sufficient but not necessary; and so on.

We can, indeed, contemplate the most various dynamical

worlds; for example, while the law of causality holds, a

moving point may have no velocity at any point of its

(continuous) path. For this, we have only to suppose

/(O to be a continuous function without a derivative, as

Appell and Jannaud have done.^^

This thorough investigation of the dynamical world

with all the resources of the modern theories of functions

and of aer^resfates. althout^h it seems very far removed from

what are coimuonly supposed to be the objects of matlie-

matical physics, appears to me to be the only way in which

we can be sure that the image of reality at which we aim,

"For this, cf. A. Voss, "Die Pruuipien der rationeUen Mechauik,"
EMtjkL der matK fVUs., vr. I., pp. ao-jo.

""Remarques sur I'introduction d« functions continues n'ayant pas de
derivee dans !es elements de la dynamiqtie." Compt. rend., T. XCllI. 1881,

p. 1005; Archiv fur Math., Bd. LXVII. 1882, p. i6a
^

Similar examples are afforded by the contemplation of one of Peano's
"curves" which fill a square, as the path of a moving point (cf. A. Schonflies,
t>u Entuickclung der Lehre von den Punktmannigfaliigkcitcn, Leipzig, 190a
pp 121-125; W. H. Young and [Mrs.] Grace Chisholm Young, The Theory of
SeU of Pomts, Cambridge, 1906* 9p. i6s-i7Q( sig-aja, 291-292.}
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by successive approximations, is what Hertz^^ called a

"logically permissible image/'

In this way, we shall come across such problems as the

following: The law of the conservation of energy is now
recognized as a specialized form (the form of which has

been discovered by observation) of the law of causality;

what limitations on the form of the functions involved in

the latter law does this specialization involve?

3

Every theorem in the theory of functions or m that of

differential equations brings to light a property of the

dynamical world which sometimes appears very surprising.

Thus, the (not yet completely solved) problem of finding

the necessary and sufficient conditions under which a solu-

tion of a system of ordinary (real) differential equations

can exist, would give us the necessary and suiEcient con-

ditions that a moving body which is somewhere at some
time should be somewhere at some other time. But this

surprising appearance is only due to our use of phrases

we use abuul real things to describe occurrences in the

dynamical world,—a world w'hich has no secrets from us,

if our minds are powerful enough, but which is only an

image of the real world, although an imi^ which, per-

haps, may become indefinitely like the original in certain

respects.

"Heiiirich Hertz, The Principles of Mechanics Presented in a Mew Form,
translated from his iVerke, Bd. iii, by D. E. Jones and J. T, Wailcy, London,
1899, p. 2.

In this place, it seems proper to refer to Cantor's discovery, at the end of

his third paper "Uebcr unendiichc, lineare Punktmannichfalti^eiten" (.Math,
Aunalen., Bd., XX, 1882, pp., 113-121), that a continuoas motion may be
possible in a discontinuous space; and his consequent suggestion tliat an at-

tempt might be made to form, for purposes of comparison, a "modihed m«:h-
anier* for spaces of the kind to be described. From a continuous arithmetical
space of two or more dimensions, remove an enumerable Init cver>'where-dense

ag^nregate (such as that of all rational, or of all algebraic numbers). Ai\y two
points of the remainder (A) can always be connected by a amtinrnmu line

(formed of a succession of arcs of drdes), all the points of whidi belong to A.
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4.

This investigation of the principles of mathematical

physics permits us to clear up some difficulties which every

mathematician accustomed to exactness feels in current

presentations of mathenicLtkal physics. For example, in

investi^atin£^ the vibrations of a stretched cord after the

method introduced by Lagrange,^—in which we contem-

plate the vibrations of a finite number (n) of masses placed

at equal distances along an elastic mass-less "string/* and
then go to the limit by supposing n to increase ad in-

Unitum,—any one who is acquainted with the theory of

a^s^re^ates makes the following remark. If the cord is

a continuum (of tyi^ B) ; since we cannot say more of the

limiting case above than that the mass-points be every-

where dense on the string (a condition which need only

make these mass-points of type>7) a passage tothe limit does

not give us the cord, since a series of type 0 always cotuains

one of type ij, but a senes of type i^ never contains one of

type B.

This difficulty, now, vanishes if we assume, as is nat-

ural if we wish to make our image conform to nature, that

the cord always represents a continuous function of its

position at rest, a straight line (i. e., "the cord is never to

break"). For we know that a continuous function is de-

termined for a continuum (of t3rpe B) when it is given for

merely an everywhere-dense aggr^te (of type

s.

Finally, it may be mentioned that if, and only if, the

functions occurring in our formulation of the law of causal-

ity, are rational functions, a Unite number of particular

• "Recherches sur la nature ct snr la propagation du son," Misc. Taur.,
t. i.. 1759, and "Nouvdlcs recherches/' frid., t ii.j 1760-1761; CEux/reSf t i.; cl.

Mach, Warmelehrgt pp. lio-iii; R. Reiff, Gesciuchtt dtr unendUchen Reiken,
Tubingen, 1889b pp. Z3»'i34.
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determinations of the v&lues of the function suffice to con-

struct the whole function. In other words, the problem

of interpolation is here, and here only, determinate. The

translation of this into a form suitable for a simple mechan-

ical case is: If the coordinates ^2,. • oi a mechan-

ical system are all rational and whole tunc t ion ^ of f of de-

grees which do not exceed n. the finding of the values of

the ^'s for any n+i particular values of / alone suffices

for the determination of the complete expression of the

q*s as functions of t.

The practical importance of this results from the known

fact that any real, one-valued, continuous function of t

can be approximated quatn proxime by a rational and

whole function of t,^ It is, then, a plausible supposition

that the postulate that all the functions occurring in the
j

mathematical formulation of the law of causality are ra- '

tional and whole functions suffice for the construction of
j

a "dynamical world" which copies, with an approximate-

ness of which any discrepancy is not observable, the scien-
1

tific aspect of the real world.

Philip E. B. Jouroain.

Broadwindsor, Dorset, England.

"This theorem was discovered by Weierstrass ("XJeber die anaiytische
Darstellbarkeft sogenannter willkurlicher Funktionen reeller Argunicntc," 1885,
IVcrkc. 1^(1 iii. pp. 1-37), and other proofs have been given by Picard, Vol-
terra, Runge, Lebesgue, and Mittag-Leffler (cf. Borcl, Lemons sur les fonc-
Uons de tforiables rielles et les dfveloppements en sSries de polynomes, Paris,

19OS. PP- 50-92).
The extension of the problem of interpolation from rational functions to

analsrtic {unctioiift in general, and some allied questions was treated in my
above-cited fieper in the Journal fSr MathemoHk for 1905.
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SOME AMAZING MAZES.

"Mazes intrimte,

Eccentric, interwov'd, yet regular

Then most, when most irregular they seem."

Milton's Description of the Mystical Angelic Dmtee.

THE FIRST CURIOSITY.

ABOUT i860 I cooked up a melange of effects of most

X~V of the elementary principles of cyclic arithmetic; and

ever since, at the end of some evening\s caul-play, 1 have

occasionally exhibited it in the form of a "trick" (though

there is really no trick about the phenomenon,) with the

uniform result of interesting and surprising all the com-

pany, albeit their mathematical powers have ranged from

a bare sufficiency for an altruistic tolerance of cards up to

those of some of the mightiest mathematicians of the a^e,

who assuredly with a little reflection could have unraveled

the marvel.

The following shall describe what I do; but you, Reader,

must do it too, if you are to appreciate the curiosity of the

eflPect. So be good enough as to take two packets of play-

ing-cards, the one consisting- ni a complete red suit and the

other of a black suit without the king, the cards of each

hting arranged in regular order in the packet, so that the

face-value of every card is equal to its ordinal number in

the packet
N. B. Throughout all uiy descriptions of ma-

mpulations of cards, it is to be understood, once for
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all, that the observance of the following Standing Rules

is taken for granted in all cases where the contrary is

not expressly directed: Firstly, that a pack or packet

of cards held in the hand is, unless otherwise directed,

to be held with backs up (though not, of course while

they are in process of arrangement or rearrani^^cmcnt,)

while a pile of cards formed on the table (in contra-

distinction to a pile placed, ready formed, on the table,

as well as to rows of single cards spread upon the

table,) is always to be formed with the faces displayed,

and left so until they arc feathered up. Secondly, that,

zvlietJicr a packet /;/ the hand or a pile on the table be re-

ferred to, by the '^ordinal, or serial, number" of a single

card or of a larger division of the whole is meant its nuup-

her, counting in the order of succession in the packet of

pile, from the card or other part at the back of the packet

or at the bottom of the pile "Number i." to the card or

other part at the face of the packet or the top of the pile;

the ordinal or serial number of this last being equal to the

cardinal number of cards (or larger divisions countedJ
m the whole packet or pHe; and the few exceptions to this

rule will be noted as they occur; Thirdly,^/lof by the "face-

value" is meant the number of pips on a plain card, the

ace counting as one; while, of the picture-cards, the knave,

for which J will usually be written, will count as eleven,

the queen, or Q, as twelve, and the king, K, either as thir-

teen or as the zero of the next suit; and Fourthly, that

when a number of piles that have been formed upon the

table by dealing out the cards, are to be gathered up, the

uniform manner of doing so is to be as follows: The first

pile to be taken (which pile this is to be will appear in due
time,) is to be grasped as a whole and placed (faces up,)

upon the pile that is to be taken next. Then those two
piles are to be grasped as a whole, lduI placed (faces up,)

upon the pile that is next to be taken; and so on, untU all the
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fUes have been gathered up; when, m accordance with

the arst Standing Rule, the whole packet is to be turned

back up. And note, by the way, that in consequence of the

manner in which the piles are gathered, each, after the

first, being placed at the back of those already taken, while

in observance of the second Standing Rule, we always

count places in a packet from the back of it, it follows that

the last pile taken will be the first in the regathered packet,

while the first taken v\ ill become the last, and all the others

in the same complementary way, the ordinal numbers of

their gathering and those of their places in the regathered

packet adding up to one more than the total number of

piles.

Of course, while the red packet and the black packet are

getting arranged so that the face-value of each card shall

also be its ordinal, or serial, number in the packet, the

cards must needs be held faces up. But as soon as they

have been arranged, the packet of thirteen cards is to be

laid on the table, back up. You then deal,—^for, let me re-

peat it. Reader, by the inexorable laws of psychology, if

you do not actually take cards, (and the U. S. Playing-

Card Company's "Fauntleroy" playing cards arc the most

suitable, although any that run smoothly will do,) and

actually go through the processes, the whole description

can mean nothing to you ;

—

you deal, then, the twelve black

cards, one by one, into two piles, the first card being turned

to form the bottom of the tirst pile, the second that oi the

second pile (on the right hand of the first pile,) the third

card going on the first pile again, the fourth on the second,

and every following card being placed immediately upon

the card whose ordinal, or serial, number in the packet be-

fore the deal was two lower than the former's ordinal, or

serial, number then was. The last card, however, is to

be exceptionally treated. Instead of being placed on the

top of the second pile according to the rule just given, it is
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to be placed on the table, face up, and apart from the

other cards, to make the bottom card of an isolated pile,

to be called the '^discard pile"; while, in place of it, the

first card of the pile of cards of the red suit, which card

will, of course, be the ace, is to be placed face up on the

top of the second of the two piles tornicd by the dealing,

where that discarded card would naturally have gone. Now
you gather up these two piles by grasping the first, or

left-hand, pile, placing it, face up, upon the second, or

1 ight-hand, pik, and taking up the two together ; and you
then at once turn the pncket back up in compliance with

the first standmg rule. 1 his whole operation of firstly,

dealing out into two piles the packet that was at first en-

tirely composed of black cards; but secondly, placing the

last card, face up, on the discard pile, and thirdly, substi-

tuting for it the card then at the top of the pile of red
cards, by placing this latter, face up, upon the top of the

second pile of the deal, and then, fourthly, putting the

left-hand, or first, pile of the deal, face up, npoa the second*

and having taken up the whole packet, turning it with its

back up,—^this whole quadripartite operation, I say, is to

be performed, in all, twelve times in succession. My state-

ment that in this operation the last card is treated excep-

tionally was quite correct, since its treatment made an ex-

ception to the rule of placit^ each card on the card that
before the deal came two places in advance of it in the
packet. Had I said it was treated irregularly, I should

have written very carelessly, since it is just one of those

cases in which a violation of a regularity of a low order
establishes a regularity of a much higher order, (if John
Milton knew the meaning of the word "regular,")—^a pro-
nouncement which must be left for the issue of the per-
formance to ratify; and you shall see, Reader, that the
event will ratify it with striking emphasis. Alreadv. we
begin to see some regularity in the process, since each of
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the twelve cards placed on the discard-pile in the twelve

performances of the quadripartite operation is seen to be-

long to the black-suit; so that the packet held in the hand

and dealt out, from being originally entirely black, has

now become entirely red. Havinj^ placed the red king

upon the face of this packet, you now lay down the latter

in order to have your hands free to manipulate the discard-

pile. Holding this discard-pile as the first standing rule

directs, you take the cards singly from the top and range -

them, one by one, from left to right, in a row upon the

table, with their backs up. The lenerth of the table from

left to right ought to be double that ot the row ; and this is

one of the reasons for preferring cards of a small size.

To guard against any mistake, you may take a peek at the -

seventh card,*to make sure that it is the ace, as it should

be. The row being formed, T remark to the company, as

you should do in substance, that I reserve the right to

move as many of these black cards as I please, at any and

all times, from one end of the row to the other ; but that

beyond doing that, I renounce all right to disarrange those

cards. Then, taking iip the red cards, and holding the

packet with its back up, I (and so must you,) request any

person to cut it. When he does so, you place the cards he

leaves in your hand at the back of the partial packet he re-

moves. This is my proceeding, and must be yours. You
then ask some person to say into how many piles (less than

thirteen,) the red cards shall be dealt. When he has pre-

scribed the number of piles, you are to hold the packet of

red cards back up, and deal cards one by one from the

back of it, placing each card on the table face up, and each

to the right of the last card dealt When you have dealt

out enough to form the bottom cards of piles to the number
commanded, you return to the extreme left-hand pile, which
you arc to imagine as lying next to, and to the right of,

the extreme right-ltand pile,—^as in fact it would come
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next in clockwise order, if the row were bent dowTi at the

ends in the manner shown in Fig. i, where the piles (here

supposed to be eight in allJ are numbered in the order in

which their bottom cards are laid down. Indeed, when
more than seven piles are ordered, it is not a bad plan actu-

ally to arrange theni so. So, counting the piles round and
roimd, whether you place them in a

circle or not, you place each card on
the pile that comes clockwise next
after, or to the right of the pile upon
which the card next before it was
placed (regulating your imaerination

as above stated,) and so you continue

until you have dealt out the whole
Pig I

packet of thirteen cards. You now
proceed to gather up the piles according to the Fourth
Standing Rule.

That rule, however, does not determine the order of

succession in which the piles are to be taken up. I will

now give the rule for this. It applies to the dealing of
any prime ntunber of cards, or of any number of cards one
less than a prime number, into any number of piles lessthan
that prime number. It happens that that form of state-

ment of this rule which is decidedly the most convenient

when the number of piles does not exceed seven, as well

as when the whole number of cards differs by less than
three from some multiple of the number of piles, becomes
quite confusing in other cases. A slight modification of it

which T will give as a second form of the rule, sometimes

greatly nutigates the inconvenience: and it will be well to

acquaint yourself with it. But for the most part, when the
first form threatens to be confusing, it will be best to resort

to that form of the rule which I describe as the third.

For the purpose of this "first curiosity" (indeed, in every

case where a prime number of real cards are dealt out,) it
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matters not what pile you take up first. But in certain

cases we shall have occasion to deal out into piles a number
of cards, such as 52, which is one less than a prime number.

In such case, it will be necessary to add an imaginary card

to the pack, since a real card would interfere with certain

operations. Now imaginary cards, if allowed to get mixed

in with real ones, are liable to get lost. Consequently, in

such cases, we have to keep the imaginary card constantly

at the face of the pack by taking up first the pile on which

it is imagined to fall, that is, the pile next to the right of

the one on which the last real card falls. I now proceed

to state, in its three forms, the rule for determinine what

pile is to be taken up next after any given pile that has

just been taken. It is assumed that the whole pack of cards

dealt consists of a prime number of cards; but, of these

cards, the last may be an imaginary one, provided the pile

on which it is imagined regularly to fall be taken up first.

First Form of the Rule. Coimt from the place of the

extreme right-hand pile, as zero, either way round, clock-

wise or counterclockwise,—^preferably in the shortest way,
—^to the place of the pile on which the last card, real or

imaginary, fell. Then, counting the original places of

piles, w^hether the piles themselves still remain in those

places or have already been picked up, from tiie place of

the pile last taken, in the same direction, up to the same

number, you will reach the place of the next pile to be

taken.

Fig. a.

Example. If 13 cards are dealt into five piles, the 13th

card will fall on the second pile from the extreme right-

hand pile going round counter-clockwise. Supposmg, then.
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that the first pile taken is the riefht-handmosi but one, they

are all to be taken in the order marked in Fig. 2.

Second Form* Proceed as in the first form of the rule

ttntil you have repassed the place of the first pile taken.

You will then always find that the place of the last pile

taken is nearer to that of some pile, P, previously taken,

than it is to the place of that taken immediately before it.

Then, the next pile to be taken will be in the same relation

of places to the pile taken next after the pile P.

Example, Let 13 cards be dealt into 9 piles. Then

the last card will fall on the pile removed 4 places clock-

wise from the extreme right-hand pile. Then, wlicn you

have removed four piles accordmg to tlie first form of the

rule, you will at once perceive, as shown in Fig. 3, (where

Fig. 3.

it is assumed that the extreme left-hand pile was the one

to be taken up first,) that for the rest of the tegathering,

you have simply to take the pile that stands immediately

to the left of the place of the last previous removal but one.

Third Forni. In this form of the rule vacant places

are not counted, but only the remaining piles, which is

sometimes much less confusing. It is requisite, however,

carefully to note the place of the pile first taken. You
begin as in the first form of the rule ; but every time you
pass over ilie place whence the first pile was removed,

you diminish the number of your count by one, beginning

with the count then in progress; and you adhere to this

number until you pass the same place again, and conse-

quently again diminish the number of your count, which
will thus ultimately be reduced to one, when you will take

every pile you come to.
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Example, Let a pack of 52 cards be dealt into 22 piles.

The first pile taken up must be the one upon which the

imaginary 53d card falls. It is assumed that, before the

deal the cards were arrang-ed in suits in the order 0 ^

and in each suit in the order of their face-values. Then
the different columns of Fig. 4 show the cards at the tops

of the different piles while the different horizontal rows

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 v?
COV COV COV COV COV V V 4 4 4 4 4

T e 8 iO 1J Q K 6 Corint 9. T 00 w \r\10 1J K 1 2 00 D
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c Rw 7 a0 9! 1
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e 7 8 9 J Q K Count 7. e 7 8 9 J Q K 2 3 4 6
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6 (5 "0

~^
7 4 4" 4"
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"4 4
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4! 1 2 3! 1 2 3! 1
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16 7 4"

9 K Coimt2. 9 K 5
2 3! 1 2! 1

4 18 19
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9
2!

Count 1. 9
1!

5
1!

40 ai 3J
Fig. 4.

show what piles remain, just before you come to count the

left-hand-most of the remaining piles, as your countings

successively pass through the whole row of piles. The gap

between the columns just after the place where the imagin-

ary card is supposed to have fallen, contains the direction

thereafter to (timinish by one the number of piles you count.

Beneath the designatiunb of the top cards are small i^ pc
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numbers which are the numbers in your different count-

ings through the row of piles ; and the last number in each

count is followed by a note of admiration that is to be

understood as a command to gather up that pile. Beneath

it is a heavy faced number, which is the ordinal number
of that removal.

I hate to bore readers who are capable of exact thought

with redundancies; but others often deploy such brilliant

talents in not understanding the plainest statements that

have no familiar jingle, that I must beg my more aclive-

Fig. 5.

minded readers to have patience under the infliction wliile

I exhibit in Fig. 5 the orders in which 5, 8, 9, 10, and II

piles formed by dealing 13 cards are to be taken up.

When the red cards have thus been regathered, you
again hold out the packet to somebody to cut, and again

request somebody to say into how many piles they shall

be dealt "in order that the mixing may be as thorough

as it may." You follow his directions, and regather the

piles according to the same rule as before. If your com-
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pany is not too intelligent, you might venture to ask some-

body, before you rcgather the piles, to say what pile you

shall take up first; but this will be presuming a good deal

upon the stupidity of the company ; for an inference might

be drawn which would go far toward destroying the sur-

prise of the result. Noihmg absolutely prevents the cards

from being cut and dealt any number of times. When the

number of piles for the last dealing has been given out, you

will have to ascertain what transposition of the black cards

is required. There are three alternative ways of doing

this, which I proceed to descril^e.

The best way is to multiply tocjfether the numbers of

piles of the different dealings of the red cards, subtracting

from each product the highest multiple of 13, if there be

any» that is less than that product. The result is the cyc-

lical product By "the different dealings," you here nat-

urally understand those that have taken place since the

last shifting of the black row. If a wrong shift has been

made, the simplest way to correct it, after new cuttings and

dealings, is to resort to a peq> at the black ace, and to de-

termining where it ought to be in the third way ex-

plained below.

Thus, if the red cards have been dealt into 5 piles

and into 3 piles, since 3 times 5 make 15, and 15—13=2,
the cyclical product is 2. You now proceed to ascertain

how many times i has to be cyclically doubled to make
that cyclical product. But if 6 doublings do not give it,—

which six doublings will give

1 doubling, twice I are 2,

2 doublings, twice 2 are 4,

3 doublings, twice 4 are 8,

4 doublings, twice 8 less 13 make 3,

5 doublings, twice 3 are 6,

6 doublings, twice 6 are Q,

—
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I say if none of the first six doubling's gives the cycHcal

product of the numbers of piles in the dealings, you resort

to successive cyclical halvings of i. The cyclical half of

an even number is the simple half; but to get the cyclical

half of an odd number, add 7 to half of one less than that

number. Thus,

The cyclical half of i is (o -s- 2) -f 7 = 7

;

" " 7 is (6 --2)4-7 = X;
" " " '* X is 5

*

" - 5 is (4^2)+7= 9;
" " 9 is (8-5-2)+ 7;= J;
" " J is(X^2)+7==Q.

If the cyclical product of the numbers of piles in the

dealings is one of the first six results of doubling one. 3rou

will have (when the time comes,) to bring one card from

the right-hand end of the row of black cards to the left-

hand end for each such doubling. Thus, if the red cards

have twice been dealt into 4 piles, four cards must be

brought from the right end to the left end of the row
of black cards. For 4X4 — ^3= 3 and i X — 13

= 3. Rut if tliat cyclical product is one of the first six

results of successive cyclical halvinngs of one, one card

must be carried from the left to the right end of the row
of black cards for every halving. Thus, if the red cards

have been dealt into 6 and into 8 piles, 4 black cards must
be carried from the left-hand end of the row to the right-

hand end of the row. 6X^— 3X 13 = 9 and it takes

4 cyclical halvings to give 9. If the product of the numbers

of piles in the dealings is one more than a multiple of 13,

the row of black cards is to remain unshifted.

The second way of determining how the black cards

are to be transposed is simply, during the last of the deal-

ings, to note what card is laid upon the king. The face-

value of this card is the ordinal, or serial place in the row,
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counting from the left-hand extremity of it, which the

ace must be brought to occupy. Now if you remember,

as you alw^s ought to do, where the ace is in the row,

you will know how many cards to carry from one end to

the other so as to bring the ace into that place. But if in

the last dealing the king" happens to fall at the top of nne

of the piles, two lines of conduct are open to you. One
would be, in regathering the piles, bya pretended awkward-

ness in taking up the pile that is to be taken next before

the one that the king heads, at first to leave its bottom card

on the table, so as to get a glimpse of it before you take it

up, as you would regularly have done at first ; and if the

king should happen to be the last card dealt, the card at the

back of the packet would be the one for you to get sight

of, by a similar imitation blunder. In either case, the card

you so aim to get sight of would show the right place for

the ace in the row. But if you doubt your ability to be

gracefully awkward, it always remains open to you to

ask to have the red packet cut again and a number of

piles for a new deal to be ordered.

The third way of determining the proper transposition

of the black cards is a slig-ht modification of the second.

It consists in looking at the card whose back is against the

face of the king, when you come to cut the red packet so

as to bring the king to the face. [Any practical psychol-

ogist, such as a prestigiator must be) can, with the utmost

ease look for the card he wants to see, and can inspect it

without detection.]

But whichever of these methods you employ, you should

not touch the row of black cards until the red cards,

having been regathered after the last dealing, you have
said something like this : *'Now I think that all these deal-

ings and cuttings and exchanges of the last cards have

sufticicntly mixed up the red cards to give a certain inter-

est to the fact that 1 am going to show you; namely, that
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this row of black cards form an index showing' where

any red card you would like to see is to be found in the

red pack. But since there is no black king in the row, of

course the place of the red king cannot be indicated; and
for that reason, I shall just cut the pack of red cards so

as to bring the kin^ to the face of it, and so render any

searchingf for that card needless." You then cut the red

cards. That speech is quite important as restraming the

minds of the company from rejecting upon the relation

between the effect of your cutting and that of theirs. With-
out much pause you go on to say that you shall leave the

row of black cards just as ihcy arc, simply putting so

many of them from one end of the row to the otlier. You
now ask some one, **Now, what red card would you like to

find On his naming the face-value of a card, you begin at

the left-hand end of the row of black cards and count them
aloud and deliberately, pointing to each one as you count

it, until you come to the ordinal number which equals the

face value of the red card called for ; and in case that card

is the knave or queen, you call ''knave" instead of ''eleven"

on pointing at the eleventh card, and "queen" on pointing

at the last card. When you come to call the number that

equals that of the red card called for, you turn the card
you are pointing at face up. Suppose it is the six, for

example. Then you say, naming the card called for, that

that card will be the sixth; or if the card turned up was
the knave, you say that the card called for will be ''in the
knave-place," and so in other cases. You then take up the
red packet, and counting them out, aloud and deliberately,

from one hand to the other, and from the back toward the

face of the packet, when you come to the number that

equals the face-value of the black card turned, you turn
over this card as soon as you have counted it, and lot

it will be the card called for.

The company never fail to desire to see the thing done
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again; and on their expressing this wish, after impressing

on your memory the present place of the black ace, you

have only to hold out the red cards to be cut again, and

you again go through the rest of the performance, now
abbreviating it by having the cards dealt only once. The
third time you do it, since you will now have given them

the enjo3rment oi their little astonishment, there will no

longer be any reason for not asking somebody to say what

pile you shall take up first, although that will soon lead

to their seeing that all the cuttings are entirely nugatory.

Still they will not thoroughly understand the phenomenon.

If you wish for an explanation of it, the wish shows

that you are not thoroughly grounded in cyclic arithmetic,

and that you consequently still have before you the delight

of assimilating the first three Abschnitte (for that matter

the first hundred pages would suffice to reveal the founda-

tions of the present mystery: but I confess T do not par-

ticularly admire the first Abschnitt) of Dedekmd's lucid

and elegant redaction of the unerring Lejeune-Dirichlet's

**Vorlesungen Uber ZiMenthearie/' But, perhaps, on an-

other occasion I will mj^elf give a little essay on the sub-

ject, ''adapted to the meanest capacity," as some of the

books of my boyhood used, not too respectfully, to ex-

press it.

Charles S. S. Peirce.

MiLFORD, Pa.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF EARLY CHINESE PHI-

LOSOPHY.

ETHICS.

CONFUCIANISM.

THE moral life can be said to have been the only philo-

sophical subject which has seriously interested the

Chinese and has been considered worthy of their earnest

speculation, from their earliest stagfe of culture down to

the present day. It has been their inmost conviction that

the universe is the manifestation of a moral principle, and

that every existence has some mission in its way to teach

humanity a moral lesson. They did not, however, con-

ceive the world to be the creation of a personal god who
superintends and directs its course. Their Heaven (t'ien)^^

or Heavenly way {fien tao)' or Heavenly Ordeal {t'ien

mingyt is a sort of natural law, that is not personal but

somewhat deterministic. When we do not follow its regula-

tions, we suffer the consequence merely because we violated

it, and not because we incurred the displeasure of some

august being. The Heavenly Way is thoroughly moral

and would not tolerate anything that contradicts it, but no

religious significance seems to have been attached to their

conception. Man is a moral being pure and simple, there is

no intimate relation between morality and religi(»i, as the
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latter is generally understood by Christians. Throughout

the writings of Confucius we are unable to find any re-

ligious appeal made either by him or by his followers to

a power supernatural or transcendental. If they had a

clear conscience they had everything that they desired, and
there was nothing outside that would disturb their peace

of mind. They were thoroughly moraU they were thor-

oughly human. Therefore, Confucius made hum^ism.
the first principle of his ethics, and that is the very reason

why the Chinese honor Confucianism in preference to all

other doctrines as their national teaching. Therefore, it

is necessary first of all to understand what makes up the

principle of humanism in order to arrive at the central and
vital point of Confucianism.

the Fundamental Virtue.

Every Chinese thinker agrees that man and nature are

not mere accidents, that their existence can not be a hap-

hazard affair, but that there is a Tao, that is, a way or

norm, which is the regulator of human conduct and the

guide of natural events. There was no dissenting voice

amoncT the thinkers so far as the existence of a Tao was

concerned. What vehemently engaged them in discussion

and controversy was the being or nature of the Tao. The
issue was whether it was metaphysical or simply moral,

whether it was transcendental or positivistic. The Taoists

thought it was the former, while the Confucians adhered

to the latter conception. The iao, says Confucius, is no
more than jen.

Now, it is very difficult to find a proper English equiv-

alent for the Chinese jen. Broadly speaking, it is sym-

pathy, or lovingkindness, or friendly feeling, or feeling of

fellowship.

The Chmese character (i: jen) is made out of the two
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component ideograms A, nian, and n> two, and its signifi-

cation is that there is an inborn feeling in every man's

heart, which is awakened when he conies in contact with

another fellow-being, forming the permanent band of asso-

ciation between them. This feehng-. Confucius decl Fires,

is the foundation of society and the road to all human
virtues. It is the Tao; it is the road which must be trav-

eled by every social being; it is the door that must be

passed through when going out (Analects, B. VI, 15) of

the house. No moral being can live witliout this Tao,

this road, for that which can be dispensed with even for

a moment is no more the Tao. (Chung Yung, T.) There-

fore the Tao is the feeling of fellowship, and the feeling of

fellowship is the Tao.

This fellow-feeling is the reason of the Golden Rule.

Without it, one will not be kept from doing to others what

one would not have done by others. (Analects, XII, 2;

XV, 23.) For indeed the feeling is htmianity itself. Says

Confucius: ''A man who has jen, wishing to establish him-

self, will have others established ; wishing himself to suc-

ceed, will have others succeed. ' (Book VI.) The feeling

of fellowship is the primary altruistic instinct of man,

which in spite of his innate egoism drives him out of his

narrow selfish limitations,, and which seeks its own satis^

faction through a negation, as it were, of himself. Con-
fucianism does not believe in the innate baseness of human
nature, that is, m its absolute egoism ; but it asserts the

existence in every human heart of an altruistic impulse.

The latter is not a modified development of egoism, but

inherent in humanity.

It is in this spirit that Mencius says, "Everybody has
a feeling for others which he is unable to control. Suppose
a child is at the point of slipping down into a pit. It

awakens in the spectator a mingled feelins: of apprehension

and compassion, which urges him to an immediate rescue
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of the child. This is not because he wants to incur a favor

upon its parents. This is not because he wants to be hon-

ored by his friends or fellow-villagers. This is simply

because he can not bear its pitiful scream. Men who have

no feeling of pity, therefore, are no human beings." (Book
in.) As Schopenhauer made sympathy (Mitleid) the

foundation of his ethics, so the Confucians consider feeling"

of fellowship as the prime principle on which the grand

edifice of human society is built.

All virtues spring from Jin, They are no more than

the modifications of this fundamental feeling, as it comes
in various ways or relations with the will, intelligence* de-

sires, and impulses. The circuiiiiiances under which we
move are ever changing, and our feelings respond to them
accordingly, asswning thereby different names, such as

loyalty, filial piety, courage, propriety, faithfulness, right-

eousness, longsuffering, and benevolence. Therefore, Con-

fucius affirms that in his dealini^s with men and ihings he

had only one principle ( tao) to guide him ( Analects, B. IV,

15) ; and that by this he meant no more than the feeling of

fellowship, is confirmed by most Confucians.

Judging from the general trend of Confucianism, only

two moral principles are possible: one is fellow-feeling or

akruism and the other is egoism (cf. Mencius. Book VII).

When our feelings do not go out to our fellow-beings,

they are concentrated on our own selhsh motives. When
the latter sense is cultivated at the expense of the former,

society falls into pieces and humanity is ruined, and the

raison d'itre of a moral being is lost. Mencius, therefore,

says: *'Jen (fellow-feeling) is man himself (which is also

pronounced jen in Chinese).

To quote Mencius again, "Fellow-feeling is the highest

heavenly honor ever given to men. It is the safest abode
ever secured for men. There is nothing that could check its
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course." (Mencius, B. VII.) Ch*engf-tze, a great phi-

losopher of the Sung dynasty, says, "Fellow-feeling is the

norm of the universe. When the norm is lost there ensues

lawlessness .and discord/'^ Chou-Tze, another and later

gfreat Confucian, comments on Jhi, saying, ''Jen is the

virtue of the soul and the reason of love."' From these

quotations, we sliall be able to understand what an im-

portant position the theory of fellow-feeling occupies in

the ethical system of Confucianism.

But it must be noticed that Jhi was used by Confucius

as well as by his disciples not only in its general and ulti-

mate significance, but in its specific applications. To them,

Jen meant not only the most fundamental ethical feeling

innate in man, but its particular modification as it is prac-

tised in our daily life. Every reader of the Confucian

Analects is well aware of the various senses in which the

term Jen is used by the Master, and we may sometime:^ be

at a loss how to arrive at a definite conception of it. But

the fact seems to be that Confucius himself did not have a

very clear analytical comprehension of his central idea,

He was indeed conscious of one ultimate principle under-

lying all virtues gencncally known as Jen, as he declared

that he was guided by only one principle in his daily con-

duct. But he applied the term Jen rather indiscriminately

to this principle as well as to its practical specifications.

Hence the apparent confusion in which Jin is used in the

iViialects.

Dr. Y. Kaniye enumerates in his contributions to the

study of Confucius (p. 297) the five different shades of

meaning given to Jen by the Master, which are ( i) pros-

perity,' (2) kindheartedness,' (3) charity,'* (4) sincerity

and sympathy," (5) unselfishness" (or self-control). When

'^^'tttz.mwzm. 'uti 'sjk "^itw
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the Chinese speak of three or fi\ c cardinal virtues, Jin

must be understood in its specific sense.

Now, the question is, "How are we to cultivate fellow-

feeling and put it in actual operation in our every-day

life?" This is the g-ist of practical Confucianism, and the

moral eflforts of its followers are concentrated on it. Even
the Master himself did not claim to have brought his

fellow-feeling into perfect development, and naturally none

of his three thousand disciples were said to have attained

to it But Confucius declared toward the end of his life:

"I behave myself as my heart desires, yet it never trans-

gresses the mean." (Analects, B. II, 4.) Here he may
be said to have reached the state of perfect adjustment

between natural impulses and moral discipline. He is now
/en itself. He has no scruples, no hesitancy, no delibera-

tion as to what would be his proper conduct under certain

conditions. He is no longer hampered by any improper

thoughts and impulses. When a person reaches this stage,

he is said to be a sage, or holy man {seng jen),^^ and Con-

fucius, according to the Chinese, fully deserves this title.

He behaves as freely and innocently as a child fresh from
the bosom of nature, and all that he does never deviates

from the Middle Way (Chung tao).'*

Reverence and Self-Inspection,

Let us now approach the question: "By what means
could one reach this pinnacle of moral perfection?"

According to Confucius, Ching*^ or Kung*^ is the road

that finally leads to the perfection of humanisin and to the

full development of fellow-feeling. It is a reverential atti-

tude of a moral person toward his own being. Etymolog-

*The three cardiut virtues are: mdom (chi) hmangMss (/In) tl

and eourage (yu) S . The five virtues are: hunumeness (/In) iZ, righteous-

QOi <|> propriety (If*) jH, wisdom (cM) V » nd iiMifahifSS ishin) ft.
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ically, Kung is made up of "heart " and "many hands,"

which latter means ^'together ' or "conjoined." It is a

state of mind prompting reverential deportment. Cking

which is made up of ''carelessness" and "tapping," means

self-restraint, self-respect, deliberation, gravity, and dig-

nity. Cliing and Kiini^ arc generally used together to make

the one clearer and more definite by the other. But, sep-

arately, Kung is more of the outward deportment and

Ching of the inner feeling. When the feeling is carefully

nourished and purified within, and the outward manners

are deliberately trained, the egoistic impulses are grad-

tKilly subdued and ihc altruistic sentiment proportionately

^rows until the time comes when the sentiment and tlie

impulses are thoroughly harmonized.

The Confucians have no personal God that directly

takes charge of the human soul. They do not appeal to any

outward object to be elevated in their moral life. They
concentrate all their spiritual efforts on themselves to de-

velop from within what they possess by their very nature.

They endeavor to be modest in their self-asserting claims.

They keep themselves well guarded against any possible

intrusion of evil, inhuman thoughts and impulses. They
inspect themselves closely to see whether anything that is

not of fellow-feelincif is being stirred in them. They move
about very deliberately and reverently not to let loose any

evil, selfish impulses, which they might innocently awaken
in themselves. Therefore, Cooifucius says, when asked

how Jen should be practised: "When you are away from
home, behave yourself as if receiving a great personage.

When employing people, behave yourself as if assisting

at a great sacrifice. Do not do to others what you would

not have others do to yourself." (Book XII.) This is

tantamount to saying, *'Keep yourself always in a reve-

rential mood, and let not your hasty and improper passions

take hold of you." In reply to his favorite disciple, Yen
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Hui, Confucius says: "Overcome your egotism and return

to propriety (/»)•" When asked for further details, he

added, "Do not see anything that is improper. Do not

listen to anything that is improper. Do not speak an3rthing

that is improper. Do not move towards anything that is

improper." (Rook XTT.) According to these injunctions,

the Confucian method of maturmg a feeimg of fellowship

is to give the necessary psychological time to all the im-

pulses, so that when the first storm of emotional agitation

is over, the mind will be in readiness for proper adjustment

and action. When this practice is repeated with the whole

heart and with sufficient frequency, one's deliberate moral

judgments and headstrong natural impulses will finally be

adjusted, any feeling or thought that is improper and in-

human being perfectly subdued and all that is of fellow-

feeling being matured to its full strength.

Sincerity (cheng),*^

Thus it will be evident that the first step which a man
must take to realize and perfect a feeling of fellowship, is

to guard himself in his solitary moments, that is, to be

sincere with himself, not to play the hypocrite, and to

freely manifest the feeling as it moves within.

So we read m The Great Learning*' (Chap. VI) : "By
being sincere in all one's soul-activities (i)'*" is meant that

one should not deceive oneself as in disliking an offensive

odor or in being attracted by a beautiful color. This is

called being sufficient unto oneself. Therefore, .the supe-

rior man must ever be watchful over the self in his soli-

tary moments.

'There are no evil things which the mean man in his

retired moments would shrink from doing. But when he

sees a superior man he becomes deceitful, trying to cover

his evils and to manifest his goodness, although others can

tt ^ ^ T<U Hsiao, one of the four boc^s of Confucianism.
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recognize him if looking into their own lung's and livers.

What then is the use [of trying to hide evil thoughts] ?

This is to say that whatever is really within yourself will

be manifest without. Therefore, the superior man must

ever be watchful over the self in his solitary moments.''

And again in the Doctrine of the Mean:'*

"The Tao is not a thing that could be done without

even for a moment. What is done without is not the Tao.

Therefore, the superior man is ever watchful over himself

even when he is not heard. Nothing is so manifest as that

which is hidden; nothing is so conspicuous as that which

is invisible. Therefore, the superior man is ever watchful

over the self in his solitary moments."

Evil thoughts are more ready to creep into one's heart

in his solitary moments than at any other time; improper

impulses find his ear more prepared then than at any other

time for their whisperings. Be deliberate and scrupulous,

watch over yourself religiously, when you are alone. This

is the way to be sincere to yourself and to avoid all im-

proper thoughts that are not in accord with the tender,

loving, self-sacrificing fellow-feeling. ''Sincerity icheHg)**

is the heavenly way, and to be sincere (cheng chihY* is

the human way/*—so runs the declaration of Confucius.

Jen then naturally came to be identified with sincerity of

heart, and how to be sincere with oneself became a para-
mount issue with later Confucians.

That the doctrine of sincerity is to be developed from
the Confucian conception of fellow-feeling is quite naturaL
Admit the existence 01 an aUruisUc impulse in man, and
also admit that this impulse could be matured into a con-

stant, ruling, central and anmiating moral emotion throug;-h

a systematic training, and that the discipline consists in

maintaining a habitual reverential attitude toward one's

own moral personality; and the natural course of develop-
^ Chung yung, another oi the Four Books.

jft
^
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ment in practical Confucianism will be the doctrine that

one should guard oneself against the arrogance of self-

assertion m solitary moments, when all external inhibitory

forces are absent. This self-examination or self-introspec-

tion will gradually unfold the sense of moral dignity,

naturally associated with which is the desire to be sincere

to oneself as an ethical personality. Through sincerity

now one's moral value will he positively appreciated, the

altruistic feeling will be developed so as to regulate the

egoistic within its reasonable limits.

Thus, the Chung Yung (Doctrine of the Mean), gen-

erally considered to have been written by the Master's

grandson and the teacher of Mencius, rather systematically

advances the doctrine of sincerity which is the doctrine

of the mean. The author Tze Sen seems to have been a

more synthetic intellect than his Master, and his doctrine

of sincerity is comprehensive. We read in the Chung
Yung:

^Intelligence unfolding through sincerity is Essence

(hsing)'* Sincerity reached through intelligence is Re-

ligion (chiao).'^ When sincerity is attained intelligence

is attained; when intelligence is attained, sincerity is at-

Uined." (Chapter XXL)
"It is only through the perfect sincerity of the universe

that Essence is thoroughly comprehended. When Essence

is thoroughly comprehended, the essence of humanity is

thoroughly comprehended. When the essence of human-
ity is thoroughly comprehended, the essence of things is

thoroughly comprehended. When the essence of things is

thoroughly comprehended, one can assist heaven and earth

in its evolutionary work. When one can assist heaven

and earth in its evolutionary work, one can be said to be

occupying the same rank as heaven and earth. (Chapter

XXIL)
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"Sincerity works by and through itself : the Path leads

by and through itself. Sincerity is the end and the begin-

ning of things. Without sincerity no existence is possible.

Therefore, sincerity is most honored by the superior man.

One who possesses sincerity makes perfect not only

himself, but others. That which makes the self [>erfect

is humanity (jen), that which makes others perfect is in-

telligence. These are the virtues of the Essence, and the

way leading to the unity of the internal and external.

Therefore, there is not a moment when they are not exer-

cised in the fitness of things. (XXV.)
"Perfect sincerity never ceases working. The reason

of heaven and earth can be comprehended in one word.

What makes the reason is not dualistic, and therefore it

knows no limits in the creation of things; the reason of

heaven and earth is wide, solid, high, bright, far-reaching,

and everlasting." (XXVI.)
According to this, the Tao is identified with sincerity

(ch'eng), for it is sincerity that works out the transforma-

tion and constant growth of the ten thousand things, and

that completes and guides the course of the universe. With-
out sincerity no being could come to existence, no change
or transformation could take place. Sincerity is law, con-

stant in its work. It composes the essence of human being.

All moral qualities grow naturally from the cultivation of

this fundamental virtue. Be sincere to yourself, be sincere

to your own true nature, and above all be sincere to the

laws of the universe that make the ten thousand things

grow and regulate the concatenation of the four seasons.'^

For sincerity is the essence of human being. For it is

humanity itself.

"Confucias once said (Analects, Book XVII): **I wish to keep silence."
Tze-kung, one of his eminent disciples, who was surprised at the Master's
remark, said: "If the Master keeps silence, what shall we, humble disciples,

have to record?^ Confudus said: "What does Heaven ever speak? The four
seasons come in turn, and all things grow. Docs Heaven ever speak?" There
are certain well-regulated laws m the universe which pursue their course
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In concluding this paragraph on sincerity, it may be

remarked that the Kantian precept of morality, "so to

will that the maxim of thy conduct can become a universal

law," had been most explicitly foreshadowed long before

his time by one of the most representative Confucians, the

author of the Chung Yung, There are some cosmic laws

pervading and r^nlating all things, which, when subjec-

tively interpreted, are no more than sincerity. Man as a

moral and rational bein^ must conform himself to these

laws, must be sincere to himself, must w^ork out what his

inner reason or altruistic feeling of fellowship dictate, for

these dictates are no more than cosmic laws themselves

issuing from the sincerity of heaven and earth. Therefore,

"the superior man moves so as to make his movements in

all generations a universal path ; he behaves so as to make
his conduct in all generations a universal law, he speaks

so as to make his words in all generations a universal

norm." (XXIX.) Why? Because *'the way of the su-

perior man never errs: have it applied to himself, or have

it bestowed upon the masses of people, or have it judged by

the [ancient] three sage-kings, and it never errs. Have
it established in heaven and earth, and it never violates;

have it examined by all spiritual beings, and its truth is

never doubted; leave it to be sanctioned by holy men after

a lapse of one hundred generations, and yet no uncertainty

remains [as to its verity]."

Mencius,

The development of the Ante-Ch'in Confucianism must

be said to have attained its consummation in Mencius, who
was the best representative interpreter of his master. In- .

deed, were it not for his most brilliant defense and up-

holding of the system, it would perhaps never have enjoyed

without demonstration. Find them in our own hearts, and sincerely follow
them as tlMj dictate. This is the Confocian commoiHsense intuitioiialisiik
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its triumphal progress throughout the long subsequent his-

tory of Chinese thought.

In his days there were many different doctrines pro-

pounded by able original thinkers, each of which struggled

to gain the upper hand over the others. Confucianism

did not thrive any better than other systems, and if it failed

to have such a brilliant and masterly personage as Mendus
among its followers, it would have fared quite differently.

Mencius did to Confucianism what Chwang-tze did to the

philosophy ol Lao-tze, and m many respects each disciple

typically represents the doctrine tliat his master had so

eloquently expounded/'

What Mencius contributed to Confucianism is his doc-

trine of the essential goodness of human nature. This was

a natural sequence from the conception of fellow-feeling

and that of sincerity. Grant that every man is endowed

with an ahriiistic impulse called by Confucius "feeling of

fellowship'' (/^m), that this could be developed and matured

by reverenceand sincerity which finally keep under restraint

all impetuous, self-disgracing, egotistic impulses and de-

sires, and that it is by and through sincerity, as is most

explicitly stated in the Doctrine of the Mean, that the move-

ment of the heavenly bodies is made possible, the cycle

of the four seasons, the growth and transformation of all

living things on earth, the existence of natural and moral

laws which bind together all beings animate and inanimate

Vihca we scan their works* the character of each looms up with great
desrness and defmiteness. One is dignified in mien, ddiberate in speedi, and
stately in movement; the other, quite opposite to this, is free and unrestrained

in every way. We can mentally picture one donning a golden robe with the
embroidered figures of dragon and phoenix, and sittmg on a tiirone bedecked
with all of brilliant gems, and presiding over an assembly of noblcnun,
who reverently bow before his atM;u8t personahty wiuch is sin^larly tem-
pered with hamane escpresstoa The ouier, however, might be imagined aft

swinging himself in a rustic hammock amonf^ Itixuri in: summer greens, !iis

old, almost thread-bare dress loosely hanging about him, and with an ex-
pression which hardly betrays a trace of earthly concern, when his eyes are
rapturously raised toward a drifting cloud in the distant sky. Wliat a pitiful

fate it was that these two geniuses possessing peculiarly contrasted characters,

bat both endowed widi untwiial dianoetic power and living contemporaneonaly
in the same landt never chanced to see eadi ofherl
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in a harmonious whole. '*What then is this sincerity ?" may
naturally be asked. Being a practical moralist, Mencius

did not speculate on the problem from the standpoint of a

metaphysician. He did not think of a sort of cosmic mind
that might be existing in heaven and earth and regulating

things in sincere conformity with its essential goodness.

But he reflected within himself : As long as it is sincerity

that keeps order in nature and society, sincerity must be

said to be synonymous with harmony and goodness. Man
as essentially a manifestation of sincerity must be good in

his nature. If otherwise, how could he develop any virtue

at all within himself? How could being sincere to his

nature be considered the height of morality .'^ Man must

be essentially good in his nature, as he cannot develop from

within what he is not naturally endowed with.

Mencius thinks that it is human nature to be good, just

as it is the nature of water to seek its level, or as it is the

nature of the willow tree to be pliable and elastic.

Kao-Tze** said, "Nature is like a running water : when
it is turned eastward, it flows eastward; when it is turned

westward it flows westward. Human nature has no choice

between good and not-good as water has no choice between

east and west." To this, Mencius replies, "Truly, water

has no choice between east and west, but has it no choice

between up and down? The goodness of human nature

is like water seeking the lowest level. There is no man
who is not good, there is no water that does not seek its

lowest level. Xow, that water when whipped and tossed

could be passed over one's forehead, or that when arrested

and driven m another direction, it could be made to go over

a hill, is not in the nature; of water. It is due to the force

of circumstances. Man could be made to do not-goodness,

for his nature is as susceptible as water." (Book XI.)

*Kao- jL ze seems to have been a philosopher contemporary with Mencius.
He did not leave any work of his own, but in many ways be seems to have
taken issue with Mencius <mi the subject of human nature.
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Further below in the same book Mencius gives the con-

tent of goodness when he says: "Man's impulse is to do

good, for his nature is good. That he does not do good is

not the fault of his natural faculty. A feeling of sjrm-

pathy, everybody has it: a feeling of shame, everybody

has it ; a feeling of reverence, everybody has it ; a sense of

discrimination, everybody has it. The feeling of sym-

pathy'' is humaneness C;^); the feeling of shame*" is

justice (f); the feeling of reverence*' is propriety (H);

and the sense of discrimination^* is intelligence (chi).

Humaneness, sense of justice, propriety, and intelligence

are not what is molded into us from without. They are

inherent in us, only that people are not conscious of them.

"Therefore, a man without a feeling of sympathy is not

human ; a man without a feeling of shame is not human ; a

man without <i feeling of deference is not liuman ; a man
without a sense of discrimination is not human. The feel-

ing of sympathy is the starting-point of humaneness; the

feeling of shame is the starting-point of justice; the feelmg

of deference is the starting-point of propriety; and the

sense of discrimination is the starting-point of intelligence*

A man has tliese four start ing--poiius as he has four limbs;

and those who, having- these four starting-points, plead in-

capability are mutilating themselves." (Book ill.)

Of these elementary moral sentiments making up the

content of goodness, Mencius seems to have thought the

first two, humaneness and righteousness (or justice), to

be more fundamental than the other two; for he says

(iiook XI) : "Humaneness is the human heart, and right-

eousness (or justice) is the human way. I pity those who
digressing from the way do not walk in it, and those who
abandoning the heart do not know how to r^;ain it." Again
(Book XIII), when he was asked what was the work of a

scholar, he replied that it consists in the ennoblement of

'""itts ""m^ ''mm ""^^
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his mind. When further asked, he said: "It is no more

than [the ctdtivation of] humanheartedness (jin) and

righteousness (i). It is not humanhearted to kill even a

single innocent bein^; it is not righteous to take what is

not one s own. Where is our abode? Nowhere but in

htunanheartedne^^s What is our way? Nowhere but in

righteousness. To abide in humanheartedness and to walk

in righteousness, here lies the consummation of a great

man's work.**

Lastly, in Book XIV, Mencius repeats that "Every man
has a feeling which he is unable to endure for others, and

humanheartedness consists in extending this feeling even

to things you can endure for others. Every man has a

thing which he dares not do to others, and righteousness

consists in extending tiiis to things you . can dare do to

others."

From this, it can be seen that Mencius proposes two

fundamental moral sentiments, humaneness or human-
heartedness and righteousness, both of which are differen-

tiations of the Confucian feeling of fellowship, or rather

two phases of it. The Mencian jen is the affectionai and

esthetic aspect of the Confucian jen, while his i is its voli-

tional and ethical aspect. One is love, grace, and sub-

jective, while the other is duty, moral ''ought/' and an

objective consideration for others. One is the expansion

of the altruistic feeling, and the other is the inhibition of

egoism, and thus each complements the other.

Thus, the Confucian fdllow- feeling has undergone

through Mencius a more analytical consideraticm and de-

veloped the teaching of his master into the form in which
it has been handed down to posterity.

Though Confucianism can be said in a sense to be the

Chinese philosophy and ethics, there were not lacking,

especially in the Ante-Ch'in period, some other ethical

teachings yihkh were vigorously contesting supremacy
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with Confucianism, and among them we can mention the

Taoist Yang-Tze, Mu-Tze, and perhaps Hsun-Tze. Let

tts first expound the ethics of Laotzeanism, or Taoism as

it is commonly designated.

ETHICS OF TAOISM.

The Wu Wei,

The Taoists were no doubt better metaphysicians but

poorer moralists than the Confucians. Their system of

moral teachings may be called negativistic egoism. For

their main principle of conduct is to enjoy the bliss of life

in a quiet solitary retirement, free from all worldly cares

andrelations,and bydevoting all their time to a serene con-

templation of nature in its absolute^ eternal aspect, and not

in its ever-struggling, ever-becoming activity. They are

not selfish in the sense that they want to assert their own
egotistic will over that of others. In fact, they strongly

advocate the doctrine of non-resistance {pu cheng chih

te)^ but they practise this not because of the general wel-

fare of humanity but because of their own preservation

and happiness and peace. Let people do whatever they

like, and let them assert their own egoism in defiance of

our own, but in the end they will be their own destroyers.

For their egoUsm, instead of hurting non-resisting inno-

cents, recoils upon themselyes, as egotism is the moral

boomerang. Lao-tze teaches: Let others have precedence,

and lo! I am preserved. Or, in his own words: "The

holy man puts himself behind and he comes to the front.

He surrenders himself and he is preserved. Is it because

he seeks not his sclf^ For that reason, he accomplishes

his self." (Chap. VIL) Here is the gist of the whole

Taoist ethics.

When the Taoists are said to be egotistic, it is not

" ^ ^ »
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meant that they are grossly materialistic egotists who un-

blushingly affirm their hedonistic impulses. Far from it;

they are harmless imiocent recluses, who have no other

desire than to be left alone, in order that they may con-

tinue their undisturbed meditation in a solitary cell. They

have no particular desire either on this earth or after death.

But they esteem for one thing their own self above all other

things. They have no desire to sacrifice their all-precious

self for the happiness of others. Indeed, they do not

hanker after any worldliness, and have no craving for the

vanity of vanities that is doomed to pass. But they seem

to have cared very much for personal immortality, not

after death but in this life. Lao-tze, Chwang-tze, and
lieh-tze all had a very exalted view on this matter. They
intuitively knew that this life as it is lived is a manifesta-

tion of the Absolute and as such immortal, and, therefore,

that there was no need of seeking iinmortality after death.

The later Taoists, however, could not understand this

mystic conception of life and immortality, and naturally

upheld a corrupted, degenerated, and distorted view of

immortal life on this earth. Some of the later Taoists

even claimed that they knew the secret of preparing the

elixir of immortality, which had first been discovered by

their venerable master Lao-tze and transmitted guardedly

through generations. This was the first great loophole

through which the Taoists gradually fell into a hopeless

system of crass popular superstitions.

The backbone of the Taoist egoism is wu ivei,^^ This

term is generally rendered by non-action, while non-asser-

tion^^ in many cases gives a more correct sense of the

original. Wu wei does not mean sitting idle and doing

nothing^. It means not to interfere with others' affairs.

Says Lao-tze (Ch. II) : "Therefore, the holy man con-

ducts his affairs with non-assertion: he practises the doc-

^ ^ " This is Dr. Carus's term for tvu wei.
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trine of silence. All things are working and he does not

refuse [to work with them]. All things are bom [and

so is he], but he does not claim ownership; all things are

achieving [and so is he] , but he is not presumptuous. His

merits are accomplished, but he does not dwell in them."

Again, in Chapter LXIV: "He who asserts is defeated;

he who seizes suifers loss. The holy man asserts not»

therefore he is not defeated; he seizes not, therefore sus-

tains no loss. People fail when they are nearly at the

point of accomplishing the work they have undertaken; if

they were as cautious in the end as in the beginning, they

would be saved from failure. Therefore, the holy man
desires not-desiring, prizes not the treasure that is unob-

.
tainable, learns not-learning, retires where the masses pass

by; and thereby he assists in the natural development of

all things, but he never dares asserting."

The doctrine of IVu Wei is in its passivity the ethics

of femininism. It teaches submissive humiliation, mod-

. eration, meekness, and often nonchalance; though, ac-

cording to Lao-tze, these things are not prized for their

intrinsic virtue, but as the means of attaining the end of

self-preservation or self-affirmation. "I do not dare as-

sume lordship, but the position of a guest. I do not dare

advance an inch but retreat a foot." (Ch. LXIX.) "Man
is tender and weak at his birth, he is stark and rigid when
dead. All things and grasses and trees are tender and

feeble at thdr birth, but when dead they are dry and sear.

Therefore, those that are stark and rigid are followers of

death. Those that are tender and weak are followers of

life. Therefore, a strong army does not win, and a strong

tree grows to decay. The strong and g^eat are cowered,

the tender and weak are uplifted." (Ch. LXXVL)
And again in Chapter LXXVIII,^* says Lao-tze,

" Cp. Ch. XLIII. "The weakest under the heavens chases and drives the
hardest under the heavens, and there is no space where it does not peaettate.

For this reason I know the usefubiess of not-doing (ttw uwi)."
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'There is nothing under the heavens that excels water in

tenderness and weakness, yet there is nothing that sur-

passes it in efficiency when attacking the hard and strong.

This is known to everybody that the strong is conquered by

the weak, that the rigid is conquered by the tender."

In spite o[ this emphasis placed on passive and negative

egoism, the ethics of Lao-tze is not lacking in noble

thoughts such as characterize Buddhism and Christianity.

By these I mean such passages as the following: 'The holy

man has no fixed thought of his own, he makes the wishes

of his people his own. Good ones I meet with goodness;

not good ones I too meet with goodness; and thereby I

gain goodness. Faithful ones I meet with faith, not faith-

ful ones I too meet with faith; for thereby I gain faith."

(Chap. XLIX.) ''Requite hatred with virtue." (Chap.

LXIII.) "I have a triple treasure. I hold this very pre-

cious. The first is compassion, the second is moderation,

and the third is not to come in front before the world."

(Chap. LXVII.)

Anarchism.

Lao-tze's doctrine of passivity, when positively stated,

is to let things follow their own natural bent without any

interference from outside. Masses have an inherent ten-

dency to gravitate toward the center of the earth; men
have an inborn desire to follow the course of the Tao,

which is in them. Therefore, let them alone, do not yoke

them with unnecessary rules and formalities. Things that

are imposed from wiihout acquire unnaturalness so that

they are inevitably crippled. Lao-tze thus exclaims: "The

more mandates and laws are enacted, the more there will

be thieves and robbers." (Chap. LVII.) And Chwang-
tze agrees with him by saying that, "if an end were put

to sageness, and wisdom put away, the great robbers would

cease to arise; ii jade were put away and pearls broken to
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bits, the small thieves would not appear." (Part II, sect.

Ill, "Chii Chieh.") To quote Lao-tze again: "When the

great Tao is obliterated, we have humaneness and right-

eousness. Prudence and circumspection appear, and we
have much hypocrisy. When family relations no longer

harmonize, we have filial piety and parental love. When
the country and the clans decay through disorder, we have

loyalty and allegiance. Abandon your saintliness, put

away your prudence, and the people will gain a hundred-

fold. Abandon your humaneness, put away your right-

eousness, and the people will return to filial piety and

paternal love. iVbandon your scheming, put away your

gains, and thieves and robbers will no longer exist" (Ch.

XVIII.)

These are strong words and smack not a little of an-

archism. In truth, when the ethics of Lao-tze is carried

out to its logical extreme, it results in nothing but absolute

anarchism. The Taoist mclaphysicians of the Ante- Ch' in

period unanimously advocate the doctrine of non-resistance

and non-interference. They want to return to the primi-

tive stage of civilization, when there were no laws or r^^-
lations whatever. Everybody is supposed by them to have

then enjoyed the utmost individual freedom and tohave been

as yet unconscious of abusing it at the expense of anoilier.

History, however, does not prove that there was such a

golden age in the remote past, but that, on the contrary,

the struggle for existence among various tribes as well

as within one and the same tribe was a tmiversal phenom-
enon. But the Taoists refused to take notice of the fact;

probably they took it for granted, as many other Chinese

thinkers did, that there existed a universal peace and un-

boimded happiness in prehistoric times. Even if they

might have been induced to doubt it in one way or another,

they were willing to ignore it, in order that they might
remain charmingly spellbotmd by imagination and vision-
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ary retrospect. An anarchistic state of things was thus

made their highest ideal of individual as well as social life.

The following allegory called from the Chwang-tze

(Part II, Sect VII) very ingenioasly illustrates the sig-

nificance of wu wei in the Taoist ethics: "The ruler of the

Southern Ocean was Shu, the ruler uf the Xorthern Ocean

was Hn, and the ruler of the Center was Chaos. Shu and

Hu were continually meeting in the land of Chaos, who
treated them very well. They constdted together how they

might repay his kindness and said: 'Men all have seven

orifices for the purpose of seeing, hearing, eating, and

breathing, while this ruler alone has not one. Let us try

and make them for him.' Accordine^ly they dug one orifice

in him every day; and at the end of seven days Chaos

died" Poor Chaos! If he were left in his chaotic, unde-

termined, undifferentiated, and, therefore, necessarily in-

active (wu wei) condition, which was indeed the raison

d^etre of his existence, he could enjoy a life of eternity

and of perfect contentedness too. The unnecessary, though

quite well-meant, interference of his neighbors perma-

nently put an end to his very existence.

>Arhatever the Taoist world-shtuming ethics, it was a

creation of the Chinese mind after all. It never lost sight

of its practical import; that is, it always showed a con-

siderable interest in politics and state-administration. The
reader might imagine that an ethical doctrine such as

that of Lao-tze would not trouble itself with political af-

fairs, which are merely a product of the worldly wisdom
and artificiality despised so strongly by the Taoists. But

no Chinese philosopher and moral teacher would ever

think of ignoring the practical consequences of his theory.

Indeed, the value of a theory had to be judged by its work-
ing utility in the daily life of man as an individual and as

a member of society.

Lao-tze*s theory with regard to the administration of
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State affairs, as can be expected, was a direct, unmodified

application of his wu wet, and might be called a laisses

faire policy. Give the people as much freedom as they

want ; let them not be encumbered with artificial formalities

and excrescent r^ulations ; leave them alone as much as

possible; if necessary, deprive them oi all craftiness, cun-

ning", prudence they have acquired since the initiation of

artificialities, and lead them to a state of primitive inno-

cence and absolute artlessness. This policy, according to

Lao-tze, is understood to secure the peace and good order

that used to prevail in the olden times of "cord-knotting"

administration. The ixople would be delighted with what-

ever they have, simple and plain. They would die natural

deaths when they were old. The codes and dogs would

happily voice their perfect contentment all around the

country. And here we have a perfect state of things that

ought to exist when the natural course of the 1 ao is faith-

fully followed. (Tao Teh King, chap. LXXX.)
The reader will here notice how radical is the difference

between the ethics of Confucius and Lao-tze. Some sinol-

ogists ascribe this difference to climatic variation, the

former representing: tlie type of vigorous, industrious, and

order-loving Northerners, while the latter that of care-lree,

visionary, impulsive, and often indolent Southerners. Un-
der the pressure of the rigorous climate and inclement

weather, the Northerners have to fight hard against na-

ture. With them the letting-alone policy will result in the

annihilation of their uwn existence. But the case is en-

tirely different with the Southerners, To tlieni nature

does not mean a force that is unfavorable to them and
therefore to be conquered. On the contrary, she is so

bountiful that they can enjoy fulness of Hfe with hardly
any toil. Kon-resistance and non-interference are the best

jxilicy w hereby they can deal with nature. For this reason,

Confucius can be said to represent the Northern ^rpe and
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Lao-tze the Southern. The history of Chinese thought is

no more than the record of the struggles between these

two rival concq>tioiis, Taoism aided by Buddhism and

frequently joined by popular superstitions^ and Confucian-

ism generally strongly proving^ to be the more representa-

tive and indigenous to the Chinese nund.

HEDONISTIC EGOISM.

The most rigorous expounder of a hedonistic egoism

in the history of Ante-Qi'in philosophy was Yang-tzc. He
seems to have been very influential at times, and his doc-

trine exhibited a considerable force against Confucianism,

and if it were not for the eloquence of a great genius like

Mencius, it might have been able to defy its opponents

for a long while yet Yang-tze's doctrine proves to what
extent the n^^ativistic egoism of Lao-tze can degenerate.

Properly speaking, Yang-tze was not a philosopher at all.

He was an eccentric sonl, perhaps mortally wounded by

some political disappomtment and wrongfully guided by his

natural pessimistic bent His doctrine, if it be so called,

was not a mature result of serious reflection, but rather

the incoherent utterance of a mind cruelly in despair at

the outlook of humanity. But the tolerance, nay, the pop-

ular acceptance which was accorded to the wild explana-

tions of Yang-tze, proves the Chinese minds m this period

to be fertile, versatile, and ready to take up anything novel.

Yang-tze's existence was at all possible only in those days.

Had he appeared a few hundred years later, his sayings

would have been forever buried in oblivion.

Yang-tze, or Yang-Chou'^ as he is sometimes called,

did not leave any work of his own. Perhaps he did, but we
know no existence of it now. All the data we have to-day

of his life and utterances are contained in the Lieh-tze, the

Mencius, the Chwang-tze, and the Han-pi-tze. From
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these it appears that Yanor Chou was a younger contempo-

rarv of Lao-tze, and from him he seems to have received

some instruction concerning life and virtue, which was

somehow similar to that given to Confucius. It is, there-

fore, but natural that we can trace in Yang Giou's hedon-

ism a distinct echo of Lao-tze's ethics of self complacency.

In the latter was a prevailing tone of quiet negativism,

but in Yang Choii we have a positive insistance on

ultra-egoism. Sharing with Taoists in ascetic spirit, he

did not teach sensual debauchery as a principle, yet ^at
he is regarded to have taught verges dangerously near it

and in some cases can be said to be practically amounting

to the same. There is no reason, however, to believe that

the author himself was a man of loose morals and easy

virtue. He was no more than a recluse himself, disgusted

with the world and its artificialities. And he was a satirist

too. When he is seen in this light, his doctrine is not so

offensive and despicable as charged bv the Confucians.

The ground principle of Yang-tze s egoism^^ is, nega-

tively, to shirk all the artificial restraints that are calcu-

lated to bridle the natural impulses of man, be they high or

low, and, positively, to let him go back to a state of primi-

tive naivete and enjoy his blessed life to the full extent of

his emotional capacity. Yang-tze. tlierefore, looks down
at the Confucian doctrine oi humaneness and righteous-

ness as something forced upon human nature and not

innate to it. The object of life is not to yoke ourselves to

moral pillories such as were imposed by the Confucians,

merely in order that posterity might ha\ c a good opinion

of lis. The object of life is to give the freest rein to our

nature and gratify it to the utmost. For is not life short?

and is not this short life even encumbered with all kinds of

care and worry? Subtract from a man's life the years of

"What follows is condensed from Lieh-tze's work in which tficre it a
chapter exclosively dealing with the views of Yang Chou.
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babyhood and senility, and its half is ^one. Then take

away hours of sleep, and there remains only oae-ioiirth

of the entire length of our life, which rarely reaches the

ooe hundred-year mark. But is this one-fourth filled with

tmalloyed joy and happiness? By no means, for are there

not so many unnecessary things that threaten to cut off

even this remaining fraction of life? Desires are con-

suming our corporeal strength; social traditions are crip-

pling our moral simplicity; national prejudices are stran-

gling freedom of action ; laws and regulations are muzzling

the expression of natural sentiments. Under these in-

tolerable encumbrances how could we spend lightheartedly

even the mere fraction of Hfe that is granted to us ? There-

fore, says Yang-tze, let us abandon all things that are ex-

ternal and superfluous, and let us enjoy our natural, un-

hampered life to its full limits. People of olden times were

perfectly aware of the shortness of Hfe and wanted to make
the best of it. They lived as dictated by their simple, inno-

cent impulses. Their desire was to preserve the naivete

or integrity of their nature. They never worried them-
- selves about things earthly. They never distorted or muti-

lated what they obtained from heaven merely for the acqui-

sition of things artificial. They were above political in-

trigues, aspiritioii for fame, commercial greed, and other

petty human concerns.

This self-abandoned indifference and transcendentalism

distinctly echoes the teaching of Lao-tze. But Yang-tze

was not a mere quietist. He sometimes actually endorses

debauchery of the worst kind. His almost unconditional

egoism does not allow him to extend his sphere of interest

either to his fellow-beings that are thriving around him or

to those that are to come after him. He is utterly indif-

ferent to matters concerning others. He stands absolutely

alone. He does not condescend to identify himself with

other fellow individuals. Therefore, he scoffs at such
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men of virtue as Shun, Yu, Chou Kung, and Kung Fu Tze

(Confucius), who are universally revered by the Chinese;

—he picks them out as examples of most unnatural men

that worried and deformed themselves merely for the sake

of a good name. Yang-tze, on the other hand, praises

Chou and Chieh—the type of infamy and depravity—as

men who had courage and even virtue to behave as their

natural impulses dictated. What did it matter to them

if they now stand for everything" that is disgusting in man?
They who are so vehemently condemned by posterity as

well as such virtuous men as Shun and Confucius,—^are

they not all gone forever and aye? Are not their bones

crumbling, their flesh and blood already mingled in the

dust? Let posterity say of them whatever it pleases^ both

the censured and the praised are absolutely insensible.

Honor or dishonor, are they not like bubbles on water?

Why not enjrjy all that is enjoyable while alive? Begone!

our doctrinaires, hypocrites, unnatural moralists, and vain

aspirants after fame!

''How then should life be taken care of?

''Indulge in what your ears desire to hear; indulge in

what your eyes desire to see; indulge in what your nose

desires to smell : indulg^e in what your mouth desires to

speak; indulge in what your body desires to obtain; and

indulge in what your mind desires to do.

"Now, sound is what the ears desire to hear, and when
it is denied to them, it means crippling the auditory sense.

Things beautiful are what the eyes desire to see, and when
these are denied to them, it means crippling the visionary

sense. Perfume is what the nose desires to smell, and
when this is denied to it, it means crippling the olfactory

sense. Judgment is what the mouth desires to speak, and
when this is denied to it, it means crippling intelligence.

Delicious food and warm clothing are what the body
desires to have, and when these are denied to it, it means
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crippling the sense of comfort. Freedom is what the mind
desires to have, and when this is denied to it» it means
crippling one's nature.

"All these cripplings are so many unnatural sdf-re-

straints, and he that has the fixed thought to do these, is

molesting himself, is torturing himself. If you cast away
th^ thought of self-molestation and lightheartedly and

joyoasly indulge your passions and desires, and giving

yourself up to the pursuit of pleasure calmly await the

coming of death, your life of one day is equal to another's

Kfe of one month, and your life of one year to another's

life of ten years. This is the way I take care of my life.

Those who are yoked to the thought of self-molestation

may have a long life of one htmdred, ten hundred, even of

ten thousand years, in a depressed state of mind, but what
is the use of all that? It is not my way of taking care of

life."

When judged from these passages alone, Yang-tze may
appear a crass sensualist, a most vigorous hbertme ; but in

Other places we come across the typical Lao-tze doctrine

of Wu Wei or the world-fleeing spirit of some Hindu phi-

losophers.

*The reason why men are restive is due to four things

:

(i) longevity, (2) fame, (3) social position, and (4)

wealth. People crave these things, and therefore they fear

spiritual beings, their fellow-citizens, influences from un-

known r^ons, and the punishment of the civil laws. They
are called irrational and disobeying Heaven. Such people

could be killed or saved at will by others, for they are not

masters of themselves.

"Those who obey heavenly orders have no desire for

longevity beyond the limit set by Heaven. They have no

craving for fame as they have no thought of displaying

their worth. They have no desire for social rank as they

have no thought of abusing their power. They have no
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desire for wealth as they are free from avarice. These

people are called 'obedient/ The obedient people do not

long- for worldliness; they are independent, self-compla-

cent; they are far above things earthly; they have destiny

in their own hands and are free from all outward inter-

ference."

Taking all in all, he is not a debauchee but a self-

contented, artless, simple-minded child 01 nature. lie hales

all kinds of inordinate excess and artificiality. He wants

to live as he came from the bosom of eternity. He has

not the slightest craving for sensual pleasures beyond the

demands of nature. He feds hungry, and eats a morsel

of coarse bread, and he is satisfied. He is cold, and puts

on one more woolen tunic, and he is comfortable. He is a

fatalist. He calmly greets death. He has no desire for

immortality, either in life or after death. In these respects

he deeply breathes the spirit of Lao-tze.

Whatever the merits and faults of his extreme doctrine,

he occupies a unique position in Chinese philosophy. In

his days and immediately after his death, he seems to

have had quite a sway over the Chmese minds as we read

in Mencius (toward the end of Book VI): "As a sage-

king does not rise, the lords and dukes are unrestrained,

private scholars are too libck^l in their discussions, and the

doctrines of Yang Chou and Mu Ti are pervading every-

where. When the general public is not swayed by Yang,

it is swayed by Mu. The Yang asserts egoism, ignoring

sovereignity' ; and the Mu asserts ultra-altruism, ignoring

paternity. Without sovereignity and paternity, we all be-

come lower animals."

UTIUTARIANISM.

Almost all Chinese ethical doctrmes are more or less

characterized by a strong utilitarian tendency, for prac-

ticality is the key that opens one of the main entrances to
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the Chinese mind. Rut there are. too, other moral traits

predominant and peculiar to them. For instance, filial

devotion is practically the corner-stone of later Confu-

cianism; ceremonialism also occupies a conspicuous part

in Chinese life; and lastly, there is a persistent assertion

of conservative spirit in all their doings, and this spirit

naturally nLikes the Chinese great lovers of peace. As all

these racial characteristics have claimed their due con-

sideration in the formation oi then national system, their

utilitarian tendency had to be modified to a certain extent.

Therefore, it is a matter of self-evidence that we recognize

in Confucianism a harmonious blending of all the pre-

dominant traits of the Chinese mfnd; for, otherwise, it

would have been neglected like so many other doctrines,

and would not have filled the position which it has held

almost without an interruption since its first estabUshment

The doctrine I am going to consider, on the other hand,

overlooked the importance of all the Chinese peculiarities

other than utilitarianism and practicality. It unduly em-

phasized this phase, which necessarily resulted in an utter

disregard of all the other things.^^ The doctrine is com-

monly known as an ultra-altruism in contradiction to the

ultra-egoism of Yang-tze, but, properly speaking, its fun-

damental principle is no more il.an utilitarianism. It also

contains many conceptions which are closely similar to

Christianity, and it is very probable that if it were reared

by a people who were more idealistic, imaginative, and

above all religious, it could have developed a system almost

like Christianity.

"Says Mencius (Book XIII): "With Yang>tie egoism is everything.
Even when he could benefit other people by sparing one bit of hi luiir, he
would not do that. With Mu-tze altruism is everything. If by rubbing him-
self from forehead to heel lie could benefit other people, he would do so. Tze-
Mo adheres to the mean. The adhering to the mean is nearer [to the truth].

But if, in adliering to the mean, the weights are missed to keep balance, it is

just as bad as adhering to the extremes. 1 he reason why the extremists are
condemned is that they mutilate the [whole] Tao^ that th^ raise one point
[too high] at the expense of a hundred others."
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The autlior of this interesting doctrine is Mu Ti.^

Records vary as to his nativity and age, but the probability

is that he was a yoiu^^er contemporary of Confucius and

flourished about the time when most of his immediate dis-

ciples were gone. His home seems to have been in the

South and not in the North. He held an official position

like every other learned man of the country. His work*'

now in our possession consists of fifty-three books or chap-

ters. Originally there were some more books in it It

seems most of the fifty-three books were wriuen by his

personal disciples after his death, but some of them are

utterly unintelligible now, owing to some textual discrep-

ancies and corruptions, and many desperate attempts were

made to adjust them, though practically to no purpose.

But the other parts are free from obscurity and show in

many respects a clear logical mind on the part of the

author, sonicthmg unusual in Chinese philosophers.

The ideal of Mu Ti is universal peace and universal

prosperity. Whatever his teachings, they are all intended

to bring about this state of things. He declares that tiie

business of the holy man consists in fostering peace among
his people, in deveiopmg all the resources of nature, and in

avoiding all the possible causes of evils that befall our

community. It is wonderful to notice how modem are

these views of the old Chinese philosopher Mu Ti. He
asks: "Why is the existing state of things far from this

ideal?" **Because," answers he, '* everybody esteems his

own self above others." The strong usurp the rights of

the weak, the crafty take advantage of the ignorant, officers

abuse their power over the unprotected, powerful states

absorb the helpless. For these reasons, we are constantly

in a state of war, individual with individual, family with

family, clan with clan, and state with state. This cannot

To my knowledge there exists no English trsnslstioii of the woik.
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be the destiny of humanity as ordained by the will of

heaven, which is our ultimate source of authority. Let

one love another as one's own self, let a nation love another

as its own, let a sovereign love his subjects as himself, let

the son love his parents as himself, let everybody love

everybody as himself. Then there will be no traitors who
love themselves at the expense of the state to which they

belong:; there will be no tyrant who ignores the welfare of

his subjects; no robbery, no enmity, no inhumanity; in

fact there will be no evil that will disturl) universal peace

ensuing from this practice of universal love. (Chapter

XiV and XV.

)

How is the principle of universal love and mutual bene-

fit justified? Mu Ti argues that there are three methods of

testing the sotmdness of a principle. First, it must con-

form to the will of heaven and be in accordance with the

doinj^fs of anciciii sages; secondly, our daily experiences

must jii:5tiiy it , and thirdly, when it is made into a law and

practiced among the people, it must prove an agent for the

general welfare. (Ch. XXXVI-XXXVIL) Mu Ti pro-

ceeds to prove all these points in this way. Heaven created

the sun. moon, and innumerable stars. It regulates their

courses and the four seasons follow in order. It sends

forth thunder and lig^htning", rain and snow. Warmed by

them the live cereals and other nourishing and useful

plants grow. People avail themselves of these heavenly

gifts. Again, there are mountains covered with all useful

trees and stored with all wealth-producing metals. People

transform them into their own service and make them-

selves comfortable in every way. Again, there are sover-

eigns and wise men specially favored by heaven. They
make laws and administer to the needs of the people; the

wicked are punished, the ignorant are made enlightened,

and prosperity is secured. Do not all these things come
from the will of heaven ? Do not all these things come to
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everybody without discrimination? Why> then, heaven

must be considered the source of love and righteousness,

and our duty on earth is but to follow this will and practice

universal love and mutual benefit (Chap. XXVII.)
And was this not also the teaching and practice of the

ancient sages ?

Our daily experiences teach us the same lesson. Those

who love are loved, those who hate are hated. If we bene-

fit others, they arc glad to leUirn the favor; if we rob them

of what is due to them, they will be ready to requite in a

similar way. This is what we observe all around us. (Ch.

XIV. )

. If we make this heavenly will the principle of adminis-

tration, the sovereign will be beneficent, the subject loyal,

the father kindhearted, the child filial, the cider brother

friend! V. and the younc>-er dutiful. Good or evil, the source

of influence is from above. There was once a king who liked

slender waists, and every woman in the state deprived

herself of necessary food. There was another king who
delighted in muscular strength, and every youth in the

state devoted himself to all kinds of athletic exercises.

Therefore, nobody can tell to what extremity the masses

will rush when an example is shown by the privileged

classes. Let the sovereign and his officers exercise the

will of heaven as is manifested about us, and the entire

nation will at once follow suit. Universal peace and eter-

nal prosperity will then inevitably be the outcome. (Chap.

XV. )

The real issue of Mu Ti's doctrine, however, seems to

lie more in its utilitarian aspect than in its humanistic

side. This can be seen from his economic views which

brought about the vehement accusations*^ of the Confu-

*"The refuting of the arguments of Yang and Mu should be like the

taming of the wild hogs. After they have been pnt in a pen. they should be

bound fast" (Mencius, Book XIV. > in another place (Book Vi) he again
compares them to the lower animals.
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dans resulting^ in the final downfall of his whole system.

He rigorously opposed the prevalence of luxurious habits

as to dwelling, clothing, eating, and traveling; and he
also condenmed the custom of concubinage. They are all

the unproductive consumption of wealth ; so much is spent

and nothing material is gained thereby. The real happi-

ness of the masses does not consist in the encouragement of

luxury but in the production of wealth.

The custom of concubinage naturally results in the

overproduction of bachelors as well as old maids,—^the

fact will eventually threaten the growth of population.

On the same ground, Mu Ti objected to the Confucian

sentimentalism. The Chinese always cherished a very

deep reverence for their ancestors and lost no opportunity

to show the feeling in public. Their burial ceremony^

therefore, was naturally of the most elaborate character.

There was a strong tendency among the poor as well as the

rich to go beyond their means, in order to express or make
a show of the deepest reverence and sympathy for their

deceased. We learn from modem travelers that there are

in China some professional mourners who are hired by real

mourners to make their funeral procession appear more
mournful by their simulating show of lamentation. The

Chinese of olden times perhaps did not take such an ex-

treme step to make a public exhibition of their grief; at

least we are not in possession of any documents to prove

this. But they were certainly ready to acknowle<i^e the

highest type of filial devotion in those who remained in

mourning for at least three years for their deceased pa-

rents. During this long period,**^ they lived a most se-

cluded life, they retired from public ofhces if they held

** In the Confucian Analects, XVII, 21, one of his disciples wants to

shorten the mourning period from three years to one. While his argument is

very rational, ti>e master refuses to agree with him on a sentimental ground,
which, howeverf seems to be somewhat too &r*f^ched and is not at all oon-
rindng.
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any: they did not attend to any commercial transaction;

they refrained from participating in any public or private

festivals. They remained at home like a prisoner or a re-

ligfious recluse, fixing all their pious thoughts on the mem-
ory of their deceased. This was what was generally en-

dorsed by the followers of Confucianism as a piou.-^ ex-

pression of filial devotion; and this was what was most

strenuously opposed by Mu Ti. (See the Mu Ti, Chapter

XXV.)
His objections were on the whole sound and well-

grounded. He demonstrated that there was no sense in

wasting wealth on such unproductive things as funerals;

that §uch a protracted observation of mourning tended to

paralyse the administration of the government and to check

the progress of industry and commerce. It is not necessary

at all to wrap a corpse in extra clothes, to put it in an

extraordinarily strong coirin, and to inter it in an unduly

deep grave. All we have to consider in these matters is

the practical end which they are intended to serve. Mu
Ti was a thorough utilitarian and refused to yield to

any sentimental extravagances. He did not disregard

the significance of sentiment, he was willing to pay due

resfard to it. but he could not bear to see the national

and mdividual wealth scattered to the winds for the sake

of mere sentimentalism.

It is, therefore, no wonder that Mu Ti was also against

music (Chapter XXXII) and vigorously condemned war
(Chapters XVII, XVIII, and XIX). In his opinion, mu-

sic did not add an iota to the national wealth and prosper-

ity; and as to war, it was simply abominable; every trade

and industry comes to a standstill, aiid every sense of jus-

tice .and righteousness is thereby hopelessly benumbed. At
any rate, anything that will disturb the peace of a nation

and destroy its productive facilities is mercilessly attacked

by Mu Ti.
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A fatalistic doctrine which seems to have been preva-

lent in his days could also not escape his condemnation.

According to him, fatalism was a great obstacle in the way
of industry and prosperity. If the people were abandoned

to the so-called fate which is predetermined and beyond

human control, there would be no incentive to urge them to

work, produce wealth, and preserve permanent peace. On
the other hand, everybody would remain perfectly passive

and utterly inactive leaving everything to the pre-estab-

lished order of things as regulated in the beginning by Un-
known Destiny. This state of things could never be suf-

fered to exist in this world of striving. Mu Ti was a strong

advocate of the strenuous life and untiring energy. In

him we see the practical tendency of the Chinese mind

singularly emphasized, though at the expense of their love

of formalism and ceremonialism. (See Chapters XXXV,
XXXVL and XXXVII.)

Finally, what is significant in Mu Ti is his conception

of T'ien which means literally "heaven," but can be freely

translated by "God" even in its Christian sense. The dif-

ference between the Christian God and Mu Ti's Heaven
(t'ien) is ihrit while the former made the conception of

G(xi luremost and its worship the paramount issue of the

rehgious life, the latter conceded the first place to utili-

tarianism, for the execution of which the God-idea became

necessary to him. It will no doubt be very interesting to

consider at length Mu Ti's conception of Heaven in its

connection with In^ doctrine of universal love, which is so

closely akin to Christianity. This will be done later on
when the religious side of Chinese thought claims our at-

tention.

CEREMONIALISM.

As might be expected, there w as a virultnl attack upon

the ultra-utilitarianism of Mu Ti. The Chinese love of
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ceremony and their strong sentiment of ancestor-worship

prevented them from giving themselves up to philosophical

simplicity or making an unconditional surrender to utili-

tarianism. This antagonistic spirit found its spokesman

in Hsiin-tze,** who flourished several decades later than

Mencius. He left a work consisting of thirty-three books

or chapters. He was not such a hrilliant genius as his

predecessors such as Mencius or Chwang-tze. but his

method of reasoning^ was singularly sound and systematic

for a Chinese. ( So far as I know, there exists no English

translation of the Hsiin-Tze.

)

The Confucians of later days treat Hstin-tze as if he

were a stepson not properly belonging to the orthodox

lineage of Confucianism. This is due to his doctrine of

• the innate badness of human nature, which he forcibly set

forth against the opposite view held by xvlencius. Since

Han Yii (A. D. 768-824), an eminent scholar and writer
,

of the T'ang dynasty, pronounced Mencius, in place of

of Hsun-tze, as the transmitter of the orthodox Confucian 1

teachings at the end of the Ante-Ch*in period, Hsiin-tze '

lost his legitimate position and consideration in the eyes

of the general public. But from a scholarly point of view,

he is entitled to a prominent place in the development oi

Confucianism, not a whit less Uian his eloquent predecessor

Mencius.

From the historical point of view, what Hsiin-tze did
,

for Confucianism was to emphasize its ceremonial side.
'

while Mencius strongly developed its humanistic side. In

the Confucian Analects itself, it is sometimes doubtful

whether the Master means to give more importance to

ceremonialism than to human-heartedness (Jen). His al-

most congenital fondness for rituals and ceremonies was

so remarkable that it caused his biographers to record

that ''In his childhood Confucius used to play with the
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sacrificial bowls and dishes which he arranged with due

formalities.'' In Book X of the Analects, the reader will

notice how carefully and minutely is described the Master's

every manner and behavior on different occasicois, as if

he were the living embodiment of all that was proper in

life. The main motive of his interview wilh Lao-tze was

to inquire about ceremonial usages, formally recorded or

not, which were kept in the archives of the Chou dynasty,

of which Lao-tze was the custodian. And his contempo-

raries seem to have acknowledged him as authority on
matters sacrificial and ceremonial.

Confucius was an ardent advocate of ceremonialism

not only in its outward expressions but in its morally edi-

fying ettects on character. In the same sense Pascal urged

a strict observance of all the church rituals as finally con*

dudng to the development of piety and general Christian

disposition. Confucius deplored the universal decline of

ceremonial spirit in his days, and did not miss the oppor-

tunity to declare his disapproval. If such a powerful,

brilliant, and extraordinary person as Mencius failed to

come after the Master and proclaim the ethical, subjective,

humanitarian side of his doctrine, Hstin-tze, pr<»noter of

ceremonialism, would have been recognized as represen-

ting the orthodox school of Confucianism.

What was most fatal to the popularity of Hsiin-tze was
perhaps due to his radical view of human nature, which,

in contrast to Mencius, he considered essentially bad, and
which, therefore, needed correction through the rules of

propriety especially invented for this purpose by the ancient

sages.

But, strictly speaking, this unMattering conception of

human nature was not of so much importance to Hsiin-tze

as his ceremonialism. His object was to give a philosoph-

ical foundation to his ethics, which he based on the crooked-

ness of humanity which needed rectification. As other
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Chinese thinkers, Hsiin-tze always kept before his eyes the

practical side of his philosophy. His aim was to lead the

people to the path of perfect virtue; and to attain it cere-

monialism was introduced as the best means. It was not

of much consequence, practically considered, whether hu-

manity in its innate constitution was theoretically bad or

good ; the main thing was to follow the Confucian codes of

morality. And in the course of this study, we might say,

he incidentally found out that human nature was not good

after all as claimed by Mencius; for if it were, he reasoned,

why did it need rectifying at all througii moral discipline

and the rules of propriety?

Says Hsiin-tze: "Every one has inborn desires. When
these desires are not satisfied, he looks around for the ob-

jects [of satisfaction]. When no measure and limits are

set to this searchinjGf, there necessarily arises quarreling.

Quarreling means disturbance, and disturbance obstruc-

tion. Wise men of old hated this disturbance; therefore,

they established the rules of propriety and justice. They
imposed them upon the people. Their desires were thus

regulated and their requirements thus furnished. Every
desire was not allowed to be satisfied, and every satisfac-

tion to lead to a new one. The equilil)i ium between them

was constantly kept under control. This is the beginning

of the proprieties.'*

From this, it is apparent that Hsiin-tze considered so-

ciety an artificial institution. When men were left to

themselves, they fought against one another, for each en-

deavors to have his own desires satisfied without any re-

gard to his neighbor's. But somehow it occurred m the

mind of a wise man that this constant disturbance was not

a very desirable state of affairs. The people must be put

together in groups, and to insure peace among them some
definite checks must be placed on their never-satiated de-

sires. He knew that this procedure was against their
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nature, iliat ilio>c checks meant the cnrbinqf of their wild

desires and impulses, that this was an artihcial invention

contrary to human nature. Therefore, the holy man, ac-

cording to Hsun-tze, was no more than a perfected type

of artificiality.** The diflFerence between him and the mas-

ses of the people was not due to their innate character, but

to the artificial refinement that is given to the original raw

material.

Here comes the most pronounced difference between

Hsun-tze and other Confucians in their practical system

of moral discipline. Tze Ssu (grandson of Confucius),

Tseng-tze (one of the Confucian apostles), Mencius, and

other principal Confucians show an unanimous tendency

to lay more im{)ortance on the inner significance of Jen,

humanism, and Ching, reverence, considering the rules of

propriety as a natural outward growth of the inner senti-

ment. But Hsun-tze did not believe in the goodness of

human nature and could not rely on its self-cultivatiun.

To use modern terms, he strongly believed in the over-

whehning influence of environment in shaping a man's

character and destiny. The human mind was not a blank

sheet of paper on which anything could be patterned. It

was, on the contrary, a very rough substance which needed

the most careful handling and systematic remodeling.

Rigid rules of propriety artificially laid down by the wise

men of old had to be applied on the original raw material,

hewing off all its ruggedness, smoothly poUshing it up to

a required shape.

By this artificial remodeling, the hungry could be per-

suaded to give precedence to the older, the tired to endure

tlieir hardships, brothers to agree* in the distribution of

their ancestral property, and the people to show due con-

sideration even to strangers. All this excellent behavior

is not a spontaneous exhibition of the sentiment as har-
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bored in the heart of the natural man, but is due to the

beautiful influence of ceremoniaiism.

If other Confucians are to be classified as upholders of

subjectivism, Hsiin-tze was no doubt a decided prodaimer

of objectivism. He did not believe in evolving goodness

from within, but in grafting it from without. He did not

believe in the cultivation of the altruistic impulse called

feeling of fellowship or humaneness U^n), but in the

muzzling of egotism by some artificial method. When

we remember what powerful factors are traditions and the

instinct of imitation in the upbuilding of society, it is un-

deniably true that Hsiin-tze's objective method of moral

training, however onesided, is conducive in many cases

to the making of a high moral character.

Ceremonies, formulas, and rules prescribed by religion

or tradition are the natural outward manifestations of

some inner sentiments felt by wise and virtuous men of

• ancient times and sanctioned by all the following gene-

rations as elevating and hallow'ing. When those estab-

lished rules are reversed in order, and, instead of letting

them come from within, are forced upon a human heart

from without, it can logically be expected that they will

produce in the receiving organ similar sentiments and

impulses to those that stirred within ancient men of piety

' and virtue. The human heart is made of so many sus-

ceptible strings, and each of them responds to a certain

note. If they are not strong and original enough to vi-

brate automatically from within, they can be made to act

in a definite way by some mechanical means from with-

out. And that is the psychology of ceremonialism.

In one sense the \iew of the later Confucians who find

in Hsiin-tze a seed of heterodoxy can be justified, for he

opposed the idealistic undercurrent in Confucianism which

was very precious to most of its adherents. Says Hsiin-

tze: "Moral training cannot gain a step by mere retro-
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spection; let a man studiously apply himself to [practical]

discipline [or study] The one whole day spent in medi-

tation does not equal in merit to the one minute of [prac-

tical] study. We may stand a-tip-toe as high as possible;

but it is far better to go up'to some height and look round

far and wide. Qimb up higher and wave your hands;

your arms have not gained an inch, but they are seen from

afar. Raise your voice in the direction of the wind; it is

not necessarily strong, but it can be heard distinctly. Wise

men do not differ ni their nature from others. What
makes them wise is due to their adaptation to environ-

ment Therefore, wise men are particular in choosing

their place of dwelling and their associates, for things are

grouped according to their congeniality. Let us study all

the records bequeathed by our ancient sages and practice

them in our daily life. What is the most essential of all

things, however, is the study and observance of rules of

propriety. This is the consummation of all studies and the

culmination of all virtues.'^ As to the study and impor-

tance of the canonical books Hsiin-tze was in perfect a(^ree-

ment with all the other Confucians. But he considered

the book of ceremonies or proprieties to be of special sig-

nificance. There are, generally speaking, two opposite

tendencies in the history of philosophy, one is subjectivism

and the other objectivism. In the Chinese history of

thought, Hsiin-tze represented the latter and strongly em-

phasized the importance of ceremonial formalities.

It is, therefore, quite in keeping with his general prin-

•ciple that again in opposition to Mu-tze, he laid great em-

phasis on the importance of music. Mu-tze saw in music its

economical unproductiveness onh' and ignored its soothing

and refining effect on the sentiment Hsiin-tze was always

A similar view was also expressed by Confucius himself in the Analects

;

for he says : "Once I fasted the whole day and did not sleep the whole night,

.all the time engaged in thinking. It was of no use, bowever. Nothing is like

study, fthat is to say, practical disciplinel."
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bent on cultivating the character by all possible external

means, among which music must be considered one oi the

most potent. In this respect Hsiin-tze certainly voiced

one of the sentiments remarkably characteristic of the Chi-

nese. One of the main reasons, however, why they did not

favor him so much as Mencius, is, as said before, owing

to his peculiar conception concerning the original nature

of humanity. Whatever selfish and bestial impulses and

thoughts we may betray in our daily intercourse with our

fellow-creatures, we are innately inclined not to conceive

ourselves as radically base in character. Our fundamental

belief, though at first unconscious, is that we are capable

as well of absolutely disinterested impulses and thoughts

and actions. And our experiences prove that our faith in

ourselves, though subjectively formulated at the banning,
stands on some irrefutable objective facts. The Chinese

with their highly cultivated common sense naturally shrank

from Hsiin-tze's conception of human nature, while in

other points he was a spokesman of their characteristic

sentiments.

Another factor that tends to prejudice Hstin-tze in the

eyes of the Chinese public, lies perhaps in his style of writ-

ing. What iiiake.s a ilujui^lii acceptable generally, is not al-

ways determined by its genuine worth, but in many cases

by the manner in which it is presented. For even a worn-

out idea becomes agreeably acceptable when it is garbed in

a new style. Hsiin-tze stands far below Mencius in this

respect. His reasoning was unusually powerful and exact

and logical as comi)ared with Mencius's, but the form in

which his thought was embodied was not so brilliant and

eloquent and charmingly attractive as the latter's. It can-

not be denied* as we see to-day, that the premises and con-

clusions of these two g^eat ancient philosophers are defec-

tive and onesided and do not cover the entire field; but

judging from their rhetorical effects, Mencius appeals
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more irresistibly even to the readers of these latter days;

and it is no wonder that intellectual Hsun was treated by

his compatriots as though he were without the pale of the

holy teaching of Gmfucius, who was the ultimate author-

ity in matters moral as well as religious to the people of the

Middle Kingdom.

D. Teitaro Suzuki.
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SOME DANGEROUS TENDENCIES OF MODERN
MATERIALISTIC PSYCHOLOGY.

'
I one trained under the old spiritistic conception of

X the universe and man, to whom the world of life and

law seems instinct with Supreme Intelligence and man a be-

ing with capacity and destiny approaching the Supreme, it

is a positive shock and even grief to note the efforts of the

modem psychologist to drive God back into Spencer's

Unknowable and strip man of all that makes him better

than a splendid brute, that leaves him nothing but a bundle

of highly developed material nerve re-actions from out-

ward sensations, differentiated from the brute and from

all other men only by his individual, peculiar re-actions»

whose being is only a "stream of experiences" or "states

of consciousness" and whose ego is only some supreme,

isolated thought that perceives and masters all the rest.

Memory, his most precious possession, is only the tend-

ency of his nervous organism to reproduce an impression

once received with its associated circumstances, of the re-

actions of nerve substance to follow the paths cut by pre-

ceding sensations. Tlicsc re-actions are recocriized and

stored by no inner being but by the nervous organism

itself.

Imagination, that delightful faculty to ccmceive new
relations and combinations of old things and fashion them

into strange and beautiful forms, is only an enlarged and
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freely modified phase of memory, an elastic application of

habit to aerial, subterranean and lateral locomotion.

The objective Me, the Self I am conscious of and rec-

ognize, is only "an empirical aggregate of things objec-

tively known," i. e., is only an aggregate of all the sensa-

tions or re-actions felt in my whole nerve-structure which

I recognize, by the "warmth" and "pleasure" with which

I greet them, as parts and parcels of myself.

And the subjective I, the Self that feels and knows
and dominates the whole being, is only one transcendent

thousfht of thoue^hts; nay, is not even this, but only the

dominant thought, at any given instant, of "a stream of

thought, all the past thoughts of which, it, the temporary

dominant thought, can recall and recognize as parts of the

objective Me" ! If this be not thinning out the personality

until it have little positive content: what is it?

"Tt," w'e are e^ravely told, "is a thought at each moment
diiferent from that of the last thought (or any preceding

or present thought) but appropriative of the latter together

with all that the latter called its own.'' How very lucid

and simple ! What can we think of the mind that has such

a "state of consciousness" as to postulate such stuff as

this?

I am truly a passing, momentary Thought different

from all other thoughts and absolutely unattached to the

series from which I am singled out! I am not the same
Thought for any conceivable instant of time but merely

a constantl) changing Thought. If T, the Thought, should

stop changing lor a millionth part of a second, the con-

tinuity of existence would be forever broken and I should

be no longer I ; but a new Thought must single itself out

for the dominant one and I be forever another. This may
be the rationale of some forms of insanity, the broken

thoughts being a broken personality!

Passing thoughts are then the only ego, or "knower'^
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which the modern natural science of psychology need rec-

ognize. So much the worse for psychology—to study a

soul without a soul, to start and stop at the unknowable,

to explain only so much of soul-phenomena as depend upon

the physical orgaiiiMii iliii)ut^h and bv which they manifest

themselves and call it '^onloL;ugv is ihe bigotry of the

scientist compared with which the bigotry of the religionist

and spiritist is refreshing and satisfying.

I suppose that no intelligent student of philosophy to-

day will deny the immense help he has derived from the

modern form of the doctrine of developmeni called evolu-

tion, but on the contrary will gladly own the great aid it

is rendering in explaining much that was formerly ob-

scure. And the investigations Of the modem physicist

are of incalculable value in revealing the methods of soul

manifestation and activity. But to the student of psychol-

ogy it is sheer suicide to adopt the tlicnry of the extreme

school of naturalists, that *'we have no need ol soul and

God as yet, but hope to do without them to the very end.'/

This may be true as far as physical processes can yet

be traced, but they all end at a point where we can go no

further without assuming an indwelling intelligence that

' is more than al»uacl. uleal Thought however related to

matter. And psychology can no more exist without allow-

ing this than we can explain the phenomena of the organ-

ized body without assuming life—^it will not be p^sychology.

We have no quarrel with the prevailing school as to its

doctrine of the sense origin of our ideas. The age-long,

hackneyed disputation over innate ideas does not concern

us here. We grant too the truth of their discoveries of the

mode of nerve-action and re-action in making up the sum
of our knowledge and the localizing of special function in

• appropriate portions of the brain and ganglia. We admit

too the correctness of their deductions, so far as known,

as to the behavior of the nerve-organization under stress
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of the various phenomena known as perception, memory,
imagination, reasoning, emotion etc., but we hold that

these are modes of manifestation and not the causation

of the real man, the Ego. We hold that the I is something

more than a specialized* differentiated product of nerve-

action.

And though the Ego is bom with and nourished by

and develops by niLans of the nerve-organism, it is yet a

thing so apart from and controlling of the organism as to

be. no passive product of its fortuitous activities, but a

personality ruling it. If this were not so» the ego would

be the chance production of miscellaneous, accidental,

sense-impressions, quite unrelated to its own past ex-

pressed in terms of heredity, to its own integrity as an

individual or to any tendency to cohformity to type. A
man thus produced would be a pure freak, an anomaly, an .

incalculable monstrosity.

In all growths in nature there must be germ, environ-

ment and life ; but there must be more, else the germ might

be a dog or ape or horse or man or a nondescript, as

chanced. There is something in the germ that determines

this and that something is in matter but as we claim, is

not matter. It has never been found to be a characteristic

of matter, but is always present in growing organisms

and determines the form and uses of the organism through

all the stages of its visible life.

It is foimd that the physical organism which is so in-

timately associated with mind as to be called the physical

basis of mind, is developed from some preexisting germ
of nerve matter and does not spring spontaneously from

any chance comhination of mailer. How much mind this

gferm must contain is expressed by the phrase : "anv mind

at all," a mere sensitive spot, it may be, on the surface of

the lowest form of animal matter. But however slight

the starting point there is in it always a something pre-
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existing but all controlling, which determines what the

future character of the developing or^^anism shall be. And

there is sufficient evidence that that something is not a

mere attribute of matter ; but it is the organizing force or

agency that predetermines the essential character of the

living being.

But it must preexist and be continually actin^^ throuq^h-

out the career of the beino*. To conceive this Nomethiriij

as mere abstract thought is unsatisfactory, and to per-

sonify this thought, for want of a better symbol, does not

help us any. Since its first entry into the visible world

(which we do not explain) it has been transmissible by in-

heruancc and only by inheritance.

A study of the phenomena of impregnation and birth

impresses upon our reason the necessity for this something

with irresistible force.

The earliest and simplest traceable forms of living

things is the cell which, bursting under stress, exudes

materials to form another similar and close-adherent cell

tlms buikimg up the organism with all its marvelous capac-

ities and adaptations. But the power to grow is not an

attribute of the cell substance but an entirely separate,

differing something dwelling within the cell, called nu-

cleus. This nucleus is not, as was formerly supposed, a

modification of cell substance but as different from it as

the man who dwells within a house is different from the

house. And it is endowed with most complex and intelli-

gent activities which control and shape all the changes in

the cell. All cells do not contain a nucleus; but all do

that have the power of living and reproducing themselves.

This nucleus contains something that is identical with

that of the remotest parent stock ages back in time—in the

nucleus I possess some of the very substance of the first

ancestor of man. And this substance was as perfect in the

Brst man as it is with me, though the cell substance was
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much cruder than now and has been developing under the

influence of the vitality of the nucleus ever since. It is the

intelligent, purposeful domination inherent in the nucleus

that does all the selecting, assimilating and developing of

the materials that make up the organism and determine

what it shall become.

The lowest and the highest forms of living matter are

ruled by the same something resident and innate in these

nuclei. With the nucleus we reach the ultimate bounds

of the visible—here the Unseen b^fins where all lines of

visible activity end, but whence all energy proceeds.

Now in psychnlog^y, the nerve organism is built up by

the unseen energy, resident in the cell-nuclei to be the

organism of manifestation of intelligence, and only on this

assumption is it possible to account for the existence of

mind. The causation of mental phenomena is as much a

psycholog^ical question as its mode and machinery of ope-

ration; but the natural psychol()^-ist does not like to deal

with causation since it is not so susceptible of discovery

and demonstration as modality.

Modality is visible; causation is invisible. But the

uttermost refinement of modality no more reveals causal-

ity than the coarsest specimen of crude matter. The cleft

between them is unbridgeable now as in the earlier days

of philosophical speculation. Natural psychology has con-

tributed nothing to enlighten us as to causality. If this

were all, we should have no quarrel with modem psychol-

ogy; but it does claim to find something that answers its

need of a final cause and calls it "streams" or **states of

consciousness" all-sufficient in itself to account for the

mind and its phenomena.

Does it? Can it? Can a mere habit of a sensitized

nerve-system, plus its associated accumulations of sense

impressions, account for both the memory and the mem-
orizer ? Vast deeps of erudition are stirred up to illustrate
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the way in which memory acts; but does that reveal the

one who remembers, who stores up the recollections, clas-

sifies them, deduces from them new facts and thoughts and

fancies, who uses memory as a method and instrument for

many purposes beside mere satisfaction of pleasure?

Can any transcendent Thought related or unrelated to

any "states of consciousness" of the nerve-system, account

for the being and doing of a Man? After all such the-

orizing is exhausted, do we not still find ourselves before

a dead, blank wall where mystery begins and is not helped

by chemistry or mechanics? Had the supposed discovery^

in Huxley's day, of a diffused mass of pure undiileren-

tiated protoplasm in the deep sea, been true, was there not

necessary beside, an external stimulus and shaping force

to arouse and guide its evolution into any form of organic

unity? Otherwise it would lie there inert, inorganic for-

ever. But there was no such discovery: there has never

been found any undifferentiated, organic livingf matter any-

where. It always contains the stimulus and shaping force

dwelling in it but not of it. And this is true of all living

matter gray or white or yellow, nerve or muscle or bone.

We attribute the development of type and function in

muscle matter to the influence transmitted by the nerves

and external stimulus ; and in precisely the same way, the

development of nerve type and function is dependent upon

external stimulus. In both cases, we can discover onlv the

machinery for control. Yet we have no reason for sup-

posing that the controlling force is not the same in each

case ; for it is invisible in any case—only the machinery is

ever visible. Roughly speaking, the nerve-system is like

a telegraph system; we see its results and part of its ma-

chinery, but tihe currents that come and go and the sender

we cannot see.

To limit the science of psychology to effects and ma-

chinery and to ignore the inner currents and the controlling
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Personality, is as unfair and unreasonable as to ignore

electricity and the qperator, in a descrij^tton of the tele-

graph.

And what does modern psycholo^^ claim to have dis-

covered? Why, merely that nothing comes from withm
outward, making use of our physical organism to reveal

its thoughts and ideals, its hopes and aspirations to make
man and the world better than the beast and his jungle.

On the contrary, all we can know and feel must come the

other way from without inward by means of physical high-

ways. Only sensual impressions of a sensual world can

reach us and make us what we are.

The poet, artist, thinker are unnatural, disordered re-

actions from the impressions of the outer world. The
great intellectual idealistic outbursts from Sir Thomas
More to Shakespeare, we are told, was the excitement of

the nervous system due to the tertiary effects of the epi-

demic of syphilis 1 All characteristics not purely animal

are disorder? of the nervous system.

"Let us eat, drink and be merry ; for to-morrow we
die." There is no "I" but an abstract thought isolating

itself from a ''stream of thought" or "states of conscious-

ness" and all our enjoyment is but the "warmth" or "one-

ness" with which we recognize a familiar sensation. There

is no God for us, because he is not known by the senses,

and we can know nothing any other way.

This only means that all the ideals of the race, the

thoughts of spiritual goodness and hopes of nobler things,

of all the past, are false and deceiving, are disorders of

health. Mankind has aspired for ages for nothing. Men
and women have striven and lived and died for a will-o'-

the-wisp and only now have learned their wasteful folly.

I^et all men know that, as the French physician said: "The
farce is played out."

It only means that life for man is a terrible outrage.
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To evolve to a point just enot^h above other brutes to have

grand thoughts, to try to become better still, to long for

the true and the beautiful in life and destiny, to seek jus-

tice and holiness, to yearn for spiritual perfection, to gfive

Ufe freely in the firm hope of inunortality, to struggle

painfully up to what we are—^and then to find that, in the

very nature of things, it cannot be—^this I say is a crud

joke of Destiny.

A mass of nerve matter in an iron cask, awaiting agi-

tation through the bunghole; a flask of gases needing only

an electric spark to cause re-action and combination, are

as capable of original, mental action and the acquisition of

personalitiy as the man of modem psychology.

I cannot think: I can onlv recall or re-create certain

former impressions or sensations and recognize, combine,

analyze and modify them so thai ihey will cut a new path-

way in my nerve-mass, and call this state, this mongrel

thing, a process of thought Any time this same process

is repeated, I am said to remember my thought If I am
able to cause this process to repeat itself without the aid

of any new external sensation, I am said to imagine. If

it come back unbidden and without ctiort, I dream. And
so all the wonderful. acts of the mind, all that makes life

worth Uving, all that makes our existence bright and good
and beautiful are explained and interpreted—^and the hope

of man is destroyed.

And thus we make the frightful and aslomshing dis-

covery that all the great and beautiful things man has

ever written, all Bibles, all literatures are mere drivel. In-

deed it is hard to see how it was ever written at all if there

is nothing in man but what reached him by his senses, if

he is but a bundle of nerve-cells organized by material

sensation, if he cannot originate anything, if he may not

inspire anythuig but material etUuvium, if he has no mode
of communication with spirit or with God.
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I myself have all my life been dreaming of the evolution

of man into a higher state; let me dream no more. I had

hoped that I might aid in raising him a little nearer to the

angels, a little further from the source of animal tempta-

tion and unholy passion ; but I hope no longer. I saw, or

thought I saw a coming kingdom of kindness, justice, love,

wherein no man however lowly was doomed to sorrow and

despair: the vision strangely fades and all I see is now a

valley of dry bones whereon no spirit-breath shall ever

blow. I had enjoyed to look upon the summer sunset or

a copy made by man's outilowii^ genius; to listen to the

blend of thrilling harmonies, the outburst of the glowing

soul; to drink in words, like draughts of nectar from hu-

man lips impassioned by the life within.

Bui now I know that I was wrong. My rapture and

their inspiration are both disorder of my sense-re-actions,

most likely caused by foul disease in me or generations

long before.

But I am done. Let Spencer and his followers beware,

lest in their zeal to explain the uncxplainable, they hght

the blaze that, seizing on the dry combustible of selfishness

with which the sensual heart is filled, may burn to ash the

growing grain of love of justice, kindliness, and purity

about to flower among the nations of the earth to-day.

It is often said that to Helvetius and his philosophy of

sensual delight, were due the gross corruption of society

and the social upheavals that, since his day, have cursed

his fatherland. But his theory was innocent and noble

compared with the esctreme materialism of our dominant

psychology, and in a thousand ways, the latter is more

dangerous than his.

F. H. GiLE.

Boston, Mass.
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LITERARY CORRESPONDENCE.^

FRANCE.

I am in receipt o£ ft small volume from the pen of Mme. C
Cbignet on the evolution of the French Protestantism of the I9lh

century* and which deserves to be called to the attention of the

readers of The Monist,

Mme. Coignet briefly expounds the history of Protestantism ia

Prance and concludes by expressing her desire for a conciliation, a

union between "Christian souls." From the "nationalistic" point of

view I would like to make a few reservations on the political atti-

tude of Protestants in the history of our country and on the validity

and motives of the Act of Separation of Churdi and State.

It seems to me that Mme. Cdgnet does not appreciate the po-

sition of the Catholics previous to this law. As opportune as the fact

of the separation itself appears to be, we cannot approve entirely of

the spirit in which it was made nor the conditions under whidi it

has been applied. It is not at all hard for Protestants to accom-

modate themselves to it, for it was not directed against them but

entirely against the Catholic Church, and the fine speeches of our

ministers can deceive no one on this point I do not at all deny

that faults have been committed on the other side; I know indeed

that ecclesiastics are not wanting who are deeply distressed by the

uncompromising attitude of the Holy See. Unfortunately it is no

less undeniable that the Catholics have not been encouraged to rely

upon the good faith of their opponents. That they were justified

in suspecting them is suflidentiy proved by the fact that those in

control use acts of reprisal against the believers, and these acts are

'Translated from the Frci:cli by Lydia Gillingham Robinson.

' L'ivolution du protestantisme franQais au XIXe stick. Paris : F. Alcaiii

igoa
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of such a nature that no government should ever descend to their

use.

But I shall leave these considerations which are of no great in-

terest to your readers, and I shall come at once to the vital part of

the little book which has been the occasion of these remarks.

With regard to the great Christian movement which arose

toward the end of the i8th century simultaneously in England,

Scandinavia and Holland against religious indifference and formal-

ism, Mme. Coignet pertinently remarks that even though the revival

might free the individual religious life from the ecclesiastical yoke,

St would nevertheless in the guise of doctrine forge anew the chain

which it had broken in the guise of the Church. It would, she says,

renew it even more closely, for doctrine Is abstract and unchange-

able, while the Catholic Church humanized by its representatives

always has the power to modify itself.

As a result of the revival tn France we can see the vague dis-

agreements of former days taking on a new aspect, the Free Church

airayed at the side of the State Church, and the doctrinal party

merging into the ecclesiastical division. Formerly there were three

parties in the ranks of Protestantism; traditional orthodoxy sepa-

rated from the liberals by doctrine, and from the disciples of the

revival by the Church idea; the liberals separated from each other

by doctrine, but allied to the orthodox by the Church idea; and

finally, the disciples of reform united to the orthodox by doctrine,

but separated from the two parties of the official Church by the

sanie ecclesiastical idea.

I pass over in silence how the reformed orthodoxy was divided

at that time (in 1848 and i8m^), and how the Protestants, in order

to excommunicate each Other, again revived within their midst the

Catholic absolutism from which they had suffered so much. I shall

not now recall the conflicts engaged in, nor the attempts at union

during the course of the last fifty years. It is sufficient to mention

here the assembly of October 4, 1906, and the synod of Tuesday,

April 9, 1907, which will count as noteworthy events in the history

of French Protestantism. In the October meeting they had to

decide on the attitude tliey were to take with regard to the Separa-

tion Act which had just been passed, and it seemed well that the dif-

ferent sections of reform should unite at this time on practical ground

for the defence of common interests without entering upon it se-

riously or even intentionally n^lecting the weighty problems of

institutions and doctrine.
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The declaration of October 4 would pass over the d:inL;crous

question of dogmas and cstabhfh unity "on the unique religious

value of the Bible, the document of the progressive revelations of

God, and on the personality of Christ to which the Bible bear? wit-

ness." It accepts and proclaims that "the progressive character of

divine revelation leaves an open field to the discoveries of exegesis

brought to light by the history of comparative religion." Is not this,

many people think, a very strange subterfuge? And is not the

attitude of all philosophical minds equally delicate and difficult

whether in liberal or orthodox Protestantism or in the ranks of

Catholicism ?

Indeed, union can never be established among Qiristian souls

except on moral grounds, on the beneficence of the Christian spirit.

Such without doubt is the conclusion of Mine. Coignet, to whose

generous thought I wish to pay homage.

The churches which admit private judgment differ from the

churches of authority in that they substitute individual religious ex-

perience for all the tangible forms of faith, institutions, and hier-

archy. The gulf between Catholics and reformed denominations is

not to be found in the nature of faith, but in the means by which it

is transmitted. "I once heard," writes Mme. Coignet, "two Catho-

lic priests of undeniable orthodoxy at the conclusion of a religious

interview say to a Protestant: *You are not in the body of the

Church, but you are in its soul, and we will meet again in the other

world.' Why then may we not come together in this lile, respecting

the diversity of our religious needs in the diversity of our symbols?"

This is the right note, but will it be heard ? I wish so sincerely

but do not believe it. In France the Catholics are universally dis-

trustful of Protestants, and the Protestants do not understand that

the fall of the Catholic edifice far from helping them will crush

them under its ruins. It is generall> the case that parties, like van-

quished nations, perish not from attacks made upon them hut from

errors which they themselves commit.

LuciEN Ahreat.

Pakis^ France.

PHILOSOPHIC TOLERANCE.
A WINTER REVERV.

To-day as I sit before the warm grate fire with the snow-flakes

falling outside, I feel in a peculiarly dreamy and charitable mood
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towards all mankind, especially philosophers. Perhaps I have what

Dooley calls the Carnegie feeling. At any rate there jar upon me
more than usually the petty nagging and jostUng and nishinpr to the

patent office in the philosophic camp, as though one small head

could carry all of truth or as though one expression of truth, how-

ever comprehensive, could be more than a passing phase of ex-

perience as a whole. Considering the variety of human nature as

a result of evolution, why should it not require an indefinite number
of systems to express human nature in the various stages of its

development and in its various moods? And why are they not all

true in so far as they arc really genuine and really express human

. nature then and there? Philosophers, above a!l people, need open-

mindedness and a sense of humor. Dogmatism has erected the

stakes and the gibbets for those who have ventured on any new path,

while philosophy must always breathe the air of freedom, and has

always proved wiser in its hero-worship than in its persecution.

Hiis brings to my mind an occasion in one of the temples of

Boston, made more venerable in its associations since then. It was
a discussion of educational ideals at a meeting of a brilliant group

of educators. It was a Babel of many tongues, one saying: It is this

way; another: It is this; one saying: Come to us, we have the

latest; another: Come to us, we have the most venerable; another

one: Come to us, we have the best equipped bazaar of learning. I

remember President Eliot, the aristocratic democrat, the Plato of

modem education, rising at the close of the discussion and in his

dignified simplicity, gleaning in unadorned eloquence the wisdom
of the day. I do not remember his exact words, but the import of

them was something like this; "Education is at present in its ex-

perimental stage; and in the meantime it is best that each experi-

ment should be carried out with the greatest possible consistency

under the best conditions. Harvard has stood for a system of free

election in its college course. It is well that a system of required

work, under the best conditions, should be tried somewhere, at

Princeton perfa^. Thus future generations shall be wiser for our

experiments." It struck us all as so eminently sane.

Why is this not true, to an even greater extent, of philosophy,

the science of the meaning of it all? Why should we not welcome
and encourage different experiments? Is not philosophy, and must
it not always be, in the experimental stage? One of the few frag-

ments which have survived from the brilliant author of the homo
mensura tenet is: "In respect to the gods, I am unable to know
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either that they arc or that they are not, for there are many obstacles

to such knowledp^e, above all the obscurity of the matter and the hte

of man in that it is so short." Why should not this brevity of life

ami the complex and changing character of our world teach us

modesty in the uhimate matters, where our little lifetimes and limited

point of view must be supplemented by other lifetimes and other

points of view, and where the checkered mosaic of truth never can

be completed? Truth is at best experimental and nothing can be

more fatal than stopping the experiment. The most that will be

said of any of us in the ages to come is : Yes, he saw a phase of the

problem ; or he proved suggestive in the infancy of the science.

I for one, though I have elsewhere urged a Weltanschauung ,

of absolute time and realistic pluralism, want to see the experiment

of absolute idealism carried out with the best psychological and

methodological advantages, and I confess, rabbid realist that I am,

that in some moods, in which my passion for permanence and unity

asserts itself, I take oomiort in absolute idealism, or at least like to

play with it There is a certain intellectual coziness about absohite

idealism that I sometimes long for. I want to close the accounts and

find how things stand, or at least feel sure that somdxxly knows

and that no evil can befall my ideals. But again, in other, and with

me more prevailing moods this esthetic craving gives way to the

respect for facts as they seem, to the longing for action and risk;

and I sometimes revel, in imagination at least, in the daring and

courage of helping to make an unknown future, in which my plans

and I myself may prove unfit. A fair field, I say, and no favors,

not even for my own pet theories. There are other moods too ; and

only God knows which is the truest in the end. Ideals may prove

truer than facts.

We are told of the Chinese that he has several religions, a

different religion for different functions of his life. As a public

official and statesman he is a Confucian, this being a religion of

ideals for public life. Again, Buddhism supplies the need for ritual

and furnishes a larger religious setting, while Taoism, with its fonns

of magic, satisfies the more primitive folk-lore side of Chinese

nature. Beside these there are various local cults. The state rec-

ognizes the place these various religions have in Chinese life by

supporting: them. This condition of things causes no end of trouble

to the Western census taker and is very difficult for us sectarian

Occidentals to understand. But why should we insist so persistently

on fitting htwun nature into one arbitrary mold for die sake of con-
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ventional consistency ? Why should we not have recourse to differ-

ent forms of religion and different systems of philosophy, differ-

ent universes of appreciation, according to the varying moods and

riocds of the soul? Why should not institutions, which after all are

our creaLiuns, he made to serve us, instead of our being enslaved by

them?

Here I see tlie poetic sanity of Plato, which has troubled his

stnpid and stereotyped commentators so much. The secret of the

difficultv of unifying Plato, over which so many have stumbled, is

that Plato's philosophy varies with his poetic moods. He, as no

other philosopher, coins his own soul, and therefore he has contin-

ued to speak to the soul of man as no other f>hilosophcr. Each

dialogue is a IVeltanschauiDig by itself. Most moods seem to fit

the overshadowing, large-hearted and sane personality of Socrates,

but in other, more abstract moods, the cold personality of Parmen-

ides or Zeno seems more fitting. We have not Plato, but a mosaic

of the rich life of Plato. Why should not every sincere man express

his life in a philosophy that seems reasonable to him at the time, fits

experience now? It is easy enough for the man who deals in mere

verbiage to manipulate continually the same identical counters, but

not so the man who expresses himself. Thus not only man, but the

different moments of man become the measure of all things; and the

Sophists, had they been shrewd, might have pomted to the plastic

nature of Plato as the best illustration of their theory. Agreement

and sairieness are practical necessities for the sake of common action,

but outside the elementary qualifications for social hfe are the bane

of progress.

In art and poetry conventional limitations have been less effec-

tive and made it less difficult for men to be sincere with themselves.

We do not demand rigid consistency here. We are disappointed

at mere repetition. We look for a different mood of the soul in

every new work of the artist. Here human nature has been able

to find a more varied and genuine expression for its complex and

varying tendencies, and we who enjoy the art find here a varied

supplement for our varying inner attitudes. Here it is not a ques-

tion of either or; there is no need here of finding a common de-

nominator of different types, though silly would-be art lovers will in-

sist on nauseating one with such questions as: What is your favorite

painting? your favorite poem? Poor one-horse souls. In the realm of

poetry and art we have a ritrht to have our whole nature ministered

unto, to live in an inhnite number of universes. In one mood we want
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lyric sweetness, dreamy romance, Shelley and Keats ; in other moods

we crave for the searching of tragedy, for something that will ap-

peal to the deeper self within us, and so we ask for the Antigone

and Hamlet and Othello. Again we want something that appeals

to the heroic, that satisfies tlie boy within us—and he is always there

even in the oldest of us—so we take up Homer. What is the use of

taking a vote on the world's greatest poem? Tlie p^reatest for me is

that whicli expresses my soul most perfectly at the time. Why
should I not enthrone each one to an exclusive place m niy soul

according; to my needs, as the ancient Hindu enthroned Indra and

Agni ami \ aruna hi turn? i here is no poetic Absolute unless it

be the freedom of enjoying the varying expressions according to

the var} ing moods.

What is true in poetry is eqiiall> true of art in the narrower

sense. Why should my admiration for the Sistine Madonna prevent

me from enjoying other Madonnas of Raphael, different moods of

his soul ? And why should my love for Raphael prevent me from

loving Millet and Corot? Why should I try to find a common de-

nominator for a Madonna and a Sunset? My soul needs them both:

and my love for one docs not fill the place of the other, any more

than my love for Beethoven's symphonies fills the place of Schubert's

songs and Bizet's Carmen. To be sectarian here is to have no music

in one's soul and to be fit for all the villainous things of which

Shakespeare speaks.

And why should a man's soul be crowded into one system of

philosophy? The ultimate realities with which metaphysics deals

are no less plastic in the hands of the potter than the realities of

art. In either case the soul is endeavoring to create an objective

counterpart to its tendencies or needs, to mirror itself, become con-

scious of itself and so to create anew its meaninsr through the ex-

pression of itself. Philoso[)liy like poetry and art, when it is gen-

uine, is only the expression of a mood of the soul, and it is nut al-

ways for the artist to tell what niood is most significant. Let each

one, then, in the moment when he feels the impidse to create, "from

his separate star draw the thing as he sees it," not only once but

again and again, as he feels the impulse to express himself. Let the

soul create its belief-worlds as its own needs demand, wrapping its

belief-mantle around itself to make itself cozy in the world, whether

to lie down to pleasant dreams ur to face a sea of tn* iblc. Tn the

realm of truth, as well as art, man must be the measure, however

finite and passing the measure may be. All sincere expression.
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therefore, is worth while. History will see to it that the fittest

survives. At least he who has expressed himself genuinely, has be-

come repaid hy the Insight gained in his own expressive act. ' If

human nature in his case is rich and deep, as well as sincere, the

expression becomes significant not only for him, but for others as

well, a creation of new social values. The expression of human
nature, to what extent it is a measure of the universe or not. Is

always a measure of the individual soul that expresses itself. The
reason that philosophy has exercised so small an influence upon the

world compared to poetry, art and religion is that it has often been

a matter of verbiage, with no real soul back of It. Philosophic

meaning, then, like artistic and poetic, is a mosaic of points of

view, of belief-worlds, rather than cut out of whole cloth or ac-

cording to one pattern. Whether we will so or no, our mObds and

our lives are phases merely of the whole process of reality and our

beUef-worlds are phases of the total meanmg. At best the objective

counterpart of our inner attitudes Is a very fragmentary expression

of what we feel and mean. Hence it is right that philosophy should

have its Plato as poetry has its Shakespeare, and philosophy needs

its Walt Whitman too, to reduce it to what is elemental and make
it sure of its sincerity. "Make thyself new mansions, oh my soul,"

must be the motto of philosophy. Let the architecture be Greek

or Gothic or both, as the soul may require. The history of philos-

ophy is a picture gallery in which we can study not only the history

of thought, but the history of ourselves and through sympathy with

the past become conscious of our own meaning in our various

moods.

To-day, therefore, I fed that I want to be Chinese In my
homage to philosophy as I already am In poetry and art. I like to

visit sometimes in the company of my fr^d Royce, a beautiful

Greek temple built according to Plato's Idea of the Good. It Is

wonderfully complete and satisfying, carried out after the plan of

one master artist according to perfect mathematical models, frescoed

in an infinitely varied lattem, in which the past, present and future

are set in wonderful mosaic through the immortal artist's cunning.

And withal the soul is filled with such sweet harmony as to forget

for the time being its limitations and its longings. You can only

gaze in rapture and wonder at the beauty of it all. So impressed

was I that I turned to my friend and asked: What can I do? He
replied with a smile at my Impatience: Only enjoy the eternal beauty

of that which is. And it was wotiderful for a time to dream there,
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while I could keep quiet and until my old restlessness returned.

But I fancy I shall sometinie steal in again for another quiet hour,

to see Hegel gazing at his chart of logical categories, Augustine in

mystic devotion and the tiansfigured countenance of Plato.

But sometimes I like to worship in another temple, very unUke

the one just mentioned, bare and simple in the extreme. It is the

temple of Democritus and Priestley and other stem and heroic souls.

A temple did I say? Yes, for its devotees were filled with a tre-

mendous reverence and enthusiasm. Yet no oniaments were there,

nor roof nor walls. Only a pile of rough-hewn rocks in the wilds

of the desert, exposed to the storms and snow and sleet in a climate

of perpetual winter. For moments the sunshine would hnak ^irough

the grey clouds and make the landscape sparkle into diamonds and

crystals of icy grandeur. But those that worshiped there counted it

as naught. They watched the wreaths of sand as they rose in many
a whirl, or the fall of the snowflakes, and made records of it aU.

On the altar were two idols, cut out of granite,—Simplicity and

Necessity, grim to look at. To them they offered, to my honor,

human sacrifices, their own children. But so the idols craved ; and

many fond hopes, many warm desires, many tender sentiments

went up in smoke on the rock-bound altar. As I stayed I became

inq>ressed with the absolute democracy of the reUgiour^the democ-

racy of absolute poverty and absolute law—and tfafeir willingness to

saoifice all to what seemed to me mere idols.

So impressed was I with the simplicity and sternness and cold

awfuhiess of it that my mner self seemed to shrink within me to a

mere ghost of its former puffed-up state. I fdt so impressed with

the uncompromisiDg, relentlessly democratic character of the forces

of the universe and my own insignificance as a firute individual,

that when their priests told me that to please their gods I must sacri-

fice all that I loved, I threw into the fire many of my conceits, many
subjective broodings, and many a petty desire—but not aU that I

loved, and so I could not become a member of the fratermty. But
sometime, I dare say, I shall go out again into the wilds, where I

can feel the tonic of the north wind and admire again the bleak

solemnity of the scene.

But I could not stay there always. I need to get back to the

society of Kant and Fidite and Browning and the rest who have

felt that circumstance is to some extent plastic in the service of

ideals and that we shall not utterly perish, at least not without having

our say. The temple where I spend most of my time is an unfinished
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Gothic sort of structure, where many artists are at work, each in his

own way. 1 was introduciii to the group by a friend of mine, the

brilliant and human William James, who spent a Hfetime trying

to provide a framework and who is now at work on some plans for

the interior. It is a place where everybody has something to do.

Each one is allowed to choose his own task, make his own plan and

fix his own salary. There is no supervision as yet, in iact the plan

is that there shall be no supervision of the work as a whole. This

is looked at askance by outsiders and mutiny is prophesied. Wliat

can be the worth of the work thns pursued? And how can a man
be allowed to draw on the universe according to his own estimate?

A system of grading has been suggested to ascertain the fitness of

plan and work. But so far no available tribunal has been found

except the succession of workers llumsrlves and what appeals to

them. Each artist is thus his own judge of fitness and when he is

superseded there seems to be no guarantee that his work will be

carried on. But as the workers are conscious of each others' plans,

and as new ariisis serve apprenticeships under old masters, it is

expected that there will be a degree 'it rntitinuity and unity.

But after all, the center of interest ni this religion is not the

temple but the artists. The temple may never be finished, as each

artist and each generation of artists modify the plans to suit their

own ideals. But the artists get practice and the temple is first of all

a school for artists. And each artist is paid at least through the

joy of tire working and the appreciation he feels for such momentary

beauty as each can produce.

Here at least the artist has the sense of doing something, for

in the other trmjiUs there is nothing to do but contemplate that

wliich is, whether beauty or desert. Mere worship is work and work

is worship. Perhaps somehow, somewhere and sometime his work

may meati more than he knows. Perhaps an unseen Artist may be

piecing together from moment to moment the scattered fragments

of nur insight. If the artist gets disheartened, and if his work and

fellow workers do not offer sufficient encouragement, with the

strenuous Ivani working away at the fresco of his dark comer,

and young Fichte with untamed enthusiasm trying to boss the job,

and the lovable James preaching his favorite principle of pragmatism,

and other heroic souls, "each in his own tongue — if all of these

sometimes fail to please and work becomes irksome, let him go

into the temple of beauty, in the fairy land of summer, and rest

awhile. And if he gets too absorbed in his own plans to be tolerant
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of other ^\•o^ke^s, T should advise liim to go out to that lonely rock-

bound altar in the wilds, and there learn tO sacrifice his subjective

conceits and to respect law and order.

John £. Boodin.

University of Kansas.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

Pragmatism is the latest philosophical movement which is at

present sweeping over the countiy, and the foregoing article by

Professor Boodin may be taken as a typical instance of the philo-

sophic temperament that is at present in the ascendancy. The

founder of Pragmatism is Mr. Charles S. Peirce, and its standard

bearer. Prof. William James of Harvard. We must confess that

we do not share the enthusiasm of the pra.crmatism movement, and

do not join its ranks. We believe that it has its weak points, and

it is our intention to publish in the coming number of The Momst

a critical discussion of pragmatism as a system of philosophy.

MR. SPENCER'S HEDONISM AND KANT'S ETHICS OF
DUTY.

One of our contributors, an author and thinker, a man ot

thought and earnestness though not a specialist in philosophy,

writes in a private letter concerning Kant and Spencer as follows:

"I have lately given some thought (though not very exhaustive

study) to the contrasting methods of Spencer and his data of ethics,

and Kant as unsympathetically presented by Porter. Spencer seems

to me to occupy firm ground in his hedonistic position, and Kant

to be rather weak in that particular, also in his disrec^ard of the

need for some sort of emotional dynamics as an impulse along the

track laid by the understanding."

This criticism, it seems to me, represents the general impres-

sion which at first sight a comparison of Spencer's theory of ethics

with that of Kant will make on readers who approach the subject

for the first time. Spencer naturally appeals to the liberal broad-

minded public who wish to know the facts of the origin and nature

of ethics even though they would exhibit the untenableness of re-

ligious doctrines. Kant's treatise appeals to philosophers by pro-

fession who are familiar with other attempts and know exactly the

problem which Kant intended to solve. Moreover, Spencer is writ-
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ten in a modern style in comparison to which Kant appears stilted

and metaphysical. Nevertheless the truth remains that Spencer's

system of ethics is a flat failure while Kant is sound in all essentials.

In order to be just to Spencer we must understand that he was

from the beginning: and remained to' the very end of his philosoph-

ical career a dilettante, a man who displays a great love of the

subject which he takes up, but lacks a thorough preparation.

Though science and philosophy are nuibmcr but common sense, it

would be a mistake to think that a scientist or a philosopher can

start his work without taking note of the results accomplished by

his predecessors. Mr. Spencer is hampered by his lack of acquaint-

ance with the thoughts of others, having been, in addition, limited

in his reading to works written in his mother tongue. Of foreign

philosophers he acquired onlv an imperfect knowledge trnm noorlv

made resumes and bad translations. He started his phiiosoplucal

as well as his ethical theory on the liasis of insufficient information

as to the prior efforts made in the .same line, and so we must not

be astonished that he adopts mistaken views which foreign thinkers

had discussed and fniind wanting.

Kant, as he himself states, had very carctuliy considered the

hedonistic solution of ethics, yet he discarded it without even deem-

ing it nccessar}' to enter mto an explicit refutation. Perhaps it

would have been better if he had done so, but at his time and in his

country hedonism could practically be considered obsolete, and so

did not need much attention.

Kant did not enter into a detailed discussion of human life or

social institutions and their moral significance, but treated the prob-

lem of ethics in a general and purely formal way. In doing so he

set forth a principle which may be regarded as a philosophical

formulation and indeed a justification of the golden rule. He de-

clared the essence of morality to be that we should so act that the

maxim of our individual conduct can become the general rule.

In order to explain the situation we must first understand why
the average public is naturally inclined to accept hedonism without

further investigation as the most plausible theory.

Ever}' one who is not under pressure of some kind, so as to be

compelled to act against his inclination, will necessarily follow that

phase of conduct which he has decided on. To express it in a

iSLUioXogy^ he will do what he wants to do, or in other words, he

acts as he pleases. One's "pleasure" and one's "will" are terms

that are all but identical in most languages, and thus the principle
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that the decisions of our will are simply an expression of our

pleasure is deemed a matter of course which w uld imply that the

tendency to jirocurc pleasure and to avoid pain is the natural frame

of mind. It sc* n]> absurd to think that a man can voluntarily will

anything' that could v^h'e him displeasure.

This concei)tion ]>. Lrenerally speaking, true; but the identifica-

tion of will and pleasure is not correct, for it happens frequently

that there is a i,^reat discrepancy between the two. The mind oi

man. or to >peak broadly, of any sentient creature that acts, con-

sists of impviLses or motor ideas, and every motor idea has the tend-

ency to act upon the motor nerves. Will is nothing more nor less

than the tension between a stimulated motor idea and its actualiza-

tion in a deed. If a fightiu*; cock espies an antagonist, Ins fighting

propensity will be aroused and he will go for the enemy without

' any consideration of pleasure or pain, and the same is true of other

impulses in man or beast.

A healthy human mind is a \ery complicated piece of machinery

made up of motor impulses thai are conslaiitly stimulated but kept

under control by being organized at a central 'itation, a kind of head-

quarters actincf as a check, and allowing nothmi; t pass into action

except alter a consideration of all the obiecti( ns of conflicting im-

pulses. This process is called dchberatiou, and it is natural that

in the average man the decision among a nunilcr of alternatives

will result in a choice of that motor idea which promises pleasure

and would avoid pain. But this average type is by no means a

universal nile applicable to all cases. If we ask the question whether

every man will choose among all the possible courses of action ne-

cessarily the one which promises most pleasure, we must answer

that there are innumerable ra>is in which people of an impulsive

nature rush thoughtiesah lo action frecjuently with an utter dis-

regard of their own welfare. But in addition there are men who

deliberately set aside their pleasure and choose a course of conduct

in which they neither shrink from pain nor attempt to procure liap-

piness, allowing Uiemselves to be governed by maxims that are for-

eign to the large masses of the vulgar and commonplace people.

Every man follows the most powerful motor idea which need not

be a love of pleasure nor a fear of pain.

There are many thoughtful men who will now and then with

deliberation come to the conclusion that the better course does not

always result in happiness, and may involve miser)' and pain. How
many people have suffered martyrdom for the sake of Uieir con-
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victions, for their reliprious faith, for truth, and for their ideals,

s^iiictimes for noble purposes, but as often also for Utopian vag-

aries.

Tt has been claimed that martyrs think of their future happi-

ness in hoaven. in comparison with which the suffering of the pres-

ent hie seems trivial, but a closer investigation will show that these

calailations are mere assuinptinns, and that Tnartvrdoin is sr. iTtred

even by those who do not hope for recompense in the bevond. As
a glaring example we mention the fate of Giordano Bruno who did

not believe in heaven and vet allowed himself to be burned at the

stake simply for the sake of remammg faithful to his convictions,

though he might have escaped his tragic fate by a few words of

recantation. He mounted the fagots firmly and without hesitation

prefering a painful death to a surrender of his philosophical prin-

ciples. In his case, as well as in all others, he acted as he willed,

but in his special case his will was not bent on pleasure but on

asserting his convictions which were dearer to him than any con-

sideration of pleasure or pain.

It is a qiR'stion of fact in ethics whether or not man is giitded

by a desire for jileasure alone, or whether other motives, too. come

into play. Hedonists assume as a matter of fact that every man
seeks the prreatest happiness and avoids pain as much as possible,

and W(j \ c to answer as a statement of fact that they are mistaken.

Further, it is a question of principle, whether or not we should

recommend our children to seek pleasure and to shun pain ; and it

seems to me ver\' nnvvise to do so, for it would take the backbone

out of man's character, if states of feelincf became the sole gtiidc of

life, and conviction would count for nothing, in either case, whether

we deal with the actual facts of conduct or with principles of edu-

cation, hedonism breaks down when giving so much prominence

to a consideration of pleasure and pain.

The next question in order is whether among the motor ideas

of the mind there is such a thing as the intention of doing one's

(li ly irrespective of pleasure or pain ; and this is not a question of

principle but again of fact, and I would answer this also again.st

the commonly established theory of hedonistic ethics in saying that

the idea of duty irrelevant of ulterior expectations of either pro-

curing pleasure or avoiding pain is an undeniable factor in the life

of man, and in the phenomena of any community, primitive as well

Vi'^ highly civilized. The notion of a common welfare originated

naturally in the shape of what is commonly called society, and the
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injunctions of parents, educators, teachers, priests, etc., impress

upon the mind of the growing child notions of what ought to be

done, irrespective of personal considerations. This "ought" is not

a mere theory, but a most powerful factor in the development oi

mankind, and this "ought" upon the whole aims upon the common

welfare of the tribe, the commonwealth, the state, the church, the

nation, or any social group of which the individual is a member.

The "ought," or the effort to do one's duty, is a motor idea

expressive of a common will and establishes tlie interconnection of

individuals who belong to some superpersonal unit that is being

formed in the development of mankind. These snperpersonal units

follow a law of development similar to that of bodily organisms io

animal and plant worlds, their organs being vested in the individuals

of the community, consisting of the relations among their members

and of the ideals with which they are inspired. We may call them

institutions ; yet, though they are purely formal, not bodily beings,

but mere relations among individuals, they are nevertheless real and

highly important.

The motives of the tribal or communal "ought" are similar to

the corresponding motives of the individual, and so it has been

claimed by hedonists that states, nations, churches, and other bodies

also follow a tendency to procure pleasure and to avoid pain, which

tendency, in the opinion of individualists, can only be as Mr. Spen-

cer actually expresses it, "the greatest happiness of the greatest

number of individuals.**

However, if we resort here again to a question of fact, we wOl

6nd that conununal motives are not always bent on the greatest pos-

sible happiness of the greatest number of individuals in a conrnnun-

ity, nor even always on the survival of the tribe, the nation, or what-

ever it may be, but on the preservation of the communal will, which

is the ideal of the community or some purpose characteristic of it

The historian has frequently met with events in the development of

races in which a tribe or a cit\' or a state prefers extinction to a

survival in an unwelcome form. It is not always the happiness of

the greatest number, not always the shirking of pain, trials, diffi-

culties, etc., not always, even, the survival of a tribe or state in the

struggle for existence that is ainaed at, but we find frequent in-

stances of a persistence of the type of a communal will without any
regard to happiness or even survival. Thus the citizens of Sagun-

tum did not surrender to the Romans, and refused aU offers of peace

conmiitting a wholesale suicide rather than to submit to their hated
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enemies, or alter the constitution of their cnmmimal life. They pre-

ferred non-existence under the most trying^ and terrible circum-

stances, allowing' themselves to burn to death in the flames of their

last stronghold to which they applied the torch themselves before

the Romans could enter.

Similar incidents happened in different countries, and some of

them are still remembered of sou.e Indian tribes of North America,

where the communal will was so stronofly built upon the preservation

of their own way of being, that tliev acted without any consideration

of their own happiness or avoiding jiam or disasters.

If any one should doubt that many actions are performed with-

out regard to pleasure or pain, he should think of religious motives

whicli njipcal to men as a duty cuiniuanded by the supreme power

that regulates tlie destiny of the world. If King Manasseh of Judah

had his childrcii pass through the fire of Moloch, or if the King of

Moab offered his oldest son and royal heir a.s a holocaust on the

wails of his citv, or li liicl laid tlie foundation of Jericho in vlnrain

his first-horn, and set up the gates thereof in his youngest son

Segub, it was certainly not done for the ^^ake of procuring pleasure

or avoiding pain. It was done simply from tlie sense of duty, be-

cause these men were under tlie impression that their god demanded
the sacrifice. Jephthah expected no increase of happiness nor a

diminution of pain by the sacrifice of his only daughter, although

he nia\ ha\e feared punishment if he did not comply with the

divine will. But the story relates that he simply obeyed the behest

of the deity because he deemed it his duty, and this motor idea, not

checked bv any doubt, was strong enough in hnu to make liini act

without any consideration of the pleasure and paiu of liimself or

his family, or his tribe.

The principle of hedonism that a consideration of pleasure and

pain rules all decisions of the human suul, though at tirst sight

quite plausible, is ver;.' superlicial, and it is astonishing that a man
who devoted so iiuicli time to tiic subject as Mr. Spencer, did not

see the fallacy of it.

The question uf hedonism is frequently confused with the prop-

osition rhat man ha^ a natural right to a pursuit oi happiness. But

a right to the pursuit of happiness has nothing to do with the prob-

lem 01 duty. Man lias a right to smoke in the smoking-car, but

for that reason wc can not say that smoking is a dutv. The pursuit

of happiness was deemed wrong according to a niedueval conception

of tiic world, which looked upon nature as evil and upon pleasure
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as sin. In contrast to the ethics of self-mortification which prof>oscs

to supi)ress the most natural wants of the human heart, both phys-

ical and emotional, hedonism rehabiHtates the justice of the pursuit

of happiness and in this point hedonism is right. But we must not

forget that the pursuit of happiness is not a moral obhgation nor a

duty, but simply a right. Every man has a right to pursue his hap-

piness in his own way—so long as he does not come in conflict with

the legitimate interests of others, or in other words, so long as he

does not collide with moral obligations. This limitation, however,

is overlooked by the hedonist, and he makes of a right a duty. Un-
checked pursuit of happiness according to common experience would

very soon produce innumerable conflicts, and the science of ethics

has heen invented to regulate the interrelation of individuals in a

community, and the aim of ethics may lead to, but can not be formu-

lated as "the greatest happiness of the greatest number.'*

Ethics is a (juestion of quality, not of quantity. It is not the

greatest number that should decide what should be moral, and what

immoral, but the morally best should be taken as authority ; and in

the history of the world the aim of communal life is not to produce

as much pleasure as possible, but to produce higher and better men,

and keep the communal life as much as possible pure and undefiled.

What mankind needs most is physical, mental and moral health, con-

servative progress, and an increase in comprehension as well as

power, for the sake of leading better, worthier and more intensive

lives.

We will not deny that upon the whole this may produce an in-

crease of happiness, but if it does, it is incidental and should not be

taken as the criterion ; still less as our guide. It is not the standard

of measurement but only an accidental result.

Hedonism is practically a denial of the existence of morality.

If man always acted in such a way as to follow the bent of his

pleasure, and if no other motive could take hold of his soul ; if he
were incapable of living up to his convictions as soon as they came
in conflict with the happiness of himself or of his own, and further-

more, if the idea of duty should have to be superseded by a pursuit

of happiness; we should freely state that ethics did not exist, and
that there would be no need of its existence, but that man would
remain at the mercy of his passions. However, we do not deem the

problem of the justification of hedonism an open question, but an
unequivocal fallacy. It is a flagrant contradiction of facts and has

originated only through the wrong impression that people saw their
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right to the pursuit of happiness endangered by the ascetic's bigoted

conception of morahty.

We must bear in n^nul that there arc two kinds of hedonism,

—

the hedonism of Benthani, wliich alone is consistent, and the hedon-

ism of Mr. Spencer, which under the pressure of circumstances

makes considerable concessions to its opj)onents. Rentham is an

individuahst. According to his theory man follows the bent of his

own individual pleasure, and Rentham deems it ri^ht that man
should do so. Air. Spencer substitutes for the happiness of the in-

dividual, the greatest happiness of the greatest nuu.l) r. and thus

introduces a new factor which rcco^jnizes the rights nt iiliers, and

SO radically subverts Bentham ;, iiKlivukialistic principle uiihout,

however, succeeding thereby in justifying the principle of hedonism

itself. If vvc grant that pleasure is and should be the end and aim

of all our actions, and at the same time grant the principle of indi-

viduaHsm, there is no way to demonstrate why any indivi lual should

sacrifice his own pleasure for the sake of others whether or not they

be in the majority.

The expression "the greatest happiness of the greatest number"

is characteristic of an ethical theory which is in touch with a philo-

s(*phKal uucrpretation of the world tluit discards the word and idea

"(juabty" and explains all qualitative dillerence as due to difference

of quantity. We have discussed the problem as to the nature of

quality in another article, and it will be sufheient in this connection

to refer to our argnnunts as to why the idea of quality can not be

abolished without leading to a confusion which would render all

issues unuitelligibie.* We must recognize that quality is a real

feature of the world, and in almost all practical questions the essen-

tial tinng is quality and not quantity. Unless we understand the

significance of quality, we shall either end in mysticism or in agnosti-

cism. Mr. Spencer ended in agnosticism which is a declaration of

bankruptcy in philosophy.

If there is anything in this world in which quality is essential

and quantity indifferent, it is most assuredly the nature of right and

wrong, of good and evil, and of truth and falsehood. No majority

vote can establish truth, and no amount of bad eggs can be deemed

equal in quality to one good one ; and no preference as to the happi-

ness of the greatest number can establish the morality of certain

actions.

The acknowledgment of the rights of others to happiness is

*SetTht Momist, Vol. XV, i»p. 375 ff-
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a concession which Mr. Spencer in the name of hedonism makes

to the traditional ethics of duty ; it exposes the weakness of hedon-

ism, but it is insufficient to remedy its shortcomings, and serves only

as a reducHo ad absurdum.

Though it is true that immorality will bring misery, the hanker-

ing after happiness is like a /ato morgana which allures people into

errors and mistakes of all kinds by the various false hopes which it

arouses, and ethics comes to our rescue by giving us a better insight

into the nature of conditions, and warning us of the dangers to which

a blind pursuit of happiness inevitably lead&

Kant's ethics may be called the ethics of pure reason. He takes

his stand on the principle that a man of goodwill will adopt a

maxim of conduct which can be made a universal rule, and what-

ever may be said in criticism of this principle of pure reason intro-

duced into the domain of ethics, we have no lesser endorsement than

its application to practical life by the greatest republic in the world,

the United States of North America. One most important and

fundamental principle of our social and political life consists in the

rule that all laws should apply generally, that there should be no

exceptions whidi apply to one dass of people alone, and this appar-

ently insignificant little rule of our legislation has proved a most

important safeguard against innumerable ills and illegitimate irregu-

larities that otherwise would have crept into public life. We owe
more to this little maxim than to any other part of the constitution,

however important they may be in their own way. While this is

generally acknowledged by lawyers, I^slators, and social econ-

omists, philosophers have not as yet noted that it is a practical appli-

cation of Kant's ultimate maxim of ethics. Those who criticize

Kant may well consider the important endorsement his code of ethics

has received in this way in the American constitution.

We abstain from entering into further details, but will mentton

one more point raised by our correspondent, who says that Kant
shows a disregard to the need for some sort of emotional dynamics.

This criticism is worth mentioning, because to a casual reader of

Kant's ethics this seems to be a grievous fault of the great philos-

opher, but we must bear in mmd in this connection that Kant did

not intend to preach morals but to explain morality, and as Schopen-

hauer said, "To preach morals is easy, but to explain morality is

difficult" It is a miscomprehension of Kant's purpose to say that

he lacked emotional dynamics, for in his essay on ethics emotional

dynamics has no place, but would only be a disturbing element
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Many a fervid neg^ro preacher may possess more oratorial dynamics

when atldrrssing his cniutJ Mial nndicnce, and he may indeed be

inijrc impressive than the phil* ij.h.er of pure reason, but for that

reason I would not quite deem his ethical system superior to Kant's.

Kant is not a preacher, but a thinker, and when writing his treatise

on the subject he did not intend to work upon tlie emotions of his

readers.

I have discussed the subject because it seems to me that our

correspondent represents a large class of the thinking public who
have not been able as yet to give a detailed study to the problems

of ethics and are naturally carried, away by arguments that lie on

the snrticc. For similar reasons the principles of hedonistic ethics

are favored by a large majority 01 Hberal. broad-minded and even

serious men, and though we are far from deeming that the pursuit

of happiness is to be condemned, we are convinced that the errors

of hedonism exercise a baneful influence upon the growing genera-

tion of the present age. Editor.

MYSTICISM AND SCIENCE.
To the Editor of The Monist,

1 Jiave read with interest your article on Mysticism in tbe last

Monist and beg to say that I see very little difference in our points

of view. It seems to me, if I may say so, that in common with so

many others you have r^rded mysticism in its abnormal and nega-

tive, rather than its normal and positive aspect. It is partly of course

a. matter of terms. If one identifies mysticism with mystification

and individualism and extravagance—and it certainly has these

features—^hc will find little to value in it. But when one gets at

the heart of mysticism it seems to me that he finds something that

stands for a true appraisal of moral and spiritual truth as above the

world of sensation and science. Here again, I find your use of the

term "science" far ampler and more inclusive than the common
usage. The term itself of course warrants your usage, but can it

be made the recognized meaning? Your concluding words upon

page 109, which seem to me most admirable, would make a place

for what 1 am contending for as the heart of mysticism under sci-

ence, but I question if the majority of scientists would endorse them.

I am indebted to you, as no doubt others will be. for the "Cheru-

bincan \\ andcrer" extracts, as also for the entire discussion.

Berkeley^ Cal. John Wright Buckham.
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QUESTIONS FOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH.

The American Society for Psychical Research is circulating

a request for information w ith regard to unusual mental experiences

of all types. This is issued in the form of a questionaire. and to be

of any value wliatcver it is very important that as large a number

of answers as possible be obtained.

In responding to the questions informants are requested to

answer "Yes" or "No" to each question according to the circum-

stances of tlieir experiences and to write out a detailed account of

such as are answered affirmatively. In general, it is well t(^ report

experiences as soon as possible after their occurrence, but in any

case the day and hour of the incidents should be recorded wlien

known, and all possible details rei^artlless of the points thai 111 a\ most

interest the narrator. Pertinent (kKunients are valuable, and it is

best to avoid theoretical explanations in the relation of facts.

The Society guarantees that neither names nor facts shall be

used in any public manner without permission.

LIST OF QUESTIONS.

1. Have you ever experienced any interesting Ilhuions, visual^ auditory,

tactual, or other t\'pe?

2. Have you ever had atT>- f hallucinations, visual, auditory, or other type?

3. Have you ever had an> experiences which were evidently mere cimnce

comeideneest

4. Have you had any remarkable dreams, whether coincidental or oUier*

wise?

5. Have you had any remarkable ?f>fV>ttj or audtlory cxperienceSt not of

the nature of apparitions and not of a coincidental cluiracter?

b. Do you know of any visions or other interestmg experiences of dying

ptrstmsf

7. Have you ever had any appanHons of living or deceased persons,

whetfter coincidental or otherwise?

8. Have you ever had any expertenc< - in so-called cUurvoyiivcr or clair-

audicncc, representing rcall\ or apparently Mii)ernormal knowledge of physical

objects, places, or events out of all -possible range of nonnal sense perception?

9. Do you know of any remarkable phenomena associated with or ap-
parently due to hypnotic conditions?

10. Have you e\'er had any premonitions^ or experiences really or ap-
parently forecastinp future events?

11. llavt you ever had any experiences in thought transference scientifi-

cally called tcUpathyf

It. Have you ever had any unusual experiences under the influence of

etiier or chloroform?

13. Have you ever had any unusual experiences in connection witil tiie oae

of narcotics or stimulants, whether taken for medical or other purposes?
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14. Have you ever had any personal knowlefige of instances of subcon-

scious stimulation of other persons or personalities, in otiier words cases of

alternating personalities, or occasional instances of subconscious mental action

of an interesting character?

15. Have you ever had any experience with automatic writing or drawing,

the Ouija board* and the Planchette?

t6. Have you ever had any experiences with mediums or psythitt so

caUed?

17. Have yon ever had any experiences in conqection with **hemmted^

honses ?

18. Have yoii ever heard any raps or noises which apparently could not

be expianied by ordinary causes?

19. Have you ever witnessed the movements of objects without apparent

physical contact and under circumstances suggesting unknown or unusual

causes?

20. Have you ever observed, or had reason to beheve, the existence of

real or apparent supernormal experiences among animri!^ of any kind?

21. i^ave you observed or known any phenomena among the blind or the

deaf and dumb that were apparently not explained by ordinary causes ?

aa. Do you know ai^ persons who iiave had any of the experiences enu-

merated in the above questions? If so, can you ascertain name and address

and also whether we can be permitted to have communication with the same?

Please to address all reports and records to Dr. James H. Hyslop, 519

West 149th St., New York, N. Y.

AN ESPERANTO GRAMMAR.
To the Editor of The Momst:

Notwithstanding the great amount of publicity which has been

given to Esperanto, the international language, I find that at this

time not more than one-tenth of the people of the United States have

even a vague idea of its purpose and scope, and perhaps not one in

a hundred has a reasonably definite conception of it. As a sort of

COimter-irritant to the irresponsible criticism which is occasionally

dfculated by the uninformed, I have printed for free distribution

a second edition of loo.ooo copies of a small primer. Elements of

Esperanto, setting forth the grammar, word-construction and pur-

pose of the language, and will mail a copy to any person who re-

quests it, sending stamp for postage. While you may not be per-

sonally interested, there are thousands of your readers to whom
this movement for an international auxiliary language, which now
covers every country on earth, will appeal as something more than

a fad, and they would appreciate your giving space to this letter.

Arthur Baker.

1259 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
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BOOK REVIEWS AND NOTES

Athenian Lekythoi. With outline drawing in glaze vamish on a white

ground. By Arthur Fairbanks. New York: Macmillan, 1907. Price

$4.00 net

Aftbur Fairbanks, formerly professor at Iowa University, and now direc-

tor of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass., has written a book on Uie

Athenian White Lekythoi, which is puhli^brr! as Volume VI of the Human-
istic Series of the University of Michigan Studies. The book is illustrated with

a number of specimens which show very well the form of these vases as well

as die pictures painted upon them. Lekythos means originally a flasic, a

pitcher, or a bottle, and was so used in Homer, but it was soon applied to

a peculiar kind of vase used between 475 and 435 B. C for funeraiy purposes

in Greece and mainly in Athens.

Professor Fairbanks says : "The typical lekythos shape was attained by the

beginning of the fifth century, i. e., before the outline technique became gen-

eral on this kind of vase, and the dianges which appear after diis <hte affect

only details. The lekythoi witii outline drawing on a white ground are small

vases ordinarily from six to twelve inches high, with a high, nearly straight,

body on a disk-foot, a slender neck to which is attached the small high handle,

and a rather large bell-shaped mouth. I'he upper two-thirds of Uie body is

covered with a white or whitish slip on which the design is drawn in outline.**

Scenes represented on titem are either mythological or represent domestic

life, or picture visits of relatives to the tomb. Though it is not delinltdSy

known it seems to have been for receiving perfume and not to have served

any other practical pirrpose, for some of the necks are not hollowed otit and
any contents must have been in the bell-shaped nK".itb of the vessel. Their

form is quite elegant and Uiese products of Athenian pottery will accordingly

be of interest to both artists and ardueok)gi$ts.

Pa£ciS KM.SOXNE DE MORALE PtATlQtTB PAR QUESTIONS ET RfiPDNSBS. Par Andr4
Laliindc. Paris: Alcan. 1907. Pp 70. Price i fr.

M. Morlet, superintendent of the Michelet Lyceum at Vanves, is in the

habit of presenting at the beginning of each ye^r a number of moral rules to

his scholars to which he refers during the year in his punbhments as wdl as
rewards. He requested M. Andr^ Lalande to compile these in a systematic
form into a kind of catechism which appeared first in the Bulletin of the
Societe Frangaise de Philosophit. Tt 15 now publi>hod in book form after

having had the benefit of critici'-nis and revision. The intention of the author

is to present practical lessons in morality as concisely as possible, and he has
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used the usual form of a catechism, covering almost all grounds that need

special instnictton. The introduetion defines morality and morals, conscious-

mss and tiie idea of liapfnnesa. The first part treats of tiie following subjects

:

Good Will and Courage, Personality, Intellectual Duty, Justice and Tolerance,

Community of Interests. Fraternity, and The Moral Life. Tlic second part

is especially devoted to duty towards children and is divided into the follow-

ing chapters ; Special Morality, The ir anuiy, Discipline and Instruction. Com-
rades, ^tiative^ and the Choke of a Profession. There is no doubt that the

book will contain many valuable suggestions to educators.

Helv6tius; sa vie et son ofmvke. D'apres ses ouvrages des ecrits divers et

des documents inedits. Par Albert Keim. Paris: Alcan, igo/. Pp.

716. Price 10 £r.

Hdvedns, in spite of his shortcomings, was one of the most remaricable

figures of the dose of the eifl^teentfi century, and he will continue a most in-

fluential thinker for all future ages. From whatever standpoint we nuQr eon>

sider his significance, whether a psychologist, moralist, epicurean, poet,

economist or one of the encyclopedists, he was in all these various efforts of

his literary labors, a man of practical life aiming at a social reformation.

Widi all his fervor he loved the ideas of the new civilization which are now
being more and more actualized in the livii^ present and he deserves a
calm and just appreciation of his comprehensive work. This has been under**

taken by Dr. Albert Keim, who had at his disposal a number of cnrtons

editorial documents, and he has done his work with patience and calm im-

partiality.

Dr. Keim has analysed bit by bit in the present voluminous work the

thoughts of a man whose utilitarian doctrine has exercised an incontestable

influence upon statesmen, philosophers and writers of his age down to the

present time, and this influence is not at all confined to France hut has been

felt almost equally in other countries. The present work will undouhtedly

remain classical in its way and will be of value to all historians and philos-

ophers.

L'OKIENTAZIONE PSICOLOGICA DELL* ETICA E DBLLA PILOSOFLA DEL DIRTTTO. Da
Alcssandro Bonucci. Perugia: Bartelli, t<x>7. Pp. 378. Price, 7 1. 50.

Prof. Alessandro Bonucci in his L'oricntazionc pskologica investigates

the relation of ethics, philosophy and jurisprudence to psychology, devoting

a large space to moral valuation. Upon tfie juridical facts as they exist in

man's social relation he builds up his civil and penal law.

Notes de la .main d'Helvetius. Puhliees d'apres un manuscrit inedit avec

unc introduction et des commentaires par Albert' Keim. Paris: Alcan,

1907. Pp. 116.

The work of Helvetius, one of tfie leading French naturalists of the eigh-

teenth century, are well known to all students of philosophy. They have

exercised a powerful influence on the development of modem thought, and

with all their shortcomings belong- to th*' most important philosophical books,

but xt IS iittle known that Helvetius left a kind of diary in manuscript which

contains all kinds of notes, essays, inquiries, interesting and profound maxims,
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Ma^ie Squares and Cubes
By W. S. ANDREWS

Willi chapters by Paul Carus* S. Friersou and C« A.
Browne* Jr.* and Introduction by Paul CaruH.

206 pp.. cloth binding, gilt top. PRICE $1.50 Net (7s. (kl;

Mr. W. S. Andrews of Schenectady, N. Y., was one of Mr.
Edison's trusted assistants in the early SO's of the last century when
that great inventor was perfecting his system of electric lighting by
incandescent lamps, and he is still taking an active part in the Elec-

trical Engineering field.

During his leisure hours he has f^iven considerable thought to

the working out in his own original way the construction of magic

squares and cubes of various styles and sizes. The developement of

diese madiematical curios according to regular rules, and by the aid

of geometrical diagrams Is a novel feature in his work which has

attracted the attention of others interested along the same lines, and

such contributions on the subject as they have had to offer he has

incorporated in this book, making it a most comprehensive pre-

sentation of the subject

The first two chapters consist of a general discussion of the general

qualities and characteristics of odd and even magic squares and cubes, and
notes on their construction. The third describes the squares of Benjamin
Franklin and their characteristics while Dr. Cams adds a further analysis

of these squares. The fourth chapter contains '^Reflections on Magic
Squares'* by Dr. Carus in which he brings out the intrinsic harmony and
symmetry which exists in the laws governing the construction of these

apparently magical groups of numbers. Mr. Frierson's "Mathematical
Study of Magic Squares" which forms the fifth chapter, states the laws in

algebraic formulas. Mr. Browne contributes a chapter on "Magic Squares

and Pythagorean Numbers" in which he shows the importance laid by the

ancients on strange and mystical combinations of figures. The book closes

with three chapters of generalizations in which Mr. Andrews discusses

"Some Curious Magic Squares and Combinations." "Notes on Various

Constructive Plans by which Magic Squares May be Classified," and "The
Mathematical Value of Magic Squares."

The Open Court Publifi^liin^ Go.
p. O. I>r«wer F. 378-388 Wubush Ave., Chicago, 111.

Loadmt KSGAPi PAUL* TB£MCH. TRUBI^mi « CO., lAd,
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Christianity of Today Series (r^)

God- An Knquiry Into the Nature of Man's Hii^est Ideals

and a l^lntion of the Problem from the Standpoint of

Scipnre, by Paul Carus. 239 pp. Cloth. Gilt top. Price, $1.00 net

(4s.txl.; net.

Jesus and >Ioderii llelii^iou, by Edwin A. Raniball. IdO pp. Boank

75 cents net. (3s.6d. > net.

Wliat We Know Abont Je«as, by Charles F. Dole, D. D. 89 pp.

Boards. 75 cents net. (35.6d.) net.

Paralipomemi. Remaimi of CUmpcIs and Saying of Chriitt

by Bemhard Pick, Ph. D., D. D. 158 pp. Boards. 75 cents net. (3s.6d.)

net.

liile and Ministry of Jeans. Accoidiner to the Historical Method

Being a Cooise of Lectures by Rudolph Otto, lie. th. Translated from

the third unaltered edition by W. J. Whitby, D. D. Circa 85 pp. Boards.

50 cents. (In preparation.

)

Just Issued.

Matfe SqnuTM and Cnbeo, by W. S. Andrews. With chapters byP^ol

Cams* L. S. Frierson and C. A. Browne, Jr., and introduction by Paul

Carus. Illustrated. 206 pp. Cloth. Gilt top. Price, $1.50 net

(7s.6d.) net.

The Scope and Content ol the Science of Anthropoldflyt by

Juul Diserud, A. M. 200 pp. Cloth. Gilt top. $2.00 net. (8s.6d.)net

The* Philo«<opher*s Martyrdom* '*A Satire, " by Paul Carus. Illustrated

67 pp. Boards with cloth back. Price, $1.00 net. (4s.6d. ) net.

Bel, The ChriHt of Ancient Times* by Dr. Hugo Radau. 60 pp*

Hoards. 75 rents net. (3s.6d.) net.
"It is a decided help that publishers should be found willing; aiM able to

place tliate facts before tbe Rwiera 1 public."

PraJ . Javu% A> Cratg, A>t» Arbpr, Aikk,

Persona, b> Max Mueller. 22 pp. Paper. Price, 25 cents.

The Open Court Publishing Co.
p. O. Drawer F. 378-388 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL

London: K.EGAN PAUL. '^'^ENCH, TRUBNER Si CO., Ltd.
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Mr. David P. Abbott, who is widely known as the

author of "'Behind the Scenes with the Mediums"
and also in other ways for his general interest in

mediumistic phenomena and the fascinating problem

of magic, feels that a star of first magnitude has arisen

on the magical horizon and accordingly has written a

pamplilet describing in glowing colors

*^The Marvelous Creations of Joseffy*'

25 pp. 15 illustrations. 15 cents postpaid. (9d.)

The Open Court Publishing Co., P. O. Drawer F,

378-388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. London: Kegan
Faulf Trenchy Trubner 6c Co,, Ltd.

^Th9 History of A Strange Case**

A study in Occultism, by David P. Abbott, author

of "fiehind the Scenes with the Mediums."

An dderly woman in a small Ohio town who has a peculiar physical
gift has shown great aptitude iu mystifviiij,' people by rnean<? ot spirit-

ualistic seances. This case of Mrs. Blake has aroused considerable
oomment ftmong leaden of the Physical Research Society. Mr. Abbott
himself considers it one of the most remarkable instances on record and

Sves a detailed account of a series of meetings held by Mrs. Blake in

m Dfeaence of Professor Hyslop, Mr. Abbott, and an nnknovm friend
of tJhe latter. Some of the phvsical mainfestations he is able to

account for finally, and although hu cauaut pretend to solve all details,

he clears up enough to convince all but the most credulous that even
Mrs. BUke does not famish proof of spirit'commonication.

50 pp. IS cents posted. The Open Court Publishing

Co., P. O. Drawer F, 378-388 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

III. London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co.,

Ltd.
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SEVENTY-EIGHTH YEAR
THE

BIBLIQTHECA SACRA
A RELIGIOUS AND SOCIOLOGICAL QUARTERLY

EdiUd &y G, FREDERICK WRIGHT, assisted by am abU
corps of AssociaU EdiUrrSn

Prominence b given to Biblical Criticism in its various depart-

ments; Theology in its doctrinal, historical, and practical aspects

;

the Relation of Philosophy, Science, and Oriental Discoveries to the

Bible; and to the great Sociological questions which are agitating

the entire Christian public. While remaining loyal to the historic

faith of Christendom, it aims to welcome and aid all real progress in

every department of human activity. On account of its long stand*

ing, and its undenominational character, the Bibuothbca Sacra
probably has a wider circulation than any other American publica-

tion. Through it the ablest writers can at once reach every center

of thought in the world. While not aiming at ephemeral popularity,

in a marked degree it accomplishes the purpose of influencing the

thought that in the end moves the world. Whatever ^periodicals of

a more popular character are taken by pastors, theological students,

and the more intelligent laymen, such thorough discussions as appear
in the Bibliotheca Sacra are indispensable to a complete mastery

of the great themes that are constantly coming to the surface in

modem thought.

PARTIAL CONTENTS OF THE OCTOBER NUMBER:
Alleged Collapse of New England Theology, . . Editorial
Plagues of Egypt, (11.) • • • • Eowakd M. Mbrriks
Reflections in Rome, ...... Javbs Lindsay
The Real Date of the Goep^, - - - • Pakke P. Flourmoy
Recollectious of Liucoln, - • - • J. O. Cunnikgham
A Remarkable Claim uu the Behalf of Radical Criticism, W. M. McPheeters
Circumcisiou Auioug the Saiuaritaus, • • Jacob, Son of Aakos
Essays in Pentateucbal Criticism, (II.) ... Harold M. Wiener

ISM a ytar. Single numberSt 75 cenis. Address

BIBLIOTHECA SACRA CO,
OiiLRLixN, OHIO, U. S. A.

Charles Higham & Son. 27a Farringdoa St., London, E. C, England.
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Religions: Ancient and Modem
The Series is intended to present to a large public the salient fea-

tures of the Great Religions of the Human Race. The Volumes

dready published have met with the most gratifying appreciation.

Fcap. 8vo. Cloth, cents nti per volume

Animism.
Br Edward Clodd

Pantheism.
By James Allanson Picton

Celtic Religion.
By Prof. Anwyi*

IfTthology of Ancient
Britain and Ireland.

By Charles S{2uir£

Ancient Egypt.
Bt P»of. W. M.

Flind&rs Petrie

Scandinavian Religion.
By W. a. Craigik

Magic and Petishiam*
Br Dr. A. C. Haddon

NOW PUBLISHED
Hinduism.

Br Dr. L. D. BARnnr

Ancient China.
Br Prop. Gius

Ancient Greece.
Br Janr Harruok

Babylonia and Assyria
Br Thiophilus G. hMCHit

Islam.
Br SrED Amber au, m. a.

Religion of Ancient Rome.
By Cyril Bailey, m. a.

Judaism.
By Israel Abrahams

Shinto: The Ancient
Religion of Japan.

Br W. G, Amir, c. m. ix. d.

IN PREPARATION

The Religion of Ancient Israel. By Prof. Jastrow

The Religion of Ancient Mexico and Peru. Br Lewis Spsvcb

Islam in India. Br T. W. Arnold, AnitUDt libcRriRn at the India OiEce.

Author of ••The r^eachiDg of Idam.'*

Buddhism. 2 vol*. By Professor T. W. Rhys Davids, LL. D.

The Religion of Ancient Persia. By Dr. A. V. Wuuaim Jacskw,
Ftoteor of Iranwo at Columbia Univenity.

Primitive or Nicene Christianity. By Johm Sutkirlamd Black, LL. D.,

Joint Editor ofthe ^En^dopsedia Biblica."

Medisewal Christianity.

The Psychology of Religion. By Dr. Leuba.

The Open Court Publishing Co.

J7 8-^88 Wabash Avenue :: Chicago
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Open Court Mathematical Series
ESSAYS ON THE THEORY OF NUMBERS. I. CONTINUITY AND
IRRATIONAL NUMBERS. II. THE NATURE AND MEANING OF
NUMBERS, by Ridiard Deddmd. Aathorfxed tnnilidoo by Wooiter Wood-
rvHf BemiOf ftofewor of Mathenutkt in the Unifenitf of MidiigiB. 1901.
Pp. 11$. Cloth 75c nee. (3t.6d.net.)

ELEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIALAND INTE-
GRAL CALCULUS, by Augustus DeMotgui. Now edition. 1899. Fjp. viii.*

144. Cloth ^1.00 net. (4s. 6d. net.)

ON THE STUDY AND DIFFICULTIES OF MATHEMATICS, by Augustus

DeMorgan. Second reprint edition. 1902. Pp. viii., 288. Cloth ^1.25 net.

(4s. 6d. net.)

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. An tmhorized tnudation of Dr.

Karl Fink't Getcbidite Der Elemeottr-Madkemaiik, by WootCier WoodnilF Bemmi,
PkofeMor of Mathematics in the Univemty of Michigan, and David Eugene Smith,

Professor of Mathematics in Tcjt Hlts' College, Columbia University. Second
revised edition. 1903. Pp. xii , 343. Cloth <5i.5onet. (^$. 6d. net.)

THE FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY, by David Hilbert, Ph. D., Pro-

fessor of Mathematics, University of G&ttingen. Authorized translation by Prof. E.J.

Townsend, Ph. D., University of Illinois. 1902. Pp. vii., 143. Cloth $1,00
net. (4s. 6d. neL)

LECTURESON ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS, by Joieph Loda Lagrange.

From the French by Thomaa J. McCdmiick. Second edition. 1901. Vp, lyz.

Cloth $1.00 nrt. (48. 6d. DftO

EUCLID'S PARALLEL POSTULATE: ITS NATURE, VALIDITY AND
PLACE IN GEOMETRICAL SYSTEMS. Thesis presented to the Philo-

sophical Faculty of Yale University lur the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, by

John William Withers, Ph. D. , Principal of the Yeatman High School, St. Louis,

Mo. 1905. Pp. vii., 19a. Cloth, net ^1.25. (48. 6d. net)

MATHEMATICAL ESSAYS AND RECREATIONS, by Hermuio Schoben,

Ph>iessor of Mathematics in hr Johanneum, Hamburg, Germany, Prom the Ger-

man, by Thomas J. McCormack. Sccond edidon. 1903. jjcnta. Vp* 149.
Cloth 75c net. (35. 6d. net.)

SPACE AND GEOMETRY IN THE LIGHT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL. PSY-
CHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL IN(^UIRY, by Dr. Ernst Mach, Emeritus

Professor in the University of Vienna. From the German by Thomas J. McCor-
mack, P^dpal of the La Salle-Pera Township High School 1906. Cloth, gOc

top. Pkgea 143. Price, 1 1.00 net. (5a.net)

GEOMETRIC EXERCISES IN PAPER FOLDING, by T. Sundara Row. Edited

and revised by Woostcr Woodruff Beman, Professor of Mathematics in the Uni-

versity of Michigan, and David Eugene Smith, Professor of Mathematics in

Teachers' College of Columbia University. With 87 illustrauons. 1 90 1. Pp.

xiv., 148. Cloth ^1.00 net. (4s. 6d. net.)

A SCRAPBOOK OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS, NOTES, RECRE-
ATIONS, ESSAYS, by WOfiam F. White, Ph. D., Sute Nonnal School, Neir
Pidtz, New York. Frontispiece and 70 diagrama and other illnatrtliooa. It am.

248 pp., cloth binding, gilt top, price $l»00 net (5s net.)

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
378-388 W«b«h Avenue CHiCAGO, ILL.
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ONE HUNDRED AND
SEVENTY-FIVE
DOLLARS

I
Is what it would cost you to subscribe for the thirty or forty English

I quarterlies, monthly reviews and magazines, and literary and politi-

!l cal weekly journftls» which arc drawn upon regularly for the weekly

numbers of

Chemm Hfse
II
But THE LIVING AGE sirts all this material for you, and gives

I
you unchanged and unabridged, week by week, in an attractive form,

I all that is best worth reading in this long list of periodicals; essays;

I literary, art and musical criticism; travel and descriptive articles;

I

poetry, fiction, and, best of all, the freshest discussions of inter-

||
national allairs and world politics by the most brilliant writers

I

in Enp;land.

j

i he fact that THE LIVING AGE has been published for more
than 64 years without missing an Issue and that it has no com-

,

pedtor in its field indicates that it does this service well.

THE LIVING AGE, containing 64 pages weekly, and presenting,

I

in a year, as much material as two of the four-dollar iiKigazmes, will

cost you onlv SIX DOLLARS A YEAR. Or, if ynu want to be-

come acquamted with it betorc suliscribing for a year, your name will

he entered for a THREF MONTHS' TRIAL SUBSCRIP-
I 1 ION (i3 numbers) for ONE DOLLAR. Specimen copy free

on request.

I
New subscribers for 1 909 will receive free the remuning numbers
of 1908 truiii the date on which their subscriptions reach the

publishers.

THE LIVING AGE COMPANY
6 BEACON STREET BOSTON, MASS.
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KBSS NOTIGBS AND IRDIVIDIJAL OPINIONS Of

A SCRAPBOOK OF
Elementary Mathematics

NOTES, RtCRtATIONS, ESSAYS

By WILLIAM P. WHI I t:. Ph. D., Staic Normal Scnooi. New Piltz, New YorL

fHOtirnFlkLB. JSD 60 DlAUR.IMi AND OTHER ILLUSTkATlOSS

i» no. 14^ pp , cloth Unding, gilt top, price fi.oo net. (5a. net.)

•>n fiDS BOOK MATHniATKs tt KisnTiD IN unKAKi wmr

Tha fdUowinc indMdiuU opinfamt art from l«tt«r» written to tbo author mad have rcftc^

ence to ioctlotii of the book as they appeared as magasiae articles. Except where the

plural )<; used, they referred only to the stofj **Alice ia ttaa Wonderland of Matlwfliatkt^''

the onlj article that had thea appeared.

noH TBin or ahiuga's mnmr hathihatigueis

0«m»

Vita!
lataraat

Knaw
where to
atop

Charmtof

Very
laf«nt«ii»

Imasif\a«
tion wHh
technical
studies

A facile

More rosea
and fewer
thiatlaa

Ffrat math*
ematica I
ever
•njoyad

Akaeii
Insifiht Into
the beauty
of appllao
mathe =

matica

"These geins of youn from tiie Open Court. They delight me.**^ GtorgtBnut HaUki.

"I read them and cnjoyci^ rlnin,^' so. 1 heartily con>jr.iri;l.iie vou upon your

success ... I always take time to look into things that come from your pen.

I know that 1 shall find something of vital interest m them.**^David Engau SmUk,

" 1 rciniTatulate you mo-t heartily. ! do not see where it cnu]-:] he improfei
You knew where to stop as well as where to begin."— M. Taylor.

PEOH OTHBS BIABDie WBLCKNOWN NAMES

Dr. Ernst Mach. professor in the University of Vienna, recently called the

greatest of living scientists, liepan his letter:
*' In einem Ihrer reizenden Aufsiitze."

Prof. W. H. Crawshaw. author of TAe Making ofEnglish LAUrature:
*' Very ingenious and withal deddedly interesting.*'

Prof. Albert Perry Bngham, author of A Text-book of Geology, Geographic

Influences in American History, From Trail to Railway^ «tc*:
"'Alice in the Wonderlnnd of Mathematics '—a pretty illostratton of the

value uf joining the imairin.itiuri w ith technical studies."

R. P. Williams, author of the books on chemistry and a departmental editor

of School Science andAfatkemaHcs :
" N oll wield a fadle pen . . . The Open Gwrt reprints are very intereitisg

and instructive."

Washington In-inj^. nephew of " the first American man of letters":
" In the study of mathematics, had I had such a guide as you, I am certsis

I should have found more roses and been stung by hwttr thistles.**

Also one from a former college presidenti now a real estate dealer:
"The first mathematics I have ever enjoyed* except figuring up intefai

money. It is splendid."

KBVnWS OP TBI BOOK

''The book is unique in its presentation of problemsand theories and a DSSh

her of short methods are explained. Tlie Ikiok treats of arithmetic, algebra and

geometry and the illustrations are for Uie most part drawn from the scicniitk,

commercial and industrial activities of the day. Properlv speaking it is not a

text'book but a kcm insight into the beauty of applied mathematics as a study."

— 1 he Colgate Madisonensis, Cclgate University, Feb. 11, 1^
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An

A
lon<>f«lt
want

•'Professor William F. White, Ph. U., of the mathematical department of tlie

State Normal School at New Paltz, N. Y., has published, through the Upcn
Court Publisbin|; Company* a volume entitled A Scrapbook of Elementary
Mathematics. The * science of numbers * is usually regarded in the light of a
dry and serious pursuit. But Mr. White infuses into it an amusing and breezy
element which shows- that even so prosaic a subject has its lighter side, and
that, too, without sacrificing the matnematical rigor which necetsarUy pertains
thereuito. ($i.)

"

—The Examimr, N. Y. Depaftment of Lttenry Notes. March is, 1908.

"The book is intcrestinjf, valuable and suggestive. It is a book that really

fills a long-felt want. It is a Ixjok that should be in the library of every high
school and on the desk of every teacher of mathematics.'*

The following exttacts fron the table of coatents will serve to indicate the nature and
scape of the book

:

The two systems of numeration of large
numbers.

Multiplication at sight: a new trick with an
old principle.

A few numerical curiosities.

Familiar tricks based on literal arithmetic.
Miscellaneous notes on number—
The theory of number.
Fermat's last theorem.
Wilson's theorem.
Formulas for prime numbers.
A Chinese criterion for prime numbers.
Are there more than one set of prime fac-

tors of a number ?

Asjrmptotic laws.
Growth of the concept of number.
Some results of permutation problems.
Tables.
Some long numbers.
How may a particular number arise ?

Present trends in arithmetic.
Arithmetic in the Renaissance.
Do the axioms apply tu equations ?

Algebraic fallacies.
Visual representation of complex numbers.
Ulostrations of the law of signs in algebraic

moltipiication.

Two negative condosions reached in the
loth century.

The three parallel postnlates illustrated.
Geometric puzzles

—

Paradromic rings.

The three famous problems of antiauity.
The instnimenls that are postulated.
Linkages and straigbt-Une motion.
Growth of the philosophy of the calculus.
The mathematical treatment of Statistics.

Mathematical symbols.
A few surprising facts in the history of

mathematics.
Quotations on mathematics.
Bridf^es and isles, figure tracing, unicursal

signatures, labyrinths.
Magic souares.
The golden age of mathematics.
The movement to make mathematics teach-

ing more concrete.

The mathematical recitation as an exercise
in public speaking.

The nature of mathematical reasoning.
Alice in the Wonderland of Mathematics.
Bibliographic notes.

Bibliographic Index.
Cbpious general Index.

THE OPEN COURT PUHiSHING COMPANY
376-386 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Dale

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANT
JjS-jSS If^aUsA Atftnut, Cbicag; U. S. A,

Gendeoien:—Pleue send me a copy of die "SCRAPBCX>K OF
ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS,'' for which i cndosc $1.00.

^amtx maj bt mudi by Exfrtu or Pttttl Monty Ordtr^ tr iy draftt «« Chicago or New Tork.

f^fkg ifftmrnteitch mdd to ttmfir stUiedm rimrgu.
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The Journal of Philosophy
Psychology and Scientific Methods

TIktp no similar jounial in the field of scientific philosophy-. It is idrntifred with no

philosophical tradition and stands preemineotly for the correiauon ot philosophy with

the problems and experienoe of the pretent. The cootents of recent munben indnde:

The Function of Images . ,

The Subconscious Again

Kcligioua Value

Pragmatism and its Definition of Trntli

The Question in the Learning

Consciousness and Relativity

A Gerctir Study of Make-Believe

Consciousness and Conservation

Structure and Growth of the Mind
The Function of Philosophy as an Academic Discipline

The Logical Character of Ideas

Stumpf's "Zur Einteilung der Wissenschaften" . W
Venn's **Princi{>k s of Kinpirical or Inductive Logic"

Dowd's "The Negro Races"

Published on alternate Thursdays

Sub-Station 84, New York City

>3.00 PER ANNUM, 26 NUMBERS

W. H. WlKCH
A. H. Pierce

George Albert Coe
C. A. Strong

L. Pearl Boggs
W. P. MoNTAcrE

TuAODEUs L. Bolton
R. W. Sellars
W. Mitchell

Gborgb R. Dodsor
JOHH DkWET

LLTAM Ernest Hok int.

George S. Fullekton
C. H. Hawes

15 CENTS PER COPY

NOW IN PREPARATION
PALMS OF PAPYRUS:

Being Forthright Studies of Men and Books, with some pages from a Man's

By MICHAEL MONAHAN
Author if Bcr.igna Vtna^ etc,

THE BEST AND MOST CHARACTERISTIC COLLECTION OF HIS WRITINGS
WHICH THE AUTHOR HAS THUS FAR BEEN ENABLED TO MAKE

PALMS OF FArVRUS will be printed from a new and handsome font of eleven-point type, on • bnc F"g'"th

pjprr, with Delia Robbia initially original ornamrntt, etc The binding will bsboCfc

durable and artistic, of half leather and boards, heavily siimpcdin gold.

RUhmrd Lt Q*Ut*nm0—l adnirt voar Utenrj mtlclct
tmmentcly. Tbejr lHIV« « lovck, Md MW mil Of life

and bnlliancT.
Jsmti Uuntitr—l envy you your mtgaxinr— it is a

ralpit which you poutu entirely and lill admirahly, O de-
wclable preacher.

Jarl Ltndtn—l have enjoyed the PAPYRUS wttf
much. I like a free, bold Btlofaace, area if1 do aot agioe
with the whole of it.

tVm.MmrhH R**dy{inx\tt St. Uult Mlmr>—Mkrhacl
Monahan, of the PAPYRUS, write* the cholceat, bcK t%-
irotcd, claMical EDfiith I know of In contempotmry Aacn-
caalettert.

Lt»nard D, Jlkkttt (aaaoelata editor Cmrrtm$ Littra
rurf)--You have halpadm to aa

~

larger thing*.

Puinmm^t M*nihh—There ii lUB,
Michael Mooahan'a whiaalcal Aactoi.

The edition to he STRICTLY j 750 Gopies Bntflish de€kle-e<](|e

LIMITED a. £oUow« \ 75 copies Jspsa ?eUin, priM

irOT7CS—Sead la year etdar at

THE PAPYRUS

t pfios

nui a«t fsf QBtil tbc baok la dattvand.

East Orange, N. J.

S2.00
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PORTRAITS OF
BMINENT MATHEMATICIANS

Hiree paitioliof edited hf David Etoenb Siiitb« Pb. ProfeMor of

MaUiematics in Teacheis* College. Colombia University, New York Qiy.
In response to a widespread demand from thoee Interested in mathematics

and the history of education. Professor Smith has edited three portfolios of the

portraits of S(ime of the most eminent of the world's contributors to ilie matlie-

matical sciences. Accompanymg each portrait is a bnct biographical sketch,

witift nfcasionsi notes of interest cooceming the artists represented. The
pictures are of a sbe that allows for framing (11x14), it being the hope that a
new interest in mathematics may be aroused through the deoocntlua of clasS'

rooms by the portraits of thoee who helped to create the science.

POR.TFOLIO No, 1. Twelve great mathematicians down to 1700 A.D.:

Thales« Pythagoras, Etidid, Arcfahaedes, Leonardo of Pisa* Cardan, Vieta*

Napier, Descartes, Fennat, Newton, Leifants.

The most eminent founders and promoters of the

infinitesimal calcnlns: Cavallierit Joiiann and Jalcob Bernoolli, Pascal,

L'Hopital, Barrow, Laplace, Lagrange, Enter Gauss, Mooge and Niccolo

Tartaglia.

MMtTPOUO No. 3• Eight portraits selected from the two former,

portfolios especially adapted fc»r high schools and academics* including

portraits of

THALES—with whom began the study of scientific geometry;

PYTHAGORAS—who proved the proposition of the square on the hypotenuse;

EUCLID—whose Elements of Geometry form the basis of all modern text books;

ARCHIMEDES—whose treatment of the circle, coac, cylinder and sphere
influences our work to-day;

DESCARTES—to whom we are indebted for the graphic algebra in our high
schools

;

NEWTON—who ^Lncralued the binomial theorem and invented the calctilus*

NAPIER—who iQvemed logarithms and cuatributed to trigonometry;

PASCAL—who Ascovcred the "Mystic Hexagram '* at the age of sixteen.

PRICES
Portfolio I Of 3 (>3 portraits) on Japanese vellum, HXI4, $5.00; fv»th for J8.50.

PwtMto ft a (la portraits) oa AoorlcMi plat* p«por, «Uc t»xi4, $3.00; both for $9.00*

9ntltU» 9 (• partnHe) oa Jspaawevallaai, alls ii«i4*fa*0*t stacispwtwlf»fo cnrts.

*J vermits) Ml il sMsyspsr* slas 11x14, la.oo$ rtagli pwtraMs, 99 e.

"The issue of this tine collection Is e<iuanv creditable to the exf>ert know!
edge and discriminating taste of the editor, J^rofessor David Eugene Smith,
and to the liberality andartistic resources of The Open Court Publuhing Cb.— ACC«^> MdUorAtiuriean MatlUmaHcal BuiUHti^ Niw York.

'* Tlie sclcctii n is well made, the reproduction is handsomely executed, and
the brief account which accompanies each portrait is of interest. Prof. Smith
has rendered a valuable sendee to all who have interest in mathematics, by
editinj^' this collection. Wherever mathematics is taught, these pOitraitS should
adorn the walls."— IT/Z/uhm F. Oigood^ Cambri4g€t Mass,

The Open Court Publishing Co.

P. O. Dmvrer F. 376-368 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO. ILL.
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PLANT BREEDING

NlLSSON AND BURBANR
BV

Hii|{o De Vries, Proiessor of Botany ia the University oi Amsterdam

A-tdentific book in simple language. Intenoely iatexostiiig as wdl «a iaatncUve. Of

special value to eveiy botanist, borticnlttirist and farmer.

Pp. XV + 380. Illustrated with 114 tMaatiful half tone plates from aatme. Frinted ee

fine pAper. in large type. Clotb, gilt top. Price, $1.50 net. Mailed, $1.70.

Smp^Ud hy yom>r dtnUr: ardireci, o» rtuipi ofycmronUrwitktke maiHî pnu,

Naturally I have perused the contents of your book,

Plant Breeding, with intense interest. Therefore I first of

all beg you to accept my heartfelt thanks for the exceedingly

appreciative and sympathetic representation of the work of

our institution here, and indeed of my own part therein.

Next I must congratulate you most cordially upon the excel-

lent service you have performed in this standard work. It is

simply marvelous I The clear , concise presentation, the con-

sistent, sustained treatment of the whole history of selection in

agricultural plants according to your modern theory which

now, at lasti makes everything clear, the masterful disposition

of the rich and manifold material—all unite to make this book

decidedly the best which has been accomplished along this

line up to now.**

Exirmt from a Uiier l» Pmiessor De Paries dy Dr, H^mtar Nihsan of tkt

Swedisk AgrieuJiural Experiment Siatim at Sval^,

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.» 378 Wabash Ave., Cbic^io
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THE SCOPE AND CONTENT
OF THE

SCIENCE OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Historical review^ libnuy classification and select, annotated bibli-

ography, with a list of the chief publications of leading anthropological

societies and mosenms. By JUUL DIESERUD, A. M.

A thorougb'goiug, paimtaking work, in which the author makes an attempt to

settle the perplexing question, what anthropology really is, to define its boundaries
with other sciences and give a detailed enumeration of its contents as conceived
today by the leiidiug anthropologists of the various civilized countries of the world.

Ttm bibliography (05 pages) gives aueciiiet eitracts fiRMU die works listed, thus
fumishiD^: the m iti Hal on which the hittorical review and the elaborate libnuy
dassificatioQ are founded.

A most wdoome reference book for the anthropologist, and a oeoeasaiy tod for
any libraiy containing anthropological literatare.

200 pages, cloth, gilt top, $2.00 net, (Ss. 6d. ) net.

Also supplied in sheets y $1.50.

The Open Court Publishing Co.
P, O. Drawer F, 378-388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

To REVIVE BUDDHISM in India, to disMtninate Pali Bnddbist Literatnre. to pablish
scientific tract'^ in thp Indian Vernaculars to educnte (he illiterate rnillions of Indian

people in scientihc industrialism, to maintain teachers at Buddba-Gaya, Beoares, Kusinara,
Savatthi, Madras. Calcutta &c., to build Scbooia St these places, to send Boddbist Mission-
aries abroad, the Maha-fiodhi Societjr asks evecy good Buddhist to coatribnte his nite to tbe
Maba-Bodhi Fund.

Donations may be sent to tbe Hoog-Koog and Sbaogbai Bank, Cakntta. or Colombo,
in favor of tbe General Secretary, Maba-Bodhi Society, or the Treasurer, 29, Baniapooker
Road, Calcutta, India. Correspondence invited from American sympathizers of Buddhism.

Tbb AkaoXrixa, DBA«MArXLA. Genl Secretafy.

READFRS ARB INVITED to send for the new illnstrated eatalosue of "The Work of The Opso Csart
PnblUblne Conpaav." A Dictionary CuuloKue u'iih hioKranliical •ikc-ii hes, includioK accurate de-

tcriptioDA of the Dooksjpublisbed: Mathematics. Fhilosoi i v Hsycholoiiy, The History o( KeH|;tont, Bioloxy,
etc., etc. An Index of Titles, Classified by Subiecis; An Index of Names, Titles and lllustrattoiia; alsoalist
of Importaot Articles by Eminent Scholars. Tnere are $o full page half-tone illustrations and ontllae draiffo

ion^ inr.lndian many portrait* of (anioat man. Free 00 raqaest. Bound edition posipaid ^e.

STi WasasB Afs., CeiCAaOi P. O. Dsawaa P.
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THE HIBBERT JOURNAL
A Quarierly Review of Religion t Theology 9 amd Philo$opky.

The October number, which is now ready, beij^ins the
seventh volume, and is a remarkable issue both in the
wide scope and compelling interest of its unusual con-
tents. The contributions range from Prof. James, of

Harvard, to the Solicitor-General of Ceylon; in relig-

ious belief, from a Jesuit priest to an ardent Unitarian;
in subject, from a defence of Christianity to a Chinese
stateman's view o{ religion, with a study of Hegel in

between. The voluntary assertion, from more than
one authoritative source, that THE HIBBERT is the
greatest quarterly in the world» is surely well borne out
by this number.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS FOR OCTOBER
The Bfiscarria^ of Life in the Weet. By Sri Rdmandthan.

Solicitor-General, Ceylon.

A Chiuene Siatemaii'ti View of Reli^iou. By Charles Johnson,
late Bengal Civil Service.

The Moslem Tradiiioit of Jesun' Second Visit on Earth.
By Captain F. W. \'on Herbert, authoi of the "Dctcuce of Plevna."

iie^ei and liis MetiicMl* By Professor William James* of Harvard.

A Great Social Bzperiment* By Rev. Charles Plater, S. J., a
Jesuit priest*

Pain* By Miss Caroline E. Stephen, the sister of Sir Leslie Stephen.

Infallibility aiid Toleration. By F. C. S. Schiller, the British
Prai,Miiatisl.

The *'Jerahineel Theory": A Mistaken Name for a
Genuine Thinii. By Rev. T. K. Chcyiie, D. Litt.. 1).I>., F. B. A.

With ef|uallv important artii li s hv T'f ofcssor M'Giffert, Joho Page Hopps, Hon.
Hertraud Russell, Rev. J.uues Moltati, D.D., and otheis.

Diacusaions and Hook HeYiewa*

$2.50 per annum. 75 cents per copy.

Subscriptions for the coming year should begin with this issue as the first of the
seventh volume, but mav coinmrnrr with a back number if tlesired. Subscriptions
can be filled immediately and niugle copies had bv return mail by addressing the
publishers.

Sherman, French & Company
6 Beacon Street Boston, Massachusetts
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THE INTERNATIONAL
JOURNAL OF ETHICS
A Quarterly devoted to the Advmicenieni ot Ethical Knowledge and Practice

This Journal, in its own distnict field, is the foremost
quarterly of its kind now published. It deals from the
many points of view of its world-wide contributors
with the fundamental principles and concepts of ethics

and with the various phases of individual conduct and
social morality on their practical side. The writers

for The Journal are frequently of international fame,
who treat their subjects with broad tolerance, wide
knowledge, and just discrimination. In the Editorial
Committee itself are represented seven different nation-
alities, tnily emphasizing the international ran<?e of

thought and influence of The Journal, which thus

stands for and gives expression to the best ethical
thought of the world.

Some Leading Articles for October
(Beginning the 19th Volume)

The Morals of An Immoralist—^FHedrick Nletftsche* By
Alfred W. Benn.

Savonarola. By Thomas Davidson.

The Drnmatic and Kthical Interpretations ol £la[perience>

By Prolessor J. B. BaiUie.

The Modem Conoeptlon of Justice* By F. Melian Stawell.

Kihies and Law* By Professor Charles W. Super.

A New Type ol x^atnralism—Montgomery. By William
Mackintire Salter.

Yearly subscriptions, $2.50. Siii|*le numberfe», 05c>

Svhscripiions fcr the comingywr should begin with this issue as the Hrst
of the nineteenth volume^ but may commence with a back number if desired.

Subsrripiions can be filled immediately and single Cities had by return mail
by addressing the publishers.

Sherman, French & Company
6 Beacon Street Boston, Massachusetts

Digitizeu Lj



Scenes

By DAVID P. ABBOTT
323 Pa^s* Cloth, Gilt Top ... PHco. $1^ mI

TABLE OF COMMENTS

1. Intruduction.

n. Washington Irvlnsr Bifbop't 8«al«tf Letter
Reuilinj: in a New Drt-s*.

III. Test where a Trick Eovelojw with b Double
ProDltoUMd.

IV. Test where fbo ^fe^liunl Secretly PflebM •
Letter from the Focket at the biUcT.

V. The Mystic Oracle of the Swinirlng Peodnltims.
or Mind Over Matter.—A Rappbv UmL—
Licht and Heavy Chest.

VI. Tests Given in a Lartre Store Room with Car-
tains for Partitions, t'sinir Telegraphy, etc.

VII. A Billet Test. Usipff » Trick Eavek>p»-A Spirit
Messaec Written on • Slate, la the Sitter's
Presenre.

Vtll. FlowtT Materialiration.

IX. The Dark .Seance.—A Deceptive Grip.- Moilat
Teste.—Spirit Voices. Taps aad Llgtits.

X. Materiatlsaiioo. — Prroaratloa of Lnaitaons
Costames. Method of iWeatatfon. etc.

XI. Tests Given In a Room in a HotcI.-SIate«
Writintr on Slates Selected. Cleaned, and Held
by Sitter- Test Wher*ln the .Sitter's OwnSlalSS
an Ui«d.-B01et Work In Conaectioa Thers-
wtth.-'Tbe Ptepared Table.

XII. Readiiik' Sf-aloil Hillets before a Company in a
Room in which Ab»olute Darkness Reigns.

MeJtaMlallc laa^taia of SmM WttUmim,

I. Introdttctlon.

II. Preparation of the WritfaWS.

in. Reading the Writings.—Frodnction of a Spirit
Message.

IV. The .Secreti Explained.—Slate Trick Reqalrtng
a Special Chair.

S»MI Slata WrUIni 9m4 ftlllet Taala.

I. Introduction.

It. Message Prodnced on One of a Stack of .states.
Plrat Method.—Method Using a Ruir or News-
paper.

III. .viessnKo on One of a Stack of Slates. Second
.Method.- How to Peas the Slates from One
Hand to the * )(hcr.

IV. Wossasro Pro'liuL'd \Vi., n but Two Examined
Slates tire i s. ii - Sntiic Kxpert Manenvering
and the Impurtuuce ot ihc "Pass."

V. Message Produced on One of Two Slate*
Selected from a Stack, Third Method, where
the "Pass" and Some Kxpert Maneuvering are
Introduced.— I»roducfi'iii of .i M< ss.i;.'i> Written
with a Gold Rlnjs: Ucloii^iaic to tl]c Sitter.

VI. To SecretlyRead a QaesUon Written on a Slate
by a Sitter, when a Stack Of Slates Is Used.-
How to Secretly Obtain a Confession or Ques-
tion Written wnnmt and Sealed by the Sitter,
when a Staok of States ts Used.

Message Produced on a Siate Cleaned SDdMll
aTaUabrnSlttar.

\

Vll.

VIII. state Trick Requiring Tbre« Slates and a Fid
—The Same Used as a Conjuring Trick, fn
paration of the Slates.

IX.

X.

XI.

Slate Trick Reqnlriv i

aadaPlapb

Independent Pmptt
aSlUcate Flap Used.

Writhv.—Tuo Stales1
Trick with a Single Slate and a FU|

I to snitable for Platform Prodactioni
MeflMMto ol Forcing the Selection of a Cc
Word. MeHMdaof Forcing the Sclectiooolj
Snm of PIgiires,—The Same Trick where Ti
Slalea asa Used. - The Same Wbea

~

Slates are Used, and a Spoken
Answered, with Words In Colond WritiBK.

XII. Methods of Obtaining a Secret Impntuon
the Writing of aSltter.-A Storc-Room Re
ing where this is Used.-A Test Usinjr »

F

pared liook. — How to Switch a Qnestioti-

Tricks Depending on this Princiirfe.- Te
Given by Various Chicago Mediums.—Read
a Message by Pressing It on aSknU CspWa
bsrMedfauB.

Xm. Tricks Where the Sitter BHnjrs Hi> "5

Mates.—Various Traps —Psychometric It^
—Mess I

.I •u Slates Wrapped in the Oryal
Paper in which they were Paxv±ased-OtM

XIV. Moesagn on a Sitter's Slate Prodnced br

'

Rabber Stamp. — Measagn Produced by a
Adroit BndMllge of Slates.—Chemical Tridtt

Other Methods.—Means of Securing laioras

tloii.

Smm Modlera Sorcciy.

PreseaUtfcm of the Tests.

Explanation of the Sectnts.

I.

II.

HI. The Sane as Adapted to Work laa DwU
Parlor.

IV. The Use of the Oirte S«i —ft aad

SoBsa tlManal MedlnnUstle
SomeStraaco and Unusnal Tests with an

tfon.

MntrrtallaattoB
Additional Inforoi<iU uu.

RalallM ol Hadlumshlp to Palmlstiy,
and Fortnae>TelllBd.

Tests In CounecHon with the Rep«x3uctioD of Ha
Sitter's i»alm.

^rfomaBces of the Annie Eva Fay T>pr>

Oaestions Written an<l Retained by the SpectA$oTS

Answered by a Blindfolded Lady on tlie StK^

Vest-Tumlnii.
Method Explained.

An Improved Billet Teat.
Reading Billets for an Assembled Company.

Appendix I Corro s [XIII dence With InqetTSfS
fbroutfk "The O^ea CovH."

Mediunilstic
A Pussling Case.
Spirit P'ortraltnre.
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Babel and Bible
ThrmLMturMon th€«ifaificanot ofAssjrlologlca] Research for Rellgtoo;

Bmbodjinf the Most Important CriticUiiu and the Author's Replica

V
DR. PRIEDRICH DELITZ8CH

PrsftMor of AMyrioloffy in ik* Uaivanity •! Btrlia.

TWANauiTco rnoM thc aKHMAM ay
THOMAS J. MCCORMACK AND W. H. CARRUTH

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED COMPLETE EDITION
PAGES XXIII + 247. PRICE BOUND. Si.00 NET

The illustrations of the American edition are of larger size than those

of the German original They have been supplemented by pertinent
additional pictures and by those materials which have done so much to

make these lectures interesting, especially the Emperor's Letter, and the
most important passages extracted from essays written by Delitzsch's

critics.

"A very useful service has been done by the publication of a translation of Dr.
Delitzsch's "Babel and Bible"; it brings together in brief and well-considered shape,
by a man thoroughly familiar with the subject, the broad general outlines of the
results of the explorations of the past half-century. . . . Taken as a whole, this little

volume, with ts rapid survey, its illustrations, and its grasp of the entire subject
pves exactly what many have wanted on Babylonian discoveries."

—

The Philadelphia
Press.

"He writes with great calmness and moderation. From thc beginning to the
end of his lecture he displays a noble attitude of humility which lends an irresistible

charm to his exhaustive scholarship. . . .There is no danger that any established

oonchition of modem learning will be refused admittance to the halls of Catholic
•cfaoaahhtp."—Co/Ao/»c IVorld.

Tor one who is anxious to know just what Assyriology has done in elucidating

tiie meaning of the Old Testament and in establishing its chronology, no better refer-

ence work could be suggested than this timely little book of Professor Delitzsch's."—
Hmrtford Seminary Record.

'Tht little book is to be heavily recommended as a popular exposi of the present
•tatus of Semitic research in reference to its bearing upon the Bible.**

—

New York
Times.

**It is a fosdnating story, simply and vividly told,—the story of a philosopher to

as emperor, of a teacher to his students."

—

Unity.

•TThis little book will be read with interest. . . . Succeeds in conveyin^j some dear
Motions of the high Babylonian civilization that held sway in Western Asia daring the

third and second millenniums B. C.—surely one of the most wonderful phenomena of

history, which has been literally unearthed during thc present generation, having been

wholly unknown and unsuspected before the excavations of our own day."

—

Tablet.

**Tht work is pleasant reading and gives a very complete risumi of the results

of Assyrian research in relation to Biblical studies. ... It should be of use to

acudcmts and teachers.**—iww/on Clcbe.

'Th\% lecture created a profound sensation when delivered before the German
Emperor. It gives in popular language, with illustrations, the best succinct

account we know of the results of recent studies in Assyriology."

—

Methodist Maga-
ame and Review.

"Has stirred up much excfteroent among the people who have hitherto paid

little attention to the mass of information which the recently discovered remains of

ancient Assyria have contributed to our knowledge of the history and o£ the ideas

of the Bible."—B»&/»cai World.



Zarathushtra, Philo, the

Achaemenids, and Israel
Biimi a Treatiii upon the Antiquity and Infimntt of thi AvtstM^ ftr

the most part de&vered as University Lectures,

By Dr. Lawrence H. Mills, Professor of Zend Philology in the

University of Oxford, Translator of the Thirty-first Volume of the

Sacred Books ofthe East, Author ofthe Five Zarathushtrian Gathts,

etc Part i.

—

Zarathushtra and the Greeks. Part II.

—

Zar-
athushtra, THE Achaemenids and Israel. Composed at the re-

quest of the Trustees of the Sir J. Jejeebhoy Translation Fund of
Bombay. 8vo. Pp. xiii, 208; xiv, 252, two parts in one volume,
cloth, gdt top, I4.00 net.

Shortly before the death of Profeuor Junes Dtnnetteter, of Perit, the great

sdiofitf on the *'Zend-Avesta,'* he uuprised the general public hj changing hia

the antiquity of the Zoroastrian literature, maintaintng that the

««Gathas" were largely influenced by the writingi of Philo, and were written aboot

the be^^ning of the Christian era. This change of view on his part led the Paraecs

of India to engage Dr. MISs to write a book upon the great antiquity of the "Avctta.
*'

Afier aeveral year* of continuous devotion to the subject, the present volume is pot
forth M the result, and it amply meets all expectations. The aaiiqiaty of the Zor»-
astrian fiteratnre b soocesaiully nudntained, and in such a manner that ofxiinary reader*

can i^>predate the argument.

•'The Avesu b no tense depends upon the Jewish Greeb. Oa the con-

tnvy, it wu Phlo who was in debt to it. He drank in his Iranian lore from the

pages of Ills czific Bible, or kom the Bible-books which were then aa yet detadicd.

and which not only recorded Iranian edicts by Persian Kings, but were themselvca

half made up oflewlsh-Persian history. Surely it is nngular that so many of us who
'search the scriptures* shonldhe unwilling to see the first fiurts which stare at as from
its lines. The reHg^ oOpose Persi^, which saved our own from an absorptioa

Qbcl the Babylonian), is portrayed in full anH brilliant colors in the Books ofthe Avestn»

because the Avesta is only the expansion of the Religion of the scolptared edicts as

modified. The very by-words, as we shall later see, are strikingly the same, and theae

inscriptions are those of the very men who wrote the Bible passages. This religion of
the BLestorers was beyond all question historically the first couistent form in which our
•wn Eschatology appeared " (pt. i. pp. 206-207).

The coodusions come vrith great force m inppoft of die genuineness azMl

mthentidty of the biblical references to Cyrus in the Old Teitanftent. Students of the

Bterature of the Capdvity will find the volume invaluable. The fiicts now brought to

are such as the fiterary critica cannot afibrd to neglect.

The Open Court Publishing Co.

378 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
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PRAGMATISM.

PRAGMATISM is a new philosophical movement, but

the word "pragmatic*'* from which the term is de-

rived has been in existence for more than two tliousand

years. In ancient Greece it meant "businesslike, practical,

or ready for action'' ; it was applied to lawyers, statesmen

and soldiers. In Rome the adjective pmcticus became a

noun and denoted an attorney or leg^al adviser, and a man
who gave points to orators; we might translate ii by "prac-

titioner of law." An imperial edict was called pra^matica

jussiOf and a decree in state affairs that should be regarded

as inviolate, pragmatka sanciia. The best known prag-

matic sanction of history is the pact which Emperor
Charles VI made with the European powers to recognize

the succession of his daughter Maria Theresa to the throne

of all the possessions of the house of Hapsburg, in the

absence of male heirs.

In philosophical language Kant used the word "prag-

matic" in the sense of ''prudent/' meaning thereby a mode
of action by which a purpose might be attained.

In the middle of the nineteenth century it w^as cus-

tomary in Germany to speak of prae:matic historiography^

by which term was meant a description of historic events

in their causal connection, and under Bismarck's regime

'PragmoHich* GeschkhtschreHmng,
'
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322 THE MONIST,

"prag^matic politics" denoted a policy which was bent on

success without regard to principle.

THE PRAGMATISrS CONCEPTION OF TRUTH.

Pragmatism in philosophy is of recent date and what

it means is best stated in the words of Professor William

James of Harvard, who says on page 46 of his recent work

on Pragmatism:*

*'Thc term is derived from the same Greek word irpdy^a. mean-

ing action, from which our words 'practice' and 'practical' come.

It was first introduced into philosophy by Mr. Charles Pcirce in

187S. In an article entitled 'How to Make Our Ideas Clear/ in the

Popular Science Monthly for January of that year Mr. Peirce,

after pointing out that our beliefs are really rules for action, said

that, to develop a thought's meaning, we need only determine what

conduct it is fitted to produce: that conduct is for us its sole sig-

nificance. And the tangible fact at the root of all our thought-

distinctions, however subtle, is that there is no one of them so fine

as to consist in an^-thing but a possible difference of practice. To

attain perfect clearness in our thoughts of an object, then, we need

only consider what conceivable effects of a practical kind the object

may involve—what sensations we are to expect from it, and what

reactions we must prepare. Our nception of these effects, whether

immediate or remote, is then for us the whole of our conception of

the object, so far as that conception has positive significance at ail."

The statement of Mr. Charles S. Peirce, '*that our

beliefs are really rules for action," is an explanation, not a

principle, and the explanation is made so that wc may

rightly understand the nature of belief. Beliefs are never

held at random
;
they serve a purpose and the purpose of

a behef is ultimately to insure a definite line of conduct

It is not probable that any one would take exception to

this. Professor James, however, goes beyond the original

meanine^ of the term by changing the statement of fact into

a principle, and he applies it to his conception of truth.

*New York: Longmans, Green & Co.» 1907.
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PRAGMATISM

Let us see what he makes of it. We read on page 76 an
italicized definition of truth:

"The true is the name of whatever proves itself to be i^ood

in the way of belief, and good, too, for definite, assignable reasons."

Professor James seems to outdo Bentham's utilitarian*

ism. He continues

:

"If there were no good for Hfe in true ideas, or if the knowl-

edge of them were positively disadvantageous and false ideas the

only useful ones, then the current notion that truth is divine and

precious, and its pursuit a duty, could never have grown up or be-

come a dogma. In a world like that, our duty would be to shun

truth, rather. But in this world, just as certain foods are not only

agreeable to our taste, but good for our teeth, our stomach, and our

tissues; so certain ideas are not only agreeable to think about, or

agreeable as supporting other ideas that we are fond of, but they

arc also helpful in life's practical strugj^rles."

We grant that in the long run truth will always be the

best, but for that reason we deem it rash to identify "the

true" with "whatever proves itself to be good in the way
of belief.** Certain foods are agfreeable to our taste and

good for our teeth, but obnoxious to our health; Ccin we
then identify what is wholesome with what is palatable?

So there may be certain ideas "good for definite, assignable

reasons," but they need not on that account be true.

Professor James's definition of truth is reiterated in

various wajrs. On page 77 we are told

:

***What would be better for us to believe*! This sounds very

like a definition of truth. It comes very near to saying 'what we
ought to believe' : and in that definition none of you would find any

oddity.

"Ought w c ever not to believe what it is better for us to believe?

And can we then keep the notion of what is better for us, and what

is true for us. permanently apart? Pragmatism says no, and I

fully agree with her.'*

In the chapter entitled "The Action of Truth" we read

on p. 201 another italicized definition of the same kind:
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"True ideas arc those that we can assimilate, validate, corrobo-

rate and verify. False ideas are those that we can not. That is

the practical difference it makes to us to have true ideas; that,

therefore, is the meaning of truth, for it is all that truth is Icnown-as."

THE USEFUL LIK

Science rests upon the supposition that a statement once

acually proved to be true remains true, while utility is sub-

ject to change. Professor James says of truth (p. 204)

:

**You can say of it tlicn citlier that *it is useful because it is

true* or that *it is true because it is useful.' Both these phrases

mean exactly the same thing, namely that here is an idea that gets

fulfilled and can be verified.'*

What of a useful He? It accomplishes its purpose, for

it will bring help in a dilemma. The Cynic's Calendar thus

substitutes the word "lie'* in the familiar proverb, saying,

"A lie in time saves nine." Perhaps the liar knows that

a He goes only a little way, but it may go far enough to

suit his purpose. And what of that villainous maxim to

force a belief upon people who are unwilling to accept it?

Has not the Inquisition succeeded in keeping Spain under

the influence of Rome until to-day? Was not the night

of Bartholomew a success? The Huguenots have been

swept out of France and are even to-day but a small minor-

ity. Was not the Reformation suppressed by foul means
in Bohemia, when at the time of the Hussite movement
it seemed to be lost to the Church? Must we be reconciled

to a pragmatic i)olicy of this kind because it works within

certain limits? It certainly paid those who acted upon this

pragmatic conception of truth. Would not Professor

James himself demur at this? At least I hope he would

be sufficiently inconsistent, not to accept the consequences

of his definitions.

iiven as matters are, judging from his own statements,

he goes very far in his practical admissions, and he claims

*
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PRAGMATISM.

that for the very plasticity of its view of truth, pragmatism

is at a great advantage in the religious field. If one finds

it profitable to believe in God, very well, to him the exist-

ence of God is a truth. If another finds a scientific satis-

faction in the non-existence of God, to him atheism is true.

TRUTH COMPARED TO CASH VALUE.

Professor James speaks of his definitions of truth as

"the truth's cash value in experiential terms" (p. 200);

and years ago, in 1888, in an article entitled "Cognition,

Knowledge and Truth," I used the very same expression:^

''Abstract thoughts do not on the one hand represent ab-

solute existences, nor on the other are they mere air cas-

tles; they are built upon the solid gpround of reality. The
facts of nature are specie and our abstract thoughts are

bills which serve to economize the process of an exchange

of thought. We must know the exact value in specie of

every bill which is in our possession. And if the values

of our abstract ideas are not ultimately founded upon the

reality of positive facts, they are like bills or drafts for the

payment of which there is no money in the bank."

This looks like an aefreement between his views and

my ow^n, but there seems to be an important difference,

for according to Professor James, ideas are not true or

untrue, they become true. He says (p. aoi)

:

"The tnith of an idea is not a stagTiant property inherent in

it. Truth happens to an idea. It becomes true, is made true by

events. Its verity is in fact an event, a process: the process namely

of its verifying itself, its veri-fication. Its validity is the process

of its valid-ation."

This wilt be a puzzle to the reader until he understands

the statement in the Vii^ht of another passage. Professor

James means that an idea must be assimilated in order to

'First puhHshed in The Open Court, Vol. II» and r^rinted in

fundamental Problems, p. 17-18.
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become true to us. As a psychologist he studies the

origin of a conviction and identifies conviction with truth.

He says:

"A new opinion counts as 'true' just in proportion as it L^ratifics

the individihil's desire to assimilate the novel in his experience to

his beliefs in stock. It must both lean on nU! truth and grasp new

fact; and its success (as I said a moment ago) m doinc: this, is a

matter for the individual's appreciation. When old truth grows,

then, by new truth's addition, it is for subjective reasons. \Vc

are in the process and obey the reasons. That new idea i-^ tniest

which performs most fch'citnusly its fimction of satisfying our double

urgency. It make-^ it^^elf true, gets itself classed as true, by the

way it works; grattmg itself then upon the ancient body of truth,

which thus grows much as a tree grows by the activity of a new

layer of cambiura."

Must we use truth to make truth true? "An opinion"

that ''counts as true" or a bolief that is deemed to be true

and is practically applied, need not be true. To Professor

James truth is not the cash value of ideas,but their actual use

when put into circulation. But truth remains truth even if

not exploited. The cash value of a bank deposit remains the

same even when wc do not invest it in profitable enterprises,

and it would certainly be a mistake to identify the nature of

money with the interest it will bring if invested. What
is commonly understood by "truth," Professor James calls

"a static relation of 'correspondence' " and denounces it

as ''inert." In our opinion truth may indeed be inert,

just as money may lie unutilized, but pragmatism shuts

its eves to the fact and denounces the old view as an inert

conception of truth:

''It converts the absolutely empty notion of a static relation o£

'correspondence' between our minds and reality, into that of a rich

and active commerce (that any one may follow in detail and under-

stand) between particular thoughts of ours, and the great universe

of other experiences in which they play their parts and have their

uses."
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Our own conception of truth is neither "empty" nor

''inert/' for we believe that the truth is exceedingly prac-

tical, and (like many others before us) we have most

vigorously insisted upon the maxim that truth must be

sought and found, not to keep it in cold storage but that

we may apply it in our own lives. The truth must be

lived.

We have gone further; we have emphatically insisted

on the principle that science, knowledge, truth, do not exist

for their own sake but must prove helpful to us. We
would not endorse the maxim "science for scicnce^s sake/'

as we said in The Soul of Man, p. 361 : "The purpose o£

thinking is adaptation to surrotmding conditions. Thought,

you may object, sometimes does not end in action, but in

the suppression of action. Inhibition, however, is an ac>

tion also. Thought should always end in the regulation

or adjustment of our behavior toward our surroundings.

If it does not, it is not the right kind of thonp^ht. Thought

for its own sake is a disease. If muscles contract neither

for a special purpose nor for the general purpose of exer-

cise, we call the contraction 'a cramp.' Thought for its

own sake is a spasm of the brain."

While wc regard a scieniilic inquiry into irrelevant

truths as useless, and while we could gauge the importance

of a truth by its practical signiticance, we deem it a very

slipshod method of philosophizing to identify the utility

of an idea with its truth. Yet this is actually the meaning

of pragmatism according to Professor James (p. 75) who
says:

"An idea is 'true' so long as to believe it is profitable to our

lives."

If pragmatism means that our philosophy must be

tested by its practical application, we are all pragmatists,

and for myself I would claim to be a better prag^atist

than Professor James.
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THE OBJECTIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF TRUTH.

Professor James is right when he means to say that

truth is not an object, not a thing outside of us, and that

vv/£ must distinguish between facts and truths. Facts are

real, they are in theniselves neither untrue nor true. Truth

resides in ideas only, viz., in representations or conceptions

of facts. In this sense, therefore, I also say that truth

originates in us, exactly because truth is a relation, which,

strange to say, is denicxl by Professor James. Truth orig-

inates and exists through an agreement between the idea

and the reality represented.

I will quote what I said on the subject years ago in an

article on "The Origin of Mind"* : "Truth exists in think-

ing subjects only. Truth affirms that certain subjective

representations of the objective world can be relied upon,

that they are deduced from facts and agree with facts.

Based upon past experience, thev can be used as gin'des for

future experience. It there were no subjective beings, no

feeling and comprehending minds, there would be no truth.

Facts in themselves, whether they are or are not repre-

sented in the mind of a feeling and thinking subject, are

real, yet representations alone, supposing they agree with

facts, are true."

While truth can exist in thinknii^: V)eini;s onlv, while

it is subject i\e in its nature, we must bear in mind that

it has an objective significance. The several truths are

not arbitrary statements, but their character is predeter-

mined. If we are confronted with a scientific problem, we
seek a solution, and if the problem is genuine and legiti-

mate, there will be but one solution of it that is rieht, all

others are either false or perhaps at best approximations.

The solution that is predetermined, at w'hich all inquirers

that do not go astray must arrive, is the ideal of truth,

*The Monist, I, 69; reprinted in The Soul of Man, p. 42.
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and this ideal must be discovered. Nor do we hesitate to

say that although truth is an idea and not a concrete thing,

not a material existence, not a fact, the ideal of truth,

viz., its predetermination of the solution to be obtained, is

the most significant presence in the world.

The identification of truth with mere workable belief

is positively injurious. In limiting truth to its pragmatic

significance, Professor James, obliterates the most signifi-

cant feature of truth. Charles S. Peirce, in the article

referred to. describes most clearly the oris^in of belief and

how an idea becomes accepted as true in the proportion

in which it gratifies the individual's desire to assimilate

it; it is accepted for subjective reasons and it affects our

conduct in life. But in the name of logic how can we call

an idea true, simply when or because it is held to be true?

We ^rant that it appears true to those who hold it; let us

even go sn far as to say that it is true fn fJicm ; but it need

not lor that reason be as yet really true. With all due

respect for psychology we do not see why logic must needs

be sacrificed in order to leave the field solely to psychology.

The test of truth is its agreement with experience, not with

one isolated fact or set of facts, but with all the fncls of

experience, and the ultimate agreement of all truths is the

ideal of science.**

TRUTH MADE OR FOUND?

In spite of Professor James we insist that truth is not

made by man, but must be discovered, for as we said above,

the nature of truth is predetermined. Truth must be

found; it is rigid and not plastic, it is independent of our

likes and dislikes, and there is a pre-established harmony
of all truths. Professor James does not brook truth in the

singular. His "account of truth is an account of truths

•This idea has been developed in nn r^ litorial article entitled "The Cri«
tcrion of Truth," published in The Monist^ Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 229.
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in the plural" (p. 218), and he denounces truth in any
other sense except his limited use of it. He says (pp.

64-65):

"The trail cf the human serpent is thus over evervthinL^. Truth

indcpi iulcnt : truth that w c find merely ; truth no longer inallcabic

Lu huiiuui need ; truth incorrig^ible, in a word : such truth exists

indeed superabundantly—or is su[)poscd to exist by rational istically

minded tliinkers ; but then it means only the dead heart of the

living^ tree, and its being there means only that iruil; also has its

paleontology, and its 'prescription.' and may <:,^ro\v stiff with years

of veteran service and petrified in men's regard by sheer an-

tiquity."'

Do scientists, inventors, and generally all who recog-

nize the objective significance of truth, follow an ignis

fafuus? Is it true that the laws established by science

"are only a man-made language" (p. 57)? Professor

James says:

"As the sciences have developed farther, the notion has gained

ground that most, perhaps all, of our laws are only approximation

The laws themselves, moreover, have grown so numerous that there

is no counting them; and so many rival formulati ms are proposed

in all the branches of science that uivestigators have become ac-

customed to the notion that no theory is absolutely a transcript of

reality, but that any one of them may from some point of view be

useful."

In common parlance the word truth contains not only

the idea of the correctness of our subjective notion but also

the objective condition itself. We speak for instance of

the eternality of truth, meaning thereby not the man-made
formulas but the laws of nature, theorems of mathematics

etc., and I have on former occasions proposed to call the

latter "verities," so as to enable us to distinguish between

the subjective and objective elements of truth.

ONENESS AND REASON.

In the chapter "The One and the Many" we had hoped

to find a refutation of monism, and a justification of plural-
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1

ism, but Professor James remains on the surface in his

discussion of this contrast. Nowhere does he discover the

ultimate reason of the unity which is such a powerful de-

mand in the hiinian mind, lie seems to think that it is a

quesuun of number, not (as it actually is) of unity or con-

sistency, and suggests that the oneness of the universe

would exclude variety and multiplicity. He says:

"The world is One just so far as its parts hang together by any

definite connection. It is many just so far as any definite connec-

tion fails to obtain."

The human mind which naturally and necessarily views

the world as one is viewed hy him psychologically in its

complex elements as a plurality. He says:

'Our minds thus grow in spots ; and like grease-spots, the spots

spread/'

Apparently he has never become acquainted with a

justification of the monistic tendency that pervades science.

He overlooks the fact that reason is a unity, and that in

its gradual evolution it has developed under the influence

of the principle of oneness. An explanation of the nature

of reason is no easy task and would take more space than

we can give it m this article, hut we will try to state it in

as few u ords as possible.

The problem of reason is the problem of formal thought.

We distinguish between the sense element in our experience

and the relational or formal. The pure form of actual

succession in motion is time. The pure form of thought

is logic. The genera! rules which we derive from pure

forms can be formula ted in general statements which we
find to be reliable norms not only for the subjective sphere

of reasoning, but also in the objective domain of existence.

The norms of the purely formal are the same throughout,

which appears first of all in the fact that for all of us there

is hut one space, one time, one reason. Though meta-
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geometricians have tampered with the conception of space,

the philosophers have not dared as yet to touch time or to

doubt the sameness, oneness and harmonious unity and the

uniqueness of reason. W e have been hoping from year

to year that sonic one would invent a two-dimensional

time,~or some supra-, infra- or extra-temporal chronometry,

or that a metalogiciari would publish a book on curved

reason; or propound a pluralistic logic that would stand

in contradiction to the Arisiotehan logic in which the

categories would not hold good, and where the law of

contradiction would have no application.

Here is a task worthy the efforts of the pragmatist

Perhaps Mr. Charles S. Peirce can offer additional sug-

gestions. What glorious vistas for the philosopher of the

flUnrc! In the meantime we venture to think that so long"

as the unity of reason stands uncliallenged, the pragmatist

has no right to doubt the ultimate unity of the world.

THE MIND AND TH£ UNIVERSE.

The best justification of monism is the constitution of

the human mind. Professor James himself recognizes our

craving for consistency, for unity, for a harmony of all

truths ; and is not the human mind a product of the uni-

verse? Is not its unity as well as its need of tracing the

unity of things, an echo of the unity (i. e., the harmonious-

ness, or consistency) in the constitution of the world?

Lotze said somewhere about the mind and its relation

• to reality, **May not previous reality itself be there (viz.,

in the mind) ?", and the passage is quoted by Professor

James with approval. I would indeed say that some fea-

ture of reality exists in the mind, and it is exactly that

principle of oneness which appears in reason. It is founded

upon our conce[)tion of form, and the conception of form

arises from our becoming conscious of the uniformities

which are inseparably connected with all reality, objective
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as well as subjective. We reproduce the oneness, or let

us rather say the universal sameness, of all form in our

formulations of the norms of form and of the natural laws,

and this is the condition of the oneness of reason, and of

the principle of consistency so important in science and

philosophy. This principle of oneness otherwise called

"reason'' is a feature of reality which has been developed

in the mind and is a reflection only of the oneness of the

universe. Of it every being is a part and into the image of

it the intellect of rational beings has been molded.

Near the conclusion of his chapter on ''Humanism/'

Professor James sums up the case as follows:

"The import of the difference between pragmatism and ration-

alism is now in sight throughout its whole extent. The essential

contrast is that for rationalism reality is ready-made and complete

from all eternity, while for pragmatism it is still in the making, and

awaits part of its complexion from the future. On the one side

the universe is absolutely secure, on the other it is still pursuing its

adventures.'*

We do not mean to defend what Professor James at-

tacks as rationalism, but will say that in our opinion reality

is a constant flux and accordingly is never ready made or

complete. It is always changing in a kaleidoscopic manner.

What is really complete from all eternity is the constitu-

tion of the world, and it is this constitution which is re-

flected in man's reason. The constitution of the world

is not an uninteUigible enigma, but it is the systematic unit

of norms of its formal relations, and human reason is the

totality of the formal relations of thought reduqed to

logical rules.

Professor James uses the term "reality" first in the

sense of the world-constitution, and then in the sense of

the unstable condition of nature. If rationalism means that

reality is ready made, it can only mean that the constitu-

tion of the world, the sum total of natural laws, is im-
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mutable. Tf praq-niau.sni nienns that reality is still in the

making, he can reasonably reier only to nature with all

its bodily existences the very condition of which is always

instability ; but in thus using his words with no deBnite

meaning Professor James succeeds in pointing out the ad-

vantages of his philosophy and representing the views of

the rati(inalists, the intellectualists, and the monists as ut-

terIv untenable.

Professor James recognizes unifonnity of nature, but

it is only a general and vague idea. He says:

"The [general 'iiniforniily of nature' is presupposed hy every

lesser law. But nature may be only approximately uniform."

TIME AND SPACE.

We ought to let pragmatism swallow its own medicine

and request it tobecome pragmatic, which means tomeasure

values according to the practical use of things. Would it

then not lucii n to appreciate theory, abstraction, the prin-

ciple of consistency, locric and in general intellecttialism

and rationalism even in preference to mood, temperament,

sentiment and the gratification of other purely subjective

dispositions?

Has not the logical faculty developed solely for the

pragmatic reason that the simian brute was thereby changed

into rational man? Does not the whole apparatus of ab-

stract thought serve very practical purposes, and is it

really so desirable to live in facts only and ignore all these

useful implements of theory, abstraction, and generaliza-

tion? Does not even monism, or rather the systematic

method of reducing the plurality of our sensations to unity,

serve a very practical purpose? If we had to surrender

all the«:e methods simply because they are mental con-

structions and artifices invented for the simplification of

knowledge, because they do not possess the same reality
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as do our sensations, our sense experience, and our senti-

ments, would we not sink back to the level of childhood?

To characterize the situation we will quote the passage

on time and space on pp. 177-178:

"That one Time which we all believe in and in which each

event has its definite date, that one Space in whidi each thing has

its position, these abstract notions unify the world incomparably;

but in their finished shape as concepts how different they are from

the loose unordered time-and-space experiences of natural menl
Eveiything that happens to us brings its own duration and exteu'

sion, and both are vaguely surrounded by a marginal 'more' that

runs into the duration and extension of the next thing that comes.

But we soon lose all our definite bearings; and not only do our

children make no distinction between yesterday and the day before

yesterday, the whole past being churned up together, but we adults

still do so whenever the times are large. It is the same with spaces.

On a map I distinctly see the relation of London, Constantinople,

and Pekin to the place where I am ; in reality I utterly fail to feel

the facts which the map symbolizes. The directions and distances

are vague, confused and mixed. Cosmic space and cosmic time,

80 far from being the intuitions that Kant said they were, are con-

structions as patently artificial as any that science can show. The
great majority of the human race never use these notions, but live

in plural times and spaces, interpenetrant and durcheinander'*

This passage is characteristic.

Time is one and space is one; no one doubts it. Yet

''our time and space experiences" are "vague, confused and

mixed."

When usmg" the map Professor James "can distinctly

see the relation of London, Constantinople and Pekin to

the place where he is*'; but he "utterly fails to see the

facts which the map symbolizes." Should we not conclude

then that these artificial constructions are of paramount

pragmatic importance? And that the intellectualists and

rationalists have not labored in vain? My conclusion

points that way, and I am convinced that Professor James

has misinterpreted their philosophies as mucii as he fails
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to understand Kant. Kant says that time and space arc

Anschauungen, which means that they are data of im-

mediate experience as much as are the objects of sight

The translation ''intuition" carries with it a mysterious

and mystical meaning which is utterly absent in the Ger-

man text and was absolutely foreign to Kant.^

Considering ihc fad lhai the illiicratc and the uncul-

tured can still be found in ail the continents of the earth,

we will not dispute the statement, that 'the great majority

of the human race. . . .live in plural times and spaces, inter-

penetrant and durcheinander," Still we do not see what

renders the notion of the oneness of time and space objec-

tionable, and fail to appreciate the advantage of pluralism.

LOVE OF FACTS AND MYSTICISM.

In his dread of abstractions Professor James forgets

or loses sight of the fact that man has acquired his human-

ity through his reason and that reason is the faculty of

thinking in abstractions. We grant that abstractions that

have no reierence to facts are either empty and useless or

even positively erroneous, but because there are wrong

abstractions we can not overlook the paramount impor-

tance of abstract thought. Professor James says:

"PrapriTiatism is unconifuriable away from facts. Rationalism

is comforlablc only in the presence of abstractions. This pragniatist

talk about truths in the plural, about their utility and satisfactorincss,

about the success with which they 'work/ etc., suggc^us to liie

typical intcllectualist mind a sort of coarse lame second-rate make-

shift article of truth."

The pragmatist seems to adopt the principle of posi-

tivism in that he clings to facts. Sometimes it will be

difficult to distinguish between facts and our interpreta-

tion of facts, but pragmatism oilers no objective criterion

for a distinction between the two. We read on p. 68:

'Compare the author's article "Wliat Does Anschauung Mean?" in Tkt
Monist, II, and in Kant and Spencer, p J3 ff.
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"The pragmatsst* clings to facts and concreteness, observes

truth at its work in particular cases, and generalizes. Truth, for

him, becomes a dass^iame for all sorts of definite working-values

in experience." -

This might be construed as discarding everything that

is not particular and concrete sense-experience; but it

would be wrongf to think that Professor James does not

cherish d bchci in some reality above the facts of sense.

Indeed, his great interest in mystical phenomena pro\ es it,

and he uses a very pretty allegory to justify his behef in

some superreal world which interacts with the world of

sense in which we live, and yet constitutes a sphere of its

own and is the product of theory. The recognition of the

reality of this abstract realm is so ing;enuous and it stands

in such a contrast, I might almost say in contradiction, to

so many of Professor James's utterances that we will quote

the passage in full in order to show how Professor James
justifies his eccentric excursions into the realm of the ab-

struse. He says (pp. 127-128)

:

"I have sometimes thought of the phenomenon called 'total

reflection' in Optics as a good symbol of the relation between ab-

stract ideas and concrete realities, as pragmatism conceives it. Hold

a tumbler of water a little above yonr eyes and look up through the

water at its surface—or better still look similarly through the flat

wall of an aquarium. You will then see an extraordinarily brilliant

reflected image say of a candle-flame, or any other dear object,

situated on the opposite side of the vessel. No ray, under these

circumstances gets beyond the water's surface: every ray is totaUy

reflected back into the depths a^in. Now let the water rqirescnt

the world of sensible facts, and let the air above it represent the

world of abstract ideas. Both worlds are real, of course, and inter-

act ; but they interact only at their boundary, and the locus of every-

thing that lives, and happens to us, so far as full experience goes,

is the water. We are like fishes swimming in the sea of sense,

bounded above by the superior element, but unable to breathe it pure

or penetrate it. We get our oxygen from it, however, we touch it

incessantly, now in this part, now in that, and every time we touch
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it, we turn back into the water with our course re-determined and

re-energized. The abstract ideas of which the air consists are in-

dispensable for life, but irrespirable by themselves, as it were, and

only active in their re-directing function. All similes are halting,

but this one rather takes my fancy. It shows how someAing, not

sufficient for life in itself, may nevertheless be an effective deter-

minant of life elsewhere."

Dreams are realities to the visionary, and the mvstic

does not hesitate to look upon the most abstruse theories

of his imagination as facts. If we want to know the truth,

we must learn to distinguish between the objective fact and

our interpretation of it.

MISUNDERSTOOD.

Professor James emphasizes one aspect of the truth only

and loses sight of another that is of greater importance.

He himself feels that he speaks in paradoxes, and so he

says of his definition of truth:

''But is it not a strange misuse of the word 'truth/ you will

say, to call ideas also 'true' for this reason?'*

When Professor James identifies that which is profit-

able, satisfactory, better to believe, etc., with truth, he

says to his reader in anticipation of his misgivings:

"Probably you also agree, so far as the abstract statement goes,

but with a suspicion that if we practically did believe everything

that made for good in onr own personal lives, we should be found

indulging all kinds of fancies about this world's affairs, and all

kinds of sentimental superstitions about a world hereafter. Your
suspicion here is undoubtedly well founded."

Professor James grants that our suspicion is "well-

founded, but he does not trouble to remove the suspicion.

He simply adds:

"It is evident that something happens when you pass from the

abstract to the concrete that complicates the situation."
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Man possesses a very inconvenient hankering tor con-

sistency, and when he adopts an idea as true because he

finds that it is expedient to believe it, it sometimes happens

that it clashes with other beliefs of vital benefit. Professor

James refers to this problem, and ii he had solved it he

would have discovered that the old-fashioned ideal of the

oneness of truth contains a lesson, but he fears to lose

himself in the absolute, and he loves pluralism too much
to make the attempt. On page 77 Professor James says:

"I said jnst now that what is better for us to believe is true

nnlcss the belief incidentally clashes with some other vital benefit.

Now in real life what vital benefits is any particular belief of ours

most liable to clash with? What indeed except the vital benefits

yielded hy other beliefs when these prove incompatible with the

first ones? In other words, the greatest enemy of any one of our

truths may be the rest of our truths. Truths have once for all this

desperate instinct of self-preservation and of desire to extinguish

whatever contradicts them. My belief in the Absolute, based on

the good it does me, must run the gauntlet of all my other beliefs.

And how does Professor James escape the difficulty?

His answer Is made in a whisper:

"Let me speak now confidentially, as it were, and merely in

my own private person.—it clashes w^ith other truths of mine whose

benefits I hate to give up on its account. It happens to be associated

with a kind of Inp-ic of which I am the enemy, I find that it en-

tangles me in metaphysical paradoxes that are innrreptnble. etc.. etc.

But as I have enough trouble in life already without adding the

trouble of carrying these intellectual inconsistencies. I personally

jnst give up the Absolute. I just take my moral holidays: or else

as a professional philosopher, I try to justify them by some other

principle."

This looks very much like a surrender of truth in order

to let a belief that at the time is profitable, count as a truth.

And yet woe to any one who would point this out to

Professor James! He says on page 233:

"These pragmatists destroy all objective standards, critics say.
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and put foolishness and wisdom on one level. A favorite tormula

for describing Mr. Schiller's doctrines and mine is that we are

petflOns who think that by saying whatever you find it pleasant to

say and calling it truth you fulfil every pragmatistic requirement

I leave it to you to judge whether this be not an impudent slander."

Professor James is very good-natured and can smile

at criticism, but here he loses his temper. He adds:

"The unwiUingiiess of some of our critics to read any but die

silliest of possible meanings into our statements is as discreditable to

their imaginations as anything I know in recent philosophic histocy."

Is it sheer modesty when Professor James speaks of his

discourse as so far having been ''crude in an unpardonable,

nay, in an almost incredible degree"? (p. 33).

He seems to be in the habit of sometimes saying what

he does not mean and then blames the world for misunder-

standing him. Here is his own statement:

"I once wrote an essay on our right to believe, which I un-

luckily called the Will to Believe. All the critics, neglecting the

essay, pounced upon the title. Psychologically it was smp06sible»

morally it was iniquitous."

Now it seems to me that the most important sentence

written in an essay is its title. It is in the Wght of the

title that the reader reads the whole essay, and if the title

reads "The Will to Believe" it is likely that the author

really means that which he puts in the most conspicuous

place. Moreover I would add that although the essay

may be wrongly entitled "Th^ Will to Believe," it actually

reflect'^ the author's menning-. He has certainly no right

to blame the readers for misunderstanding him. Never-

theless Professor James loses his temper and blames his

critics as "iniquitous.'*

Some of his critics, however, may not have missed his

meaning when they attributed to him the proposition that

it is the right of everybody to believe as he wills, and that

the will (i. e., the idiosyncrasies) of every man is the main
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factor in the makeup of his belief and that arguments are
' of no avail. In the present volume, on page 296, Professor

James says:

''In the end it is our faith and not our logic that decides such

questions, and I deny the right of any pretended logic to veto my
own faith."

Professor James is possessed of an exuberance of tem-

perament, and in his philosophy temperament rules su-

preme. He claims for his faith the right to be impervious

to logic; and he denies the right of any pretended logic to

veto his own faith. Of course that closes the case and all

argument must cease.

Tn the meantime I must confess that my tem])erament

di Iters, for my convictions have been profoundly mfluenced

by logical argument, and there are many other people in

the same plight as I am. In fact I know that whole na-

tions have changed their faith under the influence of purely

intellectual considerations; yea, I have some slight sus-

picion that Professor James himself can not entirely with-

draw himself from the influence of logic, and it may be

a mistake to take his utterances too seriously.

It may be that even the present book on pragmatism

contains statements which, bysome ill luck, ProfessorJames
did not mean, and that when we criticize him we stand in

the same condemnation as the critics of his essay on "'The

Right to Believe/*

We do not wish to misrepresent Professor James and

have therefore characterized his pragmatism in his own
words. We grant that he believes in truth, but his several

definitions and expositions of his conception of truth are

either wrong- or misleading, and though he may not ac-

ttially deny the objective standard of truth, he elevates

mere subjective belief to the dignity of the name truth

which, if this were justifiable, would practically render the

latter irrelevant. Indeed he glories in .this looseness of
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truth which ignores the ideal of both the objectivity and the

oneness of truth for the sake of its subjective conceptions,

resulting in Protean truths in the plural.

THE PERSONAL EQUATION.

It is very difficult to obtain objective statements of fact

because a subjective element enters into every observation

and consequently also into every presentation of a fact

It is the ambition of the scientist lo reduce the personal

element and, whenever possible, to eliminate it

Professor James says:

"Of whatever temperament a professional philoaopher is, he

tries, when philosophizing^, to sink the fact of his temperament

Temperament is no conventionally recognized reason, so he urges

Impersonal reasons only for his conclusions. Yet his temperament

really gives him a stronger bias than any of his more strictly ob-

jective premises. It loads the evidence for him one way or the

other, making for a more sentimental or a more hard-hearted view

of the universe, just as this fact or that principle would. He trusts

his temperament Wanting a universe that suits it, he believes in

any representation of the universe that does suit it"

This passage contains the key to the philosophical doc-

trine of Professor James. He possesses a very tempera-

mental personah'ty, and he judges others from himself.

Scientific inquiry indeed demands that the scientist should

sink his own personality before the cause of truth. His
temperament has nothing to do with the facts he investi-

gates; if permitted tn interfere with his investigation it

can only vitiate liis arguments and lack of self-control is

pathological. In Professor James, thought and sentiment

are so intricately interwoven that his preferences enter into

his conclusions ; his temperament is always one of his prem-
ises, and to pass it by in silence seems to him hypocritical.

He says:

"There arises thus a certain Insincerity in our philosophic dis-

cussions: the potentest of all our premises is never mentioned."
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We do not deny that one's personal attitude is an im-

portant factor in life, nor would we object to an aiulior

who with ability and grace descants on any subject in his

peculiar characteristic mood, but he must not claim that

his effusions are philosophy. Let him announce his lec-

tures as rhapsodies and publish his books under the name

of poetry; we will gladly welcome him as the creator of

a new department in literature. But it is not philosophy,

and least of all, what is so strongly needed in our day, a

philosophy of science, a philosophy that is worth while

studying and which is a desideratum of scientists.

Professor James is an empiricist. He "turns his back

resolutely and once for all upon a lot of inveterate habits

dear to professional philosophers. He turns away from

abstractions. . . .from fixed principles, closed systems. . .

.

He turns towards concreteness and adequacy, towards

facts, towards action and towards power." He adds p. 51

:

"That means the empiricist temper regnant and the rationalist

temper sincerely given up."

But the facts of Professor James are not facts in the

usual sense of the word. They are psychical states, atti-

tudes, and interpretations of facts. An hallucination is

most assuredly a fact too. The sensation experienced by

a man who sees a ghost is a fact; but his experience may
be the expression of a wrong interpretation. Another man
under the same conditions may see a shirt on a clothes

line ; that too is a fact and an interpretation. Both facts

of interpretation appear contradictory, and men of a ra-

tionalist temper will not rest satisfied until the contradic-

tion is removed. The pragnnatism of Professor James is

pluralistic, and different interpretations remain peacefully

side by side. If we can not eliminate the pcrsmial equation

and must accept moods as facts, all interpretations are

equally true. This renders the conception of truth elusive,

or as Professor James calls it, "plastic."
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THE PLASTICITY OF TRUTH.

The plasticity of truth makes pragmatism elastic and

this pla3ring fast and loose with truth is deemed a great

advantage. It makes "pragmatism a mediator and recon-

ciler," for "she *unstiflFens* our theories" (p. 79). Thus

it is possil)le that praj^niatism may be acceptable 10 all,

—

the matenahst and the spiritualist, the infidel and the un-

believer, the skeptic, the mystic, the visionary, and what

not. We are told:

"It has no dog^mas. and no doctrines save its methods. As the

ycnins^ Italian pragmatist Papini lias well said, it lies in tlie midst

of our theories, like a corridor in a hotel. Innumerable chambers

open out of it. In one you may find a man writing- an atheistic

voUinie : in the next some one on his knees pra\ ing for faith and

strength ; in a third a chemist investigating a body's properties.

In a fonrth a system of idealistic metaphysics is being excogitated

;

in a htih the in-ii)ossibility of metaphysics is being shown. But

they all own the corridor, and all must pass through it if they want

a practicable way of getting into or out of their respective rooms."

The excuse for ignoring the ideal of truth, so important

in our conception of the world, is stated by Professor James
as follows:

"The 'absolutely' true, meaning what no farther experience

will ever alter, is that ideal vanishing-point towards which we im-

agine that all our temporary truths will some day converge. It

nms on all fours with the perfectly wise man, and with the abso-

lutely complete experience; and, if these ideals are ever realized,

they will all be realized together. Meanwhile we have to live to-day

by what truth we can get to-day, and be ready to-morrow to call

it falsehood."

T would not characterize the ideal of 11 iiih by which 1

understand that solution of a problem which is predeter-

mined, as '*the 'absolutely' true." There is nothing "ab-

solute" in it, and by using the word "absolute" (albeit not

in its proper meaning, but in a loose way in the sense of
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^'positive" ) , we introduce an idea which spreads vague-

ness. It makes a final truth appear as an **ideai vanishing

point," i. e., an unrealizable quantity at an infinite distance.

I grant Professor James that "we must live to^y by what

truth we can get to-day/' but I deny that we must '^be

ready to call it falsehood to-morrow." This view is based

upon an utter misapprehension of the nature of truth.

I beg- leave to belonc^ to the old-faslnoned people who
still believe that all truths must agree and that the truth

of yesterday will be the truth of to-morrow. Here lies the

rock of ages which is the basis of science. If this rock

should prove an illusion, then indeed pluralism would be

established for good, and pluralism would look very much
like niliilisni. But let us hear what Professor James has to

say on tiie variability of truth

:

"Ptolemaic astronomy, Eudidean space, Aristotelian logic, scho-

lastic metaphysics, were expedient for centuries, but human ex-

perience has boiled over those limits, and we now call these things

only relatively true, or true within those borders of experience.

^Absolutely' tfiey are false; for we know that those limits were

casual, and might have been transcended by p&st theorists just as

they are by present thinkers."

We will take up each single statement by itself.

PTOLEMY AND COPERNICUS.

Ptolemaic astronomy was not true at the time of Ptol-

emy; it never was true, nor ever will hQ true. What from

our standpoint Professor James can reasonably mean is ,

this, that Ptolemaic astr<m<xny satisfied certain demands

of scientific inquiry in the time when Alexandria was flour-

ishing. It summarizes certain facts in a better way than

was done in the views thai were held by Ptolemy's prede-

cessors except Endoxu'^ who seems to have been nearer the

truth than Ptolemy. Only m so far as it systematized some

observations, can we say that the Ptolemaic system was

s
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correctly formulated; but it was not true even at the time,

because it did not satisfy all observations, and the astron-

omy of that age had to slur over those observations which

clashed with the theory. But Ptolemy and his followers

"had enough trouble m life already without adding the

trouble of carrying these intellectual inconsistencies."

Their calculations were sufficiently complicated and so they

took a holiday and thought that their system worked well

enough for their own needs. In other words they- turned

pragmatists and ceased to trouble about consistency.

We might enter here upon a discussion of the right to

choose a point of reference. We have a right to use the

earth as a point of reference as did ihe I'tolemaic astron-

omers ; and we have a ricj-ht to use the sun as our point

of reference as did Copernicus. The former is as much
justified as the latter, and the advantage of the latter con-

sists solely in rendering the calculation more simple. That

is true enough according to asstunption, but to use this as

an aro^ument for the purpose of making Ptolemaic astron-

omy api)ear to be as true as the Copernican system would

be mere quibbling. This inability to take the right point

of reference which would render the calculation of the

planetary movements simple, is exactly what constituted

the fault of Ptolemaic astronomers, and veiled from them

the fact that the earth is a planet among the other planets.

W c do not deny that the progress of science is bv a|)-

proximation, and the Ptolemaic system is indeed an ap-

proximation of the attempt to calculate and predict certain

events in the starry heavens; but one of its premises was
wrong, and it prevented its supporters from solving the

astronomical problem satisfactorily. This wrong premise

which was their idea of the fixed position of the earth in

the center of the solar system, was eliminated by Coper-

nicus who recognized that the earth had to be classed to-

gether with the planets, and the problem was finally solved
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by Kepler through the tormulation of the laws which bear

his name.

Kepler has definitely solved the problem. He has not

solved all the problems of astronomy, but I would like to

see the astronomer who would be ready to call the three

laws of Kepler falsehoods to-morrow.

The same may be said of the problem of the acceleration

of gravity. Gravity itself taken as a fact, the Newtonian

formula is final. It satisfies all instances of gravitating

bodies. The question of fact "why does gravity act at

allV remains, but that being granted as a matter of fact,

the formula is valid.

EUCLID AND ARISTOTLE.

The last century has witnessed a remarkable progress

in mathematics and logic in the invention of non-Euclidean

geometries and the suggestion of new truths in logic, and

this is used to advanta^fe by Professor James to prove the

plasticity of truth. He says:

"How plastic even the oldest trutiis nevertheless really are has

been vividly shown in our day by the transformation of logical

and mathematical ideas, a transformation which seems even to be

invading physics."

Does Professor James mean to say that Euclidean ge-

ometry and Aristotelian logic have ceased to be true?

Scarcely. Euclid's geometry holds good to-day as well

as in Euclid's time, and the same is true of Aristotle's

logic. Professor James himself knows it, for he adds

:

"The ancient formulas are reinterpreted as special expressions

of much wider principles, principles that our ancestors never got

a glimpse of in their present shape and formulation.*'

A wider interpretation of an old truth does not make

the old truth false, but widens and deepens our compre-

hension of it. That is a big difference, and the same is'
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true of all truths. A truth once positively proved to be a

truth is and will remain a trutli forever.

But .what of the discovery of new facts such as the

Ron^en rays, and radium ? Do they not upset science and

render the most basic truth antiquated? We can hear

this statement often enough, but we have not yet seen the

day on u^hich it was verified. The discovery of new facts

may upset pet theories of ours, but it will never upset old

truths, not even those \vhich have become paleontological

with age. If formulas describe certain features of facts

without any admixture of theory, they wiU remain true

forever. In case we should learn something about the

ultimate constitution of matter which would reveal to us

the secret of gravit}-. we would not have to discard the

Newtonian formula of the mutual attraction of masses as

a falsehood, but we would see its truth in a clearer light.

In other words, we would not replace one truth that has

become antiquated by another truth that is more up to

date and happens to agree with the present fashion of

our intellectual atmosphere, but we would add to the old

truth a new truth, and the unity of all the truths we know
would thereby only become the more apparent.

MATERIALISM AND SPIRITUALISM.

Professor James knows how to put his paints on thick,

and so his pictures exhibit strong contrasts. He generally

omits the softer tones between the opposites and so fails

to find that the truth lies in the middle. Take for instance

his ingenious description of materialism (on pp. 92-93)

which is contrasted to theism and spiritualism.

''Philosophical materialism is not necessarily knit up with belief

in 'matter/ as a metaphysical principle. One may deny matter in

that sense, as strongly as Bcriceley did, one may be phenomenalist

like Huxley, and yet one may still be a materialist in the wider

sense, of explaining higher phenomena by lower ones, and leaying
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the destinies of the world at the mercy of its bHnder parts and forces.

It is in this wider sense of the word tliat materiahsm is opposed

to spiritualism or theism. The laws, of physical nature arc what
run thing^s. materiahsm says.

"The highest productions of human L^cnius might be ciphered

by one who had complete acqtiaintance with the facts, ont of their

physiological conditions, regardless whether nature be there only

for our minds, as idealists C( lUend, or not. Our minds in anv case

would have to record the kind of nature it is, and write it dcwn as

operating through blind laws of physics. This is the complexion

of present (lay materialism, which may better be called naturalism.

Over against it stands 'theism,* or what in a wide sense may be

termed 'spiritualism.' Spiritualism says that mind not only wit-

nesses and records things, but also runs an 1 operates them: the

world being thus guided, not by its lower, but by its higher ele-

ment.'*

According to Professor James every naturalist would

have to be classed with the materialists, and according to

his division, which with all its faults and in spite of its

bemg based upon a wrong generaHzation has the advan-

tage of a drastic vividness, I would myself count as a

materialist. And yet I protest against calling the laws

of nature blind, and while I would attempt to explain

higher phenomena from lower ones I would not have the

higher degraded into the lower. Man does not become a

bnite if his pedio^ree can be traced back to brute animals

and still further back to moners or amoeba s. For all that,

man^s soul has been molded not by matter but by the forma-

tive factors of the world in which all things exist and move
and have their being.

The romantic temperament of Professor James appears

not only in his spiritualism but also in his theology, for

even here pluralism enters. He says:

"Monotheism itself, so far as it was religious and not a scheme

of classroom instnicHon for the metaphysicians, has always viewed

God as but one helper, primus inter pares, in the midst of all the

shapers of the great world's fate."
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RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS.

Pragmatism applied to religion has great advantages.

Says rrofessor James:

*lt follows that in the religious field she [pragmatism] is at a

great advantage both over positivistic empiricism, with its anti-

theological bias, and over religious rationalism, with its exclusive

interest in the remote, the noble, the simple, and the abstract in the

way of conception.

"In short, she widens the field of search for God. Rationalism

sticks to logic and the empyrean. Empiricism sticks to the ex-

ternal senses. Pragmatism is willing to take anything, to follow

either logic or the senses and to count the humblest and most per-

sonal experiences. She will count mystical experiences if they

have practical consequences. She will take a God who live? in

the very dirt of private fact—^if that should seem a likely place to

find him.

"Her only test of probable truth is what works best in the

way of leading us, what fits every part of life best and combines

with the collectivity of experience's demands, nothing being omitted.

If theological ideas should do this, if the notion of God, in particular,

should prove to do it, how could prag^matism possibly deny God's

existence? She could see no meaning in treating as 'not true' a

notimi that was pragmatically so successful. What other kind of

trutii could there be, for her, than all this agreement with concrete

reality?"

The issue between atheism and theism, and materialism

and spiritualism, before the tribunal of pra^atism be-

comes "little more than a conflict between esthetic prefer-

ences" (page 94). Professor James says:

''What practical difference can it make now that the world

should be run by matter or by spirit?. . .

.

'The pragmatist must consequently say that the two theories,

in spite of their different-sounding names, mean exactly the same

thing

"And how, experience being what is once for all, would God's

presence in it make it any more living or richer? Candidly, it is

impossible to give any answer to this question

"Thus if no future detail of experience or conduct is to be de-
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duced from our hypothesis, the debate between matenaHsm and

theism becomes quite idle and insignificant. Matter and God in that

event mean exactly the same thing—^the power, namely, neither

more nor less, that could make just this completed world—and the

wise man is he who in such a case would turn his bade on such a

supererogatory discussion."

It would seem quite indifferent then whether God or

law, or matter, or energy, or whatever other principle

ruled the world. Professor James says in this connection

:

"Doing practically all that a God can do, it is equivalent to God,

its function is a God's function, and in a world in which a God
would be stipcrfluous ; from such a world a God could never law-

fully be missed."

Pragmatism recognizing the plurality of truths need

not be consisteni, and so Professor James sees nevertheless

a ditlerence between materialism and spiritualism, and he

gives his preference to the latter, not because he can prove

that it is truer but because spiritualism is a doctrine of

promise, of hope, of consolation, and the same is true of

some other metaphysical problems, such as free will, design

in nature etc.

Professor James says:

"Materialism means simply the denial that the moral order is

eternal, and the cutting off of ultimate hopes; spiritualism means

the affinnation of an eternal moral order and the letting loose of

hope
^'Spiritualistic faith in all its forms deals with a world of prom*

ise, while materialism's sun sets in a sea of disappointment

"Free-will thus has no meaning unless it be a doctrine of re-

lief

''Other than this practical significance, the words God, free-will,

design, etc., have none."

Professor James appears to have an aversion to argu-

ments. They smack of intcllcclualisin w liicli is an abomi-

nation in his eyes. His preference is based upon senti-

mental grounds.
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It stands to reason that those who have worked out doc-

trines and theories and dogmas, who have endeavored to

have them promulgated, adopted and believed in, have done

so because they were conscious of the practical significance

of their propositions, but Professor James imputes to them

the idea that they have lost sight of facts, and that their

ultimate questions are "something august and exalted above

facts." His pragmatism only efives meaning to theories

which otherwise would have been senseless. He says:

''See then how all these ultimate questions turn, as It were»

upon their hinges; and from looking backwards upon principles,

upon an erkenninUstheoretisches Ich, a God, a KousaHiSisprnuip,

a Design, a Free-will, taken In themselves, as something august and

exalted above facts,—see, I say, how pragmatism shifts the em-

phasis and looks forward Into facts themselves."

We cherish the opinion that every belief has been

framed with a practical intent (or In adaptation to Pro-

fessor James we may say, for a ''pragmatic" purpose) and

in order to find out the significance of a theory we ought

to see how it works. The intellectual struggle concerning

God, the soul, and immortality have not been mere quibbles

in our opinion, and we trust that the problems of philos-

ophy can be correctly formulated and solved.

I believe that we can define God in terms of experience

and say with exactness what is true of the idea of God
and what is not true. I believe mvself that the theist and

the atheist mav come to terms, but two contradictorv ideas

can not for that reason both be true. An idea (such as the

God idea) may be approximately true. It may contain an

important truth dressed up in an all^orical garb. The
atheist is right when he negates the allegorical formulation

of it, he is wrong when he negates the spirit of the dc^ma;
and vice versa, tlie theist is wrong- when he insists on the

allegory as being literally true, but he is right when he
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recognizes the essential part of it that is backed up by facts,

and Insists upon it^

MR. CHARLES S. PEIRCE'S TYCHISM.

Our readers may have noticed that since "pragmatism'^

has become the watchword of a new and popular movement
with which Mr. Peirce, the inventor of the term, does not

appear to be in full accord, he has introduced the word

"pragmaticism'' as if to point out the difference between

his own philosophy and that of Professor James.

I regret that I shall not be able to enter here into a

discussion of the views of Mr. Charles S. Peirce whose

conception of the instability of natural laws is one of the

most original and most ingenious theories ever brought

forth. 1 will only briefly refer our readers to the vigorous

controversy, with him which has appeared in The Monist^

where he defends the doctrine of tychism versus necessi-

tarianism, while I take the opposite position. Mr. Peirce

believes that natural laws are the product of evolution. In

the beginning there was Chance (TycJic). Chance is not

subject to law, it is free as we know spirit to be. Chance

acts arbitrarily but gradually it took on habits and habits

became more and more solidified and hardened into laws.

Hence the order of the universe is not the cause of evolu<

tion but its product.

It is not impossible that Professor James follows Mr.

Peirce, for there is a passage which seems to justify this

assumption. Professor James says on p. 249:

"Between categories fulminated before nature began, and cate^

gories gradually foimtng themselves in nature's presence, the whole

chasm between rationalism and empiricism yawns."

In another passage (p. 158-9) we read:

" For details see my discussions on the God problem, especially in The
Monist, Vol. TX, p. io6. A book on the subject is in preparation.

* Compare The Monist^ Vol. II, pp. 321 H., 442 ff. ; and III, pp. 526 (f, and
571 ff.
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"With the whole of past eternity open for our conjectures to

range in, it may be lawful to wonder whether the various kinds of

union now realized in the universe that we inhabit may not possiblv

have been successively evoKed after the fashion in which we now

see human systems evolving in consequence of human needs. If

such an hypothesis were legitimate, total oneness would appear at

the end of thinj:;s rather than at tlieir orig-in. In other words the

notion of the 'Absolute* would iiave to be replaced by that of the

'Ultimate.'
"

The language of Professor James is poetic, not exact

What he means is not that the rationalist (I e., a man
like Kant) believed that the categories fohninated before

nature began, but that the categories, or better the entire

cosmic order, is an eternal condition uncreated and in-

destructible, while the empiricist (or the pragmatist) be-

lieves that the categories are a product of evolution.

We may incidentally call our readers' attentions to the

first chapter in Prof. Benjamin Pence's Analytic Mechamh

ism, where the father of liie founder of pragmatism utters

a few brief suggestions which seem to have taken deep

root in the soitl of liis son. Benjamin Peirce regarded

'"matter as inert'' and thought that force may be regarded

as having a spiritual origin."

THE ENEMIES OF PRAGMATISM.

Pragmatism is a philosophy manufactured to suit all;

it is pluralistic and tolerates any amount of diversity of

opinion; it ought to have no enemies, for every one can

be, and according to Professor James ought to be, a prag-

matist; but his book on pragmatism is in parts extremely

pugnacious, his enemies being the monist, the rationalist,

the intellectualist, and their ilk. For reasons unknown to

me Professor James complains most of the monists. He
says;

"The temper of monists has been so vehement, as almost at

times to be convulsive/'
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I am sure I am innocent The present article is my first

attack on pragmatism.

It is strange that the pragmatist welcomes every one

except men of theory, and to them he imputes all kinds of

erroneous notions.

The reader will ask why the pragmatist who welcomes

every vagary of the human mind and whose tolerance is

tmbomided, should decry in pretty harsh terms monism,

intellectualism and rationalism. Pragmatism, according

to Professor James, is the philosophy of temperament, of

mood, oi personal attitude, and so he naturally resents

whatever would put a check upon the liberty of his prefer-

ences. He imputes to the intellectualtst the slogan:

"Down with psychology, up with logic, in all this question t"

Professor James himself wants the vagueness of psy-

chological moods recognized as philosophy, and he scorns

logic He has no patience with a thinker who demands
consistency or endeavors to systematize the plurality of

facts. Scientific exactness appears to the pragmatist as •

mere pedantry. Professor James says:

"The actual universe is a thing wide open, but rationalism

makes systems, and systems must be dosed."

Professor James's philosophy can dispense with system.

He says:

"We measure the total character of the universe as we feel it,

a^^ainst the flavor of the pliiiosophy proffered us, and one word is

enough.
** *Statt der lebendiprcn Natur.* we say, 'da Gott die Menschen

schiif hinein/—that nebulous concoction, that wooden, that straight-

laced thing, that crabbed artificiality, that musty schoolroom product,

that sick man's dream! Away with it Away with all of them!

Impossible! Impossible!"

The pragmatist says, "GefUkl ist AUes—we need nei-

ther intdilect, nor reason, nor a systematization of facts,

nor theories, nor abstractions. We live in facts."
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Professor James censures some views with regard to

the importance of the intellect and the indispensableness

of reason, which are coounonly held by believers in momsm,

but these propositions are so strangely adulterated with

notions which are scarcely held by any one, that we wonder

who these sorry enemies of Professor James may be, and

we are inclined to regard them as men of straw who do

not possess a concrete existence.

We are told that according to the intellectualist ''tnidi

means essentially an inert static relation" (p. 200), and

in another passage that, "for the rationalist it remains a

pure abstraction to the bare name of which we must de-

fer" (p. 68)

It is difficult to find out who is meant be intellectuaHsts

and rationalists, for we have yet to meet the man to whom
truth remains "a pure abstraction" or who would insist

that truth should be inert." ClilTord has already pointed

out with great clearness that every scientific truth is a

norm of conduct and can be expressed as such. Further

it is a truism that scientists formulate truths in abstract

terms, but they always bear in mind that their formulas

are generalizations from actual facts, and that they de-

. scribe certain features of reality. The truth or untruth

of these formulas depends upon the correspondence of the

ideas with the facts in question. Truth accordingly does

not reside in the abstraction alone, but depends upon the

relation of the abstraction to facts. Cancel the facts, and

where is truth?

Theories are attempts at e?cplaining facts by the as-

sumption of other facts. If these other facts are verified,

the theory is regarded true and mav then be justly called a

law of nature. A law of nature is always (or at least should

be) a systematic description of a certain group of facts.

We often hear abstractions and generalizations de-

nounced as empty, but that is merely the prattle of those
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who do not know that all abstractions signiiy ddinite fea-

tures of facts.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF TOLERANCE.

In the April Manist Professor John R Boodin, of the

department of philosophy at the University of Kansas, con-

tributed an article on "Philosophic Tolerance" which is

very well written and shows the inclination of the writer

to the pragmatic movement. The title is significant, and

the essay might he called a pragmatic rhapsody. It is

pleasant reading, and I am sure that no one can read it

without enjoying both the style and the thoughts of the

essay. Nevertheless it is not philosophy, and pretty though

it is as a literary composition, it becomes warped by its

philosophical claim, which is exactly the same fault which

we find with Professor Boodin's master, Professor James.

In this pragmatic interpretation philosophy has given

up its ambition to become a science. It has no dogmas, no

doctrines, no position either to defend or to attack, and so

it is tolerant. Professor JWjodin claims that "philosophy

like poetry and art, when it is genuine, is only the expres-

sion of the mood of a soul." Mr. Boodin wants to procure

for philosophy the same variety that is possessed by art

With reference to art and poetry Professor Boodin

says, "We do not demand ri^id consistency here," and he

lungs for plasticity in philosophy too, saying, "Why should

not every sincere man express his philosophy that seems

reasonable to him at the time?'' We answer that he most

assuredly ,may, but the expression of moods will be a poor

contribution to philosophy as a science, in fact it would be

no philosophy whatever. It would be a soi disant philos-

ophy, a poetic expression of a transient Stimtnung, a

sentiment.

Far be it from me to denounce or object to poetical ex-

pressions of our moods; they are quite legitimate in the
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domain of belles Icttres. I would not even find fault with

any one for calling- them philosophy or philosophical effu-

sions, but I do object to regarding them as tlic philosophy

that has come to supersede all other philosophies, denying

that there is a true philosophy, a philosophy as a science,

or as we call it, the philosophy of science.

Pragmatism claims to be tolerant. It is tolerant of all

philosophies that are merely subjective expressions of per-

sonal idiosyncrasies. Mr. Boodin asks, "Why are they

not all true, in so far as they are really cr^^tiine and really

express human nature, then and there?'' This tolerance

means that whether true or untrue in a scientific senses

they are all on one level, and according to our old-fashioned

conception of truth, this is practically a declaration that

all philosophies are subjective, all are castles in the air.

This attitude of pragmatism is about the same as if

somebody were to declare that in the realm of science

astronomy and all different astrological systems are of

equal value. There are no real laws of nature; all laws of

nature are mere approximations. From this standpoint

the astrologer mi^fht have something to say about "the

materialism" of the astronomer who assumes that the

stars run their courses according to ''the blind laws of

nature," but <me ought to be as tolerant with the astron-

omer as with the different astrological interpretations of

the planetary movements, the Babylonian system

which looks upon the stars as gods, ihe medieval method

which believed in some mysterious influence of the several

planets upon the lives of men, and the modem astrologer

who tries to adapt the medieval traditions to the modern

conception.

If it were true, as Mr. Boodin says, that "Truth is at

best experimental," there would indeed be no reason to

turn our backs upon the old superstitions. It would be

an indication of our intolerance. The magus of ancient

I
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Babylon, and the astrologer of the Middle Agfes, and

finally the occultist of to-day, each in his way proclaims

that there is some pragmatic meaning in the positions of

the planets, and we ought not to say that their efforts are

futile, for, says Mr. Boodtn, "nothing can be more fatal

than stopping the experiment/*

CONCLUSION.

There is no need of prolonging the discussion. With
all my admiration for Professor James I can not take

kindly to his pragmatism, and must openly confess that

his loose way of philosophizing does not exercise a whole-

some influence on the young generation. If Professor

James were right philosrjphy as n science would not and

should not exist, for all that were left of philosophy would

be subjectivism, which means an expression of our attitude

towards the world. There would be as many philosophies

as there are personal idiosyncrasies', and even every indi-

vidual would not always remain the same but have dif-

ferent moods. We would all be pragmatists, and we
would all exercise the utmost mutual tolerance, for we
would grant the privilege to every one to r^;ard his

thoughts as true,—^true to him and true at least at the

time. We would draw the line only when we meet with

people who have the impudence to believe in the objec

tivity, the permanence, the lelialiility of the truth, and

demand consistency in all statements of truth. In other

words, the sentimental and the subjective would be su-

preme, while an objective knowledge of truth would be-

come a matter of indifference.

Professor James is a fascinating personality, original

and interesting in his very vagaries, genial and ingenious,

versatile and learned. He is not scientific in his habits

of thought, he is not critical, and I have the impression

that he cherishes a dislike for science. Exactness of
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method seems to hamper his mind and would naturally

appear to him as pedantry. He loves to indulge in tlie

chiaroscuro of vag^e possibilities, and so he shows a han-

kering for the mysteries of psychic phenomena, whether

due to telepathy or spirit communication, as evidenced in

the case of Mrs. Piper. He would resent to have his

thoughts restrained hy the balance wheel of critique. He
seems to enjoy being freely moved by the spirit, in a

word, his temper is not scientific but that of a poet or

prophet He loves to be guided by inspiration* Beii^ in-

spired, he is himself inspiring. Hence his unusual mag-

netism, and hence also the success of a philosophy whidi

he has made his own.

In the pliilos()i)hy of a man like William James the

personal equation is the most important item, and he judges

science and the scientific labors of others after his own
mode of thought. He does not try to eliminate the factor

of his idiosyncrasies, and so he assumes that that is the

normal condition of all thinkers. This is evidenced in his

book entitled The Will fn BcliafC. This attitude i? desi-

rable m a poet, but not in a philosopher; it is good in

belles lettres but not in science; and no harm would be

done if his pragmatism were received simply as an artistic

movement that has a purely esthetical significance but

should not be taken seriously. Pragmatism comes with

the i)retense of being taken seriously, and it sweeps over

the country with the power of a fashionable fad. It claims

that now at last we have a philosophy that reconciles all

the contradictory religions and philosophies, that redeems

the world from the tyranny of definite doctrines, and pro-

claims a new view of truth, which is no longer final, rigid

and stable but plastic and may suit anybody in any emer-

gency.

Pragmatism insists upon an important truth—a truth

which is so obvious that it is almost a matter of course;
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but it emphasizes it so onesidedly that it overio^)ks a more

important truth and tiiereby its very conception of truth

becomes warped. However, in this way pragmatism ac-

quires the semblance of originality, of something new and •

imheard of, while in fact it is only a modernized redaction

of the ancient philosophy of the sophists and of their prin-

ciple,

which also is true in a certain sense but becomes a fallacy

if the onesidedness of the principle is lost sight of.

Pragmatism has appeared cometlike on our intellectual

horizon. It flashed up with a sudden fluorescence like a

luminous fog which through the extent of its broad sweep

threatens to outshine the old stars of a steadier light. The
nucleus of the comet is Professor James, brilliant but

erratic: and he is attended by the tail of his many ad-

mirers and imitators, all aglow with the stir of their mas-

terly enthusiasm, and the world stands open-eyed at the

tmprecedented phenomenon.

Professor James prophesies:

"The center of gravity of philosophy must therefore alter its

place

"It will be an alteration in 'the seat of authority' that reminds

one almost of the Protestant Reformation. And as, to Papal minds.

Protestantism has often seemed a mere mess of anarchy and con-

fusion, such, no doubt, will pragmatism often seem to ultra-ration-

ah'st minds in philosophy. It will seem so much sheer trash» philo-

sophically."

We answer with Professor James who continues,

"But life wags on."

CometHke pras^matism has appeared, and wc venture

to predict that cometlike it will fade again after a while.

Personally I have a decided liking for Professor James,

and I am sure that in expressing it I voice the opinion of
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many. I have met him rcpcaicdlv and have felt thesym-

pathetic charm of his personahty. I wish him all possible

success and the honor of merited renow n. I hope that for

the rest of his life he will remain as buoyant and spirited

as he has ever been, and will meet with unlimited recog-

nition. But for all that I can not agree with or accept the

philosophy of the great Harvard Professor, and I go so

far as to look upon its wide acceptance as a symptom of

the immaturity and naivete that obtains sometimes even in

the professional circles of our tmiversities.

With all due respect for Professor James, for whose

extraordinary and fine personality I cherish an unbounded

admiration, I must confess that I would deem it a inis-

fortune if his philosophy would ever exercise a determin-

ing and permanent influence upon the national life of our

country.

EorroR.
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HEREDITY RELATED TO MEMORY AND IN-

STINCT.

IT is a weakness of our scientific methods that they

sometimes render us more intent upon theories oi ex-

planation than upon the recognition of facts. The instinct

of causality dominates the other faculties of the mind and
leads us to disregard the phenomena which we have no
theories to explnin.

Science has been defined as knowledge of causes, but

unless the search for causes is preceded by knowledge of

facts we soon wander into barren wastes of speculation.

The history of philosophy warns us that the human mind
is not to be trusted far from facts. After a few devious

inferences our bearings are hopelessly lost. Logic.il con-

sistency in the manipulation of abstract terms does not

square us again with realities. As soon as we admit into

our reasoning anything for which we have no familiar

analogy or mental picture our conclusions also partake

of the nature of abstractions. Our concrete problem be-

comes a metaphysical deduction, and our results have little

or no value for practical application.

The literature of evolution and heredity affords many
instances where zeal of explanation has outrun interest

of perception and even beguiled us into greater obscurity.

Answers have been announced before we knew how to

frame the questions. Something has been learned regard-

ing the external circumstances attending heredity, but we
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can not yet claim to know anything regarding the ultimate

mechanism, the structures and activities of the protoplasm

through which the biological function of descent is ac-

'

complished. The free use of the scientific imagination has

yielded only conjectures at once inadequate and improb-

able.

Heredity is our general name for the internal factors

or agencies of descent, by which organisms are produced

from other organisms in unbroken series. To call heredity

a law or a principle avails us nothing; as yet it is only

a word, a collective name for a group of phenomena which

we do not understand. Heredity and reproduction, descent

and evolution, are not separate phenomena, but mark

rather the different standpoints from which we study the

same processes of organic succession. Under the name

heredity we seek to know the interna! cellular and proto-

plasmic agencies which make reproduction effective for

descent. The parents reproduce themselves in their off-

spring through the medium of heredity.

It is often supposed that heredity concerns likeness

only, and that differences between offspring and parents

mark failures or lapses in heredity. But if we are ever

to understand heredity we must take facts as they are

and not vitiate our judgment by preconceived opinions, such

as the traditional idea of an agency which would make

organisms alike, in exact duplications. That heredity does

not do what we may have supposed, affords no reason for

refusing to believe that the phenomena r>t heredity are

concrete, and the processes truly physiokigical. To deny

that heredity exists is merely to wipe the previous con-

jectures from the slate, but the problems remain to be

solved. The like-from-Iike equation gave us no hope of

a solution, for it did not represent the facts.

What we reallv need to understand is the makinq- of

unlike from unlike, for this is what happens in the world
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of organic nature. It is this kind of heredity which we
seek to bring into relations with other groups of phenom-

ena. We would know whether there are any familiar

facts or functions which heredity resembles, whether there

are any analog^ies which enable the problems of heredity

to be stated more nearly in terms of experience, instead of

being viewed so completely in the abstract

Of the nature of the material basis or mc^chanism of

memory we know as little as of the structure of matter,

but we are much better acquainted with the workings of

memory. The phenomena of memory lie partly within the

field of consciousness, close to the citadel of our intelligence,

and afford more deimite analogies with heredity than those

drawn from physics and chemistry. Heredity we observe

from without, but of memory we have experience from

within. This experience should make us more tolerant of

some of the facts of heredity—facts which we commonly

fail to recognize, because we are unable to describe and

explain them in the mechanical terms to which some would

restrict the vocabulary of science.

PARALLELS BETWEEN HEREDITY AND MEMORY.

All are aware of the power to rec.ill and reproduce be-

fore the mind impressions of events long passed. It is

also a matter of common knowledge that impressions may
be temporarily lost, beyond the control of the conscious,

voluntary memory, though still retained by the subcon-

scious memory. We know that we have met the man and

heard his name, and are sure that the impression remains

in the mind, though momentarily unable to reproduce its

original surroundings.

Of all the multitude of impressions stored in the mind

only two or three can be brought simultaneously into con-

sciousness, for comparison or expression. To have fre-
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quent occasion to recall a fact gives facili^ in reproducing

that particular impression* but impressions may also re-

main imrecalled for many decades wi^out being lost or

weakened. They may come back vividly in dreams or in

abnormal mental states, after years of absence from the

conscious mind, or even when normal consciousness is en-

tirely unable to recall them.

Parallel phenomena abound in the field of heredityi

the organic memory of descent. The failure of an an*

cestral character to be expressed in a particular plant or

animal is no indication that this character will not be

transmitted to subsequent generations, and regain expres-

sion in some of them, even very remote.

When the crossing of two varieties of domesticated

plants or animals 3rields something different from either,

but more like the wild type of the species, we call this a

reversion, a turning back on the ancestral pathway, though

hundreds of generations may have intervened since the

primitive character last came into visible expression. Thus

Darwin found that the crossing of two white varieties of

pigeons might result in blue hybrids, like wild rock pigeons.

Similar results have been reported with many animals and

plants. The mingling of varieties may recall characters

long omitted from expression, but still preserved in trans-

mission. Other reversions occur spontaneously, without

crossing, sometimes when external conditions remain uni-

form, but more abundantly with change of conditions. If

the diversities of the ancestral stnck'^ are unknowTi to

us we are led to suppose that new characters are pro-

duced in mutations and hybrids, but many of these have

proved to be reversions, and the rest may be of the same
nature.
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CHARACTER TRANSMISSION DISTINCT FROM CHARACTER
EXPRESSION.

To find that transmission is distinct from esqiression

does not solve the problem of heredity ; it only enables us

to state our questions to better advantagfe. To be aware

• that our equations contain two kinds of unknown quanti-

ties, instead of one, may be quite as helpful as in algebra

in determining the missing factors. Comparison of he-

redity with memory is useful if it enables us to distin-

guish better between the two kinds of facts which we
have been attempting- to explain by one kind of heredity.

Heredity, like memory, is a complex of two distinct

groups of phenomena. Transmission inheritance corres-

ponds to the subconscious memory, expression inheritance

to the conscious memory. The subconscious, involuntary

memory is the faculty which receives and retains impres-

sions of all that passes before the senses; it is quite in-

dependent of the other process of voluntary memory, the

recalling of past impressions, illuminated by the search-

light of consciousness. The catacombs of tiie mind are

only partially wired for this voluntary illumination; of

the other records we have only casual glimpses, often when
we least expect them.

An event can not be remembered unless the necessary

impressions have been received, but it is not the lack of

impressions which so narrowly limits our field of knowl-

edge. The impressions we receive vastly outnumber those

we can recall, just as the transmitted characters greatly

exceed those expressed in any individual plant or animal.

The coming of a character to visible expression in an

organism is a process distinct from the transmission of

characters. Transmission implies only the basis of ex-

pression, the passing from one generation to another of

the power to produce a certain characteristic. Whether
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the possibility is realized or remains in abeyance, depends

on other factors, on internal expression relations and some-

times on external conditions.

Current theories of heredity do not take into account

these two distinct processes, transmission and expression.

Diversity among- the offspring of the same parents is now-

ascribed to differences of transmission ; the germ-cells are

not supposed to convey full complements of the parental

characters, according to the theory of Mendelism.

It often happens in crosses of varieties with definitely

contrasted differences that the character of one parent

remains entirely in al>eynnce in the tirst generation, while

the other character gains exclusive egression, but the

abeyant character reappears in about one-fourth of the

second generation. Mendel soi:^ht to explain the pro*

portions of the contrasted characters in the second gene-

ration by his theory o^ alternative transmission by pure

germ-ceils. Units representing the characters of the two

parents were supposed to be separately conveyed in equal

numbers of the germ-cells produced by the first generation.

About one-quarter of the chance matings among two kinds

of pure gcnn-cclls would result in bringing together germ-

cells containing the unit of the abeyant character, and this

would explain its reappearance in one-quarter of the sec-

ond generation.

For mathematical purposes the doctrme of pure germ-

cells leaves nothing to be desired, but the biological facts

are not efjually accordant. Mathematical problems arc

usually cai)able of a considerable variety of solutions, so

that a simple numerical coincidence can hardly be accepted

as proving the nature of Mendelism, and still less as

demonstrating the existence of character-unit particles and

their alternative transmission in pure germ-cells, as gen-

eral principles of heredity.

Biological facts warrant a dilterent conception of the
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facts of Mendelism and other phenomena of descent. Each

normally produced germ-cell can be thought of as receiv*

ing and transmitting the characters of both the parents,

as well as those of more remote ancestors. Transmission

inheritance may be thought of as inclusive, complete and
permanent, like the subconscious memory. The assump-

tion of character-unit particles and of their separate trans-

mission becomes entirely unnecessary as soon as we asso-

ciate the Mendelian phenomena with other well-known

facts of reversion^ which prove that characters can be

transmitted withoat being brought into expression, not

only for one generation or a lew, but for large numbers

of generations.

The facts of Mendelism do not prove that the germ-

cells are pure, in the sense of being able to transmit only

one of the contrasted characters. They indicate only that

the germ-cells have different expression relations, half of

them tending to express one character, the other half the

contrasted character. Alternative expression accommodates

the facts of Mendelism better than alternative transmis-

sion, for it is frequently found that the germ-celU supposed

to be '"pure" have in reality transmitted the contrasted

character, to reappear unexpectedly in some later genera-

tion.

DIVERSITY OF CHARACTER EXPRESSION A NORMAL PHE-

NOMENON.

Though the formal distinction between expression and
transmission remained to be drawn, the facts have long

been recognized in connection with sexual characters. Dar-

win and others have appreciated that peculiarities of the

secondary characters of one sex can be inherited through

the opposite sex, without being brought into expression.

Sexual diversity, like Mendelism, is a phenomenon of alter-
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native expression of contrasted parental characters. Di-

verse parents produce equally diverse oftspring, and in

equal numbers. Sexual diversities are usually very much

greater than those of the contrasted characters of the

Mendelian hybrids. Mendelism shows that alternative ex-

pression is not limited to sexual characters, but appears

in connection with many kinds of differences, including

those which distinguish varieties of domesticated plants

and animals.

The accurate balancing of the Mendelian proportions

may not be frequent in nature, for natural ^>ecies com-

monly -show more numerous alternatives of expressioiL

They are seldom limited to the Mendelian condition of

contrasted pairs of characters, but have a rich diversity

of combinations of alternatives and proportions, so that

no two individuals are exactly alike.

Diversity, even among the simultaneous offspring of

the same parents, should not be thought of as abnormal,

and does not require us to predicate diversity of heredity,

in the sense of transmission. Individual diversity in the

expression of characters is like that of the many eye-

witnesses of an event who give widely varying accounts

froni memories of closely similar visual impressions. The

conscious memory often supplies only dim or disconnected

outlines, allowing, details to be elaborated by the imagina-

tion, in accordance with interest or prejudice, or capri-

cious associations of ollicr ideas. Iniag-ination may even

prove stronger than direct perception, as when one sub-

stitutes words and changes constructions in reading from

the printed page.

Likewise vtrith organisms, expression seems never to

coincide completely with transmission. Fluctuation of ex-

pression relations is a principle of normal descent. Mem-
bers of a species are alike only in comparison with mem-

bers of other species; among themselves they are end-
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1

lesslv diverse. Individuals do not show the same com-

binations and proportions of characters as any of their an-

cestors or relatives. Each represents a new selection of

details from the transmitted history of the evolution of the

species.

ENVIRONMENTAL ALTERNATIVES OF EXPRESSION.

There is no completely fixed individual inheritance,

no absohite predetermination m the germ-cells of the char-

acters which shall be brought into expression in adults.

When g-erm-cells of different varieties are united in con-

jugation, characters may be brought into expression which

neither of the partners would have shown if joined with

a mate of its own kind. And long after the germ-cell

stage is passed it is still possible for one pattern of con-

struction to be substituted for another, either as a reg-

ular incident of development or through change of con-

ditions of existence during the growth of the individual.

All the characters developed by an insect during the

larval period may be thrown aside at the time of meta-

morphosis to bring into expression an entirely new equip-

ment, adapting the reorganized creature to different habits

of life and a different place in nature. Young junipers

and eucalypts produce for several years one kind of leaves

and then change suddenly to the very different foliage of

the adult type. Some amphibious plants have two distinct

forms of leaves which alternate with each change of habi-

tat, from land to water or from water to land.

External conditions can influence the expression of

characters in individual organisms, but need not be reck-

oned as agencies affecting transmission heredity. Exter-

nal conditions do not cause the characters of organisms.

Change of weather may cause umbrellas to be substituted

for parasols, but we do not say that weather makes urn-
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brellas and parasols, or the wit to use them. Characters

are changed to adjust organisms to different environments,

but such accommodations are not imposed from without,

but are put forth from within. They represent alterna-

tives of expression, brought out from large stores of trans-

mitted ancestral diversities. Expression inheritnnce, like

the needle of a compass, is susceptible to external in-

fluences which do not affect the dial of transmission he-

redity.

All the characters of organisms can be thought of as

transmit led by like processes of heredity, and as having

been acffiiired by like processes of evolution. Yet char-

acters diiter greatly in their expression relations, not only

in diflferent species and varieties, but even in the same in-

dividual, under different conditions, or at different times in

its life-history.

Mutilations and direct results of environmental limi-

tations or accidents, do not represent characters of organ-

isms, and have nothing to do with heredity, but all char-

acters which organisms bring normally into e3q>ression

appear to be capable of transmission. Character-alterna-

tives subject to environmental influence are not less truly

characters of the species than those expressed in all in-

dividuals. Alternative characters represent a more spe-

cialized and useful form of expression inheritance, and

enable the species to exist under a wider range of con-

ditions. A plant able to change readily the size and tex-

ture of its leaves may thrive both in sun and shade, while

a less versatile species may be restricted to one condition

or the other.

If all alternative characters had relation to environ-

ment the theory of external causation would appear better

justified, but the fact is that the sexual and other non-

environmental diversities among the members of a species

are often much greater than the variations they show in
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acconimodating themselves to external conditions. Ex-

pression inheritance is unHke the needle of the compass in

having power of independent motion, without external

interference. Internal expression relations have to be rec-

ognized as able to maintain alternations of characters,

without reference to environmental conditions.

CHARACTER REVERSION UKE MEMORY ^^ATIGUE.

The conscious memory becomes fatigued through long-

continued exercise on one set of impressions. The im-

pressions are not destroyed by this fatigue, but the re-

calling of them becomes distasteful. An increased amount

of voluntary attention is required to prevent the wandering

of consciousness to other kinds of impressions. Recreative

diversity of inter^ts is a principle of psychological hygiene

A fixed idea, the perastent direction of consciousness upon
one fact or g^roup of impressions is an abnormal mental

state, soon leading to still more definitely pathological con-

ditions!

On the side of heredity, similar fatigue phenomena

may be recognized. Selective narrow-breeding renders

organisms more and more uniform. One set of characters

is repeated in the successive generations of the selected

stock, and the other alternative features left in abeyance.

Uniformity in the expression of one set of characters may
increase the agricultural value of the variety, but the re-

striction of expression to a narrow range of characters

results in a weakened vitality, and a lessened rate of in-

crease.

Limitation to one set oiF characters brings, in other

words, an expression fatigue. Even the uniformity is

seldom complete, but continues to be broken *by reversions,

that is, by the occasional production of individuals in

which the former alternatives of expression reappear. Re-
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versions are often more vigorous than the narrowly se-

lected parental stock, and may serve to originate new agri-

cultinal varieties, especially when they "come trtie" from

seed, as in the plant reversions now often described as

mutations. Reversions become more and more abnormal

as the expression fat^e increases and the natural free-

dom of alternatives of expression is gradually lost

Expression fatigue also brings a gradual narrowing

of the range of conditions under which the variety remains

normal and uniform. With many closely selected varieties

of plants seed has to be raised in one particular locality.

Even a slight change in the expression of the environ-

mental characters is likely to disturb the processes of de-

scent and reveal their degenerate state Sometimes the

removal of selected varieties to new conditions calls forth

large numbers of degenerative variations, and sometimes

a notable change occurs in a whole planting, as though a

simultaneous mutation of all the individuals had taken

place.

The fixing of characters within too narrow limits, like

the fixing of ideas, leads ultimately to the derangement

of the structure, by the loss of the normal alternatives

of diversity. Variety is not only the spice of life, as

the adage says, but it is a necessity of normal existence,

not for man alone, but for the whole organic world. Sta-

bility of characters in organisms is not normally main-

tained by "identity of form and structure" among the mem-
bers of the species, but rather by a natural tendency to

vary and alternate along a specific range of diversity.

This range of normal diversity represents the true evolu-

tionary characters of the species, rather than the peculiar-

ities of any single individual or of some narrowly selected

group.
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EVOLUTION OF MEMORY THROUGH INSTINCT.

Heredity, instinct and memory represent a truly evolu-

tionary sequence of specialization. Structural coordina- •

tions of organisms with their environments we ascribe to

heredity, while coordinations of activity are called in-

stincts, but there is no essential di£Eerence. instinct is a

part of heredity which determines functions, even after

structural development is complete. Structure-building

by heredity, and muscular contractions determined by in-

stincts, depend alike on internal activities of cells.

Heredity adapts the mouths and muscles of embryonic

mammals for sucking, and it also supplies the wholly un-

conscious new-bom young with instincts to use these com*

plex milk-«xtracting appfiances. Instinct does for the in*

fant what memory does for the adult Instincts not only

resemble memory, but share the same functions ; they have

been aptly described as the memory of accumulated an-

cestral experience. The memory-organs, like other parts

of the body, are formed through heredity, and doubtless

represent a specialization of some of the functions of primi-

tive cells. Heredity itself is the primitive cell-function

which memory most nearly resembles, and the instincts

afford the connecting link between heredity and memory,
indicating a developmental relation.

Though more helpless at hrst than the lower animals,

man is able to remember and compare his experiences^

and thus develops gradually an adaptive judgment more
effective than the most complex of animal instincts. The
individual animal acquires from experience only a slight

addition to the highly-specialized instincts already supplied

by heredity. Memory of individual experiences remains

relatively useless among the animals because their actions

are still under the almost exclusive control of the hered-
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itary instincts, and are not readily accommodated to par-

ticular cases.

Instinct, like reason, is a form of intelligence, but a less

adjustable form. The special senses and natural cunning

of animals often exceed those of their human competitors,

but man more than makes up in resourcefulness what he

lacks in instinct. Perhaps there were limits to the number
and complexity of instincts which germ-cells could trans-

mit. In any event, an alternative form of intelligrence was

attained through the postnatal development of specialized

memory functions. The unconscious memory which suf-

ficed for the guidance of inherited instincts was eventually

supplemented by the conscious memory, needed for re-

calling' and comparing impressions in the making of rea-

sonable inferences. In advanced civilizations conscious

memory and rational inferences may completely over-

shadow the instincts, but criminals and victims of diseases

or drugs often show the instinctive cunning of animals and

savages. Conscious memory is thus traced back through

unconscious memory to find its prototype in the inherited

instincts.

CONSCIOUSNESS NOT A GENERAL PROPERTY.

The details of such a process as swimming may be

developed by frequent repetition from a conscious memory
into an unconscious, instinctive action. From such facts

it has been mferred that the subconscious instincts of man
and the lower animals began as conscious voluntary ac-

tions and developed gradually into unconscious hereditary

instincts. Eminent biologists have argued that conscious-

ness must be reckoned as a universal property of proto-

plasm, l)ecause organisms of all kinds are capable of pur-

poseful instinctive acts.

*
• This reasoning reverses the probable course of evolu-
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tion. That conscious actions may become instinctive

through repetition does not prove that consciousness was

developed before instincts. It may show only that the

original relations of the two phenomena are sometimes

teversible. Animals with the most highly specialized in-

stincts show no traces of the consciously adaptive intelli-

gence required by the theory.

Consciousness is evidently a product rather than a

cause, something superposed upon heredity, instinct and

memory. The human personality exerts a voluntary con-

trol and coordination of activities which in all other organ-

isms remain instinctive and largely mechanical. The won-
der is not that conscious acts sometimes become uncon-

scious, but that unconscious acts ever become conscious.

PLACE MEMORY LIKE HEREDITY OF CELL ARRANGEMENT.

Some of the most specialized forms of memory are the

least conscious, such as those enabling animals to preserve

their geographical relations and return to places whence

they have come. Birds traverse continents and seas and
return the next year to nest in the same tree. Accurate

unconscious memory of time and place are also human
talents. We may be able to recall only a few of the more
striking objects encountered in a day's wandering in the

forest, but l)y the unconscious record we can retrace all

our steps and find the lost object or secure more specimens

of the rare plant or animal. From the standpoint of

consciousness such phenomena are quite as mysterious asl

the hereditary return of the offspring, through structural

wanderings, to the oi^nic status of the parents.

To what extent place memory may be joined, like the

instincts, to the hereditary memory, is not yet known. The
memory function of brain-cells may represent, after all,

only a specialization of the heredity functions of th^germ-
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cells, just as muscle cells represent a specialization of the

primitive power of contraction. Our bodies are built oi*

specialized germ-cells, in which primary reproductive func-

tions have been replaced by accessory reproductive func-

tions. Our genealog^y as organisms is not to be traced

back to the inferior types which arc formed without con-

jugation or in the intervals between conjugations. The

bodies of the higher plants and animals are conjugation

products in another and more thorough sense of the words,

for they are formed while conjugation still continues^ by

subdivision and specialization of the united germ-cells.*

The descent function of the ^erm-cells appears more

complicated than the functions performed by other cells and

tissues of the body, but it is a primitive and general func-

tion, rather than special or local. The new body is built

up through a series of subdivisions of the conjugating

germ-cells. The heredity function is not confined to the

germ-cells, but is passed aloiiL^^ down all the lines of cells

till the hnal product, the adult body, has been built There

is no reason to suppose that the new organism is preformed

in the germ-cells. Nor have we any indication that the

germ-cells contain any special substances or mechanisms

not to be found in other cells.

The matured body-cells of the highest organisms still

have enough of the generative power in reserve to repair

injuries. Among the lower animals and plants larger parts

can be restored, and even complete bodies reproduced from

small fragments. This power of regenerating lost mem-
bers marks a primitive state, rather than an adaptive con-

dition developed through natural selection. Adaptive spe-

cializations of cells, as among the higher organisms, tend

away from regeneration. From historical and evolution-

ary standpoints the germ-cells do not a{^)ear more special-

» Cook O. R, and Swingle, W. T., 1905. Evollttioil of Cellular Strae-

toKSp" Bm. Si, Buran of Pbot Industfy* U. S. Departmeat of Agricuhare.
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ized than the body-cells, but less specialized. Studies of

body-cells and iheiv relations may prove quite as signifi-
'

cant for heredity as studies of germ-celis.

SPECIALIZATIONS OF HEREDITY IN HIGHER ORGANISMS.

As we ascend in the scale of organization the cells of

the bod> Ijcconie more specialized and their power of giv-

ing rise to new sex-cells is more restricted. In the highest

types the original reproductive function of most of the

body-cells is lost They have no longer a complete biol<^-

ical existence, since they leave no offspring of their own.

Like the sterile worker bees of the hive, they function only

as parts of an organization.

The fact that conscious memory is not inherited does

not destroy the analogy with heredity, nor lessen the pos-

sibility of common origin. Memory and consciousness,

like physical strength, are functions of the specialized cells

which no longer serve for reproduction, but must develop

anew in each individual, through proper nourishment and

exercise. The instincts are carried along and repeated in

each generation, but the record of memory is furnished

only in blank. The heredity memory provides brain-cells

for the personal memory, but leaves them without the an-

cestral equipment supplied with the instincts. The power
to remember and act upon individual experiences thus ap-

pears as inversely related to the power to forget and dis-

regard the ancestral experience; it substitutes the mem-
ory of recent impressions for instincts relating to the

past

If memories were transmitted as effectively in man as

the instincts are in the lower animals, we would be in the

same plight as they, for the nonadjustablc instincts of

the animals are often worse than useless outside the con-

ditions in which they were developed. The memories would
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not pertain to the existing conditions and would have less

value as the basis of judi^Tnent than those we indi\ iclually

accumulate. We would be burdened with useless histor-

ical details, like the primitive peoples whose educational

efforts are spent in the memorizing of genealogies, rather

than in training in the arts of life.

Even the most civilized nations have yet to put behind

them the superstitious notion thai minds must all be sub-

jected to some particular system of training^, or that there

is some particular body of knowledge with which all brains

must be stocked. Our young people no longer memorize

genealogies, but most of their educational activities are

applied in directions as little related to the life of the com-

munity. In the world of ideas we still waste much in ef-

forts to preserve useless relics of the past, like the sav-

ages who have not learned the art of burial, but drag

their dead about with them, to the detriment of the liv-

ing.

CONSaOUSNESS AND EVOLUTION.

Man is by no means so deficient in instincts as our con-

ceit often leads us to claim. Instincts are the background

of consciousness. Pleasure can be defined biologically as

the satisfying of instincts, and vice as the pjcrversion or

unbalancing of instincts, by which they cease to serve theh'

natural purpose in the economy of life, or become unduly

developed, to the detriment of other tendencies and func-

tions.

The highest power of the personal will is to choose

among the instincts, to determine which are to be served

and developed, which to be avoided, deferred or suppressed

Judgment is weaker and more fallible than instinets, but

when instincts are in conflict judgrnent can call them into

court to compromise' their difFerenres, instead of surren-

dering the interests of all to the bhnd slavery of a single
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usurp>er, whether in the form of superstitious iear, or of

some more obviously physical gratification. Animals, chil-

dren and savages often enjoy being frightened. Fear is

a normal and useful instinct which seeks Occasional exer-

cise, but interferes with evolution if too much indulged.

Instincts of the utmost utility to savages may become

useless or even harmful for civilized man, and tend toward

elimination. Other instincts of small sieriificance in bar-

barism are being developed with the better opportunities

afforded by civilization,* such as the instinct of causality,

the basis of scientific investigation. Right proportions

among the instincts are quite as important as in the phys-

ical body, if the organism is to accomplish its normal

functions. Heredity bears upon human welfare through

the instincts even more than through the bodily features,

for the range of variation in instincts is far wider, and they

are equally heritable.

As the lower forms of memory serve only for the rec-

ognition of something actually present, so the lower forms

of instincts and of consciousness deal with facts only from

the standpoint of the narrow selhshness of the mdividual.

Finally, a higher stage of personality is reached, and the

range of interest gradually widens to include all human
relations. Evolution passes to the conscious plane. We
seek to know the good and evil of existence, to avoid its

limitations and to realize its possibilities.

In more complete consciousness lies the only security

of human progress. We must appreciate our human birth-

right, and open the eyes of our understanding upon the

problems of our own existence. Thus far human institu-

tions and societies have developed by the same unconscious

evolution as plants and animals, and with the same high

percentage of fatalities from over-^i3eclalizalion in wrong

directions, economic, social, educational and religious. It

is not sufficient that sages and reformers shall frame sys-
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tems good for their own ages and generations, and estab-

lish them by arbitrary regulations. The spirit of true prog-

ress seeks to assure its steps in the light of full, scientific

knowledge. Virtues of one age may become vices of an-

other, if they set limits to evolution.

It is this larger consciousness that now gives a prac-

tical value and a pressing importance to the study of evo-

lution. The motive is no longer a mere curiosity to know
whence we have come or whither we are tending, but the

realization that acts may determine the fate of tendencies,

not only for individuals, but for nations and races. Con-

sciously or unconsciously, Evolution is a process of choice.

We have now reached the stage of development in which

the choice can be made conscious.

\\ iUi every advance in the scale of devclopineni the

problems of existence are vastly multiplied, and the chan-

ces of further progress decrease. The mere multiplication

of species or elaboration of local differences, such as those

distinguishing tribes of Indians and other primitive peo-

ples, may sign if) little in evolution. Thousands of spe-

cies and tribes are sacrificed and extinguished for one that

develops a new talent and attains a higher stage of exist-

ence.

Of ail the millions of species that have inhabited our

earth only one remained on the path that led to the attain-

ment of consciousness, the rational appreciation of the

purposes of our acts. Of all the millions of men who
participated in the ancient Oriental and Mediterranean

civilizations only one effectively perceived the more funda-

mental laws of human personality, and opened the way
toward possibilities of higher development—possibilities

we have scarcely begun to realize, after nearly two thou-

sand years.
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ASSOaATION IN HEREDITY AND IN MEMORY.

A final analogy between heredity and memory is found

in the fact that both are phenomena of association. As the

mind grows by the accumulation and combination of ideas,

so does evolutionary progress toward higher types of struc-

ture depend upon the maintenance of a network of inter-

breeding which binds the members of a species into a social

and physiological unity.

MultipUcity of alternative characters strengthens he-

redity, just as the association of many impressions renders

memory more effective. The more we know about any-

thing the easier it is to acquire additional details. The
more numerous the characters transmitted, the greater the

efficiency of the hereditary processes, even though many
of the characters remain unexpressed. As bicycles and

gyroscopes require to be in motion in order to maintain

their equilibrium, so organic stability depends on change.

The existence of a species is not maintained b\' uniformity,

but is >ii])]iorted by diversity, by free alternations between

many characters. This enables us to understand the other-

wise useless diversities found everywhere in nature. A
very large proportion of the characters by which related

organisms differ have no environmental or other value,

unless it be this physiological benefit of multiplying diver-

sities.

The heredity function degenerates with narrow breed-

ing, just as the memory becomes enfeebled if associative

contacts cease. A species is an organization of plants or -

animals, just as the intellect is an organization of remem-
bered impressions. Evolution is a progressive improve-

ment of the descent-fabric of a species. The causes of

evolution are not in the environment, nor in the individual

organisms, but in the species. A synthetic, constructive
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process goes on in heredity no less than in the associative

intellect.

The combination of characters derived from different

Hnes of descent contributes to the progress of heredity,

but no amount of mere combining of primitive characters

would fully explain the continued advancement of organ-

isms in series of new types. New characters arise and

new functions develop by proeiressive mudihcations, just

as the mind attains new ideas and standpoints, significant

for intellectual and social progress.

That evolutionary constructions are unconscious is no

evidence against their reality. The most effective synthesis

of mental impressions also takes place unconsciously. We
return to a task wbich has received no conscious attention

for days or weeks, to find that new and vivid associations

have been formed, or that a more orderly arrangement of

ideas is ready for expression. We can not voluntarily im-

agine anything new; otherwise there would be no delay

in scientific discoveries. New ideas, like other new char-

acters, arc reached by unconscious evolutions and associa-

tions, coming as accidents and surprises, even to the delib-

erate investigator. Originality is the power to recognize

the truth of these unconsciouslv formed associations, even

when they diverge from current opinions. The principal

element in originality is lively interest in the facts, quite

apart from any question of novelty.

The claim of psychologists that thought is impossible

without words overlooks a distinction like that between

transmission and expression. Words we must have to ex-
* press our thoughts, but the essence of practical and scien-

tific thinking is the comparison of impressions, and this

is continually going on in the mind, without words and
without volition. Formal metaphysical thinking can not

be done without words, any more than chess can be played

without a chess-board before the mind. The game of
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metaphysics is to arrange abstract terms with logical con-

sistency. Each player lays out his own problems and

solves them for his own satisfaction. Schools teach this

word-wrought metaphysical thinking, but it is not the only

kind, nor the most effective.

Words and forms of speech also represent unconscious

evolutions. Philologists assume that languages must have

been deliberately contrived because much conscious ingenu-

ity is needed in describing and comparing the endless com-

plexities of linguistic forms and structures. Among primi-

tive peoples it becomes evident that speech grows quite as

unconsciously as plants or animals. Its development de-

pends as little upon formal grammar as organic evolution

upon botany and zoology. Instead of consciousness being

the cause of language, articulate speech was one of the

potent factors in the evolution of consciousness. language
and consciousness are evolutions of memory. They are

characters which each individual acquires anew from its

environment, by the aid of hereditary organs and instincts.*

Words are symbols by which ideas are expressed, but

it would be a mistake to say that ideas are composed of

words, or that languages originate from words. In order

to serve the purposes of expression words have to stand

in relations with other words. In naturally developing

languages words always come from the modification or

combination of older words, just as characters come from

other characters, gradually changed and compounded, but

not added as new units, like bricks to a house.

It is equally misleading to say that organisms are com-

posed of characters, or to suppose that characters have

any existence apart from the organisms, or that they con-

stitute distinct entities inside of orj^anisms. Characters

have significance only in their relations to other characters.

' Cook, O.F., 1904. "The Biological Evolution of Language." The Monist,
XIV, 481.
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Words determine the meanings of sentences, but at the

same time sentences determine the meaninq-s of words.

Species precede and give rise to characters, just as

ideas and languages generate new words. After being

developed and brought into use, words and ideas are ca-

pable of ready recall and repetition. Likewise, the alter-

native characters of a species can return abruptly into ex-

pression, but this does not prove that either characters or

species are suddenly evolved. Only the formal species or

concepts defined in systematic monographs can be said

to consist of characters. The physiological and evolu-

tionary species is made up of organisms related to each

other in a gradually changing network of descent.

CONCLUDING SUMMARY.

All the forms of memory, instinct and heredity, repre-

sent, we may believe, the workings of organic mechanisms,

though we know nothing of the nature of such mechanisms.

It has not been determined whether they pervade all the

protoplasm of the cells or are confined and specialized in

particular parts or particles in the cells. It is likewise un-

certain whether they are formed of solids or liquids, solu-

tions, enzymes, or other colloids. They may also depend

upon electrical or radiant conditions of matter, or upon

other states or properties with which we are still unac-

quainted.

Of the nature of heredity, as a substance or mechanism

for the predetermination of characters, we gain no sus-

picion. We are free to use any comparison or apply any

analogy that helps to illustrate or associate the facts. We
have learned that the phenomena of heredity are not all

of the same kind, but fall into two groups, like those of

memory. There is a more comprehensive and permanent

transmission heredity, independent of the expression in-
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heritance of successive generations. Characters can be

transmitted without expression, just as sense^impressions

can be retained in the mind without being r^stered or re-

called by the conscious memory.

Transmission inheritance is not limited to the char-

acteristics of one individual any more than memory is re-

stricted to the small group of impressions which can be

called before the mind at one time. Uniformity of trans*

mission does not interfere with diversity of expression.

As memory may preserve the whole experience of the

individual, so heredity may cover the whole evolution of

the species.

The details of structure, arrangement and coordina-

tion of all the cells of the body, and of their countless varia-

tions, are transmitted by a single microscopic germ-cell»

so infinitely compact is this capacious mechanism of de-

scent, of whose nature our dumsy miaginatioiis fail to

frame any conception.

Facts are not limited by our power to understand them

:

it is our understanding which remains limited if we fail

to recognize the facts. Theories of heredity which lead

us to neglect ascertained facts of descent are worse than

useless. We do not yet know what heredity is, but we
should not refuse to perceive what heredity does, nor neg-

lect to associate it in our minds with other familiar facts.

Memory and instinct present phenomena of like complex-

ity» and are related to here<Uty in evolutionary sequence.

O. F. Cook,

Washington, D. C
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THE TPllRD MOVEMENT OF THE EARTH.

(During the World's Fair at St Loais the Editor of Tht Monitt renewed

acquaintance witfi a French professor. M. C. A. Guerard, who at tfiat time

was in chati^ of a planetarium tiiat had been built for the special purpose of

exhibiting a working instance of a condition in our planetary movements,

which the discoverer, M. P. Beziau, calls "the third movement. " An in-

spection of the "Demonstrator/' as M. Beziau calls his planetarium, shoved

diat this third movement is a trutii demoostrable throui^ tfie facts of trfanetary

rotations which will at the same time easily explain the retrograde movement

of some of our planets. It is strange that this third movement has not foand

the recognition which it appears to deserve.

Upon further inquir>' the Editor made the acquaintance of M. Beziau

himself who is a man of peculiar talents. He is not a professional astrononKfi

but an able mechanician who has devised his Demonstrator alt by himself and

has cmistmcted Hit machinery so as to exhibit this third movement, which is

of great importance in our explanation of the several planetary ecliptics, sod

will enable us to predict the fate of our world in coming millenniums.

M. Beziau's tlieory has been discussed in astronomical circles of France,

and M. Flammarion has spoken of it in high terms and given it a good

reoommendatton. If it has not been noticed in broader circles it is probaUy

due to the fact that M. Beziau is not a specialist in astronomy and that at the

same time he posses-sps a streak of mystici'^m which makes him in many re-

spects uncritical. In a personal interview with the Editor for instance. M.

Beziau expressed a belief that the ancient Hindus, Egyptians, and Assyrians

possessed a knowledge of this law which later became obacnred fhrongfa cen-

turies of ignorance. This theory he founds on the evidences of mystical recon-

structions of ancient history, the authori^ of which he seemed to accept with-

oTit criticism. But while M. Beziau is aftparcntly onesided, onr confidence in

his theory has not been shaken, and we believe that it deserves the attention

of the world. Accordingly, we have taken pains to procure a suftcientiy

detailed and aecnrate statement of it, presented in his own words. It has

been translated by Miss Lydia G. Robinson from tiie report of an interview

made by M. Lfen Maillard for the Revue lllustrh, and we submit it here

ior those competent to judge of the merits of M. Beziau's hypothesis.—£a]

THE Demonstrator consists of a glass globe represent-

ing the sun, which stands isolated in the center of

a table; a car supporting a hollow metal circle crossed by
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an axis passing through the smaller globe at its center

which represents the earth; and at the end of the axis is

fastened a stem parallel to the circumference of the circle

and bearing at its end the small moon which is to play its

part as satellite to the earth. The motion is controlled by

a chain and the power may be furnished by electricity or

by hand. There is a crank by means of which the apparatus

THE OElfONSTRATOK.

may be set in motion in whatever direction and at what
ever angle is desired.

If we make the apparatus move continuously and con-

fine ourselves especially to examining the different posi-

tions of the earth, a part of the mysteries which sleep in

the depths of the geological ages will be unveiled before us
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with the same facility that some celestial mysteries will be

disclosed.

Let us place the axis oi daily rotation at the actual

angle of inclination of the earth, 23° 2/. It is now in the

act of straightening itself into the vertical position. What

will be the consequences of this straightening, for the

various latitudes ? At the equator the sun will deviate less

and less from the equatorial line which it will not leave

again while the axis is perpendicular. For this latitude

this will be the period of excessive heat.

On the other hand the two poles will become cold as

a consequence of this straightening. They will pass through

the most rigorous glacial period when the axis is perpen-

dicular. In fact the poles will not see the sun again. The

ice cap will be of considerable extent. It will form a

powerful condensor where the vapors of the torrid zone

will be solidified. The glaciers will descend from the

poles, approaching each other as they have already done to

about 60*".

When the axis is perpendicular what will the tempera-

ture be at 45°? It will be the same all the year around,

mild in the plains without rising, and low in the mountains.

The evaporation being very great, the glaciers will de-

scend from the mountain peaks. They will invade the

plateaus to the extreme limits that they have formerly oc-

cupied. This will be the period of the most universal gla-

cial extension.

If the axis continues its motion, the angle of inclination

will change. The glaciers will draw back from the poles

and the mountains and be reduced to their present extent

when the axis will again have reached the position of 23*

27', but it will continue farther in its movement, and the

glaciers will continue to withdraw.

When the inclination reaches an angle of 45° there

will cease to be any remnant of the ice age upon the earth.

1
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The poles will be entirely freed, the winters will be dry and

the summers warm. At the poles a day will be three

months long, and will be followed by a night of the same

length. This wili be the period in which the existence of

life will be developed most generally over the entire surface

of the earth. The poles will agam be covered with luxu-

riant vegetation.

Continuing its motion, the axis will later assume a hori-

zontal position. What will be the effect of this position

upon the temperature at different latitudes? Each year

the equator will see two long winters and two very short

summers. For this latitude it will be the period of the

greatest glacial extension. The glaciers will descend from

the mountains. The lowest part of Africa and Asia which

is to-day covered with sand will be covered with water.

The poles at this time will experience a very exceptional

temperature. Each will have an alternate ^y and night

of six months. We can have no idea of the degree of tem-

perature which the atmosphere can attain during this day

of six months, when the sun's rays will be directed verti-

cally upon the groimd. It is by this high temperature that

I explain the excessive expansion of the soil by which Nor-

wegian lands have been raised 150 meters and those of

Canada 300 meters above sea-level.

Another geolc^cal mystery is explained by this hori-

zontal position of the axis of diurnal rotation. (It is only

this axis that we shall discuss. It serves us as a point of

reference.) Geologists have ascertained that our rivers

in the distant past contained twenty times as much water

as they do to-day; they have even proved several periods

of extensive water courses. These periods have taken

place when the axis occupied the horizontal position.

During the long nie^ht which covers one of the hemi-

spheres while the other is bathed in solar rays the vapors

become condensed and snow accumulates in large quanti-
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ties. But all the snow melts at alK)ut the same time w hen

the sun rises to the horizon, and the result is an extraurdi-

nary inundation occurring alternately in the two hemi-

spheres.

But let the axis still continue its motion and for the

second time it will begin to occupy all the several positions

which we have obscT\ ed. In the time of a complete rotation

it passes through two horizontal periods and two vertical

periods.

We hav^ noticed that the periods of great glacial exten-

sion at the poles were simultaneous with each other, but

not v\ ith the equator. For a long time men have sought

in vain the explanation of the discoveries made by explorers

in the polar regions. This explanation will now be dis-

closed very naturally.

We have seen that the poles pass successively through

the glacial and estival periods. Is it then surprising that

vestiges of vegetation have been found at the poles under

the ice that exists there to-day, and the relics of mammoths
and fossils under the vegetable mold? The sudden dis-

appearance of the mammoth in Siberia may be explained

very simply. It was not at a very remote age, the date can

be fixed at about fifty thousand years ago.

You are familiar with the fact that the earth turns

upon its axis in twenty-four hours, the axis beinsr inclined

at an angle of 23° 27' with reference to the perpendicular

to its path of rotation around the sun. Every one is famil-

iar with this rotation. It was the subject of much discus-

sion in former days, but since the time of Copernicus and

Galilei it is no longer disputed.

But there is another rotation of the earth which al-

though well known seems to have been forgotten. This

is the annual rotation.

You know that in industrial mechanics it is necessary

at the risk of serious error to refer each movement in
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rotary moveiiients not to its particular center but to the

absolute center of the collection of movements. The same

law governs the movements oi the celestial bodies. It is

by imagining oneself in the center of the sun that the rota<

tion of the moon was discovered. If we will observe the

earth from this central point we will notice that it pre-

sents successively all the points of its surface to the sun.

In order to do this it is necessary that it turn upon itself.

A simple experiment will determine the direction of this

rotary movement which is distinct from the daily movement
and its angular velocity of rotation.

Take in your hand a globe to represent the earth.

Direct the axis of diurnal rotation towards any point in

The planets dumge the direction of their rotation
when their ixes are reversed* as is the case with
screws.

siace. Stretch out your arm and turn slow 1\ around sup-

posing yourself to occupy the place of the sun. The globe

wil change its position but with it also will be changed

thedirection of its axis of daily rotation. Evidently this

is n»t the way in which the earth turns around the sun,

but ym will succeed in itnitating the exact movement of

the erth if you will communicate a rotary movement to

the bctom of the globe by the aid of your free hand. The
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base of the globe will turn in your hand. The movemeat
that you will have impelled is a retrograde movement, and

its velocity is proportionate to your own rotary motion.

When you will have accomplished a complete rotation you
will have caused the globe to complete a rotatioa about it-

self in the opposite direction from its own rotary move-
ment.

Hence the earth rotates upon itself in the opposite di-

rection from its change of position in space during the

time that it makes a rotation around the sun. This retro-

grade rotation is amiual. It takes place around an axis

which is idea! or potential in space, and perpendicular to

the plane of its orbit. This axis has no fixed point in the

interior of the earth. Its rotation is common to all the

planets, wherefore we can formulate the following law:

The planets turn about themselves on an ideal axis

perpendicukar to the plane of their orbit in an opposite

direction from their movement around the sun and in a
time equal to that of their rez'olution.

From this movement which is of a purely mechanical

nature and can be demonstrated geometrically, it results

that the earth is*a free body aroimd its own center of grav-

ity and that solar , action can be felt upon it only by this

center of gravity. Knowing the resistance offered by
bodies in rotation when compelled to change the direction

of their axes, it mi.erht be thought that this rotation is the

result of the diurnal rotation, but it is not confined to the

earth. The lunar orbit and consequently the moon itse'f

are affected by this same rotation, and in analyzing tte

movements of the system composed of the earth and mom*
we see that this annual rotation could take place even if the

diurnal rotation were stopped. Its cause lies only in the

liberty with which the earth plays around its center of

gravity, on which the central forces act. It is the namral
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consequence of the movement of the system aroimd the

sun.

This study leads us to interesting statements regarding

central forces. Newton said that if the central forces were

equal they would destroy celestial movements, and if they

were unequal they v^ould produce chaos. He seems to

have stated a dilemma from which there can be no escape.

S. sun; O, planetary orbit.

In passing from A to B the planet describes an arc which
produces centrifugal force. This overcomes gravity and
drives the planet along the tangent C. The centrifugal force
ceasing here, gravity acts again and brings back the planet

over Uie arc DA where the centrifugal force again origi-

nates and tiie same effects are repeated.

The recognition of this rotation and the analysis of the

celestial movements give the key of this mystery, and the

following law which is easily verified may be formulated

:

Central forces act upon each other alternately in in-

Anitely short lengths of time at the point where they are

in equilibrium.

In reality the central forces never cease acting upon

each other but their work is alternately effective. It is

this alternative work whicli assures regularity and in-

definite duration to the movements of celestial bodies.
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Accordingly we recognize two rotations of the earth.

Let us try to find the third, but before leaving the retro-

grade rotation, it is well to consider its motion with relation

to the earth-moon system.

This rotation is effected by both bodies turning together

around the same pivot. Now the conditions of equilibrium

require that this pivot should be placed not in the center

of the earth but in the center of gravity common to both

bodies. This center of gravity lies about 1700 kilom. from

the surface of the earth and 4600 kilom. from its center.

But as a result of the change of position of the moon this

6

P

T

S, ma; T, Mith ( 7Wy»); L. moon [£mm); P. P« di« tore* of fwitf (/«M«0wr).

The moveniait of tiie common center of ^vity
of the earth-moon system causes the principal irregu-
larities in the movements of the heaveiily bodies.

common pivot is in perpetual motion around the center of

the earth, or to be more precise, the center of gravity of

the earth is in perpetual rotation around the common
center of gravity upon which act the central forces.

The movements of the two bodies around their common

pivot are very complex. It is these which have caused the

principal irregularities. Indeed these alone are the cause

of the precession, the retrogression of the nodes of the
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moon, the nutation, the oscillation of the lunar orbit, libra*

tion etc.

This hypothesis invalidates the theory of d'Alembert

on the subject of the precession of the equinoxes which

he attributes to the action of the sun on the swelling of

the meniscus of the earth. Any number of objections to

the theory of d'Alembert may be adduced, but the most

important is that this theory contradicts Newton's law.

It must be abandoned because it is false in that it makes

the central forces act otherwise than on the centers of

bodies.

The movement of precession is caused by the alternative

action of central forces upon the common center of grav-

ity of the earth-moon system. It is the logical consequence

of their equilibrium around this pivot. The central forces

acting constantly in the interior of the earth upon an

eccentric instead of acting upon its center of volume, have

a tendency to displace the direction of the axis of diurnal

rotation.

The meniscus of the earth has no more to do with the

movement of precession than has the diurnal rotation. The
movement of precession is an irregularity in the annual

retrograde rotation. Accordingly we are already familiar

with the fact that the earth has two axes of rotation about

itself, but we know that a body moving freely around its

own center of gravity can turn around three axes.

If we compare the earth to an ordinary body in motion

we can determine geometrically with the greatest exact*

ness the position of the third axis, since we know the posi-

tions of the two first. Only one position is possible for it.

We see that this axis must be in the plane of the orbit

. from which it can never deviate. Its equator must have

in its plane the two poles of the axis of diurnal rotation

that we call the poles of the earth. In this way a move-

ment of the earth around the third axis must determine

f
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a latitudinal change of place of the two poles of the earth.

An astronomical movement observed for more than four

thousand years and known under the name of the "diminii-

O, orbit.

Geometrical pcsition of the three axes and die directioii

ol the angular rotations.

tion of the obliquity of the ecliptic," has been plausibly at-

tributed to the cfjuator. Its effect has been to change the

latitudinal position of the poles.

MOVEMENT KNOWN AS DIMINITTION OP OBLIQUITY.

Wrongly attributed to the earth's orbit

The obliquity at present is 23* 9/. As it decreases, the
earth and its orbit would have to vary from the general law
of the planets and would move from EP towards EO, which
it impoesible.

This movement had been attributed to the ecliptic since

its discovery without profound investigation, and on this

hypothesis Laplace and Leverrier have rightly limited its
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extent. They have not considered the hypothesis in which

the movement would belong to the equator. In that case

they would be able to limit neither its extent nor duration.

We know that the first two rotations are common to

all the planets. All the planets indeed, like the earth, have

their diurnal rotation and their annual and retrograde ro-

tation, thoug-h v^iih different angular velocities. These

have been estabhshed by observation. The third rotation

must be observed like the others in the other planets. As
its effect is to modify the angle of inclination of the axes

of diurnal rotation on the planes of the orbits, these axes

S ^

DIMINUTION OF OBLIQUITY.

If this movement is attribntrd to the earth itself instead

of to its orbit, there is no need to vary from the general law
ol tte planetSt and tfie axis need move only from P to F to
produce a dinUnution equal to that of the preceding figure.

must be taken at any time in their rotation and in the

greatest variety of angles of inclination. This indeed is

what we have acquired through observation. Jupiter's

axis is inclined at only 3°, Mars at 24° 52', Saturn at 25**

48', Venus at 49° 48', Mercury at 70'', Uranus at 98° i',

and Neptune at 146° 8', but we know that the satelUtes

share all the movements of the planets, and' we know in

mechanics that if a rotary movement of a pole takes place

from left to right, the same movement from the opposite

pole takes place from right to left
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Again we know that the satellites of Uranus and Nep-

tune have a retrog^rade movement. Now if we observe

the large angle of inclination of the axes of rotation of

Uranus and Neptune we will notice that these planets ap-

pear to us in the same position in which the earth would

be if its soufh pole occupied the place of its north pole in

its projection in the midst of the stars. In this position the

moon would appear to the inhabitants of Mars, for in-

stance, to turn in the retrograde direction. This change

of rotation which has so greatly perplexed the astronomers

would accordingly be most natural. It is the logical conse-

NeptUDe ufi*^ 8'. Uranus 98= i'. Mercury 70'^. Venut 49-' 48'.

Satan 48'. UwnH^sk\ Banhts^iy*. )Dpli«rsP.

LATI i LDlNAL MOVEMENT OF THE AXES.

Shown by the different positions of the planets.

quence of a complete latitudina] rotation of the planets,

.bearing their satellites with them.

These three known rotations moreover can establish

the definition of our globe as follows:

The earth is a spheroid of revolution, slightly oblate,

moving freely around its center of L^ravitv, circulating in

space around the sun and turning upon itself simultane-

ously with different angular velocities around three axes

of rotation.

We know the angular velocity of these three rotations:
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the first and most rapid takes place in twenty-four hours;

the second, less rapid, takes place in a year ; the third is

extremely slow and observations unite in assigning to it

a velocity of 48'' a century. Its rotation therefore would

be accomplished in about 2,700,000 years.

This rotaiion can never be observed either in the heav-

ens or on earth except by the traces which it may leave

and by the observations which we will hand down to our

descendants, but it can be easily demonstrated by the laws

of mechanics, that the observed movement can have no
other cause.

After having found the effects of this third rotation in

the different angles of inclination of the planets and in the

opposite rotations of the satellites it remains to discover

evidence of it upon the earth itself, and this is found in

gradual variation of climate

Then, too, I can not help admiring the admirable order

of Nature in \yhich all her wonders seen: to form such a mar-

velous whole. Has she not combined perfect movements

with the ideal form of heavenly bodies? A sphere is the

most simple, the natiiral form. No other shape can better

hold together the constituent molecules in a state of stabil-

ity according to the universal law of gravitation. No form

could leave a body its absolute liberty around its center

of gravity better than the spherical form. But if the spher-

ical form is the ideal form of homogeneity and stability it

lends itself but poorly to a regular distribution of the caloric

and luminous rays of the sun on its entire surface. Al*

though a small part receives vertical rays most of its great

surface receives the rays from an oblique direction and half

of the entire surface is completely deprived of them. What
means, then, has nature taken to distribute light and heat

upon all the surface of the spherical body? By making it

revolve around itself.

But if it turned around only one axis it would still
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• have large surfaces at the extremities of that axis which

would never receive the Hght. If it turned around only

two axes, which might moreover injure its stability, &e
distribution of light would still be incomplete, but it turns

around three axes, that is to say in all directions at one

time.

The earth needs light and heat as much as vegetables

and animals, but since its form does not permit ail portions

of it to be heated at one time it presents them one after

another to the life-giving sun.

To sum up the three rotations: the first rotation (di-

urnal and nocturnal); the second rotation, of which the

movement known under the name of the precession of

equinoxes is an irregularity (annual and retrograde) ; the

third rotation (secular) is incorrectly attributed to an oscil-

lation of the earth's orbit when in reality it is the result

of the movement of the earth about itself.

P. BEZIA.U.

Paris, France.
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THE present epoch which has already endured a vast

number of centuries was preceded by a glacial epoch

whose length was also very great but this glacial epoch

itself was preceded by a warm period, this last by another

cold period, etc, etc. It has been proved that cold periods

have continuously alternated with warm ones in the past.

Investigations in the cave of the Cliffs of Grimaldi

made under the direction of the Prince of Monaco by the

Canon of Villeneuve, M. Lorenzi, have brought to light the

skeletons of men and animals, rudimentary instruments

and other objects, dating from the warm period which .

preceded the glacial era. This warm epoch was character-

ized by animals that were not clothed in furs, as were later

the mammoths and the woolly rhinoceros. Europe was
inhabited at this time by the primitive elephant, hippo-

potamus, rhinoceros without the dermal folds, etc.

The human skeleton found in the Grotto of Grimaldi

belongs to an inferior race. The dentition of these skele-

tons is almost identical with that of the native Australians

of our day.

We must not conclude from the discoveries that man-

kind in this distant epoch was represented only by the race

to which these skeletons belong. We know that the most

diverse races may have lived at that time just as is the

case in our own day. The important fact of this discovery

* Translated frmn the French manuscript by Lydia Gillingham Robinson.
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is not in the anatomv of the skeleton, but in the fact of their

presence in the midst ot the relics of animals which charac-

terize an epoch preceding the glacial era.

We have known of the existence of this pre-gladal man
by his instruments of silica which have been found is

abundance, but this is the first time that the discovery of

the man himself has been pointed out. It has thus been

demonstrated that man has lived at least during two great

periods, glacial and estival, which have preceded our pres-

ent era. It is probable that traces of his presence will be

found in epochs still more remote, but the recent discov-

eries brinjSf under discussion the <::;lacial and estival periods

whose ex i stance and long duration are unanimously rec-

ognized to-day.

The cosmica! causes of these great alternating periods

are of interest in that since they give the explanation of

past phenomena they will permit us to pursue further phe-

nomena, and we may prophesy that these periods will be

reproduced in the future just as they have been produced in

the past. These great alternating periods are occasioned

by a rotary movement of the earth about itself with refer-

ence to latitude. This extremely slow rotation produces

an adjustment (with relation to the perpendicular to the

orbit) of the poles around which the daily rotation of the

earth takes place.

This constitutes the third rotation of the earth around

its own center of gravity. We know that the first rotation

(diumial) produces the alternations of day and night, the

second rotation (annual) produces the seasons of each

year, the third rotation which is slowest of all is also jhe

most important.

It produces seasons which extend through thousands

of centuries and whose intensity is in no sense comparable

to that with which we are familiar. Its movement takes

place at the rate of 46" a century; a complete rotation is
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accomplished in 2,8oo,OCX) years in which interval two

great g^lacial periods alternate with two great estiva! pe-

riods. This measurement of time permits us to determine

the precise duration of glacial periods which heretofore

has been made the subject of much controversy. If we
assume an intermediate season of equal length between

the great cosmical seasons, as is the case with our an>

nual seasons, we see that each of these periods has a

duration of 350,000 years, and that the making of each

of these must be felt on the surface of the earth dur-

ing jcxjxxx) years at least. The slow roation of the

earth witli reference to latit^ide is known under the name
of "diminution of the obliquity of the ecliptic" It has been

thpttght that this movement is vibratory, but astronomical

discoveries have shown that it is continuous and that the

earth turning around its three axes following geometrical

laws may be represented by a body freely movable in

space.

This rotation explains all the geological phenomena

which until now have remained shrouded in mystery. - It

also explains the great migratiions of mankind, the com-

mingling of races, etc. It throws a bright light upon the

history of our planet, and permits us to determine numer-

ically the different periods which have affected its surface.

Pierre Beziau.

Paris^ France.
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HINTS FOR THE ELUCIDATION OF MR.

PEIRCE'S LOGICAL WORK.

[Charles S. Peiree has tmdertalrai the regeaeotioo of logi^ * ^>dd tiwt

has been cnlti-vated by only a few men, such as Boole in England and Schra^-

der in Germany. It is a work which entasis a great deal of abstruse thinking,

so that any article which would be a contribution to th\- line of inquiry

would to the average reader be naturally difficult to understand, if not in-

accessible. In order to enable our readers to see the sigiiiricancc of Mr.

Peirce's investigation, the Editor has asked Mr. Francis C Russell of Chicago

to give Mr. Peirce's article a careful perusal and to provide our readers with

a popular digest of it so as to point out the aim and course of Mr. Peirce^S

thought. We hope that this article on "The Amazing Mazes'* of Mr. Pcirce

will prove helpful to the readers of The Momst, —£a]

HE card curiosities described in the April number of

I The Moil is f demand attention only for the sake of

tlie remark that tliey present in a concrete way compara-

tively trivial particular instances of the operation of the

principles exhibited in the instalment contained in this is-

sue. But it must not be supposed that the card curiosities

have been offered to cater to "popular" interest.

Tt is one of the cardinal points of the method chani-

pioned by Mr. Feirce that in so far as the same is possibly

attainable, reasoning, indeed all serious thought, should

be iconized (the word is mine but the idea is his) ; that

is to say, that the idea dealt with should so far as is pos-

sible be represented by a sie^n or sicfn-coniplex, fit by its

constitution to display in detail to the mteilect all the essen-

tial features of the said idea, and especially all the various

interrelations that subsist between the constituent de-

ments thereof; in other words, that the plan, so to speak.
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of the said idea should be as concretely expressed as pos-

sible. To this verv end Mr. Peirce has invented two

schemes of logical algebra and two systems oL logical

graphs. Now in the present case the cards used in the

card tricks fulfil an iconic office. They fulfil it in some

respects in a superior way. They are not only concrete

but are also corporeal.

The hrst third of the exposition contained in the pres-

sent number is a purely mathematical account of the phe-

n<»nena presented in Uie manipulation of the cards pur-

suant to the rules stated therefor, and of the reasons why
the said phenomena must be so presented. If the article

contained nothing different in kind than this, while it

would be a paper highly interesting to mathematical ex-

perts it would nevertheless not be a paper suitable for such

a magazine as The Monist. The sum and substance of

the whole mathematical discussion stated in a summary
way, is that a sufficient number of repeated dealings of a

pack or packet of cards (whose order is known to begin

with) into a constant number of piles according to the

rules given therefor, together with repeated regatherings

after each deal in the proper order of starting and follow-

ing, brings round the identical known order in which the

pack or packet was arranged at first.

Those who are antipathetic towards mathematics may
skim over, or, if they must, may skip altogether this mathe-

matical third of the article without serious disability for

the comprehension of the rest which is really the specially

important text of the article. (It begins at page 432.)

The mathematical discussion involves recourse to ihat

hiL^hly recondite region called "The Theory of Numbers**

and especially to "Cyclic Arithmetic, " a sub-region thereof.

*'Cyclic arithmetic'' involves a subsidiary cyclic number
system, viz., the "cyclic- logarithms."

Now in these regions of matheinatical exploration the
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explorer has one and only one master key, to wit: that

operation that ought to be called "Fermatian Inference"

(since it was Ferniat that first brought it to light) but

which is often called
*

'mathematical induction" (a ridicu-

lous appellation) and more often **the inference from n to

n + 1." It is plain that it must be a lexical transition,

and it is so analogous to the dictum de omne, the ''chain

of causation," etc., tliat the gcneralizin": mind sees that

there must be a sing-le principle of some kind upon which

all such mental transitions are founded and by which they

are justified.

Now obedient to the generalizer's prompting, Mr.
Peirce has in this article proceeded just about as though he

had put to hiiii>elf a certain all important logical problem;

a problem that may be stated tlius:

What is the nature and what are the leading cfiar-

acteristics of that relation in virtue of which whatever

is true of its relate term is true also of its correlate termf

In other words, what is the pure essence of the copular

relation, what immediate consequences does it entail, and

how are the same so entailed?*

Dr. Carus has somewhere called si)ecial attention to

a very important and pregnant logical point that has been

neglected. It is this.

Every problem, every question, implies assertion of

some kind or other. Often it implies a good deal of asser-

tion. Such implicit assertions have their logical conse-

quences just as do all other propositions. Now the mere
formulation of the problem above stated supposes and vir-

tually asserts that tiiere may be, perhaps, a relation of the

kind described. So Mr. Peirce says (in effect) : Put A
as the name of that as yet unknown relation. Tbis is al-

together the same step as is taken in algebraic calculation

when X is put to signify the unkpown quantity. So again

if there be such a relation there must be objects so related.
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But as yet it is wholly unknown what these objects are and

how many they are. So M is put to stand for any one of

these objects, be they many or few or even only one single

one. So again these objects being, at least, somewhat

formulated by the relation A, must form some kind of a

system, altliough it may turn out to be a system of only

one member. So K is put to stand for the said system.

Now all that the formulation of the problem tells us

about the relation A is that it is such a relation that what-

ever is true of its relate term is true also of its correlate

term. So P is put to stand for any predicate whatsoever.

Now it must be well understood and always in mind

that when any two objects, say M and m are in relation

there is always not merely one relation but two, viz., the

relation of M to w and the relation of m to M. We have

a vicious habit of thinking a relation as a betweenness and

as single. It is often the case that the relation of M to in

is of the same kind as that of m to M, convertible as it is

called, but there are two relations nevertheless, viz., the

direct relation, as, say, M to m, and the converse relation

m to M. Following* the habits of ordinary language with

respect to the voices of the verb, active and passive, and

using" any relation, say A, to form an example of the ways

of speech used in respect to the distinction under notice,

M is said to be "A to'' fii (or sometimes M ''A's" m) in

case of the direct relation, and nt is said to be "A'd bv"

M in case of the converse relation.

Then (all the nomenclature and phrasings being under-

stood) it is plain that the formulation of the problem above

Stated indicates and justifies certain definitional statements

as follows:

K is a system of some kind or other.

K has at least one member, may be several, may be

a good many, even an infinity.

The members of K are formulated by the relation A.
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B—A says Some B is A, but (B—A) says No B is A.

Now negate (i. e, deny) the assertion. Some B is not-A,
i. e. B-(-A) by enclosing it with a second cut, (indicated

by square brackets) thus [B-(-A)]. Here we have a

scroU and it should be plain that it says that it is false that

there is any B that is not A, which is the same as to say that

whatever B there may be is A, or in inexact enunciation.

All B is A.

Whatever is doubly enclosed or enclosed in an even

number of cuts we may if it suits our turn take as not en-

closed at all. The outside cut of the two denies the denial of

the inside cut. Two negatives make an affirmative.

The poiiu of teridentity imports simply that whatever

identity is imported by one of the lines that join there is

imported by each of the two other lines, so that each line

may bear three messages of identity just as a tel^aph
wire may bear several messages without interference.

When relative ternis arc introduced each will have as

many lines of identity as the relation by its nature requires,

usually two, occasionally three, and sometimes, though

very rarely, four. In writing and in reading these rela-

tions we have to notice and obey a certain way of process

from their relates to their correlates, and from their cor-

relates back to their relates, or if the relation is triadic,

from one of the correlates to the otlier.

There are six kinds of graphs for the expression of

dual relations. Each of these kinds varies as either of the

terms is positive or native, and as the relative term is

positive or negative. Thus the forms are quite numerous
and I must give here only two examples the forms of which

will be found in use farther on. Bearmg m mind the inter-

section of the parenthesis-horn and taking M to stand for

member and C to stand for candidate and p to stand for

the relative term "prior to," M-(-/>— C) says Some mem-
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ber is not prior to any candidate. Its negative [M -(- p
—C)] says. Every member is prior to some candidate.

The definitional statements above given are dia*

grammed by Prof. Peirce in Fig. ii, which is a composite

of three scrolls, (i) the outer scroll formed by the two

outside cuts, (2) the mediate scroll, viz., that one at the

right-hand side of the enclosure of the second cut, and

(3) the inner and composite scroll at the left-hand side of

said enclosure.

In reading the graphs it must be kept in mind that they

express largely denials. This makes a style of discourse

that is so full of inverted propositions and negative con-

ceptions that it is highly unnatural That a proposition

is true is expressed by saying (diagrammatically of course)

that it is false that it is false. But for exact logic such

a style of expression has that high utility that it would be

almost folly to neglect it. In exact logic the forms and

rules must be perfectly sound for all possible cases. This

makes it irksome and dangerous to try to express with

perfect precision an affirmation that will serve therein.

But a proposition can be expressed by way of denial with

ease and precision and without any special need of provid-

ing against the "range of possibilities."

On page 444 Professor Peirce had given the precise

and analytical reading of Fig. 1 and it would be useless

to repeat it here. Just below it he has given the more
natural reading. Now it is the outer scroll that says that

K has a member (the M in the outer unshaded enclosure)

and has a relation C (duly to be found out and named
A-hood). It is the mediate scroll that says th^it every

member of K is A (= C) to some member of and it is

the inner scroll that says that whatever P is true of one

member of K and at the same time untrue of another

member of K, is true also of some member that is not "A to"

any member of which P is true. The Roman numerals

*
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are only empty blanks. All they indicate is a relation of

some kind, I indicates a relation of one blank and II a rela*

tion of two blanks, which C and the ligature say is tbe

relation C (A-hood). I is the empty predicate which the*

upper part of the inner scroll says is true of some member

and untrue of some (other) member. The lower part of

the inner scroll says that I (that is, P) is true of some

member that is not ''A to" any member of which I (that

is, P) is true.

Having prepared therefor by graphs and otherwise, Mr.

Peirce l)egins at page 446 and pursues throuGrh several

pages a consecutive train of perfectly flawless deduction

that is so admirable that no words are available to char-

acterize it in iit measure. As an example it teems with

instruction and suggestions, and as its leading result it

shows that the core, the essence, of the copular relation

when it is purified of everything but itself alone, is the

relation of immediate antecedence, a relation sui generis,

and such that if A immediately antecedes B, and B imme-

diately antecedes C, then noUiit^ else but A can imme-

diately antecede B, and nothing else but B can imme*

diately antecede C, and also that nothing else but C can

immediately succeed B nor can anythine: <"l*^c but D imme-

diately succeed A. If this seems to any one an unprofitable

result for so much pains, I suppose he w ill keep on think-

ing so until he has a wider survey of the field of knowledge

and of what is needed for its extension. In the train of

reasoning the succession of ten immediate intcrciices be-

ginning on page 450 is worthy of special notice.

The last ten pages are again so predominantly mathe-

matical and special that few lay readers will care to be-

stow the study needful for their mastery and it would be

officious to undertake to c^loss them for mathematicians.

Up to now I have said nothing about what I regard as

the most excellent text of the article, viz., that part from
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page 433 to page 440. My reason for this has been that

my office in this article has been to explain as well as I am
able some of the more difficult matters but not too difficult

to make accessible to the non-mathematical reader and

to the person not versed in the regenerated logic, and the

part I am now speaking- about needs no such explanation.

In this part Prof. Peirce lays out and develops a philosophy

of intellectual discovery, provides a nomenclature and illus-

trates his doctrine by a commentary upon the method of

Euclid. In my humble opinion Prof. Peirce in this part has

not only illuminated several very dark corners of the

field of inquiry but has also indicated foimdations and prin-

ciples that sooner or later will win general acceptance.

Francis C. Russell.

Chicago, III.
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[OONCLUSIOll.]

EXPLANATION OF CURIOSITY THE FIRST.

You remember that at fbe end of my description of the card

"trick" that made my first curiosity, I half promised to give* icm
time, an explanation of its rationale. This half promise I proceed

to half redeem.

Suppose a prime number, P, of cards to be dealt into S (for

sirucs) piles, where S<P. (Were S^^^P, it would be impossible

to regather the cards, according to the rule given in the description

of the ''trick.") Then, in each pile, every card that lies direcUj

on another occupied, before the deal, the ordinal, or serial, place

in the packet whose number was S more than that of die other;

and using Q to denote the integral part of the quotient of the

division of P by S, so that P-QS Is positive, while P-(Q + I)S

is negative (for P being prime, neither can be lero,) and assuming

that the piles lie in a horizontal row, and that each card is dealt

out upon the pile that is next on the right of the pile on which the last

prec^ng card was dealt, it follows that the left-hand piles, to the

number of P-QS of them, oontam each Q-t-1 cards, while the

(Q+1 ) S-P piles to the right contidn each only Q cards. It is plain,

then, that, in each pile, every card above the bottom one is the

one that before the dealing stood S places further from the back

of the packet than did the card upon which it is placed in dealing.

But in what ordinal place in the packet before the dealing did that

card stand which after the regathering of the piles comes next in

order after the card which just before the r^athering of the piles

lay at the top of any^pile whose ordinal place in the row of piles,

counting from the left, may be called the Jth ? In order to answer

this question, we have first to consider that the effect of Standing

Rule No. IV is that the pile that comes next after any given pile

in the order of the regathered packet, counting, as we always do,

from back to face, is the pile which was taken up next before that
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given plk ; and of course it is the bottom card of that pile to which

our queaticm refers. Now the rule of regathering is that, after

taldsg up any pile we next take up, either the pile that lies P-QS
places to the right of it, or else that which lies (Q^l)S-P places

to the left of it In other words, the pile that is taken up next before

any pile, numbered s from the left of the row, is either the pile

numbered ^+QS-P (and so lies toward the left of pile s) or else is

the pile numbered ^+(Q+1)S-P (and so lies toward the right of pile

i). But if pile number s were one of those which contain Q+1
cards each, since these are the first P-QS piles, we should have

ijgP-QS, and the pile taken next before it, if it wcr* to the left of

it, would be numbered less than or equal to zero ; and there is no

such pile. Consequently in that case, that pile taken up next before

pile s will be to the right of the pile numbered s, and its number

will be j+(Q+l)S-P, which will also have been the number of its

bottom card in the packet before the dealing: whik, since the

bottom card of pile number 5 was card number s before the dealing,

and since this pile contains Q other cards, each originally having

occupied a place S further on than the one next below it in the pile,

it follows that its top card was, before the dealing, the card whose

ordinal number was s-hQS. Thus, while every other card of any

of the first P-QS piles is followed after the regathering by a card

whose original place was numbered S more than its own, the top

card of such a pile will then be followed by a card whose original

place was S more than its own, counitHg round a cycle of P cards^

In a similar way, if pile number s contains only Q cards, it is one

of the last (Q+1)S-P piles. Then it cannot be that the pile taken

up, according to the rule, next before it lay to the right of it; for

in that case the number of this previously taken pile would exceed

S. It must therefore be pile number j+QS-P ; and this will be the

original number of its bottom card, while the original number of
the top tard of pile number s (since this contains only Q cards,)

will be ^(Q-l)S. Hence, as before, the top card will be followed

after the regathering by a card whose original place would be S
greater than its own, but for the subtraction of P in counting round
a cycle of P numbers. This rule then holds for all (he cards.

It follows that if, after the regathering, the last card, that at
the face of the pack or in the P place is the one whose original

pbce may be called the nth, then any other card, as that whose
place after the gathering is the Ith, was originally in the n+^S-mP,
where mP is the largest multiple of P that is less than JMS» If
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houe\cr. after the rcp^athering, the pack be cut so as to bring the

card which was originally the Pth, or last, that is, which was at the

face of the pack, back to that same situation, then, since the original

places increa^ by S (round ami round a cycle of P places) every

time the regathered places increase by 1, it follows that the original

place of the card that is first subsequently to that cutting will have

been S, that of the second, 2S, etc. : and in general, that of the /tli

will have been IS-mF. If the cards had orisrinally been arranged

in the order of their face values, the face valut of the card in the

/th ijlace after the cut will be IS-mP, which we may brietly express

by sa\ ing that the dealing into S piles with the subsequent cutting

that brings the face card back to its place, "cyclically multiplies

the face-value of each card by S." the cycle being P. If after dealing

into S piles, another dealing is made into T piles, and another into

U piles, etc.. after which a cut brings the face card back to its jilace,

the face value of every card will be cyclically multiplied by SxTxUx

etc. Moreover, if cuttings were made before each of the dealings,

since each cutting only cyclically adds the same number to the place

of every card, the cards will still follow after one another according

to the same rule: so that the final cutting that restores the face

card to its place, annuls the effect of all those previous cuttings.

My hints as to the rationale of the exceptional treatment of tlic

last card in twelve initial deals, and as to the extraordinary relation

which results between the orders of succession of the black and of

the red cards must be prefaced by some observations on the effects

of reiterated dealings into a constant number of piles. What I

shall say will apply to a pack of any prime number of cards greater

than tw»: but to convey more definite ideas I shall refer particu-

larly to a suit of 13 cards, each at the outset having its ordinn! num-

ber in the packet equal to its face-value. The effect ot one cyclic

multiplication of the face-values by 2. brought about by dealing the

suit uno 2 piles, regathering. and cutting, if need be, so as to rest^^rc

the king to the face of the packet, will be to shift all the cards except

the king in one circuit. That is, the order before and after tlic

cyclic multiplication being as here shown.

Before the cyclic doubling of

the face values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. X. J.Q. K,

After the same 2, 4. 6, 8, X.Q. 1. 3. 5. 7. 9. J,K.

the 2 takes the place of the 1. the 4 that of the 2. the 8 that of the 4.

the 3 that of the 8. the 6 that of the 3, the f) that of the 6. the J

that of the y, the 9 that of the J, the 5 that of the 9, the X that of the
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5, the 7 that of the X. and the 1 that of the 7: so that tlie values

are shifted as shown by the arrows on the circumference of the

circle of Fig. 6. If 7, instead of 2, be the niunber of piles into which

the thirteen cards are dealt there ^vill be a similar shift round the

same circuit, but in the direction opposite to the pointings of the

arrows: and if the cards are dealt into 6 or into 11 piles, there

will be a shift in a similar single circuit along the sides of the in-

scribed stellated i>(-)Ivgon. But if the 13 cards arc dealt into a

number of piles other than 2, 6, 7, or 11. the single circuit will break

into 2. 3, 4, or 6 separate circuits of shiftmg. Thus, if the dealing

be into 4 or into 10 piles, there will be two such circuits, each along

the sides of a hexagon whose vertices are at alternate points along

Fig. 6.

the circumference of the circle in the same figure for. what comes

to the same thing, at alternate vertices, along the periphery of the

stellated polygon). Dealing into 4 piles makes one round from

1 to 4, from 4 to 3, from 3 to Q, from Q, to 9, from 9 to X, and

from X back to 1 ; while another round is from 2 to 8. from 8 to 6,

from 6 to J, from J to 5, from 5 to 7, and from 7 back to 2.

Dealing into 5 or into 8 piles will make three circuits each from one

vertex to the next one of 3 squares inscribed in the circle. Dealing

into 3 or into 9 piles will give 4 circuits round three inscribed

equilateral triangles. Finally, dealing into 12 piles, with regather-

ing, etc. according to rule, simply reverses the order so that the

ace and queen, the 2 and knave, the 3 and ten. etc. change places.
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It has already been made evident that if any prime number, P,

of cards, each inscribed with a number, so that, when operations

b^n this number shall be equal to the ordinal place of the card in

the pack, be dealt into any lesser number, S, of piles, and these be

re-gathered, etc. according to rule, the effect is cyclically to multiply

by S the number inscribed on any card which is identified solely

by its resulting ordinal place, that is, to multiply in counting the

numbers round and round a cycle of P numbers,—or, to state it

otherwise, the ordinary product has the highest lesser multiple of

P subtracted from it, though this seems to me to be a needlessly

complicated form of conceiving the cyclical product. In count ini:

round and round, the number of numbers in the cyde, the so-called

"modulus of the cycle," is the same as zero; so that the product

of its multiplication by S is zero: or, regarding the matter in the

other way, SP diminished by the largest lesser multiple of P gives

P. Consequently, the face card will not change its face-value. Let

the dealing etc. be reiterated until it has been performed S times.

The effect will be to multiply the face-values (of cards identified

only by their final ordinal places) by S*. Since this is the same mul-
tiplier for all the cards, it follows that when S attains such a value

that the card in any one place, with the exception of the face card

of the pack, which alone retains an unchanging value, recovers its

original value, every one of the P-1 cards of (apparently) changing

values equally recovers its original value ; and if the values do not

shift round a single circuit of P-1 cards, all the circuits must be
equal ; for otherwise the single number would not fix the values

of all the cards. And since zero, or P, is the only number that re-

mains unchanged by a multiplication where the multiplier is not
unity (and S is always cycKcally greater, that is, more advanced

clockwise, than 1 and less than P,) it fdlo^vs that the moduli of the

shifts must all be the same divisor of P-1, and consequently P—

1

deals, whatever be the constant number of piles, mu^ restore tlic

origfinal order. The pure arithmetical statement of this result is

that S'^S whenever P is a prime number and S not a multiple of
it, must exceed by one some multiple of P. This proposition goes
by the name of its discoverer, peibaps the most penetrating mind
in the history of mathematics ; being known as "Fermat's theorem*'

;

although from our present point of view, it may seem too obvious

to be entitled to rank as a ''theorem." The books give half a dozen
demonstrations of it. It lies at the root of cyclic arithmetic.

Fermat said he possessed a demonstration of his theorem : and
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there is every reason for bclie\in<; him ; but he did not publish any

proof. About 1750, the mathematician Konig asserted that he held

an autograph manuscript of Leibniz coiitainuig a proof of the

proposition ; but it has iie\ er been pubHshed, so far as I know.

Iiulcr, at any ratc,,tirst published a prctof of it: and Lambert gave

a similar one in 1769. Subsequent!) Euler gave a proof l^ss en-

cumbered with irrelevant considerations: and this second proof is

substantially the same as tliat in Gauss's celebrated " Disquisitiones

Arithmetical ' of 1801, §49. Several other simple proofs have since

been given ; but none, I think, better than LliaL derived from the

consideration of repeated deals.

But what concerns the cunuus phenomenon of my little "trick**

is not so much Fcnnat s theorem as it is the more comprehensive

fact that, whatever odd prime number, P, the number of cards in

the pack may be, there is some number, S, such that in repeated dealb

into that number of piles, all the numbers less than P shift roimd

a single circuit. I hope and trust, Reader, that you wiii not take

my word for this. If fifty years spent chietly with books makes

my counsel about reading of any value, I would submit for your

approbation the following maxims:

1. There are more books that are really worth reading than

you will ever be able to read. Confine yourself, therefore, to books

worth reading and re-reading; and as far as you can, own the

^ood books that are valuable to you.

IL Always read every book critically. A book may have three

kinds of value. First, it may enrich your ideas with the mere possi-

bilities, the mere ideas, that it suggests. Secondly, it may inform

you oi facts. Thirdly, it may submit, for your approbation, lines

of thought and evidences of the reasonable ccmnection of possibiU-

ties and facts. Consider carefully the attractiveness of the ideas,

the credibility of the assertions, and the strengths of the arguments,

and set down your well-matured objections m the margins of your

own books.

IIL Moreover, procure, in lots of twenty thousand or more,

slips of stiff paper of the size of postcards, made up into pads of

fifty or so. Have a pad always about you, and note upon one of

them anything worthy of note, the subject beinp: stated at the top

and reference being made below to available bo(>k^ or to your own
note books. If your mind is active, a dav wdll seldom pass when vou *

do not find a dozen items worth such recording ; and at the end

of twenty years, the slips having been classified and arranged and
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rearranged, from time to time, 3rou will find yourself in possession

of an encyclopedia adapted to your own special wants. It is espe-

cially the small points that are thus to be noted; for the large ideas

you will carry in your head.

If you are the sort of person to whom anything like thk recom-

mends itself, you will want to know what evidence there is of the

truth of what I assert, that there is some number of piles into which

any prime number of cards must be dealt out one less than that

prime number of times before they return to their original order.

If these maxims meet your approval, and yon read this screed

at all, you will certainly desire to see my proportion proved. At
any rate, I shall assume that such is your desire. Very well ; proofs

can be found in all the books on the subject from the date of Gauss's

immortal work down. But all those proofs appear to me to be need-

lessly involved, and I shall endeavor to proceed in a more straight-

forward way, which "mehr rechnend zu Werke geht." Indeed, I

think I shall render the matter more comprehensible by first exam-
ining a few special cases. But at the outset let us state distinctly

what it is that is to be proved. It is that if P is any prime number
greater than 2, then there must be some number of piles. S, into

which a pack of P cards must be dealt (and regathered and cut*

according to the rule) P-l times in order to bring them all round to

their original places again. The reason I limit the proposition to

primes will presently appear : the reason I limit the primes to those

that are greater than 2 is that two cards cannot, in accordance with

the rule be dealt, etc., into more than one pile (if you call that deal-

ing) ; and of course this does not alter the arrangement ; and since

there is no number of piles less than one, the theorem, in this case,

reduces itself to an identical proposition; while if 1 be considered

to. be a prime number, the proposition is falsified since there is no

number of piles into which one card can be dealt and regathered

according to the rule, which requires S to he Ic^s than P.

Let our first example be that of P=17. Then P-l5sl6; and

unless there be a single circuit of 16 face-values, which my whole

present object is to show that there must be, all the circuits most
either be one or more sets of 8 circuits of 2 values each, or sets of

4 circuits of 4 values each, or sets of 2 circuits of 8 values each

;

unless, mdeed, we count in, as we ought to do. the case of 16 circuits

of 1 value each. This last means that each of the 16 cards retains its

face-value after a single deal. It is obtrusively obvious that this

can only be when S^l. But since in these hints toward a demonstra-
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tion of the propositi 11 the particular values of S do not concern

us, and had better be dismissed from our minds, we will denote this

value of S by S*^'S meaning that it is a value that gives 16 circuits.

We will now ask what is the number of piles into which 2 dealings

will restore the face-value of ever>' card
;
or, in other words, will

give 8 circuits of 2 vahu? each. Letting x denote that unknown

quantity, the number of piles, or the cyclic multiplier, the equation

to determine it is .r^=l. To many readers two values satisfying this

equation will be apparent. But I do not care what they are, further

than that the value .r=l obviously satisfies the equation jr^l. I do

care, however, to show that there can be but two solutions of the equa-

tion .r^l. For suppose that x\-\ and -r|=l. Then x\-x\-{ x^^x^
• (r^-r.)^ or equals mF. Now if a muhipie of a prime ninnlKT

hv si,|»aratcd into two or more factors, one of these, at least, must

itself be a multiple of thai prime, just as in the algebra of real and

of imaj^inary quantities and in quaternions, if the product of several

quantities be zero, one or other of those factors must be zero; and

just as in logic, if an assertion consistinc: of a number of asserted

items be false, one or more of these items must be false. In addi-

tion, every snnnnand has its own independent etfect ; but every

unit of a product is compounded of units of all the several factors.

This is the formal, or purely intellectual, principle at the root of

all the reasons for making the number of cards dealt, especially

in reiterated dealings, to be a prime. It follows, then, that there

are but two nunihers of piles dealings into each of which will re-

store the original arrangement after 2 deals ; and one of these is

.r=l ; lor evidently ( bear this in mind,) if .t"'^l, then also .i'^'^^'=(.i-'^)^

= 1. There is then but one number of piles dealings into which shift

the values of the cards in eight, and only eight, circuits; and this

number we will denote by S^'". Then, reserving x to denote any

root of the equation x'=\, and taking ^ to denote that one of the

two roots that is not 1, we will take y to denote any number of

piles, after dealing into which 4 times, the resulting arrangement

of the values will be the original arrangement. That is to say. y
will be any root of the cyclic equation y''=1. But jr<*(jr*)^l^l

;

so that any value of ^ is a value of y. Let rf denote any value of y
that is not a value of x ; and let us suppose that there are two values

of 7}, which we may denote by S'^and S^". It will be easy to show

that there is no third value of t}. For {rf)^l, where rf' fulfills the

definition of x and is thus either 1 or $. But the roots of the equation

if^l fulfill the definition of x, whose values are excluded from the
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definition of rf. Hence we can only have t)'=i ; and that tliis has but

two roots is proved by the same argument as was used above.

Namely, i)^ and j;^ being any two of these, * )=(*7i+^..^*(»7i-^:)

=0, so that unless tf^ and rj^ are equal, and i7i-i7..=0,. then 77,-tj,=0 or

i^i and T]., arc negatives of each other. Now no more than 2 quanti-

ties can be each the negative of each of the others. We now ]>ass

to the consideration of those numbers of piles into which eight

successive dealmgs result in the original arrangement. Denoting

by c any such number, it is defined by the equation r®=l. But every

value of y (of which we have seen that there cannot be more than

4,) satisfies this equation, since y^=:(3'*)*=l *=--!. Let C denote any

value of s which is not a value of y. We may suppose that there are

two of these for each of the two values of rj, which we will desig^nate

as S", S", S*, S*'^. I need not assert that there are so many ; but

my arj^fument requires me to pru\ e that there are no more. The
equation (r*)*=r*=l shows that c-^ fulhlls the definition of y and

can therefore have no more than the four values 1, ^, and the two
values of rj. Now if ::*=!, s can, as we have seen in the case ot .r.

have no other values than 5=1 and z=4, botli of which are values

of 3^.

If s^=$, as we have seen in regard to y. z can have no other values

than the two values of i;, which are acjain values of v. Nr>w let iis sup-

pose that z has four values, S"- S^', S*. and S*'^, that are not values

of y ; and let us define ^ as any value of z that is not a y. The proof

that there can be no more than four fs is so exactly like the fore-

going^ as to be hardl\' wortli giving. I will relegate it to a parai^raph

of its own that shall l>e Ijoth eusceptic and enskiptatic "what hor-

rors!' I hear from the mouths of those modems \\\\o abominate all

manufactures of Hellenic raw materials, like "skip and "skimp."

We have seen that cither r*=l, or z^^, or z'='q\ and also that,

in the first case, either r=l or r=^. both of which are values of v :

and that, m the second case, ha<^ one or other of the two values

of 77. Accordinijly, it only remain^, that ^^=77 There are but two
values of 7; and if and are two different values of C whose
squares are the same value of ^. — CI = (Ci 4- f 2 ) • (Ci — C» ) = 0.

Hence, since Ci-C: is not zero, it follo^vs that every value of (;

differs from every other value derived from the same -q only by
being the negative of it. Xow no nnmbcr lins two different nega-

tives : and therefore there can be no more than two ^s to ever)' :

an ! there being no more than two i^s, there can be no more than

four (s.
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Now this is the summary of the whole argument ; the 17 cards

of the pack beinc^ consecutively inscribed with numbers from the

back to the face of the pack, each number of piles into which tliev

are dealt etc. according to the rule acts as a cyclic multiplier of the

face-value of every card. Every such multiplier leaves 0(=17)

iinchangfed, and shifts the other 16 face-values in a number of cir-

cuits having the same number of values m each. The possible con-

sequences, excluding the case of a single circuit of 16 values, are

tlie following:

16 circuits of 1 value each can result from t>ut 1 multiplier at the

utmost.

8 circuits of 2 values each can result but from 1 other multiplier

4 circuits of 4 values each can result but from 2 other multipliers

-

2 circuits of 8 values each can result but from 4 other multipliers

In all the number of multipliers that gfive

more than 1 circuit (of all 16 values; is 8 at most

But there are in all 16 multipliers

Hence, the number of multipliers that shift

the values in 1 circuit of 16 values is 8, at least

In point of fact, it is precisely 8.

Let us now consider a pack of 31 cards. Here, the zero card

not changing its value, there are 30 values which are shifted in one

of these ways:

In 30 circuits of 1 value each;

In. 15 circuits of 2 values each;

In 10 circuits of 3 values each;

In 6 circuits of 5 values each:

In 5 circuits of 6 values each

In 3 circuits of 10 values each

In 2 circuits of 15 values each;

In 1 circuit of 30 values.

I propose to show as before that if we exclude the last case, the

others do not account for the effects of so many as 30 different mul-

tipliers. In the first place, as in the last example, but one multiplier

will give circuits of one value eadi ; and but one other multiple will

give circuits of only two values each. We may call the former

S*" and the latter S*^.

The problems of 10 circuits of 3 values each and of 6 circuits

of 5 values each can be treated by exactly the same method. 3 and
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5 being prime numbers. 1 shall exhibit in full the solution of the

more complicated of the two, leaving the other to the reader.

1 propose, then, to show that there are at most but 5 different

vahies which satisfy an equation of the f irm s^-\. The general

idea of my f)roof will be to assume that there are 5 ditterent values

(for it is mdirterent to m\ ]inq)ose whetlier there he so many or

not J arvi then to show that there is such an equation between these

five, thai given any four, there is but one value that the fifth can

have ; that being as much as to say that there are not more than

five such values in all. This assumes that every one ot the 6ve

values differs from every one of the other four
;
making ten prem-

isses of this kind that have to be introduced. Now to introduce a

premiss into a reasoning, is to make some inference which would

not necessarily follow if that premiss were not true. Asstuning,

then, that s^l, /5=1, «5=1, 2-5=1^ w^l, are the five assumed equa-

tions, I note that the division by one divisor of both sides of an

equation necessarily yields equal quotients only if the divisor is

known not to be zero. Hence if I divide my equations by s^, by s-u,

by s-v, by j-tv, by by t-v, by t-w, by n-v, and by w-w,

I shall certainly introduce the ten premisses that all the five values

are different ; and with a little ingenuity,—a very little, as it turns

out,— ought to reach my legitimate conclusion.

I will begin then by subtracting from ^M, giving ^mM);
and dividing this by s~t, and using *|* as the logical sign of disjunc-

tion, that is, to mean *'or else," I get

By analogy, i can equally write

s^+s3u+s'u'+shHu-*-0
[
s^h.

Subtracting: the latter of these from the former, I get,

And dividing tliis by t-u, I obtain

(2) j3+5«(/+«)+^(/*f/i<+«»)+Wi*+<«'+tiM) '\'s=m '\'tsu.

By analogy, I can equally write

Subtracting the last equation from the last but one, I get

'\'i=u -ytsnf.

and dividing by u-v, I have

(3) S'i-St-i^t'+{s^t){mv)^u'-rUV^Z^=dO -l-S^t •\-S=U '\S=Zf 1^=14
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By analogy, I can equally write

J««/+**f(j+/)(u+w)+»«-WIIHWM) '\'S=t '\'S=U '\-S=W 'I'tsu

•|*#=w •| u=tt;.

Subtracting the last from the last but one, and dividing by v-w,

I get

(4) s-i-t+u^v^wsQ \-s=^t [s^u \-s=v [•s=w -{-t^u '\-t=V 'I'tsW

'\'U=V '\'tt=W '\'V=W. '

This shows at once that there cannot be more than 5 different

numbers, which, counting round any prime cycle, all have their 5th

powers equal to 1. By a similar process, as you can almost see with-

out slate and pencil, from ^^=1, y^=l, --^-l one can deduce x^y^c=Q

\-x=y '\ x=z '3-^. The existence of these 5 and these 3 numbers

must, for the present, be reg^arded as problematic, except tliat we

cannut shut our eyes to the fact that 1 is one of the members of

each set: as indeed 1^1, whatever the exponent may be.

I have numbered some of the equations obtained in the proof

that there are no more than 5 fifth roots of unity. You will observe

that (1) equates to zero the sum uf all possible terms of the fourth

degree formed by two roots; that (2) equates to zero the sum of

all possible terms of the third degree formed by three roots; that

(3) equates to zero the sum of all possible terms of the second

dej^jee formed from four roots; and tiiat (4) equates to zero the

sum of all possible terms of the first degree formed by ail five roots.

i\'ow it is plain that if we assume that there are n unequal nth roots

of unity, then by subtractinL; X2=l from .r|-l, and dividing by x^-Xj,

we shall equate to zero tlie sum of all possible terms of the (>2-l)th

degree in Xj and .r,. And if we have proved, in re^arfl to any m
of the roots, that (all being unequal.) the sum of all possible terms

of the (»i~w+l)th degree in these roots is equal to zero; then by

taking two such equations of the («->;i+l)th degree in vt-l roots

common to the two, with one root in each equation not entering into

the other ; by subtracting one of these equations from the other,

and then dividing by the difference between the two roots which

enter each into but one of these equations, we shall get an equation

of the (fi-m)th degree in m+1 roots. For x*-y"=(jr-y)*S,jry*—
0

Accordingly, by repetitions of this process, we shall ultimately find

that the sum of the n roots, if there be so many, is 0. This proves

that there can be no more than n unequal nth roots of unity in

cyclic arithmetic any more than in unlimited real or imaginary

arithmetic.
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But if the root of unity be of an order not prinic but com-

posite, so that it is the root of an equation of the form it is

evident that it is satisfied by every root of yf=l and by every root

of y^=l : since every power of 1 is 1. Accordingly, exclusive of

roots of a loN\ er order, the number of roots of unity of order «,

that is, the nuinl>cr of roots of jr"=l, additional to those that are

roots of unity of lower order cannot be greater than the number of

numbers not greater than n and prime to it. A number is said to

be prime to a number when thev have no other comuion divisor

than 1. I shall write the expression of two or more numbers sepi-

rated b\ heavy vertical lines to tU note the greatest common divisor

of those iiiJinbers. Thus, I shall write 12118=6. This vertical line

may be considered as a reminiscence of the line that separates num-

bers in the usual algorithm of the greatest common divisor. A
prime number is a number prime to every other number. Con-

sequently, I is a prime number. It is the only prime number that is

prime to itself; for p\p=p- The number of numbers not exceeding

a number, >i, but prime to it is now called the totient of tt. In the

books of the first four fifths of the nmcteenth centtiry. the totient

of n was denoted bv ^(n) ; but since the invention of the word

totient, about \SSO, Tn has become the preferable notation. Tl=l

:

but if /> be a prime not prime to itself Tp=p-l. It is quite obvious

that the totient of any number, n. whose prime factors not prime to

themselves are p', p", p"\ etc. is obtained by subtracting from n the

^'th part of it, and then successively from each remainder the p"th,

etc. part of it, but not usmg any prime factor twice. Thus T4=2
(for 41 Ul and 413=1 ; but 412=2 and 41.4=4^ : T6=2 (for 6-^ -6=3

and 3-|3=2) : T8=4 (for 84-8=4), T9=6, Tl()=4, etc. If m!^r-l,

then Twn=(Tw ) (T«). On the other hand, if /> is a prime and "i

any exponent, T/»'»=(/>-l')^«—». A "perfect number' is defined as

one which is equal to the sum of its ''aliquot parts," that is. of all

its divisors except itself ; but. in a more philosophical sense, every

number is a perfect number. That is to say, it is equal to the sum
of the totients of all its divisors :^—a proposition which is pertectlv

obvious if regarded from the proper point of view. However, since

this proposition has some relevancy to the pro|X)sition I am en-

deavoring to prove; namely, that there is some number of piles,

dealing into which shifts all the face-values of the cards along a

sinefle cvcle. I will repeat a pretty demonstration of the former

proposition that I find in the books. Having selected any number.

nt, rule a sheet of paper into columns, a column for each divisor
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of tn ; and write these divisors, in increasing order from left to right

each at the top of its column as its principal heading. Just beneath

this, write in parentheses, as a subsidiary heading to the column, the

complementary divisor, i. e., the divisor whose product into the

principal heading is the number m ; and draw a line under this sub-

sidiary heading. Now, to fill up the columns, run over all the

numbers in reg^ular succession, from 1 up to m inclusive, writing

each in one column, and in one only
;
namely in that column which

is furthest to the right of all the columns of whose principal head-

ings the number to be written is a multiple. Here, for example, is

the table for m^:
1

1

' 4 5 10 ao
(m

1

(10> m (4) (2) (1)

1 2

3
6

4 5

7 8
9 10
11 12

13 14
16

15

17 18
19 20

By this means it is obvious that each column will receive all

those multiples of the principal heading whose quotients by that

heading are prime to the subsidiary heading, and will receive no

other numbers. Thus, every cohimn will contain just one nnniber

for ench number prime to the subsidiary heading but not greater

tlian it; [since no number is entered which exceeds the product nf

the two headings.] In other words, the number of numbers m each

column equals the totient of the subsidiary heading ; and since the

subsidiary headings are all the divisors, and the total number of

numbers entered is m, the sum of the totients of all the divisors

of m is m, whatever number m may be. It will be convenient to

have a name for this principle ; and since, as I remarked, it renders

every number a perfect number in a perfected sense of that term,

or say a perfecti perfect number, 1 will refer to it as the rule of

perfection.

According to this, although may have 6 roots, yet since

X*, x^, and x^ are also roots, by the rule of perfection there can be

but T6sT2*T3sl*2=2 numbers of piles into which dealing must
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be made 6 times successively in order to restore the original arran^^e-

ment; and similarly for the other divisors. So then the number of

ways of dealing (i. e., number of piles into which the cards can be

dealt, etc.) which will restore 31 cards tr^ their nn'n^ina! rr lr r in

less than 30 deals cannot exceed TUT2+TJ+T5+T6+TiahT15. There

are, however, in all 30 ways of dealing; and by the rule of perfec-

tion 30=Tl+T2+T3fT5+T6+T10fT15+T30. Hence, there roust be

T30sT2 • T3 • T5=l * 2 * 4=8 ways of dealing which shift the 30 values

in a single circuit And so with any other prime number than 31.

This argument is so near a perfect demonstration that there always

must be such ways of dealing that I may leave its perfectionment

to the reader.

I do not know of any general rule for ascertaining what the

particular numbers of piles are into whidi the prime number p of cards

must be dealt ^1 times in order to bring round the original arrange-

ment again. It seems that there is a Canon Arithmeticus got out by

Jacobi, which gives the numbers for the first 170 primes or so. It

was published in the year of my birth; so that it was clearly the

purpose of the Eternal that I should have the advantage of it But

that purpose must have been frustrated : for I never saw the book.

The Tables AriihmHiques of Hofiel (Gauthiers-Villars: 1866. 8^,

pp. 44) gives those numbers for all primes less than 200. From

tfiese tables it appears that for about five-eighths of the primes one

such number is either 2 or p-2. Now as soon as one has been

found, it is easy to find the rest which are all the powers of that

one whose exponents are prinie to p-\. In case p~-\ has few prime

factors, the inniihers any one of w hich we seek must be nearly a

thir<l. perhajis nearly or qnite half of all the p-\ numbers: so that

ere iTiany trials have been made, one is likely to light upon one of

them. Thus if p-\7, Xrv 2. Now 2-»=16=-l : so this will not do.

Nor will -2. Try 3. We have 3^=9=^: 33:=27=-7. 34=81=-4. 3«

=(3'» V=(-4)^l'^-l. Evidently 3 is one of the nunilxrrs and the

others are .v^-^/. 35—12-5, 37=(33H34)=r-7Vr^)=28=-6. and the

nei:ati\ e< < )f these. Tf the prime faet^rs are many, a different pnve-

drrc nia> be preferahle. Take the case of /»=31. Here /'-l=2-vv5.

Ti'rTiini: to that table of the first nine powers of the first lmn<lre(i

ninnhers which is qfiven in so many editions of Vepfa. T find in the

coh'nin of eidH'<. 5^=125 4( 31V1, and 6^=216=7 • 31-1 : and in the

column of 5th i^^^wers. 1 find .v=243-^i^31 Consequently. (3^H

=3'5=-l. This renders it likch' that 3 mav be such a number as I

seek. 3^, 33=-4. 34=-12. 35=-5, 3^16=:-.15. 3'o=-6, 3"=+«. 3»s
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=(3s)3=_l25=l. It is evident that 3 is one o£ the numbers. The
other seven are 37=3$ • 3*=-45=-14, 3"=3 • 3«<'=-18=13, 3'3=3 -3'-^=

24=-7, 3'7=3'S'3»=-9; 3'»=3'5 • 34=+12, 3^J=3'» • 3*=^144«4-11, 3^^=

3»7-36=(~9)-(-15)~135=+ll.

Since, then, whatever prime number not prime to itself p may be,

there are always T(^-l) numbers of which the lowest power equal

to 1 (countiiiK^ round the /» cycle,) is the (/"-Dth and these powers

run through all the values of the cycle excepting uniy /»=0. it f^ilKnvs

that these numbers mav appropriately he called basal (or p'lnntizv)

roots of the cvcle ; and that tlieir exponents are true cyclic logarithms

of all the iiuinbcrs of the cycle except zero. But since, if b be such

a basal root, its (/>-l )th power, like that of any other number, equals

1 (counting round the />-cycle\ it follows that these exponents run

round a cycle smaller by one unit than that of their powers ; or in

other words, the modulus of the cycle of I i^^arithms is ^-1, while

the modulus of the cycle of natural numbers is p.*

The cyclic logarithms form an entirely distinct number-system

from that of the corresponding natural numbers. For the modulus

This being the first occasion I have had in tliis essay to employ the word
'"modulus," I will take occasion to say that its general meaning is now well
established. It mcr\ns that signless quantity which measures the majjrnitudc

of a quantity and is a factor of it. So that ii .M and M' arc the moduli of two
quantities. Mm and MV, thdr product is MM' -mm', where M.M' is an ordinary
product, but mm' may be a pecuhar function. Thus, the absolute value of —2,

or 2, is its "modulus," as 3 is of —3; and (—2)«(—3)=-f6 where 2X3=6 by
ordinary multiplicatioii, but (—i)X(—i)=-|-i by an extension of orchnary

multiplication. So the "modulus" of A+ B/, wliere i*=—i, is V A"-- B', The
tensor of a quaternion and the determinant of a square matrix are othei
examples of moduli. The cardinal number of numbers in a cycle has no sign
and may properly be called the modulus of the cycle. But I sometimes refer

to it as "the cycle," for short. The present usage of mathematicians is to
use. what seems to me a too involved way of conceiving of cyclic arithmetic
\v!i'i-!i C irri, s with it an irregular u<e of the word "tnodulus." Lcgendre .n l

the earlier writers on cyclic arithmetic conceived of its numbers as signifymK
the lengtiis of different steps along a cycle of objects, and thus spoke of 18
as l>cing t'tjual to i on a cycle of 17, ju-ii as we say that the ist, 15th, 22d. and
2gith days of August fall on the same day of the week, and just as we say
that 270* of longitade west of any meridian and 90° east of it are the very
sanu- longitude. Gauss, however, introduced a different locution, involving

quite another form of thought Instead of saying that 18 is, or equals, i in

counting round a cycle of modulus 17, he prefers to say that 18 and i belong
to the same cliiss of numbers congruent to one another for the modulus 17.

Here the idea of a cycle appears to be rejected in favor of the idea that
(18—i)/i7 is a whole number.

Now I fully admit that the conception of an indefinitely advancing scries

is involved in that of a cycle, and further that non-cyclical numbers have to

be used to some extent in cyclic arithmetic. But at the same time it seems
to me that the theoric idea of a cycle ought to take the lead in this branch of
Tr>Tt hematics. In particular, I cannot see why the term cyclic logarithms is not
perfectly correct and far more expressive liian Gauss's colorless name of "in-

dices."
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of their cycle is composite instead of prime, a circumstance whkfa

essentially modifies some of the principles of arithmetic. For ex-

ample, every natural number of a cycle of prime modulus gives an

unequivocal quotient when divided by another. But some numbers

in a cycle of composite modulus give two or more quotients when
divided by certain others, while others are not divisible without

remainders. The whole doctrine shall be set forth here. I will

preface it with a statement of the essential differences between the

system of all positive finite integers, the system of all real finite

integers, and any cyclical system. I omit the Cantorian system,

partly because the full explanation of it would be needed and would

be long, and partly because there is a doubt whether it really pos-

sesses an important character which Cantor attributes to it.

It is singular that thouph the systems to be defined possess,

besides several independent common characters, others in respect

to which they difFer. yet oU the properties of each system are neces-

sary consequences of a sinple principle of immediate sequence. In

stating this, I shall abbreviate a frequently rtcurring phrase of nine

syllables by writing. *«i is A of (or to) n; or even 'm is An/ to

mean that the member. ;;;, of the system is in a certain relation of

immediate antecedence to the nicnibL-r a. I shall exjircss the same

thing by writing 'it is AVI by m.* But when I call A nn abbreviati< n,

I do not mean to implv that the words ' iminediatcly antecedent ex-

press its mcaniiii,'^ m a satisfactory way. On the contrary, in part,

thcv sutrj^^est sunicthing repugnant to its meaning, which nirst be

gathered exclusively from the following dchnitions of tiie three

kinds of syslvm.s

:

A cyclical syston of objects is such a collection of objects that,

the expression 'm is A to n' sig^nifyint^ some recognizable relation

of in to ii, every member of the system is A to some member or

other, and whatever predicate, P, may be, if P is tnie of no member
of the system uith.out being true of some member of it that is A'd
bv that member, then P is true either of no member or of every

member.

The system of all positive whole numbers is a single collection

of numbers, the general essential character of which collection is

that there is a recognizable relation signified by A, such that every

positive integer is A to a positive integer, and there is one, and one

only, initial positive integer, 0 (or, if this be excluded, then lA
such that, whatever predicate P may be, if P is true of no positive

integer without being also true of some positive integer to which
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the former is A, then either this predicate is false of that initial

positive integer or else is true of all positive integers.

The system of all real integers is a collection of numbers of

which the general essential character is that there is recognizable

relation signified by one being A to another, such that every number

of the system is both A to a number of the system, and is A*d by a

number of tlie sxstrni, and whatever predicate V may be, if this

be not true oi any nunilter, of the system without being both

true of some number thai is A of n, and true also of some number

that is A'd by n. then I ' is either false of every number of the system

or is true of every number of the system.

A Cantorian system is essentially a system of objects positively

determined by every collection of objects of the system being A to

some object of the system, and by a certain object, 0, being a member
of the system ; while it is iiej^aiively determined by the principle

that, whatsoever predicate P may be, if P is not true of every mem-
ber of any collection of the system without being also true of some

member that is A'd by that collection, then either P is not true of

the member, 0, or it is true of every member of the system.

Xow for several reasons, partly for the sake of the logical in-

terest and instruction that will accrue I will proceed to show pre-

cisely how all the fundamental properties common to cyclical sys-

tems follow from my definition. In accordance with the usage of

logicians and mathematicians, I shall call this "demonstrating" those

properties. The reader must not fall into the error of supposing

that, by this expression, I mean rationally convincing him that all

cyclical systems have these properties ; for I know well that he is

perfectly cognizant of that already. All I am seeking to convince

him of is, 1st, that, and 2d, how. their truth of all cyclical systems

follows from my definition. P>ut in the course of doing so, I shall

endeavor to bring to his notice some things well worth knowing

concerning necessary reasonings in general. Especially, I shall

try to point out errors of logical doctrine which students of the

subject who neglect the logic of relations are apt to fall into.

A brace of these errors, are, first, that nothing of importance

can be deduced from a single premiss : and secondly, that from

two premisses one sole complete conclusion can be drawn. Persons

who hold the latter notion cannot have duly considered the paucity

of the premisses of arithmetic and the immensity of higher arith-

metic, otherwise called the "theory of numbers," itself. .Xs to the

former belief, aside from the consideration that whatever follows
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from two propositions equally follows from the one which results

from their copulation, they will ha\ e occasion to change their opinion

when they come to see what can be de kiccd from the definition

of a cyclic system, which dehnition is not a copulative proposition-

That couple of logical heresies, being: married together, legiti-

mately generates a third more malignant tban either
;
namely, that

necessary reasoning takes a course from \'.bich it can no more

deviate than a good machine can deviate from its proper \va;v oi

action, and that its future work might conceivably be left to a

machine,—some Babbage's analytical engine or some logical machine

(of which several have actually l>eeii constructed). Even the logic

of relations fails to eradicate that notion completely, although it

does show that much unexpected truth may often be brought to

light by the repeated reintroduction of a premiss already employed:

and in fact, this
i
r ceeding is carried to great lengths in the develop-

ment of any considerable branch of mathematics. Although, more-

over, the logic of relations '^luiws that the introduction of abstrac-

tions,—which nominalists have taken such delight in ridiculing,

—

is of the greatest service in necessary inference, and further shows

that, apart from either of those manoeuvres,—either the iteration

of premisses or the introduction of abstractions,—the situations in

which the necessary reasoner finds several lines of reasoning open

to him are frequent. Nevertheless, in spite oi all this, the tendency

of the logic of relations itself.—^the highest and most rational

theory of necessary reasoning yet developed,—is to insinuate tlie

idea that in necessary reasoning one is always limited to a narrow

choice between quasi-mechanical processes; so that little room is

left for the exercise of invention. Even the great mathematician.

Sylvester, perliaps the mind the most exuberant in original ideas

of pure math« iiiatics of any since Gauss, was infected with this

error: and consequently, conscious of his own inventive ])ower. was

led to preface his "Outline Trace of the Theory of Reducible Cy-

clodes," with a footnote which seems lo mean that mathematical

conclusions are not always derived by an apodictic procedure of

reason. If he meant that a man might, by a happy guess, light upon

a truth which might have been made a mathematical conclusion,

what he sai<i was a truism. If he meant that the hint of the wav

of solvinij a mathematical problem miirbt be derived from any sort

of accidental experience, it was equally a matter of course. But

the truth is that all genuine mathematical work, except the forma-

tion of the initial postulates (if this be regarded as mathematical
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work,) is necessar)' reasoning. The mistake of Sylvester and of all

who think that necessary reasoning leaves no room for originality,

—

it is hardly credible however that there is anybody who does not

know that mathematics calls for the profoundest invention, the most

athletic imagination, and for a power of generalization in compari-

son to whose every-day performances the most vaunted perform-

ances of metaphysical, biological, and cosmological philosophers in

this line seem simply puny,—^their error, the key of the paradox

which they overlook, is that originality, is not an attribute of the

matter of life, present in the whole only so far as it is present in

the smallest parts, but is an affair of form, of the way in which

parts none of which possess it are joined together. Every action of

Napoleon was such as a treatise on physiology oug^t to describe.

He walked, ate, slept, woiked in his study, rode his horse, talked to

his fellows, just as every other man does. But he combined those

elements into shapes that have not been matched in modem times.

Those who dispute about Free-Will and Necessity commit a similar

oversight. Notwithstanding my tychism, I do not believe there is

enough of the ingredient of pure chance now left in the universe

to account at all for the indisputable fact that mind acts upon matter.

I do not believe there is any amount of immediate action of that

kind sufficient to show itself in any easily discerned way. But one

endless series of mental events may be immediate! \ followed by a

beginningless series of physical transformations. If, for example,

all atoms are vortices in a fluid, and every fluid is composed of atoms,

and these are vortices in an underlying fluid, we can imagine one

way in which a beginningless scries of transformations of energy*

might take place in a fraction of a second. Now whether this par-

ticular way of solving the paradox happens to be the actual way,

or not, it suffices to sh6w us that from the supposed fact that mind

acts immediately only on mind, and matter immediately only on

matter, it by no means follows that mind cannot act on matter, and
matter on mind, without any tertium quid. At any rate, our power

of self-^ntrol certainly does not reside in the smallest bits of our

conduct, but is an effect of building up a character. All supremacy

of mind is of the nature of Form.
The plan of a demonstration can obviously not spring up in the

mind complete at the outset ; since when the plan is perfected, the

* You may .well be puzxled, dear Reader, to iconize the consecution of a
beginningless series upon an endless series. But you have only to imagine a

dot to be placed upon the rim of a half-circle at each point whose angular
distance from the beginning of Uie semtcircumference has a positive or nega*
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demonstration itself is so. The thoncrht of the plan begins witli an

act of ayxiyoia* which, in consequence of pre-exi?tent associations,

bnnj:j:J^ tnit the idea of a possible object, this idea not being' itself in-

volved in the proposition to be proved. In this idea is discerned that

the possibiHty of its object follows in some way from the conditicm,

general subject, or antecedent of the proposition to be proved, while

the known characters of the object of the new idea will, it is per-

ceived, be at least adjuvant to the establishment of the predicate or

consequent of that proposition,

I shall term the step of so introducing into a demoastratioii

a new idea not explicitly or directly contained in the premisses of

the reasoning or in the condition of the proposition which gets

proved by the aid of this introduction, a theo'ric step. Two con-

siderable advantages may be expected from such a step besides the

demonstration of the proposition itself. In the first place, since it

is a part of my definition that it really aids the demonstration, it

follows that without some such step the demonstration could not

have been effected, or at any rate only in some very peculiar way.

Now to propositions which can only be proved by the aid of tbeoric

live whole number for its natural tangent. These dots will, then, occur at the

following angular dlfltances from tfie orHtin of meastirenient

ANQVtAt MiTAMCB TANOENT AMOttlAII DlfTAKCB TAWQIXT AKoouammirei

J- 00' 0 87' 24' i-22 93' 01' -19
45 00 + 1 87 31 4-23 93 II -18
63 a6 + 2 87 37 +24 93 21

+ 3 87 43 +35 93 35 —16
+ 4

and so on endlessly. But
93 49 -15

8̂0
41 + 5 94 05 -14
32 + 6 after all pcvsitivf intci;er 94 24 -13

81 52 + 7 values have been passed
through before 90
(where there will not be

94 46 ^19
83 5a + 8 95 12 —ir

40 + 9 95 43
84 17 + 10 any dot,) a beginningless 96 20 — 9

48 +11 series of dots will suc- 97 08 -8
-f 12 ceed, for which the tan- 98 08 z\^ 4-13 gents are negative; and 09 28

85 55 +14 then 101 19 -$
85 11 +15 104 02 — 4

86 + 16 02° 17' —25 108 26 — 3

86 % 92 23 —24 116 34 — t
86 49 +18 92 29 —23 135 09 — 1

86 59 -f 19 92 36 —22 180 00 0

27 08 92 44 —^21 225 00 + i

87 16 +21 92 52 —20 etc.

* See Charmides, p. 160A, and the last chapter of the First Posttmr
Analytics.
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steps, (or which, at any rate, could hardly otherwise be proved,)

I propose to restrict the application of the hitherto vague word

*'tltiorc}>t,'' calHng all others, which arc deducible from tlieir prem-

isses by the general principles of logic, by the name of corollaries.

A theorem, in this sense, once it is proved, almost invarinblv clears

the way to the corollarial or easy theorematic proof of other propo-

sitions whose demonstrations had before been beyond the powers

of the mathematicians. That is the first secondary advantage of a

theoric step. The other such advantage is that when a theoric step

has once been invented, it may be imitated, and its analogues applied

in proving other propositions. This consideration suggests the pro-

priety of distinguishing between varieties of theorems, although the

distinctions cannot be sharply drawn. Moreover, a theorem may
pass over into the class of corollaries, in consequence of an improve-

ment in the system of logic. In that case, its new title may be ap-

pended to its old one, and it may be called a theorem-corollary*

There are several such, pointed out b}- De Moiigan, among the

theorems of Euclid, to whom they were theorems and are reckoned

as such, though to a modem exact logician they are only corollaries.

If a proposition requires, indeed, for its demonstration, a theoric step,

but only one of a familiar kind, that has become quite a matter of

course, it may be called a theoremation* If the needed theoric

step is a novel one, the proposition which employs it most fully may
be termed a major theorem ; for even if it does not, as yet, appear

particularly important, it is likely eventually to prove so. If the

theoric invention is susceptible of wide application, it will be the

basis of a mathematical method.

But mathematicians are rather seldom logicians or much inter-

ested in logic ; for the two habits of mind are directly the reverse of

each other ; and consequently a mathematician does not care to go
to the trouble, (which would often be very considerable,) of ascer-

taining whether the theoric step he proposes to himself to take is

absolutely indispensable or not, so long as he clearly perceives that

it will be exceedingly convenient ; and the consequence is that many
demonstrations introduce theoric steps which relieve the mind and
obviate confusing complications without being logically necessary.

Such demonstrations prove corollaries more easily by treating them
as if they were theorems. They may be called theoric corollaries, or

if one is not sure that they are so, tkeoricaily proved propositions,

* 0*»^ft,drio9 is entered in L. & 5., with a reference to the Diatribes of
Eptctetns.
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I wish a historical study were made of all the remarkable

theoric steps anr! noticeable classes of theoric steps. 1 do not mean

a mere narrative, but a critical examination of just what an-^l of

what mode the logical efficacy of the different steps has been. Then,

upon this work as a foundation, should be erected a logical classi-

fication of theoric steps; and this should be crowned with a new

methodeutic of necessary reasoning. My future yearsr—whatever

can have become of them, they do not seem so many now as they

used, when, at De Morgan's Op^n Sesame, the Aladdin matmurab ol

relative logic had been nearly opened to my mind's eye;—but the

remains of them shall, I hope, somehow contribute toward setting

such an enterprise on foot. I shall not be so short-sighted as to

expect any cut-and-dried rules nor yet any higher sort of contrivance,

to supersede in the least that iyj^ivoiar^lhat penetrating glance st

a prdblero that directs the mathematician to take his stand at the

point from which it may be most advantageously viewed. But I

do think that that faculty may be taught to nourish and strengthen

itself, and to acquire a skill in fulfilling its ofiice with less of random

casting about than it as yet can.

Euclid always begins his presentation of a theorem by a state-

ment of it in general terms, which is the form of statement most

convenient for applying it This was called the vponmv, or propp-

siHoH, To this he invariably appends, by a Xfy^, "I say/' a trans-

kition of it into singular terms, each general subject being replaced

by a Greek letter that serves as the proper name tor a single one

of the objects denoted by that general subject. Yet the generality

of the statement is not lost nor reduced, since the understandiug

is that the letter may be regarded as the name of any one of those

objects dut the student may select This second statement vras

called the IxBtrnt, or exposition, Euclid lived at a time when the

surpassing importance of Aristotle's Aftalytics was not appreciated.

The use, probably by Euclid himself, of the term vporamf, which

in Aristotle's writin^rs means a premiss, to denote the conclusion

to be proved, illu.stratc^ this, and confirms other reasons for think-

ing that Euclid was unacquainted with the doctrine of the .-iiia-

lytics. The invariable appending by Euclid of an tK^co-i? to the

7r^7a<ns (except in a few cases in which the proposition is expressed

in the ecthetic form alone. ) inclines me to think that it was, for him.

a principle of lo^xc that any general proposition can be so stated

:

and such a fomi of statement was always convenient in demon-
stration; sometimes, necessary. If this surmise be correct. Euclid
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probably looked upon the function of the iKt^tm': as that of merely

supplying a more convenient form for expressing no more than the

-rpoTo^K had already asserted. Yet inasmuch as the Trporam* does

not mention those proper names consisting of single letters, the

UBtai^ certainly does supply ideas that, however obvious they be,

are not contained in the 7rpoTa<7c«; so that it must be regarded as

taking a little theoric step. The principal theoric step of the demon-

stration is, however, taken in what immediately follows; namely,

in "preparation"' for the demonstration, the TTafHJ.oKevr), usually trans-

lated "the construction.'* The Greek word is applied to any thing

got up with some elaboration with a view to its being used in any

contemplated undertaking: a near equivalent to a frequent use of it

is ' apparatus. " Euclid's to^kutkci^ consists of precise directions for

drawing certain lines, rarely for spreading out surfaces; for though

his \Tork entitled "Elements,"' appears to have been intended as an

introduction to theoretical mathematics in general, (the art of com-

putation being the metier, —the 'mister, as Chaucer would say, of

the Pythagoreans,) yet Euclid always conceives arithmetical quan-

tities,—even when distinguishing between prime and composite in-

tegers,—as being lengths of lines. It was his mania. Those lines

which are drawn in the wopcuriccv^ are not only all that are referred

•to in the condition of the proposition, but also all the additional

lines which he is about to consider in order to facilitate the demon-
stration of which this vapacrKtvij is thus the soul, since in it the

principal theoric step is taken. But the constniction of these ad-

ditional lines is introduced by yap, here meaning "for,'' and some-

times the text does not very sharply separate some parts of the

napaaKtvii from the next step, the airoBti^K, Or demonstration. This

latter contains mere curollarial reasoning, though, in consequence

of its «;i!ently assuming the truth of all that has been previously

provccl or postulated (which Mr. Govv, in his Short History of Greek

Mathematics, gives as the reason for Euclid's having called his work
Sro(x<ui ; which seems to me very dubious,) this corollarial reason-

ing \\ ill sometimes be a little puzzling to a student who has not so

thc)ronc:h]\- assimilated what went before as to have the approximate

proposition ready to his mind. After this, a sentence always using

ofHx, "hence," "ergo," repeats the Trpdraats (not often the c*c^€crt«,)

so as to impress the proposition on the mind of the student, in its

new light and new authority, expressed in the form most convenient

in future applications of it. This is called (rv^i-nipaana, the "conclu-

sion/' which sounds highly Aristotelian. Yet the classical use of
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the verb to signify cominc: to a final conclusion, rendered this noun

inevitable as soon as these neuter abstracts came inlu the frequent

itse that tlicv had bv Euclid's time. The conclusion always ends

virith the words I'lrtp i6a. hu^ai, "which had to be shown, " quod erat

demonstrandum, for which Q. E. D. is now put.

I will take at random the 20th proposition of the first book, to

illustrate the matter. "In every triangle, any two sides, taken to-

gether are always greater than the third.

"For let ABF be a triangle. 1 say that any two sides taken

together are greater than the third ; BA and AF than Br, AB and Br

than AF, and BP and TA than AB.

"For extend BA to the point A, taking AA equal to TA, [which

he has shown in the 2d proposition always to be possible ;] and join

A to r by a straight line.

"Now since AA is equal to AT. the angle under AAF is equal to

that under AFA [bv the asinorutn,] Hence, the angle under

BFA will be greater than that under AAF. [This is a fallacy of a kind

to which Euclid is subject from assuming that every figure drawn

according to the TapnaKiv-ij will necessarily have its part? relateH in

the same way. when it can only be otherwise if spnce is timte, wliu:h

he has never formally adopted as a postulate, in tin- jiresent cast,

if AA is HT^re than half-\\ay round space, the triangle AFA will

include the triangle ABF within it : and then the angle BFA will be

less than the angle AAF.] .\nd since AFB is a triangle havmg the

angle under BFA greater than that under BAF, but the greater side

subtends under the greater angle [which is the theorem that ha-i

just previously been demonstrated.] therefore AB is greater than

BF. But AA is equal to AF. Therefore, BA nnrl AF are greater than

BF. Similarly, w e shall [i. e. could] show that AB and Br are greater

than FA, and BF and FA than AB.

"In every triangle, then, any two sides joined together are

greater than the third, which is what had to be shown."

I will now return to the consideration of cyclical systems, and

will begin by expressing my definiti<Mi of such a system in those

Existential Graphs which have been explained in The Monist {\o\.

XVI, pp. 524—544, where correct the errata given in Vol. XVII.

p. 160). In reference to those graphs.it is to be borne in mind that

they have not been contrived with a view to being used as a cal-

culus, but on the contrary for a purpose opposed to that. Never-

theless, if any one cares to amuse himself by drawing inferences

by machinery, the graphs can be put to this work, and will perform
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it with a facility about equal to tliat of my universal algebra of

logic and as much beyond that of my algebra of dyadic relatives,

of which the lamented Schroeder was so much enamoured. The
only other contrivances for the purpose appear to me to be of in-

ferior value, unless it be considered worth while to bring a pasig-

raphy into use. Such ridiculously exaggerated claims have been

made for Peano's system, though not, so far as I am aware, by its

author, that I shall prefer to refrain from expressii^ my opinion

of its value. I will only say that if a person chooses to use the

graphs to woik out difficult inferences with expedition, he must

devote some hours daily for a week or two to practice with it ; and

the most efficacious, instructive, and entertaining practice possible

will be gained in working out his oym method of using the graphs

for his purpose. I will just give these little hints. Some slight

shading with a blue pencil of the oddly enclosed areas will conduce

to clearness. Abbreviate the parts of the graph that do not concern

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

your work. Extend the rule of iteration and deiteration, by means

of a few theorems which you will readily discover. Do not forget

that useful iteration is almost always into an evenly enclosed area,

while useful deiteration is, as usually, from an oddly enclosed area.

Perform the iteration and the immediately following deiteration at

one stroke, in your mind's eye. Do not forget that the ligatures

may be considered as graph-instances scribed in the areas where

their least enclosed parts lie, and repeated at their attachments.

Their intermediate parts may be disregarded. Reflect well on each

of the four permissions (especially that curious fourth one,) until

you vividly comprehend the why and wherefore of each, and the

bearings of each from every point of view that is habitual with you.

Do not forget that an enclosure upon whose area there is a vacant

cut can everywhere be inserted and erased, while an unenclosed

vacant cut declares your initial assumption, first scribed, to have

been absurd. You will thus, for example, be enabled to see at a
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glance that from Fig. 7 can be inferred Fig. 8. The cuts penorra

two functions; that of denial and that of determininLr the order of

selection of the individual objects denoted by the ligatures. If the

outer cuts of any graph form a nest with no spot except in its inner-

most area, then all that part of the assertion that is therein expressed

will need no nest of cuts, but only cuts outside of one another, none

of them containin^^ a cut with more than a single spot on it. It

will St Idcni be advisable to apply this to a complicated case, owing

to the ^^rcat number of cuts required ; but you should discover and

stow awav in some sentrv-box of vour mind whence the btck of

any occasion may instantly summon it, the simple rule that expresses

all possible complications of this principle. As an example of one

of the simplest cases, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are seen precisely equiv*

alent.

ng. 9. Fit. lA.

Owing to my Existential Grajjhs having been invented in Janu-

ary of 1897 and not published until October, 1906. it slipped my mind

to remark when I finally did print a description of it, what any reader

of the volume entitled Studies in Logic by Members of the Johns

Hopkins University, (Boston: 1882,) might perceive, that in con-

structing it, I profited by entirely original ideas both of Mrs. and

Mr. Fabian Franklin, as well as by a careful study of the remarkable

work of O. E. Mitchell, whose early demise the world of exact logic

has reason deeply to dcplure.

Mv reason for expressing the definition of a cyclic system in

Existential Graphs is that if one learns to think of relations in the

forms of those graphs, one gets the most distinct and ccthetically as

well as otherwise intellectually, iconic conception of them likely to

suggest circumstances of theoric utility, that one can obtain in any

way. The aid that the system of graphs thus affords to the process
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of logical analysis, by virtue of its own analytical purity, is sur-

prisingly great, and reaches further than one would dream. Taiip^ht

to boys and girls before grammar, to the point of thorough famihari-

zation, it would aid them through ail their lives. For there are few

important questions that the analysis of ideas does not help to an-

swer. The theoretical value of the graphs, too, depends on this.

Strictly speaking, the term 'definition' has two senses,—Firstly,

this term is sometimes quite accurately applied to the composite

of characters which are requisite and sufficient to express the

signification of the 'definitum,' or predicate defined ; but I will

distin^iish the definition in this sense b\ calling it the 'definition-

term." Secondly, the word definition is correctly applied to the

double assertion that the definition-term's being true of any con-

ceivable object would alwavs be both requisite and sufficient to

justify predicating the dcfinitum of that object. I will distinguish

the definition in this sense by calling it the 'definition-assertion-pair.'

In the present case, as m most cases, it is needless and would be

inconvenient to express the entire definition-assertion-pair with strict

accuracy, since we onl\' want the definition in order to prove certain

existential facts of subjects of which we assume that the definitum,

'cyclic-system.' is predicable. We do not care to prove that it is

predicable.and therefore the assertion that the definitum is predicable

of the definition-term is not relevant to our purpose. In the second

place, we do not care to meddle with that universe of concepts with

which the definition deals ; and it would considerably complicate our

premisses to no purpose to introduce it. We only care for the

predication of the definition-term concerning the definitum so far

as it can concern existential facts. All that we care to express in

our graph is so much as may be required to deduce every existential

fact implied in the existence of a cyclic system.

A cyclic system is a system ; and a system is a collection having

a regular relation between its members. One member suffices to

make a collection, and is requisite to, the existence of the collection.

The definition, so far as we need it, is then expressed in the graph

of Fig. 11. Here K with a "peg" (See Moiiist, Vol XVI. p. 530)

at the side asserts that the object denoted by the peg is a cyclic

ftystem. The letter M with one peg at the top and another placed

on either side without any distinction of meaning, asserts that the

object denoted by the side-peg is a member of the system denoted

by the top-peg. The letter C, with a peg at the top and another

at the side asserts that the object denoted by the top-peg is a relation
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involve 1 Hi thai relation betwet^n all the iihmhers which constitutes

the entire collection of them as the system thai it is, and asserts that

the object denoted by the side-peg is such a system. The K an

numerals each having one peg placed at the top or bottom of tVic

numeral and a number of side-pegs equal to the value of the numeral,

all these side-pegs being carefully distinguished, is used to express

the truth of the proposition resuiung from filling the blanks of the

rheme denoted by the toj) or bottom [^cg. with indefinite signs C)f

objects denoted by the side-pegs taken in their order, all the left-

ham 1 pegs being understood to precede all the right-hand pegs, and

Oil each side a higher peg to precede a lower one. With this under-

standing, the graph of Fig. 11, where for the sake of perspicuity

the oddly enclosed, or negating areas are shaded, may be translated

into tlie language of speech in either of the two following equiva-

lent forms (besides many others) :

It is false that

there is a cyclic system while it is false that

this system has a member
and involves a relation ("being A to," the bottom peg of 11.)

and that it is false that

the system has a member of which it is false thai

it is in that relation, A, to a member of the system,

while it is false that

there is a definite predicate, P, ( the top or bottom peg
of I,) that is true of a member of

the system and is false of a member of the system, and
that it is false that

this predicate is true of a member of the system of which

it is false that

it is A to a member of the system of which P is true.

This more analytic statement is equivalent to saving that ever\'

cyclic system (if there be any. ) has a member, and involves a rela-

tion called "being A to" (not the graph but perspicuity of sy)eech

requires it to be so named,) such that ever>' member of the system is

A to a member of the system, and any definite predicate, P. what-

soever, that is at once true of one member of the system and untrue

of another is true of some member of tlie system that is not A to

any member of which is true.

To an\lK)dy who has no noti(^n of logic this may seem a queer

attempt to explain what is meant by a cyclic system : and it is true

that it would be a needlessly involved verbal definition; a verbal
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definition being an explanation of the meaning of a word or phrase

intended for a person to whose mind the idea expressed is perfectly

distinct. But it is not intended to serve as a verbal, but as a real

definition, that is, to explain to a person to whom the idea may be

familiar enough, but who has never picked it to pieces and marked

its structure, exactly how the idea is composed. As such, I believe

it to be the simplest and most straight-forward explanation possible.

When you say that the days of the week "come round in a set of

seven," you think of the week ever>thing here expressed of K.

I do not mean that all this is actually existent in your thought ; for

thinking no more needs the actual presence in the mind of what is

Fig. 1 1.

thought than knowing the English language means that at every

instant while one knows it the whole dictionary is actually present

to his mind. Indeed, thinking, if possible, even less implies pres-

ence to the mind than knowing does ; for it is tolerably certain that

a mind to whom a word is present with a sense of familiarity knows
that word ; whereas a mind which being asked to think of anything,

say a locomotive, simply calls up an image of a locomotive has. in

all probability, by bad training, pretty nearly lost the power of

thinking; for really to think of the locomotive means to put oneself

in readiness to attach to it any of its essential characters that there
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may be occasion to consider ; and this must be done by general signs,

not by an image of the object. But the truth of the matter will

more fully be brought out as we proceed.

All that we require of the definition may be put into a simpler

shape by omitting the letter M, since the interpreter of the graph

must well understand that the whole talk of the graphist for the

time being, so far as it refers to things and not to the attributes

or relations, has reference to the members of a cyclic system. We
may consequently use the graph of Fig. 12 in place of Fig. 11.

It will be remarked that the graph of Fig. 12 is no more a

definition of a cyclic system than it is of the relation of immediate

antecedence ; and this is as it should be ; for plainly a system cannot

Fig. M Fig. 13.

be defined, without virtually defining the relation between its mem-

bers that constitutes it a system.

I will now begin by drawing one of several corollaries that are

right at my hand. I am always using the words 'corolhr/ and

theorem in the strict sense of the foregoing definition. This corol-

lary results from the logical principle that to every predicate there

is a negative predicate which is true if the former is folse, and is

false if the former is true. This purely logical principle is ex*

pressed in the graph of Fig. 13. Obviously, if any predicate is both

true of some member and false of some member of the system, the

same will be the case with its negative. Consequently, by the defi-

nition, this negative will be true of some member without beini; true

of any to which that member is A ; or, in other words, the original
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predicate will be false of some member without being A to any

member of which it is false. Thus, if any predicate is neither true

of all nor false of all the members of any cyclic system, but is true

of some one and false of some other, there will be two different

members of one of which it h trne withoiit being true of any to which

that member is A, while of the other it is false without being false

of any to which that meml»er is A. Or, to put the corollary in a

different light, takinof any predicate, P, whatsoever, thtn, in case

you can prove that there cannot be more than one exception to the

rule that ever>' member of the system resembles some one of those

to which it is A in respect t o the truth or falsity concerning it of P,

then if P be true of one member, it is true of all, and if it be false

of one, it is false of all.

I am now gome: to apply this proposition to a theoric proof of

a proposition which is really only a corollary from the definition of

a cyclic system. My motive for this departure from good method

is that it will afford a good ilhistration of the advantage of making

the selected pre dicate, P, as special and cliaracteristic of the state

of things you are reasonine about as possible. The proposition I

am goinjT to prove is, that in an . cyclic system that contains more

than one member no member will be .A to itself. For this purpose

I will consider any member of the system you please, and will give

it the proper name, N. This ecthetic step is already theoric, but is

a matter of cnttrse. Another theoric step, not a matter of course,

shall consist in my selecting, as the predicate to be considered, "is N."

Now if N is A to itself, every member of the system of which this

predicate is true (which ran be none other than X itself.) will be

A to a member of which the predicate is also true: and consequently,

by the definition of a cyclic system this predicate cannot be true of

one member and false of another. But if there be any other member
of the system than >s''. it will be false of that one. Whence, if N
were A to itself and were not the only member of the system, there

would be no member of which it would be true that it was N. But
by the definition, every cyclic system has some member, and N was
chosen as such. So that it must be, either that the system has no
other member, or that an\- member you please, and consequently

every one, is non-A to itself.

Now what I wanted to point out was that if instead of "is N."
I had selected, as my predicate to be considered, "is A to itself." it

would merely have followed that since any member that is A to
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itself is A to a member that is A to itself, by the genera! defimtion

either every member of the system is A to itself or none is so.

I will now prove that this proposition that no member of a

cyclical system is A to itself unless it is tiie only member of the

system is not a theorem, in any strict sense, by provini^ it corol-

larially. For this purpose I first prove that no cyclical ^stem, by

virtue of the same relation A, involves another as a part, but not

the whole of it. For suppose that certain members of a C)'dical

system form by themselves a cyclical system constituted by the sane

A-hood. Then, by the part of the definition of a cyclical system

that has been expressed as graph in Fig. 11 and in Fig. 12, there is

a member of this minor system ; and every member of it is A to a

member of the major system that is a member of the minor systenL

Hence, by that same partial definition, the predicate "is a member

of the minor system" being true of one is true of all members of

the major system. The minor system is, then, the whole of the

major system. To go further, I must employ that assertion of the

definitum "is a cyclic system" concerningf the definition-term, which

assertion has not been exj^ressed as a graph, in order to prove, by

its conformity with the definition that a single object, having a re-

lation, identity, to itself, that relation conforming to the conditions of

the constitntive relation of a cyclical system, must be admitted to

be a cyclical system of a single member. If, therefore, one of the

members of a cyclical system of n:* rc than one member were A to

itself, it would be a cyclical svst* in \\hich was a part but not the

whole of another cyclical svilcm, winch wc have seen to be im-

possible.

I shall now employ the first corollary to prove tliat e^very mem-

ber of a cyclical system is A'd by some member. For take any

lilt i;iber vou please of any such system you please; and I will assign

to it the proper name X. If then X is the only member of the sys-

tem, by the definition N is A to itself. But if there be another mem-

ber, it is one of wbicli the predicate "is X" is not true, though there

is some member, namely X. of which that predicate is true. Con-

sequently, by that first corollary, there must be a membei- of which

it is not true that it is X which is A to nothing of which this is not

true. But, l)y the (kriuiliun, every member of a cych'c system is

A to some member ; and therefore that member which is not .A to

any member of whicli "is N" is not true, must be true of a member

of which "is N" is tnte, which, by hypothesis, is only X itself: con-

sequently any member of any cyclic system which one may choose
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to select is A d by some member, and by another than itself, if there

be another. Q. E. D.

Further investig:ation of the properties of cyclic systems will

need a sotTiewhat more recondite theoric step. Certainly, however,

I must not convev the idea that I claim to be quite sure of this. As
yet. T have not sufficiently studied the methodeutic of theorematic

reasonmp^. I only have an indistinct apprehension of a principle

which seems to me to prove what I say: and I must confess that of

all loc^iral habits that of confiding' in deductions from vague con-

ceptions is quite the most vicious, since it is just such reasonincrs

that to the intellectual rabble are the most convincing^; so thai the

conclusions (zet woven into the general common-sense so closely,

that it at length seems paracloxical and absurd to deny them, and

men of "good sense" cling to them long after they have been clearly

disproved. However, whether it be absolutely necessary or not,

the onlv way I see, at present, of demonstrating the remaining

properties of a cyclic system is to suppose a predicate to be formed

by a process which will seem somewhat complicated. I shall not state

what this predicate is. but only suppose it to be formed according

to a rule ; and even this rule will not be exactly stated but only a

description of its provisions will be given. T shall srppose that

one member of the svstcm is selected bv the rnle one of tlK class

of subject^: of which the predicate is true. an(i that the remaining

members of this class shall be taken into it from nmonq; the members
of the system one by one, according to the rule that when the

member last taken in is not A to any member already taken in, one

and one only of the members of the system not yet taken in to which

that last adopted inember is A is to be added to the class; and this

new atitiitien may, in the same way. require another. If the svstem

were infinite (as we shall ^oon =ee that it cannot be.) this micht

go on endlessly : and so far. we have not seen that this cannot hap-

pen. But as soon as it happens that the member last admitted to

the class is A to a member already admitted (and consequently

that every member admitted to the class is A to an admitted mem-
ber) the admissions to the class are to be brought to a stop. There

are now two supposable cases to be provided for which we shall

later find will never occur: but if we did not determine what was
to be done if they should (this not being proved impossible) our

first proof would involve a pctitio principii. One is the case in

\\ hieh the finally adopted member is A to a member already having

an A that had previously been admitted to the class. The other is
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the case in which the last (but not necessarily the final) adopted

member is not only A'd by the last previously adopted member (for

the sake of providing which with a member A'd by it, the veiy last

was taken in) but is also A'd by an earlier adofited member. In

the latter case, in which the member last adopted, which we may
name V, is not only A'd by the last previous one, whidi we may
name U, but is also A'd by a previously adopted member of the

class which we may name K, we are to reject from the dass all that

were admitted after K to U inclusive; so that we revert to what

would have been the case, as it might have been, if next after K
we had admitted V, to which K is A. We should thus make the

class smaller, which we shall soon see could not hsqipen. In the

other case, where the last adopted member, which we will name,

Z, is A to a previously adopted one, which we will name J, whidi

was not the first member adopted into the class, but is A'd by another,

which we will name I, we reject from the class both I and all that

were adopted previously to I.

After these supposititious rejections, there is no object of which

the predicate, "is a member of the class so formed," is true that is

not A of any object of which the same predicate is true, and there-

fore, by the definition so often appealed to. this predicate cannot be

both true of a mtmber of the cyclic system and false of another

such member. Xow it plainly is true of sonic member, since the

first object taken into it as well as every one subsequently taken

into it were members oi liie cyclic system. Therefore, this predicate

cannot be false of an\ member of the cyclic system. In oihcr words,

the class so formed mclndes all the members of the cyclic system.

Consequently, there cannot have been any rejections.

Since there were no rejections, the first member ailopted must

reiiiaiii a member of the class; and since we have seen in a former

corollary that every member of a cychc system is AM by a member
of the same system, this first adopted member must be A'd by some
meml)er of the system, that is, by some member of tlie class. But

by the rule of formation of the class no member of ii except the

finally ado|)ted one can he A to a ])reviously adopted member. It

follows that there must be a fin.illi- adopted one; and by the same

rule no member of tlie class except the first was adopted witiiout there

beinc^ a last pn-riously adopted member. It follows that the suc-

cession of ad<)j)tinns cannot, at any part of it, have been endless.

This is one of the most difficult theorems that I had to i)rove.

Moreover, every member of the class is by the mode of forma-
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tion A to one. and only to one, member of the class: and con-

sequently the same is true of all the members of every cyclic sys-

tem.

^foreover. ever\- member of the class except the first was only

taken in so a? to be A'd by the last, or, at any rate, by one member
only : and the tirst adopted member as we have seen is A'd by the

finally adopted member. It cannot he A'd by any other, since by

the rule of formation, snch another would thereby have become the

finally adopted member. Hence, no member of a cyclic system is

A'd (in the same ^ense) by any two members of the system; or

no two members arr A to the same member.

I have thus, by means of this 6f>-yp(n of the formation of a certain

kind of class, succeeded in demonstrating, what one nntrht well have

doubted, that from the proposition expressed in Fig'. 11 follows the

double uniqueness of the cyclical relation of A-hood or immediate

antecedence. This is the principal, as I think, of those jjropcrties

that arc common and peculiar to cyclical systems. The same theoric

ste{>. or a reduplication of it. will enable the reader to prove other

properties, common but not peculiar to cyclic systems ; and esi)eciall>

that a collection the count of whose members in one order comes to

an end can never in any order involve an endless process, whether it

comes to an end or does not. There is, by the way, an important

logical interest in that mode of succession in which an endless suc-

cession, say, of odd numbers, is followed by a beginningless dimin-

ishing succession of even numbers. For it shows that two classes

of objects may have such a connection with a transitive relation,

such as are those of causation, logical implication, etc., that any

member of either class is immediately in this relation only to a mem-
ber of die same class, while yet every member of one of the classes

may be in this same relation to every member ol the other class.

Thus, it may be that thought only acts upon thought immediately,

and matter immediately only upon matter; and yet it may be that

thought acts on matter and matter upon thought, as in fact is plainly

the case, somehow.

In this theoric step, it is noticeable that I have had to embody
the idea of antecedence generally, in order to prove the properties

of cyclical immediate antecedence. Any reasoner is always entitled

to assume that the mind to which he makes appeal is familiar with

the properties of antecedence in general; since if he were not so,

he could not even understand what reasoning was at all about For

logical antecedence is an idea which no reasoner can unload or dis-
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pense with. It would have been easy to replace, in my demonstra-

tions, all the "previously 's etc. by relations of inference. I have

not done so in order not to burden the reader's mind with needlessly

intricate forms of thought.

A corollary from what has already been proved is that if we

regrard the definition of Fig. 12 as the definition of A-hoo<J, or cyclical

immediate antecedence, then A-hoo<l is not a sing-le relation but

is any ( tu of a class of relations which, it the collection of all the

members (A tiic system is not very small, is a large class. For taking

any two members of the system, and naming them Y iand Y, we may

form such a relation, that of A'-hood, that whatever is neither Y
nor Y, nor is A to Y nor to Y is A' to whatever is A'd by it, while

whatever is A to Y is A' to Y, whatever is A to Y is A' to Y, what-

ever IS A'd by Y is A"d by Y, and whatever is A'd by Y is A"d by Y;

and then A' will have the same general properties as A. Thus, if

the number of members of a cyclic system is m, the tiumber of rela-

tions of A-hood is {tn-l) 1 If m be seven, the number of A-rela-

dons is 720 ; etc.

There is no relation in a cyclic system exactly answering to

general antecedence in a dert;imeral* system.

As a huitude is a po<;itive complication ^as is shown by a form

of iniercncc being valid in a finite system that is not elsewhere

vaHd,) so in ])lacc of the relation of betweenness which in a linear

system endless both ways, which, if those ways are not distinctively

characterized, is triadic. we have in a cyclic sy=;tcm a tetradic rela-

tion expressible bv a with four tails, so that Fip. 14, which means

that an object which can, wherever it be in the cycle, pass from its

position to that which is uext to that position, being either A to it

or A'd by it, will if at I be opposite to an object at T. relatively to

any objects at U and at V. That is, such an object cannot move

from I to J without passing through U and V. This implies that

U is opposite to V relatively to I and J ; that no other pair o-t of

the four are opposite to each other relatively to the other pair ; and

that that way of passing round the cycle in which U is reached next

after I is the way in which J is reached next after U, V next after

J, and I next after V ; while that way in which V is reached next

after I is the way in which J is reached next after V, U next after

J, and T next after U. This supposes that I, J, U, and are all

different, as those that are opposite must be unless two that are

* See Note at th« end of the article.
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adjacent are identical, in which case we may understand the rela-

tion as always being true and meaningless.

We may modify this relation, so as to render it exact, by de-

I I J I A-J A-I J

\ / \ /
« U ,3 fi /?

\
\
A-V

Pin. i«. Pif. t% Fb|. SS. Fif. t7'

filling Fig. 15 as true, if I and J are identical while U and V are

also identical ; or if I and U are identical while J and \ are identical,

and also if Fig. 16 or Fig. 17 is true, but as not true unless neces-

sarily so according to these principles. This last clause, hv the way,

has a very important logical form , but I shall not stop to conunent

upon it.

It will be observed that if Fig. 15 is true, then one or other of

fhe g^phs of Fig. IS must be true. And if two a-relations hold,

I I

I

V i V—-a—.U

I
Fill. Ut.

having three of their four correlates identical, and not the same pair

being opposite in both, then two tt-oondudons may be drawn in

which the two correlates that only appeared once each in the premis-

A a B h a X a Y XII II
C C AC

Fig. fgu tin. M.

ses, appear toc^ether, and opposite to one another. Thus, from Fig.

19 nia\' be inferred Fig. 20. Tlie /i-relatii)n !ends itself to much
further inferential procedure. In the first place m Fig. 15, the whole

graph may be turned round on the paper so as to bring each cor-

relate into the place of its opposite. It may also be turned through

180® round a vertical axis in the sheet. [It may consequently be

turned 180° round a horizontal axis in the sheet] Moreover, the
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two correlates on the left, T and V, mav be interchanged. [And so,

consequently may J and U.] Moreovrr. from Fig. 21, we can infer

Fig* 22. [Whence it follows that from Fig. 23 we can infer Fig

^ ^ \ ^ \ /

/
Fig. II. flf

•

I J I X I X

' \
Y

Fig. n- *«•

I J K I K

\

Fig. if. Fig. iC

24.] Also, from Fig. 25 we can infer Fig. 26. Whence there follow

very obviously several transfonnations. For example. Fig. 27 will

be true; and if any three of the four graphs of Fig. 28 are true, so

is the other one. It is obvious that the relation fi involves cycM

A-I I

3

/ \
\

J-A J

additton*subtraction, by its definition* Cyclic arithmetic involvei

no other ordinal, or cUmacote, numbers than cyclic ordinals. But

if we define a cardinal number as an adjective essentially applicaUe*

universally and exclusively, to a plural of a single multitude, tben

even the relations a and /9 may be said to depend upon the vahie

of a cardinal number ; namely, upon the modulus of the cycle; and

no cardinal number is cyclic. Dedekind and others consider the
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pure abstract integers to be ordinal ; and in my opinion they are

not only right, but might extend the assertion to all real numbers.

[But what I mean by an ordinal number preciscl} must be ex-

plained further on.] Nevertheless, the operations of addition, mul-

B ST C

\ / \ /

8 XX B
\ / \ /

/\ /\D Q O T

tipHcatkm, and involtition can be more simply defined if they are

regarded as applied to cardinals^ that is to multitudes, than if th^ are

regarded in their s^fication to ordinals.

Thus, the sum of two multitudes, M and N, is simply the multi-

tude of a collection composed of the mutmlly exclusive collections

of the multitudes M and N. The ordinal definition, on the other

hand, must be that OfX^X, whatever X may be, while (the ordinal

next after Y)4-X is the ordinal next alter (Y+X). So the product

of two multitudes M and N, is simply the multitude of units eadi

composed of a unit of a collection of multitude M and a tmit of

multitude N ; while the ordinal definition must be that (MH) and that

X x(the ordinal next after Y) is X+(X • Y) and the ordinal next

after XxY is (X • Y)-fY. So finally the multitude M raised to the

power whose exponent is N, is the multitude of ways in which every

member of a collection of multitude N can be rehited in a given

X
AB

y
A

X
I
Y I Z

B A

X z
A \l\ 51 11
X z

A

X z
\l\ A

1

^
1 AB

Fig. a^b

way, each to some single member or other of a collection of nmltitt^de

M. Thus 3^ because the different configurations of Fig. 29 are
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nine in number: while J^'^S because the different configurations of

Fig. 30 are eight in number. But a definition of involution which

A B B A B A B
XYZ XY z xz Y X

1
YZ

A A B B A B
YZ Y XZ XY XYZ

Fig. JOw *

shali be purely ordinal must be quite a complicated affair. We na)

say, for example, that X»=X and Xi+^'=X • X^.

In cyclic addition, that is. in the o and /8 relations, there is but

a single cardinal number to he dealt with: and this is fully dealt

with in counting round and round the single cycle. But in multi-

plication there is always another cycle, and thus another cardinal

number to be considered, although the modulus of the second cvcle

is usually such that it is not brought to our attention. But suppose

that in a cycle of 72 we multiply the successive integers Irom zero

up by 54. The following will be the result:

0x54= 0= 72

Ix54 = 54 = -18

2x54 = 36

3x54=18
4 x 54 = 72 = 0

It will be seen that tlu re is a cycle of modulus 4. Suppose that, in-

stead of 54, we take 27 as the multiplicand. Then we shall have

0x27= 0 = 72

1x27 = 27
2x27s54s -18

3x27* 9
4x27=36
5 x 27 = 63 = - 9
6x27=18
7x27=45 = -27
8x27=72 = 0

By halving the multiplicand we have doubled the modulus. Sup*

pose, however, that, instead of }x54, we take ^54=18, as the multipli-

cand. Read the column of successive multiples of 54 upwards* and

we shall see that the multiples of 18 have a cycle of modulus 4.

With 6 as the multiplicand we get a C3rcle of 12 for its mul-

tiples, the numbers being as follows

:

6, 12. 18, 24, 30, 36, -30, ^24. -18. -12, -6, 0
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With 2x6 we get a cycle of ^12, every other one. With 4x6

as multiplicand, we ^tt a cycle of |12=3, with 8x12 as multipUcand.

since 3 cannot be halved we still get 3. With 3*6=18 as multipli-

cand, we get a cycle of ;^xl2. or every third of the multiples of 6.

but with 3 • 18=54 as modulus, since 4 is not divisible bv 3. we still

get a c} clc of 4. With 6 • 6=36 as multiplicand, we get ever\ sixth

multiple of 6, or two in all, 0 and 36. With 5x6, 7x6, and 1U6
since 12 is not divisible by 5, 7, or 11, we stili get a modulus of 12.

With 30, the order is as follows:

0, 30. -12, 18, -24, 6, 36, -6, 24. -18. 12. -30, 0.

This principle is obvious: if the multiples of a number N form

a cycle of modulus K, and /> is a prime nun:ber, then the multiples

of />N' will form a c>'cle of K/p, provided K is divisible by />; but

otherwise, the mrx lulus will remain K, Suppose, then, that the

cycle of multiples of 1, that is to say, the cycle of our entire system

of numbers is P" • q^, where p and q are pritnes, and a and b are any

whole numbers. If, then, we multij)lv 1 by i^'S^'t', where r, s, t

are other primes than p and q, the nifxiulus of the cycle of multiples

of r^' s^'t* will remain p^ • q^. But every time we multiplv this by p
we divide the modulus by p, until we have so multiplied it a times.

On the other hand, if, instead of multipl}ing 1 by r^'S^'t*, we
multiply it by p^*q^ to get a new multiplicand, the modulus of the

cycle of multiples of p°'q^ will be 1 ; that is, all multiples will be

equal. It will follow by the distributive principle, that p^ • q^ added

to any number leaves that number unchanged. That is to say, the

modulus of a cvcle is the zero of that cycle. But right here I must

explain what I mean by an ordinal number.

Take any enumerable, or finite, collection of distinct objects.

Let there be recognized one special relation in which each of them

stands to a single one of them, and no two to the same one, and

such that any predicate whatsoever that is true of any one of them

and is true of the one to which any one of which it is tnie stan Is

in that relation, is true of all of them. This substantially dehnes

that relation as the relation of "being A'd by." Thereby, that col-

lection is recognized as forming a cyclical system of which those

objects are members. But those objects will not in general be

numbers of any kind. They may be days of the week or certain

merifiians of the Globe. But now consider a single "step,'* or sub-

stitution, b\ v. hich the A of any member of the cyclic system is re-

placed bv the member itself. From what member this step, or sub-

stitution began remains indefinite. The "step '

still leads to a single
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member, and the step is a singfle kind of step even if that member

be an\ number you please, in wliich case it is not a single, i. e. a

singular, but the general member. I will <;ondescend to meet the

reader's probably indurated habit of crass nominalist thought by

saying that, in the one case, it is a sinjjle member not definitely de-

scribed, and in the other is a single number, left to him to choose;

and there is no objection to this, if the member be supposed to be

both existent and intelligible, both of which however it need not be.

Give this kind of a step a proper name. Next consider in succession

all the kinds of step each of which consists in first taking a step of the

last prt*\ lously considered kind and then substituting for the member

which it puts in place of another, the member of which that member

is A ; so that the kinds of steps may be

From the A of a member to that member,

From the A of the A of a member to that member,

From the A of the A of the A of a member to that member,

Now if each of these has a name, whether pronounced, scribed,

or merely thought, those names will come round in a cycle of the

same modulus as the original system. They will therefore form

a cyclic system, but not a system of objects not essentially ordered,

as the original system may have been. This system of names is a

cyclic system of numbers. These are ordinal, or climacote, numbers.

By ordinal numbers in general I mean names essentially denoting

kinds of steps each from an} member whatever of a system of objects

to, at most, a single object of the system, (i. e., one ur another ob-

ject, depending on what object the step replaces by this other).

Thus, as I use the term "ordinal number" I do not mean the absulute

first, second, third, etc. member of a row of objects, but rather such

as these : the same as, the first after, the second after, the third before,

etc. These numbers are certainly "ordinal" in the sense of ex-

pressing relative order ; yet it might be better to avoid possible mis-

understanding by calling them metrical numbers, or mcM'e specificallv,

climaLt'de or climacote numbers.

In order to push further our study of this subject, let us sup-

pose a pack of 72 cards, numbered in order upon their faces, to be

dealt into two piles. We will not directly consider those serial face-

values, but only their differences. The two piles cannot regularly

be rennited, because the difference of successive face-values in each,

conies round in a cycle in each pile, the bottom card of the one pile,

1, being 2 more than the top card 71 (counting round the c)xie of
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modulus 72) and that of the other pile also coming round m a cvcle.

The (iiflference betwetn the face-values of any two cards in cither

pile is a multiple of 2, the multiplier being the difference of position

in tliat pile. If now we desire so to re-deal the cards of the one pile

and the other into an v number n of piles, as to prod vice the same

effect as if tlity had orig-inally been dealt into 2n piles, we must

first deal the first pile leaving room between every two of the new
piles for the piles to be produced bv dealing the second pile. If for

the number, «, we take 8, we siiall get sixteen piles, the first 8 of 5

cards each and the last 5 of 4; and now it is allowable and proper

to place each of the first 8 piles on the pile 8 piles further advanced;

or equally so to place each of the last 8 piles on the pile 8 piles further

advanced, counting round and round the cycle of modulus 16. In

either case the cards of each coniv)osite pile so formed will form a

cycle, successive face-values increasing (round and round the cycle

of 72) by 16. The rule for gathering the piles is just the same as

that previously given, except that one must confine oneself to piles

of the same set. For instance if 72 cards, numbered as just de-

scribed, get in any ^vay dealt into 15 piles, the top cards of the

piles will have these values:

61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68. 69, 70. 71, 72, 58, 59, 60

Now since 15172=3 these are in 5 sets of 3 piles, thus

61, 64, 67, 70, 58,

62, 65, 68, 71, 59.

63, 66, 69, 72, 60.

We shall therefore put the pile headed by 72 on the pile headed

by 69, because there is only one pile of the set to the right of the

former, and these on the pile headed by 66. and these on that headed

by 63, and finally all four on the one headed by 60. So we shall in

the next set begin with the pile beaded by 71, the last of the larger

piks.

We shall thu? ^tt the whole pack divided into three portions,

and there is absrilutely no way of getting them back into a single

pack except by undcaling them, that is by cutting the cards one

by one from the three portions in turn, round and round.

This general rule holds in all cases; as much when the entire

number of cards is prime as when it is composite. For a prime

number i - one whose greatest common divisor with any smaller posi-

tive integer is 1, while, of course, like any other number, its greatest

divisor common to itself is itself.

Having thus fully explained the dealing into any number of
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piles of any number of cards, prince ur cuniposite, I revert, after

this almost interminable disquisition, to the subject of cyclic loga-

rithms. I have cnntitied, and shall continue to confine, my study

of these to loerarithnis of numbers whose cycle has a prime modulus.

Then, the modulus of the cycle of the loe^arithms being one less

than that of the natural numbers cannot be prime. Still so long

as it is a questi* n of employing the lo<::arithms merely to multiply

two numbers, the logarithm of the product is simply the sum of the

log-arithms of multiplier and multiplicand : and in addition it makes

no difterencc whether the modulus be prime or composite. Rut when

it comes to raismg numbers to powers or to extracting their roots,

the divisors of the numIxT one less than the modulus have to be

considered. The modulus beinc: prime, the number one Ics? nrist

be divisible by 2. If 2 be the only prime factor, the modulus must

be 3 or 5 or 17 or 65537 or much greater yet. As an example, let

us take the modulus 17. Then the following two pairs of tables

show the logarithms for the 8 different bases 3, 5» 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14.

j,^ j-«6-«4 -8 -7 -2 -6 -x "3 -9 -10 -13 -5 -15 -11 -16

'f t 3 9 10 13 3 It 16 14 8 7 4 ta s 6 I

( o I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II la 13 14 1$ *I0

'* (-16-15 -14 -13 -la -11 -10 -9 -8 ^ -6 -J -4 -3 -a -X 0

-16 -15 -14 -13 -la -tt -10 -g -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -a -I
Nat floa

j-^®-'5-«4-«3-"-ti -10 -9 -8 -7 -5 -4 -3 -t -i

i I z 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 XI la xj 14 IS 16

xoa37i3 4g6S
-6-X4-X3 -9 -3-X8 -7-w "3

^ ( o 14 I la 5 X3 IX xo a 3 7 13 4 g 6 8

( -16 -a -xf -4 -XX -X .-J

Nat not i"**"" ^ -y -I -S -« -«-i3-»4
'

C X 5 8 6 13 14 t 10 16 la 9 II 4 3 15 7

l^osu.i
• * * ^ * 5 * ^ 8 9 10 « la 13 14 tS

I -18 -15 -14 -13 -ta -11 -w -9 -8 -6 -5 -4 -3 -a -I

U^l^^ i -16-X3 -M -»3 -»2 -II -10 ^ -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -a -1

I I a 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 10 II 12 13 14 13 x6

\

o 6 13 12 I 3 IS 2 xo 7 SI 9 4 S M ^

-x6-xo ~3 -4 -13 -13 -1-14 -9 -5 -7 -It -II -a -S

0£ course, none of the even mimbers can be togantfams of a

possible base of another system since with a modulus 16 no mdtiple

of an even number can be 1, the logarithm of the base. On the

other hand, every odd number is in every system of logarithms the

logarithm of some base.

If, instead of 13 cards and 12, die "trick" be done with 17 and
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16, say the first eight hearts increasingly and then the first eight

diamonds decreasingly, with the joker or king of hearts to make

up 17 and with the first eight spades to correspond with the hearts

and the first eight clubs to correspond with the diamonds, laying

down the black cards on the table, in two rows, one of eight from

left to right, and the other below from right to left, after having

dealt the black cards 16 times into three piles and every time ex-

changing the top card of the middle pile for the topmost red card,

so as to bring the ace of spades into the right-hand-most place of

the upper row, then having done the trick substantially as above

described, there is a very pretty way in which you can ask into

what odd number of piles the black cards shall be dealt and then deal-

ing out the red cards, minus the extra one 16 times exchanging a card

each time for the three court cards and ten of each suit, so as to

again render the black ones the index of the places of the red ones.

But I leave it to the reader's ingenuity to find out exactly how this

is to be done. Beware of the moduli.

There is much more to be said on this subject, but I leave it

for the reader to investigate.

CHAitLES Santiago Sanders Peikce.

MiLFORD, Pa.

NOTE REFERRED TO ON PAGE 458.

Dcnumeral is applied to a eollection in one-to-one correspondence to a
collection in which every member is immediately follov.T 1 by a single other
member, and in which but a single member does not, immediately or mediately,
follow any other. A collection is in one-to-one correspondence to another,
if, and only if, there is a relation, r, such that every member of the first coK
lection is r to some member of the second to which no other member of the
first is r, while to eveiy member of the second some member of the first is

without being r to any other member of the second. The positive integers

form the most obviously denumeral system. So does the system of ait real

integers, which, by the way, does not pass through infinity;, since infinity itself

is not part nf t'lr ':y<;trrn So does a Cantor ian collection in which the endless

series of all positive integers is immediately followed by «i, and this by i,

this by and so on endlessly, this endless scries being immediately followed
by 2w,. Upon this follow an endless series of endless series all positive integer

coefficients of Wi being exhaiistcd, whereupon immediately follows w^, and in

due course -rwi-fywj-j-s, where a, y, z, are integers; and so on; in short, any

qratem in which every member can be described so as to distinguish it from
e\-ery other by a finite number of characters joined together in a finite number
of ways, is a denumeral system. For writing the positive whole numbers in
any way, most systematicajly thus:

T, 10. I I, 100, lOI, no. I IT. TOGO. lOOT. lOIO. lOIT. etc.

it is plain that an infinite square matrix of pairs of such numbers can be ar-
ranged in one series, by proceeding along successive bevel lines thus: (i, l)

;

(r, id) ; (10, i) : (i, ii) ; (lo, lo)
; (ii, i) : (i, lOo) ; (lo; ii) ; f n ; lo) ; etc.

and consequently whatever can be arranged in such a square can be arranged
in one row.
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Thus an endleas square of quaternions such as the following can be so

arranged:

[(Z.I) (t.i)] : [(s.t) (1,10)]; ((t.t) (io,i)]:[(s«i) (i. 11)): ale.

((i.zo)<t.i)]:[(t.io)(x.io)l: ((i.xo)(io^t)] : [(x.to) (t.xt)]: aic.

[(lo.i) (1. 1)1 : [(lo.i) (i.io)l: [(lo.i) (io,x)l {{lo.i) (i.n)]: etc.

[(i.xi) (i.x)] : ((i.xz) (i.xo)]; ((z.xx) (io.z)] : ((x.xx) (x.xz)]; ale

Consequently whate^'er can be arranged in a block of any finite tmaAtt of

dimctTsjons cnn he arrantrcd in a linear fticce'^'sion Thus it hecome* evident

that any collection of objects, every one of which can be distinguished from
all others by a Hnite collection of marks joined in a finite number of waj-s can
be of no greater than the dennmeral nmltitude. fTlic hearing of thii? upon

Cantor's is not very clear to my mind.) But when we come to the

collection of all Irrational fractions, to exactly distinguish eadi of which from
at! others would require an eridless ?eries of decimal place??, we reach a greater

multitude, or grade of maniness. namely, the ^rst abnumerabie multitude. It is

called "abnumerabie," to mean that there is, not only no way of counting the

single members of such a colltctioii so that, at la^^r, er ory one will have t>een

counted (in which case the mullituilc would be enurncrabU') , but, further,

there is no way of counting them so that every member will after a while get

coimted fwhich is the case with the single multitude called dcnumcral^ .
Tt is

called the first abnumerabie multitude, because it is the smallest of an endless

succession of al)mimerable multitudes each smaller than the next For what-
ever multitude of a collect " of single members may denote, 2M, or t*ie

multitude of dilTcrcnt collections, in sucli collection of multitude m, is always
greater than m. The different members of an abnumerabie collection are not
capable of heinp; distinguished, each one from all others, by any finite collec-

tion of maiks or of finite sets of marks. But by the very definition of the first

abnumerabie multitude, as being the multitude of collections (or we might as

well say of dcnumeral collections) that exist amonp the members of a de-

numeral collection, it follows that all the members of a hr^t-abnumerable col-

lection are capable of being ranged in a linear series, and of being so described
that, of any two. we can toll which comes earlier in the series For the two
denumeral collections being each serially arranged, so tliat there is in each a

first member and a singular next later member after each meinbcr, there
will he a definite fir^t menii""' i"^. re-prct t<"> containini; or not crnifaininc which
the two collections differ, and wc may adopt citlier the rule that the collection

that contains, or the rule that the collection that does not contain, this member
"ihall he earlier in tlie ^t rio- nf C'>1U ctii )ns. Conscquent'y a ftr>t -abnumerabie
collection is capable of having all its members arranged in a linear series.

But if we define a pure abnumerabie collection as a collection of all collections
of nu:nher'» of a dtMmmer.il C"1!(c-tli>n each of which includes a denumcr:\l

collection of those members and excludes a denumeral collection of them,
then there will be no two among all such pure abnumerabie collections of

which one follows next .ificr tlir other or of which one next precedes the

Other, according to that rule. For example, among all decimal fracttoni

who^e decimal expressions contain each an infinite number of is and an in-

finitf nunihcr of os. but tio other fitrures. it is cvidoiu that there will be no

two between which others of the same sort are not intermediate in value.

What number for instance is next greater or next less than one which ha<
a I in e\ery place wbose ordin;il number is prime and a 7rro in f\er\ p'!i>:e

whose ordinal number is composite? • iiioioioooioioooioioooioooooi etc.

Evidently, there is none; and this being the case, it is e%*ident that all member*
of a pure second-abnunu-ralile collection, which both contains and exclude*
among its members first-abnumerahle collections formed of the mcmlK-rs 01

a pure first-abnumerable collection, cannot, in any such way. be in any line-ir

series. Should further investigation prove that a second-abmuTieral multitude

can in no «*av be linearly arranged, my former opinion that the common con-
ception of a fine implies that there is room upon it for any multitude of points

whatsoe\'er wilt need modification.
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Certainly, I am obliged to confess that the ideas of coiumon sense are not
sufficiently distinct to render such an inq^tcation concerning the continuity
of a line evident Rut even should it be proved that no collection of higher
multitude ihan ihc hrst abnumerabie can be hnearly arranged, this would be
very far from establishing the idea of certain mathematico-loKicians that a
line consists of points. The question is not a physical one- it is «imply
whether there can be a consistent conception of a more perfect continuity
than the so-called "continuity" of the theory of functions (and of the differen-
tial calculus) which makes the continuum a first-abnumerabie system of
pumts. It will still remain true, after the supposed demonstration, tiiat no
collection of points* eadi distinct from every other, can make up a line, no
matter \vbnt relation may subsist between them; and therefore whatever mul-
titude of pomts be placed upon a line, they leave room for the same multitude
that there was room for on the line before placing any points upon it This
would generally be the case if there were room only for the denameral
multitude of points upcm the line. As long as there is certainly room for the
first denuraerable mtutttude, no denumerai collection can be so placed as to
diminish the room, even if. as my opponents seem to tliitik, tlie line is com-
posed of actual determinate points. But in my view the unoccupied points

of a line are mere possibilities of points, and as such are not subject to the
Uw of contradiction, for what merely can be may also not be. And therefore
there is no cutting down of the possibility merely by some possibility having
been actualized. A man who can see does not become deprived of the power
merely by the fact that he has seen.

The argument which seems to me to prove, not onlv that there is such
a conception of continuity as I contend for, but that it is realized in the
universe, is that if it were not so, nobody could have any memory. If time,

as many have thought, consists of discrete instants, ail but the feehng of the
present in-tant would be utterly non-existent. But I have argued this else-

where. The idea of some psychologists of mcetinir the dilTiciilties by means of
the indefmitc phenomenon of the span of consciousness betrays a complete
misapprehension of the nature of those diiRculties.

Added. 1908. May 26. In going over the proofs of this paper, written
nearly a year ago, I can announce tltat I have, in the interval, taken a con-
siderable stride toward the solution of the question of continuity, having at
length clearly and minutely analyzed my own conception of a perfect con-

tinuum as well as that of an imperfect continuum, that is, a continuum having
topical singularities, or places of lower dimensionality where it is interrupted
or di\ ide>. These labors are worth recording in a separate paper, if I ever
get leisure to write it. Meantime, I will jot down, as well as I briefly can,
one or two points. If in an otfierwise unoccupied continuum a figure of lower
dimension.ihty be constructed,—such as an oval line nn a spheroidal or anchor-
rin^ surface,—either that figure is a part of the continuum or it is not. If it

is. It is a topical singularity, and according to my concept of continuity, is a
breach of continuity. If it is not. it constitutes no objeciion to my view (bat

all the parts of a perfect continuum have the same dimensionaUty as the
whole. (Strictly, all the material, or actual, parts, but I cannot now take the
space tlvit minute accuracy would re(]uire. which would be many pages.)

That being the case, ray notion of the essential character of a perfect con-
tinuum is the absolute generality with which two rules hold good, ist, that
e\ery pirt Ills parts; and 2d, that everj' sufficientl\' small part has the ^^ame

mode ot inmiediate connection with others as e\ cry other has. This mani-
festh \ag«e statement will more dearly c<.nvc> my idea (though less dis-
tinctly.) than the elaborate full explication of it could. In endeavoring to

explicate "immediate connection," 1 seem driven to introduce the idea of
time. Now if- my definition of continuity inwlves the notion of immediate
c<):iiiccti')n. and niy definition of immediate connection involves the notion of
time; and the notion of time involves that of continui^, 1 am falling into a
circvtus in definiendo. But on analyzing carefully the idea of Time, T find

that to say it is continuous is iu^t like saying that the atomic wei'^rlil t>f

oxygen is 16, meaning that that shall be the standard for all other atomic
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weights. The one asserts no more of Time than the other asserts eoaceminK
the atomic weight of oxygen;—that is, just nothing at all. If \vc are *^ ^ ip-

pose the idea of Time is wholly an affair of immediate consciousnes>, like

the idea of royal purple, it cannot be analyzed and the whole inquiry comes to

an end. If it can be analyzed, tlie way to go about the business is to trace out in

imagination a course of observation and reflection that mifl^t cause the idea

(or so much of it as is not mere feeling) to arise in a mind from whidi it was
at first absent. It might arise in such a mind as a h\Tx>the?iis to account for

the seeming violations of the principle of contradiction in all alternating

^enomoia, the beats of the pulse, breathing, day and night. For thou^ the

tdea would l>e absent from such a mind, that is not to suppose him blind to

the factjs, riis hypothesis would be that we are, somehow* in a situation like

that of sailinar along a coast in the cabin of a steimboat in a daric night

illumined by frequent flashes of lightning, nnd looking nnt rf the windc'ws.

As long as we think the things we see are the same, they seem self-contra-

dictory. But suppose them to be mere aspects, that is, relations to ourselves,

and the phenomena arc explained by supposing our standpoint to be different

in the different flashes. Following out this idea, we soon see that it means
nothing at all to say that time is unbroken. For if we all fall into a sleeping-

beauty sleep, and time itself stops during ihc interruption, the instant of

lEoing to sleep is absolutely unseparated from the instant of waking; and the

mterniption is merely in our way of thinking, not in time itself. There are

manv rtbcr curious points in my new analysis. Thu
,

T «how that my true

continuum might have room only for a denumeral multitude of points, or it

might have room for just any abnumeral multitude of which the units are in

themse!vc^ .ipable of being put in a linear relationship, or there might be mora
for all multitudes, supposing no multitude is contrary to a linear arrangement
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PSEUDO-GEOM RTR Y.

There have appeared in The Monist, from time to time, articles

treating of "Hyper-space," "Non-Euclidean Geometry," "Pan-Geom-

etr>'," or what might more appropriately be called "Psendo-Gcom-

etr>'." I am the more surprised to see these articles go unchallenged

in a periodical aiming so scrupulously at rigor in reasoning as docs

The Monist.

"Pan-Geometr}'" may be very well as a sort of mental g>'m-

nastics to test the power of the reasoning faculty by giving it a

false or impossible foundation. Such are the old arithmetical puz-

zles as
—

"If 2 were 3. what would the half of twenty be?" Likewise

the algebraic imaginary ; in rigor it is an impossible task since it

arises from impossible conditions. The square root of minus one is

impossible, and there is no such quantity in realitv, since the square

of every rational quantity is plus in sign. Yet from the law of

signs in algebra we attempt to interpret this irrational quantity and

succeed when we treat it as a mere "operator." We reason legiti-

mately as follows: If the square of a negiiiive is a positive and

if the numerical value be inni\ , there is a complete reversal. Then
if we consider the expression V— ^ 3S a quantity, multiplier, or

operator, we find that by using it twice it effects a reversal. If its

use twice as a factor effects a complete reversal, then using it once

ought to effect a half reversal. If the quantity be treated n'^ a line,

then a complete reversal is a rotation through t8o degrees, and

a half reversal is a rotation of the line about one extremity through

an angle of 90 degrees. General exjiressions of the form a-\-b\/—

I

were discussed early in the 19th century by various mathematicians

and developed as "theory of complex numbers," "double algebra."

and "quaternions." By use of the "operator" Hamilton took a step

beyond all previous mathematicians in applying it to a directed line

in space, thus foundmg a new science of mathematics, Quaternions.

Yet in all these discussions the expression V— i is not treated as a

real quantity, but as a mere sign of operation.
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All writers on "pan-geometry," and "hyper-space" to whom my

attention has been called found their system on absurd or impossible

postulates, and that they reach absurd results is not surprising. They

assume that a straight line returns into itself: that the sum of the

angles of a plane triangle is less th.n^- two right angles, or that it is

gffeater : that the postulate of paraliels is untrue, and tliat parallels

meet at an inhnite distance.

All these propositions arc uithoiit validity in truth. Even tlu

last which we meet with so often in mathemaiic.il works is untrue

and never ought to be stated as true. The real niciniTur of the

statement is that, when we consider the distance of par allcis apar.

it may be neglected as insignificant in comparison, when heating o:

lines infinitely long. As a matter of real truth the parallels are as

far apart at the infinite (listance as they were at the place of begin-

ning. That is, indeed, true by our definition of parallels.

In the January ( it^/)) number of The Monist Cassius T. Ke\ slt

discusses these subjects under the title "Mathematical Eiuauctpa-

tions," endeavoring to develop and make clear iu the popular imagi-

nation the idea of "hyper-space" from the theory of a "manifold

assemblage." Without discussing the paper or commenting on his

al)ility to imagine figures in four-dimensional space. I wish to

point out some of his fimdametital errors of assumption, leaving

others to say whether an\ confidence can be placed in reasoning

based on such foundation.

He assumes a line as a "manifold of points." This is clearly

impossible. Continuous quantity cannot be rcjM-csetUed b\ a mani-

f<»ld and its correspondent, niimlicr. The very nature of "manifold'*

makes it discrete and not continuous. A line cannot be made up of

niatlu'inatical poims. since a point has no magnitr.de. merely position.

Two |)oints, however near together, may have an infinite muu])er

of interjx'lations between them. The length of a point is an absolute

zero. This mtdti])lie(l l)y any infinite or series of infinites is still

zero. W e are used to saying that a zero multiplied by an infinite

produces a finite ; but the zero thus considered is merely an infini-

tesimal, to be rigorously distinguished from the zero absolute, which

represents no quantity. An infinity of points with zero distance

between them still has no magnitude. An infinity of points in a line

represeius a discrete quantity and not a continuum, and may be

represented by discrete number i, 2, 3 etc.. where we may make ilif

unit as small as we please, but never an absolute zero.

As soon as we give a point magnitude we start with three-dimen-
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sional space, and all our reasoning is in three-dimensionat space: our

line is length, breadth, and thickness, though the latter two may be

infinitesimals; our surfaces are length, breadth, and thickness, though

the last may be an infinitesimal. It is thus evident that we cannot

pass from one order of space to another by any system of multi-

plication. Points cannot become a line; nor lines, a surface; nor

surfaces, a solid.

It is true that a point in motion describes a line and must de-

scribe a line. A line may describe a line, if it follow along itself as

a path ; otherwise its motion must describe a surface. A surface

(2. plane and surface of a sphere only) may describe a surface if it

follows along itself as a path : otherwise it must describe a solid. A
solid in motion may describe an infinite number of solids, but its

motion always describes a solid. It may be a solid of revolution,

a prism, a tortuous prism or cylindroid etc. It cannot be conceived

as describing space other than three-dimensional. We have no valid

reason for assuming that there is any higher order of space in the

Of linary signification than three-dimensional. Indeed there is the

best of reasons for assuming that there is none.

Volumes have been written by psychologists and philosophers

to explain the notion of space; and the more these philosophers

write, the more they seem to think there is something mysterious

about it, and the more they themselves become befogged in their

reasoning about it. It is a mere matter of definition ; everyone

knows what it is and can usually define what he means by the word.

One might as well attempt to prove that a straight line is straight,

or that a circle is circular. Discussions of all self-evident truths

are profitless ; except it may be to show how such truths are appre-

hended, and it is extremely doubtful whether these succeed in the

sense of giving mental satisfaction.

But what I wish most to protest against, is the use of funda-

mental untruths as the basis of rigorous reasoning, and insisting on
the truth of the deductions when negatived by consciousness and
common reason.

Lansing, Mich. Chas. H. Chase.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

This communication on "Pseudo-Geometry" by Judge Charles
H. Chase has a certain justification. It is an expression of common
sense against being bulldozed into mysticism by the extravagances

of a highly abstruse reasoning, and we endorse his protest so far
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as to say that we too do not believe in ps<jiulo-fjeometr\-. We have

explained our own view on mathematics in n series of articles, pub-

lished in The Monist, XIII, 273, 370, 493, and need not repeat our-

selves liere. In these articles we liavc not countenanced meta-

l^eometrv except as a method of space-construction which is possible,

but which possesses little practical use because our old traditional

geometry is simpler and better adapted to the solution of the prob-

lems of space-relations. Panpcometry as a higher generalization is

helpful in order to understand certain problems because it makes

Euclidean geometry appear as one special case among several possi-

bilities.

The problem of the significance of metatreometry as well as

pangeometry is, however, not quite so simple as Judpe Chase would

have us believe. The reason of the mathematicians is in no \\ay

different from common sense. The mechanism of the two differs

only as a j)recision machine would be diflFerent from any other one

built in a rougher style. At the same time we must insist that a

person oj)erating the more delicate micrometer is just as apt to

make mistakes as the man who uses a foot-rule. Mathematicians

and philosophers have made mistakes as well as the people of com-

mon sense, and so we must not be astonished to find in the realm

of abstruse thought statements which common sense would deem

extravagant or even obviously self-contradictory.

We must bear in mind that geometry together with arithmetic

and logic are constructions of pure thought. They are not realities,

nor di) the\ rejiresent real things. They represent mere relations,

and we are at liberty to make these constructions according to the

principles which we lay down at the start. The simplest principle

will lead to the sim()lest system, and it is obvious that the simplest

system will be ni'>st useful for dealing with actual things. CKir

geometrical constructions are like models representing relations in

pure thought which ma\ exist in reality.

We must distinguish therefore between geometrical s|>ace and

real space. It is a pity that both are tlenotetl by the same word.

•Actual space is an olijective feature of the things with which we be-

come acquainted in our experience. Otir space-conception, however,

is mere thought, but it is useful in calculating the space-relations of

real things.

It is posisible to construct several spaces in the realm of pure

thought, but it is not possible to assume that there are several spaces

in the objective world. The space of objective existence is simply
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the juxtaposition of things, or the scope of the changes that may be

made in this juxtaposition. In other words, space is the scope of

motion. The two definitions are practically tiie same, hut I would

prefer the latter one as more descriptive of both the nature of space

and the origin of our space-conception. The former definition, "the

juxtaposition of things" is static ; the latter, "the scope of motion,"

is dynamic, and since life is action, the latter seems more ai^propriate.

By moving about we construct our space-conception from the

fsct of our own motility, which means that we can move about and

change the place of our own position as well as the position of things

tn our sunoundings.

According to Kant our q>ace-conception is 0 priori, which means

in Kantian terminology that it can be constructed without resorting

to sense-impressions. This is true, but nevertheless geometry is not

absolutely a priori. It makes use of the idea of motion which we
tacitly retain and utilize in constructing our field of action, i. e., our

general conception of space.

The geometrician experiments with his motion, and constructs

points, lines, surfaces and solids. None of them are real, but all of

them are called true if they are constructed vrith rigid conristency

according to the principle laid down, A theorem is true if it agrees

with the necessary result acomplished by construction—a result which

in most cases b uniquely determined.

There are cases in which the function can not be executed.

Such Is especially the extraction of the square root of minus quanti-

ties, and so mathematics is nonplused when it is confronted with the

solution of V

—

^ called the irrational, but it had better be

called "tfie unrealizable." It is not against reason ; the simple truth

is, it can not be done.

We agree perfectly with Judge Chase'when he denounces mathe-

maticians for speaking of the sum of the angles of a plane triangle

as being more or less than two right angles. If a triangle is plane

the sum of the angles is unequivocally equal to two right angles, for

it has been made so by construction, and there can be no quibbling

about it. If there were any doubt we would have to insist that the

triangle, the sum of whose angles is more or less than iSo**, can not

be a plane triangle but must belong to another system of geometry.

When we deal with real space we may boldly say that the method

of measuring and determining points by three co-ordinates will al-

ways prove sufficient, and this is all that can reasonably be meant

by the statement that space, viz., the objective space of Uiings, is
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tridimensional, but if we deal with space-conceptions as matfaenut-

ical constructions we may very well build up systems of different

manifoldness, and need not limit ourselves to three dimensiooL

By moving a point we create a line ; by moving a Une in another but

its own direction we create a surfoce ; by moving a suriace not io

its own plane but in some other direction we create a solid. Now
if we move a real solid in actual space we produce a change of

place but we do not create a new dimension ; but if we move a

mathematical solid at the same time retaining its path just as we did

before when creating the surface from a line and the solid from a

surface we shall not leave this geometrical solid tmaltered but we

shall produce a new kind of a body which is four-dimensional, and

which augments the significance of the solid just as the path of the

surface increased the significance of the plane.

The difficulty consists solely m the f^ that actual space, viz.,

our scope of motion, allows us to go in any direction possible, and

however much we may strain our unagination, we can not ftid a

direction not already contained in the solid So m reality we am
not fulfil the condition that in constructing tiie next higher figure

we must move at a right angle in a direction not contamed m the

figure with which we start. But what is impossible m actual space

is allowable to the imagmation.

We must grant that the four«dimensional figure is imaginary,

but it is no more imaginary than mathematical lines, surfaces and

solids. The space through which the solid travels is, as it were,

(if we cling to the motion of tridimensional space) in part covered

twice, and it is true we can have no conception of its appearance.

The reahn of thought is wide, and so nothing will prevent us

from making any imaginary construction of four*dimensional bodies,

and the strange thing about it is that though we can not picture it

as a sense-perceptible iorm we can determine the laws of four-

dimensional bodies with absolute exactness. Take for instance a

line of three linear inches. If we move it at right angles with

its own direction the surface will contain nine square inches. If we
now move the surface again in a direction at right angles to the

plane we will have a solid of twenty-seven cubic inches, and here

our mode of representing further results of motion in a sense-per-

ceptible image stops. But suppose we should move it again at the

right angle of its own former construction (whatever tint may be)

we shall construct a figure, unrealizable though it may be, which

will consist of 8i inches, each one being possessed of four directions.
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This method of geometrizing is, as Judge Chase rightly says,

a kind of mental gy mnastics, but in principle it is in no wise different

from Euclidean geometry and solid geometry. It is a construction

of pure thought and is the product of generalizing the idea of

dimension which creates new possibiUties, incon^atibic though they

may be with actual space.

There arc some wh*' taitc about the possibility that our objective

space may not be Eucluiean but like one of the hyperspaces of mod-

ern mathematicians, l-tit the hypothesis is worthless if we consider

that objective space docs not consist of objective things, but is a mere

scope of motion. Whatever mav be said in justification and in

praise of metageometry. one ilmig is sure: There is 110 mathemati-

cian who for the sake of calculating distances, loci, or angles in the

conditions of actual space would utilize or seriously recommend the

use of any other but the Euchdean geometry.

SPACE OF FOUR DIMENSIONS.
The several conceptions of space of more than three dimensions

are of a purely abstract nature, yet they are by no means vague, but

definitely determined by the conditions of their construction. There-

fore we can determine their abstract thought and very details with

perfect exactness and formulate in abstract thought the laws of

four-, five-, six-, and n-dimensional space. The difficulty with which

we are beset in constructing n-dimensional spaces consists in our

inability to make them representable to our senses. Here we are

confronted with what may be called the limitations of our mental

constitution. These limitations, if such they be, are conditioned by

the nature of our mode of motion, which if reduced to a mathe-

matical system needs for a description in definite terms three co-

ordinates, and this means that our space-conception is tridimensional.

We ourselves are tridimensional ; we can measure the space in

which we move with three co-ordinates, yet we can definitely say

that if space were four-dimensional, a body constructed of two fac-

tors, so as to have a four-dimensional solidity, would be expressed

in the formula:

We can calculate, compute, excogitate, and describe all the

characteristics of four-dimensional space, so long as we remain in

the realm of abstract thought and do not venture to make use of

oi:r motility and execute our plan in an actualized construction of
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motion. From the standpoint of pure log^c, there is nothuiL: irra-

tional about the assumption ; but as soon as we make an i priori

construction of the scope of our motility, we find out the incom-

patibility of the whole scheitie.

In order to make the idea of a space of more than three dimen-

sions plausible or intellisil) , we resort to the relation between two-

dimensional beings and tridimensional space. The nature of tridunen-

sional space may be indicated yet not fully rej) resented in two-

dimensional space. If we construct a square ujxdi the line AB
one inch long, it will be bounded by four lines each one an inch in

length. In order to construct upon the square ABCD a ctibe of the

same measure, we must raise the square by one inch intn the third

dimension in a direction at ris^ht angles to its surface, the re?"U

being a figure bounded by six surfaces, each of which is a one inch

square. If two-dimensional beings who could not rise into the third

K F

G H

dimension wished to gain an idea of space of a higher dimensi Miah'^

and picture in their own two-dimensional mathematics the results

of three dimensions, they might push out the square in any direction

within their own plane to a distance of one inch, and then connect

all the corners of the image of the square in its new position with the

corresponding points of the old square. The result would be what is

to us tridimensional beings the picture of a cube.

When we count the plane quadrilateral figures produced bv this

combination, we find that there are six corresponding to the boutul-

aries of a cube. We must bear in mind that only the original and

the new square will be real squares, the four intermediary' fi^xues

which have originated incidentally through our construction of

moving the sqnarL to a distance, exhibit a slant which our two-

dimensional beiugs must reirarrl as distortions of a rectangular re-

lation, which faultiness has been caused by the insufficiency of their
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methods ol rq>re5entatton. Moreover all squares count in full, and

where their surfoces overlap they count double.

Two-dimensional beings having made such a construction must

however bear in mind that the field covered by the sides, GEFH
and BFDH» does not take up any room in their own plane, for it

is only a picture of the extension which reaches out either above or

below their own plane ; and if they venture out on this field covered

by their construction, they have to remember that it is as empty

and unoccupied as the space beyond the boundaries AC and AB.
Now if we tridimensional beings Mrish to do the same, how shall

we proceed?

We must move a tridimensional body in a rectangular direction

into a new (i. e*, the fourth) dimension, and, being unable to ac-

complish this, we may represent the operation by mirrors. Having

three dimensions we need three mirrors standing at right angles.

We know by a priori considerations according to the principle of

our construction that the boundaries of a four-dimensional body must

be solids, i. e., tridimensional bodies, and while the sides of a cube

(algebraically represented by o*) must be six surfaces (i. e., two-

dimensional figures, one at each end of the dimensional line) the

boundaries of an analogous four-dimensional body, built up like the

cube and the square on a rectangular plan, must be eight solids, i. e.,

cubes. If we build up three mirrors at right angles and place any

object in the intersecting comer we shall see the object not once

but eight times. The body is reflected below, and the object thus

doubled is mirrored not only on both upright sides but also in ad-

dition in the comer beyond, appearing in either of the upright

mirrors coincidingly in the same place. Thus the total multiplication

of our tridimensional boundaries of a fournlimensional complex is

rendered eightfold.

We must now bear in mind that this representation of a fourth

dimension suflfers from all the faults of the analogous figure of a

cube in two-dimensional space. The several figures are not eight

independent bodies but they are mere boundaries and the four dimen-

sional space is conditioned by their interrelation. It is that un-

representable something which they enclose, or in other words, of

which they are assumed to be boundaries. If we were four-dimen-

sional beings we could naturally and easily enter into the mirrored

space and transfer tri-dimensional bodies or part of them into those

other objects reflected here in the mirrors representing the boundaries

of fournlimensional objects. While thus on the one hand the mir-
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rored pictures would be as real as the original object, they would

not take up the space of our three dimensions, and in this respect

our method of represcnung the fourth dimension by mirrors would

be quite analog^ous to the cube pictured on a plane surface, for the

space to which we ( being limited by our tridimensional space-con-

ception) would natr.rally relegate the seven additional mirrored

images is unoccupied and. if we make the trial, will be found empty.

Further experimenting in this line would render constructions

of a more complicated character more and more difficult although

not quite impossible. Thus we might represent ilie furnuila (fl4fr)*

by placing a wire model of a cube, representing the proportions

(o-ffr)' in the corix. r of our three mirrors, and we would tiien verify

by ocular inspection the inuli of the formula

However we must bear m mind that all the solids lure seen

are merely the boundaries of four dimensional bodies. All ui ihem

with the exception of the ones in liie inner comer are scattered

around, and yet tlu analogous figures would have to be regarded

as being most intimately interconnected, each set of them forming

one four-dimensional complex. Their separation is in appearance

only, being due to insufficiency of our method of presentation.

We might obviate this fault by parceling our wire cube and in-

stead of using three large mirrors for reflecimg the entire cube at

once, we might insert in its dividing planes double mirrors, i. o..

mirrors which would reflect on the one side the magnitude a and

on the other the magnitude b. In this way we would come some-

what nearer to a faithful representation of the nature of four-

dimensional space, but the model, being divided up into a number

of mirror-walled rooms, would become extremelv complicated, and

it would be difficult for us to bear always in mind that the mirrored

spaces count on both sides at once, although they overla]) and {in-

dimensionally considered ) seem to fall the one into the other, thus

presenting to our eyes a real labyrinth of spaces that exist within

each other without interfering with one another. They thus render

new depths visible in all iliree dimensions, and in order to represent

the whole scheme of a four-dimensional complex in its full com-

pleteness, we ought to have three mirrors at right angles placed at

every point in our tridimensional space.

Our scheme of inserting mirrors at every point is impossible, btit

the idea will render the nature of four-dimensional space approxi-

mately clear. If we were four-dimensional beings we would be
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possessed of the mirror eye which in every direction could look

straightway into every corner of the third dimension. This seems

incredibk, but it cannot be denied that tridimensional space lies

open to an inspection from the domain of the fourth dimension, just

as every point of a Kuclidtan plane is open to inspection from above

to tridiniinsic nal vision. Of course we may denmr (as \\c actually

do) to believing in the reahty of a space of four dimensions, but tliat

being granted, the inferences can not be doubted. Editor.

PROF. LAWRENCE H. MILLS OF OXFORD.
Among those appointed by the Hebdomadal Council of Oxford

to represent the University at the coming Congress of Orientalists

at Copenhagen the veteran Professor Mills is prominent. ?Ie has

lately reached his seventy-first birthda\
,
and, though he has long

been in a |>ainful condition from various complications of disease,

his general health is fairly good, and his professional activities are

very extensive. He has now strong hopes of living to complete his

various works. The Dictionary of the GUthic Language of the

Zend Avesta is approaching its three hundredth page, bringing up

the Gathas to about 977 pages in all. The next section will soon

be delivered to purchasers. He will also be shortly delivering the

first chapter of the Yasna in the lour texts: Avesta, Pahlavi, San-

skrit and Persian, with translations of the first three as in the

Gathas (Brockhaus), but he is forced to abandon the favored synop-

tical form of that earlier book on account of the Pahlavi text which

is given both in the original character from the Museon of Louvain,

Belgium, with all the variants of all the manuscripts, also in the

original character, as well as in the transcription of it from the

Zeitschrift of the German Oriental Society, with the translation

from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. On account of this

twofold edition of the Pahlavi this one chapter will occupv at least

one hundred pages in large form. Mr. Mills has edited m ail some

fifty odd chapters of the Yasna, now deciphered with the collation

of all of the manuscripts, but, save in the Gathas and in Yasna, the

first variants are not as yet fully published, though they are in

manuscript. About thirty-two of these chapters have appeared in

the Zeitschrift of the German Oriental Society, with translations

of some thirtv-four in the Journal of R. A. S., London.

This work being the crux of Avesta philology, requires recon-

structions of the Avesta texts, as of their translations at every

step. No lexicography is to be compared with it in difl&ciilty, for
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it includes lexicography, except such lexicograph) as includes it.

Mr. Mills has published two chapters of the Gatlias in their Sanskrit

equivalents as a mere side-work, the Zend being practically Sanskrit

One of these appeared in Roth's festgruss, 1894, and one in the

Actes of the International Congress in Paris in 1897. Other por-

tions of these translations into Sanskrit will be offered at the fortli-

coming Congress at Copenhagen.

The Avesta coiitains the sister religion to that of Exihc Israel,

being also a reformed section of what was the original of the \'edic

religion, in a language nearer to Sanskrit than Greek is to Greek.

Oldenberg, referring to the translation in Roth's Fesigmss, says in

Vedic ReligtoH, p. 27: '*Dass eine solche Uebertragung oft nicht

allein correcte vedische W'orte und Satze ers^eben wiirde, son>lcm

Verse, aus denen die Seele vedischer Dichtkunst zu sprechen

scheint."

Oxford has lately made her most distinguished acquisition in

the person of the Chancellor, Lord Kurzon of Keddleston, the most

prominent figure now present in the British Empire, and what is

equally gratifying, she has acquired for this position an eminent

scholar and impK>rtant writer upon Persia past and present.

His Lordship favored Oxford with a short residence in the

Autumn (not, as we grieve to say, accompanied by that endeared

lady now mourned by two continents). Among other experienced

guests he honored the aged Professor Mills, who assisted by an

attendant, greatly appreciated the attention.

Another pleasant mcident has met the Professor in the literar>*

application of a distinguished young Italian lawyer of Turin, Italy,

ap|)arently also connected officially with its Chamber of Commerce.

Entirely without any previous knowledge of this very able trans-

lator. Professor Mills received a most courteous communication,

asking for permission to translate some of his works into Italian. Mr.

Mills, as need hardly be said, cordially met this request ; and three

pieces, two of them lectures delivered in Oxford, are now in type

and will soon be issued. Not without interest was also a communi-

cation from an able professor in Chile urgently requesting informa-

tion as to Professor Mills's works, and the subject in general.

Professor Mills has just published an article in the Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society and another one will soon be forthcoming

in Z. D. M. G. Meanwhile others are preparing, and the text edi-

tions and Gathic dictionary are making progress,—^and this at the

author's advanced age of seventy-one.
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Outlines or Mabayana Bi ddhism. By Daisets TtUaro Suguki, l.ondon:

Luzac & Co., 1007. Pp. xii, 420. 6d. net.

This is the first book c\cr written on Nfahayana Buddhism which makes

any claim to a systematic presentation of the subject Hitherto European

scholars of Buddhism were nvoitt to trest Mahsyinistn as a mere degenerated

form of "Primitive Buddhism/' which is to-day represented by tiie Buddhism
prevaih'ng in Ceylon* Burmat Siam. and other Asiatic countries, and which is

designated by the followers of Mahayanism as Hinayana Buddhism. Such

authors as Heal, Edkin. Wnssiljew and others tried to expound the funda-

mental ideas of Mahayanism in their treatment of Chinese and Japanese Bud-

dhism; but their method was not strictly systematic. Besides they had no syn-

thetic knowledge of the subject, for their mfonnatioa was gained through

not very authentic sources, or through some Mahayana books which th^
picked ont of the Giincse Tripitaka at thrir pleasure. Kern, Bnrnonf, Pous-

sin, Levi, Max Muller, Mitra, and other Sanskrit scholars have attempted to

describe the essential characteristics of Mahayanism through the Sanskrit

Budifiiist texts found in Nepal; and we must admit that some of them have

been fairly successful in the attempt.

But, as we know, these Sanskrit documents of Buddhism are merely a

small portion of the vast amount of Mahayana literature prp<:erved in China,

Japan and Tibet; and it is clearly evident that our correct knowledge of

Mahayanism as it is believed to-day by millions of Asiatic people, as well as

its historical development in India, China and Japan, cannot be gained until

Ac Chinese and Tibetan Tripitaka has been tiioroughly investigated. Csoma
dc Kdros, Nanjo, Schiefner and others have done much towards this end. but

every Xfahayana student knows well that a rich harvest is waiting for the

laborers.

What Mr. Suzuki has accomplished here is not a strictly scholarly work,

for, as he says in his preface, it has also been bis intention to provide a popular

exposition of Mahayana Buddhism which has very frequently been grossly

mistmderstood, and hence misinterpreted, by less informed writers of the

West. Mr. Suzuki is a Japanese Buddhist, but lilncral and impartial ; he pro-

ceeds 'systematically in his presentation of the subject. What makes this book

most valuable to European scholars is its numerous allusions to the Chinese

Tripitaka, which mainly on account of the linguistic difficulties has not been

explored as it ought to, but with whidi our author is perfectly at home.

This book is divided into three parts: I. Introductory, II. Speculative

Mahayanism, and III. Practical Mahayanism. In the Introductory part the
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author treats of the distinction between Mahayana and Hniayana Bn(^dbi«m.

the historical significance of Mahayanism. the general characteristics of Bud-

dhism, and the historical characterization of Mahayanism, in which are

quoted such Hindu Buddhist pliiiosophers as Sthivamati, Asanga, Nagarjum,

A(;vaghosha, Aiyadwa, etc "Speculative Mahayanism** contains diapten oo

Practice and Speculation, Classification of Knowledge, Bhutatathati (Such-

ness), The Tathagata-Garbha and the Alaya-vijnana, The Theory of the Non-

Atman and Knrma. Under "Practical Mahayanism." Mr. Suzuki inclndc^ the

Dhannakaya, The Doctrine of Nikaya, The Bodhi-attva. The Ten Statues of

BudhisattvahocKl, and Nirvana. As an Appendix the book contains %omt

Hymns of the Mahayana faith, wh.ich are taken from various Maha>^ia sutias

existing in Chinese translations.

These Outlmes serve as a very good introduction to a more comprehensiit

treatise of the subject, which, it is hoped, our author will attempt in the future

when his extensive knowledge of Chinese Budd!ii<t hterature is further sup-

plemented with that of the Sanskrit, however fragitientary the latter may be.

L'AKNtB ^vchologique: treizieme ann^. Publiee par Alfred Binef. Paris:

^Ta"- t.n et Cie.. igo;. Pp. 494. Price. 15 fr.

The thirteenth issue of this valuable annual contains the following original

contributions: The Relati\ ity of Space, by Poincare : The prnqrre«<; of Psycho-

physics, by Foucaut; The Perception of Psychical Fact^. hy Souriau : Insects

and the Color of Flowers, by Plateau ; The Work of Pawlov on the Secretion

of Psychical Saliva, by Zeliony; The Physician and the Teacher, by Ley;

Psychology and Metapsychics. by Maxwell ; Touch and the Muscular Sense.

hy \':\\\ Biervlicl; Visual Memory of Abnormal Beings, by Decroly and

Degand : .Articular and Muscular Sense, by Bourdon; Increase and Decrea5e

of N Rays, by Pieron ; The Acquisition of Tfahits in Animals, by Bohn;

Written Reports and the Dreyfus Case, by Crcpicux-Jamin : Nature and the

Origin of Instincts According to Weismann, by Maigrc; Scientific and Ex-

perimental Study of Professional Work, by Imbert; Intellectual Debility in

Early Insanity, Senile Insanity, and General Paralysis, by Massdon; Chronic

Mental Confusion, by Retiis and Laures; The Race Question in Psychology.

!iy Dein'ker: The Physical and Chemical Condilioiis of tiK- Action of Xene
Cer.ters. by Frederiii] : The Co-o|H«ration of School and I\!n:ily. by Chabot:

Tiic Evolution of the Problem of Aphasia, by Bcrnheini; Pain and the Nerves

of Pain, by Wertheimer; The Sensitive Tracts of the Nervous System, b}'

Van Gebuchten; The Double Individuality of Plants, by Bonnier; The Modern
Doctrines of Ethics, by Cantecor; The Psychology of Thought, by Larguier.

Die Mechanik in ihkeu En ivvicKLUNo. Von Dr. Ernst Mach. 6th edition.

Leipsic: Brockhaus, 1908. Pp. 576. Price 8m., cloth 9 m.
Professor Mach*s Mechanics has now appeared in its sixth edition, which

lies l)cfore us with a few additions made with reference to propositions of

Andinp. Duhem. Foppl, Hartmann, Seeligcr. Vailati and Wohlwill. Other-

wise the hook shows no chantic in comparison to former cdition<;, especiallv the

fifth. We recognize it as decidedly a good sign of the increasing interest taken
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in scientitic matters that a book like this one has become so popular. It is

true that lybdi's expresiioas are ahnost indUpenaable for any one who devotes

himself to a sdentilic study of mechanics. His work is practicany tiie only

one which takes into account the historical origin of our science. Neverthe*

Ip^*^ it is not easy reading, and thus the circle of students who would devote

themselves to it is quite limited. Mach's book, as the author insists in his

preface to the first edition, is not a text book to study the principles of mecliati-

ics» but a guide into the history of the subject so that it addresses itself mainly

to those who take an interest in the nature of problems in questicm and desire

to understand how man acquired his mechanical knowledge. Madi was not

a scientist only, he conscious of the foundation which every science needs,

and this made him a philosopher. The principle which he finds in the history

of mechanics is a tendency toward an economy of thought, and this economy

of thought becomes to him the charaetcristie fditure of all science- Professor

Mach's significance boUi in philosophy and in natural science is sufficiently

known and needs no special application in this case, and we may add that his

reputation is fully sustained and justified in the present vohmic which may
be rc'jardcd as the chief fruit of his life's work. Tt has been translated into

almost all modem languages, and the English translation has been brought out

by the Open Court Publishing Company, which has done its best to keep its

edition up to date. The present sixth edition, however, contains additions of

approximately is pages, which have not as yet been incorporated in the

English version.

EssAi caniQUB cr theorique sua l'associatios en FSYCBOuxaoL Par Dr.

Paul SolUer, Paris :Alcan, igo7. Pp. 1S7. Price 2 fr. 5a
Dr. Paul Sollier, who in 1900 published a book on "The Problem of Mem-

ory." supplements his former investigation by a critical essay on ".Association

in Psycholog>'." It is a summary of his lectures irivcn at the Universite Nou-
velle de Bruxelles. He starts from the simplest and crudest phenomena and
proceeds to the more a)mplicated instances, whereupon he gives his exact

definitions. He considers association from the psysiological ratiier tiian from
the psychological side, and formulates from the different data his general

theory of the mechanism of ns'^ociation.

The book is divided into four chapters. The first discusses the definition

and explanation of the problem ; the second, the laws of association, first those

commonly admitted and second, those which have been contradicted and are

still under dispute; third, contradictions, and finally gaps. Oiapter III takes

up the several theories, the psychological, anatomical, physiological and finally

the dynamic theory. The last chapter enters into the mechanism of associa-

tion, its origin, its preser^'ation, the way in which it is evoked, the evolution

of association, its strength and its rapidity, and finally its nature.

Source Bcok in Ancient Philosophy. By Charles M. Bakewell New
York: Giarles Scribner's Sons, 1907. Pp. 395.

The student of classical philosophy will hail tlii- hnok of Profe^-or 'Bake-

well because it is one of the most useful compilations of passages referring
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to the several Greek philosophers. The book is exactly what it$ title IndkatcSi

"a unm book," and we find in it translations of pasttges on the Milesin

School the Eleatic School, HeracUtus, the Pythagorean Philosophy, Emped-

ocles, Anaxagoras, the Atomiflts, the Sophists. Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, the

Stoics. Epicurus, Lucrctiu<;, Epictctus, Marcus Aurelius, Plotinus.

The compilations of Greek passages have been made by Ritter, and no-

where has the matter been collected in such a handy shape for English sttt-

dents. The selection o£ the passages seems to be pretty well made and voA-

ciently typical of the several schools.

The Diirr Publishing Company at Lcipsic continues its publication of th«

Phtlosophisihe Bibliothck, in which it issues a scries of philosophical books

at a relatively cheap price. Before us iic ininiiinuel Kant's Grundlegung sat

Metaphysik dcr Sitten, (price 4 m. 60) ; Hume's Enquiry Concerning Hmmm

Undemanding, a German translation edited by Raoul Riditer; Hegel's PW-

nomenologic dcs Gcistes (price 5 m.) edited and revised and with an intro-

duction by Georg Lasson; a commentary in Gcrmnn to The Critique of Fun

Reason by Hermann Cohen (price 2 m.) ; and hnaliy also Kirchner s Philo

sophical Dictionary, newly edited by Dr. Carl Michaelis, which has increased

its size to 708 pages, and is now in its sth edition (price 8 m.). (The prices

mentioned are all for paper bound copies.)

fJOOKS RECEIVED.

Talks on Religion. Recorded by Henry Bedinger Mitchell. New York:

Lonjriiians, Green & Co., iyo8 Pp. 325- Price $1.50.—The Doctrines ui tiic

Religion of Truth. By P. Sankaranarayana. Madras: Vest & Co. Pp. 114-

Price 6d.—The Gospel of the Religion of Troth. By P. Sankaranarayani.

Madras : Vest ft Co. Pp. 24a Price is.—The Church of To-day. By J.
Crcx)ker.

Boston: Pilgrim Press, igoR Pp. 177—The Rule of "Not Too Much." By

H. E. O. Hcinemann. Chicago: 1908. Pp. 156.—The Philosophy of Loyalty.

By Tosiah Royce. New York: Macmillan, 1908. Pp. 409. Price $1.50-

Socir)!ov:ie de Taction. Par Eugene De Roberty. Paris: Alcan, 1908. Pp ,352-

Price 7 fr. 50.—Poems and Translations. By Frederick Rowland Msrvia

Troy, N. Y.: Pafraets Book Co., 1907. Pp- 164.—VitaHty. Fasting and lium-

tion. By Hereward Carrington. New York: Rebman Co., 1906. Pp-

The Gospel of Pain. By Thomas J. Hardy. London: Geo Bell & .Sons. iQcA

Pp. 22."^. Price. fid. in t.—.\n Open Letter to Cardinal Gibbon*; By Paul

Sabaticr. Boston : Sherman. French & Co., 1908. Pp. 88. Price bo c. nct.-

Thc Study of Stellar Evolution. By Geo. Ellery Hale. Chicago: University

of Chicago Press, 1908. Pp. 252, 104 plates. Price $4.27 postpaid.—Faith in

Man. By Gustave Spiller. New York: Macmillan, 190& Pp. 190- ^
75 c. net.—Tlic Science and Philosophy of the Organism. By Tlnns Dric^ch.

New York: Macniillau. 1908. Pp. 329. Price $3.00 net.—Das Christentum

Fitnf Einzeldarstellungen von C H. Comill u. a. Leipstc: Quelle & Meyer,

1908. Pp. 164.
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Religions: Ancient and Modern
The Series is intended to present to a large public the salient fea-

tures of the Great Religtoms of the Human Race. The Volumes

already published have met with the most gratifying appreciation.

Fcap, Svo. Cloth, 40 cents net per volume

Animism,
By Edward Clodd

Panthei
By James Allanson Picton

Celtic Religion.
By Prop. Akwyl

Mythology of Ancseot
Britain and Ireland.

By Charles Squiri

Ancient Egypt.
By Prot. W, M.

FuNOERt Pbtrib

Scandinavian Religion.
By W. a. Craigir

Magic and Fetishism.
By Dr. A. C. Haodon

NOW PUBLISHED
Hinduism.

Bv Dr. L. D. Barnett

Ancient China.
By Prop. Giles

Ancient Greece.
By Ianf. Harrison

Babylonia and Assyria
By Theophilus G. Pinches

Islam.
Bv SyED AmFFR Al l, M. A.

Religion of Ancient Rome.
By Cyril Bailey, m. a.

Judaism.
By Israki- Abrahams

Shinto: The Ancient
Religion of Japan.

By W. G. Aston, c. m. c , ll. d.

IN PREPARATION

The Religion of Ancient Israel. By Prof. Jastrow

The Religion of Ancient Mexico and Peru* By Lewis Skmcb

Islam in India. By T. W. Arnold, Asttsttnt LibrRritn tt the Indb Oflke.

Author of '«The ftcRching of Islam."

Buddhism. 2 vols. By Prokes&or T. W. Rhys Davids, LL. D.

The Religion of Ancient Persia. By Dr. A. V. Wiluams Jackson,

Professor of Iranian at Columbia University.

Primitive or Nicene Christianity. By John StrrHBRLAMD Black, LL. D.,

Joint Editor of the "Enqrdopaedia Biblica."

Medisval Christianity.

The Psychology of Religion. By Dr. Leuba.

The Open Court Publishing Co.

jy8-j8S Wabash Avenue Chicago
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The Japanese Floral Calendar
By Ernest \\". Clemtnt, M. A. Printed on best paper. Profusely illus-

trated. Pp. bO. Hoard cover with cloth back. Octavo. 50c. (2s.6d. net.)

"A beautiful book on a phase of Japanese life of which the Occident knows little.
'—

MobiU Ktffister.

"It is one of the most perpetually seasonable gift books."— Hu Church Rrxnrtv.

" Just the information which we Americans like to have about the unique Japanese custoci

of 'flower viewing ' is covered in this little volume."

—

The ChauXauquan.

"The book should please and instruct any one who takes it up. and prove especially

come to students of Eastern forms of simple native worship."

—

7hr Scotsman.

My Utile Book oi Prayer f^.'^r: jtZt-
per, cloth, $1.00. (4s. 6d. net.) Alexis paper, boards, 50c. ( 2s. 6d. net.)

To attempt to tell what a treasure trove for the struggling soul is in this

little volume would be impossible without gi\'ing it complete, for every

pdiuKrnph marks a milestone on the higher way. That the best of all

niotlrrn thought and religion is garnered in it its very creed proclaims:

Not one holy day. but seven.
\\ orshiping not at the call of a bell, bat at the call of my sool:

S<ni;ini;. not at the baton's sway, but to the rhythm in my heArt:
I »'xn>»; l^'Ause I must,
IVm«u K>r the )ot of it.

S%MM* \M>o \\hv> h.ts "cntervd in ** sends back to us this inspiring prayer
rtu.l tv^ MM'r its spiHt and wa'.k in the light of it would still the moan

tMtt.MOovx v%t hun\An livrs as the bav wreath ends the toilsome struggle

IH» Orr\ IHH RT Pl IiUSHING CO^ 1322 WU>^ Av», Chicago
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PLANT BREEDING
Comments oo the Experiments of

NiLSSON AND BURBANK
BY

lingo De VrieSf Professor of Botany in the University oi Amsterdam

A scientific book in simple language. Intensely interesting as well as instructive. Ol
special value to ever>^ botanist, horticnlturist and farmer.

Pp. XV -f- 360. Illustrated \'. ith 114 beautiful half tone plates from nature. Printed on
fine paper, in large type. Cloth, gilt top. Price, $1.50 net. Mailed, $1.70.

Supplied^your dealer; or direct^ on rueipt ofyour order with the mailingprice,

** Naturally I have perused the contents of your book,

Plant Breeding, with intense interest. Therefore I first of

all beg you to accept my heartfelt thanks for the exceedingly

appreciative and sympathetic representation of the work of

our institution here, and indeed of my own part therein.

Next I must congratulate you most cordially upon the excel-

lent service you have performed in this standard work. It is

simply marvelous 1 The clear, concise presentation, the con<

sistent, sustained treatment of the whole history of selection in

agricultural plants according to your modem theory which

now, at last, makes everything clear, the masterful disposition

of the rich and manifold material—all unite to make this book

decidedly the best which has been accomplished along this

Hne up to now."

Exiraci from a ietUr io Professor De Vries by Dr, Hjedmar Nihson of the

SwedisA Agricuiiurai Experiment Station at Svalof,

THB OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 1322 Wabssh Ave., Chicago
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Open Court Mathematical Series
ESSAYS ON THE THEORY OF NUMBERS. I. CONTINUITY AND
IRRATIONAL NUMBERS. II. THE NATURE AND MEANING OF
NUMBERS, by Richard Dcdckind. Authorized translation hv Woostcr Wood-
ruff' Beman, Profcasor of Mathematics in the University ol Michigan. 1901.

Pp. 115. Cloth 75c net. (3s. 6d. net.)

ELEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL AND INTE-
GRAL CALCULUS, by Augustm DcMofgio. New edidoD. 1899. F)p. m.,
144. Cloth $1.00 net. (41. 6<i. net.)

ON THE STUDY AND DIFFICULTIES OF MATHEMATICS, by AogutQi

DeMorgan. Second reprint edition. 1902. Pp. viii.» 288. Cloth $t,t$ net

(4s. 6d. net.)

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. An authorized translation of Dr.

Karl Fink's Gcschichte Der Klementar-Mathematik, by Woostcr Woodruff Bcman,

Professor of Mathematics in the University of Michigan, and David Eugene Smith,

BrofeMor of Mathemedcs In Teechcn' College, Colnmbie Univeni^. ' Second

revised edidon. 1903. Pp. zii., 543. Cloth $1.50 net. ($s. 6d. net.)

THE FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY, by David Hilbert, Ph. D., Pro-

fetsor of Mathematics, University of Gdttingen. Authorized translauon by Prof. E.j.

Townsend, Ph. D., Univenity of lUinoia. 1902. Pp. vii.» 143. Cloth 00

net. (4s. 6d. net.

)

LECTURES ON ELEMEN l ARY MATHEMATICS, by Joseph Ixjuis Lagrange.

From the French by Thomas J. McCormack. Second edition. 1901. Pp. 172.

Cloth $1.00 net. (41. 6d. net)

EUCLID'S PARALLEL POSTULATE : ITS NATURE, VAUDITY AND
PLACE IN GEOMETRICAL SYSTEMS. Thesis presented to the Philo-

iophical Faculty of Yale University for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, by

John William Withers, Ph. D.
,
Principal of the Yeatman High School, St. ixfok.

Mo. 1905. Pp. vii., 192. Cloth, net ^i.z^. (4s. 6d. net. )

MATHEMATICAL ESSAYS AND RECREATIONS, by Hermann Schubcn,

Professor of Mathematics in the johanneum, Hamburg, Germany. From the Ger-

man, by Thoime J. McComsck. Secoml edidoo. 1903. 37 cata. Pp. 149.

Cloth 75c net. (3a. 6d. net.)

SPACE AND GEOMETRY IN THE LIGHT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSY-
CHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL INQUIRY, by Dr. Ernst Mach, Emeritus

Professor in the University of Vienna. From the German by Thomas J. McCor-
mack, Principal of the La Salle- Peru Township High School 1906. Cloih, gjlt

top. Pages Price, ;$i.oonet. (5s.net.)

GEOME i RIC EXERCISES IN PAPER FOLDING, by T. Sundara Row. Edited

and revised by Wooater WoodrdF Bemtn, nt>fesaor of Mathetnadcs in the Uni'

veruty of Michigan, and David Eugene Smith, Professor of MathmatiGa in

Teachers' College of Columbia University. With 87 ilinatrationa. 1901.

xiv., 148. Cloth $1.00 net. (4s. 6d. net.)

ASCRAPBOOK OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS, NOTES, RECRE-
ATIONS. ESSAYS, by William F. White, Ph. D , State Normal School, New
Palt/, New York. Frontispiece ami 70 diagrams and other illustrations. 12 mo.

248 pp., doth binding, gilt top, price $1.00 net. (51 net.)

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
376.386 Wabuh A««nK CHiCAGa U-L.
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Behind the Scenes with the Mediums
By DAVID P, ABBOTT

328 Patfes, Cloth, Ollt Top - PHce, $1.50 net

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Spinoza and Religion
By

Elmer Ellsworth Powell
Prtfesior of Philosophy in Miami

University.

This book is accurately described

on the title page as "a studv of

Spinoza's metaphysics and of his

particular utterances in regard to

religion, with a view to determin-

ing the significance of his thought

for religion and incidentally his

personal attitude toward it."

PRESS NOTICES
" Professor Powell has produced an exceedingly able and authoritative book.

Few will read it without feeling that it settles {\k them the question of Spinoza's real

attitude to God and to religion. And those who read it will obtain incidentally the

benefit of a clear and consistent presentation of the wh(^c philosophic system of one ot

the most difficult to understand of all the great thinkers of European history.*'

— The Glasgow HeralJ.

«*It is a particularly illuminating exposition of the whole subject that is here given

by Professor Powell .... A book of uncommon intelligence, acumen and careful-

ness of investigation.**

—

The Chicago Evening Post.

''Altogether, Professor Powell makes out a good case for the main proposition,

and his work is likely to affect current opinion as to the general position of Spinoza, in

the course of religious thought. He will have to be counted with by ever)' student ot

philosophy and religion, and should be specially studied by those who claim that

Spinoza is specifically a Jewish philosopher.'*

—

The American Hebrew.

** Throughout the author demonstrates his familiarity with the field and his

livcness of interest. The style, furthermore, is excellent."

—

The Nation.

"The book is clear in style, thorough in execution, and exhibits much logical

acumen."

—

Journal of Philosophy ^ Psychology and Scientific Methods.

*'L'analyse de la conception spinoziste de Dicn lui fournit 1' occasion de faire

ressortir quelques-unes des obscurittJs les plus considerables d'un textequ'il connal: a

fond et qu'il critique avcc une remarquablc sagacit^.**

—

Revue Philosophique.

"We have in this volume an able and impartial attempt to determine, first, what

Spinoza taught and, second, how this teaching relates itself to religion."

— The Princeton Theological Reviev.

Pp. xi + 344, Price, cloth I1.50 net (7s. 6d.)

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
378-388 WABASH AVENUE :: ;: :: CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. .A.
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The History ot the Devil
and

The Idea of BvU

THE HISTORY OP THE DEVIL akd the Idea of Evil from the Earliest

Times to the Present Day. By Dr.IhtU Cants, Printed in two oblorB

from large type on fine paper. Bound in cloth, iUumiiiated with cover stamp from

Dor6 Five hundred 8vo pages, with 3U illustrations in black and tint. Price.

S6.00 (dos.)

Beginning with prehistoric Devil-worship and the adoration of demon gods

and monster divinities^ the author surveys the beliefs of the Summeto-Accadians,

the Persians, the Jews, the Brahmans, the Buddhists, tnc early Christians, and the

Teutonic nations. He then passes to the demonology ofthe Middle Ages, the R^*
onnation,and modem times, discussing the Inquisition, witchcraft, and the history

of the Devil in verse and foble. The philosophical treatment of the subject is

comparatively brief, but the salient points are clearly indicated in every connexion.

"It is seldom that • more intensely abiorbiiiA study of this kind has been made, wad it Caa be
safely a.<;acrted that the subject has never before been so comprehensively treated.. . . Neitber public

nor pri%'ati libraries can afford to be without this book, for it is a well of infcmnation tipoo a Subject

fa?;ctnating to both students and casual readers."

—

Chicago /sratliie.

"As a remarkable and scholarly work, cowring a subject not yet exhausted by the iicientist and
^h( philosophical histurian, tliis book by Dr. Carus has a peculiar tntereat for the student, while it

has alM leatuKS of popular intensst,"

—

Ckietgo Jteeord,

"The pictorial illustrations of this subject from earliest Egyptian frescoes, from pagan idols, from
old black-letter tomes, from quaint early Christian sculpture, down to the model pictim of Dorc aU'l

Schneider, add greatly to the value of the book."

—

Afetkodiit Magaxitu and /tevum.

"The work is a triumph of the printer's art, having more than 300 illustrations of the rarest and
nioct curious religious deitfe: good and bod. For an intetcstiiiK and in^t r j '

i volume on demon*
ology. Dr. Paul Carus's Work surpaaeea anytbing we have ewr scca "—Paci/ic Med. Journal.

"Tlie author has shown great diligence in gntheriny illustrative material, and it is doubtful if

any such collection of ancient and modem, quaint and curious, picturesque and frightful pictures

lebitive to the aubgeet baa been brfon offciod to Bngliah leadem."—Cilie^fv Dtoi,

**We have several hours' reading here, and it is made tlte pleasanter by a profusion of gruesome
pictures—pictures of thf Dt vil in all his shapes, and of the Devil's wonderful ways with his

victims and votaries. The book as a book is charming, as charming as a book about the Devil

could \»tr—Bjtpo§Uory Ttwm,

The Open Court Publishing Co«

1322 Wabash Ave. Chicago

London: lUCGAN PAUL» TRCNCH. TROfiNf^S 4^ CO.. Ltd.
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rtBSS MOTIGfiS AND IBilHVlOUAL OPIIUONS 01

A SCRAPBOOK OF
Elementary Mathematics

KOTES, RECREATIONS, ESSAYS

Bi WILUAM F. WHIT£, Ph. D,, Sute Nonnal Scoool, New Paltz, New Yoriu

FMOHTttftBCt AVD 70 Ol^HHAMS jtSD OTHF.K ILLV9TMATtONS

IS mo. 148 pp., doch binding, gilt top, price ii.oo net. (51. act.)

'•IN THIS fiOOIL MATBBMATIGS IS PRESENTED IN UTERARI FORai."

The following individual opinions are from letters written to the author and have refer-

ence to sections of the book as thej appeared as magazine articles. Except where the

ptutal is med, they referred onlj to the etocy **Alice ia the Wonderland ofUVitfaciitiwr

the only article tiiat had then appeared.

Gema

Vital
fatereat

Knew
where to
atop

Cfiarming
eaeaye

Very
lagenioua

Imagina*
tion witK
technical
atudtaa

A faclla

More roaea
and fewer
tbiatlea

First math-
ematica I

anjayad

A keen
inalMht into
the beauty
of appUad
mathe*
snatica

FROM 1UR££ OF AMERICA'S FOREMOST MATUEMATiaANS

"These gems of yours from the Open Court. They delight mc '

— Giorgg Brui e ILil'Ui

*'I read them and enjoyed doinj? so. I heartily congratulate you upon yew

success. . . I always take time to look into things that come from yoer pec.

1 know that 1 shall find something of vital interest in them."— David Eugene Stntl*

" I congratulate you most heartily. 1 do not see where it could be improved.

You knew where to stop as well as where to begin.'*

—

/am^s Af» Ti^Unr,

FROM OTHERS BEARING WELUBNOWN NAMES

Dr. Ernst Macli, professor in the University of Vienna, recently called li*

greatest oi hving scientisis, began his letter:
" In einem Ik^r reisenden Aufsatfe."

Prof. W. H. Crawahaw, author of Tkt Making ofEnglish LUtratmn:
*' Very ingenious and withal deddedly interesting."

Prof. Albert Perry Brigham, author of A Text-book of Geohgy, Geogra^kk
tnfiUfnct< in Aint-riiJti [finory. From Trail to Railway, etc.:

••'Alice in ihc Wonderland of Matliematics, '—a pretty illustration of toe

value of joining tiie imagination with technical studies.**

R. P. Williams, atiAor of the books on chemistry and a departmental editor

of School Scion I anJ Mathematics :

'' Vou wield a lacUe pen . . , The Open Court reprints are very interesOBS
and instructive."

Washington Irving, nephew of " the iirsi American man of letters'*:
" In the study of mathematics, had I had such a guide as you. I am ceitain

I should have found more roses and been sttmg by uwer tihistlea."

Alsi) one from a former college presidenti now a real estate dealer:
" The tirst mathematics 1 have ever enjoyed, except figuring up interea

money. It is splendid."

RBVIBWS 01 IBB BOOK
•The l-HH>k i<: itniijuc in its presentation ..f problems and theories and a num-

l i-r short uiciIuhIs are explained. The book treats of arithmetic alecbra and
geomem- and the Ulnstraiions are for the most pari drawn from the scientinc
('.Mniui-roul .uiil : i«hiMn.il .u ti\ itii's of the dav. Properly speaking it is not a

lc.\t book but A keen ins\ghi uito the beauty uf applied mathematics as a ^txidy
'

—The t**/gaii Madisoiumsis, Colgate University, Feb. 11, i9».
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An

and breexy

A
long-felt
want

"Professor William F. White, Ph. U., of t)ve mathematical dejiartment - -f the
State Normal School «ti New Fall/:, N. Y., lias oublisheii, Uiroukjh the Open
Court Publishing Company, a volume tiiX\X\^A Sert^book of Elementary
Mathematics. Tlie ' science of numbers ' is n«;ijal!y reparded in the li^ht <»f a

dr)* and serious pursuit. But Mr. White infuses into it an amusmg and brec/y
element which shows that e\ (^n so prosaic a subject has its lighier side, and
that, too, without sacrificing the mathematical rigor which necessarily pertains
thereunta

—The Examitur, N. Y. Department of Literary Notes, March is. 1908.

"The book is interesting, valuable and suggestive. It is a book that really

HlJs a long-felt want. It is a book that should be in the library of every high
school and on the desk ol every teacher of mathematics.'*

— The Educator•Journai.

The following e«lcacU from the table of coatents -will serve to indicate the natiire and
scope of the book

:

./he two systems of ntimeratton of large
numbers.

Multiplication at sight: a new trick with an
cud principle.

A few numerical curiosities.

Familiar tricks based on literal arithmetic.
Miscdlaneotis notes on number—
TTie theory of number.
Fermat's last theorem.
Wilson's theorem.
Formulas for prime numbers.
A Chinese criterion for prime numbers.
Are there more than one set of prime fac*

tors of a number?
Asymptotic laws.
Growth of the concept of number.
Some results of permotation problems.
Tables.

Some long numbers.
Host may a particular number arise ?

Present trends in arithmetic.
Arithmetic in the Renaissance.
Do the axioms apply to equations ?

Alirebraic fallacies.
Visual representation of complex numbers.
Ulottrations of the law of signs in algebraic

nultiplicatioo. i

Two negative conclusions reached in the
iQth century.

The three parallel postulates illustrated.

Geometric ponies

—

Paradroniic rings.

The three famous problems of antiquity.
The instruments that are postulated.
Linka;,'es and straight-line motion.
Growth of the philosophy of the calculus.

The mathematical treatment of statistics.

Mathematical symbols.
A few surprising facts in the history of

mathematics.
guotations on mathematics,
ridges and \%\r^. •i;rure tracing, unicursal

signatures, laliytttiths.

Magic souares.
The golden age of mathcmntirs:.

The movement to make iiuuheaiatics teach-
ing more concrete.

The mathematical recitation as an exercise
in public speaking.

The nature of mathematical reasoning.
Alice in the Wonderland of Mathematics.
Bibliographic notes.

Bibliographic Index.
Copious general Index.

THE OPEN COURT PUBUSHING COMPANY
376-386 Wabasil Avenue, Chicago

Date „ „ „.„

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHINc; COMPANT
J7$-jSS ffabaih Avtnut, Cbteag^t U. S. A.

Gendemen:— Please send me a copy of die "SCRAPBOOIC OF
ELEMENIARY MATHEMATICS," for which 1 endose $1.00.

Ktmittantet may be maJt 6r Express or Postal Money Ordtr^ «r iy drm/u *m Ctife^e or New Ttrk, H^k$it
P'jing by fertomal ckech add to centifor (olltctiea cbarget.
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The Journal of Philosophy
Psychology and Scientific Methods
There is no nmilar journal in the field of fdentific philosophy. It » identified! with no
philosophical tndition tnd standi preeminently for the correlation ofphilosophy with the

poblenu and experience of the present. The contents of recent nombcrs inclad« :

What Does Pragmatisni Mean by Practical ? John Bbwiy
The Problem of Objectivity B. H. Bode
The Meaning of i , , . , , , Alfred H. Llovd
Psychology as Science ot Self ..... Mary Whitox Cat kins

••iVuth" c^r/w ''Truthfulness" VVilliam Jamea
Ribot's Theory ofthe Passions Cmas. Hughes Johmstok
The Attack on Distinctions ....... Giovanni Vailati

The Thirteen Pragmatisms Arthur O. Lovejoy

Logic and Educational Thenrv . . . • • Sidney Edward Lam:

Kuno Fischer: An Estimate ot ins Lite and Work . . A. B. D. Alexander
Truth and Ideas ....... James Bissett PtAir
Psychology at Two Intematidtaal Scientific Congresses. . Snephsxd Ivoar FnAKz

Grssset's **Thc Semi Insane and the Semi- Responsible'* . . W. B. Pincw
/immern's Nietzsche's *

' Beyond Good and Evil*' , . . Frank Thii i v

Riley's "American Philosophy. The Early Schools" . Adam Leroy Jones

Published on alternaie Thursdays
Sub Station 84, New York City

»3 00 PER ANNUM, s6 NUMBERS CENTS PER COPY

NOW IN PREPARATION
PALMS OF PAPIRD&

Bdng Fcnthrighc Studies of Men and Books, with some pages from • Man's Inner life

By MICHAEL MONAHAN

THE BEST AND MOST CHARACTERISTIC COLLECTION OY HiS WRITINGS
WHICH THE AUTHOR HAS THUS FAR BEBN ENABLED TO MARE

PALMS OF PAPYRUS will be printed ftom a new and handsome font of eleven-point type, on a&nc En(Mi
dedkle-cdge pifwr, widi Ddla RobUa Intlials, oiigiiud wfnameaia, etc The bindbg wiU be beth

AinMf and aitisdc, of half katJicr and boaids* heavily MainpedUi |ald,

MiAmrd If MUtttrnt-^t admire jtm Utwranr anlelc* Wm.MmrUm Mt,df ( in the fr. L»uU trr«r)—Micka^i

to—icly. Thtf lnv« a f*«l tftneb, and arc Ml «flift Monahaa, of the PAPYRUS, write* lb* cbekoc, ben fit-

aad brUllaacjr. vored* clawical Englith I know of in contemporary Amcri-

y*m*t UuntUr^t envy you year raifaziBe^lt la a can letteri.

polpU which yom poaaCM entirely and fill admirably, O de- Lrtnard D, AU»U (aaaocUte editor Cmrramf LlUr*-
lecubic preacher. rur/)—You have helped« to *• mdcnUBdiac of Ifea

Jail Itnian -I bi*« cojoycd the PAPYRUS very larger tbinfa.

nuch. I like a free, bold aitenuicet even if I do IMt afree Fuinam'i Mtmthlf—Thcte it lun, «Ja4 aad rata {•

with the whole of it. Nt ichacl Monahan*» whimaical fiiaciea.

The edition to Be STRICTLY j 7S0 oopta* ^lllah deckle-edtfe pip«r, piloe . 12.00
LIMITED « foUowM \ 7S ooptea JipflB Vellam. price 5.00

VOTYCf—Scad In yoar order at OMCS^Ton mttd ntt f»j ualll ibe book It dcUvcfod.

THE PAPYRUS - - East Oiange. N. J.
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THE JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY
AN ILLUSTRATCD MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF

TEACHERS OF GEOGRAPHY IN ELEMENTARY, SECOND-
ARY, AND IN NORMAL SCHOOLS

EDITED BY

RICHARD ELWOOO DODGE.
Professor of Geo^phy, Teachers G>Heg€, New YorK CHy.

THE Journal of Geography, published by Teachers College, Columbia

University, New York City, is a magazine for TEACHERS of

geography in Elementary, Secondary and Normal Schools It contains

articles for teachers, notes concerning recent geographical events and

stimulative methods of teaching, notices of recent publications and re-

views. It is the only magazine in America specially devoted to the

TEACHING of Geography.

SUaSCRiPTiONS AT $1.00 A YEAR (Ten Numbers) MAY bEGlN WITH ANY NUMBER.
Sand for a aample copy or mill a dollar Mil for a year's ubserfpHon to

THE JOURNAL OF GEOQRAPHY
TBACHBRS COLLBaB, NEW YORK CTTV.

TH£ CHINESE LANGUAGE TArn!?
A Iknaal for Botflnners. by SIX WALTER HIIIIER, K. C. M. O., O A.

ANEW Cliinese grammar has appeared wliich, as we
learn from private sources, is used officially hy

the English authorities for the preparation of their can-

didates for office in the English colonies of China. The
author says in the preface: "The present work is intended

to meet the wants of those who think they would like to

leam Chinese but are discouraged by the sight of the for-

midable text-books with which the aspiring student is con-

fronted; is especially intended for the use of army officers,

of missionaries, and of young business men connected with

the trade interests of China who wish to commence
the study of the language in England with a view to con-

tinuing it in the country itself.'' Pp.263, Price, $3J5 net.

IM mm GOliAI riiBLlSillNG COMPANY, la^ Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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Space and Geometry In

the Light of Physiolog-
ical, Psychological and
Physical Inquiry* By
Dr. Ernst Mach, Emeritus Pro-

fessor in the University of Vienna.

From the German by Thomas J.

McCormack, Principal of the

LaSalle-Peru ToAMiship High
School. 1906. Cloth, gilt top.

Pp. 143. $1.00 net. (5s. net.)

In these essays Professor Mach dis-

cusses the questions of the nature,origin,and

development of our concepts of space from

the three p<^ints of view of the physiology

and psychology of the senses, history, and

physics, in allwhich departments his pn>
tound researches have gained for him an

authoritative and commanding position.

While in most works on the foundations of

geometry one point of view only is empha-
sized—be it that of logic, epistemology, psy-

chology, history, or the formal technology

of the science—here light is shed upon the subject from all points of view combined,
and the different sources from which the many divergent forms that the science of

space has historically assumed, arc thus shown forth with a distinctness and precision

that in suggestiveness at least leave little to be desired.
Any reader who possesses a slight knowledge of mathematics may derive from

these essays a very adequate idea of the abstruse yet important researches of raeta-

gcometry.

The Vocation Ol Man. By Johann Gottlieb Fichte. Translated

by William Smith, LL. D. Reprint Edition. With biographical intro-

duction by E. Ritchie, Ph. D. 190(5. Pp. 185. Cloth, 75c net. Paper, 25c;

mailed, 31c. (Is. 6d.)

Everyone familiar with the history of German Philosophy recognizes the im-

portance of Fichte's position in its development. His idealism was the best exposition

of the logical outcome of Kant's system in one of its principal aspects, while it was

also the natural precurs r of Hegel's philosophy. But the intrinsic value of Fichte's

writings have too often been overlooked. His lofty ethical tone, the keenness of his men-

tal vision and the purity of his style render his works a stimulus and a source of satisfac-

tion to every intelligent reader. Of all his many books, that best adapted to excite an

interest in his philosophic thought is the Vocation of Man, which contains many of his

most fruitful ideas and is an excellent example of the spirit and method of his teaching.

The Rise Ot Man. a sketch of the Origin of the Human Race.

ByPaulCarus. Illustrated. 1906. Pp.100. Boards, cloth back, 75c net.

(3s. 6d. net.)

Paul Cams, the author of The Rise of Man, a new book along anthropological

lines, upholds the divinity of man from the standpoint of evolution. He discusses the

anthropoid apes, the relics of primitive man, especially the Neanderthal man and the

ape-man of DuBois, and concludes with a protest against Huxley, claiming that man has

risen to a higher level not by cunning and ferocity, but on the contrary by virtue of his

nobler qualities.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.. 1322 Wabash Ave.. CKlcafo
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PORTRAITS OF
EMINENT MATHEMATICIANS

Three portfolios edited by David Eugene Smith, Ph. D., Profesaor o
Mathematics in Te ichers' Colle/r, Columbia University, New York City.

In response to a widespread demand from those interested in mathematics

and the history of education. Professor Smith has edited three portfolios of the

portraits of some of the most eminent of the world's contributors to the mathe*
matical sciences. Accompanying each portrait is a brief biographical sketdi.

with occasional notes of interest concerning tlic artists represented. The
pictures are of n si/e that allows for framing (i ixi i). it bcin^ the hope that a

new interest in maiiiematics may be aroused through the decoration of class-

rooms by the portraits of those who helped to create tiw science.

PORTFOLIO No. 1

.

Twelve great mathematicians down to 1700 A.I).

Thales, Pythagoras, Euclid, Archimedes, Leonardo of Pisa, Cardan, Victa,

N'apier, Descartes, Fermat, Newton, Leibniz.

POR.TFOLIO No. 2. x^e most eminent founders and promoters of tlic

infinitesimal calculus : Cavallieri, Tohanii and fakob Bernoulli, Pascal,

L'HopitaU Barrow, Laplace, Lagrange, Euler Gauss, Monge and Niccolo

Tartaglia.

PORTFOLrlO No« 3» Ei^'ht portraits selected from the two former,

portfolios especially adapted for high schools and academies, including

portraits of

THALES—with whom began the study of scientific geometry;

PYTHAGORAS—who proved tiie proposition of the square on the hypotenuse;

EUC I . I n -whose Elements of Geometry form the basisof all modern text books;

ARCHIMEDES—whose treatment of the circle, oonei cylinder and sphere
influences our work to-day;

DESCARTES-Ho whom we are indebted for Uie graphic algebra in our high
schools

;

NEWTON—who generalized the binomial theorem and invented the calculus:

NAPIER—who invented logarithms and contributed to trigonometry:

PASCAL—^who discovered the "Mystic Hexagram " at the age of sixteen.

PRICES
pnrtfollo I or 3 fi3 portr«lt.s^ on Jip«ne*« veltutn, «Jze nxr4, $5.00; both Inr S*<.5o.

Porttollo I w a (la portrsiU) oa AoMtlcaa plata paper, «iic 11x14, S3>oo; botti for S5.00.

PwrtKlieJ (8 pvrtnrils)m Jsyaawi vtUmm, slta •1x14.fa*8*; siailsportraHa,fo cnrts.

I (• psftnMs) •m iiawrif plalspspsr. sisa aisM* $>*oo2 <lii|to pofftfalts» 3S «•

"' The issue of this fine collection is equally creditable tn the expert knowl
edge and discriminating taste of the editor. Professor Uavid Eujjene Smith,

and to the liberality and artistic resources of The Open Court Publishing Co.**

—F. N. Coh^ Editor American Mathematical Bulletin, New York.

"The selection is well made, the reproduction is handsomely executed, and
the brief account whicii accompanies each portrait is uf interest. Prof. Smith
has rendered a valuable service to all who have interest in mathematics, by
editing this collection. Wherever mathematics is taught, these portraits should
adorn the walls "

—

IVilliam F. Osgood, Cambridge, Mass.

The Open Court Publishing Co.

P. O. Drawer F. 378-388 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.
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Among other iM>UMe cofOribiitkms di^ 1906

UTe HIBBERT JOURNAL
A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF REUGION, THEOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY

Will contain special articles and
series of articles as follows:

THE REUGIDN OP SfiNSmLE HEN. First. "The Religion of Sensible

Scotsmen," by William Wallace, LL.D., of Glasgow, will appear in

January,—to be followed by " The Religion of Sensible Americans/*

by David Starr Jordan in April.

THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL, bci^an in July, 1907, by Professor

Roycc of Harvard, will be continued by Sir Oliver Lodge, and Professor

Rudolf Eucken of Jena.

MODERNISM IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. To tlie January issue. Father

George Tyrrel contributes *'Tiie Prospects of Modernism/' and Father

John Gerrard, S. J., "The Papal Encyclical: From a Catholic's Point

of View." The question of the Catholic system in relation to American

ideals and American institutions will be dealt with by distinguished

American writers.

THE REUGIOUS EXPERIENCE OP THE EASTERN AND WESTERN RACK
COMPARED. The validity of Christian experience will be discussed,

and the claims of the recognition of the East considered. Various

distinguished Indian and Japanese writers will take part in the discussion.

PRAGMATISM. Separate articles will appear, dealint^ with American and

British exponents of this school of thou^dit. Among them will be Pro-

fessor McGilvary, of the University of Wisconsin, Professor Henry

Jones of Glasgow, and the Editor of The Hibbert Journal.

NEW TYPES OP REUGION Hf THE WESTERN WORLD. Christian Science.

Theosophy and other new sects will be candidly and impartially

examined.

EDUCATION, especially in its connection with relii^ious and ethical ideals.

, Vinci icaii. British, and European wnteis wiil contribute.

A GENERAL REVIEW OF THE COURSE OF AMERICAN RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT as Revealed by the Publications of the Year, By Professor

A. O. Lovejoy of Washington University, St. Louts.

Annual subscription, $2.50. Single copies, 75 cents.
aVSSCKIFTIOHS MAY SEOIN WITH AWY WVIiBaiL,

SHERMAN, FRENCH & COMPANY
SIX BEACON STREhl :: BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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FRIEDRICH SCHILLER
A Sketch of his life and an

Appreciation of his Poetry
by

PAUL CARUS
Profusely Illustrated, 102 pages, octavo, boards, cloth back,

illustrated cover, price, 75 cents net (ds. 6d. net).

"This adequately illustrated and tastefully bound vohinip by Mr. Paul Cartis is an
admirable memorial of the recent Schiller Centenary, la addition to u biographical
sketch we have two thoughtful essays by Dr. Carus on Schiller as a philosophical poet
and on Schiller's poetry. Both have well-chosen selections of considerable extent,
and it was a good idea to present these illustrative excerpts in both Germao and
Bngliah."—nbe OuHook,

"It is a book of p tpular character, and \ rTy intorostiiiu in its presentation of the
subject, to say nothing of the mnuy illustrations."— T/ie Dial.

**The historical outline of the events of hi.s life is presented in thj» book, iUustrat»'d

with picttuee of himself at various periods and of family, friends and localities with
which his name is a.s-'nri;iti d. A u uhl. discussion of him as a philosophical poet follows,

and the concluding portion coasisi^ of selections from his poems, typical of hie style
and treatment of Us snbject.*'—2%* Watchman,

**Dr. Cams is in full sympathy with his subject and has drawn for bis infOTination
upon the most reliable sources."—rA« Dmimon Presbyterian,

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
1322 Vsbasb Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

American Anthropologist
The only periodical in America devoted to Anthro-

pology in all its branches— Ethnology, Archeology,

Rclii^ion, Mythology, Folklore, Sociology and
Language— with particular reference to the American
aborigines.

The American Anthropologist is the organ of the

American Anthropological Association, whose members
receive the journal and a series of Memoirs, as published,

without cost. To others the subscription price is Four
Dollars per annual volume. Each number contains

184 pages, 8 vo., and is well illustrated.

American Anthropologist^ ^^^^a?^A.^*
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Our
Hints from Practical Elxperience for

Parents and Teachers. By Paul Carus
Pp. 207. $1.00 net. 6d. net)

In the little book Our Children, Paul Carus offers a unique ("ontribution to peda-
gogical literature. Without any theoretical pretenakxu it is a strong defense for

the rifchts of the child, dealing with the responriMHUes of parenthood, and with
tlie finit inculcation of fundamental ethics in the child mind and the true principles
of correction and guidance. Each detail is forcefully illustrated by inforinal

tncidmts from the author's experience with his own children, and his suggestions
will prove of the greatest possible value to voung mothers and kindergartners.
Hints as to the first acquaintance with all branches of knowledge are touched
upon—mathematics, natural sciences* foreign languages, etc.— and practical
vtadiom fn mgud to tli« treatment «f noa^, lijgiaoe and aimiUr ptofalena.

PRESS NOTICES
desM^rvcs serious perusal unl \i

—CHICAGO RECORD-HKKAI D.

** 'Our Children' haa a value which it ta difficult to mxaggvrmf. The atroDir ooounoo uenam *)i
the book us a wholacaB bsttwbo jodssd fMtt SA ssEttact tim fkMB any pnSm eC 1^ Iwwwiai
particularized.

"It i-» dirtlcult to conceive of anything: coming in relation of i ntent or t. iu ) iTto a child
wbkh doea pot^od^diacuajBon

^j^^^l^^j^^^^JS ndiMitiiony
^ ^^ii'^ui \iv.\c i^>ik. It will ba

—THE CHICAGO IiAlLY NRWsl'

**PTvitn my own t>«raonal point of view I can only welcome this voium« in our pedacoaical
liter a r> lmI . v[.re» thaaapatitatttBMqr haeome a houaeholii book in the library OK aVMV
parent and loacher." M. P. SL GROSZIAANN. Fd. D..

"Mr Caruawrit'- m i niofit practical nor upon hia subject, settintf Icfore the reader the
v;iri< iin problems common to all parents* in uealinK with their nfftprinar. Thia book ia admtnibla
Din iJK'l' ' .1 in the author's treatment of his subject». aa ilio Ixf tk is built ftWB tha flBVacfaMMa
9t (Mupents and teachers and, therefore, cannot fail to be practicable.'*

BOSXVm BBSALOl

"For the trainintr ofcUldNn I kuOW cf BO book in which t)i

eempasiiax in tiii«." -THK TYLER ri'BLISHING CO.

little thinga are reoommraded that will appeal to the child's underetandinK and add to hia
-**-ifalawotk.'' -CLBVBLAIID FLADT OBALBR.

"liii author has ffiven to the world a careful,
with profit in the oringinv up of theyouna."

-THB KAllTLSl TILB AMD QBATB liOMTHI.y.

We f 1 1 I , rt iin 'Jiiit any parent who thoughtfully reads and studies this book will be richly
': uidifUie readera be parents with snowine children thev M-iU keep the brM>k by them tern

tt eonsalfestloa; nofcibviiOBiiilMilMitfor s> mpa' lu'f ic ^.vl).'|.:I'^-t)'>^l.
'

-THE COMMERClAt. NEWS UMnville, IlL)

**At once thc> readier knows that he is in touch with a mind that is accustomed toaincera and
dcop tliinkintr. The whole book in a plea for a aerioos notion of parenthood. TMantlMirtoaebaa
on; topic after another with a (ine sense of feelinR for the 'warm spot' in it,

Tlu' use of money, square dealini?, worMly prudence, sympathy with animals, treatment of a
pauKbty child, self criUcism, and puniabmmt, are aooM of tba mot* imponant theiMa ot tba
kook." ^BS BUBURBAML

Th Open Court FublisMn^r Co, , 1322 WabashA ve, , Chicago
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THE MONIST
A QUARTERLY MAGAZINE

Devoted to the Philosophy of Scieoco

Editor: Dr. Paul Carus. Associates:
| jS'^^V^CA^fJ^

"The Monist" also disease' s the Fundamental Problems of Philosophy in their
Relations to all tbt. Practical Religious, Ethical and Sociological

Questions ofthe Day.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

In the United States, Canada and Mexico, yearly, postpaid, $2.00; single
copies, 60 cents. In England and the U. P. U., yearly, 9s. 6a.; single numbers,
2S. 6d.

Bound Volumes I—XVII in hall leather, each I3.00 (12s.), Postage, la. axtra to coaolries io
the U. P. U. Bindioc cases for back volumes, same style, postpaid, 75 cents (3s. 6d.). Unbound
back numl>ers. $rM per volume.

Some idea of the character of the work which "The Monist" has been doing,
and of the high standing of its contributors, may be gained by reference to the
seventeen years Index, just published, which wilt be sent on request. Price,
10 cents.

Baci Humbtrs, unUss out ofprints will be suPPlUd, postpaid, at the cost of
60 cents ecuh.

TESTIMONIALS PROM THE READERS OP *<THE MONIST"
"I do not believe any periodical in the world is doinff more service to civilization and (o this

country that no other precisely renders than 'The Monist'."—Charles S. Peirce, MiUord, Penn.

sreat breadth and liberality, its high class of writers, and Its able and scholarly reviews,
arc among its noteworthy features."— Lester F. Ward, Smithsonian Institution. Washington,
D. C.

"I read 'The Monist' beciase it stands for something, because it gives me the thoughts of con*
temporary leaders, and because it is always on the side nf sound scholarship."—David Eugene
Smith. Ph.D.. Professor of Mathematics In Teachers' ColJege, Colombia University, New York
City.

"Among the periodicals of a higher class^hlch I have been receiving for some years past,
there is none that I read more regularlv than 'The Monist'; and there is not a number in which I

have not found some articles of fruitlul suggestiveness. \ have been so Impressed with the value
of the periodical that I recommended last year the purchase uf a complete set fur the librarv of
our university."—J. Clark Murray, LL.D.. Professor of Philosophy in McGill University. Mon-
treal, Canada.

"I do not think that any journal in the world can rival 'The Monist,' and scarcely any other
country but America can ever produce a journal like this, scientific, and still all-comprising, free*

thinking and still never vagiic, but exact."—Dr. HucbbeSchleiden, Hanover, Germany.
'"The Monist' is certainlr performing an important service. I always read the journal with

Interest and profit. It would be difficult to exaggerate the value of your journals and other pub-
lications for tne advancement and diffusion of pnllosophy and science."—Prof. J. McKeen Cattell,
Proleasor of Psychology in Columbia University, New York.

"I desire to state that there are found compiled in this journal three qualities which render
IC superior to most other American and European reviews, namely: (i) The unlimited liberty of
discussion and of thought in every branch of science pervading its pages; (a) the varied char-
acter of the articles which are published in every single number of it; and (3) the names of its

Ulastrious contributors and collaborators from every part of the world."—G. Sergi. Professor of
Anthropology In the University ol Rome. Italy.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
378-388 Wabash Avenue P.O. Drawer f Chicago, 111.



Zarathushtra, Philo, the

Achaemenids, and Israel
Being a Treatise upon the Antiquity and Influence of the Avesta , for

the most part delivered as University Lectures.

By Dr. Lawrence H. Mills, Professor of Zend Philology in the

University of Oxford, Translator of the Thirty-first Volume of the

Sacred Books ofthe East, Author ofthe Five Zarathushtrian Gathas,

etc. Part i.

—

Zarathushtra and the Greeks. Part II.

—

Zar-
athushtra, THE Achaemenids and Israel. Composed at the re-

quest of the Trustees of the Sir J. Jejeebhoy Translation Fund of
Bombay. 8vo. Pp. xiii, 208; xiv, 252, two parts in one volume,
cloth, gilt top, $4.00 net.

Shortly before the death of Professor James Darmesceter, of Paris, the great

authority on the **Zend-Ave8ta," he surprised the general public by changing hia

views concerning the antiquity of the Zoroastrian literature, maintaining that the
*'Gathas'* were largely influenced by the writings of Philo, and were written abou:

the beginning of the Christian era. This change of view on his part led the Parseea

of India to engage Dr. Mills to write a book upon the great antiquity of the "Avesta. '*

After several years of continuous devotion to the subject, the present volume b put

forth as the result, and it amply meets all ezpectadons. The antiquity of the Zoro-

astrian literature is successfully muntained, and in such a manner that ordinary readers

can appreciate the argument.

**The Avesta in no sense depends upon the Jewish Greeks. On the con-

trary, it was Philo who was in debt to it. He drank in his Iranian lore from the

pages of his exilic Bible, or from the Bible-books which were then as yet detached,

and which not only recorded Iranian edicts by Persian Kings, but were themselves

half made up oflewlsh-Peruan history. Surely it is singular that so many of us who
'search the scriptures' should be tmwilling to see the first &cts which stare at us f

its lines. The religion of those Persians, which saved our own from an absorpuoo

(in the Babylonian), is portrayed in full and brilliant colors in the Books ofthe Avesta,

because the Avesta is only the expansion of the Religion of the sculptured edicts as

modified. The very by-words, as we shall later see, are strikingly the same, and these

inscriptions are those of the very men who wrote the Bible passages. This reh'gion of
the Restorers was beyond all question historically the first consittent form in which oar
own Eschatology appeared" (pt. i. pp. 206-207).

The conclusions come with great force in support of the genuineness and
authenticity of the biblical references to Cyrus in the Old Testament. Students ofthe
literature of the Captivity will find the volume invaluable. The facts now brought to

light are such as the literary critics cannot afford to neglect.
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THE MONIST

A BRIEF HISTORY OF EARLY CHINESE. PHI-
LOSOPHY.*

III. RELIGION.

IWISHi under this heading, to discuss the conception of

God or Shang Ti in the Five Canonical Books ( IVu

King), especially in the Shu and the Shih, both of which

can be considered to embody the gist of popular philosophy

in early China. The reason why I confine myself to these

classical documents is because every religious attitude

manifested by the Chinese towards God is to be found in

them, and I might almost say—only in them. The philos*

Ophers, on the other hand, including the Confucians, the

Taoists and others, seem to have had nothing especially

to do with the worship of God. In fact, there is a very

definite line of demarcation between these two representa-

tive groups of writings, the classic and the philosophical

treatises. The first are religious in the proper sense of the

word, while the latter are practical, moral and rationalistic,

or sometimes highly speculative as is the case with the

Taoist books.

The earliest Chinese notion of God was more or less

personal; the relation that obtained between Heaven
(T'tefi) and mankind on earth was to a certain degree in-

timate and mutually responsive; whenever misfortune vis-

'Former instalments of Mr. Suzuki's ' Briei History of Early Chinese
Philosophy^ have appeared in Thf Moiiitti (i) PhiloMphy. in Julyp 1907, and
(a) Ethics, in Apnf. 190a
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482 THE MONIST.

ited the people tliey were sure to cry to Heaven as the

source of mercy and repented of their wickedness. Bat

when the phijoiophical mind b^;an to make inquiries,

Heaven lost its cmotioiial, religioas relations to the crea-

tures below; for it became more and more impersonal until

it finally came to represent no more than natural laws

which required no special humoring, as it were. The t'ien

came to be used in the sense of rationality and almost

entirely replaced Ti (Lord) or Shang Ti (Lord on high),

a term fully suggesting a personal agent.*

That in ancient times Uie Chinese had in their minds

a being, or power, or even a person that governed mortals

below, is gathered from the terms (Lord, August Heaven,

Pitying Heaven, etc.) so liberally and religiously used in

the Shu King, Shih King, Yih King^, and Li Ki—especially

in the first two canonical books. In what foUows an at-

tempt will be made to illustrate the attitude of the early

* It may not be altogether proper to consider Shang Ti as a person re-

siding in heaven {fun). Though it is certain that he was not merely a moral

power nor the personineatkm oTHeaven at tone OiristiaB nissioaafT adwlan
of Chinese religion are inclined to believe, he was not a person in tfie fullest

sense of the word. But he had somcthinK ol jpersooality in him and coold

properly be called lief instead of *1t*' There ts no doubt, however, that Ae
early Chinese did not conceive their Shang Ti as did the Jews their Yahvch.

When the Chinese spoke of Shang Ti, they had in their minds something of ao

augast tttpreme being in Heaven abovc^ wno was the aiWler of hnman mtiagr*

though not their creator. He did not, exactly speaking, reside in Heaven, bat

Heaven was hii material or objective expression. Figuratively speaking;

Heaven was Shan^ Ti, and Shang Tf was Heaven. A funovs towwejiUtor la

theWu King, Lu Shih, says : "It is called Heaven (t'ien) when viewed from the

Mint ol its overshadowing the entire world; it is called Lord 00 when viewed

mm 4ie pofait of its mtenhip." Again, the anUior of theLa Shi1i,a history of

prdiistoric China, savs in one of his supplementary essays attached to the

BiBiorj: "Ti is T'ien, and T ien is Ti. Why, are tb» not identical? Tien is

a general name given to primordial ^sence [ySan rVt|, while Ti is a name
?iven to its virtue as manifested in its activities. It is T'ien when viewed

rom the point of its objectivity; it is Ti when viewed from the point of its

rulership. When the immensity of depth, height, and expansion of dhe esBcnee

is considered, it is called the 'lord on high in great heaven.' When reference

is made to the fact that the lofds of water, fire, wood, metal, and earth abiding

in different localities assume alternately the rank of leadership, we consider

the Lord differentiating himself into five lordships, and he is accordingly

known under five different names, which nuy however be comprised in the one

name of Great Heaven. When sacrifices are offered to the five lonb who
severally asiuming their celestial ranks are to be desM^nated under one commOB
meUation, then mty are odlectively known as the ^ang Ti (Lord on bigft)*
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Chinese towards this Ti as well as the attributes under

which he was conceived.

I. In the first place* Heaven (Tkn) ms compas-

skmate, as k known from one of its comnum attributes^

min, "pitying." Whenever the early Chiiiese suffered^

they called upon Heaven for protection and commiseration;

they found consolation in their distress by addressing

Heaven as their parents. When the early Chinese settle-

ment was still struggling hard with wild and barbarous

neighbors, the San Miao tribes who rebelled repeatedly

against Chinese rule, they thought it expedient to appeal

to the religions sentiment of the wild Miao and to call

God to their help. So we read in the "Counsels of the

Great Yu/' in the Shu King (Part II, Book II) : "At the

end of three decades, the people of Miao rebelled against

the commands, when Yi came to the help of Yu, saying,

'It is virtue only that moves Heaven; there is no distance

to which it does not extend. Fulness invites loss, humility

receives increase,—^this is the way of Heaven. In the early

time of Ti^ when he was living by Mount Li, he went into

the fields, cried daily to Pitying Heaven, and to his parents,

taking upon himself all guilt and charging himself with

their wickedness. At the same time with respectful humil-

ity he appeared before KCi Sau, kx>king grave and awe-

struck, till Ku Sau also became transformed by his ex-

ample. Entire sincerity moves the ^irits, how much more
will it move the rulers of Miao!'

Under King I.i (B. C. 878-S28) of the Chou dynasty,

a courtier was slandered and disgraced. He did not know
where to appeal for vindication but to Heaven who looked

upon human aifairs with parental sympathy. He composed

* That is. Shim, who became the ruler of Ifaia early scttienBciit in the year
B. C 2255.

* The quotations from the Shu and the Shih King are generally taken, with
occasional modifications, from Leffge's translations in the Sacred Books of the
£afl.VoLIII.
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& poem and thus addressed Heaven: "O Great and Distant

Heaven, who art called our parent/ why should I without

crime or offence suffer from disorders so great! The ter*

rors of Great Heaven are excessive, but indeed I have com-

mitted no crime. The terrors of Great Heaven are very

excessive, but indeed I have committed no offence/' (Shiii

King, II, V, 4. L^fge, p. 361.)

Mang Tze, chief of eunuchs, became a victim of slander

whereat he cried to Heaven, bitterly denouncing his ene-

mies: **The proud are delighted and the troubled are in

sorrow. O Azure Heaven! Look on these proud men;

pity those who are troubled." (Shih, II, V, 4.)

2. Since Heaven is compassionate^ it is Heaven that

showers blessings upon humankind The early Chinese

were quite simple-hearted. Whenever their hearts over-

flowed either in s^rief or in joy, they, like every other primi-

tive people, made Heaven their last refuge. When the

Qiou dynasty came to full sovereignty through the suc-

cessful achievements of its earlier rulers, T'ai Wang, Tai

Pe, Wang Gii, and through the subjugation of Mi and

Ts'ung by King Wen, they ascribed this to the special

grace of Heaven shown to the House of Chou, and for

which the poet was made to sing the virtues of the kings

and to thank Heaven in the following lines: "Great is the

Lord on high, beholding this lower world in majesty. He
surveyed the four quarters, seeking for some one to gfive

establishment to the people. Those two earlier dynasties

had failed to satisfy him with their government: so

throughout the various states, he sought one on whom he

might confer the rule. Hating all the great states, he

turned his attention to the West, and gave a settlement

[to King Tai]." (Shih III, I, 7. Legge, p. 389.)

This idea of heavenly bliss is also expressed in a much

•Cf. Shu King, Part V, Book I, 'The Great DccJaration" ; Heaven and
Earth are the parents of all creatures."
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earlier ode of the Shang dynasty ( B. C. 1766-1 1 23 ) . The

fwce is a sort of hymn sung to the spirit of the founder

of tlie dynasty, T'ang the Perfect First, it alhides to his

virtuous life, offerings are made, he is asked to partake

of them and to bless his descendants. Then it describes

the feudal princes coming to celebrate the festival (Shih,

IV, V, 2) : '*With the hubs of their wheels bound with

leather, and their ornamented yokes, with the eight bells

at their horses' bits all tinkling, (the princes] come to assist

at the offerings. We have received the appointment in all

its greatness, and from Heaven is our prosperity sent down,

fruitful years of great abundance. [Our ancestors] will

come and enjoy [our offerings] and confer on us happiness

without limit/'

In another ode belonging to the same period, the virtue

of T'ang the Perfect is described and praised as a special

blessing bestowed upon him by Heaven: ''He received the

tribute of the states, small and large, and supported them
as a strong steed [does its burden] :—so did he receive the

blessings of Heaven. He displayed everywhere his valor,

unshaken, unmoved, unterrified, unscared,—^all dignities

were united in him." (Shih, IV, V, 4. Legge, p. 31a)
This idea of heavenly bliss is also expressed by Chou

Kung in his advice to his colleague, Shao Kung, who
wanted to retire from royal service. Alluding to the pros-

perous state which the Chou dynasty was then enjoying,

the Duke of Chou says: "And the favor of Heaven has

come to us so largely; it should be ours to feel as if we
could not sufficiently respond to it" (Shu, Part V, Book
XVI, "The Prince Shih,")

3. Not only bliss but curses come also from Heaven,

when the creatures below pay no r^fard to the moral laws

as established by it. There are numerous passages in the

Shu as well as the Shih in which sufferers most pitifully

appeal to Heaven for rescue, sometimes even blaming
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Heaven for the misery which they endure. This is quite

natural; for were it not for the existence of erils man would

never become conscious of a power above hiin. To i|aale

only a few of the many lamentations addressed to Hcavoi

by the early Chinese: "Great Heaven is not just to send

down these dire calamities; Great Heaven is not merciful

to send down these miseries. . .O Unpi^fing Great Heaven,

there is no end to disorder I With every month it continnes

to grow so that the people have no rest" (Shih, 11^ IV, y.Y
''Great and Far-Breaching Heaven, how is it thon hast not

extended thy benevolence, but sendest down ruin and fam-

ine, and bringest about desolation throughout the empire?

Pitying Heaven, quickened with wrath, hast thou no dis-

crimination, no design? Leave raipunished those who
sinned, for they have already suffered for tiieir offences.

But those who are without sin are also drawn into the gen-

eral misfortune." (Shih, II, IV, lo.)^ *'Shou, King of

Shang, does not reverence Heaven above, and inflicts ca-

lamities on the people below. . . .Great Heaven was moved

with indignation." (Shu, Part V, Book 1.)*

4. Heaven was thus considered to be m possession of

full power over mankind. It showed mercy to those who

were virtuous and ol)edient to the heavenly will; bnt wot

unto those who deviated from its prescribed course; no

one coald resist or ignore heavenly displeasure. *The

overpowering wrath of unfathomable Heaven is felt

throughout the world below." (Shih, II, V, "R^t
* L^^c, p. 352 flF. The poem is said to have been composed by Chih Fa» a

grand officer of the Chou dynasty under Kinpr Yu (B.C 7B1-771), who lifleiied

to the evil advice of his iavotite mistress Yin.

' Legge, p. 357 Tlie author of the poem is Chih Yu of the Chou d>nasty,

who wrote this, lamenting the unjustifiable action of the King and expressing
hit tiirpriie tt its progress tttidiecked by heavenly wrath.

• Legge, p. 125 f. From the first section erf the "Kireat Declaratiofi,'' whidi
is di\idL-(l into three. The Declaration was i-^^inrcl by King Wu of the Chou
djmasty when he assembled his army at Mang Qiing to attack Chou Hsin, the

tyrant of the Shang; Some consider this spurioas.

*Legge, p. 358. A poem written during the reign of King Yu who was
notorioifs tor his miscenduct. It continaes :^(The lung's] coinsels and plans
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from the spring comes the water bubbling, revealing its

depths, sorrow of my heartl Did it start only toniay?

Why not in the days before me? Why notm the days after

me? InoomprehenslUe Heaven, far and distant, is able

to stren^hcn anything. Do not disgrace your ancestors,

but save your posterity." (Shih, III, III, lo.)*** "If you

reverently obey. Heaven will favor and compassionate you.

But if yon do not revercntiy obey, yon shall not only be

deprived of yottr lands, but I will also carry to tiie utmost

Heaven's inflictions upon your persons." (Shu, V, XIV.
Legge, p. 200.) In this passage, which is taken from Chou

Kungfs address to the "Numerous Officers" of the Yin

dynasty which he had just overthrown,we notice his most

threatening attitude toward the survivors of the preoedii^

dynasty. This Is due to the conviction that he represents

in his person the authorities above, according to which he

was ordered to overturn the t>Tannical government of

Shang. This theocratic conception is traceable throughout

in the histoty of China, to which fwther reference win be

made later on.

5. Owing to the fact that sinners are liable at any
time to be visited with heavenly jiidg^nients, the power

above had to be revered and its decrees complied with.

Hie poet Fang Peh, of the Chou d>Tiasty, who mourns the

prevailing misery of the people suifering from the reddess

policy of King Yn, strongly urges the King and his coun-

sellors to heed the wrath exhibited by Heaven: "Revere

the wrath of Heaven, and dare not to make sport or be

lax. Revere the ways of Heaven, and dare not to be wild

and unruly. . Great Hea\ en is bright and is with you

wherever you go. Great Heaven is clear-sighted, and is

•re erooked woi M. Wlien wtU an «Bd b« pot Id Humf Good ooonteb are
not followed ; evil counsels are liatened ta When I took at the conoaala ami
•Chcmes. I am greatly grieved.*'

LeggCi f>* 429- Composed in the time of King Yu. The author evtdentiy
bdievca m ne almighty power of Heaven wlio can turn niany into happmeas,
if die people below behaved acoorduig to his befaeiL
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with you wherever you wander." (Shih» III, II, xa
Legge, p. 410.) In ^e same spirit, Kin|r Wu ad^'esses

K'ang Shu who was about to be appointed Marquis of Wei
which was formerly a strongiiold of the Shang dynasty:

"Let us be reverent, let us be reverent. The way of Heaven
is evident, and its decree is not easy to foilow. Say not

that it is high, high above us. It ascends and desoeods

around these people; daily overseeing us, it is wherever we
are. . . .Oh I Fang, my little child, be reverent as if thy

person were suilering from a disease; awesome though

Heaven be, it yet helps the sincere." (Shu, V, IX. L^;ge,

p. 165 ff.)

6, Heaven is not only the symbol of power and energy,

but that of wisdom, bright and iiluminating. "Hi|^
Heaven, so bright, the earth bdow lies in thy ilhiminating

survey." (Shih, II, VI, 3.)" ''Great Heaven is exceed*

in^ly bright." (Shih, III, HI, 2.)" 'The bright and il-

Imnmatine^ Lord on high giveth us promise of a prosperous

year." (Shih, IV, II, i.)
^

'Great Heaven is bright and
is with you in all your journeys. Great Heaven is clear-

sighted and is with you jn all your wanderings." (Shih,

III, II, la)

7. Being intdligent and all-se^ig, what is decreed by
Heaven must be carried out by man who is no more than

a mere instrument. The will of Heaven once declared is

irrevocable, for it is the source of the moral laws and the

" Thii is from a poem composed by a court oflScer engaged in a frontier

war. SpMlriBy of the hardship nMch he endures, he calls to Heaven that
knows everytbing which transpire? on pnrth. and continues: "T marched on this

expedition to the West as far as this wilderness of Ch'iu. From the first to the
second moon, I have passed through the heat and the cold. My heart is sadt
the poison [of my lot] is too bitter. I think of those officers at court, and my
tears fall down like rain. Do I not wt^ for home? but I dread the of
guilt''

" T.cRge» 416. From a didMlk pocn bgr Duke Wo of Wd ki hia vSat^
tieth year

**Legg^ p, 331. By Chou Kung who admonishes his minister of agri-
ddtofC:
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Standard of conduct. So, a poet^ of liie Chou dynasty

again declares: "Look into the midst of the forest; there

we find large faggots and small twigs. The people now in

their sad condition look towards Heaven, vague and in-

definite. Yet when its determination is fixed, there is no
one whom it will not conquer. There is the great Lord
on high, and does he hate any one?*' Duke Wu of Wei
makes a rejoinder to this conviction when he says, "Great

Heaven never errs." (Shih, 111, III, 2.)*' And this un-

erring decree of Heaven was ever kept in view by a wise

ruler, who would never think of doing violence to his

moral conscience as an expression of the heavenly will

The Chinese government in those earlier days, and perhaps

even now to a certain extent, was a theocra^. So we read

in the "Instructions" given to T'ai Chia by his aged teacher

minister, Yi Yin, (Shu, IV, V. Legge, p. 95 ff.)- "The
former king kept his eye constantly on the manifest decrees

of Heaven, and so maintained the worship of the spirits of

heaven and earth, of those presiding over the land and the

grain, and of those of the ancestral temple;—all with sin*

cere reverence. Heaven took notice of his virtue, and
caused its great appointment to light on him that he should

soothe and tranquilHze the myriad regions/* Again, in

the "Great Annoimcement." which was issued by King

Ch'eng of the Chou dynasty when he was at the point of

undertaking a punitive expedition against some of his re-

bellious lords, the young Idng declares (Shu, V, VII) : **l

am the servant of Heaven, which has assigned me this

great task and laid the hard duty on my person I the

little child dare not disregard the appointment of the Lord

Chia Fu lamenting the mUrule of his king. (Shib, II, IV, & Leggf»
p. 354-)

** Legge, p. 417. The whole ilttiia runs thus : "Oh, my son, I Inve told
g<a the old ways Hear and follow my counsels, then shall you have no cause

r great resreL Heaven is now inflicting great calamities and destroying the
State My iUostntions are not taken from fliiiigt remote ; great Heaven never
errs. If you m> on to deteriorate in your virtti^ yon will bring tb« people to
great distress.
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on high. . . .Oh! the clearly-intended will of Heaven is to

be fearedp it is to help my great inheritance/' (Legge, p.

159-)'*

8. The morai relations that exist between men are so

determined eternally by the ordinances of Heaven. Heaven
is the source of moral authority. Those who are inimoral

commit sin against Heaven and cannot escape its retribu-

tion. It is always impartial and shows no favor in ad-

ministering justice. So declares the poet Yin Chi Fu of the

Chou d3masty in the reign of King Hsiian: "Heaven gave

birth to the multitudes of the people ; and wherever there are

things they are governed by fixed laws. To delight in what

is held by the people eternally normal, that is the highest

virtue." (Shih, III, III, 6.) This notion of the heavenly
' origin of the moral laws is much more clearly and definitely

stated in the Shu King (II, III.) by Kao Yao, minister to

Shun. Kao Y'ao says: "It is the heavenly arrangement

that we have a universal order here; and we are charged

with [the enforcement of] the five orders; let us be sincere

in these five. It is the heavenly ordinance that we have a

regular proceeding here; and ours is to observe the five

ceremonies ; let us be punctual. Through universal respect

and united reverence, let there be a hapjiy concordance.

Heaven favors the virtuous ; and there are five habiliments;

let the five be clearly distinguished. Heaven punishes the

guilty, and there are five punishments; let the five be in

effect. In the affairs of administration—^let us be earnest,

let us be earnest." (Cf. Legge, p. 55.)

9. The moral laws were thus made by Heaven, and

"Compare the following; "The ordinances of Heaven, how uumienuptcd
they aret and how unfafhonuLblcl" (Shih, IV, I, 2.) "The doings of High
Heaven have neither ^ormd nor odor. Follow the cxrimple of King Wen, and
the myriad regions will repose their confidence m \ou." (Shih, HI, I. I.)

"How vast the Lord on high ! He is the ruler of men below. When in his

fearful wrath, the decrees of the Lord on high are full of woes. Heaven
creates the multitudes of the people, whose destinies are not uniformly deter-

mined. There are none who have noi their [hopeful] stait* hot few are diqr
that have a (bliMiul] finish." (Shih, III, III, i.)
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eternally fixed: and it was ilie same authority that re-

warded the just and punished the unjust. For Heaven
was not only the author of the laws but their executor, stem
and inflexible. Therefore, whether or not the creatures

here below were made happy, prosperous, and satisfied,

depended upon their own conduct. If they obeyed the rules

iniiiated by Heaven and practiced goodness (Te), the Lord
on high favored them ; but if they did not they were sure to

suffer the consequence. There was no escape from this

absolute law. Therefore, we read in the Shu King (Part

IV, Book IV, "The Instructions of Yi") : "Only the Lord
on high is not constant; on the good-doer he sends down
all blessings, and on the evil-doer he sends down all mis-

eries. Do you but be virtuous, be it in small things [or

large], and the myriad regions will have cause for rejoi-

cing. If you be not virtuous, be it in large things (or

small]; it will bring the ruin of your ancestral temple.*'

(heggc, p. 95.) Yi Yin, the sage-minister, expresses the

identical idea in his discourse on "Absolute Virtue,'' (Shu,

IV, VI), which is also addressed to his charge T*ai Chia:

"It was not that Heaven felt any partiality for the Lord
of Shang; but Heaven comes to

f
him who practises] abso-

lute virtue. It was not that Shang courted the favor of

the lower people, but the people turned towards [him who
practised] absolute virtue. Where there is absolute virtue,

there is no undertaking that is not favorable. Where vir-

tue contradicts itself, there is no undertaking that is not un-

favorable. Favor or disfavor does not wrongfully fall upon
men; for Heaven sends down misforiuiu or prosperity ac-

cording to their virtue." (Cf. Legge, p. loi.) In one
word, "The heavenly way is to bless the good and to curse

the dissolute." (Shu, IV, III, "The Anouncement of

T'ang.")

10. It thus goes without saying that Heaven knows no

partiality whatever m conferring bliss or sending down
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calamity. The venerable Yi Yin ag^in instructs his young

kini^ (Sliu, Part IV, Book V, section C) : "Oh! Heaven

knows no favoritism. Only those who are reverent are

favored by it. The peo|^e have no special person whom
they constantly cher^, they oafy cherish those that are

benevolent. The spiritual bein^ have no special offerinpis

which they are constant in accepting, they only accept

thine^s that r>rc offered with sincerity. The heavenly seat

is indeed di&cult to hold." Later, Chou Kung also utters

the same sentiment when he is about to appoint his nephew

Chung Htt to Lord of Taaa (Shu, V, XVII) : "Great

Heaven knows no favoritisnk Only thosewho are virtuous

are helped by it. The people's hearts know no constant

attachment; only tiiey cherish those that are benevolent."

1 1. As Heaven shows no partiality in its dealings with

the creatures below, the latter must be always on their

guard so that they may not fall from the heavenly grace

and suffer misery and ignominy. Heaven can never be

relied upon, it is not constant, it changes as a man changes

in his virtuous conduct. And it is most difficult for him to

be always upright and virtuous, and not to deviate eveo

for a moment from the path prescribed by the Lord on high.

Heaven's favors are the most difficult thing to be retained

by us earthly creatures. The unreliability of the heavenly

will, therefore, from the human point of view is ever and

again emphasized by the early Chinese moralists. Yi Yin's

(who died B. C 1713) instruction to the young king Tai

Chia repeatedly refers to this idea, he seems never tired of

reminding the inexperienced lest he let loose his youthful

unbridled passions in his administration, thinking that the

heavenly pleasure once shown to his father is constant and

eternal regardless of his own conduct. "Oh !" says Yi Yin,

'"it is difficult to rely upon Heaven, for its decrees are not

ponstant. But [let a ruler] be constant in his goodness,

and he will preserve his throne. Let him be inconstant in
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his goodness, and the nine provinces will be lost to him."

(Shu, IV, VL Legge, p. loi.) Later, Chou Kung (d. 1105

B. C.) is also anxious to impress this idea on his colleague,

Sbao Kung: 'The decrees of Heaven are not easily pre-

served, Heaven is diflicult to be depended upon.'' (Shu, V,

XVI; Leg^ p. 206.) In the Book of Odes we find Okni
Knnq^ again referring to the utmost difficulty of securing

the heavenly grace: for he sings in his commemoration of

the father Wen (Shih, III, I, 2) : "The bright illumination

fof virtue] here below; the stem authority [of God] there

above* Heaven is not readily to be relied upon; it is no

easy task to be a king. Ym's rightful heir to the heavenly

seat was not allowed to govern the four quarters. . . .The

King Wen g-loriously served the Lord on high with watch-

fulness and reverence, and thus won numerous blessings.

Since his virtue was never reversed, he enjoyed the alle-

giance of the states from all quarters. . . .The troops of Yin

Shang assembled like a forest and marshalled on the wilds

of Mu. We rose thereupon and [Shang Fu cried to the

King Wen], "The Lord on high is with thee, be not faint-

hear ted

« * *

From these statements, it is apparent that the Chinese

conception of God in this Ante-Qi'in period was of a very

h^h order; and at the same time the fact wiU strike an
observant reader that the Giinese God is different in one

essential point from the Hebrew God, in that it betrays no

such personal intimacy as the latter in the Old Testament.

The Chinese are not such an intensely religious and fanat-

ical people as the Hebrews, and naturally their conc^tioo

of the highest authority of moral laws was not so personal

and intimate as that of the Jews, though Shang Ti was
personal enough in certain respects. Even in their most

religious documents in the Shu King, they seem never to
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have jsriven rein to tlicir imagination so far as to depart

from the bounds of common-sense morality. This will be

shown in the following "Announcement of T*ang," who

founded the Yin dynasty (B. C 1766-1154). This imperial

manifesto was issued by T'ang* to justify himself before

his subjects in the overthrow of the preceding dynastv and

in the estal)lishment of his own,—a procedure sanctioned

by Heaven." In this we see the elevation of its moral tone,

but not any i>articularly religious fervor. After T'ang had

made an end of the Hsia dynasty and returned to Po, he

issued this announcement, a solemn inauguration of the

new dynasty: "Ah! Ye multitudes of the myriad regions,

listen clearlv to the announcement of me, the One Man.

The Great God has conferred [even] on the interior people

a moral sense, compliance with which would show their

nature to be invariably right To make them tranquilly

pursue the course which it would indicate, is the work of

the sovereign.

"The king of Hsia extinguished his virtue, and played

the tyrant, extending his oppression over you, the people

of all the clans from m3rriad regions. Suffering from his

cruel injuries, and unable to endure the bitterness and

venoniousness, you, the people of all the clans from myriad

regions, with one accord protested your innocence to the

spirits of Heaven and Earth. The way of Heaven is to

bless the good and make wretched the dissolute. It sent

down calamities on Hsia, to make manifest her guilt.

"Therefore I, the little child, charged with the decree

of Heaven and its evident terrors, did not dare to pardon

[tiie criminal]. I i)restmied to use the dark-colored victim-

bull, and, makmg clear announcement to the spiritual sov-

ereign in the high heavens, requested leave to deal with

the ruler of Hsia as a criminal. Then I sought for the

" This ju«ttfieation was later subscribed to by Confoeius wbo says in one

of his commentaries on the Vih King that "The revolution of fang and Wb
was in accordance with Heaven and in harmony with men."
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great sage, with whom I might unite my strength, to re-

quest the favor [of Heaven] for you, my multitudes.

"High Heaven truly showed its favor to the ])eQple

below, and the criminal has been degraded and subjected.

What Heaven appoints is without error;— brilliantly

[now], like the blooming of plants and trees, the millions

of the people show a true revival.

''It is given to me, the One Man, to secure the harmony
and tranquility of your states and clans : and now I know
not whether T may not utfend against [powers] above ind

below. I am tearful and' trembling, as if I were in danger

of falling into a deep abyss.

'Throughout all the regions that enter on a new life

under me see that ye follow not lawless ways; make no
approach to insolence and dissoluteness; let every one be

careful to keep his state ; that so we may receive the favor

of Heaven. The good in you, I will not dare to keep con-

cealed; and for the evii ni me I will not dare to forgive

myself. I will examine these things in harmony with the

mind of the Lord on high. When guilt is found anywhere

in you who occupy the myriad regions, let it rest on me, the

One Man. When guilt is found in me, the One Man, it

shall not attach to you who occupy the myriad regions.

''Oh ! let us attain to sincerity in these things, and so we
shall likewise have a [happy] consummation/' (Shu,

Legge, p. 89 ef seq.)

The Chinese God was not the God of the Psalms nor of

Job; he was a quiet, deliberate, ethical power that dis^

charged or exercised his function rather impassively. He
never showed himself in the midst of fires, thunders, or

lightninjETs to vent his personal ire upon the creatures below.

The Chinese never caught a glimpse of their God. He was
hidden far up in the azure skies, he could not be brought

into an immediate personal touch with mortals. His pres-

ence could only.be inferred through the manifestations of
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his power; that is, through extraordinary natural phenom-

ena. When he was indignant, he visited all kinds of calam-

ity upcm the misguided. So we read in the Shih King (in.

Ill, 3) : ''Heaven is sending down death and desolaticMi,

and has put an end to our king-. It is [now] sending down

those devourers of the grain so that the husbandry is all

in evil case. Alas for our Middle States! all is in peril and

going to ruin. I have no strength [to do anything] , I bat

think of the power in the azure vault" Again: "Bright

was the Milky Way, shining and revolving in the sky. The

King said, *Oh ! What crime is chargeable to us now, that

Heaven sends down death and desolation? Famine comes

again and again. There is no spirit I have not sacrificed to,

there is no victim I have grudged. Our jade symbols* ob-

long and round, are exhausted;—how is it that I am not

heard?. . . .The drought is excessive, mnd I may not tiy

to excuse myself. I am full of terror and feel the peril,

like the clap of tlumder or the roll. Of the rcnmant of

Chou, among the black-haired people, there will not be a

half man left, nor will the Lord on high in great Heaven

exempt me. Oneandall,shall we not dread diis? Our an-

cestors will be witfiout successors.'

These calamities came down from Heaven on account

of human wickedness. The cry of the suflFeriniB;' is piteous

enough, and if this were raised to Yahveh, it is highly

probable that he would listen to it and make a personal

communication with his creatures below. But the Chinese

God in great Heaven which is far extending,** veiled in

obscuriu Z-^' nnd has no sound nor odor," is altogether ir-

responsive ; he seems to be not immediately concerned with

human affairs, at any rate not so personally as the Judaic

" Shih, III. Ill, 4. I'ht drought occurred in the sixth year of RmgHtte
of the Chou dynasty. He reign^ B.C 897*781.

"Shib. IT, V, 4; n. IV, TO, etc

» Shih, II. IV, 8; III, III, 10, etc

""Shih, III, I, I.
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God, who "thundereth marvelously with his voice," who
"saith to the snow, Be thou on the earth; likewise to the

small rain, and to the great rain of his strength/' and again

who '*sealeth up the hand of every man ; that all men may
know his work" (Job, xxxvii. 5-7). Snch a God as this

was not in accord with the Chinese inuigination.

Though lacking in religious fervor, the Chinese God.

besides being a stern moral power, was a political director,

whose foremost object of administration was to give his

people happiness, peace, and justice. When Heaven found

its earthly representativewho is called the ^'son of Heaven"
unworthy of his exalted position, it appointed some one else

from among- the people. This new representative, con-

scious of his holy mission, gathered about him all the avail-

able forces to rise against the prevailing house. He would

recount all the outrd|^eous, inhuman sins committed by the

tyrant, and in them would seek the justification of his ac-

tion as heaven-ordained. The "Great Declaration" (Shu,

V, I) by King Wu of the Chou dynasty, though by some

considered spurious, fairly illustrates the attitude of a new

dynasty against its corrupt, dej^enerate predecessor. He
declares : ''Heaven-and-i£arth is the parent of all creatures;

and of all creatures man is the most highly endowed. The
sincerely intelligent [among men] becomes the great sov- *

ereign ; and the great sovereign is the parent of the people.

But now Shou, the king of Shang, does not reverence

Heaven above, and inflicts calamities on the people below.

Abandoned to drunkenness and reckless in lust, he has

dared to exercise cruel oppression. He has extended the

punishments of offenders to their relatives. He has put

men into offices on the hereditary principle. He has made
it his pursuit to have palaces, towers, pavillions, embank-

ments, ponds and other extravagances, to the most painful

injury of you, the people of myriad regions. He has burned
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and roasted the royal and good. lie has ripped up preg-

nant women.

"Great Heaven was moved with indignation, and

charged my deceased father Wen to display its terrors;

but [he di^] before the great work was completed. On
this account, I, Fa, the little child, have by means of you,

the hereditary rulers of my friendly states, contemplated

the government of Slian^ , but Shou has no repentant heart.

He sits squatting on his lieels, not serving the Lord on

high nor the spirits of heaven and earth, neglecting also the

temple of his ancestors, and not sacrificing in it. The vic-

tims and the vessels of millet all become the prey of robbers,

and still he says, 'The people are mine; the [heavenly]

appointment is mine,' never trying to correct his contemp-

tuous mind.

**Heaven, for the help of the people below, made for

them rulers, and made for them mstructors, that they might

be able to be of service to the Lord on high, and secure

the tranquillity of the four quarters [of the empire]. In

r^;ard to deciding who are criminals and who are not,

how dare I give any allowance to my own wishes?
" 'When the strength is the same, measure tlie virtue

f
of the parties] ; when the virtue is the same, measure their

righteousness!' Shou has hundreds oi thousands and myr-

iads of officers, but they have hundreds of thousands and

m3rriads of minds ; I have [but] three thousand officers, but

they have one mind. The iniquity of Shang is full. Heaven
gives command to destroy it. If I did not obey Heaven,

my iniquity would be as great.

"I, the little child, early and late am filled with appre-

hensions. I have received the command of my deceased

father Wen; I have offered special sacrifice to the Lord on

high ; I have performed the due services to the great earth,

and I lead the multitudes of you to execute the punishment

appointed by Heaven.
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"Heaven compassionates the people. To what the peo-

ple desire, Heaven will be found to give effect. Give ye aid

to me, the One Man, to cleanse forever all within the four

seas. Now is the time. It should not be lost" (Legge,

p. 125 et seq,)

The Shih records how Heaven appointed King Wen to

take measures against tlie tyrant of Shang, whose atrocious

deeds are enumerated in the above "Declaration.*' "The

Lord on high said to King Wen, i am pleased with your

intelligent virtue, not loudly proclaimed nor portrayed,

without extravagance or ciiangeableness, without con-

sciousness of effort on your part, in accordance with the

pattern of the Lord on high.' The Lord on high said to

King Wen, 'Take measures against the country of your

foes. Along with your brethren, get ready your scaling

ladders, and your engines of onset and assault, to attack

the wall of Ch'ung.' " (III, I, 7.)

The Chinese did not make any distinction between

moral and political authority. Whoever is able to govern

the people must be a man of moral perfection ; and whoever

is perfect in his goodness is entitled to a rulership , for the

highest position in the state belongs to the one who is near-

est to the Lord on high. In this, the Chinese conception

of rulership may be considered somewhat akin to that of

Plato who conceives the state as a sort of great ethical insti-

tution in which the morally perfect and philosophically

great must lead the masses.

When any rebellious uprising was not necessary to en-

force the heavenly order of things against a despot, it was

the wont of a perfect, virtuous ruler to select the wisest

and most virtuous of his subjects as his own successor. In

this way, Yao raised Shun to the highest office in the state,

and Shun m turn selected Yii to succeed him. The occu-

pation of the throne thus effected was ascribed to the

heavenly will as we read in "The Counsels of the Great
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Yu** (Shu, II, II), in which the minister Yi praises the

virtue of Yao: "Oh! the virtue of the Divine Yao is vast

and unceasing. It is holy, spirit-like, awe-inspiric^, and

refined. Great Heaven regarded you favorably and or-

dained vou to hold all the four oceans and to become the

ruler of the empire."

Therefore, it was natural that every dynastic change

was considered by the Chinese a decree of Heaven that

wanted to discontinue its favor once so generously be-

stowed upon the declining dynasty and to have it trans-

ferred to the rising one which has proved its virtue and

ability to carry out the :ii)p()intment by the Unkno\NTi. The

declining house showed by its very decline that it was no

longer able to maintain effectively the right entrusted to

it by Great Heaven. The disintegration that had been

going on was no more than the punishment from above,

and so long as they could not be made to become conscious

of the fact and continued to aggravate the wretched con-

dition of afiairs, their pimishment was completed by the

total overthrow of the reigning government by the one

which was to succeed it

It was in accordance widi this spirit that the Duke of

Chou made the following declaration to the officers of the

Yin dynasty which he overthrew (B. C. 1122) : "Ye nu-

merous officers of the Yin dynasty, great ruin came down
on Yin from the cessation of forbearance in pitying Heaven,

and we, the lords of Chou, received its favoring appoint-

ment. We felt charged with the manifest wrath of Heaven,

carried out the punishment which came from a superior,

and rightfully disposed of the app>ointment of Yin, thus

finishing [the will of] the Lord on high. Now, ye numerous

officers^ it was not our small state that dared to attack the

appointment of Yin, but Heaven was not for Yin, for indeed

it would not strengthen the disorderly [government of

Yin]. But it helped us. Did we dare to seek the office of
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ourselves ? Only the Lord on high was not for Yin as was
gleaned from the doings of our common people in whom is

seen the manifest wrath of Heaven." (Shu, V» XIV;
Legge, p. 196 ff.)

As I stated before, the Chinese Shang Ti never made
any direct personal demonstration of his will before the

people, though the latter felt intimate enough toward him

as they generally appealed to him as the last resort What-
ever displeasure or wrath he felt was only Indirectly com-

municated through such inanimate mediums as drought,

famine, epidemics, or earthquake, and especially through

the doings and feelings of the common people, which a

wise ruler is always anxious to rt.ul correctly. Heaven
utters no word, but through the people. Us ever-persistent

will is to bring peace and good-will and righteousness here

bebw; and when the ruler fails to execute this order to the

satisfaction of the masses and instead endeavors to promote

his personal selfish interests, the people grow uneasy, dis-

order begins to prevail, a clamor goes up from the suffer-

ing, extraordinary phenomena take place, and herein Uie

wise read symptoms of heavenly displeasure. "Heaven

sees as the people see, Heaven hears as the people hear."

(Shu> V, I). ''As Heaven has mercy upon the people,

whatever is desired by them is always granted." (Shu, V,
I, a.) Again, "Heavenly intelligence is shown in the in-

telligence of the people, and the manifestation of heavenly

wrath is shown in the manifestation of the wrath of the

people." (Shu, IT, III.) The relation between the two,

above and below, is so intimate that when one is affected

the other is sure to feel it Therefore, whenever there is

a manifestation of unrest among the masses, the wise and
virtuous know that the heavenly appointment of the pre-

vailing dynasty is being revoked, and they bide their time

to rise against it when all hopes for its regeneration or

reiormation are gone. Vox populi, vox del, was the motto
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of the Chinese. Much of the Chinese democracy that pre-

vails in spite of an autocratic form of government, is cer-

tainly due to the conception of the divinity of the popular

will.

The 7'ox populi was not, however, the only means to

ascertain the heavenly will. There was another indication

of it—divination. When divination and the reading of the

popular will agreed, the wise knew ONiclusively where lay

the heavenly will, and did not hesitate to carry this out

throiij^h every means within their power When Kin^

Ch'ang of the Chou dynasty started on his punitive expedi-

tion against the tyrant of Shang, he divined by the great

tortoise-shell bequeathed to him by his father, King Neng,

whether the great undertaking he was about to execute

were in accord with the heavenly pleasure and could be

brought to a successful end. (Shu, V, VTT ; Legge, pp.

157-158.) Having obtained a favorable response, he issued

"the Great Declaration" to his fellow-dukes and kings as

well as to his own people.

When Shun wanted to select his royal successor, he had

recourse to divination, though his mind was first made up

as to who it should be. To the protestation of great Yii,

that the Divine Shun should, before selecting his successor,

"submit the meritorious ministers one by one to the trial

of divination and let the favorable indication be followed,"

the Divine Shun replied, "According to the rules for the

regulation of divination, a person should first make up his

mind and then refer his deci^inn to the great tortoise-shell.

My mind therefore was first made up. I consulted and

deliberated with every one of my people who all agreed

with me. The spiritual beings indicated their approval, the

tortoise-shell and divining stalks concurred. Divination,

when hicky, should not be repeated. . . .The manifest ap-

pointment of Heaven is on thy person, and thou art even-
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tually to ascend the sovereign seat/' (Shu, 1I» II; Legge,

p. 50^ )

In "The Great Plan" (Shu, V, IV, ch. 7), we read how
divination by the tortoise-shell and the stalks of milfoil is

to be resorted to in the settlement of doubts. The philos-

ophy of divination is that of the Yih King, for which see

Part I of this series of articles.

Thus it is evident that Shang Ti was the supreme power

that guided and controlled the destiny of the people below.

It was the moral authority of the universe, and its will,

in whatever way manifested, either through public opinion

or divination, was absolute. The only way to court its

favor was to be morally upright and humane. It never

showed any personal favoritism. Tn this can also be seen

the peculiarly practical turn of the Chinese mind. Their

Shang Ti was the God of monotheism as much as the

Yahveh of the Jews; but as I have repeatedly remarked,

Shang Ti never entered into such an intimate relationship

with mortals as did Yahveh. The Ti was a somewhat
impersonal moral principle, though not without some of the

human passions as when he showed hi^ wrath through

famine and desolation. However this may be, the Chinese

conception of Shang Ti was free from the elements of poet-

ical or mystical imagination. He never revealed himself

on a certain sacred spot on earth, nor in any material, ob-

jective form that could be perceived by the human senses.

No rhinese sages ever heard his "still small voice." There

was no Moses, no Abraham, no Aaron; but Shun, Yii, Yi

Yin, T'ang the Perfect, Duke of Chou, and Confucius.

Theophany was unknown in diina. In short, Chinese

imagination could not conceive the utility of the prophet

or seer. It is true that the voice of Shang Ti is sometimes

represented as having spoken to the mortal ear, but we
arc always kept in the dark as to his method of communi-
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cation, if not through strange natural events," or tfox

populi, or divination. He never manifested himself even ia

dreams or visions.

The early Chinese, however, seem to have made a dis*

tinctfon between Ti and T'ten. Though of course this dis-

tinction was not clearly defined, Ti appears to have been

understood more personally than T'ien. This would at

once be felt when Ti is translated into English by "Lord"

or '*God/' while T'ien is rendered ''Heaven." About the

time of Omfucius, or even as early as when the first part of

the Yih King Commentaries was written, the significance

of Ti was almost lost sight of, while T'ien came to occupy

the more important place in the religious system of China.

In other words, Shang Ti came to be regarded purely as

a moral principle or reason of the universe. The most

efficient and practical and religious way of serving it was

to put all its moral laws such as the fi\'e Eternal Codes into

practice, and did not necessarily consist in offering;- prayers

or singing hymns or sacrificing victims to an imaginary,

invisible presence that at best had no immediate personal

relationship to the world below. . The heavenly way was

the human way. It was thus that the early religious con-

ception of Shang Ti became gradually metamorphosed into

"Hsfin Tse was a very practical and unimap^'native thinker. Note ^lAtk

he says about strange phenomena of nature which the early Chinese people

thought were expressions of Hcavenlv indication: "The stars are falling,

die trees are roaring, and the people of the kingdom tremble with fear. What
would this signify? It does not signify anything. It is a natural disturbance
caused by the Yin and Yang, and occurring at irregular intervals. It is rational

to wonder at it, and irrational to fear it. Snch thinga as the edtpsea of dit
sun or moon, unseasonable storms, or the frequent appearance of strange stars,

—such things occur in every generation. If the ruler is enlightened and his

government is honest, however often such events may take place, he cauraot

be hurt. If the ruler is benighted and his government is disorderly, even if

there
^
may take place no such things, he is of little account Thereifore, dil

shooting of stars, or the roaring of trees, is no more than a mere natural dis-

turbance, caused by the Yin and Yang, and occurring at irregular intervals. It

is rational to wonder at it, but irrational to fear it." (Ch. XVlI, "On Heaven.")
Compare diis with tht almost religious attitude of CoofiKtiis toward oa-

usual natural happenings tuch as violent tiuindering or hurricanes, as recorded
in the Analects.
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the purely philosojihical principle of T'ien and then finally

into the ethical idea of Tao.^

Another peculiar feature of the Chinese worship of

Shang Ti» which must not escape oor consideration here,

was ibat there was no popular ten^le dedicated to him
where Heaven-fearing souls might come and offer prayers

and ask special grace from above. The worship of Shang
Ti was solely a state affair entrusted to a ruler personally,

who by virtue of heavenly appointment was the only

atitfaorized personage sacr^ enough to conduct the cere-

mony of worship. It was the ruler himself and nobod^

else who could offer the annual sacrifice to Shang Ti, could

give him thanks for whatever he did for the reigning house

or the people in i^ciieral. This was one of the most impor-

tant imperial functions, the nee:-lect of which might incur

a heav enly displeasure and result in a grievous catastrophe

to the kingdom. Indeed, it was thought sacril^ous for

the masses to worship Heaven,^ who was too sacred, too

*The MWmUifc passage from Hsfin Tie (Chapter XVIT, on "Heaven")
will show what a prosaic and practical conception of Heaven the author had;
and when we compare this with the attitude of the Five Canonical Books
towards Heaven* vmdn was highly religious and reverential, we can at once
feel the grap that came to exist between the canonical writers and the philos-

ophers. Says Hsun Tze: "The workmg of Heaven is constant; it docs not
exist for Yrio, nor does it disappear for Hsueh. When a man responds to it

with order, there is luck ; when he responds to it with disorder, there is evil.

When he streng;thens the foundation and is economical in expenditure, Heaven
cannot make him poor; when he takes the proper nourishment and exercises
himself regularly, Heaven cannot make him ill; when he is single-hearted in

practising wiiat he ought to, Heaven cannot do him any harm. Therefore,
such a one cannot be made by rain or drought to suffer hunger or thirst, cannot
be made by cold or heat to suffer sickness, cannot be made by evil spirits to
suffer misfortune.

"When a man, however, neglects the foundation and is extravagant in ex-
penditure, Heaven cannot make him rich; when he does not take sufficient

nonrishfnent and does not exercise himself frequently enough. Heaven cannot
inrikc liitn !i''altli\'; 'deviating from the course whicli o:u: o'u;Ii! lo f illow,

be wanders about irregularly, Heaven cannot make him happy. Tbereiore,
such a one will suffer minger before a drought or rain comes; he will be aide
hefore the cold or the heat is yet threatening; he will be mis^ble beiotfe «vil
spirits visit him.

"Peaee is gained by opportuneness and not by evil procedtire; there is no
reason to blame Heaven, tor it is as it ought to be. Therefore, one who has
a clear understanding of the distinction between heavenliness and humaneness,
is called the perfect man."

*^ The reason wliy Uie common prnplr w ere not allowed to v. nr-,!iip the

Sbasg Ti individually and why the ruler himself did not worship him more
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divine, too holy to be so familiarly approached by them

who were in fact nobodies in the eyes of the Lord on high.

Not only that the worshiping of God by the common

people, even by feudal lords, was an act of usurpation upoa

the inviolable right or duty of the reigning sovereign, but

he was the mediator between Heaven and the people^

Though Heaven conununicated its indignation through

the feeling^ of the multiliuics of the people, it was only one

man who was permitted to retkct on it and take the proper

course to appease the heavenly wrath. When this one man

. was successful in his reflection or interpretation as well as

in his undertaking, he was said to have been truly appointed

by Heaven. Ever after this, he would never think of neg-

lecting either the annual celebration of Shang Ti, or offer-

ing sacrihccs on all great state occasions. As we read in

the Shu King and the Shih King, tlie omission of this

sacred and exclusive duty on the part of the occupant of

the heavenly seat was counted among the grave offences

which merited his overthrow by some more popular and

virtuous political leader. This peculiar relation of Shang

Ti to the creatures below is due to the fact that the Chinese

did not conceive their Ti in his individual relation to man-

kind generally. The supreme one commissioned the earthly

ruler with the olhce of looking after the welfare, moral and

physical, of the masses. The latter, therefore, had nothing

to do individually with the highest authority himself. It

was sufficient for them if they obeyed the state r^fulatioos

and acted according to the moral laws conceived as eternal

and unchangeable. Of course, they had their ancestors to

remember, to revere, and to keep supplied with sacrifices,

but this was practically all that the common people had to

frequently, is partially $een in the following ptssaee from tfie Li Ki (Book
XXI) : "Sacrifices should not be frequently repeated. Such frequency Is indic-

ative of importunateness, and importunateness is inconsistent with reverence.
Nor should they be at distant intervals. Such infrequency is indicative of m-
differencc. nnd indifferoice leads to fmiettiiig them •ItogeHier.'' iS.B.E^
VoL XXVIIL)
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do in the way oi religion, all their other doings being

strictly moral, practical, and secular.

From the earliest time in the history of Chinese civili-

zation, Shang Ti seems to have been associated with the

state as such and not with individuals. And as the state

was no more than its ruler himself in those days, the latter

always assumed the duty to worship Shang Ti and to offer

him the proper sacrifice in the proper season. In the great

Chinese encyclopaedia, Ku Chin T'u Shu Chi Cheng (sec-

tion '^Natural Phenomena," chapter "Spiritual Beings and

the Miraculous,'' vol. IX), we notice reference to the facts

that Huang Ti Yu Hsiung Shih in ancient times worshiped

Shang Ti in a specially built temple, that Chuan Hsu Kao
Yang- Shih composed a piece of music called Clieng- Yun on

the occasion of a sacritice to Shang Ti, and that later Ti

K'u Kao Hsin Shih built a sort of artificial hill in the

southern field, where he worshiped Shang Ti, the sun,

moon, constellations,and his ancestors. The Shu King, the

Chou Li (records of the rituals of the Chou dynasty), and

also the Li Ki contain various statements referring to

the state worship of Shang Ti on certain occnsions. These

facts are confirmed by the Yih King where (Appendix II)

we read : "Thunder issues from the earth ; it reverberates,

which indicates the trigram YU. The ancient kings, in ac-

cordance with this, composed music, and honored virtue,

and offered it magnificently to the Lord on high, while

their ancestors and their father were made to share fat the

service]," Further, under the trigram Hwan, we read:

"Wind moves over water, which is Hwan, The ancient

kings, in accordance with this, offered sacrifice to the Lord
on high and builded the ancestral temple.''

All this clearly shows that from ancient times the wor-

ship of Shang Ti was one of the great state affairs which

did not concern the people below. In this connection it may
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be interesUng to note that music was ofiEered to Shang Tu
but no hymns singing' of his vtrtue» power, or merqr-

This peculiar rdation of Shang Ti to the people in

general is very significant when we consider that h« was
not the creator of the universe. The early Chinese world-

conception was wavering between monotheism and poly-

theism. It sometimes looked as if it advocated one Shang
Tip and then it feli back upon polytheistic belief, allowing

besides Shang Ti in Great Heaven the terrestrial god, the

five gods of water, fire, wood, metal, and earth, the moun-
tain gods, and the river gods. But these latter were more
or less suhordinate to Shang Ti who apparently occupied

the foremost and highly important position in the hierarchy

of the gods, thoc^h the exact relation among themselves

was left undefined. At any rate, this phenomenal world

was not the sole work of Shang Ti in heaven, but a com-
bined undertaking to which the Earth contributed a great

deal of its energy, rherefore, in the Chinese mind heaven

and earth are very dosdy associated, so ck>sely indeed that

they sometimes form one idea as heaven-and-earth. We
can say, however, that a dualistic conception of the world
either in the popular mind or in philosophy was a most
predominant note throughout the history of Chinese

thought, not only in its earliest stage but even when the

Chinese mind reached its maturity during the Sung dy-

nasty.

However that may be, this creation, as it were, by
heaven-and-earth did not have any particularly well-defined

purpose; there was not visible in it any strong predominat-

ing wilL^^ True, things were regulated according to rules,

* The ChincM poets tnd philosophers were not altogether tinconscious of
a predominating will in the universe, which is beyond human control; but
this consciousness did not play a very important part in their emotional life.

As a typical instanee of the Chinese phifosopbical attitude towards the uni-
versnl will, here is a passage quoted from Chwang Tze: "Tze Lai fell ill and
lay gasping at the point of death, while his wife and children stood around htm
weepiiUL Xi went to ask for him and said to them* 'Hush ! Get out of the
way! Do not diaturb him in hia proeeaa of tranafdnnation.' Then* Icanms
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the universe was surely law-abiding, well-regulated, and

by no means chaotic ; but these laws were not animated with

the presence of a special soul or spirit, which was powerful

and active enough to impress itself upon the Chinese im-

agination. Being singularly practical and positivistic, the

latter did not go beyond the boundary of its prosaic obser-

vation. There was no need for it to find creatorship in

Shang Ti, and as soon as its worship was taken up by the

kincf as his most solemn duty, the peo])lc and the philos-

ophers turned their attention to another direction where

Shang Ti did not make himself obtrusive.

Daisetz Teitaxo Suzuki.

London^ England.

against the door, he spoke to him [the dytng friend] : ^reat indeed is the
author of trnn?fnrmntinn ! What is he now t^ninj^ to make of you? Where
tc he going to take you ? Is he goin^ to make you the liver 01 a rat ? or is

be iroifq? to make you the arm of an insect?' Tze Lai said, 'A Mo't relation

to hh parents is -^T'ch that whc^e^•^'^ he is told tO go, \\ lirther east* west, SOUth,
or north, he simply obeys the cuniinand. A man's relation to the Yin and
Yang is more than that to his parents. If they are hastening my deatii, and
I do not obey, I shall be considered unruly.

" 'Now, there is the Great Mass, that makes me carry this body, labor

with this life, relax in old age, and rest in death. Therefore, that whidl has
taken care of my birth is that which will take care of my death.

"'Here is a great founder castinf? his metal. If the metal, dancinf? up
and down, should say, "I must he m ule into a Mo Ycli [a famous old ?word],"
the great founder would surely consider this metal uncani^. So. if merely
because one has once assumed die htmtan form, one hnists on being a man,
and a man onl' tl at av.tl n r of transformation will be ^nrc to consider this

oac oncanny. Let us now r^^rd hcavcn-and-earth aa a great melting-pot and
the antitor of transformation as a great founder; and wherever we go, shall

we not be at home ? Quiet it onr aleq^ and calm Is our awakening,* iS, B.
£.,VoL XXXIX, pw 249.)
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RECENT students of psychology will be familiar witii

the extension of the Nancy suggestion theory to many
branches of psychic life which previously were greatly mis-

understood. It has become possible to replace the down-

right scepticism of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries by a S3rmpathetic but critical treatment of belief

and cult

Although it is an exceedingly difficult matter to deal

with this subject by reason of the prejudices within and

without the inquirer there seems to be little doubt that

within a few years it will be generally recognized that all

forms of cult are simply suggestive processes tending to

produce assent to and realization of certain beliefs.^

Qosely associated with religious cult is the magical

cult, differing only from the first in its objective. The
j)riest or devotee aims at communing with unseen powers

for the purpose of developing his own and other beines

to a comparable stature. The magician aims at com-

muning with unseen powers for the purpose of gratifying

certain desires, generally relating to power or knowledge.

Should those desires be of a high ethical character, his

function becomes almost identical with that of the priest

There is no essential difference between a religious man
who prays for the recovery of one sick and the white magi-

^Rcgnaiilt, Hypnotisms. ReUgton, Paris, 1897-—Recnior, Hy^tismc et

croyances ancUnnes, Parl^ iPoj —Skepto, L'hypnotisme H U* rikgiOHt, Paris,
i8^~Liebault, Therapcutiquc suggestive, Paris, 1891.
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dan who mvokes good spirits to produce the same result

In the Eastern religions this is gfenerally recognized, hut in

the West tlie logical fallacy of diiierentiating between the

priest and the mag^s is overlooked, except among a few

sects, such as the Christian Scientist.

If attention be given to the history and doctrines of the

oldest branch of the Christian Church it will be noticed

that

1. Several of its functions are distinctly magical' in

character,

2. It has always vigorously opposed itself to anything

in the nature of non-ecclesiastical magic, this op-

position being in the earlier times accounted for

by the demoniacal theory of magic, and in more
recent times by statements as to its unreality**

The Sacraments especially come within the de^ition

of magical functions. In each case by a ceremony em-

ploying recognized magical methods, i. e., suflFumigations,

incantations, exorcisms and conjurations, there is created

a magical sympathy or association of ideas. Thus Baptism

forms a mystic link between the Supreme and the infant

souL Confirmation revives and strengthens this link at

years of discretion, Ordination supplies an even more in-*

timate bond between the Supreme and the priest, rvlan iage

unites two souls, Penance repairs the link severed by sin,

the Eucharist is the great and mysterious communion of

the Individual with the Supreme, and Extreme Unction

is the final coupling of the soul to the Supreme m artictUo

mortis.

Throughout the processes are suggestive.

Firstly, there is, as far as may be, a general body of

thought which sus^j^ests continuously assent to a realiza-

tion of these beliefs.

' Tt will understood that the word "magical" is nscd in the sense iit

which it IS employed by Tyler, Fraser and other modern authorities.

'ConiMve the Eaqfdical of 1856 against Animal Magnetinn.
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Scjoiuiiw ihe devotee makes a solemn declaration of

hi- l elief {Credo), thus tending to crystallize the general

OQQcept.

Thirdly, by a scries of hymns (incantations) and pray-

ers (oonjuratioiis) the mind is concentrated and the atten-

tion is fatiiftied.

Fourthly, by futnigation and artistic and musical aids,

a nervous exaltation (^'inhibition'* would be the preferable

word) is produced

fifthly, an environment is formed directly suggestive

of the beliefs, and
Sijrthly, a oonsnmniating^ act (Consecration) or Grande

sug(^estion. completes ;ind ceiUralizes the ceremony

It shouicl here be mentioned that the author expresses

no opinion as to the inherent truth of the dogmas con-

cemecL These can be bat types of inexpressible and tm-

knowable matters, and their truth is irrelevant to the sub-

ject of inquiry, which is simply as to the function of the

cult. Moreover similar cults attach to utterly diverse dog-

mas.

All that the author attempts to establish is the propo-

sition that "Ritual is a suggestive series of ads, and as

such is conformable to the laws of Suggestion,"

Passing^ now to non-eccIesiastical forms of suggestion,

w hich are more particularly describable as magic, we find

three classes:

1. Ceremonial magic (Fr. La haute magic, Ger. Zaih

berei),

2. Witchcraft (Fr. Sorcellerie, Ger. Hexerei),

3. General magical practices of a minor character.

The first (thcurgric or white ma^ic) is that to which

it is proposed to devote particular attention. Witchcraft
or goetic magic seems to have been a mere travesty of the

preceding, practised by the half-educated and dependiiig

for its efficacy upon the nervous susceptibility of the ig-
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norant. The third class includes all those lesser practices

adopted by superstitious people, such as pointing for the

iml occkio or the like.

The author ventiires to think that theorgic magic has

a daim to serious consideration for the following reasons:

1. It possesses an extensive and well-written litera-

ture.

2. It claimed the attention and respect of many men
of acknowledged intelligence.

3. It bears when examined a very intimate relation

to religious cult and "suggestion."

It is not proposed to give here details of the literature,

as there are many bibliographies. Horst's ZauberbtbHo"

thek, Agrippa's De Occulta Philosophic, Solomon's (pseu-

donym) Clavuula, Peter D'Abano's Heptameron, Levi's

Dogme et rituel de la haute tnagie and the grimoires will

supply a fully sufficient source of information on the sub-

ject.

Before giving details of the analogies to religious cult

and hypnotic practice, the following examples of exorcisms

from a grimoire and a missal respectively may be appro-

priately quoted

:

"I conjure thee, O Book, to be useful and profitable to

all those who shall read thee, for the successful issue of

their affairs. I conjure thee by virtue of the blood of Jesus

Christ contained daily in the chalice, to be useful to all

those who shall read thee. I exorcise thee in the name of

the most holy Trinity.'**

"T exorcise thee, O Water, created for our service, in the

name of God the Father Almighty, in the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ His Son, and by virtue of the Holy Ghost;

* "Je te conjure, Livre, (fetre utile et fkrofitable i tous ceux qui te lironl

powr la rcussite de leurs affaires. Je tr conjure de rcchef (sic), par la vertu
du sang de J. C contenu tous les jours dans le calice, d'etre utile a tous ceux
qui te liront. Je t'exorcise au nom de la tfis-stinte TneSnHk!' Grmoire of
Fope Honoritv (pMud.) 176a
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to the end that by this exorcism thou canst banish and

drive away all the forces of the enemy and banish himself

together with his apostate angels: by the power of our

Lord Jesus Christ Himself, who will come to judge the

living and the dead, and the world by fire."*

Similar exam])les abound, demonstrating either that the

magical books were composed on the basis of the missals,

or that the magicians realized the identity of their proceed-

ings with those of the priests. In other words, the magical

and religious cults are identical in character, differing only

in purpose.

In the Clavicula Salomonis ( 10862 Addison MS) Book

i, Cap. iv, will be found a confession which although tar

more ample is identical in style with the CawfUeor.

A careful study of the methods employed for evdidiig

spirits (good and bad) in the last mentioned book and

others of a similar character shows the same analogies.

After minute instructions as to the periods of fasting

and abstinence, vestments and so on, differing but little

from the usual preparations of a religious ascetic we have

a solemn confession, an invocation to the Supreme for

absolution, and solemn prayers.

In nearly all cases a "circle** is formed, presumably to

linu't and define the magical environment and prevent the

attention wandering to external objects. To further this

end, it is generally advised to use a place which shall be

as far as possible devoid of interfering or disturbing in-

fluences, thus:

"And thou shouldst inviolably observe, that wishing to

invoke the Spirits, either by day or by night, it is necessary

that it should be done in a place hidden, removed, secret,

•*Je t'exorcise, Eau creee pour iiotre usage, au nom de Dicu Ic Pere tout
puissant, au nom de notre Se^near J. C Son Fils. ct par la vertu da Sunt
Jbspnt: annque par cet exorcismc, tir piii';??es semr a chasser ct n diVsipcr
toates ws forces de rcnnemi et rexternitncr lui-mcme avcc ses anges apostats:
Par 1.1 pui-ancc du meme N. S. J. C qui viendra juger Ics vivaos et les morts
et Ic monde par feu." ParoissUm a Fusagf de yersmiUs, ifl^
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convenient, and proper for such art, where no man fre-

quenteth or inhabitetb, as we shall relate more fully in

its place."*

An environment is further built up by employing sym-

bols associated definitely with the nature and object of the

conjuration, and by an astrological scheme of chronology,

the time and place are suited by a strong association of

ideas with the operation to be performed.

The practice in the churches of adopting- definite days

for various ceremonies associated by tradition with the

quasi-historical types of the ceremonies is strictly anal-

ogous.

There is thus built up in the mind of the magus a com-

plete association of ideas with the purpose of the operation.

Thus in Eliphaz Levi we are told that in invoking the

spirit of a departed friend, his portrait and personal relics

should be arranged in his room in the manner most pro-

vocative of familiar associations.

Wearying and reiterated incantations and suifumiga-

tions follow, producing nervous excitement and presumably

eventually a form of hypnosis. At the same time by re-

peating the names of the Deity and various ancjfels, the

idea of spiritual communion is continuously suggested. It

is perhaps noteworthy that the mag^ical books exhibit a far

more advanced knowledge of the Hebrew and Greek Scrip-

tures than appears in the theological manuals. Probably

this would suggest a connection with the fountainhead of

the religion which would give independence and authority

outside the Church, and would furtlier account for the vio-

lent nature of the Church's opposition.

In the course of the magical operation, conjurations

(prayers) of increasing length and intensity are employed«

die more powerful ones being employed in the event of the

first not succeeding. Furthermore in the event of failure

* Clavicular Book ii. cap. t.
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or imciTuption the magfus is told to recommence just as in

modem hypoosigenesis repeated seances are employed un-

til success coiiie&^

A vision seemS'eventually to have appeared to the hyp-

notized magus, or at any rate a conviction of the presence

of unseen powers. Levi narrates an experience of this

kind which seems credible. Possibly the usual hyper-

esthesia of comatose subjects and telq>athy here assist to

produce results which must have seemed supematuraL

Further points which indicate a quasi-hypnotic or hys-

tero-epileptic state are as follows:

1. Repeated accounts of violent deaths of mag^icians

(Cf. the legend of Faust) with epileptic symptoms.

2. The books generally say the process becomes easier

by repetitkm and adepts need but littk aid from

ritual.

("So exact a preparation of days and hours is

not necessary for those who are adepts in the art/')*

3. It is repeatedly afhrnieci that great danger accrues

to those who neglect the precautions of fasting and

due preparation. Personal purity, cleanliness and

care in diet are strongly tu-ged.*

4. Freedom from mental disturbance is essential.

["He who wisheth to apply himself to so great

and difficult a science should have his mind free

from all business and from all extraneous ideas of

whatever nature they may bc."]*^

Sufficient has, it would,seem, been said, to mdicate, if

not the identity, at least the close analog> of religious cult,

ceremonial magic, and auto-suggestion.

SouTHSEA, England. Herbert Chatley.

' ClavicMh, Book ii, cap. i, p. 74 in Mr. Matiier'i edition.
Clavicula, Book ii. cap.i.

*Ibid., Book ii, caps, iii, jy and v.

*Ibid., Book ii, cap. lu.
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"ID QUO MAJUS COGITARI NEQUIT/'*

(a scholastic essay.)

THE main thesis of this essay may be stated as follows:

The truth of the principle which absolute idealism"

employs, in its polemic against Humism and Kantism, is

not satisfied by the absolute idealist system—a system

which judging it as I do from the standpoint of a scholastic

I must characterize as pantheistic—but applied in a thor-

oughgoing manner it leads beyond idealism to a Iheistic

metaphysic (which it shows to be the only possible meta-

physic) ; with a scholastic logic, criteriology and epistemol-

There are two main lines along which the validity of

the antithesis of thought and being may be defended, and

it may seem that both defences fail in the end.

The first is the argument which star liner from the

^•hostly and colorless nature of thought infers thought's

inadequacy to the rich warmth of sensible reality. It has

been stated as follows by Mr. F. H. Bradley in an often

quoted passage (Principles of Logic, p. 533): "It may
come from a failure in my metaphysics or from a weakness

of the flesh which continues to blind me, but the notion that

* My title suggests St Aiiselm's ontological proof. However, for me not
God but Theistic Realilj, which is indeed rtiucHvely identical with God, is

**jrhrit than which a greater cannot be (or be conceived)."

* By which I mean Idealism of Hegelian descent snch as is ad\ ocated by
T. H. Green, Prof. B. Bosanquet, Mr. Haldanc, Mr. J. B. Bailey, and Prof. J.
M. E. McTaggart ; with of course large individual variatiooa. I should men-
tion alao Prof. A. & Pringle-Pattiaon.
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existence could be the same as understandinsf, strikes as

cold and ghost-like as the dreariest materialism. That

the glory of this world in the end is appearance, leaves

the world more glorious, if we feel it is a show of some

fuller splendor; but the sensuous curtain is a deception

and a cheat if it hides some colorless movement of atoms,

some spLctral woof of abstractions, or unearthly ballet of

bloodless categories.*'

Dr. Bosanquet (Knowledge and Reality, p. 19) after

quoting this passage comments as follows: "The dream

of the intellectual world as a land of shadows, now below

and now above, now more obscure, and now more brilliant

than reality; a dream which the unwisdom of ages has

ascribed to Plato, seems never to lose its malificent spell/*

Tlic objection on which any such view as the one we

are refuting must come to grief, is that which Aristotle

insistently argues against Plato, namely that if sensibles

are not intelligible then the ideas cannot help us to under-

stand the sensible world.*

But in effect, the thought determinations of which the

thought-system is the proper totality are not cogitationes

(states of mind) but cogitata (intelligibles) and, since we

can form ideas of sensibles, they are intelligibles, and will

as such, take their proper places as differentiations of a

thought-system.

The second line of defence of the validity of the antttfa-

esis of thought and being starts, not from their unlike-

ness, but from their unconncctedness.

To understand this we must place ourselves in the

position of the idealist in controversy with his adversary

the Humist. The philosophy of the latter* he finds to be

determined throughout by a certain conception of the

'Summa, I, LXXXIV, Art. I, sed contra; "Si ergo miellcctus non co^-
noscit corpora sequttitr qaod nulla scientii dt de coiporibiti et ate ^rdMt
identia naturalis."

* Cf. Green's Introduction to Hume's Treatise.
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antithesis now in question ; this conception he finds to be

the very fundamentum—the governing presupposition of

HumisaL
Gmunon sense forces on us all in one form or another

the belief that reality is as a fact just what it is, and goes

on just as it does, whether we know its nature and doings,

or whether we are ignorant of them. Humism generaHzes

inaccurately this common belief and from "reaUty* is as it

is independently of and prior to our thinking'' passes to

"independently of and prior to aU thought/'

At this point absolute idealism steps in and has no
difficulty in showing that in so far as Humism is any thing,

it is a theory and its world therefore an ideal construction

constructed by, in the sense of being "nothing apart from,"

the categories of thought.

It is essential to the success of the argument of this

essay that the reader shall have a lively apprehension of

what is meant by speaking of things as the "work of

thought."

Consider what is suggested to the mind by such words

as "the universe," "the earth," "my wife," or that piece

of sugar."

The first named is plainly made what it is by ideal

construction, that is by inference—the stars seem to be

points of light, they are for us in virtue of idea! construc-

tion immense globes—the earth seems flat and immovable,

but again by means of construction it enters for us into

the universe as round and mobile.

But consider again "the stars seem to be points of

light," "the earth seems immovable,"—have we here pure

fact? Not at all. In the first place the possible discrep-

ancy between seeming and reality is guarded against The
stars-points-of-Hght are known in concepts. What is a point

apart from its systematic place in the concept space? Some-

* In this connection rcali^ equals finite reality—''our world."
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times it happens that when one repeats a word often its

connotation^ i. e., its setting of ideal qnalificatkwi, fails oS

leaving mie with the mere flatus vacis, but even this wosld

be nothing if it were not still ideally qualified as a ''somMT;

as such and such a sound of recc^izable cpnddity.

In the same way vvc coulcl show that **my wife/* "this

piece oi su^ar" and, even the content of the ejactiiauoos

"red hot!" "horrible!*' are each ideal constructions.

Prof. B. fiosanquet and Dr. Wheweli bring this out

excellently in then* several ways.

"If a sensation or elementary perception is in conscioas-

ness (and if not we have nothing to do with it in logic)

it already bears the form of thinking. I will not say that

it is a rudimentary judgment ; but it is certainly an act,

for it is a charge within a percipient subject; it has identity

in itself or it could be nothing for consciousness, and dififer-

ence, or it could not have identity ; and it stands out against

the oilier elements of the momentary cun^ciriusness in a

way that approaches to an attribution." (Bosanquet, Logic,

Vol. I, p. 33.)

"When we speak as if we saw impulse and attraction,

things and classes, we really sec only objects of various

forms and colors, more or less nunicrous variously com-

hincd. lUu do we really perceive so much as this? When
we see the form, the size, the number, the motion of ob-

jects, are these really mere impressions on our senses,

unmodified by any contribution or operation of the mind

itself? A very little attention will suffice to convince u$

that this is not the case. . . .A cerlain activity of the mind

is mxolved not only in seeini^ objects erroneously but in

seeing them at all. With regard to solid objects this is gen-

erally acknowledged. . . .But we may go further. Is plane

figure really a mere sensation? All objects are seen

in space; all objects are seen as one or many: but is not

tlie idea of space requisite in order that we may thus ap-
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{>rdiend what we see?. . . .Thus the dlfficolty which we
have been illustrating- of distin^ishing facts from infer-

ences and from interpretations of facts, is not only ^reat

but amounts to an impossibility. . . .We cannot obtain a

sure basis of facts by refecting all inferences and judg-

ments of our own, for such inferences and judgments

form an unavoidable element in all facts. We cannot ex-

clude our ideas from our perceptions, for our perceptions

involve our ideas. (Whewell, Novum Organum Reno-

vatum, p. 52. Compare also p. 116.)

Once we learn to see in the instance of large and elab-

orate contents like "the universe," or by the study of a

f>ersevering and detailed criticism (such as Green's) of

Humism, that in every fact there is embedded a theory

and that the fact only is a fact because of its theory ; we
shall see also that it is idle to look any v» here within theory

for minute data which are internally free from ideal con-

struction, and which only enter into theory as units ex-

ternally connected by it.

Each of such units is itself the content of a theory

—

the nature of mind is, as Professor Bosanquet says, present

in it and makes it what it is.

As the repeated division and subdivision of matter

brings lis no nearer to getting rid of its extension, so the

repeated extraction and re-extraction of factual elements

from a theoretical network has no tendency to get us down
to pure unmediated datum.

And as it is futile to attempt to escape from ideal con-

struction by way of minification, so also is it equally futile

to attempt to escape by way of magnification. As what-

ever is material is extended, and remains extended while

it remains material, so also whatever in any sense is, is

theoretical and remains theoretical so long as it in any
sense is or is not.

All reality is of necessity primarily the content of a
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theory: everything namable is what it is in virtoe of its

theoretically determined systematic place, in the ideal total-

ily; Thus if we can get to understand what the structure

of the true theoretic whole "id quo majus cogitari nequii" is

such of necessity is the structure of real realty. It is mere

failure to see to speculate about a real order of things

possibly conformed to, and possibly discrepant from, the

order of thought. In the reality of things is their ideal

or iheoretic nature. There is not one problem as to the

nature of the ideal order and another as to the disposition

of real existence; they are the same problem.

What we most commonly mean by the real is, that

which is continuous with the world disclosed to us through

sense experience and thus we are led to speak of this real

world as extended ])y means of ideas as if it were the

primary real and the ideal structure the secondary real

supported l)y the given sensible. This is an illusion, for

in the first place the supposed nucleus of given fact which

is to support the ideal extension is a fiction : in the second

place the flow of reality is the other way. It is not the

ideas which are real qua continuous with sensible fact, but

the sensible fact is real because, it is ideal, i. e., in virtue

of its participation in the ideal totality.^

Take up anything merely as object of thought or ig-

norance or bewilderment or what you like. It is a something

identical with its self. What is it? Here is a question

of its nature answerable, and also of its nature answerable

in one way only; that is, by exhibiting the content m ques-

tion harmonized in its systematic place in the intelligible

totality. The content as something is of necessity in ideal

relation with every other something, as having vnth each

sometliintj^ or nothing in common, being to each greater

or less, prior or posterior, like or unlike, comparable or

'This point—one of great importance to my argunient—is admirably
•fined m Mr. H. H. Joachim't essay On th€ Naiur* of Ttrntk, pp. So-82.
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incomparable.^ By the nature of the case implication can-

not be satisfied unless all intelligibles form a closed system

and equally by the nature of the case implication cannot be

denied satisfaction—^for its law is the absolute prius; one

might say of ft in relation to philosophical agnostics who
modestly doubt "whether our faculties are able to inform

us as to the ultimate nature of the real,"
—"When me

they fly, I am the wings.*' As easily escape from space

by moving out of it as doubt, think, or in any way be, or not

be^ outside the ideal totality which is of its nature all in-

clusive.'

It is not necessary to have separately contemplated

every possible individual triangle in order to be in a posi-

tion to say that every one of them must be either equi-

lateral, isosceles, or scalene; it is not necessary to have

contemplated separately every individual possible being

in order to know that it must have the systematic place

and the properties which belong to it as being.

It is often said that so long as we are ignorant of any-

thing we cannot possibly perfectly understand anything

else; the converse of this is true, viz.. that if to any degree

we know anything we cannot be perfectly ignorant of

anything else.

All reality is, to an extent, pledged and defined in every

judgment Blank ignorance as to the nature of things

is in the strictest sense impossible in spite of the agnostic's

affectation of it. Once true always true. If we know
that A is A—if this is true, then onr ignorance of all the

rest of reality is limited ; for we know that come what may

'Mr. Bradley {Apptofomet and Re^y, 2d ed., p. 580 footnote) points out
dmt soni«tfimg in the way of qtiaUliaktiott must result from any conqiarisoii.

TfTtiorance falls within knowledge. We can only be ignorant of a basis

of knowledge. It is only by possession of an outline map of a continent that

we can know that there arc points of the interior unexplored. Ferrier (In-
stitutes of Metaphysics, jec. 2.) St. Thomas, Sumvu: Cfy^fra Gcniiles, Lib.

11, cap. XCVII "Est cnim proprium objectum intellectus ens intcUigibile, quod
quidem comprehendit omnes differentias et species entis possibilis, quid qmd
tmm €st9 pote4t mtelligi pottstj*

f
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it imist at least be of-scicli-a*nature<^s-t<M:on8tst-with-tiie-

iiiainteiiaiice*b3r A-of-tts-A-hood. God himself,—let us not

fear emphasis in a good cause—God himself, I say, having

made A to be A has no longer quite a free hand anywhere

in the whole ranq^e of reality as to what He shall make

anything else to be for those predicates at least which de-

termine its relation to A are predetermined for Him or

for it.

Tn logic once you admit anything you are already com-

mitted to all that is logically implied in your admission;

this is a consequence of the all-inclusive nature of the

intelligible as it appears in a process.

No view could be more false in logic, than that view

which regards premises as detached truths, which in rea-

soning enter into a merely external relation with each

other, and with Uie inind» so that the mind takes them up

when it will, uses them as it will, and drops them to lie

inert once more when its purpose is served.

On the contrary, having started a question the mind is

powerless to do anything else than see it through lo the

end. Until the conclusion is produced the premises are cn-

dangiercd. Action and reaction are as between premises

and conclusion equal and opposite. The premises constrain

the conclusion ; if the premises are true the conclusion fol-

lows, if the conclusion does not follow the premises are

not true. Until the conclusion has followed the premises

are on trial for their life and the reasoninpr mind which by

accepting them has identified itself with them is on trial

for its sanity; that is, for its existence as reasoning mind.

Instead of considering the premises as inert and the

mind as employing them as instruments, let us rather con-

sider them as like elemental forces which the mind may

indeed evoke into activity but which having evoked it is
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as powerless to control as it is to control the unending pro-

cession of summer and winter, seed time and harvest.*

The Hegelian dialectic is a very g^ood example of this.

It is in intention an attempt to interpret the stages of the

automatic recovery of content from a state of abstraction.

It is a perfectly impersonal instnunent and the mind while

submitted to it is as powerless to arrest the procession of

the cat^iories as a man ibtlling through the void would be

powerless to arrest his fall by wishing to do so.

If anything is it is, if it is it is A; if it is A it is AB;
if it is AB it is ABC; and so on, so that unless ABC. . . .Z

wre: nothing would be and if anything is ABC. . • .Z a.

* * «

If» as we have just seen, the process from ignorance to

knowledge is a process of recovery by content ,of the im-

plication from which in the beginning it is taken as ab-

stracted, it will follow at once that a content approximates

to the supreme intelligible exactly in proportion to the

richness of its realized implication. A being has more

unity, is more to mid for itself, in proportion as external

relation enters less into its essence.

Now the root in a being of external relation is com-

position, because the constituents of a composite m quan-

tum hujus modi, are not-each-other, and therefore the com-

posite is a meeting place of differents, and partially belongs

to each of divers orders, so that as belonging to one it is

in external relation to the other.

Now because whatever is, is (or has) being, and is

therefore, in relation to all else that is or has being, (i. e.,

to every possible mode or manifestation of being) there

is no possibility of escape from external relation by strip-

ping the thing of qualities to such a degree that it escapes

* A scholastic definition I remember seeing quoted in T. H. de KtmiOKuf%
Mietaphynque des causes, brings this out well: '^tio est vis aninuc ladcni
currere causam in causatum."
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from external relation for sheer lack of qualities to serve

as points of attachment—rather by this process we tend

to leave it no being but that of external relations. ( Kleut-

gen, Vol. Ill, p.i23y No. 593—^see the quotation from

Maurus.)

The whole nature of reality qualifies every reality and

the sole question is as to whether it qualifies it internally,

that is by being possessed as an attribute, or by way of

external relation.

Though its suggestion of numerical form is exception-

able we need not seriously quarrel with Spinoza's ''Quo

plus realitatis aut esse unaquaeque res habet, eo plura at-

tributa ipsi competunt." (Ethics, Prop. IX.) But the

scholastic formula is preferable: "Quaccumque ens in

quantum ens est ununi cl veruni et bonum."**

Now an order implies a principle (ubi est ordo ibi est

principium) ; an order of beings measured in d^ee of

being according to degree of self-sufficiency implies a prin-

ciple: which absolutely is and is in all relations absolutely

a sc.

To doubt tiiis, or to doubt the necessary subsistence

of this principle is only possible under the domination of

the common sense illusion as to the relation of ideal and

real. If the ideal order is exigent of such a principle where

"The doctrine of deprecs is almost with the scholastics the master key of

reality and diey delight in running up and down the scale in various ingouous

ways (see for example Dissertatums VI and VII of Kleotgen's great woric on

tiie Scholastic Philosophy). Another modern scholastic of great acutcncss

f»uts the matter thus : Now this light of knowabieness in things is more or

ess self-manifesting to the reason, in proportion as the things themschcs
are high in the order of self-sufficiency in tluir own nature. And this rule

qualifying as it does the highest in rank of Being for the worthiest in the rank

of object of science, yields as the due order of dignity for science the same u
that which is assigned above. In which the divwe self-sufficient principle of

principles stands first in its luminous simplicity {Lord Bacon's Philosophy

Examined, Rev. F. H. Laing D.D., p. 94). I niay conclude by an example

from St. Thomas, Summa Contra (, entiles, Lib. II, cap. XCVIII, "Quanto

autem aliqua substantia separata (pure spirit) est superior, tanto ejus naturae

est divinae naturae similtor, et ideo minus contracts, ut pote propinquius acce-

dens ad ens universale perfectum et bonum. (Compare App. and Reality.

Chap. XXIV.) One might also venture to discern a poor relation of this law

in Mr. Spencer's 'TonnnU of EvohitHNL"
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is there a higher law to say it nay? And ivhaf can be more

real than that which is most real in that ideal order whence
reality Hows to the sensible^

We must now proceed to apply this law of the intel-

ligible order, viz., that the more self-sufficient, the more
one, the more intelli^ble is the more real and the prior

reality to the interpretaiiun oi the content of reality.

Prop, (j) God is the Em universale.

Truth is predicated primarily of judgments, secondarily

of their correlative concepts," thirdly of the entities in

which these ccmcepts are realized.

According then as a being is the more nearly a se^*—
the more real—the judgment expressing- its essence will

express more reality*^—will be a more universal truth.

The "I am" of God expresses all reality and God is there-

fore called the Universal Being,

Prop, (3) God is self-conscious and omniscient.

The process of which God is the culmination is a process

of imification. One aspect of this is the unification of sub-

ject and object this union is perfect, therefore God knows
Himself perfectly. To do this He must know in what He
is, what He is not What He is not is finitude, and as every

determination of finitude is a different "not God" it follows

that in God's perfect self-knowledge He knows as in a

mirror every possible determination of finitude down to the

uttermost detail.

^For relation between judgment and concept see Welton's Manual of
Logjk, Vol I, pp. i3-t<S^ and Harper's Metaphysics of Iks School, Vol h P9.

" i. e.t here and mlwa]r»-the more near in the acale of being to the Bmt
a St.

" Aveling's God of Philosophy (Sands & Co.), p. 113: "As we ascend the
scale of being, we find more and more indoded in our judgment of the nature
of the subject"

''St Thomas, S.CjG., Lib. I, caps. XLIV-LXXI.
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Two Other proofs that God knows may be just men-
Uoned.

(a) It is involved in the notion of truth that it is eter-

nally true ; but truth is m mind, therefore there is an eternal

(b) anything ever began to be, something at least

must have existed and this eternally. Now this eternal

being must be intelligent ; otherwise its relations coiild only

be to already existing things. It could have no relation to

the purely pos?i1)le. And therefore the non existing would

never have begun to be** .... since it is only by the trans-

lation of a pre-existent intellectual idea into actuality that

non>being can be made to give place to being."

Prop, (s) God is not-ihe-world.

This formulation is clumsy I know. The proof is as

follows: God is utterly one (maxi)iie unui}i) but if He was
in any way or in any relation whatever one with the world

He would be subject of and subject to its distractions.

It is, we may say» in relation to our intellectiial need

of the very essence of God, that He shall be not-the-world.

So far as He is in any way one with the world, so far He
is distracted with its distraction, which it is for us His
essay to heal. Leave any degree of oneness between God
and the world and to that degree you have still not reached

your goal. God could not be what He is to the world and
do what He does for the world unless (a) He was every-

thing to it and {b) it nothing to Him—nothing that is in

the way of contrast or external relation.

Pantheism says that God must be in some way one with

the world in order to be anything to it. Theism replies tha t

God cannot be one with the world or else He could not be

to it that which He is, i. e., its Absolute.

* St. Thomas. Summa, I, XVI, Art. 7:''Si imnw intdlectat eaact adeniat,
nulla Veritas e&set aeteroa."

Aveling, op. cU., p. 4g, footnote.
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Prop. (4) The Divine Life is simple, eternal, pure act and

not subject to process.

The doctrine of the last proposition must be rigorously

carried out. If God was in any way (qtia substance) con-

cerned in the processes of reality; if there was in Him any

becoming; if creation was necessary to Him, or was an

unfolding or enrichment of His life or consciousness; if

there was in Him any progress in knowledge, any composi-

tion, any variableness, or shadow of turning; if anytiiing

can be affirmed univocally of Him and of creatures: then

so far He would be not-God, not the Absolute, would have

no systematic function, and would be '*no use" to the specu-

lative mind or to the religious soul.

I repeat that God is not in gettere; that He is in no

real relation to creatures but is a se yesterday, to^lay and

forever, that nothing is the same in God and in creatures,

these are all wajrs of expressing the same truth, and that

truth one which if we would save our souls and our rea-

sons we must hold without variableness or shadow of turn-

ing.
3|C «

So far we have joined forces with the idealist and have,

we hope, in his company finally demolished the Humist
phenomenalist. So far, or at least up to the beginning of

the second proposition, we have been able to make use of

the idealist phraseology in all sincerity except that possibly

we slipped into saying once or twice that reality is nothing

but a system of thought determinations, when we should

have stuck to the expression "nothing apart from"

Prop. Reality as a system of thought-determinations

is stUl charged with unsatisfied implication and
is therefore hgdally exigent of further determina-

tion. In other words, a thought-system is a system

of universaU and a universal as such is undeter-

r
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mmed; that is, stripped of its final indttnduating

determinations,

(a) A system of thought determination is at once a

construction from, and a process of deterniination of. its

datum. The construction rests on and depends on the

datum, and at the same time it reacts on and modifies the

datum. The datum antecedently to its determination io

the process is an a which is in potentia to the further de-

termination ^, y and 8. Therefore it is a universal a:

therefore the fi and y which rest on and are determined

by a are all universal y and 3. in reality, as we have

repeatedly urged, implication must be satisfied ; in a sys>

tern of universals implication cannot be satisfied ; therefore

reality cannot be a system of tmiversals.'' As easily build

up a circle out of straight lines as construct a system of

satisfied implication out of universals.

(b) We may arrive at the same conclusion by a some-

what different path:

We have insisted (pp. 521-2) that determination as be-

tween premises and conclusion is reciprocal : therefore a

thouefht is in a state of logical stress as necessarily am-

tainmg undischarged implication. Its individuals, as the

scholastics well knew and insisted, are individual types^*

still in potentia to final individuating determinations. Upon

this is founded the well-known distinction between the

scientia simplicis xntclli^entiae or God's eternal knowledprc

of all possibilities considered as respects ad extra of His

essence and the scientia visionis or divine eternal vision

of things as actually existent.

" I may take this opportunity of giving a general reference to my paper
in Mind. N. S.. No. 61—"Tlie Strticture of Reality"—which covcr*^ very much
the same ground as this present paper and in which the point we arc now
arffning b spectaUy insisted on.

" Ricaby, God and His Creatures, p. 36, footnote. Also Harper, Vol. I.

p. 33^ (Prop. LXIII)— particularly the quotation from St. Thomas on p. 340.

"St Thomas, De i/eritute, III» 5 ad a: "Scientia visionis addit supra sim-

plioem^notitiam aliqnid quod est extra genus notittac adlicet eadstentiafli
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1

(c) Finally we may lay Mr. Bradley^*^ under contribu-

tion for an argument (which, being at the moment out of

reach of his books, I paraphrase loosely from memory)

:

"You can think of what you like for there is nothing of

which you cannot make an idea. In this sense ever3rthing

must be called intelligible. You can think of thisness, you

can abstract the feature of presentation but each time your

thought refers to a subject which it docs not cxliaust. The
idea is to an extent necessarily loose from the existent;

it can never succeed in being the idea of this existent only.

Your thisness is still a universal thisness/' Never can the

idea of an object be that object. It is always and of ne-

cessity just not the object. Tt is as not the fact, that the

idea unifies or colligates (in Dr. Whewell's word) the

facts. In a sense one can accept T. H. Green's criticism

that for the maintainers of the validity of the antithesis

of thought and being the sole and simple determination

of Being is that it is not thought. Being is realised idea,

i. e., idea existing in an un-ideal state. There is between

thought and being a point for point correspondence in a

medium of '^otherness.*'

If we consider now the system of thoiight-deterniina-

tions, we may see that it is related on the one hand as a

system of possible hnite beings to the system of actual

finite beings, and on the other hand it is related as a system

of ideas to the divine intelligence which is both the knower

of these ideas and the primary object in which, as a mirror,

they are known. There is therefore—we are standing at

the divine viewpoint and looking outwards to finitude

—

a being (the divine) which is i)rior to the divine thought

and which is its support and foundation, and a being

(finite being) which is posterior to the divine thought and

is its term. The system of thought is a system of typical

* I find on referring that what I have done is to compound App., cap. XV,
widk Frmc^lei of Logic in a very bad imhatkm of the Bradl^wi manner.
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possibilities of imitation ad extra of the divine essence

(which in this system is the logical prius) and is objected

to the scicniia simpiicis intelligentiac.

But the universal implies the concrete and concrete

essence is ens actu (existent being) ; as then the possible

is referred to the divine essence qua intelligence the con-

crete is referred to it qua ens actu*

In the order of simple intelligence God qua first intelli-

gible is the foundation and logical prius, therefore the

relation of priority being preserved and transferred to the

order of being we have to say that in the order of being

God has absolute entitive priority**-is first caiise.'^

The order is: (i) God; (2) the order of finite mteUi*

gibles which are respects ad extra of the divine essence

actualized by the divine intelligence;" the order of finite

actuals which are iiiiitaiioiis ad extra in the medium of

finitude of the divine essence and whicli are actualized by
the divine will.*^

As God is the total final efficient and formal cause of

existent finitude, which as a whole and as referred to

God has no material cause, we express this by saying that

God created the world out of—nothing.**

^ i. e., first in order of natnre and then conseqiicntiaUy first (if so be) in
order of time. Just as when an assembly breaks up the person first in rank
leaves the room first. Even Professor Bosan^uet seems to think that the
eveatual priority clunwd for the first cause is pnoritsr in tooqMral rdation.

** A very able scholastic. Canon Walker, whose masterly monograph on
First Principles has only just become known to me, writes (p. 14 of that
Msay) fts follows: libertore seems correct in saying that it is the intellect of
God which takes them (the ideas] out of their fundamental state in His es-
sence and gives tliem an actuality....The essence of God is therefore the re-
mote causcb Hit intellect the praKimate cauu of these ideas. Harper's lf#to-
physics of the School (Vol I, Chap^ II) g^vei tiie sane teadiing.

"Spinoza (Ethics, Part IT, Props. VIII and TX) c!o;ir!\ recognize^ the
necessity for a difference between the way in which mere possibiUties are re-
ferred to God and the way in which existent finttes are reterred to Hint

Compare Kleutgen, VoL III, p. 28 (Nos. 555 and 556).

•*Ricaby, op. ext., p. 104; St. Thomas. S. C. G., Lib. 11. cap. XXXVII.
Compare also Prop. 4 which shows that there can be no kind of emanation

of the divine essence; also the paper in Mind previously referred to where I
urpp t!iHl the reali/ntinn by an intelligence of Its idea is will. This is Mr.
Bradicy 6 teaching but i think it is also St Thonms's. The latter says (^SMWitisa^
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We have next to show tliat God is genuinely free in

respect to creating or abstaining from creating. I offer

the following argument.

God as foundation of, is prior to the whole ideal order

:

therefore all possibilities absolutely presuppose His exist-

ence, therefore He cannot not exist — there can be no

circumstances to whicli His prior existence is not neces-

sary: Therefore His existence is an absolute necessity

—

that is to say He exists by His essence just as a trilateral

figure is triangular by its essence.

Finites on the other hand though in the ideal order they

are as referred to God necessary, eternal, and immutable,

do not exist in this order but only as referred beyond it

by the divine will. Tbey are therefore essentially indiffer-

ent and passive in existence and non>existence. The ideal

order known in the scientia simplkis intelligentiae which

is the foundation of all necessity, is entirely blind to their

determination in respect of existence which is objected to

the scientia visionis. Existence is to them a purely ex-

trinsic and conferred super-determination. They are

broug"ht into and maintained in existence by the power

of God, which, being withdrawn, they would at once col-

lapse into their native state of possibilities. As well ex*

pect a rope to stand upright on its end as make finites

exist by their own essences.*"

From this it follows that creation and non-creation are

g^enuine alternative possibilities: both (like everything

else) founded in God; thereff>re both possible for Him.

Now God exists sub specie aeteruitatis and therefore for

Him antecedent possibility is not limited by the "subse-

quent" fact of creation. It is therefore an illusion when
we think of God as antecedently free in respect to creation

I, XXin, Art. I) : lUtio autem alkujus fiendi in roentc actoris existcns ett
quaedam prae entcntia rei fiendae in to."

*God md His Creohwfs (p.

r
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or non-creation to add the thought that nevertheless it

must in fad be already fixed that He is going to do one

thing or the other."

Consider what play*^ is to man. It is an activity pleas-

urable in itself and of which the essence is that it shall

have no efficient cause (e. i^f., need of exercise) beyond its

pleasurableness, and no final cause (e. g., to win a prize)

beyond its pleasurableness. It is of the essence of play

that it shall be a perfectly free activity.

I think we get the best idea of God's freedom m respect

of creation by thinking of it as the Divine play.**

We should therefore conceive God, the ens uniz'ersalc,

perfectum et bonum, as resting eternally a se, perfectly

complacent in His seamless simplicity, pure life, pure truth,

pure act ;—^ineffable, immense, and yet "He compasses thee

round and bears thee in His arms; He takes thee up and

sets ihee down.**

We have now reached a general view of the structure

of reality: (i) God, the center or axis; (2) finite pos-

sibles, the inner ring ; (3) the creation, the periphery.'*' But

the scholastic philosophy teaches that after having as-

cended from consideration of creatures to such knowledge

of God as is possible for us, it is useful to descend again

to reconsider creatures and their activities in the light of

that knowledge of the whole order of reality to which we

have now attained.'^

Our first attempts shall be to throw light on some ob-

"St. Thomas, S. C. G.. Lib. J. cnp. LXVTI, Rursus
" Mr. Bradley, "On Floating Ideas and the Imaginary m Mind, N. S,60l
* There need be no irreverence in this conception. Play Is not necessarily

trivial. M.icaul«jr, I think» spcaks of Milton's sonnets as a sort of play of 6w
poet's niiiul.

•Newman's Parochial Sermons, No. IX, p. 136.

* These spatial metaphors are of course merely metaphors.

•St Thomas, Summa. ], LXXIX, Art. 9: /"Nam secirodara viam iiivfii*

tionis. per res Temporales in cognitioncm di'vinimus actemorum secundum
illud apostoh ad Rom. i. 20, 'Invtsibilia Dei per ea quae facta sunt intellecta

conspiciuHtur* In via vero judicii, per aetema jam cognita de tempordibas
iudicamus, et secnndmn rationes aetemortun temporaUa disponimna*''
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scure features of the scholastic teaching in logic and epis-

temology, viz., as regards self-evident principles, the dis-

tinction between the formal laws of thought and the matter

subsumed under them, the correspondence theory of truth,

perception by species and the maxim mhU est in inteUectu

etc.

Take a series of beings such as the following—a lump

of clay, a piece of living rock, a single atom, an amoeba,

a worm, a lion, an angel, God.

The first approximates to the formlessness of materia

prima,^^ the second has a unity of natural cohesion and

an ordered crystalline structure, the next (the atom) has

a true substantial form but since one atom is much like

another it is relatively speaking abstract and un-individual,

in the next (the amoeba) the form is sufficiently active to

impose itself on strange matter (nutriment) ; the next (the

worm) has a higher grade of life but still it can survive

division and therefore its unity cannot be much to it; of

the next (the lion) this is not true but its form (always

the principle of unity) is immersed in matter to such an

extent as to be inseparable from it. Here I may interpose

that as radical txtension is of the essence of matter the

form of a material organism must have, relatively speak-

ing, a low grade of unity.**

We now come to man, and we notice that while on the

one side, the remark made just above applies, on the other

side the human soul has an immaterial operation so that

it is midway between the soul of a brute and a pure spirit.

It is like the latter in not being dependent for its being

on union v/ith the body but it a])proaches the former in

being naturally exigent of such union.

As there is the grand scale of beings stretching upwards
" "Materia Prima quae est omnium maxime divisibilis, ac minime una,

cum facta quaecumque divisione conservctur, est imperfectissimum ens et

mtmme turam." Qtsofted m KleutRcn, III, p 355
" Klcutgcn (in, pagc^ 5"

! 35" n ' 704) work- tlii ;:t most beautifully.

All my quotations from Klcutgen are perforce from the French translation.
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from materia f^rtnm {pro^e nihil) at the nadir to GVi

—

fmre act—at the zenith; so there are withia this scale sub-

ordinate series, repeating its gradatioos 00 a smaller scale.

Such a sobordiiiate scale, that of immaterial forms, be-

gins at the sou] of man which occupies in it a position eor-

rcsprtndins: to that which fnateria prima occupies in the

main scale.

The characteristic operation of immaterial forms is

knowing" and as operoHo stqmhtt esM—man's knowing

within the series of 'Icnowledges" has die lowest possible

grade of a seity : consequently it is dependent on bodily

ortr^n- ( the orcrans of sense) its proper object is the in-

leiligible in the tnaterial. It is actuated by ^>ecies from

witkoui. The truth which it knows is as it were divided,

and is different from the imdivided tnttfa of God; it b^;iiis

as it were abruptly from a group of first prtnciples,** and

as a consequence its knowledsi-e is always rather :in a^^-

gregate than a true unitv/*^ and hecau«:e oi The beiHnniiig

it is dependent ad extra and subsumptive in form, that is,

we know rather by means 0/ than in first principles.

We are thus able to convert a di£kalty into an instance

and to understand why we are incapable of apprehending

the truth in a perfectly satisfying form. The scholastics

" St. Thomas, S. C G., Lib. I, cap. XLIV : "Ex hoc aiiqua res est intelli-

gent quod est sine matem.^

"The best account of tfie nature of the self-evident first principles knoM
to me is to be found on p. 44 (Objection VI) of Dr. Laing's book already re-

ferred ta On the whole subject in its broadest sense Canon Walker's mooo-
^ph iFka Prwdpks) is a most finished specimen of sdioliftidsn st ill

best.

* M. Mahcrs, in his Psychology, p. 300, quotes Coconnier, L'Sme kumai-u-

"Examinez les idccs qucvoi"^ fn'fc*; Hr^ diTTcnt' etrcs, et voii«. verreTr. que vous

les avez toutes constituees a l aide des noiiuus iransccndentales et commtines
de I'ontologie. Notions d'etre, de substance, de cause d'action, d'espacc

D'apres cela nos idees dcs choses materiels sont commes antant de faiseux de

concepts." Accordins to the scholastic view (which if not without difficulties

is at least a beautiful bit of speculation) our knowledge stands to the divine

(and in a less degree to the angelic) knowlt^dge as dne<; the broken imagt

seen through the facetted eye of insects to the perfect image seen through the

human eft. Each facet wonid represent a nrst prindple or "fandsaicnial
idea."
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were familiar with the predication puzzle, so dear to Mr.

Bradley."

Our second attempt is to be of a more ambitious nature

—indeed it is one for the conception of which I make a

modest claim to some degree of originality. So far as I

know the attempt has not previously been made to formu-

late a theory of theory which will enable us to judge of

the finality of any particular theory by a consideration of

its theoretic form.

It will be plain that the principles we have laid down
as to the gradation of entities in the order of a seity do

not depend for their validity on the real existence of the

entities subjected to gradation, any more than the prtn*

ciples of geometry depend for their truth on the real ex-

istence of triangles, squares, circles, etc.

Now Hume, Kant, Hegel, and St. Thomas each offer

us a certain conception of the universe, and for each of

them his conception of the imiverse is his universe. I

propose therefore to attempt to place their universes in

systematic order according to the principle of a seity. In

this order that which is supreme will be (as referred to

God) *'id quo majus cogiiari nequit"— will be a true

system of satisfied implication and will therefore be ulti-

mate or real reality. The others will be; each in proportion

to Its distance from a seity; in a state of logical stress or

undischarged implication and they will therefore be sub-

ordinate worlds just like those of fiction.'^

To begin with Hume: He conceives thought-processes

(as does Lodce) as the functional activities of a thinking

thing under stimulation, and^^therefore as subjective pro-
• Klcatgen, Vol. Ill, pp. 17-18 (noB. 546 and 547).

"Hdebsthort lor absolute Idealism. My infomatioo is acqnired from
the attthors referred to at the beginning of this paper and from stray papers
in Mind, and translations into English and French. It may seem temarious to

vndcrtake tiiis diMmakm aniier such conditions, but I hope this is just one of
^0 cas<"; wh^Tt "the commonest facts are the most important."

*I believe it is Dr. Bosanquet's merit to have first made prominent the
nielapliysical aignificanee of imaginafy worlds.
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cesses, connected indeed with the unknowable outer world

as effects of changes in it and as indirectly causes of fur-

ther changes but not in their structure concatenation and

inner nature significant of its structure concatenation and

inner nature which if accessible at all to our knowledge are

so only when investigated by means of observation and

experiment

We said earHer in this paper that if phenomenalism

is not a theory neither it nor its world is anything.** A
theory is a presentation of a multiplicity per modum unius

and the unity, such as it is, in Humism is to be found in

time and space. Now this is a unity of the lowest possible

grade for (a) both time and space are extended and have

parts outside parts (b) the unities in phenomenalism like

the light in Milton's Hell **serve only to make darkness

visible"; that is to say, they do not explain the facts but

barely render intellectual contemplation of them possible.

These unities supply as it were a form to the matter (the

momentary and isolated sensations) of experience, but it

is a form accidental to the matter and to the least de^ee
one with it. The matter lies on the form like stones on

ice.

The low logical state of phenomenalism may also be

seen in another way. It is a kind of picture thinking.

Now according as we progress in knowledge to that de-

gree arc we free from dependence on phantasm, figures,

working models and in the same measure again to the

truths we possess we approach to a genuine incorporatioa

with the understanding and become invested with a trae

necessity and universality. The modality proper to phe-

nomenalism is that of opinion ("it may be*'). The truths

of phenomenalism are immersed in accidental circum-

stances oi time and space.

* Bradley, App.p. 122 {I henomtnaiusm) : "The theory seems a unity wbkb
if it wtxt true wcM be impossiUe.''
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Kant's work was to show that the categories of thought

are (as pre-requisite to the possibiHty of experience) log-

ically prior to that experience in which observation and

e3q>erimetit are possible. So that whatever presupposes

general experience (e. g., detailed scientific results) pre*

supposes also what general experience presupposes, viz.,

the categories of thought.

In Kantism the matter and form of experience, which

in Iluniist phenomenalism are merely in external contact*

begin to blend. The categories of thought are recognized

as contributory constitutives of the known reality and in

the modality a genuine though subjective necessity begins

to emerge.

Nevertheless the unity is of low grade because the form

is recognized as alien to and as imposed on the matter.

We are forbidden to distract our attention, and onr theory,

by watching for the thing-m-itseli, but nevertheless it is

made impossible for us not to do so. The Kantian known
reality is distracted on the one side by reference to the

purely mental world of thought-forms and on the other

side by reference to the extra-mental world of noumena.

Kant's matter of experience is itself what, to adapt

a scholastic phrase, we may call "materia sij^nata'— as-

signed matter, tn potentia not to any order but only to that

of thought; and further not assigned to this order as a

whole but as exigent of a certain manner and order of

imposition of the categories, so that, e. g., a certain por-

tion must be conceived under the category of causality

and a certain other portion under that of substantiality.

From this it follows that Kant's raw matter of ex-

perience—that one of the constituents of experience which

should be free from ideality—^is just as much ''the work

of thought" before as after its union with the forms. It

results that tiie determination of form upon matter is a

determination of thought-system by thought-system. The

r
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distinction of matter and form is in fact a distinction within

Kant's then is a system transitional between Hiimism

and Hegelianism—the ghost of Locke's outer world still

haunts it.

With regard tn Hei^elianism I have little more to say

as I have already disciiarged at considerable length (Propi.

5) my main criticism.

And (if I were sii£kiently vain to use language which

Hr. Bradley may use Mrithout vanity) I should add thst

for those who understand, this objection makes an end

of idealism.

In Kantism the thought-system is distracted by ex-

ternal relation inasnnich as it implies in a medium <rf uni-

versality and in that system is denied aU the content of

reality which content is in the order of being repeated

in a nieiimni of concreteness. In Hegelianism the thought

system has all the content it desires and tnore, namely,

il has aU the content of the order of beii^ as well as its

own.

Now just as it is not a limitation of freedom of move-

ment to be unable to move out of space, nor a derogation

from God's omntpotence to be unable to do that which is

intrinsically impossible and which therefore is no term

of action, (any more than beyond space is a term of move-

ment) ; nor a derogatioo from His infinitude that He is

not finite; nor a derogation from the Absoluteness that

He stand to the relative in relation of irrelativity ; so also

it is not a derogation from but rather a part of the com-

pleteness of the thought system that it is not-the-Being-

systcm.

The H^elian attempt therefore to surcharge the

thought system with content has actually the effect of iin-

poverishing it. Perhaps I shall be appealing to the non-

Hegelian side of Mr. Bradley's thought but still I cannot
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forbear to enforce this criticism by remarking how ob-

viously in "Appearance and Keahty" the perception of

the non-identity of thought and being combined with the

H^ieHan assmnptum that the absolute is the inchisive

whole has led to a tenden^ to conceive the absolute as a
ScheDingjan neufrum. An idea and its object are opposed

precisely as A and not-A. Identify the finite object "not-

A" with the absolute and you therefore identify it with that

with which the absolute is identical, namely A, the divine

idea. Then as referred to the same pointy A and not-A

cancel one another and we get the neutnun*^ The fol-

lowing arguments may assist to show that Hegdian ideal^

ism is not the ultimate but only the pan-ultimate philo-

sophical system.

(i) The deterniination of the whole system follows

that of the absolute—but in Hegeiianism the seat of ab-

soluteness is undetermined and undetenninable.

For we cannot say that the system as a whole is the

absoluto, nor can we say it of the systematic center*

(a) Not ci the system as a whole, for that contains

the multiplicity which it is the function of the absolute to

unify.

(b) Not of the systematic center, for as so conceived

the mishiplicity is as necessary to it as it to the multiplicity.

Thus the systematic center is determined by relation to

the mnhiplicity: it is nothing apart from the multiplicity,

which therefore is equally with it necessary and eternal.

Therefore it is not the absolute.

The process of knowledge is a process of unification.

The absolute is the realization of knowledge, but if its

unity is in contrast to a multiplicity it is not perfectly

realized in itself but is in itself in a measure potential.

To put it briefly: just as we saw that the absolute must

be self-conscious because it is eternally necessary and of

This point is enlarged upon in my paper in Mind already referred to.
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itself intelligible in act and must therefore be the subject

of iis intellig^ibility, so also must it be in itself the com-

pletely adequate object of its knowledge; and this it would

not be if its thought had to consider anything beside itself

in order to understand itself.

(3) Pantheism bears all the marks of a penultimate

system, one, as it were, still in the womb of reason, its

features still undifferentiated. As its absolute is not quite

the absolute so its hnilude is not quite finite but in it finite

and infinite are mixed together and still awaitiuje^ the final

touch of purif3ring distinction. The best it can manage m
the way of finite individuals are only make believe indi-

viduals, their minds play at being, but they cannot be

really distinct from the absolute mind; in them it is God
who pretends to be ignorant of His own thought, their

truth is not really truth and their error lacks just the dis-

tin^iishing peculiarity of error.** Tlieism alon^ can do

justice both to the finite and to the infinite.

(3) In the theistic reality being is the limit of thought

just as a circle is the limit of the inscribed polygon

—

every enlargement of the thoi^t-system carries it towards

this unattainable limit. Truth is the correspondence of

thought and being. Now a more enlarged thought-system

is more near the beinef-system than a less enlarged, just

as an inscribed figure of a million sides is nearer to the

circle than an inscribed triangle. To consider a truth as

cohering with other truths is to consider it in an enlarged

system of relation—an enlarged thought-sjrstem; and a

more enlarged thought-system stands to a less enlarged

as proximately representative of the being-system. We
have therefore an explanation of the relation of the cohe-

*' Mr. Joachim's essay on The h^nturc of Truth (chap. IV, Monism)
which has been much berore my mind while wntmp this. It was from Mr.
Joadtim's essay that I rained me conception of pantiicism as the penulttimte
system. It, with its cooerenoc tiiearjr of tnith, ^'wiffers shipwreck at the en-
trance of the harbor."
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rence and correspondence theories of truth and error,

which is at the same time a reconciliation of them. Co-

herence is a test, in a certain sense the test of truth. G>r-

respondence of bought and being is the deHnitum of truth.

To understand in what consist finite truth and error:

We may conceive God as contemplating among creatables

finite minds which He will further conceive as endowable

with the capacity for becoming the centers of subordinate

thought-systems and being-systems (my conception of the

world—iny world). These subordinate systems will fall

into their places in final reality either as systematically

homologous and as concentric with but minified from the

final system and as reproducing it on a lower apperceptive

level, (and in this case the systems are true and their truth

though finite is impersonal, and their objects are iden-

tical each for each with the corresponding objects known
to God). Or else these subordinate systems will be sys*

tematically unbooiologous and eccentric and needing an
epi-cydic connection to bring them into their places in

final reality. In this case the systems will be false and

their worlds will be worlds of fiction.*'

The system of reality as conceived in theistic meta-

physics alone as contrasted with any other, is capable of

infinite enlargement without displacement of its system-

atic center. £v^ enlai^^ent only changes it in the

direction of making it more itself. Every system that

can l)e set up against it falls obediently into its place as a

subordinate system, and so illustrates the truth it pretends

to deny. To conclude: Theistic reality is not merely as

an empirical but as a necessary truth '*id quo majus cogitari

nequit/' Therefore it is the real and ultimate reality.

Gbrald Cator.

London^ England.

Compftre Spinoza, £fAie«, II, Prop. XL CoroU.
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF REUGIONS-

INTRODUCTION.

Objectkye ittmsiraHaHs: Their Sphere and Importance.

r^H£R£ is an old proverb which says: **Ord^ is the

J. first law of HcRTOi," and the consensus of men has

long aLgo dfddcd that the taws of Heaven should be the

laws of earth. To laU^r without some law or system is to

lore-ordain trmtless result, although to be always order-

ing, or to be tied to a system, is no whit better. The one

is lawless disregard of just observances; the odier is self-

enforced slavery to imaginary needs and requirements or

10 principle^ held in exaggerated esteem. Somewhere

between these lines hes a successful mean. System and

dassidcation are vahiabk« if they are used only as sugges-

tioo. TKcy most never shape the facts, but the facts

most shape them. Facts are many-sided and have many

rdatiom. No ^fstem or dasdfication can do more than

illustrate some of these. It it does this, it has an important

value. It it cannot do this, it is valueless. If other phases

and relations are to be suggested, another classification is

necessary* Only short&^htedness will insist on the snffi-

ciency of one arrangement* Different purposes must have

their different methods. WTien system in the presentation

of complex or abstract thought takes the form of classi-

bcations which may appeal to the eye, it has incalculable

vahie. Nearly every topic can by the exercise of a litde
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ingenuity and energy be illustrated in an objective man-

ner in which tlie interest may be heightened and the im-

pression made more vivid and lasting. The justificatfon

and importafice of sncfa an attempt lie in the nature of our

thought, so large a part of which is ordered in terms of

space and time. When the eye can be brought to the aid

of the imaging faculty a success may often be gained in

the grasping of a thought which would otherwise be a fail-

ure. Again, when a map, a diagram, or analytic chart

can be brought before the sight, not only are the above

results accomplished, but that most important end of all

education may be aided as m no other way, vie., the broad-

ening of the mind, since in this way the scope of a subject

and the intern ril and external relationships may l)e seen

at a glance in their wholeness and fulness. Indeed, a good

classification may do more in the way of suggestion and

further stimulation for a susceptible mind than the most

detailed explanation of the facts in a prosier way. For

such reasonsasthcse, the subjects we are here considering

will be interspersed frequently with devices of various sorts

helj)in|^ to make less the tediousness of the recital of facts

and aiding, it is hoped, towards an mcrease of interest and

a broader understanding.

^onie Recent Classifications of Religions,

The subject of Religion is exceptionally susceptible of

classification. In recent times it has been often and in

various ways attempted: sometimes from the point of view

of the objects of worship, sometimes from historical se-

quences and characteristics, sometimes from certain philo-

sophical standpoints or to illustrate certain underlying phil-

osophical principles, and sometimes from an incongruous

mixture of different principles. The various methods of

classifications, so far as I have met iheiu, fall severally

under one of the four following headings:
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certswn preconceived assmnp-
tMm or HuHluds of antliortty based on philosophical or

B. 02-^<^rion> from external characteristics of the

rcligioos, 1. e-, irom the character of their individual, ob-

^^^'^^^^^^ beliefs, or their mere names and mmv

O CbssificatiQns from the subjective side based on 1

|>sychology oi the subject, i. e.. on the internal character-

istic>:

D Classificadoos from racial relationships and from

actually traceable mntnal historical influences (indodinsr

linguistic and odier geneological schemes).
All of these met hoiis of grouping (even those under A)

have their value, otten a very preat one. They only Over-

Step their province when they claim to be the sole legitimate

mahod or even the best method. They can at most do

what it is possible for a dassiiication to do, viz., iUustnite

a certain <;eneral phase, relationship, tendenc} , etc. Radi

must in the nature of the case omit the special advantages

of the others ; yet through all, the general character of the

subject may be seen, just as one can see and recognize the

same landscape from different pomts of view, while in

each new standpoint we get new and otherwise impossiUc

impressions. He will know it best who is at pains 10 view

it from all the avAilalilc |)oints. So in the study of religi^n^*

the most varied views should be most welcome, so long as

they are not partial, overdrawn, or fantastically colored

Otil) by various classifications and methods of study is it

possible to bring out the manifoldness of the great idea

A. CfJ^SSIFICATIONS BASED ON DOGMATIC ASSUMPTIONS.

Under this heading may in general be placed all classi-

fications which have occurred in Christendom down 10

quite recent times. This holds true of both the most 00th
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servative and liberal writers. Relictions were of two clas-

ses : true and false, Christianity was true, all others (in-

duding its parent Judaism) were false; and to bring out

die opprobrimn of the contrast most ftdly the term "Heath-

enism" was appUed to the extra-Christian world. The
Jews would have dubbed them "Gentiles"; the Greeks,

"Barbarians." If there was any apparent truth among
iht 'heathen'* it would be found in the end to be untrue,

or it was claimed that evil was so mixed with it as to render

rts effects wholly bad. Neither in doctrine or cultus had

Christendom ai^thii^ to learn from Heathendom. To
wicked priest-craft and to tiie Devil was assigned the origin

of all its institutions. They took advantage of the fallen

sinful condition of man, buried him with erroneous doc-

trines, and bound him in slavery to false worship and de-

basing superstitious practices. (Of course the writers

themselves were members of the true.)

A second theory on this basis having the same meaning
but coached in different terms, was that which classed

religions as natural and revealed,* Yet in Christendom

this was an advance on the former in two ways : first it

enlarged the sphere of exclusiveness so that now both Juda-

ism and Christianity were included on the side of revealed

regions, while all others were invented or natural. Then
again the terms of description and contrast were milder,

although it was yet implied that the former were from

God and the others from man (the Devil not receiving

quite so large a share of credit). The natural religions

however were in no way sufficient for man's needs. He
had sunken from an original state of bliss and innocence

to so low a condition that supernatural Divine interposition

* It must be observed, that from the point of view of the adherents of
each reHeion, all tfie others are "false" and 'natural" while theirs is "true" and
"revealed." Hence the religion that should stand on the one side over a^inst
Ibte others in the contrast of the legitimate against the tlkgitinitc^ WOQIO de^
pcnd entirely on the birth-place of the claMifier.
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was oeces&ary to |>revent utter ruin. The fatal con-

sequences of sin could in no oilier way be ooontcracted.

Hence we obsenre, the classing of religions was tlie oatUK
of the theological or rather doctrinal attitude toward than.

Theologians resting their faith on Church doi^Tiia couklof

cf»urse have no other view. Hence even the mo^t liberal

oi thm must hold this general attitude. James Faster in

a semon on 'The Advantages of a Revelation," spraking

of the condition of the world at the birth of Christ, says:

'^Just notions of God were, in general, erased from the

minds of men. His worship was debased and polluted, and

scarce anv traces could be discerned of the genuine and

immutable religion of nature." Here is an unusuaUy lib-

eral view of the so-called natural religion for a man of the

eighteenth century, yet it contains the dental of even die

comforts which this might have afforded to the men <^

those times. From men of philosophical tendencies the

attitude was substantially the same. This could not be

Otherwise from the belief which men universally held re-

garding the moral and religioas state of primitive man.

They one and all believed him to have been originally per-

fect, they observed him to be far from that now. He must

have been degraded. They read of things in history re-

pulsive to their feelings and unseen in their circle of ex-

perience. They generalized this into the universal condi-

tion of the times alluded to. Distance in time and radal

dislike gave the imagination scope, and the consequence

was a theory anything but philosophical. John Locke,

( 1632- 1704 ) one of the greatest if not the greatest English

mind of liis day, referring to the times of the banning of

the Christian era, says in his "Reasonableness of Christian-

ity" : "Men had given themselves up into the hands of their

priests, to fill their heads with false notions of the Deity,

and their worship with foolish rites, as they pleased : and

what dread or craft once began, devotion soon made sacred,
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and religion immutable." "In this state of darkness and

ignorance of the true God, vice and superstition held the

world." Heathendom, all and entire, morally and relig-

ioosiy wa$ eschewed. Some of the Greek and Roman clas-

sical authors were good to read as literature, and a few

writers upheld the study of Greek philosophy, notably the

"Cambridge PLitonists," while the Logic of Aristotle was

generally in good re]~)Ute.

But I must mention an opinion or two from Church

history, that we may better see the prevalent teaching of

the investigators and observe a further basis for this sort

of classification. Johann Lorens von Mosh^im (1694-

1755), one of the most widely read and influential writers

during the latter half of the i8th century and the first half

of the 19th, and a man revered for his great learning

and sincerity by the general use of his text-books during

a hundred years, says concerning this period in the first

chapter of his "Church History" : ''AH nations of the world,

except the Jews, were plunged in the grossest superstitions.

Some nations, indeed, went beyond others in impiety and

absurdity, but all stood charged with irrationality and

gross stupidity in matters of religion." "The worship of

these deities consisted in ceremcmies^ sacrifices, and pray-

ers. The ceremonies were, for the most part» absurd and

ridiculous, and throughout debasing, obscene, and cruel.

The prayers were truly insipid and void of piety, both in

tfadr form and matter.^' "The whole pagan system had

not the least efficacy to produce and cherish virtuous emo-

tions in the soul ; because the ^ods and g^oddcsses were

patterns of vice, the priests bad men, and the doctrines

false." (Quoted by J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religums,

2ist ed. B. 1884, pp. 5^.)
A similar pictare of tiie period spoken of may be found

in Geikfc's Life and Words of Christ, If space permitted,

I should illustrate this attitude from writers who construct
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their classification of present religions on this same basis.

And yet it is so general an assumption that we need not

ask to have it ilkistrated. The theory usually urged for

sending and sustaining Christian missionaries m various

parts of the world is an ever re-current witness of it. More-

over, if one is looking for the foundations of things, he may
find this assumption at the bottom of a vast amount of the

religious literature of our times. Without further com-

ment upon it, I will add a few lines from Dr. J. F. Clarke

(Ten Great Religions, p. 7) who in speaking of this atti-

tude toward the "ethnic'' religions says:

''Apply a similar theory to any other human institu-

tion, and how patent is its absurdity 1 Let a repiiUican

contend that all other forms of government—the patri-

archal system, government by castes, the feudal system,

absolule and limited monarchies, oligarchies, and aristoc-

racies—are wiiolly useless and evil, and were the result of

statecraft alone, with no root in human nature or the needs

of man. Let one maintain that every system of law (except

our own) was an invention of lawyers for private ends.

Let one argue in the same way about medicine, and say

that this is a pure system of quackery, dc\ ised by physi-

cians in order to get a support out of the people for doing

nothing. We should at once reply that, though error and

ignorance may play a part in all these institutions, they

cannot be based on error and ignorance only. Nothing

which has not in it some elements of use can hold its posi-

tion in the world during so long a time and over so wide a

range. It is only reasonable to say the same of heathen

or ethnic relij^ions. . . .Unless they contained more of good

than evil, they couid not have kept their place. They par-

tially satisfied a great hunger of the human heart Th^
exercised some restraint on human wilfulness and passion.

They have directed, however imperfectly, die human con-

science toward the right''
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1

B. CLASSIFICATIONS FROM OBJBCTIVB CBAKACTERISTICS.

I, According to the Nature of the Objects Worshiped,

This is the most general classification of those inclined

to be scholarly and broad. It not only has numerous rep-

resentatives in books, but is probably the only one that can

Tonaam

Sbamamisii

AnufiSM

or A-TMswh.

^
NtgroM of CmmI AMm

Autnlians, etc

' M. S. AfiaUc PeoplM
N. Aner. Indiaai

Some Polynesians

^ Ancient Egypttatts, etc.

Some N. Amer. Ia4int
" N Asiaticans

" Papuans, Taroans, New Hebridiaos, etc.

*' Mohammedans, etc.

{

An element intermixed in the religions of all j>eop1eft,

but especially characterittic of Chinese. Ancient Greeks

and Romans.

MOMOTHBISM

' Greeks, Romans, and Germans ol Asciant Tines

All Ancient Semites

Aacfent WmBm
Earljr Chiaeaa and. Japaaaae

Azteo-Toltecs

(Indeed, all reIipion§. except Christianity. Mohammedan,

ism, and Judaism, when contrasted with Monotheisa.)

" Persians (best representatives)

Modern Hindus (in certain respects) ,

Manichaeans of Middle Ages>

. Some Christita and Mobannedan tbeofiet

r ]v\s'% generally since prophetic limrs

-V Higher religious conceptions in Ancient India, Modern
^ Europe, waA IfidiMiaMdaa lands

f Upaniithad and Vedanta Philoaopbers of India

loo-Tsze of China

Eleatk School of Greece

Many Modem Mystics: Brnno, Eckhardt. BOhow. etc.

Idealiste: Fichte. ScheOiaf. Hefel. etc

Realiatt: Spinosa. etc
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be said to be popular among those classi^catioos that de-

serve respect as a^iirii^ to be scientific. Sevoal of its

dhriskms are in the most tmivcrsal drculatioo, yet not a&

of them are so weB understood, hence I shall give and ex-

plain them more fully than would otherwise be necessary.

(See chart.)

1. Non-religious Feaples, it there be such, shouki be

mentioned first. Many reputable atttbortties datm to have

discovered tribes devoid of rd^fioiis ideas. (Seethewocte

of Dr. Momat, Sir Samnd Baker. David livingstooe.

Sir Messenger Firadley. and Sir John Lubbock.) The testi-

mony is disputed un the ground ji it- incompleteness and

for other reasons, hence I will place no peoples under this

topic (Buddhism was at first an atheistic religioa—L e,

in any of the nsoal senses.)

2. Fetichism, the worship of simple and casually se-

lected objects which hiive come to be regarded as posses-

sing in some way a superior power, such as stones, bones,

shells, herbs, bits of wood, feathers, weapons, etc. In gen-

eral, this is the religious condition of those peoples in the

lowest stage of civilization, or the so-called ''savage'' state.

3. Totemism (or Nature Worship), the religious re-

gard of objects of nature in a somewhat larger and less

servile way» as of mountains, rocks, water, rivers, groves,

trees, animals (serpents, cattle, etc.), and, in higher forms,

the heavens,,sun, moon, etc This form of worship is found

with peoples a stage higher than the last

4. Shamanism, in which the deities are of the most

diverse character, including the Fetichistic, Totemistic, and

polytheistic orders ; but the method of approaching them is

through magical formulas, incantations, etc, the perform-

ance or recital of which is believed to exercise an authority

over them. If properly carried out, it is believed to extort

from them the fulfilment of the applicant's wishes, whether

tliese be temporal present needs or the disclosure of future
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events. This form of religion is thouo^ht to be the dom-

inant characteristic of most of the so-called ''barbarous

nations."

5. Animism, or the worship of ancestral spirits, is the

belief that the soul after death has special opportunities for

doii^ good or evil to the living, and hence is to be honored

or propitiated. It is very wide spread and can scarcely be

said to be the characteristic form of any stage of develop-

ment.

6. Polytheism, the worship of many gods. This is a

term capable of covering the whole range of religion below

monotheism, but which is best used to designate a stage in

which the gods are not longer natural objects, but entities

or spirits in or independent of these. It is the character-

istic of the religion of peoples on the border of or some-

what advanced in civilization, the so called "civilized peo-

ples,'' as distinguished from the "enlightened'' above and
"savage" below.

7. DikUism, the belief in two deities, one benevolent the

other malevolent, the form of religion that accounts for the

good and the evil of the world by referring each to a su-

preme cause having a nature in accord with the character

of its creations.

8. Monotheism, the faith that one all-wise, all-good,

and almighty being alone created, guides and governs the

universe for ultimate good ends. This Being is r^rded
as a spirit transcendent to or over against the world of his

creation. The type attained by the great majority of peo-

ples in the most enlig^htened nations.

9. Monism, the view that the universe is a real unity in

which the manifold diversity is only apparent; that the

creating, guiding power and intelligence is immanent in it

and not above or over against it ; that the so-called material

and spiritual are qualitatively the same (by one school all

being regarded as material, by another as spiritual, and

f
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by yet others the whole being spoken of as an unknown
essence). This division has no representatives among
nations or special peoples, bui has been and is held by

various individuals and schools of thought in various a^^es

and various parts of the world. It embraces wide extremes^

and must comprehend most of those included under the

terms: idealists, phenomenalists, materialists, organicists^

mystics, spiritists, etc

4t 4c

It will be observed that these terms are none of them

very definite, and that used combtnedly in a classification

they are loose. Their suggestiveness at best is somewhat
vague, and without care is apt to be misleading, since it

will be found that no people arranges itself exclusively

under one of these headings, but that all of the varieties

are found among the highest nations, while even the lowest

peoples have some of the higher elements. Such religions

as Confucianism and Buddhism, having the most numerous

followings, really find no place in such a classification.

//. According to the Worshipers' Estimates of their

Deities,

Sir John Lubbock, a careful student of ethnology and

an investigator who has much to say worthy of hearing,

objects to the usual classification of religions according to

the nature of the objects worshiped. His method has some-

what of originality, though not more exact or by any means

so different from the method he refuses^ as he believed it

to be. He proceeds to sort them over on the principle by

which the deity is estimated by the worshipers. The result

is a division of seven chief types. The first five are desig-

nated by terms in general use, the other two having no

specific name. T will give the whole for what they may
suggest. (See his Origin of CivUigatioH, 4th ed., X^, 1882,

pp. 205-6.)
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1. "A-theism: iinderstandinef by this term not a denial

of the existence of a Deity, but an absence oi any definite

ideas on die subject."

2. "FeHchism; the stage in which man supposes he can

force the deities to comply with his desires/'

3. "Nature-Worship or Totemism; in which natural

objects, trees, lakes, stones, animals, etc., are worshiped."

4. "Shamanism: in which the superior deities are far

more powerful than man, and of a different nature. Their

place of abode also is far away, and accessible only to

Shamans.''

5. **Idokitfy or Anthropomorphism; in which the gods

take still more completely the nature of men, being, how-

ever, more powerful. They are still amenable to persua-

sion; they are a part of nature, and not creators. They

are represented by images or idols."

6u "In the next stage the deity is regarded as the author,

not merely a part of nature. He becomes for the first time

a really supernatural being."

7. "The last stage is that in which morality is associated

with religion."

*

This classification attempts to proceed strictly on the

basis of progress in the development of rel^ous ideas.

When practically applied, it is not less confusing than the

former, and is equally inadequate to define the character

of the relic^fion of any ^iven people; although in the last

two divisions it makes useful discriminations.

///. According to the Part Played by Man in their Devel-

opment.—Historical Method.

I. Prof* D. Whitney, the celebrated Sanskrit scholar

and Orientalist of Yale College, haA instituted the das^-
fication of religions into National and Individual. I will

let him explain hiniseif. In an essay entitled, "On the
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S<xalled Sctcnoe of Religion," he says: "Tliere is no more
nttficed distinction among religions than the one we are

called upon to make between a race religion—which, like

a language, is the collective product of the wisdom of a

community, the uncoascious growth of generations—and
a religion proceeding from an individual fotmder, who, as

leading representative of the better insight and leeliag of

his time (for otherwise he would meet with no success),

makes head against formality and superstition, and recalls

his fellowmen to sincere and intelligent faith in a new body

of doctrines, of especialiy moral aspect, to which he himself

gives shape and coherence. Of this origin are Zoroastrian-

ism, Mohammedanism, Buddhism ; and, from the point of

view of the general historian of religions, whatever differ-

ence of character and authority he may recognize in its

founder, Christianity belongs in die same class with them,

as being an individual and universal religion, growing out

of one that was limited to a race."
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Zoroastrianum
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Taoism
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, RaforuiBd Spiritval i Mohammedaaini
Chriatiaoity

2. Dr. Faikbairn of Scotland, a man who has written

and lectured considerably on the comparative study of
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ligion*?, makes his classification on the same basis as that

of Professor Whitney, viz., from the part man's conscious

and individual intentions have played in bringing them to

the condition in which we find them in history. {Studies

l» the Fkihsophy of Religion 0nd History.) His terms

are different, though meaning |>racti€a)ly the same. He
further subdivides the tw o main divisions, and, under these,

rehgions are cited as examples. (See Chart.)

(1) Spontaneous or Natural Rehgions, those that haye

grown up out of a people collectively, e. g., the religion of

ancient Greece. These he further subdivides into

:

(a) Primitive Naturalisms.

(b) Transformed Naturalisms.

(2) Instituted Religions, or those \vhich have their or-

igin in some ^reat personality, e. g., IJuddhism, Zoroas-

trianism, Christianity, Mohammecianisni, etc This again

is of two kinds

:

(a) Reformed natural religions,

(b) Reformed spiritual religions.

Each of these divisions, he claims, shades into the others.

Nature's gradations are too fine for our subtlest distinc-

tions. The naturalisms bring forth the historical; the in-

stituted presupposes the spontaneous.

This classificaticm too, like the others, caHs attenticm

to certain facts which deserve notice. When not too care-

fully scmtiniaed the divisions offer useful intimations.

There is a sense in which certain religions are more spon-

taneous than others, or than the same are at later times.

The consciousness of man was not so active in early as in

later times. Moreover the simpler and less conscious

growths mustJhave tome to take on crystallized forms he-

lore the reforming recreative ^rits toM be operative,

and these efforts of tile reformers and founders have i^tn
a freshness and spontaneity which the same religion in

later times does not possess. Indeed, the latter is then to
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the former as an 'instituted" to a "spontaneous" religfion.

Hence ue j>erceive that in the end the division is only a

very rtiative one, i. e., that it has no intrinsic basis in the

nature of religions thcmsdves, but only applies to temporal

changes comii^ about sooner or later in tiie process of a&
religious development Nor have the remarks "growing
up out of the people collectively'' and "originating in some
great personahty," any more than an intimative signifi-

cance. They are not divisions which correspond Hteraily

to the facts. As to the hrst, it is only the darkness which

hovers over the history of nations in early times that en-

ables tts to speak of spontaneous devdopments unaided fay

great personalities, if humanity was governed by the same
general laws then that it has been within historic times

(and we ha\'c no i^round to assume otherwise). We must

beheve thai compared with the rest of their contemporary

fellowmen, there have every now and then lived in the

world those great personalities which set in motkm certain

influences relatively, though not entirely, new* And this

leads me to say of the second remark, vie, that about

certain religions "originating in great personalities," that

these great personalities are only in a very qualified sense

their originators. They are possessed of a broader, deeper

consciousness which takes up into itself the facts or light

of their age better and more thorougiily than others; they

see more plainly and clearly the way the experiences of

mankind point; they draw more faiUifiiUy and tmly the

higher inductions of their times: hence diey become to

others the apparent originators, in some perhaps super-

natural way, of great ideas and religions. To themselves

and to those who can appreciate with them this fuller con-

sciousness and those more farreaching inductions, they are

not more a mystery than the rest of life's experience. It is

only to the mass of smaller minds that they appear origi*-
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tiators in that absolute sense, or that they come indeed

later to be deified.

The remarks which are here passed are applicable alike

to the two presentations of this basis of classifying relig^-

ions. The classification is suggestive and helpful, but it

is a mistake to suppose it either deq^ly grounded or final.

After writing the above my attention was called to the

fact that Prof. Max MiiUer (although adopting a dassi*

fication equally untenable when exclusively insisted upon)

had objected to this method of classification before Pro-

fessor Whitney's essay was pubhshed, on similar ground

to that which is here taken, viz., that though neither Brah-

man, Greek, nor Roman could point to the founder of his

religion, yet ''the student of antiquity can still discover the

influence of individual minds or schools or climates. If on

the other hand ^ve ask the founders of so-called individual

religions, whether their doctrine is a new one, whether

they preach a new God, we almost always receive a nega-

tive answer. Confucius emphatically asserts that he was

a transmitter, not a maker; Buddha delights in represent-

ing himself as a mere link in a king chain of enlightened

teachers ; Oirist declares that he came to fulfil, not to de-

stroy the Law or the Prophets; and even Muhammed in-

sisted on tracing his faith hack to Abrahym, i. e., Abraham,

the friend of God, whom he called a Moslim, and not a

Jew or Chrstian, (Koran iii, 60) and who, he maintained,

had founded the temple at Mekka. To deteimine how
much is peculiar to the supposed founder of a religion, how
much he received from his predecessors, and how much was
added by his disciples, is almost impossible; nay, it is per-

fectly true that no religion has ever struck root and lived,

unless it fotmd a congenial soil from which to draw its

strength and support." (See Science of Religion, 140.)

Professor Tiele, objectii^ to this same method, asks,

''What is the wisdom of a community but the wisdom of its
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more enlightened members, that is, of individuals?" Every

myth, rite, or eternal truths in any religion was the woiic

of an individual mind, and I must re-affirm that it is only

from the fact of their lying so much in the dark, that we
speak of unconscious la^rowths and spontaneous generation.

Moreover, these founders could have no success if they

were so supremely and vastly ahead of their people as is

hinted. What they spoke was only waiting in others'

hearts for a mouth-piece. It is just because their better

insight gathers up into itself merely m clearer manner
what many less clearly feel, because they are able to lend

shape to the more advanced ideas which the community

has already come up to and which are already ag"reeable

to the minds of many as soon as exj^'essecL Individuals are

ever at work, and the ooknmuntty is ever making some sort

of growth. The one is consdous, the odier not ; but neither

goes on without being in a true sense the product of the

other. Sometimes in the course of events the individual's

opportunities are greater and his efforts shine forth in

more glaring light, but the underlying relationship and

bond of mutual dependence is never broken.

It must further be observed that in most cases these

founders never shaped new bddies doctrines, etc, faitt

by inspiration of their Kfe infused new and pregnant prm*

ciples into others who later developed them into doctrines

and founded upon them ceremonies, which in time became

a great body of faith and practice, or another religion.

3. Professor Tiele, starting from this same external

historic characteristic, has developed a dasaificatioit far

more tenable than either that of Professor Whitney or of

Dr. Fairbaim. (See OuiHnes of Hie History of Religion

to tJic spread of the Universal Religions. Tr. by J. E.

Carpenter, L. 1877. [New ed. in Dutch and Crerman.]

Also especially, his later statement in Encyc. Brit., 9th ed.

art. ''RdigioiL'') This comes from the fact that he has
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penetrated beneath this external shell to the deeper mean-

ing. He has, in the process, gone away from the mere

historic phenomena to a philosophical distinction which is

to be made between them. Nevertheless his treatment

must be placed with historical classifications, because he

looks at this difference as one that has come about in the

process of development; m other words, the difference be^

tween his two great classes, though one intrinsic in kind,

is at bottom evolutionally considered a difference of de-

grees or stages. The higher was once on the same stage

in which we find the lower ; the lower in course of time

would naturally reach the higher. He claims that the

essence of such divisions as that made by Prof. Whitney
is true. ^'The principle of the one category is nature, that

of the other ethics/' Hence he makes these the basis of his

"morphological" ctesification of religions. (See Encyc,

Brit. 9th ed. "Religion." See also accompanying chart)

With great differences in their degrees of elevation,

the nature religions agree fundamentally in the fact that

the supreme gods are ^'the m^hty powers of nature, be

they demons, spirits, or men-like beings, and ever so highly

exalted." They are subject to change and progress through

the unconscious drift of public opinion, and by the con-

scious alterations and additions of foreign modes of wor-

ship. "Gods are more and more anthropomorphized; rites,

humanized." Then too they are susceptible of a moral

progress, which begins by ascribii^ ethical attributes to

the highest gods. Farther on in the more advanced stages

of nature worsliip. ethical abstractions are personified, dei-

fied, and worshiped, at first indiscriminately and indistin-

guishably intermixed with the nature gods. By and by the

stronger and clearer minds (the philosophers, sages,

prophets) begin to perceive the difference. To ^em the

latast tIeiiieDts or deities are of ovefsiMwiowiny "tudecd

ol floie^importaace. They preach the predominance of
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the moral, rersccution ensues. The defenders of the old

faith abhor these independent spirits whose mission is to

POLVOABMONrsTtc Magical. (Under Animistic control ) (Including

Um dcKrmded religkma of tcxallwl savage and uncivilized peoples
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them mere destructiofL They speak in derision of the pure

abstractions by which tliese innovators woold detimxie
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the old and trusted gods of the fathers, and if the ancient

faith has not lost too greatly *its hold on the masses (as it

generally has not at these early stages) , these high thinkers

—Socrates, Jesus, etc.—may pay the penalty of their ele-

vation by premattire and violent deaths. These simpler

and more sensuous faiths with true instincts perceive the

danger to the old traditions if such doubt and preaching

are allowed to go on unmolested. A little infiltration may
be tolerated, may indeed give an agreeable vivacity to

religious life; "but the reform must not exceed certain

limits^" for if it does, the old forms would plainly become

superfluous. Finally when the new ideas have become
wide-spread enough, the old ones meet the doom which

from the first awaited them. No help can do more than

make the process gradual; no arguments, however spe-

doos, no claims of sacredness, no assertions about superior-

it}' or universality can make head against the on-coming

intellectual tendency. "Nopditicalpower,no mighty priest-

hood, no poetry, no mysticism like that of the Neo^Platon-

ists, no romanticism like that of Julian, not even an at-

tempt to imitate the organization and the rites of an ethical

religion, can save it any lonefer from ntter decay."

The tide of religious conception is now turned. The
old nature religion may now be considered as advanced to

the stage of an ethical religion, in that the predominant

characteristic has changed The traditional natturistic ele-

ments are not wholly set aside or excluded, but they are

subordinated and assume somewhat of ethical functions.

The more important of the old nature ^ods survive, but

no longer occupy first places and dominate. On the con-

traty they take menial positions, become servii^ spirits,

ministers, angels (ttyyiXot, yoMotas, etc) before the su-

preme moral Orderer of the tmiverse. A great breadth

of conception has entered in. Man views the world not

90 much in its former conflicting diversities. The natur-
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istk religious standpoint has been reversed. The poly-

daemonistic and polytheistic character is tending to mono-

theism. The polytheism is at least becoming organized

and monarchical. To this is added greater individuaiiBm

among the adherents. Conscious specalation, imagination

and reflection increase. Growth goes on more by these

than by unconscious national accumulation or change. Sonic

higher central notion of a more definite sort of salvation

to be attained comes into prominence. Organization tor

the purpose of kistering and prc^Migating this idea takes

place. Men bind themsehres more closely together to aid

in practicing it, and the religion is finally "institnted or

organized" by later iiands ; while we may merely say it was
"founded" by or received its original impulse from an in-

dividual or body of priests or teachers. These later or-

ganizers always ascribe to the ''founders" a high standing

in relationship with the Divine. They stand as inspired

prophets to v^iom the Deity has revealed his wiH, as mes-

sengers expressly sent to direct men, as sons of the gods

instructed with various missions, or indeed, as incarnations

of God himseh. So much on the general divisions of the

topic.

Subdwision of Nature lieHgums, (See chart). Pro-

fessor Tide calls the very earliest stage of religion the

PotyMk. This he does not j^aoe in tibe oottine, since we
have no information concemtng it He thinks 'Vnan» in

that primitive stage, must have regarded the natural phe-

nomena, on which his life and welfare depend, as living

beings endowed with superhuman magical power ; and his

imagination, as yet uncontrolled by observation and rea-

soning, most frequently have given tiicm the sbape of

fr^[htful animalst mooslroiis portoitms mytliscal beings^

some of whfcfa still snrvive in the later mythologies."

The earliest stage with which we have an acquaintance,

he names the Foiydaemonistic Magical. Animism is the
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predominating^ characteristic, though the reHgion is not

mere animism. Animism is a sort of primitive philos-

ophy. The prtmsttve mmd has come to believe m a 9pmt
wfakh is superior to the body. This he extends to the

phenomena of nature by supposing them to be the work
of spirits of departed men. This is extended till everything

living, moving, starthng, extraordinary, is finally attrib-

uted as the work ot mighty spirits inovirij^ freely here and

there and abiding either permanently or temporarily in

this or that object or rcgioit. The most powerful among
them come to attain in man's mind the rank of divine be-

ings» and are worshiped ekher as invisible or embodied

spirits (spiritism or fetichism). Three special character-

istics of this stage are noticeable: (i) Its confused and

indeterminate niythoiogy, though some spirits are more
powerful than others^ especially the heavenly, and in gen-

eral there is a supreme spirit of heaven who is mightiest

of all; (2) The implicit confidence in magic through which

sorcerers and fetich-priests come to be hekl in such venera-

tion ; and (3) The predominance of fear over all other feel-

ings and the doing of religious acts generally for selfish

ends.

Therimtkropic Polytheism is the name given to the

next higher stage. The name is intended to describe the

diaracter in which the gods usually appear, viz., in the

forms of animals and men, yet predominantly the former.

The}- are really spiniual conceptions embodying themselves

in these ways. Animal worship is everywhere in such

religions a prominent characteristic. The gods are repre-

sented as men with animal heads, or as animals with human
heads. Such religions have yet an element of magic» but

it is in the hands of an organized priesthood, hence they

are dMtracterized as purified or organized magical relig-

ions. These practices arc forbidden to private sorcerers,

and in the hands of the priesthood have a developed ritual.



THE llOMJSr*

SoDK are mry UjglilT cfganbecL odiers little. Some ap>

jHiiiiinili III I ilmiiilj III llii III M liii^li I stage of pure an-

ArocKMw:- :»hi5m. c»ihers closely to the next lower, of ani-

rr*-:rc pcedyfuinaoce. In the former there is a strong

icadeiKT to aiQBOtiicisiii, aca>mpamecl by a sort of theo-

cMk tun iD winch the kn^ is the livii^ itf»re>

sentstrre of the Idog o€ the {|ods»

Next in order are the Anikropomorphk Polytheism^

the highest stagv in the naturistic religions. These, as

well as all the higher forms, contain many survivals or the

characteristics ot* the earlier stages^ yet those features have

been *^p***< to newer ones and no longer predominate^

and consequemlj! the religion deserves another name. The

gods are now all superhuman and manlike, rulers of nature,

eircctine pxxi and evil. They are more ethical than the

former, yiet the mythology is sensual in character. Wars,

wooiqgs, re\-elries» and the lowest passionate indnlgeDoes

are exceeomgiT trequent. oucn mytns, ot coarse, were

shncfcmg to graver thinkers, bat tfaejr formed the staple

for the masses till the time of naturistic religious decay.

"Xot one of the religions in the polytheistic stag^e was able

to eleN-ate itself to the purely ethical standpoint; but, as

moral consciousness went on mcreasing, dcqper and more
ethical rdigioas ideas gathered roond the persons of the

most humane gods, the beloved son or daughter of the

supreme deft^% and gave rise to purer modes of worship

which seemed to be foreScHiings of a time to come/*

Subdiznsion of Ethical Religions.—^The question of sub-

dividhig this ch<;s into NamtsHc and UmversaHsHc rdig-

ions has called forth considerable discussion. Theessential

difference consists in the features ^at the former are based
on sacred law drawn from sacred books, while the latter

start from principle*^ and maxims. (On the soundness of

this asserted difterence more will be said later.) Professor

Kuenen used the expression ^'National Rel^ons and Uni-
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versal Religions ' as the title of his Hibbert Lectures,

(1882). He excluded Islam from the latter. Several

other terms have been proposed for this class. Among
the rest "world religions" and ''world churches/' The lat-

ter title was given by Professor Rauwenhoff (TheoL Tijd^

schrift, 1885, No. i), who, however, rejects this method of

classification. Professor Tiele himself would not use the

term "world relis^ions,'* unless as a sort of practical desig"-

natioQ '^to distinguish the three religions which have found

their way to different races and peoples and all of which

profess the intention to conquer the worlds from sueh com-

ffltmities as are generally limited to a single race or nation,

and, where they have extended farther, have done so only

in the train of, and in connection with, a superior civili-

zation." He ^-ranted that strictly speaking- there can be

only one world or universal religion. No religion has any

claim to snch a title from its achievements, whatever it may
have in it potentially. Hence he adopted the nunre modest

title "umversalistic/' in place of "universal" or "world/'

religions. Buddhism and Giristianity are distinguished

from Confucianism, Brahmanism, Jainism, Mazdaism, and

Judaism, by their missionary spirit The latter, after each

becoming the religion of a single race, have ceased to

spread, and after centuries of stiffening into dogmatism

and formalism are slowly fading away; while the former

number their adherents by hundreds of millions, are spread-

ing" among different races, and are rapidly making inroads

upon the territory of other faiths.

This, said Professor Tiele, "cannot be due to some for-

tuitous or external circumstances only, but must have its

princ^>al cause in the very nature of each sort of religion."

By other terms he described the one class as "nationalistic"

or ''particularistic" in contrast with the "universalisttc."

The three religions belonging to the latter class aspire to

represent religious ideas which were not limited to the
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nation's horizon, but which would have an interest for

humanity, which would bespeak the general aspirations of

the human heart For this r^son, two of these religioiis

were rejected by the peoples to which their founders be-

longed by birth, and the third one, Mohaimnedamsni,

though founded by an Arab, derived its fundamental ideas

from jews and Christians and was raised to its high posi-

tion by I'ersians and other peoples. Its unnational char-

acter IS shown m the fact that its converts, whether made
by force of arms or by missionary exertions, enjoy on cm-

bradog Islam the same rights and dignities as Arabs. So
too Buddhism "Vxks for the man, the miseries of exislefloe

beset all alike, its law is a law of grace for all/* That so

broad is the Christian aim at its best, need not be here sup-

ported.

Though not on the same level, these religions are

dassod together because of their resemblance in ori-

gm and aim. Islam and Buddhism are only relatively

tti^versaltstic, each showhig the onesided rd^ions devel-

opment of its race at its highest Islam emphasises the

absoluteness of the divine side at the expense of the human.

Man is of no importance, hence he has but one duty, obe-

dience. In such a system ethics cannot develop. Society

must be conducted on a despotic basis. Buddhism puts the

stress wholly on the human side. It knows no divine.

Man must save himself by his own exertions. Self-renun-

ciation, full and entire, is the way of escape from the mis-

eries of life. The more truly religious has no place; or

if it develops at all, it results in a childish fantastic myth-
ology.

On Professor Pfleidcrer's basis, that religion is the

S3mthesis of dependence and liberty, Islam represents the
former, Buddhism the latter. (Cf. this with Pdeiderer's

classification farther on.) Christianity in its purest forms
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fuses the two, dependence and liberty, the divine and the

human, religion and ethics, into a real unity.

We have in this classification, on the whole, the most

profound and profitable grouping thus far considered. In

its deveiopment we receive many valuable suggestions.

But good as we see it to be, satisfied or flattered as we may
fee! ourselves over the result, still we must as far as pos-

sible look at all the facts in these matters, and be governed

as little as possible by our prejudices, desires, and the cir-

cumstances oi where and under what influences we were

bom. In the spirit of such an outlook and such an attempt,

several things must be said about this classification.

In the first place, to distinguish between nanUsOc and
miuersalisHc ethical religions on the ground given, is prac-

tically to make distinctions on the basis of features where

there is no essential difference. Buddhism, Christianity,

and Mohammedanism are each as truly sacred book reli-

gions as Confucianism, Judaism, etc. But they are in ad-

dition what he describes them—religions based on prin-

ciples and maxims, on great central dominating ideas. This

more definite characteristic, together with the facts that

their bodies of doctrine cluster around distinct personali-

ties, and that they have operated under more favorable

opportunities as to civilization and coincidences in time,

have largely occasioned their superior successes. He ad-

mits that other religions have extended farther than their

race limits ''in the train of or in connection with superior

civiHtation.''

He distinguishes Buddhism and Christianity from the

others by the fact that they are trying to make proselytes,

while the others are doing so no more. But Islam cannot

be excluded from this desire and activity. Again, the con-

trast shown between this feeling in their adherents and its

absence in those of others, is due more to the superior

moral development of those of their peoples who are so
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dif^s:^ than to an essentially restrktive national cte-

acter of the religious side of those religions who are flot

50 en^^efi I -viy rdt ^ious suie of the relieions, because

we nrosi noi m t*ur enthusiasm over and emphasis of the

noralitT ootKCtwt ^-ith a religion forget that this does

not euosUtule the wbole rdtgioo. Religion has its moral

side, bat morak are not relig^oiL ReKgion shoidd no
be helpftil in the development of morals : but though it be

of ine^tiniabie importance. thj*i must not reach an eclipsing"

character. To make religion morality, and then to make

morality our kind of morality, would be an easy way to

deckle that some peoples are devoid of both. Btit this ii

not sdenecL When we say, this or that religion is not mak-

ing proselytes, we must look for reasons before deciding

that thi> i< an mtrinsic defect in the religion per sc. ft may

be, as above indicated, from lack of moral development of

the benehcent tmselfish feeing of the people quite apart

fran any thn^ which the rd^^ious outlook alone woaM

necessitate. It may be from other circumstances beyon'

the power of the v^.taries to hinder, e. cr . we know that

many rehsinn«= are in a state of decav brought a 1 tout hy

the destmction of their political support and by persecu-

tioos. Sometimes it may be from poverty of material r^

soorccs to tmdertake. Sometimes, alas, by internal ddg^

matic develofnnent and formalistic decay. But from tim

last we must confess that tlie i^reat missionary religions

ha\ e not been free, and ha\ e in ^'>nie countries hardened

into as dead and disinterested a formalism as others. Wit-

ness Spain, Turkey, and Ceylon. Nor can we be at all cer-

tain that their fate woiiM have been measnrably difienHt

among those races, climates and enviftmments where we

find dormant and faflin:^^ iaiths. It may even be doubted

whether the jcrreat religions accompanied by their best rep-

resentative pt'-ples would have maintained a living pro-

gressive faith under such political and climatic circiui^
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1

Stances during thousands of years. It must be further

observed, that below certain limits of intelHgtace, men
will believe what they are taught Men of iaith voisld find

no ctifficolty in being men of another failli, tiiMm fates of

life had put them in such an environment. It is only when
a hi^h degree of individiiaUty of thought has made them

think ior themsehres, that a rehgion becoooies unbearable.

Along thia same line of thought, his remark tlMit the

three lanversalistk religions were representatms of re-

IfgiMB ideas which had in view not the speeiat religions

wants of the nation, but the more general aspirations of

humanity, can scarcely be admitted as sound. Every de^-

votce of every distinct faith or sect in the worki believes

that his retigion represents just sud^ id€9S as wonli be

of general interest to the race, if only he conid get the

race to see its interest and its duty of accepting his belief

He pities, deplores, coniplanis, exhorts, or despairs and

damns, accordii^ to the doctrines of his order, those who
do not.

It is going too far to say that Buddhism and Christian*

ity were refected by the peoples to whom tiieir founders be*

longed because they represented universalistic rather than

national ideas. As stated above, the parent religions were

full of the faith that their teachings were just such as the

world as a whole needed, indeed must have, if it erer

received salvatioo. Rather was it because the new faiths

rejeeled and despised the old means, that they themsehm
were spurned and persecuted by the parent religions. It is

true, they were a great advance in sympathy toward the

world, and hence also a liberalized outlook. The new way
of lookiag at religion filled the early adherents with new
cnthnsiasm, new hope, and new confidence that the world
could be brought to see and believe hi this way (as new
ways of looking at any cause, in or out of religion, always

inspires to this) ; but that they any more seriously than
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their predecessors in the old faith believed themselves to

possess religious ideas of world-wide ratlier than national

interest, is erroneous, and results in a denial to the old

faiths of that which is essendai to any and every faith.

The faith of any indtvidiial or any people must necessarily

in his or their mind be the faith for the world. If he or

they do not preach it, it is either beeause external cir-

cumstances do not permit, because it lacks definiteness

and clearness in the believer s own mind, or because tliey

are so engrossed m its formalities as to be oblivious to

what if conscious they would regard as others needs. If

those fomiders ol new religions had sought to generate a
world-wide enthusiasm over the old lines and methods,

history teaches us that they would never have been cast off.

They cast themselves off before others cast tlieni off. The
founders and cstal)lishers oj^encd the conflict Irv an absolute

renunciation of the forms of the current religion. It might

have been difficult, perhaps pracUcally inqK)ssU>le, to have

brought forward the new ideas with the continuance of all

the old forms and methods. It is a historic fact that the

idea which eadi of these three great faiths emlx)died was
taken up by parties within the old religions, but only to a

very limited extent were they successful. Why they were
not more so, would be very difficult to ascertain. In Jain-

ism we have the
'

'national'' form of the Buddhistic idea

;

in Ebionttism that of Christianity ; and possibly in theWah-
habites that of Islam. Perhi^ at certain junctures of

conditions a complete break with the old is die very best

that can be done, although in general g^rowth up, out of,

and above is healthier, more enduring, and apt to be more
wide-spread than reform by reaction and opposition. How-
ever, this is not here our present concern, but merely to

see, in the truest light we can, why these faiths were not
more lastingly successful among their own peoples. There
might be many other reasons given. I will mention only
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one, regarding the attitude of Judaism to Qiristianity, viz.,

that the position or too close relationship to God which

both Jesus himself claimed and his followers who wrought

oat the doctrines more fully demanded for his personality,

was revolting to the highly developed Jewish monothetstic

sense of that time. Tlie development of the conception as

to the person of Christ had come about with the aid of ideas

then prevalent which had their origin in Greek semi-mytho-

logical philosophy. The Jewish Semites had had for ccn-

tnries no taste for mythology. The Prophets had drilled

them into loyalty to Jehovah alone. He had no progeny

nor oo-mlers. Pauline theology set Christ up as his deity

son, made him in many respects equal with God, and as-

signed to him a conspicuous part in the moral e^overnmcnt

and management of the world. Indeed, the prunitive Chris-

tian idea added a new feature to the character of the Deity,

hut instead of putting it into the character of Jehovah, it

emhodied it in a new god or personage which it set up.

beside him. In this difference and claim akme we have
nearly a sufficient explanation of the Jewish rejection o?

the new faith. To our day, this has remained the e^reat

and all hindering objection to Christianity by the Children

of Israel. From their standpoint, it had its basis in myth-
ology and idolatry; and since the days when the Decalogue
was written, nothing has been more repugnant to a faithful

son of Ahraham than these.

Ethically the new faiths have, speaking in a general

way, an intrinsic advantage, and this advantage was a

natural outgrowth of the circumstance of an improving

social development in the time of their origins. ( See Prof.

J. R. Seele/s Ecce Homo for an excellent expositioif of the

social and moral causes at work in the Roman Empire at

the hegmning of the Christian era.) Moreover, this eth-

ical advantage of these faiths would have availed nothing,

had it not been for the indispensable aid afforded to their
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success by tiie unloving social and etliicai rdations. Bm
must agsin remnd eorsetves, that however iaiportaiit

ethics may he for the practical every-dajr purpws of iiie,

etihicsis wtalltif reli^rkm. A datsiiicatiott sngirt be node

en the basis of the metaphysical characteristics of the ob-

jects of faith, in w hich case it would be nnpossible by the

best results of our highest philosophy and scieace to sustaio

the assertion that these three great relagums are mart

'Smtversalistic" or more trse to the facts than Brahnn-
hm, ^^Mifuciaiiisni, or Mazdafsai. Philosophy and fkkmot
have scarcely settled the question as to whether the truth

-lies with monistic idealism, monistic realism, or duaHsm,

Nor have they been able to decide positively which is the

flMireias|Mritig.as afdiiiosofriiyol iife. Until fsaifthing nre
<iefinite is a^^reed upon TegaMliag this snte rd^knis ode

otf reli^on, it wtH not do for t» to be teo dogmatic in oor

assertions of superiority here or there merely on ethical

gfTOunds Down to the present, ethics have been the fea-

tttre of apparently greatest fta^ortance, yet we are not in

Ahe kaat mtt but that when soa0t|r shaM h«ve mdbad a

relativitfly kisfh tnoral devdopnentm Which the'crjdqg'de-

tnands of ^live and let live** are heeded wtthoKt^fneat exer-

tion, the ethical feature of religion will sink to be a matter

.of minor significance.

Afld now a final veoiark as to the confusion reganh^;

the meaning of such terms as Cfarislia«t|r, fiadihisni, dc
li, e we mean by QiristiaBity the leaditngs of its

founder and ettablfAens, we are constantly in danger of

<:oniounding (if we do not acttiaHy do so ) the objectivenicta-

physica^ and physicarl sides of that early (and to us the

j^emtine) Qu^tiaaihy with iiineieeDth century ideas ef

theism and the tmiwerae. Ona!8eoo«dthoiiglit»ailertwtt-

ing to history; we perceive that mcMasiag lBae<>ledge of

facts and la n^»s is gradually supplanting the early Christian

ideas of the atUYcrse and with this changing the conception
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of God. Again, if we mean by Christianity the standards

of thought and duty of to-day prevalent among enlightened

nations, the body of belief regarding the universe and

man's relation to it and to his fellows, we perceive that we
have tuidermined the ground of our frequent appeal to the

original type as authority. For except in the spirit of sym-

pathy, love or universal brotherhood, which is the common
ideal of the two, they are as different as 1800 years of vary-

ing fortune could make them. Hence our appeal must take

the character of a resource for inspiration and a refresh-

ment of courage. Whichever or whatever our position

may be, we should endeavor to avoid the fallacy of such an

incoherent mixhig of facts and principles and periods as

that so often met with.

[id txnmmiBk]
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THE JONAH LEGEND IN INDIA.

STUDENTS of the Old Testament may be Interested

m learning about a migration of the Jonah Legend

eastward into India.

Two versions of it occur in the Tibetan work bKa-babs

bdun-ldan, a History of Buddhism in India from the elev-

enth century A. D. to the reign of Akbar, written by the

Lama Taranatha in 1600.^ This author is well known to

students of Buddhism by another work on the history of

Buddhism in India compiled in 1608, which has become

easily accessible by the Russian translation of \V. W'assiljei

and a German version of Anton Schiefner. The former

book represents the continuation of the latter.

The legends refer to the late period of Buddhism char-

acterized by a group of eighty-four saints or rather sor-

cerers known under the designation Mahasiddha. Their

activity seems to embrace the time roughly from the elev-

enth to the thirteenth century. They play an important

role in the mythology of Laniaisni.* One version of the

legend is connected with the name of Naropa who» in all

likelihood, died in A, D. 1035.^ The story is very brief.

Naropa, says our text (p. 37, 7), had consecrated a Man-

* The Tibetan text hn* hpcrt <*dtted by the Pnndit Sarat Charxfra Das at
Darjeding (printed at the Bengal Secretariat Press), 1895, 76 pp. The book
has not yet biecii tnmlsted

' A. Gribiwedd, Mythohgie 4es Bud4hi$mtu &i TS^ im Mm^golei,

'Ibis date has been computed bgr £. Sdilagintweit, AbhtmdkmgM d^r
Bayff, Akoitmie, 1896, p. 60a.
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dala of the God Hevajra^ and studied certain methods of

meditation, and while he once was in a state of contempla-

tion, he was carried away by a stream and swallowed by

a fish; but as he perceived in the belly of the fish the Man-
dala of Henika,* he did not suffer any harm and was cast

out again.

The other story (p. 58, i) is somewhat more detailed.

"Minapa (i. e., the fisher), a pupil of the Saint Kakkutipa,

was a fisherman in Kamarupa in the east of India. While

he used to meditate a little after the 'wind' method,* as

practised by the fishermen, he once threw his fishing-hook

at a fish, and pulling the line, he was snatched and swal-

lowed by the fish. By virtue of his deeds and meditations,

however, he did not die, but drifted on the river Rohita

towards Kamarupa. There, on the little hill Umagiri,

Mahe<;vara^ preached to the goddess Uma® instructions

on the 'wind' Yoga. As the fish came into that river, the

fisherman in the belly of the fish listened to the sermon,

meditated, and obtained many accomplishments (guna).

It once happened that this fish was caught by fishermen

and killed, when a man turned out. The former king had

then already died, and meanwhile, since the birth of his

(Minapa's) son, thirteen years liad elapsed: thus it was
found that he had spent twelve years in the belly of the

fish. Thereupon, father and son betook themselves to the

master Carpatipa, requested a sermon from him. meditated,

and obtained both the siddhi. The father is known as the

Siddha Minapa, the son is called the Siddha Ma-ts'in-dra-

• Grunwedel, loc. cit., pp. 104, 105.

• Identical with Hevajra. See Schiefner, T&ranAtha, p. 333.

• A term of mysticism denoting the drawing in and holding one's breath
to prepare for meditation and finally the power of holding back one's breath
for a great length of time, by which faculty miracles and many extraordinary
things may be performed, not only those of religious significance, but also of
grood practical purposes, as in die above ease tiie method of the fishermen is

doubtless suggestive of a good catch of fish. See also R. Gafbe^ Si^kjfa mid
yoga, pp. 44 et seq.

* Shiva. 'Shiva's ccmsort
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pa." 1 he latter word is apparently identical with the

Sanskrit tnatsyendra . "the lord oj" the fish."

As traditions of luen being swallowed by a fish seem not

to be found in ancient India, and a» the above two stories

relate to a period wi^n Mohamiiiedaa power was estab-

lished, we shall probably not err in supposing that it nuiy

have been the Arabs who spread the story in India. In-

deed, the legend of Jonah is narrated in the Koran (Surah,

XXXVII^ 139-148) and quoted m four other passages

of it*

Dr. BiiaLTHOU> Laufer.

New York.

'S«e Hngimp Dktwnary of ishm, pL 249. «
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CRITICISMS AND DISCUSSIONS.

A LETTER FROM DR. PAUL TOPINARD.

The kil Mimters of The M&mm sod OfmCmngiwt mt sudi

•BlMlMtioii dut I canaot reiMt the teiptirion to it to yon.

Pkwe «mpt my congntiikrtiont on dK «Tol»tkm wdtfch I percove

4b tbeie inagsciiies ance iMr iDuadaliioii. Th^ answer perfodly

the pMipoae ol the Sounders to hdp in fiif#Kriag tlie «voliitMMi of

thought throughout the world, in the search lor truth and iU bait

mpKcatioa to the wdiaite of huimMity.

Some ytars ago you invited mt to piibtiah my attHude toward

Abe miigknis problem. I did not answer then because I thought I

was «at ready for I believed that (he diiferenoe between us was
to* CfFeaL I wi» puatled with your use of 4be void "form** in

dartiiirtiiBn from the meaning of it to which I was accustotned, that

t8» ae a ^monyw for the physical shape of a body. But in the

sneanttme I have read aU your editorial articles, particularly your

answer to Mr. Schumaker which made a different impression on me
than your answer some years ago to Mr. Hyacinthe Loyson; aad
noiw 1 understand von perfectly I believe.

No doubt v\-e have the same aim, but we differ in two points:

first, your purpose is philosophy, mine is application. Seconclls . you

proceed in your reasoning by kiealistic conceptifOns and I by jaatooai-

istic observation and lAduction

Your normative factors of existence are the "ideas" of Plato.

Your <iod IS their prototyiK-, the central, the highest, whether in the

universe or in oneself. The sonl is a portion of Him, transitory in

our brain but imperishable Physicists would say it is energy. You
add that those normative factors are realities, but that the man un-

trained HI abstract thought catinot comprehend them. Well, T nttist

say I am among those imtrauied and I have great difficultv in com-

pr^endinp as realities m my brain those things which are not phys-

ical. Notwithstanding, your pantlieistic conception of nomotheism
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and entheism pleases ine ; tliat is, of a God evefywhere, even in our-

selves. But it Is only a plnkwoptiical view and does not meet the

demands of es^erience. Such a God can not be supfsficated and
invokedj nor your "immortal" soul which is but a portion of

universal spirit.

In fact after long meditation and in sf^te of the fact that I

belong to a group systematically anti-rdigious, anthropology under-

stood in its wide acceptation has led me to the oonctusiott that a faltfi

is necessary for utilitarian purposes. The very great majority has

need of it, viz., children until, let us say the age of ten years* a
premature skepticism tending to make anarchists of them ; womeUt
in whom sentiment is a requisite of their special function of repro-

duction ; the downtrodden, such as slaves ; and those broken4iearted

by great natural misfortunes. I do not indude the unsuccessful in

the struggle for life, for every one must reap what he has sown,

must receive the full effects of his acts. It is the penalty of respon-

sibility.

But on what foundations can we base that faith ? The best cer-

tainly would be the ordinary conception of God as the Creator and

governor of the nniver?e, whom we can supplicate and invoke, and

the cniiceptioii of our eg"o survivincr to receive just retribution for

our thoughts and deeds on earth. Philosophers have built systems

to support these conceptions, among which the most rational are

nomoiheism and entheism. Churches have done the same, either at

some definite time or gradually: at some definite time through a

prophet or (jo<i-man who said or believed that h is was the divine

mission to i)roclaim the revelation or Logos of God; or through a

simple man who preaches from his heart and who is the i^roWnct of

his surroundings, his personal etlucation and herechtary predispo-

sition, to whose ministrations the churches then add the rites and

ceremonies so necessary to the common people. Bitt science has never

given its sanction to these conceptions. Neither can energy be said

to he the God we dream of and need ; the ego or soul begins with the

first sensation of the child and ends with the last breath of the indi-

vidual, young or old.

Now these two conceptions are really indispensable. China,

putting aside Lao-Ize and Buddha, has not a supernatural futtL

The religion of Gxifbcius is only an etfiical system bdlt 19 on that

which flourished in the time of the emperors Yu Ki, Yao and Shna.
The national religion in China is filial piety, the worship of ancestors

and bene&ctors of the race, the eariiest progeflHor in prehisloric
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times being the son of the heavens. Some may think that such a re-

ligion is the cause ol China's deadlock in dviliaation although so

advanced some 4500 years ago. But in my opinion it is the Chinese

language and sjrstem of writing which retarded China's progress, the

introduction of Buddhism serving to confirm the results.

Shall I speak of other concq>tions or abstractions which have

been or might have been held up as a sort of idol, that is to say

anthropomorphized and surrounded with rites and ceremonies so

that the people would form the habit of considerint^ them as a

guardian or fetish to which thcx may appeal and which thcv can

adore? First amonj:^ such ideas stands Plato's conception of the

Supreme Good, that is the perfection uniting the true, the good and

the beautiful. Next the conception of virtue or of wisdom so much
talked of, esj^ecially by the Stoics. Reason worshiped by the first

French republic is in the same category. Such also would be the

Utopian conception of universal aUruism or fraternity, of solidarity,

of equality of all classes and ail men (a senseless idea since there is

no equality in nature), of collectivism, etc.

The best concept, I must say, to take a synonvm of God would

be justice so much sought after by the Jews and finding its con-

summation in the eschatology of the Persians. But its non-exist-

ence around us is too evident. My definition of it is this: Justice

is in our mind the consecration of htmian responsibility ; it is re-

ceiving what is due to oneself and to others, the full effects of con-

duct.

All those ooncq>tionB are more or less Induded in God-nature

or God-coamic-ofder. They are attributes or secondary aspects ol

Him, your superreal factors of file. They all answer to Ae same
disposition or need ol a Isith lor man. This view ol yours is quite

ingenious and I accept tt. Then we are not atheists, we understand

God in a wider sense, higher than in the ordinary orthodox manner,

ffaatisalL

Another idea, conscience, approxiniates your soul or entheism

in the same way. It corresponds to that ol the Christ-ideal ol which

yon apeak, that will remain alter the historical Christ as the best

guide lor virtuous conduct

I will not stop here to discuss your consciousness in your inter-

esting article in The Momst of January, 1908. ("Mysticiam" also is

interesting). Conscience^ in common opinion, is ^e inner voice which

more or less imperatively tells us what we must do or not da In

opinion conscience is the physiological product, accumulated and
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coofinned by heredity, oi those demands of todai liie, whicb a loag

experience of mas has recognized in the coiane of centuries and

ages. They are tkc kereditary habits of Spcaoer, mystU and other%

which in anmak are called initiacts. Their origfin does not tfoobla

your conscioiuness of the ego and enthcism. Although conscience

can not be wor^isped or invoked it can be heeded. Li it not alter

aH the virtue or wisdom tai^ht by a long experience?

Now leaving the speculative considerations, what is to be done

at the present time ? Must we proceed by a revolution or be oppor

tunists and continue the evolution whose courae hitherto has been

as iollows

:

Ti) Xaturaiisni leading to polytheism; (2) Local and national

q-o<is. each pnjrlaimed as the only and the best
; (3) Monotheism,

one c)t these jjods such as Yahveh taking the head. The evoUition

of the relif^nf>us need made a gfreat advance at the bc^^innmg oi the

Roman empire, and another at the time of Luther. At the present

time another and greater advance is in progress. Oriental archeol-

ogy', the two last vohnnes of Loisy on the Synopsis, and such articles

as those of The Mvmst and I'he Open Court show that tlie <lay is

near. A few years ai^o in Switzerland 1 had a private talk with an

illustrious Prot^tant professor of theology, and put the taliowing
question to him

:

There are two systems m Christian Churches, one oi them has

its foundation exclusively on the Bible whose influence is melting

away; the other is founded on decrees (decretals, true or false),

wfaoee supporters wouid die rather than make the least concession

to modem thought Is it not the duty ol the moat Kbeiai in the fint

to take die lead and start the mofcnient forward?

In Th0 Open Cemt of Navtate'» 1907, yon wrote hi nncettft

terau that it would not he wise to anlte too n^kl an advance aad
thit the chtnches mnst be given tin& You suggest that it woald

be better to ding to the most liberal of Christ ideals, and you acoipt

the proposition of Mr. Bdl to hove instoad of tiie Bible a book of

oompilations gathered from all sources, oomaimng suitable teach-

mgs and sentences from Jesus, Pud, Confncms, Zaiathushtm, Socra-

tes, Marcus Aurelius, etc I would add even prophets of pghnitife
people and modem authors. A few dajs ago I was readhig the sfac

first chapters of the Dtd&eke or Teaching of the Apostles, wfakh

contains very good snggcstiotis for daily conduct The habit would

be slowly formed of seekmg cdiical standards in this cailection in-

stead of in the Gospeb which are not always clear to the reader.
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Afterwards other mote of proeciliire vonH \m Icmd which would

at last bring about the best universai religion combined with the

best miiversal ethics in accordance with the happiness of mankind.

I spoke above of a revolutionary method which would be less

slow. I hardly dare say what I was thinking. Well, it would tend

to the practice of filial piety, the cultivation of the family aod the

worship of benefiftctors of mankind, as in China but with better

position given to women. Before long the institution of the family

will be entirefy lost in our countries if we do not strengthen it and

make It the psJMhm of society. Surely families are not eternal

and do not realize immortality ; but by his ancestors a feither extends

one hand to the past and by his descendants stretches one hand

towards the future. An old man on the eve of his death thinks that

his good deeds wiU be an example and capital for his posterity.

Beside this consideration does it not also favor the physiological end

of the genus homo?
But would it not be possible to combine the systems : ( i ) Christ

as a center, wc would take Tell or Osin*;. becatise his name is

widely popular, and as a sx nunN ni of duty or wisdom, the product

of man's cxporiencc in the course of ages; (2) the relipon of filial

ptety and the worship of benefactors in ethics. It is the business

of the laitv to study the question.

Now both Mr. Bell and yourself are under an illusion. You
believe that it will be possible at some remote time to build up a

practical religion or church on the foimdation of eternal truths ; but

truths are the property of scientists and philosophers, and not fully

accessible to the ^reat majority for whom the churches are intended.

One of my conclusions in anthropolopn,- is that the always persistent

animal nature of man is in contradiction with the requirements of

social life. It is only through laws supported by a police that our

ego recognizes that concessions must be made to others, in order to

have the benefit of reciprocal concessions.

After all, what are those eternal truths? Are they natural laws,

defetmtned and formulated by physics, biology or sociology, and

answering^ to true realities; or conceptions of the human mind, the

nonnative types of thought which you call superrealities, or meta-

re«lltit8 as a theorem of geometry?

Dr. PAt7L TOPINABa
PAftiS, FtAKCE,
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LIT£RARY CORRESPONDENCE.
FRANCE.

I would have many works indeed to call to the attentioa of the

readers of Thg Momst were I to mdnde all the bciaches of philo*

aophical science. I prefer to confine mysdf to those whose subject

bears a dose relation to the philosophy of sdence and the science of

religion.

Fhrst of all I will mention among the worics on histoiy and

criticism, PlaioH by M. Q. Piat, Pierrt BayU hy M. Ddvohre, and

LdMs by M. Baruzl^ M. Fiat's study is vciy learned and sensible;

that of M. Ddvolve very curious and interesting, and not less so

is that of M. Baruai which undertakes to bring out vividly the

great views of Leiboita on the "rdigious organiation of tiie earth."

The figures of the two plulosophers Bayle and Leibnita are

found also in M. Josq>h Fabre's La pensie modeme, whidi is the

third volume of a series of five whose object is to give us the vast

panorama of human thought from antiquity up to the present day.

This volume takes us from Luther to Leibnitz.

Descartes, Pascal, Spinoza (and to these are joined Galileo,

Bacon, Malebranche. Ilobbes, Newton) are shown here in all their

glory. M. Fabre has known how to make his analysis briefly, and to

present the doctrines skillfully without a tiresome display of eru-

dition. The curiosity of the reader is no less strongly attracted by

less familiar figures arranged in their place in the "movements of

ideas," where they are given their real significance. Accordingly in

books one, five and seven we find discussed the Catholic crisis and

the advent of Protestantism, the continued protestation with the dis-

senters of the seventeenth century, and finally the Puritan reforma-

tion with the initiators of the American Revolution. It is enough

to speak of the enormous work accomplished by the author and to

indicate its value and lofty ranpe.

M. H. Delacroix cnves us his painstaking and remarkable stii'lies

in his specialty, the hist(;>rv and psNchology of nivsticism, {Etudes

d'histotre et la psychologie du mysttctsme). The three great tvpe?

investipfated are St. Theresa, Mme. Gtivon and Su&o \vith some

minor ones, tnken in different environnicnts and at ditferent epochs,

in order to restore more accurately the elenu nts of which the in\ >tical

experience is composed. M. Delacroix does not limit himself to

that passive form of mysticism, ecstacy (the treatment here is con-

* These volames and those that follow are poblithed bgr F. Akan, Paris.
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cerned only with Christian mjrttics) ; he rightly tliows (and your

distinguidied compfttriot Josiah Motes was wrong In this point)

tet mysticism in its laiger forms reveals itsdl as active, expansive

and creative.

II. Rogues de Fursac relates and describes as an eye-witness tiie

religious revival of the district of Galles (1904 to 1905) under the

title, '*A Gmiemporaneous Mystical Movement" (Un m^nvimeni
mystique conUmp^mn), He writes with sympathy and as an ob-

servant spectator. M. Revant d'AUonnes in "The Psychology of

a Rdigion'V (La fisyckahgig d^unf r^igkm) treats from the point

of view of the specialist in psychiatry the complex phenomena of

revelation and rdigious inspiiation in the personality and work of

GttiUaume Monod (1800-1896) that "Resurrected Jesus" who has

his church and his fbllowers in our modem Paris.

The ethical proUem nerer ceases to occupy the minds of

thoughtful people, and this problem which so profoundly engages

one's entire life becomes imperative in die present crisis when moral-

ity no longer finds a solid foundation upon which to lean outside of

, the various religions. How different are the points of view from

which each person considers the question of morals I M. G. Belot

in his "Studies of Positive Ethics" (Etudes de morale positive)

proves himself to be a sociologist and a utilitarian. M. Fouillee in

his Morale des idees-forces does not intend to leave technically philo-

sophical ground and flatters himself that he. can construct a doc-*

trinal ethics which is convincing-. M. Albert Bayet lays his foun-

dation on the idea of good (this is the title of his book, L'idSe de
bien) and conceives as possible a rational ethical art in which science

would play a subordinate part. Moreover, he rejects utilitarianism

as well as all so-called scientific ethics. The idea of good in his

eyes is a relative idea, changing as its object changes, and relis^CHSS

men themselves are compelled to arrive at the conclusion that there

can not exist a "universal and holy ethics."

Is it not true on the whole, as I have more than once written

here and elsewhere, il<at we oiic^ht not to confound the pnrclv psy-

chological aspect of moral phenomena with their practical asncct?

Is it not also true that what we call moral obligation or mornl im-

perative is the result of a psycholoc^-ical impulse as arc fnith and

habit, while duties which are the nhurt nf ethics, grow from life

itself, th^t is to say. they are the expression of iuderments and feel-

ings in terms of experience? Such in my opinion are the two
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csaential features of all moral doctrine which can be rqgankd ai

positive*

We now come to the bold attempt ol M. H. Bergion to apply

to biology his concept of "real duration** as ditdnguished fiom

''abstract time/' an expression which sums up the influence of the

past on the present and the future. But this cscpresrion impliei

something else in the metaphysics of M. Bergaon. U impltet Ubeitjr,

the power of creation, and (his is the explanation of Uie title of

the book, "Creative Evolution," (VevohiHan crioiHeg). Its finsl

purpose is to take up anew in the light of present-day knowkdge
the great problem of the origui of life.

M. Bergson's subject leads him to discuss the ideas of finality,

chance, non-existence, order, and he does it in pages which are

among the best that he has written. I greatly appreciate his shrewd

and penetrating criticisms; for instance, that of the principles in-

voked by the mechanists on the one hand and the finalists on the

other. But perhaps he is too complacent in the use of such vague

expressions as tendencies, vital enthusiasm, etc, and I find myself

in the position of a skeptic, a doubter, after permitting myself to be

carried away upon the wings of his metaphors. In the mechanistic

theory determinism takes the place of an intelligent God ; in finalism

a certain force of attraction or repulsion occupies that place. In

the "creative evolutionism" of M. Bergson it is activity, and time;

it is vital enthusiasm and duration. As contradictory as these lead-

ing ideas seem to be and as uneven as their critical efficacy can be.

are they not in some respect*^ nevertheless possible siibstitnte5; for

each other and do tho\- not sNmltolizc a iirovi?ional svntlicsis of the

same fnrt^' This ditliculty aKva\'s remains that even if all is not

yjvcn it nevertheless seems that ail can be made with that which is

given.

I will refrain from making any furtlur remarks. It is impos-

sible to give in a few lines a satisfactory sketch of a work of such

importance.

At the last minute I have Just received a work by M. I'abbe

Lucien Roure, "Face to Face with the Rclierious Fact" {En face du

fait rcligiciix')* the title of which alone shows that the author has

intended a direct and vigorous work. The religious probkm, re-

lig^ious sentiment and its vaneties, mysticism and its explanations,

reliction and life,—such are the subjects treate d, and. I will add,

treated with eloquence and warmth. In the chapter on vaneties of

'Paris: Perrin, 1908.
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the religious seotiinent there are some instructive pages on "im-

manentisin/' or the method o£ tmmaiieiice recently diiciiiaed in France

in a talented manner by Father Laberthonoite, hut oomknuied by

Rome. The chaplen devoted to mysticism are particulariy hiler-

esting in that they show accurately the point of view of the Catholic

Church 00 this delicate question. I observe that here as m the

Etudes of M. Debcroix the character of activity is to be found m
Christian mystics, among whom the quietists do not hold a legitimate

place, according to Abb^ Rome. In this connection and with re-

gard to the religious significance of facts without now investigating

their psychological definition, the alternative is not imposed tipon

us to know whether mystical phenomena prove faith or whether It

is £uth which gives form to mystical phenomena.

This work raises still further questions, but I have readied the

limit of this short note.

LUOEN Abibat.

Paris, FkAKCE.

DER VORCHRISTLICHE JESUS.*

BXTRACTS FBOM A REVIEW BY PROF. DR. KARL B0RIN8KI.

(Translated from Xenien, I., pp. 45-71)

A book by an American professor of mathematics, which would

establish with geometric rigor and precision an entirely new theory

of Jesus and the Origins of Christianity, is not thereby, in and of

itself, cither mathematically or theologically, a I'henonienoT^ of in-

terest and importance. Theological mathematicians are in far worse

repute than even mathematical theologians. To the latter indeed

Kant would seem to have given a final quietus, but the former do
yet greatly abound. Alas! it is commonly not the profound martyr-

spirit of a Pascal but the cabalistic folly of a Newton, so repellent to

the Voltaires and Dii Bois Reymonds, that will not let them sleep.

In our own time an Italian professor of mathematics has sought to

"prove" in a ponderous tome, by a measureless array of figures and

formulas, the nonsensical thesis that Dante's Delectable Mountain

in the fint canto of the Inferno is identical with his Mount of Pur-

gatory. Of the recent American proofs for and agamst the for*

bidden fntit of Paradise, the less said, the better. . .

.

Wiiiiam Benjamin Smith, Der vorchrUtiiche Jesus nebst weiteren Vor-
Stodien zur Entstehungs^eschichte des Urchristentttnia. Mit eineiB VMWOft
von Pml Wilbelni SchmiedeL Alfred Toepdniian: Gieiteq, iga6:
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What then is so remarkable in the work of this American mathe-

matician, who emphatically declares to his German rorrespoiKicnt,

"my vocation is mathematics, my avocatioii is theology**?

• * *

There is much, yea, much that is full of significance] Of tins

we may assure at the outset the reader of this admirable volume.

In the first place, our mathematician stands fully abreast with the

ss>ecialists of his **avocation," being interesting by virtue of his com-

pulsive acumen, and |»e-eminent through his wide-extended learn-

ing. He strides forth in his critical and theological panoply as sure

as if he had never had aught to do except with Bible-texts, Apoc-

ryphas. Heretics, Gnostics, Apologists, Rabbinists, and Church'

Fathers, had never given a thought to aught else but Semitic lan-

guages, the Orient, and cuneiform inscriptions. Only oocasiottally

does an unfamiliar citation from Goethe, or some strong side-light

cast on some biologic doctrine, betray the fact that here we have to

deal with a theologian that forms a class by himself.

This it is. the iini(ii!cness of the man much more than the

iini(iucness of liis (ienionstration, that draws us to him. Leibnitz

declares thai it is precisely to self-taught scholars that the profession

they have conquered owes the most, "for they force their way into

the field by a new and hitherto tintroddcn path, and so catcli siirht

of much that the others, who beat round in the accustomed circle,

never became aware of." So, too, our subtile-witted Biblical critic,

irrupting from the world of equations into that of text-variants and

parables, has perceived that whereof the theological profession as

such—now in the sign of Wellhausen, Kautzsch, and Delit2sch

—

has not so much as dreamed. He has beheld not the traditional

"theistic concept of the Yahvist and the Elohist," projected back-

ward nearly three thousand years from the averaq^e modem con-

ceptions of Synagogue. Talmud, and Rabbinism. No ! Out of un-

intelligible allusions, divergent text-readings, obscure confessions,

rejected witnesses,—a senseless chaotic pall-mall! the inner sense

of this transylvanian mathematician, incessantly busied in construct-

ing forms, has beheld ever more and more distinctly a connected

text arise and take shape before him. Voices, too, have issued forth

therefrom, not isolated nor accidental, but choral strains other indeed

than celebrated the birth of the Girist-child of the Church, and yet

at heart no other 1 humm chomsts, resounding through many gen>
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erations and girdling the circummediterranean world with procla-

mations of the holy household faith of Israel ever more and more

affrighted, Israel bowed and finally crushed to earth, but Israel

comforted atfll by his God within, the Lord ol his Ptalma, and say-

ing, "I know that my Redeemer Ihcctb," and "Behold] He that

keepeth Isnid ahall neithtr slmnber nor sleep."

« «

This it is, the milder present form of the stem transcendental

eschatok)gic Messiah-idea, not the exalted Messiah-Judge, the Chris-

tos of the Hellenisttc Jews, but his gentle personal compJement, the

Jcshuah, Salvatiott personified, this is according to oisr mathematica]

clairvoyant the "Naaarean," i e., not the Man of Nasareth, a place

(he assures us) that dkl not esdst at that day, but as the word itself

stgniiies, "the Defender, the Protector, the Guardian.'* "The term

Nacarees, by whkh the Christians were first known (Acts xxiv, 5),

by which they are still known in the Orient, and by which they are

denoted in the Talmud, (Ha-NSsrim, b. Taan, 27b), IS common m
the Old Testament, where it always means "keeper," "guard" (2
Kings xvii. 9; xviii. 8; Jer. xxxi. 6)." **Thc root N-S-R. appears

63 times in the Old Testament and never in any other sense." **Thc

attempts of Neubauer, Grfitz et al., to find Nazareth in the Talmud,

and to identify it with Galilee, have not succeeded." "Epiphanius

attests unequivocally that the Nazarees (Vamtpaioi, the one form

of the name that renders exactly the Hebrew and Syrian Nasarya)"

existed before Qirist and knew not Christ.". . . ."It is impossible that

these pre-Christian Nazarees could have derived their name from

Nazareth, with which they stood in no connection. We may be

sure that they thought of God as Preserver (N-S-R.)" This word
(Nasarya) our author has now found in the great magic papyrus

edited by C. Wessely (itself dating from the first half of the fourth

centur}' brt copied from a very ancient document). It is there used

in the exorcism of dcmf)iis, as we have long known was also the

case with the name of Jesus (cf. Hcitmiilier's Jm tiamen Jesu).

The invocation of this name at baptism and in !7iap-ica] hcalint^s

stand thus in line with each other. For Jesus signifies Saviour (ci.

Zahn's Das Evangclium dcs Matth'dus), just as N-S-R. means Pre-

server. Matthew i. 21 proves this "clear as the day": "And thou

shalt call his name Jesus, for it is he that shall save his people from

their sins."
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To our widder of cquatfioM oothiiig seems more mititnl tlisa

tke cnmhiinttno Jesus Nazarants. snd no kss mtitial that tfie ip-

peilative Jesus ( SaY«mr) as the mightier, holier, positkf€ title dKMld

supplant the other (Nazaneus), meaning merely "Ptxjtector.*' To

OS it seems no more wonderful tint some especially Gentiles or

foreigners—dioald attempt to explain this latter epithet as derived

from a birthplace than that in the end, through some interpntatioo

or analogy, a birthplace should speedily develop into a rcsort lor

pilgrims. How quickly places may acquire sanctity and actoalfy

W9€tw€ sanction as being holy, we may see in the example ol

Lourdes. in which case a few lustra were enough, whereas in tfae

ease in hand centuries were at disposal. "This attempt was a qufte

natural and indispensable part of the one all-embracing process

which rounded itself out in the Gospels, namely, the process of

htstorization, of underpinning ideas with historical detmls.**

• « *

Us, however, it behooves to remain conscious, as were those

who first spoke and beard the name, of its original ideal significance;

"If a conspicuous man were named Oliver the Protector, cvtry one

would understand this epithet as it is written. It would oocor lo

no one to refer the title to an obscure and otherwise unknown vil-

lage of Protecteth, or Protecta. Precisely so, if he were named
Pnblius Defensor, no one would ever conjecture that the surname
Defensor referred his ancestry back to the unmentioned village of

Defenseth or Defensas. Jesus Nazarasus, Jesus the Guardian, is

quite parallel with Zeus Xenios, Hermes Psychopompos, Yahveh
Sabaoth, and countless others in both dassuad and Semitic lan-

guages."

* • «

A mousing Biblical aritk might here start many n qoesdon
tfiat it would be hard to answer save m sensu mysiko. As, why
did the parents of Jesus (parents in the strict sense aceording to the

Sinaitic Syriac Gospel, the oklest text yet discovered) bear esocdy
the names of Joseph (the patriarch that deHvtred hb father ind
brethren in Egypt, tiiat is in (jenttledom, outside of Zion) and of
Mifiam, sister of Moses, wimess and mediator of the diUvermM
of the Uwgiver of the Nile, who called his mother as nurse of the

ChUd? Of precisely that woman who marched as guide along with

Moses and Aaron before the Israelites? At the significance of these

names and at other consideratkms (as the chastity of Joseph) I shall
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here only glance. They are especially impcnlaat for the needs ol Gen-

tile Christians* in the historical ontfitting of the Idea. Miriam meant

beauty, Joseph the addUional son, (Gen. xxx. 24) or according to

Gen. xxx. 33 (though thb appears philologically inadmissible), he

who hath taken away the shame. And why at his birth do the

parents of Jesus go to Bethlehem, literally place of food, of (heav-

enly) bread—to the "city of David," where lay that field <if Boas

who there met the fore^ gleaner Ruth, soon to become his wife

and ancestral mother of David and Jesus, whence too the mighty

men of David at peril of their lives brought him the water (of life)

when the Philistines had beset the place (2 Sam. xxiiL 13-17) ?

Hi m m

The orthodoxy of a spiritually elevated humanity will sonic day

find its confirmation in such "facts" as these, which indeed have

alway.s afforded the Bible reader, illumined by the "Holy Spirit,"

his last rttugc from internal doubt and contradiction, from external

strife and attack. Even now the positive criticism of our author

directs the attention of Orthodoxy to a most important fundamental

consideration: "We recognize now clearly the open secret of the

triumph of Athanasius and of the foredoomed failure of Ariadsm
as well in its ancient as in its modem forms" (as Socianism or the

"(jermanism** of Herr Chamberlain).—^The loftiest spirits of the

ancient Church, as Augustine in his Confessions (VII, 19, on gross

misconceptions of the Incarnation) have always found the solution

of this enigma only in a strict dogmatic, never in an historical,

interpretation. "Jehovah and Messiah" are exchangeable ideas that

can never be parted asunder by pragmatic distinctions. How did it

come to pass that precisely the most radical assailants of the Christ

"after the flesh" in the first real battle for dogma, that precisely

Maroellus and Photinus, were out-and-out Athanasians? Herewith

too a strange light is shed upon the doctrine of Apollinaris, that the

Incamation of Chnst is accomplished only in ihe believer, and the

merely praeiicat rejoinder of Athanasius and Gregofy Nazianxen,

that hereto a divine model was neededX In this light Nestorius, who
first attacked the idea of the "Mother of Cod," appears as a rigor-

ously orthodox heresy-hater.

* * «

See how our author lays bare the very root of the matter: "No
matter by what transcendent abilities conducted, no matter by what

learning and logic and devoted zeal, the attempt to deduce Christian-
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ity from a man, no matter how magnified, must prove forever

abortive. For the Jesus Christ of primttive Christianity was not

human but Divine, the King of Kings, the Lord of Lords* the

Saviour, the Deliverer, the Guardian-God."

From this orthodox point of view our uncompromising; math-

ematician proceeds sirnightway to inquire iiUo the primitive sense

of the preaching of the Anastasis, "God hath raised up Jestis." Hi?

starting-point is the remnrkahle discussion (by the disciples) of the

significance of this promised Resurrection: "What is it, to ariac

(from the dead)?'" (Mark ix. lo).

Long ago Spmoza (in his twenty-third letter to Oldenburg)

advanced a purely spiritual interpretation of this "Resurrection from

the dead," aligning it with "Let the dead bury their dead." But our

author is at once more definite and more radical. For him the

original apostolic reference was to the Installation as Son, liie de-

termination to Sonship, as written in the second Psalm: "Thou art

my Son, this day have I begvilten thee." The passage in Acts

(xiii. 23f), which teaches the upraising of Jesus witli express ref-

erence to this Psalm, is so very important because it discovers the

original idea and the process of transformation to a wholly different

meaning. Paul's sermon on Mars' Hill was so exclusively a "Grospel

of Jesus and Anastasis" (Acts xvii. i8) that the sensation-loving

Athenians understood it outright as the introduction of two "new

Gods." The meaning of this primitive preaching of the Upraising

is given in the Psalm: It is the inauguration of the Son-of-Man as

the active Representative Godhead. This Son-of-Man was an over-

earthly being, vicegerent of the highest Godhead, who receives an

"eternal dominion and indestructible kingdom" (Dan. vit. 14). In

the doctrine of the Naassenes (highly enlightened pre-Christian

Gnostics) this Son^f-Man (Bamasha) signifies human being, al-

most abstract Humanity. "This kingdom" (says our author) "ac-

tually embraced all peoples, tribes and tongues, and was so far forth

an earthly kingdom ; but it was handed over in Heaven by and before

the "Ancient of Days" and so was a kingdom of Heaven, even as

its king was a citizen of Heaven." The establishment of this king-

dom of Heaven (Malkudi Schamajim) on earth vms originally ooo-

ceived as that precious fragment of a purdy human apocalypse paints

it, as a kingdom of the righteous and the loving (Matt. xxv. 31-46:

cf, Dan. xii: 1*4).
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It was entirely in this Old Testament sense of the advent of

Judgment at the hands of Michael as a kind of Vice-Jehovah (Dan.

xii), or of Messias-Christus as Son-of-Man, that we find the king<>

dom of the skies proclaimed by the Baptist. But mark well a new
and weighty observation ! In the Gospel narrative it is plain to we
that ''the Baptist did net himself at first profMm tiw Jetus." In

lifatt. xi. a-6 and Lnke vlt. 18-23 i^^^- "Art thoa the Omnng
One or look we lor anodier?" The imprisoned John sends this

question to the Jesus who had jttst appeared on the scene with an

independent prodamation ; says bur author: ''Here we behold the

eoHMuence of two streams of religious thought—^The Gospel of the

coming One and the Gospel of the Jesus, henceforth to mingle their

waters ^rever. The first seems to have been almost pure Judaism,

in fact perhaps Palestinian Judaism, that took its rise from Daniel

and went not far beyond the current apocalyptic Messianism. The
second seems to have been bom in the IMspersion and was at first

only half-Jewish and half-Hellenic or •heathen. As such it must

have scandalized the strict orthodoxy of Palestine, the temple, the

Sanhedrin, and while attracting a few must all the more have made
the majority stumble. Such seems to be the meaning of the words

of the Jesus: "Blessed is he whosoever is not scandalized hi me.**

Verily these words also were prepared prophetically as a *'stone of

stumbling and rock of offense."

4> 4> *

Jesus comes "out of Galilee" for the (Jewish) baptism of

John, "out of the Galilee of the heathen" of Isaiah! In the dark-

ness, in the region and shadow of death it was that the great light

long prophesied arose (Matt. iv. 12-16). The Baptist at first knows

not this Jesus (John i. 31). His "going into the Judean land seems

to shadow forth the gradual progress of the Jesus-cult from the

Dispersion into the orthodox Jewry." John the Baptist rejoices

thereat. "He must increase. T mrst decrease. He that comes from

above is over all" (John 1. 30-32). Thus interprets our author:

"Here seems to be set forth the pradnn] exaltation of the Jesus-idea

over the idea of the Comlnq: One. Certainly an antag^onism between

the two ideas is here cantionsly disclosed. . . .There i'^ no rbnirc left

us but to recognize the two great concepts of the Coming One (the

Christ- Messiah and of the Jesus as primarily distinct but finally

fused into one» the world-conquering concept of the Jesus-Christ."
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How different tlicy were has alreadj been stated in these tenm

at the dose of the first essay, on Che pre^3iriitian Jesus: *'Moreofer

since the Jesus ts called Kurias (Lord), the regular if not quite

universal Septuagint rendering of the divine name JHVH, it is en-

dent that the Jesus was from the start nothing else than a divinity, in

fact God himself, but regarded under a deMi9 asp§et, as a fietnUar

Person, namely, as the Deliverer, the Defender, the Savunar ; ChristQi

(strictly (Zhrestus) denotes the same Deify nnder a sotnewkai af-

ferent aspect, namely, as Messiah, King, and Judge,

The Mightier, who in the preaching of the Baptist should come,

was none other than God himself as prophesied in Malacha iiL i;

iv. 1, 5. It was the Union of these two points of znew, of the gentler

Jesus and the sterner Christ, that yielded Jesus the Christ, the Lord

God of the Oldest Christianity. The proclamation of this Union

was the slogan of the primitive preaching."

That the Parables, the especial flower of Mew Testament poesff

the "convincing proof of its inspiration" (Julicher), have in the

process of the suns taken on other colors and indeed other forms

than the original, our niithor is at pains to show in his fourth essay.

"The Sower sows the Log^os" not (he maintains) in the ethic-

symbolic sense of the word of Salvatton. of conversion to the kingdom
of God. Nay, it is Cod the Creator who in hh own per«;on as

Snv.cr sows (in allcj(ory) the divmc I.nrros ns Sct^d-of-M r)i upon

the field of the world and beholds what fruit it bears. This is the

doctrine of "cosmic seed," or, as we wonld say, of the **inner forms"

of things, which Anaxagoras grounded and the Stoics developed

into their doctrine of the spermatic Logos, the ideal seed of the

World. According to Plotinus ( En. IV, 3, ID, 380) the germinal

Locroi form and fashion organisms like "microcosms.*' The sper-

matic Lti<40s, observes our author, well versed in modern as in an-

cient lore, plays with Plotinus almost the role of the continuous

genn-plasma of Weisniann. The Jew Philo operates with this con-

ception of the spermatic Logos as with a matter needing no expla-

nation (de. virl. II. 533f). Among other Jews Justin in his so-

called second Apology and James in his Epistle (i. 21) are dted to

show how universally current in the Dispersion was this stoical

notion of the Logos implanted in man. For "aside from two or

three lines plainly interpolated, this Epistle knows nothing of his-

torical Christianity. James is speaking of the ethical doctrine of the
Dispersion."
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Smith calls this original strictly allegorical version o£ the Par-

able the Naassenic version. On p. ii8 he sketches with the hand

of a master in philology how we are to conceive this primitive form.

These Naassenes, treated at length fay Hippolytus, formed a
pre-Christian sect which, so far from perverting the Gospel of the

Cross, have preserved softact certain aboriginal types of Christianity.

Pram fhem have been derived all later forms of Gnosticism. The
Naassenic hymn quoted by Hippolytus celebrating the help of Jesus

descending from the bosom of the Father to battle with the ills of

the worid, our author esteems not merely archaic, as do Hamack
and Preuschen, but as preceding the Christian Scriptures and even

the Christian era.

« * *

Flerewith, in his last essay, "Saculi Silentium :
—the Epistle to

Romans before A. D. i6o," the autlior enters upon a more strictly

historic field of investigation. Thus far he has dealt with the ideas

themselves that determined pre-Christian Christianity rather than

with the historic phenomenon and its documents. To be sure, the

axe that is here laid at the tabu of New TcslanK-nt orilicisni (the

Pauline Epistles), threatens also at the same time their peculiar ten-

dence, that "Pauline Christianity," so called with visibly increasing

reluctance. But this daring path-breaker has already indicated that

herewith he will merely pave the way to an illumination of the dark-

bidden core of Christianity, the Life and Crudiixtoa of Jesus. The
ignorance and uncertainty concerning the beginnings of Christian-

ity, so keenly felt even in apostolic times, find their explanation in

the fact "that the doctrine of the Jesus was pre-Christian, a cult

which, on the border of the centuries (from lOO B. C. to loo A. D.)>

was wide-spread among the Jews, and especially the Hellenists, being

more or less veiled in "Mysteries/* Not even a far keener-sighted

explorer than any evangelist could have spied out and unearthed the

5Migin of such a deep- and wide-rooted growth."

* * *

Here too the Alexandrine Jew of Acts (xviii. 24-28) serves our

author as capital witness, Apollos. "An eloquent man and mighty in

the Scriptures." This fiery spirit "was wont to preach and teach

accurately the doctrine of the Jesus (ra irepl tov 'irjaov) although he

knt'u only the baptism of John" This singular character, already

instructed techimien" in historical Christianity, of whose

supposed definitive fundamental fact, crying aloud to heaven, he yet
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cf the "^"«lafTi seed or the

Man jLiiv . 27 with Matt.

N:t 3a=r> the bead of the cri^cij

T 'T.'Ta sx TT* dsrrvrrr ct tiss coctradiction is ascribed.

l^BTC *
*"

iiieticraeier Frag=ie«&st, H. S. Reiiiianis^

zx irsT t: ""s?: a us* i^crjeg^gpc!^ cootradktioii the proper

>i = btct almost in our author's

» rw-xera f-rx-ila of Bmlmism rs: Petrini^
•i scfsrr, C-f ''tEgenxHrs*' interpretaticms of

this radical contradictioa be-

r.» 11 ^^-^ ^ Mcfc£=e. otir author will have none.

Ht i ^" ' ' -^ cJ- "^-z: sri?*>j: 0/ til^ vsfkoie process itself. He
1.^^.^ «3e *»ct r£ car ccrtrajdxtkTii "as only one among many
VJ..-^ cf a 8»rtr -TwafM?* of the propaganda"

i^j h » ce ti:^cs^-^^ Aat we look forward to the prom-

.^t^ ci z-rr a*rthor*s icseaiches in such a well-ransacked

^ i^-*****. wTth ir.tense expectation. In this remarkable investi-

^'--"wrii ar: his ladkatisnL there breathes no breath of dcstnictK c

iMr-t rather thforgli and dirocigh. a ccnsinutwe and requick-

en-r^ tritidsm. Will he be aMe to reproduce for us the historical

piWi^e of the ffreat natioiial-spiritual tiagpdy of the Destruction of

the secmid Temple?*

• It mr V perhaps interest the reader to Icani that Prof Smith has assm^

.. M V t L^^mJ^Immt In mhlish a arpc bodv of evidential matter beannf

Zi^ ."c om^rd « only mdiroctly rthled » the «d>jeet of Sie mrU.
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InvestiBatioiif like fhe for^joing furnish dear proof that there

is no better snttdote for the much decried "destructive" tendencies

of Biblical critidsni than its own self: than resolutely to follow out

ita moat delicate and "dangerous" researches and reasonings to the

very end. For thus, instead of a timorous policy of barricade, be*

bold the andent truth revealed dear and pure, no longer indeed

blinding, because now perceived with the well-armed eyes of science*

but all the more overmastering. For Truth stands never in conflict

with Truth, and the Holy Spirit loses naught in power or dignity,

whether it find expression in the life of an indtvidital or in the

firmly compacted intuition of an age and a race. Neither is the

validity of the Biblical text for the churches hereby affected, what-

ever attitude they may assume regarding it. Is there not indeed

Car greater cause of uneasiness in the perpetual strife of dogmas,

each denying the other and denouncing it as heretical ? Is it not this

ver>' strife that has brought us to our present unbearable condition?

Nay more, it is the eternal wranj^le of the churches that has set

Faith hopeless and helpless at war with herself, and it is precisely

from such rc^cnrches as the foregoing, which dispel douhts and annul

contradictions, that the J'oith of the best of everv crcrd may hope

to win sectTrity and unity once more. And it r nv man chooses to

dub the result "docetic," because forsootli teaching that the history

of Jesus is a fact not of history but of Faith, by all means let him

have his word In the spirit of real religion it is a title of honor.

For was not Docetisni the oldest, the actually historic, view of the

story of Jesus? And is not this form of faith in that stor\' the only

one that can lend it virtue? It is only in presence of this genuine

Faith in the Eternal Son of God, revealed in Righteousness and Love,

and not in the presence of legends, miracles, and relics, that invin-

cible Science is awed and lays down her weapons.

THE THEORY OF A PRE-CHRISTIAN CULT OF JESUS.

Prof. W. Benjamin Smith's collection of essays in German^

on the origin of Christianity—which is suflSciently paradoxical in

the circumstances of its publication, since it is the work of a dis-

tinguished American writer on mathematics—employs no small learn-

ing in the defence of a theory that is a still greater paradox. No

*Dtr vorchristHche Jeswt, nebst tvciteren yonttMen zur Enlslehungt-
eesckichte drs U' juisfmfvms. Mit ciaem Vorwoite von P. W. Sduniediel
Giessoi: A. Zopclmann, 1906.
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historical hypothesis put forward by any compelent scfaoiar was

ever more revolutionary, or more important, if true. For, while

it is certain to seem startling, beyond any other possible hypothesis,

to religious orthodoxy and critical conservatism, it is equally at

variance with the fundamental presuppositions of the whole ad-

vanced school of New Testament eriticisnu Yet the aiganent is

so skilfully handled, and so much zpgrnsA new evidence is ex-

tracted from familiar data, that one of the most eminent and most

radical of the critics of the prevailing school commends the book,

in a friendly preface, to the serious consideration of the Biblical

scholnrs of Gernianv, and, while certainly not professing' conver-

sion, declares that the reasoning is "really by no means so easy to

refute."

What vvL- know as primitive Christianity, Dr. Smith contends,

was the product of a vast and slow syncretism. The more funda-

mental and distinctive elements m it were derived from Gnosticism

—

of which movement, therefore, it was the child, and not, as has

been snpposed, the parent. The Giristian faith of the second cen-

.tury cmcro-ed, throug:h certain processes of fusion and modification,

out of the doctrines of quasi-Gnostic sects that flourished in Syria

at least a {reneration before the Christian era. The name of its

reputed founder, Jesus Nazoraeus, was originally that of a divine

being or Aeon reverenced by the sect of the Naassenes,—and prob-

ably by others. The semi-hiuiian fit;ure who is the hero of the

Synoptic Gospels was evolved (chiefly as the result of the partial

transformation of this Gnostic theosophy tlirough its merging with

Jewish Messianism) out of the celestial object of this primitive

Jesus-cult. The resurrection-belief originated in a sort of etymo-

logical myth, due to the ambiguity of such words as dnonifM, lUar-

the doctrine of 'the raising-up of the Christ' at ibat

related, not to the reappearance of a body once entombed^ but to tfie

divine legation and the final triumph of the heaven-deaoended Mes-

siah. The ethical and religious content of the extant Gospds con-

sists, not of the utterance of a great Teadier more or less diluted

and corrupted by the inferior media through which they are trans-

mitted, but of the ultimate deposit of the reflection and discussion

of several generations of men profoundly stirred by one form of that

movement of mysticism, otherworldliness and aspiration after inner

regeneration, which was then sweeping over the entire Hdlentstic

world. The literary excellence and the moral profundity of many
of the sayings and parables in the Gospels is the result, not of the
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inspiratioii of a single Master, but of the long social attrition throoc^

which they were sharpened and polished* and of the gradual process

of q>trittnil selection of which they are the fit survivors. AH of

this Dr. Smith believes to be capable of proof. And, though further

evidence is promised in subsequent publications, the substance of the

proof to be offered seems to have been already exhibited chiefly in

Der vorckristUeHe Jesus,*

There is, or ought to be, no chose jugh in histofy; and the

present theoty, revolutionary though it is, deserves—mce it un-

deniably has extensive erudition bdiind it—to receive an unpreju-

diced and careful examination. Fortunately the main argument is

reducible to a few clear and deRnite contentions. I shall try to state

these in consecutive order ; to indicate the principal evidence offered

for each; and to give an opinion concerning the genuineness and

adequacy of that evidence.

I. It is undeniable, Dr. Smith maintains, that sects adhering to

a characteristically Gnostic type of doctrines and 'mysteries* flour-

ished widely in the Hellenistic world during the first century B. C.

and at the period of the diflFusion of Giristianity ; and, by the

showinc: of the canonical writings themselves, such sects looked upon

the Christian teaching; as akin to their own.—The arq-i:ment for this

preliminary generalization rests chiefly upon the case of Simon

Magiis (Acts viii. 9-24, supplemented by Justin, ApoL I, 26 and 56:

Irenaeus, c. Haeres. I, 22; II, 126; IV, 6). If we take the passage

in Acts as the reflection—distorted under the intluences of very ob-

vious motives—of a historic character and a real situation, and if

we identify this first-century Simon with the originator of the

Simonian heresies described by Justin and Irenreus, we get a rep-

resentation of an immensely influential leader who owed nothing

to Christian teaching and whose propaganda began earlier than that

of Christianity ; who was no mere sorcerer, but the preacher of a uni-

versal religion based upon a philosophical monotheism combined

with Gnostic dualism and emanationism ; who was deified by his

followers : whose own traditional attitude towards Christianity was

friendly enough ; whose followers were, in the early second centur)%

not generally distinguished from the Christians ; and whom patristic

tradition regarded as the father of all the Gnostic heresies. The
assumptions upon which this representation is based seem to me

"For the reader of English only, a first-hand account of Dr. Smith's hy-
potheses seems to be available only in his article "New Testament Critictsm"
in the Encyclopedia Americana. A part of thc Sfgnineot is, hOWCVer, pttb>

Ushed in Th€ Monist, XV» pp. 25-45.
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fairly probable ones. But the fact remains that tl:e Sitiion-iegend

constitutes a historical cornindrum of an almost insoluble com-

plcxitv. There were, as Schmie<lt.l has }> minted out, at least four

figures of Simon, one of them beai;< apparciuiy the Apostle Paul

(Enc. Bib., s. V.) ; it is impossible tu aiiirm, with any considerable

(Icgrec of confidence, just v, here uiic of these figures ends and an-

other begins. The wholr matter is involved in the coiiiruversics

over the authenticity and 4late of the Prmlme Epistles; the sources

and date of the Book of Acts; the da"e and sources of the Clemen^

titta; the respective characteristic^ and thiC precise relations of

I'ctniie and Pauline Christianity. Dr. Smith can hardly be said to

liave settled all these related issues; and for the present, tliereforc,

any argument founded upon the passages relating to Simon Magus
must be regarded as somewhat less than condusive. For all that

it may be considered a reasonable probability, to wMcfa facts ol

severs] sorts point, that tendencies or of]gantied sects characterized

by scmie or most of the distinguishing elements ol Gnostidsm, and

especially by a fusion of Jewish, Greek and Bersian ideas, were not

rare about the beginning of the Christian era; and that Christiamtf

was only one example of a common type of innovating religious

movement at this period.

n. The great point of Dr. Smith's aignipent, however, lies in

the assertion that the name 'Ii|irov* i NaC«^«ib« is to be found as that

of a Logos or divine emanation among one or more quasi-Gnostic

sects of unmistakably pre-Christian date.—In point of fact, no ex*

ample is offered of the employment of the two words in conjunction

anywhere outside of the New Testament. It will therefore be ad-

visable to consider the evidence concerning each of the two terms

separately.

A. The name 'Ii7<rov«. I. The proof of the existence of a

Gnostic Jesus-cult in the first century B. C. Dr. Smith finds, first

and foremost, in a passage of the Rcfutatio of Hippolytus. There

we are told (V, 6) that the sect of the Naassenes adored as the

primary manifestation of the ineffable Deity an archetypal, celestial

Man, whom they also spoke of as *'Son of Man'* ; and in a Naassene

h3nnn cited by Hippolytus (V, lo) the name Jesus occurs as that

of a prc-existent heavenly being sent by the Father to the lower

world as the imparter of the saving Gnosis to suffering humanity.

Now, we have crood reason to believe, argues Dr. Smith, that these

Naassenes were pre-Christian. For Hippolytus's arrangement of

the heresies is plainly meant to follow a dironological order. And
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it is the Naassencs that he mentions first of all
,
they, the Peratae,

the Sethians and Justin, all come before Simon Magus, whom tra-

dition represents as an older contemporary of the Apostles and the

father of all the heresies. Hippolytus, according to our author

(p. 123), ''declares repeatedly that the Naassenes were the iirst of

die faeredcal Mets, from whom all the otfien afterwards known a»

Gnostics derived (Ref. V, 6, 10. 11)." "We may quite definitely

conclude, therefore, in agreement with Hippolytus, tlmt Naassenism

was antecedent to Christianity, that it flourialied before the Cross

was preached, and that tbt later forms of Gnosticism were its off-

spring" (p. 124).

If the reader will now turn to Hippolytus* and examine the

fifth book' of the RefutaHo for himself, he will be likely to revert

apon these last-quoted sentences with some astonishment. For he

win discover two things. First, Hippolytus in none of the passages

cited makes any such statement as that ascribed to him, about the

descent of all other Gnostic doctrines from Naassenism. The near-

est he conies to it is to say that the Naassenes "afterwards called

themselves Gnostics" (whidi does not imply that they were the only

or the first heretics who did so, and that "separating from them,

many devised a heresy, in appearance manifold, but in reality one*'

(V, 6) ; this last seems to refer merely to the diverse subdivisioiis

of the Ophite sect. Second, Hippolytus in plain terms describes

the Naassenes as Christians. They are classified as a "heresy";

th^ taught that the archetypal Man "descended in one man, Jesus,

who was horn of Mary " (V, 6) ;
they traced their doctrine "through

Mariamne to James, the brother of the Lord"—^which, of course,

shows them not only Christian but also, at earliest, of the first or

second generation after the Apostles. Dr. Smith's omission to

mention any of these statements of Hippolytus, and his citing of

that authority as a witness in favor of a view of the date of the

Naassenes which the very same chapters of the RefutaHo categor-

ically contradict—this is a thing so amazing that it is difficult to

comment upon it with propriety. Perhaps the author proposes to

begin his arg^ument by striking out from Hippolytus's text all the

mimerous passnqfc? I'nfrivorablc to the theory of a pre-Christian

Jesus. But nothing is said even of such a desperate way of dealing

* Havin||^ seen advance proofs of Professor Love|o/s critlclain, Dr. Stnidi
ta1ve«; exception to the implication of unfairness on his part in the citation of
Hii>polytus, and in the January number of The Montst will take the oppor-
tunity to maintain bb position especially with regard to this point at wcD as
odier patticnUirs presented fay Professor Lovejoy.^Ea

r
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with the difficulty. The unsuapectuig reader is- simply given Id

understand that Hqipolytns pUiMy and oooaistently docribcs tfie

Naasscncs as pre-Qiristian ; in point of faict, he plainly and eon-

sistently describes them as a late first-century or secood-centuiy

Christian school. In view of this, Dr. Smith's long essay oo tiie

Parable of the Sower must also be considered a fsihife. It is

designed to show that the parable Is a rewoildng of a Gnoatk cos-

mogonic myth, relating the Creator^s disscnunation of the ktym
mfitkatrut^ among the different classes—pneumatic, psychic, dioio—
of mankind. The idea is not without intrinsic plausibility ; but the

argument for it rests entirely upon the assumption ol die pee*

Christian date of the Naassene version of the parable, ghren bj

Hippolytus. And this assumption Hippolytus himself cjcpteisljf

lori>ids.

It is, indeed, true that there is some (though little good) patris-

tic evidence for the non-Oiristian—not the pre-Christian—character

of the Naassene sect. "Naasscnes" is, of course, only Greased
Hebrew for "Ophites" or "Serpcntists" ; and of the Ophites Origen
avers (c. Cels. VI, 28—the passage is not noted by our author)

that "they spoke against Jesus. . . .and would not so much as listen

to the nnmc of Jesiis," (which, of course, proves too much for

Dr. Smith's case). But this is flatly contradicted by Epiphanius

(Adv. Haercs. 37), by TrciKtus (T, 34); and by Jerome {Adv.

Lucif., 23), ail better authorities than ( )rig^en on heresiolopy. It is

not impossible that there was a pre-Christian Ophism, under a

Hebrew name
;
but there is no real evidence of its existence. And

there is not the least reason for believing (even if such a hypothet-

ical pre-Christian stage of Naassenism be assumed) that in such

a staple the sect knew anythinpr of the name "Jesus." For the only

Kaassenes of whom Hippolytus has anything to say were definitely

Christian.

2. The author also adduces in favor of his theory the fact of

the occurrence, in an "old" passage of the Paris Magic Papyrus,

of the words: "I adjure thee by the god of the Hebrews, Jesus"

(ed. Wcsscly, 1. 3120). If, as some authorities suggest, the passage

be prc-Chnslian, it is undoubtedly significant. But so long as the

date of it remains essentially conjectural, no argument of any weight

can be rested upon it.

3. In the New Testament itself, however, Dr. Smith finds evi-

dence pointuig toward his conclusion. In Acts xviii. 25 we are told

of Apollos of Alexandria that, coming to teach in Ephesus, "^le
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was woiU to speak and teach accurately the doctrine of Jesus (rJk

mpl Tov lijaow)/* though "knowing only the baptism of John." One
who "knew only the baptism of John/' argues Dr. Smith, can hardly

have had any contact with the Guistian propaganda. Whence, then,

his knowledge of "Jesus"—unless there exii^, independently of the

Christian Church, and before it, a Gnoatk Jems cuh, of whidi

ApolloB wat one of the itineraiit preachers? The argument has a

oertatn frima facie effectiveness; hut Dr. Smith again shows a snr-

prising htilily of forgetting tlie context of his diosen evidential

passages. There are two consideratkMs which prevent the story

ahont Apollos from serving onr theorist's purpose so well as it at

first appears to do. The essential point of that story, as coneeived

1^ the author of Acts, is dear. The conception of the Holy Sfniit,

aad the doctrines of the power of the Apostles to impart it, aiid ol

its wonder-working presence in the Chntdi, may he said to be tfieo>

logical hobbies with that writer. Now "the baptism of John" (m
oontrast with the orthodox apostolic baptism) had come to he al-

most a tedmical term, signi^ing a ''baptism of repentance" merdy
in whidi there was no reference to the Holy ^rit and no imparta-

tion of it (cf. Acts, i. 15; xi. 6; viii. 16^ 17; Matt iii 11 ; Maifc

t. 8; Luke iil. 16; John i. 33). And (as is dear from the immo*

dialdy followtng pasage, Acts xix. 1-6) the fact that the disc^les

of Apollos had been baptized "into John's baptism," was taken as

synonymous with the fact that they "had not so much as learned

whether there is a Holy Ghost" Paul thereupon administers the

joint ceremonies of baptism and laying on of hands, and "the Holy
Ghost came upon them, and they spake with tongues and prophe>

sied." Now, at is not only possible, but even probable, that there

existed early communities of Christiana to whom the (probably not

primitive) doctrine of the Holy Ghost, and the tale of the marvels

of Pentecost, needed to be taught ; and in the Apollos-story we very

likely have the traces of some such episode. Certainly such an ex-

planation of it seems far more natural than Dr. Smith's, while it is

equally adequate to account for the peculiarities of the incident

recorded. It is, indeed, true (for the second consideration) that

we are told that Paul baptized these disciples of Apollos "into the

name of the Lord Jesus." This mit;bt
( thoiii;!i it need not abso-

lutely) imply that they had not before been baptized in that name.

Such an interpretation would undoubtedly make the whole character

of the doctrine and affiliations of Apollos rather obscure. There

seems to be ao inexplicable inconsistency between what is asserted
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by xviiL 25 and what is suggested by xix. 4, 5. But if the author

of Acts really intended to indicate that the disciples of Apollos had

not been baptized in the name of Jesus, his testimony would be em
more titifmrabte to Dr. Smith's hypothedt than it Is upon die other

Interpretation. For if, as Dr. Smith believes, Apollos's wbok teach-

ing centered about the "name" and the powers of a divine emana-

tion called Jesus, and if (as the text affinns) Apollos observed the

rite of baptism. It would be inconceivable that he should not have

baptized his followers "Into the name** of that divinity.

B. The term NaCiipm. For the pre-Christian use of this tern

Dr. Smith seems to me to make out a not much better case. Hit

principal arguments are these:

1. As every one knows, the traditional explanation of this ad-

jective as derived from the name of a Galilean town has long been

unsatisfactory. We have vety good reason for disbelieving tint,

in the first century, any such town existed.* Dr. Smith reviews the

variolis theories that have been devised for desling with this dUB-

culty and finds all of them—even Cheyne's equation of "Nazareth"

with Galilee—K>pen to reasonable objections. Yet the word, for

sotTic reason, played a great part in early Christian nomenclature.

Epiphanius says (Adv, Haeres. 29, i) that the followers of Jesus

were all called Nazorxans before they were knOMm as Christians.

The name persisted as that of a Judaeo-Christian sect who acknowl-

edged the Messiahship of Jesus, but insisted upon the observance
of all the requirements of the Law.

2. It is etymologically possible to derive the word from "^i, "to

guard, preserve" ; "J^^s Nazoneus" would then mean ''J^^us the

Preserver" or "Saviour." If this were the title of a divinity wor-

shipped by Gnostic Sects out of which Christianity developed, the early

emphasis upon the epithet would be naturally accounted for; while

neither the title itself, nor the emphasis on it. can be made intelli-

gible t'pon the supposition of its reference to a wholly obscure, and

probably non-oxistcnt. town

3. Kpiphaniiis speaks {of>. ext., 29, 6) of Sanap^a'oi who "were

In fnrc Christ and knew not Christ." This seems j^rcttv direct evi-

dence that the word was in use with some q>ecial religious signifi-

cance in the pre-Christian period.

This evidence, also, does not appear conchisive ; but it has per-

tinency and interest, so far as it c^oes. It may he that Dr. Smith

has here hit upon a hypothesis that may eventually yield fruit Yet

* See Dr. Smith't article in Tke Monist, XV, pp. 2S-45-
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even here he overstates the testimony of his sources, especially in

his treatment of the evidence of F.]Mphanius, which he regards as

so conclusive ' as to be "in fact the end of controversy."* Epipha*

nius, in the first place, expressly distinguishes the terms "Nazoraioi"

and "Nasaraioi/' and plainly differentiates the sects to whom he

ascribes those names. The "Nazoraioi'* were a Jewish-Christiaii

or Etnonitish sect, well known to us from the references to them
by Jerome and other writers^ as well at from the description of

^phaniua. They "adhered to the Law and practised cifcumcisioii,''

they "did not renounce tiie Law and the Prophets," but ''confessed

all things exactly as do the Jews,** "differing from them only in

believing on the Christ" (Epiphanius, Adv, Haeres, 29).* The
"Nasaraioi," on the other hand» according to the Bishop of Con-

stantia, were a pre-Christian sect, Jewish by race, and dasstfied by

htm among the "Jewish heresies"; while they observed the rite of

circumcision, the Sabbath and the Jewish feasts, tfacy condemned

sacrifices, ate no flesh, and rejected the Pentateuch, professing to

be in possession of a more authentic Mosaic revelation. If the

Christian "Naioraioi" and the pre-Christian "Nasaraioi" were, as

Dr. Smith contends, one and the same sect, it is curious that the

vegetarian regimen and the hostility to the orthodox Law, distinctive

of the latter "heretics," were not found among the former also.

Moreover, the "Nasaraioi" are the peculiar property of Epiphanius;

apparently no other patristic writer gives even a hint of tfieir exist-

ence. His own information about them he presents as having come
to him rather vaguely at second-hand (cvc 6 tit ^ftat iXSw Trepa'xc*

XSyot). Now a fact so significant as the derivation of Christianity

and of the original name of the Christian believers from so peculiar

a Jewish movement, could not have been unknown to other apolo-

gists and heresic^aphers. But Dr. Smith supposes that all save

Epiphanius suppressed their knowledge, because the fact ran counter

to the tlieor}' which they wished tO eittablish, about the origination

of the Church in the work of a personal Messianic founder. The
"Nasaraioi" were never to be mentioned, lest the whole fatal story

of the tnie descent of Christianity—now first revealed by a mathe-

matician of Xow <')rleans—shf)nld ))r g^iven away. The supposition

is far from plausible. .\ c^n ^piracy of silence so extensive and

effectual, about a fact that (according to the hypothesis) must at

* So Jerome: its Christnin rcciitinnt nt obscrvatioiies legit veterit mm
omittant.
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the o^m: hi>>^ ^rr-r aocwkics and tmdcniable. would be a truly

T.iiir r.r i vi:".ity:r: 5f hstoncal probobilzt^'. There is no reason

x< zhzi^k. ±-l: ibe early Oxristan » i kei had the wit to conceal so

ctKfftA^ftiy the skdetm in iheu closet. eAen if they can be suppc^Kd

to have been, for soose centuries, onanimo-s in a deliberate design

Lo do so. Nor coald scch mere e^-2.^ion have been a natural or

effective poBor for them. Frr their orponents. pagan and Jewish,

iTTOSt ha%€ knc»n lbs izci as well as they ; and one can well imagine

h<:iw rfw??taiitlT (rnider the supposed circumstances) the name "Na-

saraioi " w-oold have been thrown inlo the faces of the Christians,

and hyvk imperative it wo::ld have been for the apologists to dis-

cuss directly, and to explain away, the connection of their Church

ami (ioctrine wTth this (^t kyfotkrsiy familiar school of heterodox

prc-ChristT3n Jews/ Chrt of a sin^e description of a sect of "Nasa-

laioi'" by a late forrth-centrrv- writer of not the high^t authority,

who confessedly knew nothing about them at first-hand. Dr. Smith

fabricates a whole chapter of church hitter}- that is in the hi£:hest

decree pictrrcfM^ue and en^raeinir, b i]\iite impossible of belief.

The solitary testimony of Epiphanui^

—

in view of the counter\ailing

probabilities—is quite insufficient to assure tj? that there ever were

any such "Nasaraioi" as he describes. He was capaWe of a crreat

amotmt of ronfmion of names and of misapprehension of facts.

B- t assuming that the sect existed as described, the antecedent prob-

abilities concur with Epiphanius's own account of the matter, which

is that the pre-Christian "Kasarri'oi** and the "Nazoraioi." or early

Jewish Christians, were quite distinct bodies, with ditlereni tenets

and mstoTi s. with conflictine^ attitudes toward the Pentateiichal

Law, and, iridecd. with little in common beyond a similaritv of nam«.
Finally—and this is perhaps the greatest in the arcrument—Dr.

Smith entirely fails to bring: his pre-Cbnstinn Nasaraeans or Na-

zoneans into any sort of relation to a Jesus-cult. Tbe two halves of

his principal argument fail to connect. "Nazarene" may possibly

enoucrh have originally bf-cn an epithet having some religious rnther

than gco^rraphical import
;
thouf^h we do not know what that import

was, and the whole question is merely a held for ingenious and

* Itie reader tiupcct me of exacReratkm in ascribinir to Dr. SnHh
tin's linmnrotJS idea of a conspiracy of silence about the "NasnrnToi," let rac

quote bis own words: "The dumbness of other hercsiologists. .. .now becomes
more expressive than tfieir speech. It was just because they had wit enou^
to pcTrrivr tli • drtticfr of discussing these Nnsaraioi, that they maintained a
prudent but onnnuus silence, broken only by harmless allusions to their heret-

ical doctrines. But the valor of Epiphanias got the better of his discretion.''

Tkt Mimist, XV, p. 41*
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unverifiable conjecture. But at all events, the first-century Jewish

community who (according to Dr. Smith) had the name of Nazo-

reans, are not said, even by Epiphanius, to have lIlain^ined a cult

of a divine being called Jesus ; and the sect which did (aeoording to

Dr. Smith) mahitaiii such a cult was not called Nazorean. We are

stin a long way from the beginning of a proof of the existence itf

a Gnostic pre-Christian cnlt of l^pwv h Mo^oipcuof

.

III. The words Aitior^ and 4>i^mm, with their Aramaic oowk
terparts, were—so the next argument runs—quasi-technical terms in

Hie vocabohiry of Jewish Messianism ; they referred to the coming

and triumph of the hoped-for Redeemer of Israel or of mankind;

and the first preachers of the "Anastasis of the Qirist** could only

only have been understood by their contemporary hearers as herald-

ing the speedy fulfilment of this hope.—This contention Dr. Smith

bases chiefly upon two sorts of evidence.

t. An examination of both the classical and Hetlentstic use of

ddmntn, he maintains, shows that, when not qualified by other ex-

pressions, the word did not ordinarily or natuially suggest the idea

of resurrection from the dead; while it was veiy familiar in the

aense of the "raising up" or "bringing forward," through provi-

dential agency, of a prophet or leader or king or deliverer or "horn

of salvation." The latter use unquestionably occurs in the New
Testament, e. g.. Acts iii. a2, a6 ; Heb. vii. 1 1. But the other mean-

ing U, oi course, far more common; and I can see no reason what-

ever for supposing it to be a later or secondary meaning. The verb

is used—and used without Ik wtpw or other explanatory context

—

with the sense "to restore to life," in what was very nearly the most

famous passage in all Greek literature—the speech of Achilles to

Priam in the last book of the Iliad (550-551)

:

"ui yAp rt vpi^^tf <U«x^'^ *l*t iiiof

,

Tor naught shall it avail thee to moam diy noble son.

Tbon canst not nise him."

The same sense occurs ag^ain in a familiar choral ode of the

Agamemnon of /Kschylus (1361), and the Electra of Sophocles

(i39>. Dr. Smith assuredly knows these facts: he would, T think,

have dealt more fairly with his readers it he had exi)hLitiv mentioned

them—at least the Homeric instance—especially since he tnkes the

trouble to explain away the siq^nificance of Lucian's use of diaaracrw,

in tiic sense of "resurrection from the dead," on the ground of the
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lite date of tiK writtr. Thb mbUnUfe, it is cvidcBt, nmt ah»yt
hanrc beca aqnUe of taggntii^ tbe same lange of meuiings as the

oofffcipotidiiig vcfbi As for the Hdxew terms, the autiiar's dis^

cuisiop of than is no more cioawlDcing, It is tme that the caiisatifc

(Hipha) of G^, '"rise," does not occnr in the Old Testameni with

the meaning "raise from the dead" ; but the active form of the stem

is used to signify *Ho rise from the dead" in Isaiah xxvL 14, and

Job^ m. 12. Theae pertinent passages oar author likewise nqglcds

to qnotc Dr. Smidi*s sixteen pages of bibofcd reasoning on ltB>

pttstic grounds seem to me whoOy without vahnble resnlt.

2. A simpler piece of evidenoe» however, is found by the nudior

in 2 Timothy tL 18, whcie we are told that certain teachers, Hyme>
mens and Phiktns, declared that "the resurrection had already taken

ptaee.** It is a little difficult lo see how—even if we knew no more

about the meaning of this dnn the author suggests—the text can be

supposed to lavor the present theory of the original import of Anas-

tasis. For, in the 6rst place, the resurrection in question must be

either that of Jesus or that of Christian believers generally. But die

writer of the pastoral epistles surely cannot have deemed it a damn^

able heresy to maintain either that Jesus had already been "raised

up" as the Messiah, or had already been ''raised fitmi the dead."

The question at issue is, then, evidently that of the resurrectkHi of

the faithful: and iummt can therefore be used here only in dK
precise sense which Dr. Smith is intent upon showing tint it did

not originally bear. Furthermore, we know, beyond reasonable

doubt, just what Gnostic heresy is here referred to ; it is tiie doctrine

—fully described by Tertulltan and ascribed by him to the Vakn-
tinians, by Irenaeus to **the followers of Simon and of Carpocrates"—

that the true resurrection of the believer takes place when, by

the attainment of the saving gnosis, and through baptism, he is

delivered from spiritual death (Tertull., De Res, Camis 19, Di

Praesc. Haer. 33, Irenaius, Adv. Haer. II, 31 § 2). Other canonical

passages cited by the author in support of his contention arc even

more surprisingly irrelevant In favor of his theory about the

genesis of the Dogma of the Resurrection he cannot be said to have

offered any substantial evidence.

Though there remain certain supplementary points urged by

Dr. Smith in favor of his principal hypothesis, the foregoing exami-

nation covers all the arguments which the author himself appears

to regard as fundamental. The long concluding essay Saeculi Sileih
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Jim/ dealing with the relatively distinct probiem of the date and

anthorahip of the Epistle to the Romans, it is not poasiUe to con-

nder here. But of the main and most revoltitloiiary theory, that

idating to the origin of Qiriitlanity, it may be said, by way of

fccapitulation, that not only docs the author's own evidence, when
critically examined, &tl to yield any material ground for the theory;

but also that, in part, the theory is flatly contradicted by evidence

in his chosen sources, of which, for unexplained reasons, he neglects

to apprise his readers.

It renuuns to add that, while the foregoing examination has

dealt with tlie hypotiieses of Der vonhmilicke Jenu as if there

were no general, logical presumption either against or for them,

they really conflict with all the antecedent probabilities in such a

matter, and could therefore be justified only by the most over-

whdmiog masa of specific historical evidences. For the theory of

the book requires us to suppose that a being originally worshiped

as divine, came, in a century or so, to be thought of as a person so

definitely htnnan as the central figure of the Synoptic Goqiels: one

bom in plebeian family in an ill-esteemed province, who hungered

and thirsted, who lived with publicans and sinners, who (except

in manifestly late and corrupt passages) is represented as speaking

little of himself, who denied his own omniscience, who was be*

trayed and given over to a shameful death, whose serene faith was

transiently overcome in one awful moment of physical anguish on

the cross; whose story was associated with definite places and his-

toric characters, and whose brothers and kin and personal followers

were, in the early second century, remembered as real persons. The
Transformation of the Prophet of Nazareth into the strangle, oracu-

lar figure found in the Fourth Gospel, is conceivable; but the trans-

fonriation of a hcinp;- even more vague and superhuman than that

of the Fourth Gospel into the hero of the Synoptic Tradition, is a

process that passes belief. We are not without historic examples

of the apotheosis of prcat leaders of mrmkind ; but there is surely

no historic parallel for such a rapid and definite humanizing of a

metaphysical hypostasis.

Arthur O. Lovejoy.

THE FUTURE OF ARTIFICIAT. T.ANGUAGKS.

In The ^fnnist for i Jctober, inoy, there a])pcars an editorial

essay on "Artihcial Languages," which seems to me so full of rnis-

' Discussed 1^ the same writer in The Hibbtrt Journal, I, pp. jaB-334.
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oonceptions and wrong deductions, that I venture to reply to tlic

same. For this purpose it will be best to take such statements as

I consider erroneous, and reply to them seriatim.

Dr. Cams says: '*With all the interest we cherish for the pco-

motion of cosmopolitan ideals, we do not believe that the aim cm
be reached by the short cut of an artificial language,"

To this I would answer that this aim is only secondary, and that

the object of an international language is primarily of a more pno>
tical nature, namely to make communications between persons of

different mother tongues easier, whether they be travelers, commer-

cial correspondents, scientists, missionaries, or what not. Whether

or not a feeling!: of international goodwill springs up thereby (which

seems probable) is a second:\rv considerntion.

He continues : "We trust to n.itnre and hope that nature herself

will in the l<^n;^ rrn ^^ork nrt an internnti(mal lant^uacrc. not by a

formal a.^TeenKMit nor afTi-r the fashion of acts of international lecfis-

lature, but by natural growth. When the time will be r\vc the fruit

will be developed, and we see the time coming;- when one speech w ill

be understood all over the world. Esperantists are more enthu-

siastic and cannot bide patiently that far-away time. They think

that bv artificial metliods tiiey can improve upon nature's tedious

processes."

This is the most astounding utterance of a devotee of the "scien-

tific method" that I know of. Carried to its logical conclusion it

would kill all effort in any direction; inventions would be useless,

as nature will "in the long run work out" whatever is necessary,

"when the lime will be ripe." What is the use of "improving tipon

nature's tedious processes by artificial methods"? We might just

as well wait for nature to build our railroads and steamships; it is

certainly easier and requires much less effort.

The fate of Volapiik is then explained, and the reason of its

failure, but that is no argument at all against an international lan-

guage. As the first really practical attempt at the sohitkm of this

difficult problem it was remarkably successful, and that It was not

more perfect is easily accounted fbr by the lact that its "inventor^

was a coimtry priest who had never traveled and was more or less

ignorant of philology or foreign languages. How many of the most

useful inventions have been so perfect from the start that they could

not be and were not improved? To take one mstanoe out of many
and one whose evolution we can watch at the present time: How
many unsuccessful attempts have been made for the navigation of
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the air, and still the experiments continiie? So that the lashsre of

Volapuk and the probable failure of Esperanto are no proof what-

ever against the feasibility of the project And here I would at once

say that I hold no brief for Esperanto and am no Esperantist With
almost everything Dr. Cams says against Esperanto I heartiljr

agree ; from very start I consider the alphabet too large, because

it contains difficult sounds and such as are too similar to each other;

and the use of diacritical signs is highly objectionable. Even MM.
Coutuiat and Leau, who in their Histoire de h UrngM wikuerstUi

have carefully analysed about sixty projects for such a language^

and who strongly endorse Esperanto and consider it by far the best

so far produced, devote thirty-three pages out of the sixty on Ea-

peranto in their book to criticisms and suggestions for improve^

ments. Although these suggestions arc almost all very pertinent,

not a single one of them, so far as I know, has been adopted by the

Congress of Espcrantists. This is sufficient proof to show that

esperanto, such as it is, is unfit to become "the" international lan-

guage, and if all these improvements were adopted, it would no

longer be "Esperanto."

In passing I would say that personally I consider "Bolak" as

by far the best attempt so far made, even if the vocabulary is some-

wbnt (iiffinTlt : it^ GTP.mmnr is certainly the most Inj^irn! and the

easiest, and with some small chanc;(?s cotiH he iiiade to answer the

purpo<;e r^erfectty. But this is of course a personal opinion and car-

ries no weight.

The editor fa\ ors "English as a world-speech" and says that

it is "far easier hti 1 mtich more useful to learn English than Es-

peranto." There is no doubt that English to-day is far more useful

than Esperanto, as English is spoken by about 200 millions and Es-

peranto not even by one million. But that it is "far easier" can

certainly be disputed with very good reason. There are many tnist-

worthy cases on record of persons having leamccl Esperanto suffi-

ciently well in a week or two to be able to correspond with the help

of a dictionary. And there are cases of persons and even children

below fifteen having learnt Esperanto in three to six months suffi-

ciently well to speak freely and even to make public speeches. Can
such a claim be made for English or any other living or dead lan-

guage? And I agree that Esperanto is not "as it claims to be," and I

personally think that an easier language can be invented." But

here again it must be borne in mind that it is not absolutely necessary

for such an international language to be so extremely easy, although
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ease of acquiahiofi is of course a great desideratum. The object

of such a language ts to serve for everybody as the "second*' hm-

guage, and the only one outside of one's motfaei^loogue (philologisls

or others taking qiedal interest in languages of course excepted.)

It will therefore, once such a language has been agreed upon, not

be necessary any more to learn two, three or more fiordjgn lan-

guages, in order to be able to travel in comfort, to correspond with

foreigners, to read the most important scientific works, etc. Nor is

such a language in reality intended for the present grown-up gen-

eration, but for future ones. It will therefore be taught in schools,

and even if its vocabulary for instance should not be so "inter-

national" and therefore so easy as Esperanto, it would still require

much less time for its study ant! ir.tich more time could be devoted

to other studies m schools than at ])reseiit.

But this is a digression ; even if English were as easy as Dr.

Cams claims, which is bv no means the case, it would never be

officially adopted as the international langfuage, because other na-

tions would very justly object to the threat advantage Eiii^lish-

spcaking nations would thereby enjoy. Rut the Encfl'^h orthography

alone is sufficient to prevent I-'.njrlish from ever being voluntarily

accepted as the international language. And he is right in saying

that a reform of English sj^Iliug would not help much or would

make matters worse. The fact is that the English alphabet is woe-

fully deficient for the sounds it must interpret, and although the

editor seems to dclii^ht in the incongruities of English spelling, I

doubt whether there arc many who share this delight with him. He
says: "We must here enter a second protest against the statement

[of the Simplified Spelling Board] that the traditional English

spelling is a puzzle to the stranger within our gates. The writer

at any rate knows from his own experience that his only difficulty

with the English was its pronunciation, while the spelling was one

of the greatest helps to enter into the very spirit of the language.

In foct it almost seems as if ^e spelling were made for foreigners

and if English were spelled phonetically it would add immense
difficulty to such students." Now it might at once be said that much
of the difficulty he found with the pronunciation resulted from the

spelling, and if it had been spelled phonetically, this difficulty would

have been much less. But leaving this point aside. Dr. Carus can-

not take his own experience as an objective truth. He commenced

the stud\ of English, as he himself says, "at a comparatively late

period in my (his) life"; he had a University training, a perfect
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knowledge of Latin and Greek and probably of Old German or

Anglo-Saxon, and he has a special taknt for acquiring languages,

-as evidenced by his veiy thorough knowledge of English, his pro-

ficiency in CSitncse, etc How many of those who ktm English have

these advantages? I venture to say, not one per cent ; and I doubt

whether even he would have learnt it so well and so easily, if he had

not lived in a country wheie English is the national language. Dr.

Cams says that the gh in ''through" reminds him of its derivation

from the German durch, in "though" from dach, etc.; what pro-

portion of those learning English spelling* whether natives or for-

eigners, are reminded of these etymologies? And are all foreigners

studying English, Germans? Is a Frenchman also reminded of

dimh and dock ? They only see that this gh is not pronounced and

seems quite arhitrary, and that augh is pronounced in about half a
doeen different ways, according to the word in which it is used

toiig^, thong^ through, thoroi^hi plou^, cough, etc.). To the

vast majority of those for whom an tntemationa] language is in-

tended and even to persons whose mother-tongue is English, Eng-
lish orthography is an inunense stumb]ing<-b]ock; m no other lan-

guage are there so many dictionaries in use, almost at every one's

dhow, to clear up doubts in spelling, and it is common cause of com-

plaint in business houses that it is difficult to find clerks who know
how to spell correctly. Even university graduates are often bad

spellers; at least I saw such a charge brought against an entire

3»radiTating class at Harvard. Dr. Cams puts the blame for the

difficulty children in English-sjieaking countries have in learning

to spell correctly on "the methods of teaching orthography" and the

**spelling primers," which "appear to be devised for the purpose

of stultifying the children and making the study as hard for them

as possible." If after ncfcs of instruction and with all the advances

made in pedagfogy within recent years this is the state of our "spel-

linfr primers." the fault seems to lie not so much in the primers ns

in the orthography itself, anr! the utter absence of any system that

can be intcllig-cntly applied to tlie spellinj:^ of En,^lish words, except

by learning the spelling of every word by heart, just as a Chinese

has to learn cvcrv character in his language by heart Tlic saying

of the late PreM.1 it McKinlev* which Dr. Cams cites, that "that

man mrst be a fool who could nut spell a word in several ways,"

was certainly intended as a joke, or if meant in earnest, is on the

•By "our great martyr president" (Monist, XVII, 6tf) the editor had
reference to Lincohi and not to President McKintey.
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same level as that other saying of his that "a chop coat makes a

cheap man," thereby putting a man's worthy not in his character but

in his clothes, and foigetting that in the eyes of a swell, McKinley's

own coat undoubtedly appeared "cheap." The lact of the natter u
that no businets house will knowingly engage an office man who
does not spell correctly, and that the difficulty of English spellmg

is therefore a great drawback and detrimental to its ever being

adopted as an international language, e\'en if there were no other

objections. Bv.t international jealonsy and rivaln^ would prevent

its adoption, even if Entr^sh were m all respects fitted for such a

purpose. I do not say of course that English is not largely tised in

interrtntional dealings at the present time, but an ''intemational"

language m the real sense is not this accidental use, but its formal

adoption by all the leadmj^^ nations for such an object. A short time

ago French was the language most in vogiie for this purpose, and it

is conceivable that m the future some other nation may take the

lead in world politics or commerce. In that case should Russian

or German or Japanese or Chinese be nsed as the international

language? Certaiiily neither of them could he called "easy." But

to show that it IS nut necessary for the spelling to denote the deriva-

tion of a word, take for instance the Italian and Spanish language
Are these any more difficult and puzzling; because "filosofo. foto-

gjafo," etc. are spclied with an / insteati of a ph"? Not in the least;

on tlie contrary, according to my humble opinion these langtiages

and specially Italian, are much easier than English, and as they are

also much more euphonious and, not belonging to any world-power,

would not give rise to so much opposition and jealousy as English,

either of them, but specially Italian, would be much better adapted

for an hiternatkmal language than English, if any of Hie fodadog

bmguages would do, which I doubt The spdlmgr of Italian and

Spanish is almost phonetic and with a few slight changes could be

made entirely so ; after learning a few simple rules any one can read

Italian or Spanish at sight, without understanding a word of these

languages, while it is absolutely impossible to read English without

knowing eveiy word and even the meaning of sentences^ as some
words are differently pronounced, according to whether they happen
to be used as a noun or a yerb.

Another reason why English (or any other living language)

ought not to be taken for an intematioaal one is that they are oon*

tinually changing and adding new words, slang phrases, etc whicli

eveiy foreigner would have to be continually leaning, while an
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artificial language* not being used colloquially among people of the

same nation, would remain stattonaty and would adopt only such

new words as would from time to time be oflidally promulgated

by whatever central authority would exist for this purpose. How
many to-day can read and understand the English of three or four

hundred years ago or of even a nearer period? The editor says:

"If the majority of people make up their minds to spell a word In

a certain way, we for our part are willing to submit, and if the

spelling is not sensible we can yield to the popular demand without

great compunctions of conscience." This may be admissible for

one's own mother-tongue (though I deny it even there), but it cer-

tainly will not do for an international language. Should the whole

world be continually on the watch, whether *'a majority" spell a word
differently or attach new meanings to words? The very idea seems

preposterous and is a strong argument against the adoption of any

"natural'* lan^tage for the purpose we have in view.

He says further : 'The irregularities of our grammar are by no
means a fault of our languages but a very useful contrivance of

nature." Why this should be so is a mystery to me; we see that

as languages evolve to higher grades, these irregularities tend to

d!sapi>ear, (for instance, all newly made verbs in French end in er) ;

modern Inng'i'ages certain! v have fewer of them than ancient ones,

and English, the latest development of all, has the least. If "irregu-

larities have not been invented to bother schoolboys bnt to facilitate

every-day speech," then the most irregular ianf;uage ought to be the

best, and Dr. Carns contradicts liimself by extoilinp^ English as the

ideal world-language, when he gives as a reason for its becoming

so "the simplicity of its g^mmatical and syntactical construction";

it would not be simple, if there were many irregularities.

Another objection which he urges against any artificial lan-

guage is that if "certain roots shall have definite meanings and

certain endings shall indicate definite grammatical relations, the

number of word formations would be so great that we would be

embarassed by the wealth of the several n\o le'^ of expression." This

is the first time that I see this argument used as an objection to an

artificial language ; so far the objection has generally been on the

other side, that there would not be enough words to express all the

different shades of meaning. But I do not see the pertinence of the

conclusion ; only such words would be coined as are needed. Cer-

tainly it is an immense help to the memory, if from a comparatively
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small mimber of nxit words

pressed with tfw lic^ of wdl 5^^****^ suffixes.

Dr. Csrus says: "From among the maoy di0efent possibilitieB,

custom chooses one and stereotypes it to suit exact oonditioiia."

This is undoubtedly the case in Umg languages, but m an
intemattonal language, destmed to be everybody's "seoond" tongue

and not in everyday use among relatives and friends, no such "cus-

tom" would arise.

He says : "This process cannot be done by grammarians in the

study." About this opinions differ, but the fact that it has been

done and done sufficiently well to enable persons of different nation-

aiities to converse together at their ease, though by no means in a

perfect manner so far, seems to militate against this a priori rea-

soning. A great many authorities can be cited on either side of the

question, and if a philolog^ist like Max Miiller says, that an artificial

langiia^^e cnn hc^ rnnstmcttd "more perfect, more regular nnd easier

to learn" than !Kiii;r;tl lanc'iiag^c. which statement can be supple-

mented by that or many other eminent philologists, philosc^hers

and scientists, it carries at least as miich weight as that of any

number of other philologists, philosophers and scientists in Mjipo-

sition. A dogmatic "It can not he done." will not be decisu o in

view of the many discoveries and inventions that have been made
in spite of positive predictions that it could not be done. Let it be

tried, and if the first attempts do not succeed, try again and again;

then we shall see whether it can be dune or not. But even if all

philologplsts etc. were in the negative camp, it would be no prcxjf

whatever. History leaches us that the members of a profession

are generally ilu most conservative and opposed to any innovation.

See the opposition of the medical profession to Harvey's discovery

of the circidation of the blood, to Vesalius's discoveries in anatomy,

to vaccination, etc. ; the eng^ineers' objections to Stephenson's plan

for a railroad, etc. If Max Miiller has "declared one after another

of the world-languages to be the best possible attempt," it only

shows, if true, that he considered several of the attempts already

made sufficiently good and coming up to the dictum as just men-

tioned by bim. If therefore something better still is finally evolved,

it will certainly "fill the tnH" and be sufficiently good for all prac-

tical purposes ; it need not be "absolutely perfect," if such a thing

in any field of human endeavor is possible. Why should not Pkof.

Max Muller give "his blessing to Schleyer's Vobtpuk" and later to

Mr. Liptay's Gememsprache, when both worked in a field he so en-
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tIniBissticallj endorsed? This does not mean tliat Iw considered

every attempt the best possible one, but only that it was an improve*

ment on its predecessors.

The examples mentioned on pi^ 611 of a foreign child saying

"yon gain," when she meant "you win/' etc. militate against Dr.

Carus*s theory of using a living language with its many difficulties

and ambiguities as an international one. In such a language every

distinct meaning must have a special word, no matter whether they

have this in English or any other language. Because the word

"spring^' in English means one of the four seasons, a mechanical

contrivance, a jump, etc., is no reason why in an international lan-

guage each of these meanings should not have its own distinct

WCMXl, and then such errors become impossible.

The fate of Volapiik and the probable similar fate of Esperanto

and probably of others in the near future, is no argument at all against

such a language. Dr. Carus quotes from a pamphlet of Professor

Brugraann: "Volapuk died a natural death The movement split

into two camps. An international world-speech academy consisting

of seventeen members of twelve different countries sought to pre-

serve uniformity and union. The inventor of Volapuk, Rev. Schleyer,

was expected to join them, but he reserved to himself the right of

vetoing their statutes in all questions of imiversal lang^uag"e. A
union could not be attained and so the whole Volapiik movement

fizzled out." \\' hat does this prove? Thnt the inventor of X'olapuk was

imreasonahle, and nothing" more. Rut as V'olapuk was very imper-

fect, which as a first scrions attempt was only to be expected, it is

good for th( movement as a whole, that he was unreasonable and

that no union was effected.

Dr. Carus says: "Other philolop^ists who are found in the ranks

of Esperantists are Professors Schnchardt of Graz, Baudoin de

Courtenay of St. Petersburg:, and Jesperson of Copenhag'en, but how
Platonic their interest must be appears from the fact that they simply

sanctioned the idea without attempting an invention of their own,

in spile of being themselves trained philologists." This also is a

strange statement ; if they are Esperantists, why should they invent

another language? They probably consider Esperanto good enough

(with some modifications), or they would not be Esperantists. But

gT^nted that they consider Esperanto too deficient to become the

international language, has every philologist the time or the inclina-

tion or even the capacity for such a tremendous work? Must every

mechanician who is in favor of aerial navigation, try to invent a
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flying machine, in order to prove that his interest is more llna

Platonic? The very idea is absurd*

Dr. Cams makes fun of Esperanto by saying "that patro means

'father,' and patrino (literally translated 'fatheress') means 'mother' ;

junolo means 'youth/ and since the prefix mal denotes a contrast,

maljnnolo means 'old man.'" I see nothing" funnv in tins; such

formations are certainly a great help to the meniory, and while in

cases like "mother" there niir^ht be another word, yet it should be

allowed m cases of a lapse of mcmor)' to coin such a word with the

suffix for femininity. Tn Spanish hcrmano is 'brother," and her-

tnana ( literally '*brotlicress" or "female brother") means "sister."

The same is the case m tliis language and Italian with the words for

"uncle" and "aunt." etc. Has anybody called this an "amusing

feature" of these languages before? On the contrary, for foreicrncrs

trying to learn them, it is extremely pleasant. If Professor Leskien,

from whom Dr. Cams also (Quotes, cannot find any other objections

or must even mention these to strengthen his case, it must be very

weak indeed. W hat I wrote about "spring" applies also to his re-

mark on the wiir 1 "church," for "place of worship" and an insti-

tution like the Catholic "Church'; there must be different words,

as they denote different ideas. Such objections seem to me puerile.

Dr. Cams says : "At the nioniLiU when Esperanto was actually

introduced as an obligatory study in our schools and used for inter-

national purposes, the differences and divergencies of opinion as

to how best to meet them, would lead to so much trouble that

the whole structure would collapse.*' This does not seem to me at

all probable; the very fact that an international language (whether

Esperanto or any other) has been adopted by the leading nations

and introduced into the schools, would show that that language

had passed the era o£ "differences and divergencies of opinion,** and

it would be taught and learned like any other sabjecL In fact

there would and could be less occasion for differences, onoe that

stage is reached, than in many other subjects; there are oontinaal^

new ideas and consequently differences springing up in physici»

psychology, pathology, etc., etc, but that does not prevent these

sciences from being taught and learned and used in practical life.

Whether a majority of "Academies" are at preaent in favor ot
or against such a project, or whether they are imdecided, as secmi

to be the case, from the quotation of Professor Bnigmann's letter,

that they "refused any expression at all," is of minor importance.

This idea win have to fight its way against the conservatism of
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academies and specialists like every other great idea that ever orig-

inated in the brain of man. Eventually it will not be Academics

nor specialists who will carry this idea through, but men of affain

and action.

The statement tliat "languages are living organisms as much as

animals, and it is not more or less possible to create spiritual than

it is to create physical orp^nisms," is certainly open to grave ob-

jections. There is n( analog) whatever between a language and an

animal, except in a very symbolical sense
;

lan^iiaj^cs have been

created by men, though up to the present ihcy have not been created

perfect, but nobody has so far succeeded or is likely ever to succeed

in creating an animal, no matter of how inferior a kind.

That it is easy to construct such a language, g^mmar as well as

vocabulary, is by no means asserted ; that there are many difficulties

to be overoome, not the least of which is the apathy of the majority

of mankind, is freely conceded ; but that this dioald deter ns from
at least trying to solve the task, or that it is eo ipso impossible, not

only to invent a language fit for the purpose but also to have it

universally adopted, is strongly denied.

C STHAUS&
Colombo, Ceylon.

EDITORIAL comment.

While I do not believe that the adoption of an artificial language

which should serve as a universal means of communication among
people of different nationalities is feasible, I propose to have the

problem discussed, and will not hinder the good woik if such it be*

I am not an enemy to the propaganda, but on the contrary believe

that the discussion of the problem and attempts at constructing ^
universal language will prove beneficial. I have criticized the views

of the advocates of Esperanto, but from my own standpoint I wish

to give my critics also an ample opportunity to express their opin-

ions and to censure my own propositions. I will say, however, that

though I have given a careful perusal to Mr. Strauss's letter, I have
•not been convinced by his arguments.

I will dismiss at once a consideration of Esperanto because Mr.
Strauss seems to agree with me that it does not fulfil the require-

ments, but I will repeat here that in my opinion the use of English

would serve the purpose of an International language better than

any artificial language heretofore proposed, first because it is the
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easiest language to leam, and in tliis general statement I incltide

all artificial languages as yet invented. It is further spoken by the

greatest number of peo[)le on earth, and is likely to become in the

natural pr cess of comp€titiou the world language so much desired

by Espcrantists.

I grant that for the purpose of exj^res^ing one's thoiiLrht with

nicety and in an elegant form English is as difficult as any other

language, but for the purpose of conuunnicating in a rough way

our urgent needs English is quite rccommendable, and how well it

adapts itself to circumsumces can be seen by the formation of

pigeon English, which is a kind of literal translation of Qiinese

into English. It is by no means elegant English speech but it ful-

fils the needs of communication between the English and the Chi-

nese.

It seems strange that Mr. Strauss calls upon the authority oi

Max Miiller although he bears in mind my references to him on

the subject which suggest that Max Muller's support of any arti-

ficial bngiiage must not be taken seriously. There are men, and

somettmes veiy prominent men, who can easily be induced to lend

their name for any purpose that is not obviou^y objectionable, and

Max Muller appears to have belonged to this clsiss. The same Max
Mialler who endorses several artificial languages as the very best,

claimed that languages could not be made but originated through

natural growth.*

Mr. Strauss sajrs that to consider languages as living organisms

is "certainly open to grave objections,'' and I wiU say in reply that

this expression is more than a mere figure of speech. Languages

have become such by being used, by being spoken and understood,

and their vital physiological growth lies in the brains of men. A
language that lives in books only, a language which has never been

in practical use, is not a language but is an artificial design for a

language. I claim that it is as easy to produce as many artifidal

designs for languages as it is difficult to create a real language that

would be actually spoken and serve as a means of communication.

Our speech is a living language only because there are living struc-

tures in the brains of people into which it has been impressed, and

the difficulty consists in making the meaning of words agree to such

an extent that a sound uttered by one is understood by others in the

sense, or approximately in the sense, in which it was pronounced.

Languages themselves are mere vibrations of air, but a living speech

* Max Miiller used the Greek term Mra, not ^iow.
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is a complicated organism the vitality of vvhich ties in the cerebral

structures of living and thinking beings.

I do not deny the theoretical possibility of constructing a living

Ofganism, but I deny its feasibility and also its usefulness. In the

same sense I do not deny the possibility of constructing an artificial

language, but for all that I deny both the feasibility of it and its

usefulness. I believe that the international language which will be

spoken by all mankind on earth will come. I have the firm convic-

tion that it is bound to come. I also believe that those idealists who

try to create an artificial language for this purpose will act as pio-

neers in the line of these aspirations, but I do not believe that they

are called vpon to complete the work or that they wiii be successful

in their endeavor. Tliey arc and will remain voices crying in the

wilderness, and the fultihncnt of their hopes will be as different as

the Christ that was finally accepted by mankind was different from

the Messiah ideal of tlic disciples of St. John.

While I do not believe that we can make plants or even living

organisms by artificial means, I do not deny that we can improve

the existine: species. Mr. Strauss misinterprets my propositions

when he thmks that I would oppose progress or ridicule the attempts

at improving existing conditions, be it in spelling or pronunciation

or grammar, but the successful reformer in all lines will be he who
follows nature and builds upon tliose products which nature has

given us. Burbank and .\ilsson do not try to create new plants

out of inorganic matter but they take the plants which nature fur-

nishes us and improve them in such a way as to be more suitable

for our needs and purposes. Accordingly I suggest that the method

of reformers in the line of language should employ the same meth-

ods. Let tliem take fhe languages that exist and improve them.

English has, at least in my opinion, the best chance of beoomii^

the world language, but it is by no means the only language tfiat

competes for this place of . honor. I believe that to some extent

Spanish has also been eictremdy successful. It has conquered the

entire America south of the Rio Grande, and I would point out that

it also possesses qualities which would enable it to become acceptable

as a universal language.

Spanish has two great preferences over the English. One is

its sonorous sound, the other its spelling, hut I can not help think-

ing that the spelling problem is not quite so serious as Mr. Strauss

makes it It will be settled one way or another within reasonable

time, and while I propose to move slowly in the line of spelliqg
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reform, because the present method does not appeal to me, I am in

sympathy with the aaptratkm for reformed spelling, and perhaps

also for a teformed pronunciatioii.*

In theofy it is quite possible to construct a living antmaL I

learn that in one of the labonitories of Joluis Hopkins Univenitf,

organs of frogs have been so tiansferred that practically new aai-

mats are composed. The heart of one frog is mserted into another,

and if I can trust my informer (Professor Mall) kidneys have beea

inserted in cats and rabbits in out-of-the-way places where these

kidn^s continued their original function of filtering blood and

producing urea. The possibilities -of artificial combinations of this

kind are unlimited, but m my opinion the experiments prove as

little the feasibility of constructing an organism out of inorganic

dements, as reformations of speech, grammar, spelling, etc, justify

a belief in the creation of an artificial language.

Mr. Strauss will say that this is a dogmatic assertion and I

grant that it is. I can only say that those who believe in the con-

struction of artificial langfuages are welcome to try, and if they fail

to try again. I am wilting to watch the several trials, though the

lifetime of one generation will not be sufficient to see ail the failures

reciting therefrom. Mr. Strauss misinterprets my position in sev-

eral ways, and I will incidentally collect a few of his comments.

He thinks that I \\ou\d imply that the most irregular language ought

to be the best because I say that irregularities of grammar are useftd

contrivances of nature, occurring in the most used words such as

auxiliary verbs and other terms of common use. But I deny that

my view of the origin of irregular forms leads to the inference

which he draws therefrom. Irregularities originate according to

our needs, and to increase them beyond their needs would certainly

not be desirable. In the same way in rapid writing, such as short-

hand, we use certain abbreviations. Tlicy arc useful and serve their

nttrposc, bitt if \vc would abbreviate every word we would socm

find out that they would no longer be serviceable.

I believe that if an artificial language would really be accepted

it would ver}' soon introduce certain irregularities, abbreviations,

typical phrases, etc.. all of which would fonn exceptions or special

applications or peculiar modes of expression analogous to the ir-

*Thc l^ifl^ish speaking people might meet otlmr nationalitws half way hf
dropping some of their peculiarities of pronunciation. Tn my opinion there
is no reason to drop the g, k, and p, and other consonants before Uquids. At
any rate English speaking people can pronounce these letters as well as for-
eigners in such terms m pqrduc> gnostiCp gnome* knight, knifet etc
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regularities of the natural languap^cs. They all would have to be

lenmed m the same way as the G:rammar and irregular forms of

natural lani::ua{^es, and an artificial lanj^aiage would therefore have

not the slightest preference in tlhs respect over a natural languafi^e.

The choice of terms must be decided by usage. When I rei'erred

to the diflPerence of meaning in "you gain" and " you win," and

how these two words which originally meant tlic same had been

differentiated in English, I meant to call attention to tU<c fact that

siTch differentiation of meaning and an establishment of one definite

meaning must precede that state of a laneruage in which it becomes

definite and intelligible. So long as words may mean whatever

they imply by ety neology the language is still like a charade. Its

meaning nuist be guessed.

I expect to sec the dethronement of Esperanto from its present

place of prominence, nor do I doubt that other attempts will be made

;

—or rather I am cognizant of the fact that they are being made now.

Mr. Strauss seems to think that the construction of such a lan-

guage would not be easy while I take the opposite view. It seems to

me that such languages can be constructed with great facility upon

very different foundations, either upon the Teatooic elements of a
pan-German, or upon the several idioms of Romance speech. In

either case it would be easy enough to supply a grammar or a vocab-

dlaiy analogous to those in existence, but to make such a language

acceptable to the people, to introduce it, to impress it into the living

structures of human brains will prove to be a task beyond the power

of mortal man.

At any rate I fed sure that it could not be introduced by either

a majority vote, or by force or through the instrumentality of gov-

ernments, and if it existed, if it'were really accepted, it would still

be doubtful whether it would be a fit vessel to receive the thought of

scientific work as well as the poetry of the different nations. If it

would serve as a medium for commercial purposes it nught not be fit

for any other use.

The main objection to the English which finds the readiest echo

is the argument voiced by Mr. Strauss in these words: "The other

nations would very surely object to the great advantage English

speaking nations would thereby enjoy," However, it seems to me
that if English becomes the world language it will not be through

the consent of other nations but by sheer power of circumstances.

People of different nationalities must make themselves understood.
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and I believe that the English language has so far best iulhiled all

the requirements.

One reason why, according to Mr. Strauss, neither En^h'sh nor
any other living" lanp^tiae^e ou^ht to be selected for international

use is the fact that they are continually changing" and coiningf new
words, strange phrases, etc., which every foreigner would have to

be continually learning." I reply that if Esperanto or any artificial

language would become a real true international language it would
just as much continually change and add new words. If it did not

it would not serve its purpose. The introduction of new ideas, new
iriews, new a^irations, etc., require new terms, and if such modi>
ficatioos were exdtided from an artificial language it would never

hold its own against a truly living speech.

AUTHOR'S REJOINDER.

With regard to your reply I take exception only to the last

paragraph, wherein you imply that I made the statement that an

artificial language would not need new words'' from time to time.

I certainly think that it does need additions to keep np with the

progress of the world. But while in natural languages these new
words are coined either by the inventors of new "things," or by

popular usage, in an artificial hng^ iag^c it would be done sden»

tifically to fit into the structure of that language. And I ex]>ressly

stated in my article not that in an artificial language the introduc-

tion of new words and other modifications would be excluded, but

that it "would adopt only sudi new words as would from time to

time be officially promulgated by whatever central authority would
exist for this purpose."

AN EXPLANATION
To the Editor of The Momst:

Permit me to rectify an error, or rather give an explanation,

with reference to my articles on "The Third Movement of the iiarth"

which appeared together in the July Monist.

On page 401, lines 4 and 5, it is said that observations have

assigned to the movement of the third rotation a velocity of 48'

a century, which causes the rotation to be accomplished in 2,700^000

years.

^Translated from a perMml letter of M. Bcdan.
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Then on the last line on page 404 we read that the movement
is 46" and the rotation is accomplished in 2,800,000 years.

Here is a contradiction which would puzzle your readers and I

Owe you an explanation.

The number 48" is the result of mv personal calculations, and

46" is that given by the Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes at

Paris. The two computations differ by the insignificant amount

of 2*. When I speak of my personal work I use my own figures.

Under other circumstances I purposely employ the figures whicli have

been icieiitifically approved.

Moreover, I was fomierly in agreement with tiie Borcatt'of

Longitttde who then indicated 48*, but the Borean has changed its

computations and now gives a velocity of 46^.

If I had thoi:^||it that the two contradictory fig^jies would he

used side by side, I would have made them oonsislent

PiBRBB BmAV.
Paris, FkAnCB.

"THE THIRD MOVEMENT OF THE EARTH."

To the Editor of The Momst:
The aitide appearing in The Momst of July, 1906, under the

above quoted head, by Pierre Beslau is interesting from a certain

standpoint and ingenious ; but the author is handicapped in not be-

ing familiar with the mathematics of astronomy, and, we may add,

with descriptive astronomy. If the matter had been as simple as

M. Beziau seems to think, the labors of La Pboe, Le Verrier, Adams,
and a host of other mathematical astronomers would have been

rendered useless. The law of gravitation (which is that every

parttde in the universe attracts every other particle with a force

varying directly as the sum of the masses of the two particles and

inversely as the square of their distances apart) is the proximate

cause of a wonderful complexity in the motions of the heavenly

bodies. It has required the combined encr^. skill, and genius of

mathematicinns extending^ over three centuries or more of time to

reduce the apparent irregularities of motions nf the hcavenh^ bodies

to rccrnlanty. Thf most rrfrnrtorv of all ]ias been our nearest

neit^hbnr. the moon. She has up to the present moment successfully

deficfl them all. She has yet a small irreq-ularity which is a bone

of conleiuion auiong astronomers. Some say this irregularity is

accounted for by the slight retardation of the earth's rotation on her
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axis during the ages, due to tidal fnciion. Others say, "No. A part

of this irregularity can be so accounted tor, but not all." But for the

most part the motions of the heavenly bodies constitute a solved

problem ; or, perhaps we should say, a series of toived problems.

M. Bcdait's third modoii it the pretent dow dnnge in the ob-

liquity of the ecliptic (the path of Hie sun's apparent motkin wmong
the stars, the real path of the earth, regarding the snn as fixed in

space). He gives this change as 46" per century, given as 45^4"

per century by some authorities. Now, if tilts change were oonaCant,

the time would come when the axis of the eaith's rotatioii would be-

come perpemficuhu: to the plane of its oihlt; and stiU later the axis

would swing over until it would lie in the plane; thus passing

through every possible angle to this plane. But La Place raduoed

this motion and referred it to the law of gravity; and his compu-

tations have been since verified by other mathematicians. It b
found that this change in the obliquity of the ecliptic is due to die

change in the path of the earth's motion, due to the secular effect

of the attractions of the other planets—sometimes pulling her off

at an angle on one side of a fixed plane, and then on the other side

of that plane. This fixed plane is one established by astronomers

for the purpose of convenient reference for the orbits of all of the

planets. It coincides nearly with the plane of Jupiter's orbit. The
extreme swinp: of the earth's path from this plane is but 3". At
present the earth's orbit is about from the fixed plane. The
obliquity will continue to diminish for ages : but the extreme change

of the inclination cannot be more than 3** from its mean position.

Even if the third motion were a continuous rotation instead of

an oscillation, as it is, it would fail to explain glaciation. The mean
effect of a fixed ainonnt of heat radiated to^he earth from the stm

is the greater the more uniform be the radiation to the surface ; for

this reason : The production of ice and snow is rapid durinp;; the

intennission when the heat from the snn does not rcnch the earth

The greater the ice and snow, the pjeater will Ijc tin- [jortion of the

heat reflected back into space. Thi^ fact, generally ig^ni red by

writers on gflaciation, is that where ice and snow are formed the

cumulative effect of hc-it is nt a maximum when the radiation to the

surface is uniform. 1 Ins e onduion would be most nearly approxi-

mated when the earth's axis is perpendicular to its orbit So here

M. Beziau's reasoning fails.

M. Beziau attributes the change in the obliquity of the ecliptic

to a ciiange in the position of the celestial equator, or the equinoctial.
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and says, "tliis movement has been attributed to the ecliptic since

its discovery without protouiul investigation, and on this hypothesis

La Place and Le Veirier have rightly limited its extent. They have

not properly considered the hypothesis in which the movement would

belong to the cfjiTator. In that case they would be able to limit

neither its extent nor duration."

It is a sufficient answer to this statement to say : If the obliquity

were due to a change in the equator, a certain change in the declina-

tion of the Stan would result, white the latitude of the stars would

vary in a different manner. But if the obliquity be caused by the

change in the earth's path (the ecliptic) the case would he reversed.

Now it IS the fact that the latitudes of the fixed stats so change as

to he explained only by a change in the plane of the ecliptic itself.

A slight knowledge of trigonometry and a moderate familiarity with

the facts of practical astronomy would enlighten M. Beziau npon
this phase of his theory.

M. Beziait's so-called law that "The planets turn about them-

selves on an ideal axis pefpendicular to the plane of their orbit in

an opposite direction from their movement around the sun and in a

time equal to that of their revolution," is a law only so far as ap-

pearances go. To one located at the sun they would appear to so

revolve, and this is for the same reason that one looking oat of a
car window forward and to the right sees the landscape rotate to

the left, while if he looks forward and out the window at his left

the landscape appears to rotate to the right.

M. Beziau's statement is very far from the facts when he says

tiie rotation of the earth and moon about their common center of

gravity is the cause of the "principal irregularities/' "of the preces-

sion, the retrogression of the nodes of the moon, the nutation, the

oscillation of the lunar orbit, libration, etc." The fact is that none

of these motions can be so explained. The only effect of the rota-

tion of the earth and moon about their common center of gravity is

to make a slight sinuosity in the paths of their centers. In fact, the

change can be called sinuosity only when compared to the curve of

averns^e position ; the actnn! line of motion in each case being always

concave toward the sun, the center of curvature being^ always in a

direction toward the sun; the radius of curvature of tlio path of

the moon's center being long^er at new moon and shorter at full moon,

and the radius of curvature of the path of the earth's center shorter

at new moon and longer at full moon,

Libration is very easily explained, and is not a motion at all.
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but an apparent motion merely. The motion of the moon on its axis

is uniform, while the angular motion in its orbit is variable ; so when

the angular motion is greatest, the motion of the moon on its axis

appears to be slightly retrograde, and vice versa. Libration is an

apparent oscillatory swing of the face of the moon, giving us an

opportunity of seeing about four sevenths of its surface in the course

of the lunar month. Besides the libration of the moon in longitude

explained above, there is a libration in latitude due to the inclination

of her pole to her orbit, first nodding one pole toward the earth and

then the other, behaving as the earth docs to the sun and from a

similar cause. Again, a daily libration is due to the rotation of the

earth on its axis. If we see the full moon at six o'clock p. m., we
see a slightly different surface twelve hours later, due to our changed

relative position, 8000 miles at right angles to the line of sight.

Precession and nutation are firmly established on a mathematical

basis and by observation as well. The former is caused by the at-

traction of the stm and moon on the protuberant mass at the equa-

torial regions because of the oblateness of the earth's form. This

is not a direct effect, but a differential effect—the difference between

the attraction for the side toward the attractive force and that for

the side from it. There is no foundation for the statement that

attractive forces attract the centers of mass onlv. Attraction affects

every particle separately, the same as though they were in no wTiy

connected. Precession causes the pole of the earth to swing around

the pole of the ecliptic once in 25,800 years.

Nutation has a similar cause in the moon, causing the pole of

the earth's axis to describe a small circle in the heavens once in a

lunar cycle of 18.6 years.

Likewise the gradual change of the angle of inclination of the

moon's orbit to the ecliptic is due to planetary attraction, and is an

oscillatory change, not a rotation.

To go deeply into the mathematics of these questions would

require volumes. There are a large number of apparent irregu-

larities which M. Beziau does not mention, the change in the longi-

tude of perihelion, the rotation of the line of apsides, changes in

eccentricity of the orbits of the planets, and other smaller secular

changes.

It will be sufficient to say, in answer to his broad claims, that

practically all these apparent inequalities have been computed mathe-

matically and have been verified by observation ; and what will be

necessary for M. Beziau to do is to overturn the mathematics of I-a
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Place and nil the preat mathematicians since his time, if he would

convince the scientific world. His "third motion" is as inefficient as

were the cycles and epicycles of the old Ptolemaic system of astron-

omy.

And still further, M. Beziaii's third motion is impossible from a

mechanical standpoint. It is a well-known fact of mechanics that a

rotating body can have but one axis of rotation when roiating freely

due to its own momentum. If the body be impressed with forces

simultaneously or alternately tending to give it motion of rotation

about more than one axis a single resultant axis of rotation is pro-

duced about which single axis it will continue to rotate until some

other impressed force causes a new single resultant axis of rotation.

The gyroscope in its various forms is a practical illustration of this

fact of mechanics. A force brought to bear tangentially to a meri-

dian line of the rotating body will cause the axis of the body to de-

scribe the surface of a double cone, the center of otciHstkm being

the common apex, and this is just what happens to catise nutation

and (>rece8sion by action of the moon and sun. Much more is to

be found in the article by M. Beziau which may be criticised from

the standpoint of mathematics and physics, but it would be useless

to go farther; enough has been said to show how utterly untenable

is his theory.

Charles H. Chasb.

Lansing^ Mich., Aug. ip 1908.

ON HYPERSPACE.

To ihe Editor of The Momsi:

Although the statement of your position with r^rd to the

question of hyperspace, as given on page 471 of your current volume,

is in the main highly satisfactory, it seems to leave something to be

desired. When we are confronted by an apparent breach of the law

of continuity, it would seem more logical to explain it as the result

of a relative rather than an absolute limitation. If I walk three

paces and bring up against a stone wall I say, "Here is an obstacle

that I can not at present surmount ;" I do not say, 'This is the end

of the tmtverse ; there are no more paces beyond." That we are

three-dimensional beings living in a three-dimensional world is

beyond doubt : but it would appear logical to regard this dimensional

limitation not as inherent in the nature of things, but as due to
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some kind of const runt. In Knowledge (London, Inly. p. 157) H.

Stanley Rcdgrove submits what he ree^ards as a mathematical prooi

of the infinite dimensionality of spzce. Wiihout discussing the valid-

ity of his reasoning here I submit that his conclusion is in stricter

accordance with ihc laws of continuity than the ordinary assump-

tion. My object in writing this is to make a suggestion regarding

the kind of constraint to which our present limitations may be due

—a suggestion which at the same time seems to offer a solatkm ot

a difficulty tbat mast have presented ttaell to all students of thb

question. If matter may exist in a space of higher dimensioiii than

itself, why might not two-dimen»onal or one-dimensional matter

exist in our three-dimensional space? Now aHhough* for ai^go-

ment's sake, two-dimensional matter has often heen assumed, I have

never seen any suggestion of its posnUe nature. Let us suppose

an ether of three dimensions and matter consisting of modtfica^

tions of portions of this ether—vortices, strains, or what you wilL

If these be due to three-dimenskmal motions, we shall have three-

dimensional matter, hut if we suppose the ether constrained in sndi

a way that its motion shall be uniplanar (parallel to one plane)

then, although the ether itself remains tri-dimensioaal, the mateiial

world due to it will be two-dimennona! ; in other words, the matter

in this world, the natural forces, and so on will have, to all intents

and purposes, only two dimensions. The molecules, to be sure,

might r^ly have three dimensions—they might be vorlex-filaments,

for instance ; but so far as any mutual interaction is concerned—any

sense-perception, for example, exercised by organisms made up of

them, their world would be limited to two dhnensions. Now, if this

be so—and I can see no escape from it—we may in like manner have

a four- or five- or infinite-dimensional ether constrained to perform

all its motions parallel to a three-fiat. Its motion might peHiaps be

called by analogy **uni-tri-flat." Then we should have the exact

counterpart of our present rniverse ; and st^ch I prefer to thiidc that

it is. It would seem also perfectly legitimate to speculate about

what might happen if the constraint should "slip a cog" and drop

down to a four-flat constraint, or if it should be removed altogether.

All this is quite a.c:rccablc to your statement that "as soon as we

make an a priori coTi«:tr -f-tion of the scope of our motility, we find

out the incompatibility of the whole [four-dimensional] scheme":

only it views the incompatibility as due to some form of constraint

and nc. to the inherent necessity of a tri-dimensional world.

It is evident also, of course, that tlie idea of such a constraint
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is Cjtiite independent of tlie particular form that has been given to

it in the above suggestion.

Arthur E. Bostwick, Pii. D. (Yale).

New York Puiiuc Libkary, July 27, 1908.

A COMMENT ON PSEUDO-GTOMETRY.

The article of Mr. Qias. H. Chase on "Pseudo-G«ometry" in

the last issue of The Momst (pp. 465-467) has most oertunly been

weteomed by all mathematicians* deslroas of keeping our infallibie

science free from absurdities and chimeras. In fact it is surprising

how tiie fallacies of Lobatchevsky and Bolyai could find so many
followers. I maintain that Euclid's Ax. XI does not permit the

existence of what its promoters call "non-Eudidean geometiy*' etc.

Permit me to prove my position.

Two straight lines in a phme either intersect hi one point or

they are parallel. This fact is so simple that Euclid did not even

deem tt necessary to mention it as an axiom ; however, it is necessaty

to bear in mind, that he had no conception of an unlimited space,

plane or line, and that he reckoned with posUkfe magnitudes ex-

dusively. Intersecting straight lines converge towards their point

of intersection and diverge from it, which fact, if the point of inter-

section Kes within the illustration (drawing), can be observed hy
ocular inspection. It was the practical geodetist Euclid, who gave

in his Axiom XI the means to ascertain the direction of convergency,

if the point of intersection is at a distance. Now as much as the

sum of the two inner angles on the side of cnnvergency is less than

two right angles, so much does it exceed 180° on the side of di-

ytrgcncy, for the sum of all four of these angles equals 4 right

angles. For the case that the sum of the inner angles on either

side of the transversal amounts to exactly 2 right angles, this in-

dicates neither convergency nor divergency in either direction: the

two lines are parallel.

Euclid deduces from Axiom XI the theorem that parallels

infprsrct any transi'ersal at equal angles, which he makes use of to

prove, that the sum of the three nn^rles of a plane trianp^le equals

2 rieht angles. Perhaps it might luwc been of advantaq'e to g^tvc

the above wnrdincr to the axiom upon whi. li to base tfic theory of

parallels and make the present official v. r. line: ^ scholium.

Mav these explanations help to expe l from exact science a plnne

that in fact is part of a sphere with an infinite radius, a .triangle in
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which the sum of the angles is less than 2 right angles, and a space

of more than three dimensions.

Francis Rust, C. E.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MR. GERALD CATOR'S SCHOLASTIC GOD-IDEA.

Mr. Gerald Cator's article "Id Quo Majus Cogitari Nequit" is

indeed what he calls it, "a scholastic essay." The character of his

whole thought is scholastic and its deductions follow the method

of scholastic logic. Modem thought has become alienated from

this methoil of argimientation, and we feel sure that naturalists will

simply turn their backs upon it. Nevertheless the article contains

a good deal of thought which because of a general opposition to

scholasticism is at present neglected. We are keenly conscious of

the shortcomings of this almost mediaeval mode of thought, and it

seems strange that there are thinkers to-day who cling to it with

such tenacity. But modem thinkers, especially naturalists, arc apt

to overlook the objective significance of pure logic and of all the

interrelations implied in purely formal thought. It is for this reason

that we deem it worth while to understand scholasticism and to pre-

serve what is tme in it.

Mr. Cator is certainly right when he insists, "that if to any

degree we know anything, we can not be perfectly ignorant of any-

thing else. . . .Blank ignorance as to the nature of things is in the

strictest sense impossible Once tme, always tme, etc."—tmths

so often ignored by both the agnostics and the pragmatists.

Our thought indeed tells us something about the nature of

reality, and modem naturalists use the same scholastic arguments

much more than they themselves know. There is more apriorism

even in a man like Haeckel than he himself is aware, although the

modern naturalist is in the habit of denouncing apriorism and com-

monly thinks himself free from it.

The editor has treated Mr. Cator's subject in a recently pub-

lished book entitled God: An Inquiry into the Nature of Man's

Highest Ideal and a Solution of the Problem from the Standpoint

of Science, and there is an agreement in the titles themselves, though

Mr. Cator expresses it in abstract and more ponderous style for

which the Latin language is more appropriate, saying "/(/ Qmo Afa;W
Cogitare Nequit." Considering the result, the agreement as well

as the differences are obvious. While we believe in a center that
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can not be shifted or changed, we insist that the center is not ol an
individual nature, it is not a particular place, it is not a personality

after the fashion of man. The very expression "center" is purely

allegorical, for it is a center which is omnipresent; it is an ideal

center. It is a center only in the sense that the normative factors

of the world constitute a unity, a systematic and consistent whole,

but it h not local oor does it partake of any of the characteristics

of particularity.

Accordinplv wo sec in Mr. Cator's scholastic- trcattnent of the

subject an anthropomorphic statement of a truth of which he has

caught a glimpse, and the -^iGrnificance of which he iias understood

as an astrologer may grasp tlie grandeur of astronomical truths.

Editor.

A COMMENT ON "EVOLUTION AND THE SOUL."

I read with great pleasure Dr. Carus's thoughtful and original

paper in the April Mofusi on "Evolution and the Soul" and with his

permission would make a brief comment.

I am glad Dr. Carus bclie\es the universe is intelligible, and

that he does not ihmk the origin of hfe is an unfathomable mystery.

Dr. CaRis affirms that *
it may be considered as an established

fact that life is a function, not an entity or substance." Who has

established this? Are there not great physicists on the other side,

and does not Dr. Carus hypothecate his own contention when he

says that life is a "phenomenon sui generisV And how does he

know it is die "tendencf of certain elements to organise into life*

plasm?" Is it not well to remember that evolution is not a poten-

tiafity» but a path? Now a path cannot make itself, nor determine

who shall walk upon it. Dr. Cams is so enthusiastically a monist

that he heritates to say there are two things, soul and body. Yet

nund or soul may have been in some primeval atom, and while

mystericmsly united with matter mind may not have been an elHor*

eseence from it When we attribute an effect to the vibration of the

edier, to chemical or physical action, have we exhausted the whole

truth of things?

Dr. Cams states that "all existence bears in Itself the power-

of spontaneous motion." Is not this disputed by the great physicists,

for example. Lord Kelvin and Sir Oliver Lodge?
And does he not leap over the gulf (which he hhnself admits)

between the physical and chemical world and organised life by the
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phrase, "that every atom possesses subjectivity, a potentiality of

fe^linpf, out of which the soul of man is woven?" Is not this

Tyndall's theory, though I believe he abandoned it in his later

years?

Dr. Carus says "that mnul is nothing but the sum total of, and

the interactions aniong all these feelings." Is not this pure guessing?

How does he cross the g^ilf between feeling and volition, sentiency

and creations like the Parthenon, tiie Sistine Madonna, Hamlet,

and r/w Descent of Man ?

And I ask, how do we know that "character is a matter of form,"

that "life is simply a question of form ?*' Dr. Carus affirms that the

material form produces the feeling. But may it not be tint the

feeling produces the form? Can blind foms create an infceUigent

soul? May not life, which is dependent on matter for iu (toiom-
enal appearanoe, be independent of it? Do things come to their

fruition, not by the higher but by the lower element?

The Rev. James G. Townsend is a pieacher highly reapected

among the fraternity of Unitarian ministers, and we give pnblidty

Id his criticism to sliow our readers the problems implied and what

men of a different position have to sayon these subjects ; but we hope

we shall not be obliged for that reason to Te|>ly to aU the questiotts

that he laises, because they would actually demand the writing of

whole volumes in order to be thoroughly answered. We can only

say tfiat the monistic world-conception is simple and <fispoees of

many problems which in a dualistic philosophy become extremely

involved and improbable. We can see die mind of a child grow in

perfect parallelism with his body according to the amount of expe-

rience that he imbibes. We have every reason to assume that the origin

of the soul takes place simultaneously with the origin of the body, and

so we come to the conclusion that life, the activity of a living organ-

ism, is not a substance but a function. But even assuming that

life were not a function but an entity, the difference of life

tendencies would originate according to their different forms and so

even on this assumption character would remain a matter of form.

That certain elements have a tendency to organize into life

plasm is a matter of observation, not of theory. It can be verified

as well as the other fact that under special conditions some elements

Jahbs G. Townsbmix

Jambstowm, N. Y.

EDITORIAL REPLY,
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liave the tendency to cfystalfoe. The same is true of feeling. That

feeling originates is a matter of experience and questioii is

merely how to interpret its origin. The doalistic explanation advo*

cated in former centuries roust be regarded a &ilafe on aooount of

the extraordinary complications which it involves, while a monistic

conception has so far proved satisfactoiy before the tribunal of

science. The only objections which have been raised against monism
have been made from the standpoint of religion on account of its

'

insufficiency on moral and emotional grounds. And here I bdieve

that a deeper knowledge of the facts will enaUe us to talce an attitude

tliat will overcome these objections.
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Dm PtRSOKENNAMEN IN DEN KkiI SCHRTTTrilKUKnKN Al'S DER ZeIT DER KoNTG«
vos Ur vsv Isin. Von Dr. P. Engclbcrt Hubcr, O.F.M. Assynnh-y f^ischf

Bibliothek, herausgegeben von l-ricdrkk Delitssch und Paul Haupt,

XXI. Leipsk : Hinridis, 1907. Pp. viii, jq8. ^rioe 36 m.
This volume contains the followiiiK cha|iters: (i) Prelace; (a) List of

ahbreviatiofis used in the book; (3) IntFodactkm; (4) EnninentkM of tfie

several texts and publications from which the "personal names" have beeo

extracted. This paragrapli cnilx>dies also a disciis*;ion of thr "mode of dating**

the tabletii, of the "nomenclature of the mouths," etc. ; (5) The formation of

the ''personal names"; (6) Classilicatton of names; (7) Names of women;
(8) The "sacred names" used in the formation of the nomina propria, such as

"names of gods." "sacred districts." "sacred cities." "sacred Kultsldtien,"

"sacred symbols." 'sacred Kullf^rgt'ttsliittdr." "(Icitird kings," "foreign deities";

(9) List of personal names" occurring in the documents of this period, so far

iniblished. This list is followed bur an enumeration of the '^nsnes of gods,"

"names of deified kings," "names of temples," "names of ctties,** ^names of
rivers," and all other "predicative dements" whidi form part of the "personal

names."

Seeing that the most important part of the book is the "List of personal

names," I shall confine myself to that chapter. Right here, however, I must
mention the fact, in order not to be misunderstood, that Huber, having been
a pupil of Professor Hommel, wOllld naturally follow quite closely in tfie

footsteps of his teacher and master. Not only in the introductory chapters,

but all tlirougli the l)ook. in the several notes and explanations, wc can detect

the teachings of Professor Hommel, which arc, though very often quite in-

genious, mostly against the reviewer^s own concepti«m of the rdigion of
Babylonia. It would, therefore, be entirely out of place here to argue against

them with the pupil, instead of the master. Apart from this very marked in-

fluence every student of the religion and history of the Sumerians and Semitic

Babylonians will know, I am sure, tliat most cordial thanks are due to Or.
Huber for his labors and pains in having put before the scholars and the
public in general a compendium of names whidi reveal to us the very heart
fhrobbittgs, the religious aspirations, feelings and teachings of a people living

about 700 years !>efore the time of Al>rrib.Tm ,; e , nt nboirt 2700-2300 B. C.
In fact, tlie contents of tins l><x>k are so nnportaut tli.it no student of rclitrion

and history, but especially no student of the Sumcnaa and early Semitic

Babylonian language, will be able to do without it In f^ttoH, tiie names coo*
tamed in this book are a veritable mine of information.
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On accoant of the importance of these names it is the more to be regretted

that Huber was not quite criual to hi'; task, that he was not able to do justice both

to himself and the naiiu-^ liere treated. It almost seems to me that the author

undertook a subject whicli was and is somewhat beyond liis capacities both as a

Sumerian or Semitic linguist and as a student of fetigion»—and this notwitfa"

standing the fact that Huber himself is a theologian.

When u^ing this book—in order to be reasonably certain of either the

proposed readings or translatioTT^—^the student will have tr> refer constantly

to the original, so little relial)lc are the readuigs and translations. Single

signs and whole groups of signs have been either misread, or misunderstood,

or left oiit» or wrongly divided, or wrouigly connected. In some instances only

the first half of the name is given, while the other half is left out. In other

instances the frrst half of the name 'Emitted, whW^- ihe otht-r half is re^i*;-

tered. Sonietmies the otTicial title of a person has been made to be part of

his name» while at other times what was considered to be a title and hence

waa omitted in the transcription, fonns an integral part of the name. The
a^ihabetical arrangement is most careless, thus preventing the student, in many
cases at least, to find the exact place where a name may or may not have been

registered. Considering all thc??e shortcomings, it is with a great deal of

regret that we have to say that Huber had under discussion one of the finest

subjects Iram a religio-histork standpoint, but he miaaed hb opportunity I

To give and correct here all the mistakes, misreadiags, and unstrana-

laliaos voilld lead me too far. I shall confine msrself, therefore, to a few
most flagrant examples, which would justify the above-given criticism.

P. 41a. ni-ku in A-u-ni-ku, tlumgh followed by lugh, is a title. P. 42a.b,

Ab-ush( \)-sitM-shng-ga, Ab-ta{ \)'shu-jhag-ga and Ab-ba'Ujk{ [)-shu-shag-ga

are one and tiie same name. P. 44a, the nm, in A^genm, bekmgs to ^e title

tiu( \ )-ba>tda-^uti, whidi followa the name. A-gish( ?)-gibil-gim is, of course,

identical with tlie name read on p. 41I). A-ha( \)-btl-gim. P. 4'n, a-mur, can

never mean, according t<> Assyrian grammar, "xirhfl A-mur-En-zu mean'^ "be-

hold, oh Sin I" Thi^ also against the corrections on p. 208, where the translation

**ieh sekMU^ii proposed. /f^cAuHMn-fk means *'A is god." A-c/UhbO'-am has to

be transcribed A-chu^giiha-am (or qSfuhamh Le.,"A.has ghren,*' or "is the

giver'* <i. e., of life or of a son etc). P. 46a, Al-la-bil has to be read pa-al

shoHgu-ne. P. 47a. Ama-ra-ki-ag-ra is no nom, propr,, but signifies "to his

beloved mother, ' notice the verb ba-an-na-gi-in which follows it. Slum in

Ama-shim is the sign SHIM-^Pl. P. 47b, the first three names, b^inning

with apin, are no nom. pr., but official titles. On p. 48b we are told that Awf
go^i is the father of Nam-gin-lur-na-mu-lar. But on pp. 138b, 139a the latter

name is divided into two, i. e., Nam-f^in is said tri he the son (lur) of Na-mu-

tar and r)f .Icuti-f^a-nil Does Huber call this unifui mitv or will he deny in the

face of this example that he liad not the faintest idea oi wiiat he was register-

ing? The passage from which these names are taken reads '*so and so much
for AMOgrMiti't^t M» and so mudi for nam-gin-tur Na-m»-4ar*dum»-nh'* i. e.* "for

the 'child's service' of Na-mu-tar, his child"; in other words, ATa-mn-far was a
daughter (

' !nn=amatu,nam'gin=atntutu . nam-f^in-tur=amtulu sha martu, or

something like \i) oi Azag-ga-ni \ both, father and daughter, have hired them-

selves out and receive their wages 1 P. 49a, Asag-lal does not belong to the nom.

pr,SkesMt^ta,t«t p^isaa. The^ ni stich names 9sA'gOr'g»,A-gMih-gar'n,
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A-gu-gu, A-gul, A-da-da, A-lul-lul, etc., etc., is not a part of the name but

signifies *'hire, wages," i.e.. A-=ihilat, see B.E., XVII, part i, p. 58, note 13.

P. 49b, the names E-a-gal (read galu)-bi and E-a-gal-gu belong together.

Neither ist der Mann des Worte/' nor "E. ist der Mann von Gu" is a

correct translation. The sign read bi or gu is the same as that of REC 555.

i. e., it is dnq. Br. 5891; Meissner 4216; cf. Thureau-Dangin, Z. A., XVIII,

120. X Gain duq again is an abbreviation of galu duq-qa-pHr=pacharu, "pot-

ter," cf. 11 R 58, S7b. dingir duq-qa-pur=ilu E-A shd pa-cha-ri. Both names,

therefore, have to be translated "Ea is (was) the potter," i. e., "Ea has formed,

created those persons." P. 51a, the "15" does not belong to E-zi, cf. loc.

cit., col. III. 14. Edina has to be read RIQ or SHIM and is an official title.

P. 51b read En-ud-snd [shu]. For En-{d)Ba-u read A-SHAG azag (d)

Ba-u. En-(d) Nannar and En-{d) Innanna-Unuk are no proper names but

signify "priest ipaskishn) of N. and I." En-Hi-ki is likewise not a proper

name, but dumu En-lil-ki means "a Nippurian." P. $23 Erin-da, Ib-da (pi

52b), IT-da (p. 55b) are one and the same name; the first reading is the only

correct one. P. 52b, gal-til does not belong to Igi-bar. P. 54a read I-be-Sin.

P. 54b Ish-da-gan is only the second half of the name, cf. p. 154a, above. P.

55a. ni-ku does not belong to I-til (I-til-a=ln-til-la\). U-tdin has been mis-

read; read {sham) Shim-e and cf. Em-m (=jAatN)-jM'tf»-ma, p.5ia. The same

misreadings we find again in U-edin-Ba-u, Lugal-M-edin,Nin-u-tdin. P. 5Sb

after UtM-ma-.\'ina-ki the TAG has been left out, for this name and its pro-

nunciation see Br.. Meissner. and Thureau-Dangin. P. 57a, for Uru-gal-gir-

uru read Ush galu gir-nita, i.e., "Ush, the shakanakku" \ (Uru)-dun-gi-sib-

kalam-ma has been registered already on p. 56b. P. 58a, read Gir (or Ur)-

ra-ur-sag for Uru-ra. Gin-ush-shal-mach (p. 59a) and pa-al (p. 59b) after

Ur-E are titles. P. 6oa and p. 70a read Ur-en-gal (instead of ku\)-du-du.

P. 60b read Ur-Ba-gd (instead of W!). P. 6ia read Ur-lil (for gal)-U, cf. p.

64a. P. 69b read Ur-su-[ab] and the name immediately following Ur-du(l)-

shar-gub-ba, cf. p. 63a. P. 70a read Ur-En-xu ( ! for m). P. 75a read for

Ur-(d) ba-dug=Ur-{d) Dul-shar-gub. P. 76a read Ur-Engur (for (rf) gar).

P. 77a read ( ]-an (d) Ba-u for Ur-(d) dingir-ba-u. P. 75>b sub Ur-

kat-kal cf. Mi-da with Uri-da (p. s6a) ! P. 82b read Ur-(d) En-Hl-ld for

Ur-(d) Sa-lai P. 83a Us-nam is interesting. The tablet from which this

name is taken is an "inventory," the line in which this name (I?) occurs

reads us nam-banda NIM-AN-ra, i. e., "the goats (=us) of the prefecture

belonging to NIN-AN," for which see also B. E., XVII, p. 4, note a
But sapienti sat!

Huco Radau.

Philadclphia, Pa.. Aug. 26. 1908

Two publications lie before us which are an exposition of the bitter con-

troversies that have ranged in Philadelphia concerning the dignity and ability

of Prof. H. V. Hilprecht. We have abstained from making any reference to

this ver>' important affair, and do not now propose to enter into the details

of the discussion. Tlic publications before us contain a thorough exposition

of the subject, and one of them, published by Professor Hilprecht himself,

contains all the documents, evidences, and statements that have been offered

pro and con. We learn that Professor Hilprecht is again in Europe, and fur-
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ther books of his arc in preparation. He ha«? most assuredly done enough

valuable work to be regarded as a scholar oi tirst rank, and his labors are

not yet completed. It appears that the much mooted temple library of Nippur

is after aU a reality in ipite tA the denial of Professor Hitprecfafa caaoriesi

lor Dr. Radau is busily engaged in copying and editing its text It mnaina
to ht seen how much our knowledge of the Orient, its history, culture and

religion will be increased after their prospective publications appear. The
first book in question is entitled 77i< So-Called Feters-Hiiprecht Controversy

and eontaiat two parts, first the Proceedings of the Committee appointed hf
the Board of Tnutees of the University of Painsylvania, secondly, Supple-

mental Documents, Evicfence and Statement It is published in Philadelphia

by A. J. Holmati 8c Company The other publication is a mere pamphlet en-

titled A NoH'ParUsan I 'ietv of frofessor HUprecht's Work, and contains two

essays, the second being Professor Hilprech^s Views r^iarding tfie Nipftar

TaUels from the Standpoint of an Asqrriologist

The controversy has done ver>- little good and so far as we can see only

harm. Tf it contains a lesson, it is that we should try to overlook the attacks

or insinuations made bv one worker concerning the ability or even honesty

of a colleague. It may then be hoped that similar occurrences will not be

easily repeated.

Th£ Scope and Content ok the Science of Anthropology. By Juul Diesi'

rud, A.M, Chicago: The Open Court Publishing C6., 19O& Vp. 9oa
The andior is a catalogue reviser on the staff of the Library of Congress,

and the present book is the outcome of experience with the worries and per-

plexities which haunt the prnff^^innnl classifier. Mr. Dicserud is preeminently

qualified for the task he has uiuiertaken from his experience as classifier and

later as lihrarian of the anthropological books at the Field Columbiao Hnsemn
Library. In his introduction the antiior t^es occasion to bring out a few

salient landmarks in the evolution of tlie science of anthropology. Part I

contains forty pritre-^ devoted to a study of the qne';tion, what anthropology is,

and in this are discussed all the various piiases of the science of man and
the several lesser sciences into which it has been divided by different author-

ities. The next tiiirty pages are occupied %irith a careful sdieme of dasrifica-

tion which will prove invaluable to librarians. Tlie largest part of the book

contains a very comprehensive bibliography from the time of Magrtti<; Hundt

whose work was published in 1501. to 1905. In connection with each book,

whenever possible, some idea is given of tlie treatment, either by quotation of

the antiiof'a defidtson of his subject, or by list of contents or both. The ap-

pendix contains lists of "Anthropological and Ethnological Societies and their

Publications," "Leading Ethnological Museums and Museums Containing Eth-

nological Collections," "Proceedings, etc., Examined of Anthropological and

Scientific Societies," and "Periodicals Examined." An index to the authors

enumerated in the Bibhography, completes the work.

Th« New Schapp-Herzog Encyclopedia op Religiot s Knowledgb. Edited

by Samuel Macan}i-y Jackson, D D., LLD., in 12 volumes. VoL L
New York: Funk & Wagnails. Price per volume ^.00 (21s.)

The S^df'Htraog Encyclopedia has been a comprdwashre and isA^pen-

saMe reference book in the hands of all theologjans and eanwst stndenla of
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theologica! subjects since its completion in 1890. It i-^ hn^cH upou Hcr'og's

Real'Encyclopadie fur protestantische Theoio^ic und Ktrciu, 01 which tbe

first edition appeared in 1868 eotnplete in twenty-two irolonws. Two vtdomes

of this work were translated into Eoglidi by the time of die ontbreak of the

American Civil War, which put a stop to the completion of the project But in

1877 a condensed English transLition was undertaken by Philip Schaff, and ft

is the third edition of thi^ cuinbined with an Encyclopedia of Living Dndtus
whtcfa formed tbe fsmiltar four volume Schaff-Hersog Encyclopedia. As tbe

Geman woilc at its base had been overtaken by the time "S" had been readied,

tiie Schaff-Herzog from that letter on was based on the first German edition,

and much of it, therefore, is now antiquated. The present "New Sdiaff-

Hcrmg" accordingly is an old work reconstructed. Its li^t of titles is largely

the .same and it follows the same general plan as in the old work. The points

of dianmilarity, however, are Uiese: (i) It contains much matter fonnsiicd

directly by those contributors to the German work who have finally mnsmfcd
to condense their articles and bring them within the prescribed limits. These

Umits have often Ixxn narrow, but in no other way was it po*«iWe to utilize

the German matter. It contains hundreds of sketches of living persons derived

in almost every instance from matter furnished by themselves. (2} The mat-

ter in proof has been sent to persons qwdaUy chosen for eminence in Acir
respective departments. (3) A mudi more thorough bibliography is fur-

nished which nfteinfvt-^ to give sources so that students may pursue a subject

to its roots, to Mipply il)e l>cst literature in wliatcvcr languaRe it <xcurs, to

supply references in English tu thO!»c who read only ttiai language. All ar-

ticles based on German originals have been sent in proof to the writers of tbe

original German articles when these writers were still living.

This edition is to be complete in twelve volumes and is absolutely the most

recent and reliable as well as the most comprehensive reference l>T^k along

theological lines now in existence and must not be confused with Bible dic-

tionaries which were published many years ago, but are still sold as authori-

tative. The editor-in-chief of the new edition was one of the associates of

the former work froni its incipicncy and 130 collaborators from the most emi-

nent experts in the tiehis of religions knowledge of n'! countries have assisted

in the compilation of the flr^t volume which is now ready for distribution.

The following statistical information with regard to the production of this

work, taken from the publishers* announcement, may prove of interest to oar

readers

:

Cost of production up to date $350,000

Estimated nuinl)er of topics treated 12,000

Number of specialist contributors engaged 600

Aggregate number of p^igcs 6yooo

Number of topics treated in Vol. i Sga

Total number of pages in VoL I Sjo
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ehind the Scenes with the Mediums
By DAVID P. ABBOTT

!8 Paiies, Cloth, Gilt Top Price. $1.50 net
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Introduction.

"Washlneton Irving Bishop's Scaled Letter
Readini; in a New Dress.

Test where a Triclc Envelope with a Double
Front is Used.

Test where the Medium Secretly Filches a
Letter from the Pocket of the Sitter.

The Mystic Oracle of the Swinjrine Pendulums,
or Mind Over Matter.—A Kuppini; Hand.—
L.lsht and Hca\T Chest.

Tests Given in a I.arsre Store Room with Cur-
tains (or Partitions, Usinsr Telegraphy, etc.

A Billet Test. Usingr a Trick Envelope—A Spirit

Messai^e Written on a Slate, in the Sitter's
Presence.

III. Flower Materialization.

C. The Dark Seance.—A Deceptive Grip.— Mental
Tests.— Spirit Voices. Taps and Lights.

Materialication. — Preparation of Luminous
Costumes. Method of Presentation, etc.

II. Tests Given in a Room in a Hotel.— Slate-
Writinir on Slates Selected. Cleaned, and Held
by Sitter—Test Wherein the Sitter's Own Slates
are Used.- Billet Work in Connection There-
with.—The Prepared Table.

Ul. Readinsr Sealed Billets before a Company in

Room in which Absolute Darkness Keitms.

Medlumlstlc Beadinds of Sealed Writlatfa.

I. Introduction.

II. Preparation of the Writlnifs.
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I. Introduction.

n. Messasre Produced on One of a Stack of Slates,
First Method.—Method UsinK a Rug or News-
paper.

III. McRsaee on One of a Stack of Slates. .Second
Method.—How to Pass the Slates from One
Hand to the Other.

IV. Messasre Produced When but Two Examined
Slates arc Used.—Some Expert Maneuvering
and the Importance of the "Pass."

V. Mcssatre Produced on One of Two Slates
Selected from a Stack, Third Method, where
the "Pass" and Some Export Maneuvering are
Introduced.— I*roductic)n of a Message Written
with a Gold Ring Belonging to the Sitter.

VI. To .Secretly Read a Question Written on a Slate
by a Sitter, when a Stack of Slates is Used.—
How to Secretly Obtain a Confession or Uucs-
tion Written on Paper and Sealctl by the Siltcr.
when a Stack of Slates is Used.

VI I. Message Produced on a Slate Cleaned and held
under a Table by a Sitter.

VIII. Slate Trick Requiring Three Slates and a Flap.
—The Same Used as a Conjuring Trick. Pre-
paration of the Slates.

IX. Slate Trick Requiring a Double-Hinged Slate
and a Flap.

X. Independent Paper Writing.—Two Slater and
a Silicate Flap Used.

XI. Slate Trick with a Single Slate and a Flap,
which is suitable for Platform Production. —
Methods of Forcing the Selection of a Certain
Word. Methods of Forcing the Selection of a
Sum of Figures.—The Same Trick where Two
Slates are Used. — The Same When Three
Slates are Used, and a Spoken Uuestion
Answered, with Words in Colored Writing.

XII. Methods of Obtaining a Secret Impression of
the Writing of a Sitter.— .\ .Store-Room Read-
ing where this is Used.— .\ Test Using a Pre-
pared Book.— How to .Switch a Uuestion.—
Tricks Depending on this Principle.- Tests
Given by Various Chicago Mediums.— Reading
a Message by Pressing it on a Skull Cap Worn
by Medium.

XIII. Tricks Where the Sitter Brings His Own
Slates.—Various Traps.— Psychometric Tests.
— Message on States Wrapped in the Orjfinal
Paper in which they were Purchased— Other
Messages.

XIV. Message on a Sitter's Slate Produceil by a
Rubl>er Stamp. — Message Produced by an
Adroit Exchange of .Slates.—Chemical Tricks.
Other Methods.—Means of Securing Informa-
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Some Modem Sorcery.

i. Presentation of the Tests.

II. Explanation of the Secrets.

III. The Same as Adapted to Work In a Double
Parlor.

IV. The Use of the Cartf Srrvante and Blackboard.

Some Uauaual Medlamlstic Phenomena.
Some Strange and Unusual Tests with an Explana-

tion.
Materialisation

Additional Information.

Relation of Mediamship lo Palmistry. Astrology
and Fortune«Tellinrf.

Tests in Connection with the Repaoduction of the
Sitter's Palm.

Performances of the Aanle Eva Fay Type.
Uucstions Written an<l Retained by the Spectators

Answered by a Blindfolded Lady on the Stage.

Vest>Tumlntf.
Method Explained.

An Improved Blilel Test.

Reading Billets fur an Assembled Company.
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Through "The Open Couri."
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A Pu/zlinff Case.
Spirit Portraiture.
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Spinoza and Religion
Elmer Ellsworth Powell

Prtfessor of Philosophy in Miami

Umiversitj.

This book is accurately described

on the title page as "a study of

Spinoza's metaphysics and of his

particular utterances in regard to

religion, with a view to determin-

ing the significance of his thought

for religion and incidentally his

personal attitude toward it."

PRESS NOTICES
** Professor Powell has produced an exceedingly able and authoritative book.

Few will read it without feeling that it settles f* them the question of Spinoza's real

attitude to God and to religion. And those who read it will obtain incidentally the

benefit of a clear and consistent presentation of the wh(4e philosophic system of one of

the most difficult to understand of all the great thinkers of European history.**

— Tht Glasgow Herald,

"It is a particularly illuminating exposition of the whole subject that is here given

by Professor Powell .... A book of uncommon intelligence, acumen and careful-

ness of investigation."

—

The Chicago Evening Post.

"Altogether, Professor Powell makes out a good case for the main proposition,

and his work is likely to affect current opinion as to the general position of Spinoza, in

the course of religious thought. He will have to be counted with by every student of
philosophy and religion, and should be specially studied by those who claim that

Spino/a is specifically a Jewish philosopher."

—

The American Hebrew.

" Throughout the author demonstrates his fiimiliarity with the field and his

liveness ofinterest. The style, furthermore, is excellent.**

—

The Nation.

"The book is clear in style, thorough in execution, and exhibits much logical

acumen."

—

Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods.

"L'analyse de la conception spinoziste de Dien lui fournit Toccasion de faire

ressortir quclques-uncs dcs obscuritt-s Ics plus considerables d'un texie qu'il connait i

fond et qu'il critique avcc une rcmarquable sagacit^."

—

Revue Philosopbique.

"We have in this volume an able and impartial attempt to determine, first, what
Spinoza taught and, second, how this teaching relates itself to religion.**

— The Princeton Theological Review.

Pp. xi -|- J44, Price, cloth I1.50 net (ys. 6d.)

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
3-8-388 WABASH AVENUE :: :: :: CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.



PLANT BREEDING
GooMMatt «M th* BsperuMats of

NILSSON AND BURBANK
BY

Hu^ De Vries, Professor ol Botany in the University ol Amsteffdsm

A scientific book in simple language. Intensely interesting as wen as instnictive. Of
qiedal value to eveiy tx»tanist, hoitienltnrist and farmer.

Pp. XV + 360. lUnstreted with 114 beautiful ball tone plates from nature. Printed on
fine paper, in large type. Clotb, gilt top. Price, $1.50 net. Mailed, $1.70.

Sm^Hed bsfyour dtaier; or direet^ on reeeipt ofyour order unth ike maiUi^price.

Naturally I have perused the contents of your book.

Plant Brbbding, with intense interest. Therefore I first of

all beg you to accept my heartfelt thanks for the exceedingly

appreciative and sympathetic representation of the work of

our institution here, and indeed of my own part therein.

Next I must congratulate you most cordially upon the excel-

lent service you have performed in this standard work. It is

simply marvelous 1 The clear, concise presentation, the con-

sistent, sustained treatment of the whole history of selection in

agricultural plants according to your modem theory which

now, at last, makes everything clear, the masterful disposition

of the rich and manifold material—all unite to make this book

decidedly the best which has been accomplished along this

line up to now.''

Extract {row a leiier lo Professor De Wit s by Dr. Hjalmar JVHiSon of the

Swedish Agricultural Experiment Station at Svalof,

THE OF£N COURT PUBLISHING CO., 378 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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BOOKS ON CHINA,
GUAG£, literature; LIF£ AND CUSTOMS. : :

TAl-SHANG KAN-YING FIEN, Treatise of the Exalted One
on Response and Retribution. Translated from the Chinese by
Teitaro Suzuki and Dr. Paul Carus. Containing Chinese Text, Ver-
batim Translation, Explanatory Notes and Moral Tales. Edited by

Dr. Paul Carus. i6 i)latcs. Pp. 135. 1906. Boards, 75c net.

•'The book is not only interestir.r. 1 nt instructive as well, and shouM
have a place iu every religious or pbiiut»uphical library."

—

Th€ Tyler Pud. Co.

YIN CHIH WEN, Tbe Tract of the Quiet Way. With Ivxtraci.

liuui the Chinese Coniincntar) . Translated bv Teitaro Suzuki and
Dr. Paul Cani- \<tO(\ Circa 50 paijr^. I'oards, 25c net.

"This is a shoi i Chinese tract coutaiuiu^ many noble ethical septiments.
inculcations of charitv, trmhfulnesB, no of character, and other
ie».tatem,"-~Melhodist Mook and Fub, House.

LAO-TZE'S TAO-TEH-KING ^Tifiam Lh nese-En^Hsh. With
Introduction. rraii->litcration, ami Notes. P.y Dr. Paul Carus. With
a photogravure frontispiece of the traditional picture of Lao-Tze.

specially drawn for tbe work by an eminent Japanese artist. Ap-
propriately bound in yellow and blue, with gilt top. Pp. ^5. Price,

$3.00 (15s.).

Contains: (i) A philosophical, biographical, and historical in-

troduction discussing Lao-Tze's system of metaphysics, its evolution,

its relation to the philosophy of the world, Lao-Tze's life, and the

literary history of his work: (2) Lao-Tze's Tao-Tch-King in the

original Chinese; (3) An English translation; (4) The translitera-

tion of the text, wlierc every Chinese word with its English equiva'

lent t< given, with references in each case to a Chinese dictionary:

(5) Notes and Comments ; (6) Index.

**.Mln\v me t'-> ronpraf ulate you on yonr capacity for seeinc; into mill

Stones. It is truly phenomenal."— Arthur H. Simiih, AttwrUan Board
Missiim,

"It goes without saying that the task of obtaining anffident aoqnuntance
witli the Cliinese language to translate, under the conditions nam-M! r\ lxx)k

like that of Lao-T/e is a gigantic one. Dr. Carus's success is litUe short of
uiarvcluus. He frequentiv citea the versions of others, bnt hi the CKtracts

given, it seems clear that i)r. Cmis has succeeded better than Dr. Legge or

Dr. Ch ilmers in the passages where we are apt to compeue them—a very
remarkable fact indeed."— China Daily Niews,

THE CANON OF REASON AND VIRTUE (LAO-TZE'S
TAO-TEH-KING). Translated from the Chinese by Paul Cams,

1903. 25c, mailed 28c, (is. 6d.) Pp. iv, 138.



THE CHINESE LANGUAGE AND HOW TO LEARN IT« A
Iklanua) for Beginners, by Sir Walter Hillter, K. C. M. G., C. B.

A new Chinese grammar has appeared which, as we learn from pri-

vate sources, is being used ofKcialty by the English authorities for

the preparation of their candidates for office in the English colonies

of China. Pp. 263. $3.75 net.

"I think Hillier's book a gn at improvement on all that has been publish-
ed in this direction, not excepting Sir Thomas Wade's celebrated 'Tztt-dr-chi,'

and I propose to recommend it to my own students as well as to the out*
siders who every now and then apply to me for advice in their Studies."

—

Friedrich Hirtk^ Columbia University, New York City,

CHINESE PHILOSOPHY: Bein^ an Exposition of the Main Char-

acteristic I'Vatures of Chinese Thought. By Dr. Paul Carus. ]'p.

64. Numerous diagrams and native cliaracters and illustrations.

Second edition. 25 cents (is. 6d,j, aiailcd 30 cnits.

"Valuable and of unquestioned reliability. The delineation of the
pllilosophy that underlies the Chinese civilization is so ably done in these
pages that the reader cannot fnil to appreciate the causes which produce
Chinese conservatism."

—

Toledo Blade,

CHINESE THOUGHT: An Exposition of the Main Characteristic

Features of the Chinese World-Conception. By Paul Carus. Being

a continuation of the author's essay, Chinese Philosophy. Illustrated.

Index. Pp. 195. $1.00 net. (4s. 6d.)

**The essential sanity and goodness of the Chinese character receives an
appropriate tribtito ruul its veiy faults are set forth as rather misapplied
virtues than anvthmg widely varying from our own conceptions of right and
wt<m%*^^The Chicago Doily Newi,

CHINESE UFE AND CUSTOMS. By Paul Carus. With illustra-

tions by Chinese Artists. Pp 114. 75c net. (3s. 6d. net.)

*'With each of the reprodih td illustrations goes the explanation needed
for complete understanding, \\ lu ther the picture be one of the gods, of the
rclt'bration of a religious festual, of the planting of rice, or of boys in
si hool. In this way nearly the whoU- of tlu- lift- of tlu- Chinese people finds

expusition, and the western man can fuUuw his cousin into his home and
through his entire days on earth mth ready comprebenBion*"~7%^ (^icago
Daily News*

CHINESE FICTION. By the Rev. Georpe T. Candlin. With illu>-

trations Iroin oriLjinal Chinese \vori<s, spc-ciinen facsimile repro-

ductions of texts, and translation^ of repr(;-t iiialivc pa-^aucs. iiivin^r

a clear and vivid rSsuvt^ of ( liiiu m r r niantic literature. Pp., 51.

Paper. 15 cents (<>!.) . mailed. iS ( » nis.

'*A list of 'fourteen of the most famous Chinese novels' is given. Many
long quotations from plays, poems, and stories are given, and the punphletis
a source of great pleasure. The pictures, too, are charming."

—

the Chicago
Times Herald.

The Open Court Publishing Co.
p. o. Dnwer F. 378-388 Wabash Ave.« Ghica^* UL
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Open Court Mathematical Series
ESSAYS ON THE THEORY OF NUMBERS. I. CONTINUITY AND
IRRATIONAL NUMBERS. II. THE NATURE AND MEANING OF
NUMBERS, by Richard Dcdekind. Authorized translation by Woostcr Wood-
ruff* Benian, Professor of Mathematics in the University of Michigan. 19CI.

Pp. 115. Cloth 75c net. (3s. 6d. net.)

ELEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL AND INTE-
GRAL CALCULUS, by Augustus DcMorgan. New edition. 1899. Pp. viii.,

144. Cloth ^1.00 net. (4s. 6d. net.)

ON THE SrUDY AND DIFFICULTIES OF MATHEMATICS, by Augustus

DeMorgan. Second reprint edition. 1902. Pp. viii., 288. Cloth ^1.2; net.

(4s. 6d. net.)

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. An authorized translation of Dr.

Karl Fink's Geschichte Der Elementar-Mathemadk, by Woostcr Woodruff Beman,
Professor of Mathemaucs in the University of Michigan, and David Eugene Snuth,

Professor of Mathcmadcs in Teachers* College, Columbia University. Second
revised ediuon. 1903. Pp. xii., 343. Cloth $1.50 net. (5s. 6d. net.)

THE FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY, by David Hilbcrt, Ph. D.. Pro-

fessor of Mathcmadcs, University of Gotringen. Authorized transladon by Prof. E.J.
Townscnd, Ph. D., University of Illinois. 1902. Pp. vii., 143. Cloth ^1.00
net. (4s. 6d. net.)

LECTURES ON ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS, by Joseph Louis Lagrange.

From the French by Thomas J. McCormack. Second edidon. 1901. Pp. 172.
Cloth $1.00 net. (4s. 6d. net.)

EUCLID'S PARALLEL POSTULATE: ITS NATURE, VALIDITY AND
PLACE IN GEOMETRICAL SYSTEMS. Thesis presented to the Philo-

sophical Faculty of Yale University for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, bv
John William Withers, Ph. D.

,
Principal of the Yeatman High School, St. Louis,

Mo. 1905. Pp. vii., 192. Cloth, net $ 1. 25. (4s. 6d. net.)

MATHEMATICAL ESSAYS AND RECREATIONS, by Hermann Schuben,
Professor of Mathemaucs in the Johanneum, Hamburg, Germany. From the Ger-
man, by Thomas J. McCormack. Second edidon. 1903. 37 cuts. Pp. 149.
Cloth 75c net. (3s. 6d. net.)

SPACE AND GEOMETRY IN THE LIGHT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSY-
CHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL INQUIRY, by Dr. Ernst Mach, Emeritus

Professor in the University of \'ienna. From the German by Thomas J. McCor-
mack, Principal of the La Salle- Peru Township High School. 1906. Cloth, gilt

top. Pages 143. Price, $1.00 net. (5s. net.)

GEOMETRIC EXERCISES IN PAPER FOLDING, by T. Sundara Row. Edited

and revised by Wooster Woodruff Beman, Professor of Mathemaucs in the Uni-
versity of Michigan, and David Eugene Smith, Professor of Mathemaucs in

Teachers' College of Columbia University. With 87 illustrauons. 1901. Pp.

xiv., 148. Cloth $1.00 net. (4s. 6d. net.)

A SCRAPBOOK OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS, NOTES, RECRE-
ATIONS, ESSAYS, by William F. White, Ph. D., State Normal School, New
Paltz, New York. Frontispiece and 70 diagrams and other illustrauons. 1 2 mo.

248 pp., cloth binding, gilt top, price $1.00 net. (5s net.)

THE OPEN COURT PUBUSHING CO.
378-388 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO. ILL.



Not Scraps and Snippets "^ <"
A iw» ww«w^w MUM wMB«^^v»v

extnctt, but compkte articles, repro-

duced without change from the leading English quarterlies* mondiHes and weeklies, by

the ablest writers, on the most timely and important subjects, go to the making of

THE LIVING AGE
Published weekly, it is able to present its material while the topics considercJ are

still fresh in the public iiiind.

With the whole range ot English periodical htcrature to select from, it is able to

present more imponant articles by well known and brilliant writers than any other

single magazine. It publishes

The Best Fiction

The Best Literary Criticism

The Best Essays

The Best Travel Articles

The Ablest Discussions of F^ublic Affairs

The Mngle numbers are light and easy to hold, and the reading matter is not

smothered in advertising. The numbers Cat a year contain as much as two of the

Ibur-dollar magazines*

The LIVING AGE has been published every Satuiday without misring an

issue for 64 yean, and was never more indespensable than now to intelligent readers.

THE LIVING AGE '^^^y Amencan Magazine exclusively

. . T?* 1^ devoted to the reprinting, without
is Alone in its rield abridgment, or the most important and

interesting arddes from the best English periodicals.

Specimen copy free.

Terms: ^6.00 a Year. Three Months' Trial Subscription, |i.oo.

THE LIVING AGE COMPANY
6 Beacon Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Digitized by Google



PRESS NOTICES AND INDi?1DDAL OMNIONS OF

A SCRAPBOOK OF
Elementary Mathematics

NOTES, RECREATIONS, ESSAYS

By WILLIAM F. WHITE, Ph. D., State Normal Scnool, New Palrz, New York.

FROSTISFIFCE JSD to DIAGRAMS ASD OTHER I L LVSTR ATtOSS

II mo. 248 pp , cloth binding, gilt top, price $1.00 net.
( ;i. net.)

** IN THIS BOOIL MATHEMATICS IS PRESENTED IN UTERART FORM."

The following individual opinions are from letters written to the author and have refer-

ence to sections of the book as they appeared as magazine articles. Except where the

plural is used, they referred only to the story "Alice in the Wonderland of Mathematics,"

the only article that had then appeared.

Gems

Vital
interest

Knew
where to
stop

Charming
essays

Very
ingenious

Imagina-
tion with
technical
studies

A facile
pen

FROM THREE OF AMERICA'S FOREMOST MATHEMATICIANS

"These j;ems of yuurs from the Open Court. They delight me."
— George Bruce Halstei.

" I read them and enjoyed doing so. 1 heartily congratulate you upon your
success . . . 1 always take time to Ux)k into things that come from your pea
I know that I shall tind somethmg of vital interest in them."— David I-lugene Smith.

" I congratulate you most heartily. I do not see where it could be impro\-ed.
You knew where to stop as well as where to begin." "

—

James M. Taylor.

FROM OTHERS BEARING WELL-RNOWN NAMES

Dr. Ernst Mach, professor in the University of Vienna, recently called the
greatest of living scientists, began his letter:

*' In einem Ihrer reizenden Aufsalze."

Prof. W. H. Crawshaw. author of The Making of English Literature

:

" Very ingenious and withal decidedly interesting."

Prof.

Infltietti

"'.Alice in the Wonderland of Mathematics,'—a pretty illustration of the

value of joining the imagination with technical studies."

R. P. Williams, author of the books <m chemistry and a departmental editor

of School .Science and Mathematics :

" You wield a facile pen . . . The Open Court reprints are ver>' interestinj:

and instructive.*^

f. Albert Perr>' Brigham, author of .4 Text-book of Geology, Geographic
ices in American Hisiory, From Trail to Railway, etc.:

More roses Washington Irving, nephew of " the first American man of letters":

and fewer " In the stutly of mathematics, had I had such a yuide as you, 1 am certain

thistles 1 should have found more roses and been stung by fewer thistles."

First math-
ematics I

ever
enjoyed

A keen
insight into
the beauty
of applied
mathe-
matics

Also one from a former college president, now a real estate dealer:
" The hrst mathematics I have ever enjoyed, except figuring up interest

money. It is splendid."

REVIEWS OF THE BOOK

"The bix>k is unicjue in its presentation of problems and theories and a num-
ber of short meth«Hls are explained. The l)ook treats of arithmetic, algebra and

ee«>inctry and the illustrations are for the most part drawn from the scientific,

commercial and industrial activities of the day. Properly speaking it is not a

text book but a keen insight into the beauty of applied mathematics as a study."

—The Colgate Madisonensis, Colgate University, Feb. 11, icbS.



An
amusing
and hrccxy
«lem«nt

A

"Professor William F. White, Ph. D., of the mathematical depanmeot of the
State Normal School at New Paltz, N. Y.. has published, throtigh the Open
Court Publishing Lompany, a volume entxtlea A Scrap^aok of Elementary
MeUhenuUus. The ' science of numbers * is usually regarded in the light of a

dry and seriotis pursuit. But Mr. White infuses into it an amusing and brec/y
element which shows that even so prosaic a subject has its lighter side, and
that, too, without sacrihcing the mathematical rigor which necessarily pertains
therea'^.ta

^The ExanUmr, N. Y. Department of Literary Note«, March I3, 1908b

"The book is interesting', valuable and sugucstive. It is a book that rc.illy

fills a long'felt want It is a book that should be in the library of every high
school and on the desk itf every teacher of mathanatics.*'

The following exUmcts from the table of contents will serve to indicate the nature and
scope of the book :

The two systems of numeration of large
numbers.

Multiplication at sight: anew trick with an
old principle.

A few numerical curiosities.

Familiar tricks based on literal arithmetic.
Miscellaneous notes on number

—

The theory of number.
Fermat's last theorem.
Wilson's theorem.
Formulas for prime numbers.
A Chinese criterion for prime numbers.
Are there more tliau one set of prime fjxc-

tors of a number ?

Asymptotic laws.

Growth of tlie concept of number.
Some results of permumtion problems.
Tables.
Some long numbers.
How may a particular number arise?

Present trends in aritlimetic.

Arithmetic in the Renaissance.
Do the axioms apply tO equations?
Algebraic fallacies.

Visual representalioD of complex numbers.
Illustrations of the law of signs in algebraic

multiplication.

Two negative conclusions reached in the
igth century.

The three parallel postulates illustrated*

Geometric puzzles

—

Paradroroic rings.

The three famous problems of antlciuity.

The instruments that are postulated.
Linkages and straight-line motion.
Growth of the philosophy of the calculus.

The mathematical treatment ui statistics.

Mathematical symbols.
A few stirprising facts in the history of

mathematics.
Quotations on mathematics.
Bridges and isles, figure tracing, unicursal

.signatures, labyrinths.

Magic snuares.
The L'olncn aire of mathematics.
The movemeiii tu make laatheniatics teach-

in i: more concrete.

The mathematical recitation as an exercise
in public speaking.

The nat ne of mathematical reasoninji.

Alice in the Wonderland of Mathematics.
Bibliographic notes.
HiblioL; rapliic Index.

Copious general Index.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
376*386 Wabash Avenue, Chbago

Date

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPAltr
S7S"j8/t ff^ai4si Avtmie, Chit^o^ U, & A,

Geiulemen:" Please send me a copy of the "SCRAPBOOK, OF
ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS,** for which I enclose $1.00.

Rfmitt .mfs mar he made F.vprcu ar p.-.itjl l/v/cf Ordtr^ »r ty drafti Weago 9r New T*rk,

frying t>y ptrtonai checkt add io lents J<,r i>,litiu<tti ^btirgti.

Digitized by^OOgle



Psychology and Scientific Methods
There is no similar journal in the field of scientific philosophy. It is identified with ao
philosophical tradition and stands preeminently for the correlation of philosophy viLb
the problems and experience of the present. The contents of recent numbers include;

The Function of Images ...... W. H. Wrsca
The Subconscious Again . . . . . . A. H. Pierce
Religious Value ...... George Albert Coe.
Pragmatism and its Definition of Truth . . . C. A. Stkojco
The Question in the Learning Process . . . L. Peasi. Boo&s
Consciousness and Relativity ..... \V. P. MosT.'vcrE
A Genetic Study of Make-Believe .... Thaddeus L. Bolto?s
Consciousness and Conservation .... R. \V. Sei.x_u&s

Structure and Growth of the Mind ..... \V. Mitchell
The Function of Philosophy as an Academic Discipline George K. Dodsox
The Logical Character of Ideas ..... John Dewev
Stumpf's "Zur Einteilung der Wissenschaften" . William Erkest Hockiso
Venn's "Principles of Empirical or Inductive Logic" George S. Fullertox
Dowd's "The Negro Races" . C. H. Hawes

Published on alternate Thursdays

Sub-Sution 84, New York City

$3.00 PER ANNUM, 26 NUMBERS 15 CENTS PER COPV

NOW IN PREPARATION
PALMS OF PAPYRUS:

Being Forthright Studies of Men and Books, with some pages from a Man's Inner Life

By MICHAEL MONAHAN
Author of Benigna ytna^ etc.

THE BEST AND MOST CHARACTERISTIC COLLECTION OF HIS WRITINGS
WHICH THE AUTHOR HAS THUS FAR BEEN ENABLED TO MAKE

PALMS OF PAPVRUS will be printed from a new and handaome font ofeleven-point type, on a nne En^Iiah

deckle-edge paper, with Delia Robbia initials, original ornamentt, etc. The binding will be both

durable and artistic, of half leather and boards, heavily stamped in gold.

RuhmrJ Lf GsllieHiti—l aamire your literary article*

Immensely. They bare • real touch, and are fall of life

and briltiancv.

jAmii Huncitr— | envy you your magazine— it is a

pulpit which vou po«*eM entirely and fill admirably, O de-

lectable preacher.
Jsii LtHj,n—l ha»e enjoyed the PAPVRUS »ery

much. I like a free, bold utterance, even if 1 do not agree

with the whole of it.

U^m.hl»rt*n X«/<>(in the St. Lmli Mirnr}—\liek»d
Monahan, of the PAPYRUS, write* the choiceat, bc« Sa-
vored, claMical English I know of in contemporary Ameri-
can leiter*.

Lftmdrd D. Ahh*tt (associate editor Currtnt Lttrr*-
lurt)—You have helped me to an underatandiog of the
larger thing*.

Putntm'i Mtnthh—There ii sun, viad and rala ii

Michael Monahan** whimsical fancies.

Ttie e^tion to be STRICTLY \ 750 copies English deckle-e<l(2e paper, price

LIMITED followw 75 copies Japan Vellam, price ....
12.00

5.00

SOTICE—Send in your order at orck—You mrJ ti»t faj until the book is delivered.

THE PAPYRUS East Orange, N. J.



PORTRAITS OF
EMINENT MATHEMATICIANS

Three portfolios edited hy DAvm Eitgekb Smith, Ph. D>. Professor o
Mmthematics in Teachers' College, Colombia University, New York City.

In response to a widespread demand from those interested in mathematics

and the history of education, Professor Smith has edited three portfolios of the

portraits of some of the most eminent of the world's contributors to the mathe-

matical sciences. Accompanying eadi portrait is a brief biographical slcetch,

wtfli occasional notes of interest concerning the artists represented. The
pictures arc of a size that allows for framing (11x14), it being the hope that a

new interest in mathematics may be aroused through the decoration of class*

rooms by ttie portraits of those who helped to create the science.

POR>TyOUO No. 1. Twelve great mathematicians down to 1700 A.D.:

Thales, Pythagoras, Eucli'!. Archimedes, Leonardo of Pisa, Cardan, Vieta,

Napier, Descartes, Fermat, Newton, Leibniz.

POR/TFOLiO No* 3> The most eminent founders and promoters of the

infinitesimal calculus : Cavallieri, Johann and Jakob Bemonlli, Pascal,

L'Hopital, Barrow, Laplace* Lagrange, Euler Gauss, Monge and Niccolo

Tartagha.

PORTFOLIO No. 3« Eight portraits selected from the two former,

portfolios especially adapted for high schools and academies, including

portraits of

THALES— with whom bejran the study of scientitic geometry;

PY THAGOKAb—who proved tlie proposition of the square on the hypotenuse;

EUCLID—whoseElementsofGeometry form thebasisof all modem textbooics;

ARCHIMEDES—whose treatment of the cird^ cone, cylinder and sphere
influences our work t<^>-<?'!y;

DESCARTES—to whom we are indebted for the graphic algebra in our high
schools;

NEWTON—who generalized the binomial theorem and invented the calculus*

NAPIER—who inventf_'d It^ijarithms and contributed to trigonometry;

PASCAL—who discovered the " Mystic Hexagram " at the age of sixteen.

PRICES
Portfolio I or a (la portralU) on JaponoM vonma, oIm 11S14, $B^om; both lor •S.flo.

Portfolio I or a (la portraitt) on Americao plato popor. also 11x14, fj.oo; both for $5.00.

Portfolioj(8 portrolU) oa Japoaoaovollam, also 11x14.93.30; aingleportraita, 50 centa.

PiftMlot (8 portntto) «• Asurl—a plaleps^r, slsoni4i $a.ops «taglo portntts. isc

"The issue of this fine collection is e<)ually creditable to the expert knowl
edi»e and discriminating tn«ite of the editor, Pnifcssor David Eup^cnc Smith,
and to the liberality and artistic resources of 1 he Open Court I'ublisliing Co.'

^F, N. C^U, Editor Amtrietm MtOhemaiUal ButUim^ New York-

" The selection is well made, the reproduction is handsomely executed, and
the brief account which accompanies each portrait is of interest. Prof. Smith
has rendered a valuable 8er\'ice to all who have interest in mathematics, by
editing this collection. Wherever mathematics is taught, these portraits should
adorn the wails."— IP<//mm F. Osgood^ Cambridge, A/ass,

The Open Court Publishing Co.

R O. Drawer F. 376-368 Wabaih Avenue CHICAGO. ILL

Digitized by Google



NOTEWORTHY SERIES OF ARTICLES IN LATE
NUMBERS OF THE BIBUOTHECA SACRA J0^ J0^

The Latest Translation of the Bible

By HENRY M. WHITNEY

I. Problems and Difficulties. April, 1902.

II. Aims and Results. July, 1902.

III. From Another Standpoint October, 1902.

rV. Supplementary. Januaiy, 1903.

V. The Question of Modemness in the Light of two recent

examples. April, 1903.

VL Additional Points— Chiefly as to Rhetorical Method.

April, 1904.

Vn. Concerning Certain Other Versions, more or less in the

modem. January, 1905.

VIII. A Few Fmal Tests. April, 1 905.

IX. Concerning Idiom. July, 1907.

The Diseases of the Bible

By EDWARD M. MERRINS. M.D.

Biblical Epidemics of Bubonic Plague. April, 1904.

Deaths of Antiochus IV., Herod the Great, and Herod
Agrippa I. July. 1904.

The Malady of Saul, King of Israel. October, 1 904.

Did Jesus Die of a Broken Heart? January and April, 1905.

Tlie Abasement of Nebuchadnezzar. October, 1905.

The Powers of Darkness. April and July, 1 906.

The Patience of Job. April, 1 907.

St Paul's Thorn in the Flesh. October, 1 907.

Persons desinng these valuable series of F>«per( can obtain them for 35 cents a number,
or $2.70 for niher serie«, oc $4.80 for both senes. or $6.00 for the volumes 1902-1907
inclusive. Foreign postage of 6 cenU a numbet, additioaal. Addreas

Bibliotheca Sacra Co., Oberlin, O., U.S.A.



AVESTA ESCHATOLOGY, compared with

the Books of Daniel and Revelation. By Lawrence H. Mills.

85 pp. Boards. Price 50c. Extra edition, Strathmore paper,

gilt top. Price 75c.

"The Zoroastrian conception of God and his attributes, as exhibited by

Prof. Mills was a grand cootributioo to the victory of monotheism in Israel. This

essay, a sopplement to his Urge work on 'Zarathnshtra* presents a pecnliady

interesting chapter in the study of comparative religion.**—7^ Ouiiook.

THE MESSIANIC HOPE OF THE
SAMARITANS. By Jacob, Son of Aaron, High

Priest of the Samaritans. Edited with an introduction by

William Eleazar Barton. Price 25c.

"The book is handsomely illnstrated and is very interesting indeed.**

—Methodist Publuking Company.

The Open Court Publishing Co,
p. O. Dnwer F. 378-388 Wabash Ave.» Chicago, Hi.

American Antliropologist

The only periodical in America devoted to Anthro-

poloi:y in all its branches— Ethnology, Archeologfy,

Religion, Mythology, Folklurc, Sociolocrv and

Language— with particular reference to the American

aborigines.

The American Anikrapohgist is the organ of the

American Anthropological Association, whose members
receive the journal and a series of Memoirs, as published,

without cost. To others the subscription price is Four
Dollars per annual volume. Each number contains

184 pages, 8 vo., and is well illustrated.

•

American Antbropologistj ^^^St.^<^P*

Digitized by Coogle



THE HIBBERT JOURNAL
A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF RELIGION. THEOLOGY

AND PHILOSOPHY

The July issue deals largely with practical social

and religious problems, by writers who represent

seven different nationalities, making an unusual-

ly varied and entertaining number.

THE LEADING ARTICLES FOR JULY

Pluralism and Relig;ion. By Professor William James
Civilization in Danger. By Ren6'L Gerard

Science and the Purpose of Life. By Dr. Pridtjof Nansen
The Religionist and Scientist. By the Rev. G. A. Johnston Rosa

**An Appeal to Those at the Top*'—and Something More. By Sir Ed-

ward Russell

The Right to Constrain Men for their own Qood. By Professor W. M.

Flinders Petrie

Religion and our Schools. By Professor John Dewey
Enlightened Action the True Basis of Morality. By Prof. A. H. Lloyd

The Romantic Element in the Ethics of Christ. By Stanley Gerald Dunn

The Problem of Immortality. By Professor Rudolf Eucken
The Religion of the Sensible American. By Pres David Starr Jordan

The Church of Scotland and its Formula. By Rev. A. J. Campbell
The Burden of Language in Religion and Authority as the Means of

Release: a Catholic Study. By W. J. Williams

$2.50 per annum; 75 cents a single copy, postpaid.

Subscriptions can be filled immediately to begin with any issue and

single copies had by return mail by addressing

SHERMAN. FRENCH & COMPANY
SIX BEACON STREET :: :: BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS



Rebgions: Ancient and Modern
The Series is intended to present to a large public the salient fea-

tures of the Great Religions of the Human Race. The Volumes

dready published have met with the most gratifying appredatioiu

Fcap. 8vo. Clothy cents net per volume

mW PUBUSHBD
Htiiduism.

Br EowAto CkODD

PonthelMn.
Br jAyu Allamion PteroN

Celtic Religion.
Br Pkor. AnwrL

Mythology of Ancient
Brittdn and Ireland.

Br Chamji Squiri

Ancient £gypt.
Br Pkop. W. M.

Scandinavian Religion.
Br W. A. CiAicn

Magic and Fetishism.
Br Da. A. C. Haodow

Br Da. L. D. BAanarr

Ancient China.
Br Prop. Giui

Ancient Greece.
Br Jamb Kariuok

Babylonia and Assyria
By TMIOPMILVt G. PWCNBS

Islam.
By Sy£d Ambbr AUy m. a.

Religion of Ancient Rome.
By Cyril Baiuy, tf . a,

Judaism.
By Israel Abrahams

Shinto: The Ancient
Religion of Japan.

Br W. G. Aston, c. m. c , ll. d.

IN PREPARATION

The Religion of Ancient Israel. By Prof. Jastrovt

The Religion of Ancient Mexico and Peru. Br Lbwu Spbwcb

Islam in India. Br T. W. Arnold, Aadsunt LabntiBtk ac the India Office.

Author of ««Tlie PreRching of Main.*'

Buddhism. ^ vols. Bv Profes&or T. W. Rhys Davids, LL. D.

The Religion of Ancient Persia. Br Dr. A. V. Wiluams Jacxiom,
Professor of Iranian at Columbia University.

Primitive or Nicene Christianity. Bv John Suthbrland Black. LL. D.,

Joint Editor of the Encyclopedia Biblica."

Mediaeval Christianity.

The Psychology of Religion. By Dr, Ltoba.

The Open Court Publishing Co.

Jj8'j88 Wabash Avenue :: Chicago

Digitized b^Google



THE KEY TO BUDDHISM

HYMNS OF THE FAITH
(DUAMMAPADA)

Bdaf An AaeiMt Aatholocy IVienfd in tlM Short Cdlaclioo of tli* SMMd
ScfiplWM df tfaa Bnddliiili. Tktailalad hom tfie Pili by ALBERT J.

EDMUNDS. Clodi bindiiic, gilt top. Pirintad w lodift tist paper. Va^m,

liv, no. Prioo. fi.oa

"Tbis celebrated ancient anthology of Baddhist devotional poetry wa» oom-

pUod from the atterances of Gotamo and hia disciples ; from early bjrmos bj

nuMiki: aad fcom the popular poalic provorht of ladlR. . .

.

" If evar ma lauDocial doMie «m pndocad opoii the oonliaeBt of AaSm,

tbia. Its toiiGroiui rolls of rhytbm are nothing short of inspired. No trite

ephemeral songi are here, but red-hot lava from the abj^^ses of the hnman sool.

in one oat of the two of its most historic eruptions. "— /'ranf^or's JPrefact.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

LONDON : Kboam Paul« Trkncb. TaOsNKR & Co., Ltd.

THE SCOPE AND CONTENT
OF THE

SCIENCE OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Historical review, library classification and select, annotated bibli-

o^^raphv, with a list of the chief publications of leading anthropological

societies and museums. By JUUL DIESERUD, A. M.

A thorouKh-going. painstaking work, in which the author makes an attempt to

settle the perplexing question, what anthropology- really is, t ) define its bouiidari^

with other sciences and give a detailed enumeration of its contents as conceived

today by the leading anthropologists of the variotie civilised countries of the world.

The bibliography (95 pages) gives succinct extracts from the works listed, tbu-'

furnishing the material on which the historical review and the elaborate libran

classification are founded,
A most welroiuc reference book for the anthropologiBti and a nocessaiy tool w

any library containing anthropological literatare.

200 pag€St cloth t gilt ioPt $2,00 ffei, iSs. 6d.) nei.

Also stipplied in skteis, $2JO,

The Open Court Publishing Co.
p. O. Drawer F. 378-388 Wabash Ave, Chicago, lil



THK MONIST
A QUARTIRLT ICAGAZIliS

Sdilon DiL Paul Cjmm* Hfoei.kk.

the Vtedamemal Problems Philotopby in tbair

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION

In Uie United Sute^ Canada and Moiico, yearly, postpaid, Ibt.oo; single
picsb dottttis. Ib Enguttid spd fhe V.P. U.^yearly, 9s. 6a.; singleausbm
> 6d*

lU.P.

Some idea of the character of the work which "The Monist" has been doin;,

and «f die U^ataiidiiv of its contributors, mav be gained bj veference to the
eeventeea yMfs lades. jost ptiMlshedt wUdi wm bt teot m raqosst Price*
lo cents.

**I do not belfev* any peHoSlcal In Um worid If dolac aaora tervloe to drOlatloa and to this
eouBtry tlt»t DO otherpradtdr rend*!* thu *Tbe HoalaP.*'—Chartaa S. PdrM. Mlllofd, Pom.

"Itn EffMt tmadth and llbenlitr . its high cIkh of writera, and Ita able and scholarly reriawi,
asooBX its noteworthy feature*."—Letter F. Ward, Smithaomian InstUuticui, WathtogtoB,

C.
"t read 'The Monlst' bacauae it stands for aomethinr. becaase It girt* me the thoei^hu o( coo*

temporarj Icadara. and because It aJways on the side oi soucd acboiarshlp."—David Etijreae

Snittt FhJ)^ rrafasaor of Mathematics in Teachers' College, Columbia Uoivonity. Now Yofk
iffmi*

BOtfeundi

er clBMoebkh I havo boea recol»lBt far aeie yean peat,
than 'The Moalat*: aod ttero ia not a aamber In which I

flio airisaeala of a hlshei
thall rasd more ratularlT

hwe not found some articlea of miitfui ....

M the perkM^lcal that I recommended la^t year the pard^aao of a oomple
«MjuKimaU9*'*-h Osik Msnay.LU^ KataMt of FUlesovhr la Mi

I tatnreatlTeneai. iDavobomaolmi Iwlththovataa
laetforthoBfecHvaf

**I do not think^t aay joonal la the worid can fival The Moaisli'aBdaearecly any other
coantry hat Amorlra can erer iirodoce a lonmal Uke this, acieatMc. and sttD SBHEomp r1 sing, frao*

IfeiBkinC and atill never Tagoc but exact"—Dr. Huebbe Schleiden, HanoTer, Germany.

•**The Monisf is certainlr perlormin? an Important service. T always read the journal with
Interest and profit. It would be difficult to exaggerate the value of your journ.ils and othar pub-
lications tor the advancement anddiffusion of prulosophy a^d acicuce."—Prof. J- McK.c*d Cattell,

Pfegleaaor of Psychologry in Columbia University, New York.

**1 de«ire to state that there are foaad complied fn this journal three qaalitles which render
It sapeiior to inoBt other Am("rlcan aadKaropcan reviews, namely: ( i ) The nnliinited 'iberty of
^lacoasion aod of thonsbt ia every branch OI science pcrradlng it* pa^es; is) the varied char-
•etor of tho articlea wmch ^re published In every elngie cumber of it ; and (3^ the nar^ies o{ ita

coatiltatMaand collaborstoit fioa orery j>art ol the world."—<«. Seifl, Froieeaor of
fa tilM Ualvsntty al BsiM^ lisly*

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
378-388 Wabash Avome p. o. dsm r Chioigo, 111.

Digitized by GpOgl^



PHILOSOPHICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL POR-
TRAIT SERIES.

The portraits arc printed on large paper (11x14^, with tint

and piatemark, anid many of themm repfodueea from twe
paintings, engravings, or original photographs. They are suit-

aUe for frmng vid hanging in public and private Ifliraries.

laboratories, seminaries, recitation and lecture rooms, and wffl

be of interest to all conoenwd in education and gieocial ctili-

ttire.

PHILOSOPHICAL.
PYTHAGORAS
SOCRATES
PLATO
ARISTOTLE
EPICTKTUS
THOMAS AQUINAS
ST. AUGUSTINE
AVERRHOl^
DUNS SCOTUS
GIORDANO BRUNO
BACON
HOBBES
DESCARTES
MALEBRANCHE
HERBERT SPENCER

CABANTS
MAINE DE BIRAN
BENEKE
E. H. WEBER
FECHNER
HELMHOLTZ
WUNDT
HERING
G. T. LADD

SCREtLIKG
SPINOZA
LQCKE
BERKELEY
HUME
MONTESQUIEU
VOLTAIRE
D'ALEMBERT
CONDILLAC
DIDEROT
ROUSSEAU
LEIBNIZ
WOLFF
KANT
FICHTE

PSYCHOLOOiCAL.
AUBERT
MACH
STUMPP
EXNER
STEINTHAL
BAIN
SULLY

HEGEL
SCHLETERMACHER
SCHOPENHAUER
HERBART
PEyERRACtt
LOT2SE
REID
DUGALD STEWART
STR W. HAMlLTCHt
COUSIN
COMTE
ROSMINI
J. STUART MILL

ROMANES
PAUL JANET
RIBOT
TAINE
POUILLEE
WNET^
a STAto^y HALL

WARD . .

C L. MORGAN
The i»sychologicd Sisfies (25 portialKs) 'oa HafiaUL J^v^Mt

paper, SSjOO {2l9.)*

nt Psychologkil Safcft (2S portidli) on piite P^er, $375
(18s;).

Tbm Philosophical Series (43 p^tratts) on plate p^« |62S
(30s.).

The Entire Series (68 portraits), on plate peper, ^.50 (35s.).

The higher prices In parentheses refier to toeigB tiamtakM.

Carriage prepaid. Sh)g)e portrBRtf 25 tents.
.

For subscribers who may prefer not to frame the portraits, a

neat portfolio will be provided at a cost of $1 .00 "addittonat

*I have received the first installment of portraits of philosophers, and am
very nrach pleated with tbem.'*

—l*fo/. Dapid (7. Ritchie, St. Andrnvs, Scotland.

"I conjrratulate yoTi on the ma^ificciit chafscter of die portrattib and I fed

proud to have such adornments for my. lecture TQOn!^ .

THB OPEN COURT PUBUSHUMI tO.
P.OuDniiicrF SfS^alW WabMh AvmM, Cltaf»» DL
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